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Chapter 1

Introduction

    Middle America is a multilingual region, where various indigenous languages

are still spoken by more than eight million people. . The most populous group

among them are the speakers of Mayan languages, followed by speakers of Uto-

Aztecan and Otomanguean languages. .These groups speak many languages
altogether. Smaller groups include the Mixe-Zoquean and the Totonacan, and

there are many other isolated languages and small language families. In Central

America there is one Arawakan (Garifuna) and a few Chibchan languages which

belong with South American language families linguistically; other Central

American languages include Misumalpan, Xinca, Lencan and Tol (commonly call-

ed Jicaque). Most of these are in danger of extinction or are already dead.

   Middle America is a politico-geographical construct. As commonly viewed, it

includes Mexico and Central America, although northern Mexico is sometimes ex-

cluded while the Antilles are sometimes included. Central America extends from

Guatemala through Panama. Mesoamerica is another term used in anthropology

and linguistics in connection with Middle America. Mesoamerica is, roughly speak-

ing, the central part of Middle America, extending from north central Mexico

through the western part of El Salvador and Honduras. It was designated a

cultural area by Kirchhoff on the basis of its many shared .cultural features

[KIRcHHoFF 1943]. :   In this study I have chosen the languages of Middle America from the northern

Mexican border to the south of Panama. However, it should be noted that,

linguistically speaking, Middle America is arbitrarily designated a geographical

area. Neither genetic nor'areal linguistic classifications coincide with these boun-

daries. On the other hand, it has been shown that Mesoamerica is a linguistic

area. Campbell et al. have demopstrated that Mesoamerica is a linguistic area in

the sense of others recognized in the literature, such as the Balkans or South Asia

[CmeBELL, KAuFMAN, and SMiTH-STARK 1986]. They list five features, based on

tight constraints for defining a linguistic area: (1) nominal possession (of the type

his-dog the man), (2) relational expressions composed of a noun root and possessive

pronominal clitics (these compounds, called relational nouns, function like preposi-

tions in many other languages of the world), e.g., Tzutujil r-uma:l xar a:bi "by the

man" < r- "his", -uma:l "by", xar "the", a:bi "man"), (3) vigesimal numeral
systems, (4) non-verb-final basic word order, to which absence of switch-reference

is correlated, (5) several widespread semantic calques.

    In this monograph I will treat the languages of Middle America equallY,

                                                                 3



4 Native Middle American Languages

although the resource materials vary widely in quality and quantity. But, natural-

ly, attention will be concentrated largely on Mesoamerican languages, since most of

the languages are distributed within this more restricted region, and the

Mesoamerican civilizations of the last 3000 years permit us to suppose that the

peoples of Mesoamerica have had a long history of contact. The languages of CenT

tral America outside Mesoamerica are linguisticaily as connected to South

American language groups as the cuitures of Central America are [KmcHHoFF 1943:

18]. Languages distributed through the northern part of Mexico, such as Yuman

and Uto-Aztecan, are genetically linked with North American language groups, but

the Nahuan group of Uto-Aztecan has intruded deeply into Mesoamerica and some

Nahuan dialects have also reached far into Central America. I have included these

non-MesoaMerican languages for two reasons: 1) Some of them are claimed to have

been influenced by Mesoamerican languages. For example, the Nahuan branch of

Uto-Aztecan has come to be a member of the Mesoamerican group, a finding which

could have been made only by comparing it with non-Mesoamerican languages. 2)

The characteristics of the non-Mesoamerican languages help delimit the
Mesoamerican group Proper.

   The purpose of the present study is to investigate Native Middle American

languages from an areal-typological point of view. The immediate goal of the

research is to present available descriptive materials and analyze them, since a detail-

ed study of the distribution of the phonological, morphological, and syntactical

characteristics of Native Middle American languages as a whole has not yet been

done. The ultimate goal of the investigation is to clarify Middle American areal

features and to contribute to Iinguistic Universals research. Regional traits across

language b6undaries are useful for establishing and investigating language con-

tact. I emphasize that formal or structural borrowings can easily occur in these

situations. In the concluding section, therefore, I draw brief inferences as to

Mesoamerican history.

   In Chapter 2 I discuss the phonological systems of Native Middle American

languages. I present available descriptive materials, arranging them according to

the classification utilized in this monograph. On the basis of the data brought

together here, I analyze the consonant and vowel systems.

   Following this, in Chapter 3, I treat areal features, investigating the diffusion

of particular phonemes across language boundaries. Then I discuss linguistic

universals. From these perspectives I attempt 'to clarify the phonological

characteristics of the languages of Middle America.

    In the areal-typological investigation of morphological traits in Chapter 4, I

choose numerals among several categories such as pronominals, gender, number,

and tense-aspect markers.･The reasons for this choice are that (1) the numeral

systems of Native Middle American languages show an enormous variety in ways of

forming number words, (2) number words are formed from combinations of the

rank- or base-word and the digit or minor numbers, (3) the way of forming number
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words seems to change easily under the influence of neighboring languages, (4) the

class of number words is considerably larger than that'of other word classes. The

different combinations and -large quantity of number words make them particularly

well suited to an areal-typological study. In addition, the structural borrowings are

usefu1 for investigating contact history linguistically.

   In Chapter 5 I will choose seven parameters upon which to investigate word

order typology; (1) the order of S (subject)/O (object)/V (verb); (2) adposition

order, i.e. the existence of Pr (prepositions) vs. Po (postpositions); (3) the relative

order of G (genitive) and N (noun); (4) of A (adjective) and N; (5) of P (personal

pronoun or affix) and N; (6) of D (definite article or demonstrative) and N; (7) of Q

(numeral or quantitative) and N. Six of the seven parameters involve noun

phrases, but the orders of these noun Phrases have close connections with the order

of s/o/v.

   In Chapter 6 I attempt to propose a new typology, based primarily on the syn-

tactic relations of cross-referencing pronominals. I discuss the four categories, A

(transitive subject), O (transitive object), S (intransitive subject), and G (genitive or

possessive), placed in a square, and deduce some implicational universals

therefrom.

    The order of presentation of the languages (including dialects) considered here

follows the language classification. The number in square brackets following a

language's name corresponds to its number in the classification (Table 1) and on the

map (Map 1).

   The genetic classification of Middle American languages is based on the

previous studies, but is still provisional. I have referred to Campbell [1979], Kauf-

man [1974a, 1974b] and Suarez･[1983b] for the overall classification. At the

language family level, however, I have given priority to the recent classifications by

the specialists, that is, Uto-Aztecan is based on Langacker [1977] and Miller [1984] ,

Otomanguean on Rensch [1977] and Suarez [1983b], Mixe-Zoquean on Campbell

[1979] and Mayan on Yasugi [1980]. The classification of Supanec, Huave, Tol

and Central American languages is based partly on my typological studies, which ap-

pear in Chapter 5. The languages are arranged geographically from north to south

and from west to east. The distinction between such terms as family, language,

dialect, and so forth is not considered here to be important, but a rough distinction

is indicated through the use of Roman numbers, capital letters, Arabic numerals,

and small letters. The identification numbers in square brackets correspond to

those on Map 1 . In Guatemala a new spelling system has been recently proposed by

the Academy of Mayan Languages, and therefore the new spellings are enclosed in

square brackets after the more familiar language names.

   The numbers of speakers of the Ianguages in Mexico (from [4] to [58] except [7]

and [15]) are based on the census report of 1990 [ANoNyMous 1992]. However, the

census report does not distinguish Popoloc (Otomanguean) from Popoluca (Mixe-

Zoquean), and Oaxaca Chontal from Tabasco Chontal (Mayan). Therefore I provi-
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' Table 1. Classification of Native Middle American languages

Family, Branch, Language, Dialect Location Number of sPeakers

I. Uto-Aztecan

   Northern Uto-Aztecan (Shoshonean, Yutan, Oregonian)

     A. Numic (Plateau Shoshonean)

       1'. Western Numic
      Mono (==Monachi),
      Paviotso (Northern Paiute, Bannock)

   2. Central Numic
       Shoshone-Goshiute

       Comanche
      PanaMint (Koso), Tifmpisa
   3. Southern Numic
      Ute (Chemehuevi, Southern Paiute)

       Kawaiisu
 B. TUbatulabal
 C. Takic (California Shoshonean)

   1. Serranan .

       Serrano
      'Kitanemuk, 'Vanyume, 'Alliklik '

   2. Cupan .
     a. Luisefio (*Juanefio)

     b. 'Gabrielefio

       *Gabrielefio, "Fernandefid
                            '       *Nicolefio ''
     c. Cahuilla

       Cahuilla
       Cupefio
 D. Hopi
Southern Uto-Aztecan (Sonoran)

 A. Tepiman (Pimic)
   1. Piman.
       Pima Alto
       Papago
       Pima Bajo (Nevome, Ure, Yecora)
   2. Tepehuan (OdamilOdame)
       Northern Tepehuan
       Southern Tepehuan

 . 'Tgpecano
  B. Taracaitan (Tdracahitic) '
                      '  ' 1. Tarahumaran
       Tarahumara (Raramuri)
       Guarijio (Varohio)

   2. 0patan
      *Opata (Teguima)
      *Jova
      *Eudeve (Heve, Dohema)

   3. Cahitan
       Yaqui (Cahita)
       Mayo (Cahita)

    4. 'Tubar '  C. Corachol

       Cora

California

California,Nevada, Oregon,

South Idaho

Southwest Nevada-Wyoming

Oklahoma
California, Nevada

South- Nevada,

Utah, Colorado
California

California

California

California

California

California

California

Northeast Arizona

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Dl

[6]

[7]

LD2

D3
D4

-I8]

[91

D5

[1O]

1OOtv5OO

1,OOOt-2,OOO

      1,500

        10
    1O---1OO

1,OOO--3,OOO

        20
        10

IQ

o

100t--200

      o
      o
      o

    1o--1oo

        10
3,OOO--5,OOO

10,OOO

15,OOO

2,Ooo?

18,470

o

54,430

3,Ooo?,

  #12
    o
    o

10,990

37,410

  -o

11,920
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Table 1-continued.

Family, Branch, Language, Dialect Location

          Huichol [11](Aztecan)

     D. Nahuan
       1.. Aztec (General Aztec)

          Central,Huasteca: Nahuatl [12]
          Western Peripheral: Nahual , [13]
          Eastern Peripheral: Nahuat [14]
                          Pipil [15]
       2. *Pochutec D6
IL *Cuitlatec ' D7III. Yuman (includes only Yuman languages of Mexico)

          Paipai [16]          Cochimi (Kumyai, Kimiai) [17]

          Kiliwa [18]          Cocopa (Cucapa) [19]

IV. Seri [20]V. Tarascan (Purepecha) [21]
VI. Totonacan

          Totonac [22]
          Tepehua [23)VII. Otomanguean ,

     A. Chichimec (Meco, Jonaz) [241
     B. Otopamean

       1. Pamean [25]          North Pame
          Central Pame
          South Panie
       2. Matlatzincan

          Matlatzinca (Pirinda) [26]
          Ocuiltec (Tlahuica) [27]
       3. 0tomian

         a. Otomi [281          Northwestern Otomi (Mesquital)
          Northeastern Otomi (Sierra)

          Southwestern Otomi
          Ixtenco Otomi

         b. Mazahua [29]
     C. Supanec

       1. Tlapanec (Yope) [30]
       2. 'Subtiaba D8
          ('Maribio) EI Salvador
     D. Popolocan
       1. Chochoan

         a. Ixcatec [31]
         b. Popoloc [321
           Chocho [331
    , 2. Maxatec [341
     E. Amuzgo [35]     F. Mixtecan
       1. Mixtecari

          Mixtec [36]
          Cuicatec (37]
       2. Trique (38]

7

Nurr}ber of speakers

19,360-

1,197,330

2,OOO?--2oo

        o
        o

  220
  160
   40
  140
  560
94,840

207,880

  8,7oo

1,640

5,730

1,450

 760

280,240

127,830

68,480

    o

 1,220
 1,730
 12,550

168,370

28,290

386,870

 12,680

 14,980
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Table 1--continued.

Family, Branch, Language, Dialect Location Number of speakers

     G. Zapotecan
       1. Zapotec
         (*Papabuco)

       2. Chatino
     H. Chinantecan
     I･.

       1. *Chiapanec

 ' 2. *Mangue
         ('Diria)

         (*Chorotega)
         ('Nicoya)

VIII. Huave
IX. Oaxaca Chontal (Tequistlatec)

          Lowland Chontal (Huamelultec)
          Highland Chontal (Tequistlatec)

X. Mixe-Zoquean
       1. Zoquean
         a. Chiapas Zoque
         b.
         c. Tabasco Zoque (Ayapa)
         d. Veracruz Zoque (Zoque Popoluca)
           Sierra Popoluca (Soteapan etc.)

           Texistepec Popoluca

       2. Mixean
         a. Veracruz Mjxe (Mixe Popoluca)

           Sayula Popoluca
           Oluta Popoluca
         b. Mixe
          'Eastern Mixe

          Western Mixe
         c. *Tapachultec

XI. Mayan
     A. Huastecan
       1. Huastec
       '2. 'Chicomuceltec

     B. Northern Lowland Maya
       1. Yucatecan
         a. Yucatec
         b. Lacand6n
         c. Itza [Itzaj]

         d. Mopan
     C. Southern Lowland Maya
       1. Cholan
         a. Chol
         b. Chontal
         c. Chorti [Ch'otti']

         d. 'Cholti

       2. Tzeltalan

         a. Tzotzil
         b. Tzeltal

  ' c. Tojolabal (Chaneabal)

Manguean (Chorotegan, Chiapanec-Mangue)

[39]

[40]

[41]

D9
DIQ
' Nicaragua

Honduras
Costa Rica
[42]

[43]

["]

Oaxaca Zoque (San Miguel Chimalapa, Santa Maria Chimalapa)

[45]-

[46]

[47]

Dll

[48]

D12

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

[53]

[54]

[55]

D13

[56]

[57]

[58]

e

403,460

 28,990

109,1OO

180

 o

1l,960

4,670

43,160

29,030

  170

    3
95,260

o

120,740

    ･20

713,520

   1OO
  3,OOO

  8,OOO

128,240

 30,140

 52,OOO

     o

229,200

261,080

 36,OIO
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Table 1-continued.

Family, Branch, Language, Dialect Location

XII.

XIII.

XIV.
       Lenca (Honduran Lenca)
       Chilanga (Salvadoran Lenca)
XV. Tol (Jicaque)

XVI. Misumalpan (Misuluan)

     A. Miskitu
     B. Sumu (Ulwa=Southern Sumu)
          Bawihka, Tawahka, Kukra, Panamaka
     C. Matagalpan
          *Cacaopera
          *Matagalpa
XVII.

     A. Paya (Pech)

     B. Rama
     C. Guatuso (Malecu)
     D. Boruca (Brunca)
     E. *Huetar (Guetar)

     F. Viceita
         Cabecar (Chirip6, Estrella)

         Bribri
     G. TeribelTerraba

     H. Guaymi
     I. Bocota

     J. Cuna

 D. Western Highland Maya
   1. Kanjobalan

    a. Chuj [Chuj] [59]
    b. Jacaltec [Jakalteko/Popti'] [60]
       Kanjobal [Q'anjob'al] [61]
       Acatec [Akatekol [62]
    c. Motocintlec (Moch6) [63]
       Tuzantec [64]   2. Mamean
    a. Tectitec (Teco) [Tektiteko/Teko] [65]

       Mam [Mam]                                      [66]
    b. Aguacatec [Awakateko] [67]
   3. Ixil [Ixil] [68]
 E. Eastern Highland Maya

   1. Kekchi [Q'eqchi'] [69]
   2. Pocom

    a. Pocomchi [Pokomchi'] [70]
    b. Pocomam [Pokomam] [71]
   3. Quichean

    a. Uspantec [Uspantekol [72]
    b. Quiche [K'iche'] [73]
       Sacapultec [Sakapulteko] [74]
       Sipacapa [Sipakapefio] [75]
       Cakchiquel [Kaqchikel] [76]
       Tzutujil [Tz'utujill [771

Xinca [78]Arawakah (includes only a Central American language.)

   Garifyna (Black Carib) [79]
Lencan

D14
D15
[80]

[81]

[82]

D16
D17

Chibchan (includes only Central American Chibchan languages.)

[83]

[84]

[851

[86]

D18

[87]

[88]

[89]

[90]

[91]･

l92]

9

Number of speakers

29,Ooo

 32,OOO

112,OOO

 20,OOO

   600
     ?

  2,500

686,ooO

 16,Ooo

 71,OOO

361,OOO'

50,OOO

32,OOO

   2,OOO
1 OOO OOO
 pt  21,OOO
   3,OOO
 405,OOO
  85,OOO
    100?

70,OOO

 o
 o
300

67,OOO

 4,900

o
o'

300

650

300

  s

 o

 6,OOO
 5,OOO
  1,100

 56,500

15,OOO?

 36,500
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sionally calculated the numbers of speakers of those languages in the following

way.

Oaxaca Tabasco Other States Total

Chontal 2,889 20,033 857 23,779

ChontaldeOaxaca 1,781 8 "3 2,232

ChontaldeTabasco 1 10,110 145 10,256

(Number of speakers extracted from Anonymous 1992)

Since Oaxaca Chontal is spoken in Oaxaca, I chose the number 5,121
(2,889+ 1,781 +8+443) in the first column and the secQnd row of the above table.

The number of speakers of Tabasco Chontal was calculated as 30,288
(20,033+10,110+145) apd 857 was excluded.

PueblaOaxaca VeracruzOtherStates Total

Popoluca

PopolucadeOluta
PopolucadeTexistepec,

1,543191

oooo
29,032313

1702
31,079

3172

(Number' of speakers extracted from Anonymous 1992)

Since Popoloc is spoken in Puebla and the northwestern part of Oaxaca, I adopted

the number 1,734 (1,543 plus 191) for Popoloc. Popoluca de Veracruz seems to be

Sierra Popoluca, so I took the number 29,032 for Sierra Popoluca.

   The number of speakers in Guatemala is based on Cojti Macario [1988] (cited

from England 1993). The number is approximate, since there is no reliable cens-

us. The number of speakers in Central America is based mainly on Turpana [1987]

and Garcia Segura and Ztifiiga Mufioz (1987]. Fractions have been rounded off to

the nearest even number.

   Extinct languages are marked by an asterisk * before a language name and D

before the identification number. A sharp sign # before the number indicates that

the language is extinct but that there are still people who identify themselves by the

language name.



Chapter 2

Phonological Systems

   There is much variation in the phonological systems of Native Middle

American languages. In Otomanguean languages, for example, Zapotecan and

Trique have a fortis vs. Ienis contrast. Mixtecan, Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo and

Lachixio Zapotec have prenasalized consonants. Some of the languages have

nasalized vowels, while others do not. A survey of the whole of Middle America

reveals that the total number of consonants in an inventory ranges from 11 to 35.

Although the number of segmental phonemes does not vary excessively when com-

pared with the total range of variation in the languages of the world, which varies

between 6 and 95 phonemes [MADDiEsoN 1986: 109], the consonant inventories

show a great deal of variety, and we also encounter some cross-linguistically rare

phonemes such as glottalized fricatives and both alveolar and palatal retroflex

sibilants. As for vowels, 18 of the 23 vowels distinguished as the so-called

"American Usage" symbols occur, with some of them being lengthened, nasalized

and even laryngealized.' There are also a number of tone languages, with from two

to five contrasts. Although the phonological systems are remarkably divergent,

they also display some similarities that can be called areal characteristics.

    Typological studies of phonological systems started with the Prague School

[TRuBETzKoy 1969(1939)], followed by Hockett [1955]. Since the period beginning

in the late 1950's when structuralism gave way to universalism in linguistics, there

have been two trends. One of these, generative theory, focuses on in-depth studies

of particular languages; the other, linguistic typology, approaches language univer-

sals from a broader, cross-linguistic perspective. The generative school has made

important contributions in phonological typology. These works, chiefly by Halle

[1959, 1962, 1963, 1964a, 1964b], Postal [1968] and Chomsky and Halle [1968] owe

much to the Prague School, and were primarily concerned with concepts such as

distinctive features, markedness, and implicational universals. Linguistic

typology, on the other hand, became popular with the.publication of Univensals of

Language [1966], edited by Greenberg, who also stimulated typological investiga-

tions in phonology. Much important work treating phonology typologically ap-

peared in Stanjrord JVOrking Papers on Language Universals and UCLA PVOrking

Papers in Phonetics. General work on phonological typology based on the segmen-

tal inventory is found in Hockett [1955] and Lass {1984]. Sedlak [1969] and

Crothers [1978] have contributed to vowel-system typology, while Maddieson

[1980a,1980b,1984], Nartey [1979] and others .associated with the Stanford

Phonology Archive (SPA) and UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database

                                                                11
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(UPSID) have contributed to consonant-system typology. However, the
'phonological systems of Middle American languages have not yet been studied

extensively, although some scholars have treated them on a less extensive scale

[KAuFMAN 1973, EscALANTE 1975, SuAREz 1983b].

    In my previous studies [YAsuGi 1989a, 1989b, and 1990], I stressed the impor-

tance of areal influences on linguistic structures, altheugh it has been claimed that

neighboring languages do not have a strong infiuence on one another structurall-y

[cf. SHERzER 1976: 91. The present study is concerned mainly with the
phonological systems of Native Middle American languages rather than with

typology itself, but it also treats areal influences, that is, sound changes which

spread across genetic boundaries. From these points of view I wi!1 clarify the

phonological characteristics of the languages of Middle America.

2.1. PhonologicalDescriptions

   Although there exist many descriptive schemes for presenting phonological in-

ventories, this monograph follows the traditional framework, partly because almost

all investigators of Native Middle American languages utilize this framework and

partly because it is convenient to utilize this scheme for typological studies of

phonological systems, i.e., a typical chart cpnsists of places of articulation from left

to right and manners of articulation from top to bottom. The phonetic symbols

used in this study, however, are not from the IPA but are "American Usage" symbols

with some modifications [cf. PuLLuM and LADusAw 1986]. Using such charts for

each language, we can make a typological comparison of not only the number but

also the range or variety of places and manners of articulation.

   The data on each language were obtained from one or iriore published

sources. However, the symbols used here are not those of the original sources;

rather, all symbols have been transliterated into a standard set. (See Appendix 1

for the full set of symbols used here.) We may say that these tables represent the

full range of phonological units found in Native Middle American languages.

   Accounts of the phonological systems of almost all the languages (including

many dialects) in Middle America have now been published, but their descriptions

vary from publication to publication. However, they differ considerably, with

theoretical orientations ranging from structuralist to generative, and as to the quali-

ty oftheir analyses as well. For example, in Mixe-Zoquean linguistics, a distinction

between marginal and full phonemes is usually made; this yields voiced obstruents

as so-called taxonomic phonemes without underlying voiced obstruents in

generative treatments. In addition, some Costa Rican linguists tend to set up
          vnasalized vowels which cause adjacent stops to become nasals instead of admitting

primary nasal consonants.
   In the inventory of each language, some sounds represented are fully phonemic

while others, on the other hand, are phonetic. Sometimes determination of their

phonemic status is needed [for example, KAuFMAN 1967]. Cuna provides an exam-
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ple. Cuna has only twelve consonants according to the source report.(see Database

1), but geminate consonants occur frequently in intervocalic position. The plain

stops tend to be voiced, while the geminated stops are always voiceless. The plain

and geminate consonants correspond to one another as follows:

    ptk kw mn1rswy   pp tt kk kkw mm nn 11 rr 6 yy [HoLMER1946]
   This interpretation is very similar to the fortis apd lenis consonants distin-

guished in several varieties of Zapotecan. The quality of phonological analysis

varies depending on the individual researcher. Nevertheless, I have generally ac-

cepted the inventories proposed by authors who deal primarily with the languages in

question and I utili2e them in the database of my study. This raises questions

about the reliability of the data, and makes it diMcult to compare the data equally,

but having neither suthcient data nor knowledge of the languages in question, I

have chosen not to reanalyze them.

    It is occasionally diMcult to determine appropriate symbols for the phonemes

from phonological descriptions when certain conventional symbols have been used.

In such cases detailed description is needed. It is necessary to consider not only

phonemes but also allophones and morphophonemic rules. However, I have not at-

tempted to include information on allophonic variation, syllable structure, or

phonological-morphophonological rules, although I recognize the importance of im-

proving data of uneven quality for typological studies. In some cases only

phoneme lists are available, while in others detailed descriptions are given. Where

detailed information is available, I add notes on relevant descriptions. Some nota-

tions given have been changed according to the language's description; for example,

/g/ is replaced by /S/ when the /g/ is described as being retroflexed.

    In some instances it happens that even the same author has changed his or her

previous analysis and presented a new system, in which case I take the phonemic in-

ventory from the most recent publication. Otherwise, I add comments. When

data on a given language are available from two or more sources whose descriptions

are different, I present all of them and utilize them for this study. In some cases,

however, I select the most reliable data or add some comments, evaluating the

author's experience with the language under consideration, since some of the

studies were done over short periods by authors with limited exposure to the

language m question.
    In describing the segmental inVentories･ for typological studies, one encounters

 the problems mentioned above, and more besides. In the phonemic mventories
 some phonemes are more problematic than others. For example, in some instances

 it is diMcult to decide whether a single segment or a consonant cluster is the more ap-

 propriate interpretation for afEricates, prenasalized stops, geminates, diphthongs,

 labialized consonants, palatalized consonants, and so forth. The glottal stop /?/

 has been treated as a consonant, but in some of the Zapotec languages it is inter-

 preted as belonging to the syllable nucleus. /w/ or /y/ are sometimes treated as

 /u/ or /i/. These facts show that if these different interpretations are not regular-
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ized, the phonological systems will be diMcult to compare. However, phonemes

are language-particular and as a result, total comparability is impossible by defini-

tion. Even if one tries to achieve a uniform level of description, it is not practically

feasible to do so, given the information available. For example, the Otomi and

Chatino data in Maddieson (1984: 376, 378] can be compared with my data. Mad-

dieson tried to regularize phonological systems. In Otomi, he set .up many

phonemes not present in the original work by Blight and Pike {1976], such as

laryngealized voiced plosives and voiceless ejective stops and so on, but he did not

admit affricates in the Chatino system. This example illustrates why it is wise to

respect original sources.

   Rare phonemes in a given inventory are also a source of trouble. Whether rare

phonemes are included or excluded affects typology. Although evaluating rare

phonemes is very diMcult, I have included them. They are presented in parentheses

in the phonemic inventories. However, I have excluded foreign (borrowed)

phonemes.

   The order of presentation of the phonemic inventories follows the language

classification in Table 1. , The number in square brackets following a language

name corresponds to the number in the classification and on the map. The number

of consonants and vowels is given after the source(s) examined for the phonological

data, where C represents consonants and V vowels. For example, (20C, 5V+5L)

meansagiven language has 20 consonants, andS short and5long vowels. The sym-

bols L, G, and N represent long, geminate, and nasalized vowels, respectively.

Languages marked by )8( before their names are eliminated from this study, because

sources on them are unreliable. Although data from 59 languages or varieties are

eliminated from the whole database, I have jncluded the data from many dialects of

Nahuan, Mixtecan, Zapotecan and so forth, because I am more interested in

language variation than in typology itself. Such treatment may skew the statistical

and typological survey.

   I follow the usual convention of enclosing phonetic citations between square

brackets ([ ]) and phonemic ones between slashes (/ /). I represent length with

/:/, geminate with double letters and nasalized vowels with a hook (/y/). For

other symbols, see Appendix 1.

(See Database 1.)

2.2. ConsonantSystemTypology

   Since consonantal systems show a high degree of variability, they present

diMculties when treated as a whole. However, different subsystems of consonants

can be separated from one other on the basis of phonetic features. Following the

traditional division, I will discuss stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and glides

(vocoid approximants). The first two of these are obstruents, the rest, sonorants.

I use "liquids" here as a cover term for so-called l and r sounds. Before discussing

the consonantal systems in detail, I will treat them statistically.

t
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2.2.1. Statistical Survey

    In this section I will survey consonant siystems statistically. I will first examine

the number of contrasting units and then the number of contrasting features, that

is, places and manners of articulation.

2.2.1.1. The Number of Contrasting Units

    I include in this study many dialects, especially Nahuan, Mixtecan and

Zapotecan ones. It is, however, notoriously diMcult to distinguish between
languages and dialects. The classification of language as opposed to dialect is also

strongly infiuenced by academic tradition. For example, the Mayan family is

minutely classified when compared with the Mixtecan, Zapotecan, Chinantecan,

Mazatecan and several other language families. Many so-called dialects of Mix-

tecan, Zapotecan and some others are ･in fact languages, if we apply the same stan-

dards Qf the Mayan family classification to them. The criteria used for classifica-

tion are not the same. I collected as much data as I could, and left these issues

unsettled due to the diMculties inherent in distinguishing languages from dialects.

Accordingly, many dialects are included in the data. The data for each language

(or dialect) must be regarded naturally as a sampling unit. Since both dialects and

languages (depending on the definition) are counted, the resulting sum may bias the

findings. For example, I described the phonological systems of 22 dialects of

Nahuan in Database 1 . If I cite all the Nahuan data, the number of consonants and

the number of dialects are as follows (I have included two different interpretations

for the Tlaxpanaloa dialect by the same author, which increases the total data sets

to 23):

    Numberofphonemes 14 15 16 17 18
    Numberofdialects 1 12 5 4 1
However, if I select only representative dialects, since their phonological systems

are very similar, I may end up with the following extreme case, where only one

dialect is cited for each different phoneme number:

    Numberofphonemes 14 15 '16 17 18
    Numberofdialects 1 1 1 1 1
It can be seen that the languages having 15 consonant phonemes, for example, have

been reduced from 12 to 1. 0r, I might choose only one dialect as representative of

its group's phonological system, for example, Classical Nahuatl for Nahuan, with a

similar, if less extreme, skewing of results. These variations in data presentation

have a considerable impact in a statistical survey.

    For typological studies it is preferable to obtain data from at least one language

for each genetic group or major subgroup as well as from each language isolate;

howevgri this study attempts to synthesize the phonological systems of Native Mid-

dle American languages. It is not designed to contribute to typological universals

per se but rather to study Native Middle American languages from a typological

point of view, as I noted in the introduction to this chapter.
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    I must note that the number of phonemes depends on a somewhat subjective in-

terpretation by the individual analyst and that that number often varies from

publication to publication, even in treatments of the same language. Although I

have eliminated 59 data sets marked by }*{ in Database 1, there remain instances of

inadequate data. Therefore, the following number must be regarded as a sample

based on my data (Appendix 2). Distribution in terms of number of consonants in

                                                       'the system is as follows: '''' ' '' ･
Table 2. Distribution in terms of numbe;. of consonants in the systemi)

Number of phonemes

Number of languages2)

11 121 13 14' 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 '24 25

1 3 1 8 17 11 18 12 10 13' 14 15 18 6 10

e

Number of phonemes
Number of tanguages

26 27 28 29 35

 76112
Total

174

    Table 2 may not accurately refiect the characteristics of Middle American

languages. Even if the frequency gives a false picture, the range of the number of

consonants is more or less delimited. The upper and lower limits of the number are

35 and 11 respectively, and we can say that almost all languages (95{l7b in this data)

have between 14 and 27 consonant phonemes.

2.2.1.2. MannerContrast
2.2.1.2.1. Manner Contrasts in Stop Series

    Manner contrasts in stop series vary from one- to three-way contrasts.

Languages with two stop series are the most common. The frequency among
languages with different numbers of series is given in Table 3.

Table 3. Number of stop series

Number of stop series

Number of languages

Percent of languages
 12337 121 16
21gfo 709fo 9cyb

    In languages with a single series, the one stop is voiCeless. ･ Two-way manner

contrasts are of five types, that is, voiceless vs. voiced, voiceless vs. prenasal,

voiceless vs. aspirated, voiceless vs. glottalized, and fortis vs. Ienis. Three-way

manner contrasts are of three types, voiceless vs. voiced vs. glottalized, voiceless vs.

voiced vs. aspirated, and voiceless vs. aspirated vs. glottalized. Ten of the 13

languages with voiceless vs. voiced vs. glottalized contrasts are Mayan. /b/ is their

only voiced stop with the exception of Mopan, but /b/ is normally lightly glottal-

ized, although it has several allophonic variants such as bilabial implosive, preglot-

talized bilabial and glottalized labial nasal. If we regard /b/ as a glottalized conso-

nant, we reduce the number of languages with this three contrast type from 13 to 3.

In fact, all the other Mayan languages have /b'/ as a voiced glottalized phoneme in-
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stead of /p'/ for the plain counterpart /p/ and are classified as two-way contrast

types, voiceless vs. glottalized. According to this interpretation, the number of

languages with a voiceless vs. glottalized contrast increases from 28 to 38. Note

that I have included Chalcatongo Mixtec in the voiceless vs. prenasal group,

although it has a voiced stop and a prenasalized stop; I have included Juarez

Zapotec in the fortis vs. Ienis type, although it has voiceless and voiced lenis and

voiged stops. ' '                   Table 4. Manner cont'rasts in stops

.Number of languages

Voiceless only

Voiceless vs. voiced

Voiceless vs. prenasal

Voiceless vs. aspirated

Voiceless vs. glottalized

Fortis vs. Ienis

Voiceless vs. voiced vs. glottalized

Voiceless vs. .voiced vs. aspirated

Voiceless vs. aspirated vs. glottalized

37

52

19

2

28(- 38)

20

13(- 3)

2

1

(21 gib)

(30(Vb)

(11cyb)

(1qlo)

(16gfo -> 22qlb)

(11(Vb)

(7Q7b-2glb)

(1g7b)

(1g7b)

Total 174

   We have 9types of manner contrasts in stops, but some types are seen only in

specific language groups. This means that some types of manner contrast exert

limited distributions geographically. For example, glottalized cpnsonants are

characteristic of the Mayan family. Besides Mayan, only Tepehua, Oaxaca Chon-

tal, Xinca and Tol have them. Tol, however, has aspirated consonants in addition

to glottalized consonants, so that it has a triple contrast of voiceless vs. aspirated vs.

glottalized stops. Although the glottalized consonants ofthe languages are limited

to stops, Oaxaca Chontal is the exception, with contrasts not only in stops (mostly

affricates) but also in nasals, laterals and glides. As is indicated in the Note on

Totonacan in Database 1, Tepehua's glottal stops seem to have developed from the

historical process of CV?>CV>C?V>C'V. Fortis vs. Ienis contrasts are limited

to Zapotecan and Trique, and voiceless vs. aspirated contrasts to Tarascan only.

Prenasalized consonants occur only in Mixtecan, Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo and

Lachixio Zapotec. Voiceless vs. voiced vs. aspirated contrasts are found only in

Terraba-Teribe. Languages with voiceless stops Qnly represent 21(l7b of the total,

and those with a voiceless vs. voiced contrast 30(l7b . However, a distinction between

these two types is not clear-cut, but depends on the phonemic analysis in some of

the languages. In the Mixe-Zoquean group, for example, four dialects have a

voiceless vs. voiced contrast, while five have voiceless stops only. The latter do

have voiced consonants phonetically,'but these are generated by mor-
phophonemical rules, that is, voiceless consonants become voiced before or after
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nasals and between vowels. On the other hand, in the four dialects with a voiceless

vs. voiced contrast, voiced consonants are regarded as phonemes, but only as

marginal ones. Therefore, when we discuss voiceless vs'. voiced contrasts, we must

treat them for every language family. More detailed discussion will be given in Sec-

2.2.1.2.2. Manner Contrasts in Fricative Series

   Manner contrasts in fricatives are of four types: voiceless only, v6iceless vs.

voiced, fortis vs. Ienis, and voiceless･vs. glottalized. The last type is seen only in

Oaxaca Chontal. More than half of the data are of the voiceless only type.

                  Table 5. Manner contrasts in fricatives

Number of languages

Voiceless only

Voiceless vs. voiced

Fortis vs. Ienis

Voiceless vs. glottalized

98

52 (of which 36 are Otomanguean)

20

3

Total 173

   Note that although Yatee Zapotec has a non-contrastive /y/, in addition to for-

tis and lenis fricatives, it is included in the fortis vs. Ienis type. One language,

Lachixio Zapotec, is excluded from the above table, because its prenasalized

fricative /nz/ seems to be uncommon. Thus Lachixio Zapotec has a voiceless vs.

voiced vs. prenasalized contrast.

2.2.1.2.3. Manner Contrasts in Sonorant Series '

   Manner contrasts in sonorants are somewhat less common than in fricatives,

but some languages display the following contrasts. Other distinctions will be

treated in Sections 2.2.4 to 2.2.6.

2.2.1.2.3.1. Nasals -
   Voiced vs. Voiceless:

      Tequistlatec Chontal, Mixtec(Atatlahuca)

   Fortis vs. Lenis:

      Chichimeci, Trique(Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec(Juarez, Ixtlan, Zoogocho, Yatzachi, Cajonos,

      Yalalag, Yatee, Albarradas, Mitla2, Guelaviai, Chichicapan, Guevea, Isthmusi)

                                                  '   Voiced vs. Glottalized: '
      Huamelultec Chontal

2.2.1.2.3.2. Liquids(l-sound)

   Voiced vs. Voiceless:

      Cuitlateci, Paipai2, Cocopa2, Serii, Totonac (Xicotepec, Papantla), Tepehua (Huehuetla), Te-
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  quistlatec Chontali, Xinca2, Guatuso

Fortis vs. Lenis:

  Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec (Juarez, Ixtlan, Zoogocho, Yatzachi,

  Yatee, Albarradas, Mitla2, Guelaviai, Chichicapan, Guevea, Isthmusi)

Voiced vs. Voiceless vs. Glottalized:

  Huamelultec Chontal, Tequistlatec Chonta12

Cajonos, Yalalag,

2.2.1.2.3.3. Glides

   Voiced vs. Yoiceless:

      Nahuatl (Huautla), Nahual (P6maro), Serii, Tequistlatecit2

   Fortis vs. Lenis:

      Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec (Juarez, Guevea)

   Voiced vs. Glottalized:

      Huamelultec Chontal

2.2.1.3. PositionContrast

2.2.1.3.1. StopSeries

    The three-position contrast in stops is the simplest in Middle America, and it

conforms to the simplest contrast that has been identified cross-linguistically. Stop

series here include affricates but exclude lateral affricates. The glottal stop /?/ is

given individual treatment in some cases. The glottal stop /?/ is common in Mid-

dle America, but is not found in 23 languages.

Table 6. Voiceless stops: number of places of articulation and number of languages

Voiceless stops Total

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages including /?/

(Number of languages havipg no /?1

3

12

7

4

31

2

'5

51

6

6

63

8

7

10

o

8

6

o

9

1

o

174

23)

    If we take into consideration only voiced stops, the number of places of ar-

ticulation ranges from O to 5. In Table 7 there are 68 languages with voiceless stops

only, representing 39(t7b of the total.

Table 7. Voiced stops: number of places of articulation and number of languages

Voiced stops Total

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages

o

68

1

18

2

6

3

23

4

15

5
5 135

    The
follows:

number of places of articulation for prenasalized and lenis stops is as
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Tab}e 8. Prenasalized stops: number of places of articulation and number of lahguages

Prenasalized stops Total

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages

1

1

2

3

3

3

4

7

5

3

6

2 19

Tab!e 9. Lenis stops; number of places of articulation and number of languages

Lenis stops Total

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages

3

2

4

5

5

9

6

3 19

    Juarez Zapotec is not included in these Tables. Juarez Zapotec is reported to

have 6 voiceless fortis and 6 voiceless !enis, 1 voiced fortis and 3 voiced lenis stops.

                                                         '                                                   '                                                 '                   '
2.2.1.3.2. FricativeSeries

                                                             '    Fricative series have from 1 to 6 position contrasts. Voiced fricative series

have from O to 6 position contrasts. Voiced fricatives include the lenis fricatives

found in two Trique dialects and in 18 Zapotecan languages/dialects, as well as a

prenasalized fricative found only in Lachixio Zapotec.

    Table 10. Fricatives: number of places of articulation and number of. Ianguages

Voiceless fricatives Total

Number .of places of articulati6n

Number of languages 12342 37 87 36 567 ' 5 174

Voiced fricatives Total･

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages

(Lenis fricatives

 O1234101 31 25. 14 1
     1 13 6

5

1

6

1 174
   2e)

    101 (58-il7b) languages have voiceless fricatives only. Languages with a voicing

contrast are mainly Otomanguean (57 of the 73 languages having voiced fricatives).

2.2.1.3.3. Nasal Series

    Nasalsi have four position contrasts.

     Table 11. Nasals: number of places of articulation and number of languages

Nasals Total

Number of places of articulation

Number of languages

o

.2 12343 95 64 10 174
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   Palatal modification seems to result in a somewhat different basic position of ar-

                             '                                             ttticulation, but all are treated as /fi/ in this study. '

   In Tepetotutla Chinantec, all Mixtec and Bribri nasals are not registered as

phonemes, but Tepetotutla Chinantec is recorded as having prenasalized stops

rather than nasals [WEsTLEy 1971]. However, Westley later reversed his earlier

practice by replacing /"b "d "gl with /,m n n/, following Rensch [WEsTLEy 1991,

RENscH 1989] (See Section 2.4).

2.2.2. StopSystems

   I treat affricates (except lateral affricate /Z/) as positions as do HocKETT [1955]

and LAss [1984]. However, some languages with a voice contrast lack the cor-

responding voiceless affricates; furthermore, it is often argued that there is a strong

correlation between the occurrence of afuicates and that Qf sibilants. Therefore, I

will delay discussing them further until after I have treated the stops.

   Among voiceless stop types the simplest known is a three-position contrast.

Altho' ugh the three-position contrast gonsists of only three phonemes, two varia-

tions are bbserved. The relationship between the number of phonemes and the

number of variations is shdwn in Table 12, along with the number of languages

which have the glottal stop /?/.

Table 12. Number of phonemes and variations

Total

Number of phonemes

Number of･variations

Number of languages

(Nuinber of languages with 1?/

345622810
7 7 35 54
O 5 29 45

7

8

54

54

8 9 10

831 42
11 5 1 174
11 5 1 150)

The resultant table diffk:rs somewhat from Table 6 in the previous section. In the

following I present every variation of voiceless stop series observed in my data.

 Phoneme variation Languages
 3 p t k Miskitu, Sumu, Rama, Terraba, Teribe
 3. t6k Guaymi, Bocota
 4 pt e k Garifuna, Guatuso
 4 p t k ? Southern Tepehuani, Otomi (Tenango), Chinantec
                                (Lealao), Chatino (Yaitepec)

 5 p t tY k ? Chinantec (Quiotepec)
 5 p t c 6 k Nahuat (Pajapan, Jalupa), Pochutec, Tarasco',
                                Huave
 5 p t c k ? Otomi (Sierra), Chinantec (Palantla, Tepetolutla,
                                Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec), Tequistlateci, Zoque

                                (Le6n, Chimalapa), .Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso,

                                Tlahuitoltepec), Tol

 5pt6k kW Cuna
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         Native Middle American Languages

Papago, Tarahumarai,2, Yaquii, Mayo, Zapotec

(Zoogocho, Yatee, Isthmusi), Chinantec
(Comaltepec)

Seril

Boruca

Mixtec (Huajuapan, Alacatlazala, Chalcatongo,

Diuxi2. Pefioles)

Mixtec (Chayuco)

Northern Tepehuan

Chichimeci, South Pame, Mezquital Otomii,

Tlapaneci, Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Tequistlatec2,

Zapotec (Cajonos, Rinc6n, Choapan, Guelaviai,

Guevea), Sayula Popoluca, Oluta Popoluca, Mixe

(Totontepeci), Mayan (Yucatec2, Lacand6n, Itza2,

Mopan, Chontal, Chorti, Tzotzili, Tzeltal, To-

jolabal, Chuj)

Nahuatl (Tetelcingo, Amilcingo, Zongolica,

Matlapa, Coscatlan), Nahuat (Zacapoaxtla,

Mecayapan), Pipil, Tarasco2

Huicholi

Cuitlateci, Mixtec (Acatlan, Molinos, Ocotepec2,

Silacayoapan, Atatlahuca, El Grande), Cuicatec2,

Zapotec (Yatzachi, Yalalag, Albarradas,

Tlacochahuaya, Ayoquesco)

Paipai2

Ixcatec, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan)

Western Popoloci

Jalapa Mazatec

Amuzgo (San Pedro'), Huamelultec Chontal, Sierra

Popoluca, Zoque (Copainala), Choli

Mixtec (Jamiltepec, Jicaltepec, Colorado), Zapotec

(Chichicapan)

Mixtec (Ayutla2)

Kiliwa2

Cabecar, Bribri'

Nahuatl (Classical, San Jer6nimo, Tlaxpanaloya,

Acaxochitlan, Huautla), P6maro Nahual, Matlatzin-

ca, Ocuiltec, Otomi (Temoayan), Mazahua, Mixtec

(Mixtepec, ･Coatzospan), Zapotec (Juarez, Mitla2,

Quioquitani), Huastec (Veracruz, Potosi)

Totonac (Xicotepec, Papantla), Tepehua
(Teachichilco, Huehuetla), Central Pame, Mayan

(Jacaltec, San Miguel Acatec, Kekchi, Pocomchii･2,

Pocomam, Uspantec, Quiche2･3, Cakchiqueli,2･,

Tzutujili･2)

Eastern Popoloc, Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Chocho,
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8

9

9
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tc6ty c 6
ty c 6
tt c 6

c6ec 6 ky
c 6 ky
tY e k

tck
c6e
c66
c6e

k kw. ?
k kw ?,

6y k?
k kw ?

kq?k kw ?

kq?ky kw ?

kw q qw ?

ky kq?
e k q ?
k kwq?

Mazatec (Huautla, Solaytepec), Copala Trique

Cora2 (Ixcatan)

Chatino (Tataltepec')

Cora' (JesUs Maria)

Zapotec (Ixtlan)

Kanjobal, Acatec' (San ' Rafael), Ixili(Nebaj)

Zapotec (Lachixio)

Sacapultec, Sipacapefio

Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca)

Cocopa2

Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatgc

Ixil2 (Chajul)

Ixil3 (Cotzal)

   Middle American languages have from 3 to 10･ voiceless stops and can be

classified into 42 types. The frequency of occurrence of phonemes that appear in

the 42 types is as follows. Icount only the phonemes in each type, as away of con-

trolling the statistical impact of dialects, such as Nahuan, which are over-

represented in the data.

    p pW t t tt ty c.6 6 6y e tk ky k kw q qw ?
   35 2 42 1 1 10 26 1 32 1 5 1 5 42 19 9 1 36
The hierarchy of occurrence can be implicationally represented as follows:

   t, k > ? > p > 6 > c > kw > ty > q > ky, e > pw > t, tt, 6, ･6y, tk, qw

   Every language has /t/ and /k/, but /p/ is lacking in some Otomanguean and

Chibchan languages. In the'Chibchan group, however, Boruca, Guaymi and
Bocota have /b/ in the voiced stop series. /?/ appears from 4 position contrast

types onward and is an obligatory component from 7 position contrast types 6n-

ward. In,terms of frequency, the normal stops /p tk ?/ are followed by the

afEricates /6/ and /c/; /kW/ and /tY/ follow them. /q/ is not found at all until 5

position contrast types and shows a geographically restricted distribution, being

found only in Highland Mayan, Totonacan (including Tepehua), Central Pame,

and Yuman. /e/ is restricted to two regions, northwestern Oaxaca (mainly in

Popolocan, but Copala Trique and Guelavia Zapotec have it too) and western

Highland Guatemala (Kanjobal, Acatec, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec, Ixil). Other

phonemes, such as /pw t tt 6 6y tk qw/ have a very restricted occurrence. They are

unusual phonemes and are probably allophones.

   Secondary articulations are of two types; labialization and palatalization. Of

these, labialized velar /kw/ is the most common. Labialized labial /pw/ and uvular

/qW/ are also found but are quite rare. Palatalization is observed in alveolar /tY/,

palato-alveolar /6y/ and velar /ky/, /ty/ being more common than /kY/. /6Y/ is

very rare.

    I have already briefly discussed manner contrasts in Section 2.2.1.2. Since the

relationship between voiceless stops and voiced or other articulatory manners is

very revealing, I treat it here in detail.
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2.2.2.1. MannerContrasts

2.2.2.1.1. VoicelessOnly

    Languages with only voiceless stops number 37; in these, the number of

phonemes ranges from 5 to 9.

Table 13. Number of phonemes and languages in regards to voiceless stops

Total

Number of phonemes

Number of languages

(Number of languages with /?/

5

8

7

679 17
7 17

8

2

2

9

1

1

37

34)

One language with 5 phonemes lacks /?/; among languages with 6 phonemes, 2 lack

                                                      '/?/. All other languages have /?/. ' '

2.2.2.1.2. Voiceless vs. Voiced

                                  '   I separate /?/ from voiceless stops, because a voiced counterpart for it does

                              tt     .

Table 14. Number of voiceless and voiced stops and number of languages

Total

Number of voiceless stops

Number of voiced stops

Number of languages

456 3456 3456 34567 456
111 2222 3333 44444 555
225 1121 6444 26331 131 52

Only 15 of the sets have an identical number of voiced and voiceless stops, but only

12 of these are symmetrical. They are given below.

      3:3 Southe'astern Tepehuan', Otomi (Tenango), Chatino (Yaitepec), Miskitu, Sumu

      4:4 Otomi (Sierra), Chinantec (Comaltepec, Quiotepec, Palantla, Tepetotutla)

      5:5 Pame South, Mazatec (Jalapa)

    Boruca has an asymmetrical stop series of 4 voiceless (t c 6 k) and 4 voiced (b d j

g) stops, while both Guaymi, with 3 voiceless (t e k) and 3 voiced (b j g) stops, and

Ixcatec, with 5 voiceless (t tY c 6 k) and 5 voiced (b d dy j g) stops, have asymmetrical

series as well.

    Three languages have more voiced stops than voiceless stops. They are
Chinantec (Lealao), Bocota and Papago. Chinantec (Lealao) and Papago have /?/.

   Chinantec(Lealao) Bocota･ Papago

   pt k t6k pt 6k   bdjg bdjg bddjg
2.2.2.1.3. Voiceless vs. Prenasal

    Prenasal consonants are found in Mixtecan, Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo, and.
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Lachixio Zapotec.

Table 15. Number of voiceless and prenasal stops and number of languages

Total

Number of voiceless stops

Number of prenasal stops

Number of languages

4

1

1

4

2

3

567
333
111

568
444
4 2 1

45 6
555
111

6

6'

2 19

The languages with a symmetrical set are only two, Mixtepec Mixtec and
Coatzospan Mixtec. Note that Chalcatongo Mixtec, which is classified as having 4

voiceless stops Vs. one prenasal stop, has /b/ in addition to N /nd/. Acatlan Mixtec
has 5 voiceless and 5 prenasal stops, but the system is asymmetical (p t 6 k kw // mb n

d nj nJV ng).

2.2.2.1.4. Voiceless vs. Aspirated

   This contrast is found only in Tarascan. Tarascoi (Ichupio) has a symmetrical

set, while Tarasco2 (Purenchecuaro) has no aspirated athicates corresponding to

/c/ and /6/.

2.2.2.1.5. Fortis vs. Lenis

   A fortis vs. Ienis contrast is reported in Zapotecan and Trique. Fifteen of 19

languages have a symmetrical series. Fortis stops having no lenis counterparts are

/c/, /e/, /e/ or /kw/. These phonemes, except /e/, occasionally have lenis counter-

parts in other languages that have a symmetrical series. Note that Juarez･Zapotec

has a different system, that is, 6 voiceless fortis vs. 6 voiceless lenis and 1 voiced for-

tis vs. 1 voiced lenis and 3 voiced stops.

Table 16. Number of fortis and lenis stops'and number of languages

Total

Number of fortis stops

Number of lenis stops

Number of languages

5 6 4 5 7 5 6
3 3 4 4 4 5 6
11 ･3 1193 19

2.2.2.1.6. Voiceless vs. Glottalized

   Glottalized stops are characteristic of the Mayan language family. They have

a symmetrical series except for bilabial consonants. For example, Mam's stop

series is as follows:

   ptc6e ky kq
   b' t' c' 6' e' ky' k' q' ?
Two different systems of bilabials are observed, namely, /p p' b(')/ and /p b(')/.

                                                       '
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Roughly speaking, the former is found in Lowland Mayan, and the latter in

Highland Mayan. However, Cotzal Ixil is reported to have /p b' pW/, and Mopan

has /d/ in addition to /t'/.

   Huehuetla Tepehua has a system similar to the Mayan one, but in a perfectly

symmetrical series, /ptc6k q/ vs. /p' t' c' 6' k' q'/.

   In Xinca2 there are more glottalized stops than plain stops, /p' t' c' k'/ vs.

/p t k/.

2.2.2.1.7. Voiceless vs. Voiced vs. Glottalized

   Only Oaxaca Chontal has a contrast of voiceless vs. voiced vs. glottalized, if

the Mayan languages having /b'/ as their only voiced consonant are excluded.

Both Huamelultec and Tequistlatec Chontal have asymmetrical systems.

2.2.2.1.8. Voiceless vs. Voiced vs. Aspirated.

   Terraba and Teribe are the only languages in the data to have the contrast

voiceless vs. voiced vs. aspirated. Although they are dialects of the same language,

Teribe has a symmetrical series, /p t k/ vs. /b d g/ vs. /ph th kh/, while Terraba

lacks /ph/ in the same series.

2.2.2.1.9. Voiceless vs. Aspirated vs. Glottalized

   Tol has a triple contrast of voiceless vs. glottalized vs. aspirated in stops, which

form a symmetrical series.

2.2.2.2. Affiricates and Sibilants

   I have grouped affricates with the stqps, but athicates also bear some relation

to sibilants in their articulation. Accordingly, the following serves to clarify the

relationship of affricates to sibilants. There are theoretically 16 combinations of

plain afuicates and sibilants, of which 8 combinations are found in Middle

                                                            '

Table 17. Types of afuicate and sibilant combinations

Affricates

VL VD
Sibilants

VL VD
Types   Number of

attested languages

1.1

1.2

'2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+

VL sibjlants

VL:VD sibilants

VL affricates and VL sibilants

VL affricates and VD sibilants

VL affricates and VL:VD sibilants

VD affricates and VL sibilants

VL:VD affricates and VL sibilants

VL:VD athicates and VL:VD sibilants '

9

3

60

1

13

1

20

22

Total '129
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Note that there is one language which completely lacks a voiceless corresponding

afl}ricate (Lealao Chinantec) and also one language which lacks a voiceless cor-

responding sibilant (Huicholi). Acatlan Mixtec lacks the voiceless counterpart of

/"j/ but has /6 nj/. There are, furthermore, 3 types having aspirated and/or glot-

talized affricates. These 3 types comprise 42 languages, which have only voiceleSs

sibilants.

   I will describe the types following the classification above. The languages

below have sibilants only. They can be divided into two types, languages having

voiceless sibilants only and those having a voiceless-voiced contrast.

2.2.2.2.1.1. Languages with Sibilants Only

      s Miskitu, Sumu, Southern Tepehuan
      s g Chatino (Yaitepec), Chinantec (Quiotepec), Rama

      S S Seri'
  e. s si Mixtec (Chayuco)
      s sY g Mixtec (Ayutla2)

2.2.2.2.1.2. Languages with a Voiceless vs. Voiced Contrast in Sibilants

      s g z Otomi (Tenango)
      s g z Z Terraba, Teribe
[c] and [6] are interpreted as consonant clusters [ts] and [tg] in Yaitepec Chatino.

In Southern Tepehuan [6 j s'] are interpreted as palatalized /t d s/ contiguous to

/i/. Afuicates may also occur in other languageS, (excepting Miskitu, Sumu and

Rama), but they are interpreted not as the phonemes /c 6/ but as consonant clusters

or palatalized consonqnts.

2.2.2.2.2. The Relationship between Affricates and Sibilants

   The relationship between affhricates and sibilants is more complex than initially

expected. I identify 7 major combinations; voiceless only, voiceless afliricates with

voiced sibilants, voiceless affricates with a voiceless-voiced contrast in sibilants,

voiced athicates with voiceless sibilants, a voiceless-voiced contrast in affricates

with voiceless sibilants, a voiceless-voiced contrast in both affricates and sibilants,

and a voiceless-aspirated/glottalized contrast in affricates. These combinations

have been subdivided into various types, of which I will focus only on the sym-

metrical ones.

2.2.2.2.2.1. Voiceless Types: 60 languages

c

c

c

c

c

e

e

6

s

 s
es

 s

 s

s

s

g

g

g

g

g

Kiliwa2, Zoque (Le6n, Chimalapa), Garifuna

Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso)

Mixtec (Colorado), Mixe (Tlahuitoltepec)

Chinantec (Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec)

Cocopa2

Tarahumara, Yaq"ii, Mayo, Cuicatec2, Cuna

Cuitlateci

Northern Tepehuan, Paipai2, Mixtec (Alacatlazala, Jamiltepec, Jicaltepec)
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c6
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s

  $
g

g$
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$

          are 60 sampling

which /c s/ (4 samples),

metrical. The symmetrical type makes up 37 languages (62{llb) out ofthe 60.

                                        '' include near symmetrical series such as /c g/

(77(E7b). /6 s g/ is observed in 5 languages.

a few languages.

Cora2

Nahuan (All, 17), Tarasco2, Totonac (Xicotepec, Papantla), Tepehua

(Teachichilco), Central Pame, Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Amuzgo (San Pedroi,

Xochistlahuaca), Chatino (Tataltepeci), Huave, Sierra Popoldca, Oluta

Popoluca, Mixe (Totontepeci)

Mazatcc (Chiquihuitlan), Sayula Popoluca

Corai

Eastern Popoloc

Maxatec (Soyaltepec)

Mazatec (Huautla)

    languages (including dialects) in 15 combinations, of

 /6 g/ (1), /c 6s g/ (3 1) and /c 6esg $/ (1) are perfectly sym-

                                             If we
                 , /6 s/, and /c 6 s $/, the total reaches 46

                 Other combinations are attested in only

2.2.2.2.2.2. Voiceless Affricates and Voiced Sibilants:

   This type is attested in only one language.

  c 4 Huichol'

1 language

2.2.2.2.2.3 Voiceless vs. Voiced in Sibilants: 13 languages

   This type has voiceless affricate(s) and voiceless vs. voiced sibilants. It can be

further subdivided into 9 subtypes, which are attested in only a few languages.

    v v. v,  c

c6
c6
c6
c6
c6
c66
c6g
c66

e

e

s
s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

g

g

g

g

g

gs
gs
gg

z

g

z

z

z

z

z

2

z

2

g

2

22
Z r( -z)

   There are only two types of symmetrical voiceless vs. voiced sibilants

(including lenis sibilants) and /s g $ z 2 Z/

the following two types also show symmetry:

Mixteg (Huahuapan, Molinos, Chalcatongo, Diuxi2)

Zapotec (Lachixio)

Temoayan Otomi, Mazahua
Trique (Chicahuaxtla)

Zapotec (Ixtlan) '

Mezquital Otomii

Tlacoyalco Popoloc

Western Popoloci, Chocho

Trique (Copala)

                                , /s gz 2/

    . Ifaffricatesaretakenintoconsideration,

          /c 6sgz2/ and /c 66sggz2 2/.

2.2.2.2.2.4.

   Lealao
sibilant.

        j

 Voiced Affticates and Voiceless SibiJants: 1 la'nguage

Chinantec is reported to have only a voiced affricate and

s Chinantec (Lealao)

a voiceless

2.2.2.2.2.5. Voiceless vs. Voiced in Affricates: 20 lang"ages

   This type has a voiceless vs. voiced contrast in afuicates,

sibilants.

but has only voiceless
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nj s

nj s
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nJ' s

nJ' s

g

g

5

g

g

g

$

    Symmetrical systems in affricates are of 5 subtypes, /c j/

and /c 6 nj nj/. If sibilants are taken into consideration

of symmetrical systems, /c j

Sierra Otomi

Chinantec (Palantla, Tepetotutla)

Chinantec (Comaltepec), Guatuso, Guaymi, Bocota

Papago
Mixtec (Ocotepec2)

Mixtec (Acatlan)

Tlapanec', Ixcatec, Zoque (Copainala), Boruca, Cabecar, Bribrii

South Pame, Mazatec (Jalapa de Diaz)

Mixtec (Coatzospan)

Mixtec (Mixtepec)

                          , /6 j/, /6 nJ'/, /c 6j j/,

                       , then there ate 3 subtypes

s/, /c 6jjs g/, and /c 6 nj nj s g/.

2.2.2.2.2.6. Voiceless vs. Voiced in Both Affricates and Sibilants: 22 languageS

   Languages having a voiceless vs. voiced contrast in both affricates and sibilants

can be divided into 9'subtypes, of which 2 subtypes, /c 6jjsgz 2/ and /c 6j J' s$z

Z/ show symmetry.
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S･ z
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2

z･

2
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Chichimeci

Mixtec (Silacayoapan, Atatlahuca, El Grande,
Pefioles)

Zapotec (Tlacochahuaya, Isthmusi)

Zapotec (Yatee, Albaradas; Chichicapan, Ayoquesco)

Zapotec (Yalalag)

Zapotec (Zoogocho, YatzachD

Zapotec (Rinc6n, Choapan, Mitla2, Quioquitani,

Guevea)

'Zapotec (Cajonos, Guelaviai)

Zapotec (Juarez)

2.2.2.2.3. Voiceless vs. Glottalized and/or Aspirated in Affricates: 42 languages

   This type includes aspiration and glottalization in its affricates. Aspirated

affricates are seen in Tarasco and Tol; the latter also has a glottalized affiricate.

Glottalized affricates are seen in Huehuetla Tepehua, Oaxaca Chontal, Mayan and

Xinca. They form symmetry with the plain afEricates and sibilants, except in

Huastec, Xinca2 and Tequistlateci.

cc
c

c

c6

c

c

e

6

ch 6h

ch c'

  c'
c' 6'

c' e'

c' 6'

c' 6'

ss
s

s

s

e

es

S

g

g

g

s

Tarascoi

Tol

Xinca2

Tequistlateci

Huehuetla Tepehua, Tequistlatec2, Huamelultec, Mayan

(Yucatec', Lacand6n, Itza2, Mopan, Choli, Chontal,

Chorti, Tzotzil', Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Chuj, Kekchi,

Pocomchii,2, Pocomam, Uspantec, Quichei,2,3, Sacapultec,

Sipacapefio, Cakchiqueli･2, Tzutujili･2

Huastec (Veracruz)

Huastec (PotosD
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  c 6 e c' e' e' s g $ Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Acatec, Tectitec, Mam,
                            Ixili･3
  c 6 6 e c' e' 6' e' s s g $ Ixi12 (chajul)

   The hierarchy of occurrence can be described as follows:

Voiceless sibilants:

    s (55) > g (40) > $ (15) > e (6) > s (4) > e (1), $ (1), sY (1)

Voiced Sibilants:

   z (9), 2 (9) > z (6) > 2 (5), Z (5) > Z (2) > z (1), or zz > 22 > Z

Voiceless affricates:

   6 (42) > c (39) >･e (8) > c' (8) > 6' (6) > ch, e, (2)

    > c, 6, 6y, 6h, 6, 6' (1)

Voiced affricates:

   JV (7) > j, nJ' (5) >j (4) > nj (3) >j (1), or j,j>jj > nj > nj

In the above series of voiceless sibilants, voiced sibilants, '

voiced afflrricates, the number in parentheses indicates the

dividual phonemes in the sets.

Aguacatec,

2

voiceless atfricates and

 frequency of the in-

   The phonemes which occur in more than 70{1lo of the languages are /s g c 6/. In

other words, they constitute the most common phonemes.

2.2.3. FricativeSystems

    The fricative series, both voiceless and voiced, show the greatest variability of

all the consonant series. There are 26 types of voiceless fricative series and 54 types

of fricative systems with both voiceless and voiced fricatives.3) All languages ex-

cept Huichol have /s/. Voiceless fricatives may include, besides /s/, any of the

following: / e g $ h x f/; other fricatives are exceedingly rare.

    /h/ is often called a glottal fricative, although the turbulent air stream,

characteristic of fricatives, is scarely audible; hence some linguists exclude /h/ froM

the fricatives altogether [cf. Maddieson 1984, chap.3]; however, /h/ is discussed

here with the other fricatives, since some languages, such as Yuman, Highland

Mayan,' and so on, have both /x/ and /h/ (although there are in general no con-

trasts between /x/ and /h/). However, /h/ also bears some relationship to /?/,

and is sometimes placed in a special class of laryngeals along with /?/. This is

recognized in Nahuan languages, where 2 dialects have only /?/, and 10 dialects

have only /h/, while 5 other dialects have /h ?/.

   I was,embarassed to find when I found that the retroflexed sibilant is tran-

scribed by either s or S in my data. Bright notes that the sound s is between s and S,

andSis strongly retroflexed [BRiGHT 1984]. These two sounds,s and S, are in fact

different, although they are not distinguished even in the IPA scheme, in which only

one retroflexed sibilant is given. Generally speaking, the lamino-alveolar sibilant is

transcribed as s while the apico-alveolar one is represented by s; however, retroflex

is also expressed by s. That is, s is used for either the retrQflex or the apico-alveolar

sibilant. Moreover, S is sometimes transcribed as s. The confused state of the con-

ventions governing the transcription of retroflex sibilant(s) was unavoidably

'
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reflected in my data.

    Turning to the Middle American languages, s is used for Papago, Guarijio,

Cocopa and Xinca. s is interpreted as an apico-domal retroflexed sibilant. This s

represents an areal feature of Califoirnian languages [BRiGHT 1984]. On the other

hand, southern ･languages such as Zapotecan and Mayan have an alveo-patalal

retroflex S. Chajul Ixil, a dialect of Ixil, has an apico-alveolo-palatal s' in addition

to s, S, and S. This s' may be the same as s. Therefore I distinguish two retroflexed

sibilants as follows:

Alveolar Retroflexed Alveo-palatal Retroflexed

   s s g, .g    I was also perplexed to find that /6/ is used to represent a fricativized /d/. /6/

is a voiced interdental fricative with /e/ as its voiceless counterpart. /d/ is distinct

from /6/. Nevertheless, the two are not distinguished in either IPA or American

Usage. Since it is diMcult to distinguish them (/6/ is fricative and /d/ is approxi-

mant), I use /6/ for all fricativized d sounds.

    The following list contains each variety of fricative type. I exclude lateral

fricatives and spirantized W from the fricative data, as they will be treated with the

laterals and the glides, respectively. Fricative series can be classified into two

groups, voiceless only, and voiceless vs. voiced. These two major classes can be fur-

ther subdivided. , . ' "    /f/ and /¢/ do not co-occur, and are regarded as allophones of one and the

same phoneme. Their voiced counterparts /v B/ are also interchangeable. Thus

/f ¢/ and /v 6/ can be divided into two classes, voiceless bilabial/labial and voiced

bilabial/labial, respectively. Moreover, in many cases /x/ does not contrast with

/h/, although some languages do have this contrast. Finally /g/ and /$/ are inter-

changeable in some cases. As a result, the following list can be simplified so that,

for example, /s h/ and /s x/ are grouped ,together. Curly brackets enclose similar

(interchangeable) sets below.

2.3.1. Languages with Voiceless Fricatives Only

2.2.3.1.1. Language with One Fricative

      s Cuna2.2.3.1.2. Languages with Two Fricatives

      s . h Tarahumara', Yaquii, Mayo, Zoque (Le6n, Chimalapa),     {
                            Chinantec (Comaltepec), Tol, Miskitu, Sumu, Bocota

      s x Tarahumara2
           g h Sierra Otomi, Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso)     (s h Xinca2
      s g Nahuatl (Classical,-Tlaxpanaloya), Mixtec (Jicaltepec),
                            Rama
2.2.3.1.3. Languages with Three Fricatives

      ss h Papago      s g h Corai,' Nahuan (14: Jer6nimo, Tetelcingo, Am,ilcingo,
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Matlapa, Coscatlan, Acaxochitlan, Huautla, P6maro,
Zacapoaxtla, Mecayapan, Pajapan, Jalupa, Pipil, Pochutec),

Totonacan (Xieotepec, Papantla), Tepehuai･2, Central Pame,

South Pame, Mazatec (Jalapa, Soyaltepec), Amuzgo (San

Pedro'), Chatino (Yaitepec), Huave, Zoque (Copainala),

Sierra Popoluca, Oluta Popoluca, Mixe (Tlahuitoltepec),

Yucatec2, Lacand6n, Itza2, Mopan, Choli, Chontal, Chorti,

Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Cabecar, Bribrii

Tarascoi,2, Uspantec, Quiche3, Sacapultec, Sipacapefio,

Tzutujili,2, Boruca

Sayula Popoluca

Chinantec (Palantla)

Chinantec (Tepetotutla), Garifuna

Guatuso

2.2.3

 ($

2.213

{f
f

.1.4.

  s
  s
  s

es
  s
  s

.1.5.

  s
  s
  s
  s
f'

f'

2.2.3.

  ¢

1.6.

  s

$

S

s

s

Languages with Four Fricatives

       x xwh ･ Kiliwa2
  S x h Chuj, Kekchi, Pocomchi'･2, Pocomam, Quiche2
  g $ x Acateci,2, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec, Ixili

  S h Huastec (PotosD
  g h Nahuatl (Zongolica)
  g h Tlapaneci, Ixcatec

Languages with Five Fricatives

  5 h hy hW Chatino (Tataltepec')

  g xxw Cocopa2
  g $ x h Jacaltec, Kanjobal
  S$ h Ixi12 (Chajul)
  g x Huamelultec, Tequistlatec2
  g h -Tequistlatec'

Language with Six Fricatives '
    $ xX XW Seri'

2.2.3.2

2.2.3.2

.

.1.

Languages with Voiceless vs. Voiced Fricatives

  Language with One Voiceless and One Voiced

              h z, Huicholi

Fricatives

2.2.3.2.2.1.

       s

     (g

       :

Languages with Two

  x
$

hz'h

h

Voiceless and One Voiced Fricatives

                Chichimeci

     v Southern Tepehuan
              ' Cora2     6

        6 Guaymi
     v Mixtec (Mixtepec)
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2.2.3 .2.2.2.
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       z

       s
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       s
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2.2.3.2.4.1.

       s sY

{

Languages with Two Voiceless and Two Voiced Fricatives

          h B6
     x v6g ,. z2

Tarahumarai

Cuicatec2

Zapotec (Choapan, Tlacochahuaya,

Guevea, Isthmusi)

  s z g. Zapotec -(Albarradas,
                                   Chichicapan, Ayoquesco)

Languages with Two Voiceless and Three Voiced Fricatives

g h B6 yCuitlatecig 2 B6 Mixtec(Huajuapan)
g B6 6y Mixtec (Coatzospan)                                         '  $ z 2 y Zapotec (Yatee)                 --                         '                                 '
Languages with Three Voiceless and One Voiced Fricatives
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Guelaviai,

     Mixtec (Chalcatongo)

     Tzotzili, Mixe (Totontepeci)

     Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec,

     (Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec

     (Alacatlazala)

     Northern Tepehuan,

     Mazatec (chiquihuitlan)

     Mazatec (Huautla)

     Chinantec (Tlacoatzintepec)

     Mixtec (Chayuco)

     Huastec (Veracruz)

     Chinantec (Lealao)

and Two Voiced Fricatives

Amuzgo

                Paipai2, Mixtec
(Jamiltepec, Colorado), Cakchiqueli･2

Mixtec (Acatlan)

Mixtec (Ocotepec2)

Mixtec (Molinos)

Mixtec (Silacayoapan)

Temoayan Otomi, Mazahua, Teribe

Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec (Quio-

quitani)

Zapotec (Rinc6n)

Mixtec (Pefioles)

Languages with Three Voiceless and Three Voiced Fricatives

g h 2 B6 Mixtec (Atatlahuca, EI Grande)
  $. X z 2 X Zapotec (Cajonos)
  $ e$ Z Zapotec(Juarez)
Languages with Four Voiceless and One Voiced Fricatives

S x v Mixtec (Ayutla2)
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      s g$ h 6 EasternPopoloc
      s.5$ h v Ixi13    es g x Z Zapotec (Ixtlan)
2.2.3.2.4.2. Languages with Four Voiceless and Two Voiced Fricatives

  f s g h 6y Chinantec (Quiotepec)
  f s g , h-, z2 Zapotec(Mitla2)                                         - - l            '                                   '  fsg h z2 Terraba
2.2.3.2.4.3. Languages vvith Four Voiceless and Three Voiced Fricatives

      s Sx xw Z B6 Mixtec (Diuxi2)
      s $ XXw z ,2 Z. Zapotec (Yalalag)
                         ---                        '      s g$ h 'z2Z(=r)                                        Trique (Copala)

  "es h B6y Chinantec (Sochiapan)
  f sg h i B6 Zapotec(Lachixio)
2.2.3.2.4.4. Language with Four Voiceless and Four Voiced Fricatives

      s g$ h z2Z y WesternPopoloci
2.2.3.2.5.1. Language with Five Voiceless and One Voiced Fricatives

  ¢ s g x h z TenangoOtomi
2.2.3.2.5.2. Language with Five Voiceless and Three Voiced Fricatives

      s g$xX z2Z Zapotec(Zoogocho)
2.2.3.2.6.1. Language with Six Voiceless and One Voiced Fricatives

  fes S x h z MezquitalOtomii
2.2.3.2.6.2. Language with Six Voiceless and Three Voiced Fricatives

      s g$xXXw z2? Zapotec(Yatzachi)
2.2.3.2.6.3. Language with Six Voiceless and Five Voiced Fricatives

 Qes g$ h z2 66y TlacoyalcoPopoloc
2.2.3.2.6.4. Language with Six Voiceless and Six Voiced Fricatives

 th es g$x z2z66y chocho
   Using the preceding sets, the frequency of occurrence was deduced as follows:

(Parenthesized numbers indicate frequency. Phonemes only were counted for each

  s (75) > g (51) > h (50) > x (22) > $ (21)> 6 (18) > B (15) > v(13) > 2(12) > z(11) >

  f(10) > Z, e(10) > z, (I) (9) > Z. (8) >y (7) >X(6) >s (4) > Z, xw, Xw (3) > f' (2) >Qz

  hw hy X 6y sy (1)

The most common set is /s g h/. In fact, there are 42 langUages having /s g h/. If

we include /s g x/ and /s $ h/, this total rises to 51.

.
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    Some phonemes such as /e $/ show an areal bias. Languages having /e/ or

/g/ are as follows:

  /e/: Otomi (Mezquitali), Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Chocho, Mixtec (Chayuco), Zapotec (Ixtlan,

      Juarez), Chinantec (Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec), Huastec (Veracruz, PotosD

  /$/: Seri', Eastern Popoloc, Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Western Popoloc', Chocho, Mazqtec (Chi-

      quihuitlan, Huautla), Mixtec.(Mixtepec), Zapotec (Juarez, Yalalag, Yatee, Cajonos, Ya-

      tzachi, Albarradas, Zoogocho, Guelavia', Chichcapan, Ayoquesco), Trique (Copala), Sayula

      Popoluca, Mayan (Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Acateci,2, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec, Ixili･2･3)

    /e/ is found in two areas, the Otomi-Huastec region and the area stretching

from northern Oaxaca to southern Puebla. The areal distribution of /$/ partially

overlaps with that of /e/, but with a wider extension. There are two centers of

diffusion; one is in Oaxaca and the other is in western Highland Guatemala. Only

Seri is isolated from the others.

    /$/ is said to be an areal feature of Californian languages, and languages

geographically close to them, such as Papago, Paipai and Cocopa, also have /s/.

In Middle America, /$/ is found only in Xinca2. Ixi12 has an apico-alveolo-palatal

/S/ whjch may be the same as /s/.

   /f/ and /¢'/ also have interesting distributions from the areal perspective. The

distributional center in Oaxaca extends north to the Otomi region. The languages

far from the center are Seri, Guatuso and Terraba.

  /f/: Nahuatl (Zongolica), Otomi (Mezquital'), Zapotec (Mitla2, Lachixio), Chinantec (Lealao,

      Tepetotutla, Quiotepec), Huamelultec, Tequistlateci･2, Terraba.

  /¢/: Serii, Otomi (Tenango), Tlapanec', Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Chocho, Ixcatec, Mixtec (Pefioles),

      Chinantec (Palantla, Sochiapan), Guatuso

   The phonemes related to /h/ and /x/ are also interesting areally. The
languages having a contrast of /x/ and /h/ are as follows:

  /x h/: Otomi (Mezquital', Tenango), Mayan (Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Chuj, Kekchi, Pocomchii･2,

        Pocomam, Quiche2)

The contrast may well be a genetic feature in Mayan, but it is perhaps significant

that the Mayan languages having this feature turn out to be delimited areally.

   Fricatives from velar to glottal with lip-rounding also show only a limited

distribution. Uvular fricatives /X Xw/ are found only in northern Zapotec and

Seri.

  /xw/: Kiliwa2, Cocopa2, Mixtec (Diuxi2)

  /hw/: Chatino (Tataltepeci)

  /Xw/: Serii, Zapotec (Yalalag, Yatzachi)

  /X/: Serii, Zapotec (Rinc6n, Yalalag, Cajonos, Zoogocho, Yatzachi)

   As is indicated in Section 2.2.1.2.2, more than half the Middle American

languages in the database have only a･voiceless fricative series..Most of the

languages with a contrast of voiceless vs. voiced fricatives belong to the

Otomanguean family. Fifty-seven Otomanguean languages (including dialects)

have voiced fricatives while 20 of the surveyed languages have a fortis and lenis

contrast. Non-Otomanguean languages having voiced fricative(s) number 16 in all;

Northern Tepehuani, Southern Tepehuani, Tarahumarai, Cora2, Huicholi,

r
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Cuitlateci, Paipai2, Mixe (Totontepeci), Huastec (Veracruz), Tzotzili, Ixi13, Cakchi-

queli･2, Terraba, Teribe, and Guaymi; of these, Northern Tepehuani, Southern

Tepehuani, Mixe (Totontepeci), Tzotzili, Ixi13 and Cakchiqueli,2 are limited to

either /v/ or /B/, which correspond to /w/ in other members of their respective

families. , This means that /w/ became /v/ or /B/ in these languages. Cuitlateci

has /B 6y/, which are fricativized /b d g/. /6/ of Guaymi seems to fi11 a gap in the

stop series /t 6kbj g/. Note that Bocota's stop series is /t 6kbdj g/. If we

eliminate Cuitlatec and Guaymi, we are left with Tarahumarai, Cora2, Huicholi,

Paipai2, Huastec (Veracruz), Terraba, and Teribe as languages which are claimed to

have fricatives, but it should be noted that they are limited to only one or two

fricatives as follows:

  /B/ Cora2, Huastec (Veracruz)

  /v/ Paipai2
  /B6/ Tarahumarai
  /Z/ Huicholi
  /z2/ Teribe,Terraba

   Furthermore, we have data from other languages closely related to Cora2,

Huastec (Veracruz), Tarahumarai, and Paipai2, which show an absence of voiced

fricatives. If these preceding languages are also eliminated, only Huicholi,' Teribe

and ･Terraba remain. From these considerations, I conclude that no Middle

American languages except Otomanguean have developed a voiced fricative series.

2.2.4. Nasal Systems

   The number of places of articulation for nasals ranges from one to four.

There are, however, some Chibchan languages such as Bribri and Cabecar for

which no nasals are reported (although /lj/ is registered for Cabecar). They have

both oral and nasal vowels, with nasal consonants being interpreted as nasalized

stops. Nasalized vowels are set up instead of /m n fi n/, so that [m n fi o] are con-

sidered allophones of /b d j g/ which occur before a nasalized vowel. This analysis

is not an ad hoc solution. It is an attempt to extract in the most economical way

those factors which are maximally independent of each other in their occurrence,

non-occurrence, and co-occurrence '[HocKETT 1955:120]. However, even in Bribri

and Cabecar m n fi are used for practical considerations in dictionaries, tales, and

even in academic papers, and this calls into question the naturalness of the analysis

described above. In fact, in Tepetotutla Chinantec, /m n lj/ have actually been

analyzed as /b d g/ with simultaneous nasalization, because of the fact that [m n n]

occur before nasalized vowels and [b d g] before oral vowels so that the two groups

are in complementary distribution. However, /m n o/are now recognized as

phonemes [WEsTLEy 1991, RENscH 1989].

   Now the nasal position lacking a position contrast is not the expected bilabial

/m/ but alveolar /n/ instead. In Cabecar only /p/ is registered as nasal, but

Cabecar and Bribri may be regarded as the same language. As is stated above,

other nasals are interpreted as stops plus nasalized vowels. Yatee Zapotec has both
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fortis /n/ and lenis /n/.

   All systems with a two position contrast have /m n/. This is the most common

type, attested in a total of 82 languages. Two subtypes are observed, both of which

include corresponding lenis nasals. One is /m n m n/ and the other is /m n n/.

These subtypes are attested in 13 1anguages. -
   Three position contrast types are of two major patterns, /m n fi/ and /m n p/.

These can be seen in 38 and in 20 languages, respectively. The /m n fi/ type has

four subtypes. Each subtype is seen in only one sampling unit. Chichicapan

Zapotec has /m n fi Ip ! g/, but Isthmusi Zapotec lacks the lenis /!p/.
Huamelultec Chontal has glottalized nasals /m' n' fi'/ corresponding to /m n fi/.

Atatlahuca Mixtec has voiceless /N/ besides /m n fi/. The other major type, /m n

lj/, has one subtype which has a voiceless /N/. Cora2 has labialized /mw/ in addi-･

tion to /m/ and'/n/.

   Languages with four position nasals demonstrate three different patterns: /m n

fi n/, /m n fi lj N/, and /m n nY fi/; The latter two are rare. The major type /m n fi

n/ is attested in 8 languages. Tequistlatec Chontal as analyzed by Waterhouse has

voiceless /N/ as well as /m n fi p/. However, Turner analyzes it differently from

Waterhouse and gives /m n o N/. /m n nY fi/ are attested in Mixtec (Ayntla2).

Although /ny/ is treated as a place of articulation here, it is also possible to inter-

pret it instead as a manner of articulation. In general, palatalized [n] is treated in

the same way as /fi/, but Ayutla2 Mixtec gives both /ny/ and /fi/, while Ayutlai Mix-

tec has only /m n fi/. Only a phoneme list is supplied for Ayutla2 Mixtec, so it is

dithcult to see how /ny/ and /fi/ are different, although I have found /ny/ (written

as ny in the text by Hills) in some morphemes such as nYa3 "they, their," nya3'a3

"come," n7a3'q2 "evil," u2nYq3 "eight" [HiLLs 1990]. Incidentally, /ny/ or /nY/ is

used in the inventories of the following languages:

     ,   ny=Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo, Tataltepeci Chatino
   ny=Kiliwa2, Cocopai･2, Corai, Chatino (Tataltepec2, Zenzontepec)

They are represented by /fi/ in this paper.

  ' In the following I classify nasals in terms of position;

1) No nasal

  Zero Bribrii, Bocota,
2) One position contrast types:

  n Zapotec (Rinc6n)
  lj Cabecar
  nn Zapotec (Yatee)
3) Two position contrast types: '

  m n Southern Tepehuani, Tarahumarai･2, Yaquii, Mayo, Huicholi, Nahuan (15
                dialects), Pipil, Cuitlateci, Serii, Tarascoi･2, Totonac (Xicotepec, Papantla),

                Tepehua (Teachichilco, Huehuetla), South Pame, Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec,

                Otomi (Tenango, Sierra), Tlapaneci, Eastern Popoloc, Chocho, Cuicatec2,

                Trique (Copala), Zapotec (Choapan, Ayoquesco), Chatino (Yaitepec),

                Huave, Sayula Popoluca, Oluta Popoluca, Mixe (Tlahuitoltepec), Mayan

                (Veracruz Huastec, Potosi Huastec, Yucatec2, Lacand6n, Itza2, Mopan,
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4)

                 Chontal, Chorti, Tzotzili, Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Kanjobal, Acateci･2, Tectitec,

                 Mam, Aguacatec, Ixili,2,3, Kekchi, Pocomchii,2, Pocomam, Uspantec,
                                                        ;                 Quiche2･3, Sipacapefio, Cakchiquel',2, Tzutujil'･2), Xinca2, Garifuna, Cuna

m n m n Chichimeci, Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec (Juarez, Cajonos, Zoogocho,

                 Mitla2, Guelaviai, Guevea) '
m n n Zapotec (Ixtlan, Yatzachi, Yalalag, Albarradas, Tlacochahuaya)

Three position contrast types: '

     .-v r!T. tt '- -- vrit--mnn

m n fi m' n' fi'

mn fi mn fi
mn fi nn
mn fi N

mnO

mnnNm mWn

Papago, Northern lepenuani, Corai, Pochutec, PaipaiL, tg.inwaL, Cocopa2,

Otomi (Temoayan, Mezquitali), Mazahua, Ixcatec, Tlacoyalco Popoloc,

Western Popoloci, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan, Diaz, Huautla, Soyaltepec),

Amuzgo (San Pedro', Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec (Acatlan, Huajuapan,

Silacayoapan, Mixtepec, Alacatlazala, Ocotepec2, El Grande, Chalcatongo,

Diuxi2, Pefioles, Coatzospan, Jamiltepec, Colorado, Chayuco, Jicaltepec),

Zapotec (Quioquitani, Lachixio), Chatino (Tataltepec'), Tila Choli

Huamelultec Chontal

Zapotec (Chichicapan)

Zapotec (Isthmusi)

Mixtec (Atatlahuca)

Central Pame, Zapotec (Isthmus2), Chinantec (Comaltepec Lealao,

Tepetotutla, Palantla, Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec), Zoque (Le6n,

Chimalapa), Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso, Totontepec'), Chuj, Jacaltec,

Sacapultec, Tol, Miskitu, Sumu, Rama, Guatuso

Tequistlatec2

Cora2

5) Four position contrast types:

  mn fi lj Mixtec (Molinos), Chinantec (Quiotepec), Zoque (Copainala), Sierra
                    Popoluca, Boruca, Terraba, Teribe, Guaymi

  mn fi o N Tequistlateci
  mn nY fi Mixtec (Ayutla2)
    The above list is summarized in Table 18. In the list above and in Table 18,

nasals which are voiceless, glottalized, or lenis'(or fortis, where fortis nasals are con-

sidered as being in the marked category of long nasals) are treated as having the

same positions as their corresponding plain voiced nasals, because the former never

occur unless their plain voiced counterpart also occurs. Palatalized nasals, on the

other hand, are treated as having an independent position, that is one lacking cor-

responding plain nasals.

Table 18. Nasal types

Number of position
contrasts

Number of
languages

Nasal
mventory

Number of
languages

Zero

One

Two

2

3

95

n

g

np

mn

2

1

1

1

82
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Table 18-continued.

Number of position
contrasts

Number of
languages

Nasal
mventory

Number of
languages

Three

Four

"

10

mn!!}p

mnp

mn fi

mn fi m' n' fi'

mn fi mn fi'

mnfinfi
mn fi N

mn lj

mhpN
mmwn

mnnp
mnnpN
mnnYn

8

5

38

1

1

1

'1

20

1

1

8

1

1

Total 174

   In the following table, the number of nasals and the number of languages are

correlated; all languages were included.

Table 19. Number of nasals and number of languages

Number of nasals Number of languages

o.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

2

83

"
19

2

2

Maddieson makes the following generalizations:

"No nasal with a secondary articulation occurs' unless a simple nasal occurs at

the same place of articulation, and none occurs unless consonants of another

type also occur with the same secondary articulation and in the same place of ar-

ticulation" [MADDiEsoN 1984:66].

However, this study is concerned primarily with Middle American lan'guages
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rather than with generalizations. In this respect it is areal traits that contribute

more to the understanding of the features of Middle American languages than do

theoretical generalizations. It is diMcult to delineate the precise geographical

distribution of nasals, but we can see a tendency for /fi/ to occur in Otomanguean

from Otomi to western Oaxaca, while /p/ begins in the eastern part of Oaxaca (in-

cluding Mixe and the Chinantecan group), and extends farther eastward.

2.2.5. LiquidSystems

   It is a general characteristic of American languages that the sounds l and r are

not distinguished. Some languages have only thetsound, a few have only ther

sound, while a much larger number use various intermediate sounds; further, cer-

tain languages lacklandraltogether [HoLMER 1947:16]. This holds true to some ex-

tent for liquids in Middle American languages; however, the liquid situation in Mid-

dle America is even more complicated than in America as a whole. Amuzgo data

provide us with a typical example. There are two analyses for the same informant's

data; both analyses recognize one liquid, but it is-written as /r/ in one inventory and

as /1/ in the other. Yucatec provides another illustrative example. One source

registers both /1/ and /r/, but the other has only /1/. In the former source,

however, /r/ is restricted to intervocalic position in about a dozen words. How are

we to treat such a rare phoneme? Furthermore, in some cases it is possible that

what the inventory is actually registering is the [r] from Spanish.

   There are various sorts of liquids. The phonetic value of some liquids can be

determined, but other liquids defy specification because of their fluctuation. In

Chichimec, for example, /r/ is a fiap in initial,position and intervocalically; a

vocoid trill when followed by /?/; and voiceless when followed by /h/ and in final

position [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984:21]. In Mayan languages of the Guatemalan

Central Highlands, such as Quiche and Kekchi, /r/ is pronounced like an
alveopalatal retroflexed voiceless fricative, but it is designated by /r/ in the

literature. Therefore, /r/ will be used here to represent an exotic sound which is

unspecified as a result of its fiuctuating nature.

    r sounds found in Native Middle American languages are as follows:

Unspecified Trill Flap/TaP Retrofiex Lenis

r f i r !

Since it is diMcult to specify the rsounds in many cases,I divide the languages into

types based solely on the number of r sounds a given language has, although in the

following list I have also classified them as well as I can. Note that I have

eliniinated rare phonemes from this section but that all the r sounds registered in

each inventory were included (although care had to be exercised to distinguish

native r sounds from borrowed r sounds).

   In contrast to' r sounds, l sounds can be specified in almost all languages,
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although in some cases l is not distinguished from r. The varieties of l sounds are as

follows:

Laterals Approximant Fricative AffricateRetroflexed Flap

Voiceless ++y x

Voiced 1ly 1 J

'Glottalized 1' +p z'

Lenis 1

-

Note that it is impossible to distinguish voiceless fricative laterals from voiceless ap-

proximant laterals in the surveyed languages and thus all voiceless laterals are

classified as fricatives. However, Maddieson notes that unlike voiceless approx-

imants, voiceless lateral fricatives are reported in inventories that contain no voiced

lateral approximant [MADDiEsoN 1980a:95]. My data reveal that Serii and
Zongolica Nahuatl have a voiceless lateral, but that other languages with a voiceless

lateral also have a voiced lateral approximant. If we apply Maddieson's rule, the

voiceless lateral of Serii and Zongolica Nahuatl is actually a lateral fricative and the

voiceless lateral of the other languages is a lateral approximant. But )8(Seri2 also

has /1/, so that in its case /+/ must be the lateral approximant. Since the sources

do not distinguish them reliably, I classify all voiceless laterals as fricatives for the

time being. Determining the places of articulation for laterals presents additional

obstacles. It appears that almost all laterals are produced jn the dental-alveolar

region. Only two languages (Tarahumarai and XGuarijio) have a retroflex lateral.

   The number of r- and 1-sounds and the number of languages are given below:

Number of r/1 sounds Number of languages

None
1 r-sounq

2 r-sounds

1 lateral and 1 r-sound

1 lateral and 2 r-sounds

2 laterals and 1 r-sound

2 laterals and 2 r-sounds

IJ
1 lateral

2 laterals

1 lateral+X

1 lateral + 1 r-sound + Z

2 laterals + X

2 laterals+X'

4 laterals+ 1 r-sound

6 laterals+2 r-sounds

5

12

2

83

7

11

6

1

27

5

8

2

2

1

1

1

Total 174
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    The following

which have them.

  o

     r.

J

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

r

l

rr

r

i

f

r

r

ly

l

1

1

1

+

+

+

'

f

'

r

'i

i

i

r

r

R (!)

f

r

f

r!

 r

 r
ly

r

f

+y r

z

z

z

lists r- and l-sounds in reported inventories for the languages

Zoque (Le6n), Mixe (Coatlan, Parafso, Totontepeci), Mixtec (Ocotepec2)

Huichol', South Pame, Otomi (Tenango, Sierra), Amuzgo (San Pedroi),

Boruca

Cabecar

Sout.bern Tepehuatni, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan), Western Popoloci, etomi

(Temoayan), Bribrii

Tarascoi,2

(Alveolar lateral flap) Papago

P6maro Nahual, Nahuat (Zacapoaxtla, Mecayapan, Pajapan, Jalupa),
'Pipil, Pochutec, Tepehua (Teachichilco), Ocuiltec, Matlatzinca, Mazatec

(Huautla), Mixtec (Acatlan, Huajuapan, Silacayoapan), Chinantec

(Palantla), Zoque (Copainala), Oluta Popoluca, Veracruz Huastec,

Yucatec2, Lacand6n, Itza2, Mopan, Choli, Tectitec, Mam, Tol

Northern Tepehuani, Yaquii, Mayo, Corai･2, Kiliwa2, Chichimeci, Otomi

(Mezquitali), Mazahua, Tlapaneci, Eastern Popoloc, Mazatec (Jalapa de

Diaz), Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec (Molinos, Atatlahuca, El

Grande, Chalcatongo, Diuxi2, Jamiltepec, Colorado), Cuicatec2, Trique

(Copala, r=2), Zapotec (Rinc6n, Choapan, Tlacochqhuaya, Quio-

quitani, Ayoquesco), Chatino (Yaitepec), Chinantec (Lealao,
Tepetotutla, Tlacoatzintepec), Zoque (Chimalapa), Sierra Popoluca,

Mixe (Tlahuitoltepec), Potosi Huastec, Cho,ntal, Chorti, Tzotzili, Tzeltal,

Tojolabal, Chuj, Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Acateci,2, Aguacatec, Ixi1i･2,

Kekchi, Pocomchii,2, Pocomam, Uspantec, Quiche2,3, Sacapultec,

Sipacapefio, Cakchiquel'･2, Tzutujil', Garifuna, Miskitu, Sumu, Rama,

Bocota, Cuna

Mixtec (Pefioles, Coatzospan, Alacatlazala, Ayutla2, Mixtepec, Chayuco,

Jicaltepec), Zapotec (Lachixio), Ixi13, Tzutuji12

Chinantec (Quiotepec), Sayula Popoluca

Cora2, Chinantec (Comaltepec, Sochiapan), Guaymi

Tarahumarai

Tarahumara2 (r =a voiced stop)

Chocho
Terraba, Teribe

Ixcatec, Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Mazatec (Soyaltepec), Huave

Central Pame, Chatino (Tataltepeci)

Zapotec (Yatee, Chichicapan, Guelaviai)

Trique (Chicahuaxtla), Zapotec (Yalalag, Guevea, Isthmusi)

Zapotec (Zoogocho, YatzachO

Zapotec (Ixtlan, Juarez, Cajonos, Albarradas, Mitla2)

Serii

Cuitlateci, Tepehua (Huehuetla),

Paipai2, Tequistlateci, Xinca2

Guatuso

Cocopa2
Nahuatl (Classical, Jer6nimo, Tetelcingo, Amilcingo, Tlaxpanaloya,

Matlapa, Huautla)

Nahuatl (Coscatlan, Acaxochitlan)

Nahuatl (Zongolica)
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  1 + X Totonac (Xicote'pec, Papantla)
  l f X' Tequistlatec2
  1 1' ly t I' fy f r Huamelultec

   The most common combination in languages investigated here was to have one

l- and one r-sound; this holds for nearly half ofthem. The next most frequent com-

bination is the one /1/ system, found in only 16(!7b of the surveyed languages.

   /Z/ is a specific feature for Nahuatl and Totonac. /X/ functions as a rnarker

to divide Nahuatl from other Nahuan languages and Totonac from Tepehua. /+/,

too, is found in restricted languages (namely Paipai, Cocopa, Seri, Cuitlatec,

Tepehua, Totonac, Oaxaca Chontal and Xinca, Guatuso), but not in any cohesive

geographical distribution. Zongolica Nahuatl may have borrowed /+/ from

Totonac.

2.2.6. GlideSystems

   Glides are generally represented by /w/ and /y/. They are also termed vocoid

approximants, semivowels, and even semiconsonants. Interpreted as semivowels,

/y/ and /w/ are not recognized as phonemes in such languages as Cabecar and
Bribri, and the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are used in theif stead, respectively. In Tol

even /i/ is interpreted as a semivowel. The phonemes /v/ and /6/ sometimes cor-

respond with /w/, further cQmplicating the glide systems.

   Below I give the frequency of occurrence of the glides. The percentage of

languages having one or more glides is markedly similar to that ,of Maddieson's

survey [MADDiEsoN 1984:92].

Table 20. Distribution of /y/ and /w/

With/y/ Noly/ Total

With/w/

Nolw/

129(74.150)6o)

21(12.1rdOo)

5(2.9906o)

19(10.9906,)

134(77.0SOt6o)

40(23.0SO)6,)

,150(86.2P06o)

24(13.8fO)6o) 174(1OOP06,)

   The majority of the surveyed languages has both /w/ and /y/, but a relatively

high percentage, 26q7b,lacks one of the segments or both. Ispeculate that there are

three factors responsible for this high percentage. (1) There is a strong association

between palatalized consonants and /y/, and between labialized velars and /w/

[MADDiEsoN 1980b:118]. For example, Kekchi /w/ and /y/ are manjfested by [kw

-- gw -v w] and [dy -v ky ･N- y], respectively. (2) It is also possible that /w/ has been

replaced by /v/ or /B/. I have heard a Quiche informant pronounce three distinct

versions of the word " paper" [wux] -v [vux] -v [vux] (labio-dental approximant) -v

[I3ux]. Each time he pronounced this one word, his pronunciation fluctuated.

Tzotzil and Cakchiquel have /v/ instead of /w/. Mayan comparative linguistics

makes it clear that this /v/ is derived from Proto-Maya */w/. (3) The vowels [i]

and [u] are typical approximants .similar to semivowels, except for the fact that the
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latter are ultra-short [CATFoRD 1988:71-72]. The absence of semivowels in Cabecar

and Bribri mentioned above may be related to this particular feature of
semivowels. Therefore it is necessary to examine the relationship between glides

and the individual segments concerned. In the followingIpreSent every case found

                      'in the data. ' '1) Languages with /w/

    /w/ only:

       Papago, Chichimec', Zapotec (Zoogocho)

    vvith both /B/ and /kw/ also:

       Mixtec (Huajuapan) '
    with /kW/ also:

       Mixtec (Chalcatongo)

2) Languages with /y/ '
    with /v/ also:

, Southern Tepehuani, Mazatec (Huautla), Cuicatec2, Mixe (Totontepeci), Tzotzi1i, Cakchiqueli,2

    with /6/ also:

       Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan)

    with /kW/ also:

       Zapotec (Yalalag, Tlacochahuaya), Ixi13

    with both /l3/ and /kW/ also: ' '
       Mixtec (Silacayoapan, Alacatlazala, Atatlahuca)

    with both /v/ and /kW/also:

       Mixtec (Mixtepec, Ayutla2, Ocotepec2, Jamiltepec, Colorado, Chayuco)

3) Languages with /w/ and /y/: '

       Tarahumarai･2, Yaquii, Mayo, Corai･2, Huicholi, Nahuan (15 dialects), Cuitlateci, Paipai2,

       Kiliwa2, Cocopa2, Tarascoi,2, Totonac (Xicotepec, Papantla), Tepehua (Teachichilco,

       Huehuetla), Central Pame, South Pame, Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Otomi (Mezquitali,

       Temoayan, Tenango, Sierra), Mazahua, Tlapaneci, Ixcatec, Western Popoloci, Eastern

       Popoloc, Mazatec (Jalapa de Diaz, Soyaltepec), Amuzgo (San Pedroi, Xochistlahuaca), Mix-

       tec (Acatlan, Jicaltepec), Trique (Copala), Zapotec (Rinc6n, Cajonos, Yatee, Albarradas,

       Mitla2, Guelaviai, Chichicapan, Quioquitani, Ayoquesco, Lachixio, Isthmusi), Chatino

       (Yaitepec, Tataltepeci), Chinantec (Quiotepec, Palantla, TepetQtutla, Tlacoatzintepec),

       Huave, Zoque (Copainala, Le6n, Chimalapa), Sierra Popoluca, Sayula Popoluca, Oluta

       Popoluca, Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso, Tlahuitoltepec), Huastec (Veracruz, PotosO, Yucatec2, Itza2,

       Lacand6n, Mopan, Chol', Chontal, Chorti, Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Chuj, Jacaltec, Kanjobal,

       Acateci,2, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec, Ixi1i,2, Kekchi, Pocomchii,2i Pocomam, Uspantec,

       Quiche2･3, Sacapultec, Sipacapefio, Tzutujili,2, Xinca2, Garifuna, Miskitu, Sumu, Rama,

                                            '       Boruca Teribe Cuna '- ･            pp
    with /B/ also:

       Tarahumarai, Cuitlateci, Huastec (Veracruz)

    with /v/ also:

       Paipai2

    with /kW/ also:

       Cora2, Huicholi, Nahuap (13 dialects), Otomi (Temoayan), Mazahua, Mazatec (Jalapa de

       Diaz), Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca), Zapotec (Albarradas, Mitla2, Chichicapan, Ayoquesco,
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      Quioquitani)

   with both /I3/ and /kW/ also:

      Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Zapotec (Lachixio)

   with both /v/+/kW/ also:

      Mixtec (Acatlan)

4) Language with /w/+/y/+/i/:

      Tol
5) Languages with neither /w/ or /y/:

      Zapotec (Choapan), Chinantec (Comaltepec), Guatuso, Cabecar, Bribri', Terraba, Guaymi,

      Bocota
   with /v/:

      Northern Tepehuani, Chinantec (Lealao)

   with /B/:

      Chocho, Chinanteg (Sochiapan)

   with /kw/:

      Mixtec (Pefioles), Zapotec (Ixtlan, Yatzachi)

   with both /B/ and /kw/:

      Mixtec (El Grande, Diuxi2, Coatzospan)

   with both /v/ and /kw/:

      Mixrec (Molinos)

6) Languages with contrasts in voicing:

   /wl and /w/+/yl and ly/: P6maro Nahual

   /w/ and /wl+/y/: Nahuatl (Huautla), Tequistlatecit2

   /w/+ly/+lkW/: Seri'

7) Languages with contrasts of fortis and lenis:

   w y w y :Trique(Chicahuaxtla),Zapotec(Guevea)

   w y y :Zapotec(Juarez)
8) Language with contrasts of plain vs. glottalic:

   w y w' :HuamelultecChontal
/v/ and /I3/ in (2) and (5) are perhaps regarded as'alternatives to /w/, but /kw/ is

not. Most languages with /kW/ in the list are Mixtecan, in which '/kW/ is related

not to /w/ but rather to /p/.

2.3. Vowel Syste.m Typology

    When we attempt to study vowel system typology, we encounter two basic prob-

lems, namely, normalization and quality-modification (quantity, nasalization).

For example, most Nahuatl languages have a four vowel system as follows:

    1 1:
    e o e: o:
      a a:
We may, however, normalize the Nahuatl system as Hockett does with Fox, which,

like Nahuatl, has an /i e a o/ system. He normalizes the Fox vowels as a simple

2+2 system, claiming that two of the shorts are high, and two low; two of them
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front, and two back; and the same classifications apply to the longs [HocKETT 1955:

76].4) Following his normalization, the Nahuatl system depicted above would be

rewritten as follows:

   1O 1: O:
   ea e: a:
   This chart appears neater and more systematic, but it disregards the vowel

height of each individual phoneme. If this normaiization is admitted, it will fail to

differentiate between such systems as /i ea o/ and /i ea u/. I think that

phonological systems are in a continual state of flux, with an asymmetrical system

being one of the factors that trigger sound changes. Therefore, in a study such as

this, where the aim is to obtain a time perspective on cultural-linguistic history, I do

not normalize the vowel systems but rather respect their original values. It is impor-

tant to respect the original system even when asymmetrical. Of course, some nor-

malization is inevitable in a typological study, but I have tried to limit it to assigning

given phonemes to the chart given jn Appendix 1.

   Vowel systems can be separated into three subsystems: normal length oral

vowels, long oral vowels, and nasal vowels [CRoTHERs 1978: 99-100]. For vowel

system typology, however, only vowel quality (that is, normal length oral vowels),

has been utilized; more precisely, only the number and quality of normal length oral

vowels have been used as a basis for vowel system typology. In fact, most
languages with a length contrast have vowels of the same quality and it may not be

necessary to include long oral vowels; however, some languages do have an asym-

metrical set. Languages with nasalized vowels show more asymmetry. About

20(17b of the languages in my data have an asymmetrical set. This percentage is too

high to neglect. For example, Orizaba Nahuatl has five short vowels and four long

vowels; Temoayan Otomi has nine vowels with three nasalized vowels; and Tenango

Otomi has nine vowels with four nasalized vowels.

   1 U 1: 10U l U 11U .I U   e'o e: o: eAo eA o'
      a a: eao a ee ao zea   Orizaba Nahuatl Temoayan Otomi Tenango Otomi

   If we call the Nahuatl system mentioned first in this section "4V+4L (long

vowels)," then we can call the Orizaba Nahuatl system "5V+4L" and the

Temoayan Otomi system "9V+3N (nasal vowels)." The Tenango Otomi system is

"9V+4N" using the same terminology. These examples show that if we type vowel

systems only according to normal length oral vowels (typically short vowels), we ig-

nore the differences between 5 vowel systems with '5 symmetrical long vowels and 5

vowel systems with 4 long vowels; furthermore, we ignore the difference in nasal

vowels between Tenango Otomi and Temoayan Otomi. It is for these reasons that,

although this investigation is based primarily on vowel quality, it is not limited to

quality alone, but extends to include vowel quantity' as well.

   All the vowels found in the data are listed in Appendix 3. Eighteen different
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vowel qualities are utilized in Native Middle American languages. Every language

has either more oral vowels than nasalized or lengthened vowels, or else has the

same number of oral vowels as that of nasalized or lengthened vowels. Both

nasalized and lengthened vowels have oral counterparts, except for Silacayoapan

Mixtec and Comaltepec Chinantec, both of which have a nasalized vowel diffk:rent

from its oral counterpart.

2.3.1. Statistical Survey

   The types of vowel systems found in the sample are given in Table 21.

excluded the languages marked by )8( in APpendix 3.

I have

Table 21. Distribution in terms of number of vowels in the system

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

3 vowel systems

4 vowel systems

5 vowel systems

6 vowel systems

7 vowel systems

8 vowel systems

9 vowel systems

Total

 7 +3L:
21 4V: 3 +4L:
78 5V:19 +4L:
         +5G:
40 6V:18 +5L:
         +6G:
18 7V: 3 +5L:

4

6

174 43

7

15

 1, +5L: 30,

9

 1, +6L: 5,

2 +L+EL: 2,

 1, +7L: 2,

+ 9L: 1

73

+4N:

+3N:

+5N:
+4N:

+6N:

+5N:

+7N:

+7N:

+3N:

+6N:

1

1, +4N: 4,

15

1, +5N: 2,

8

5, +6N: 1,

6,

1, +8N: 1

 1, +4N: 3,

 1

51

+4N+L:1
+5N+L:1

+6N+L:1

+7N+L:1
+8N+L:1

5

T&LX:1
5L3S8N:1

2

Notes: Column (l) indicates the number of languages. Column (2) indicates the number of languages

    with only short vowels (normal length oral vowels). Columns (3), (4), and (5) indicate the

    number of languages with short vowels plus long vowels, nasal vowels, and long and nasal

    vowels, respectively. L, G and N stand for long vowels, geminate vowels and nasalized vowels,

    respectively. The number prefixed represents how many there are in respect to the number of
    languages, indicated by the numbef whicb follows the colon (:). Column (6) accounts for some

    aberrant systems, in which T and LX represent tense and 1ax vowels, respectively; 5L3S8N means

    that the systern has 5 long and 3 short vowels with 8 corresponding nasals.

   As can be seen from Table 21, five-'and six-vowel systems account for 68{17b

(118/174) of the sample languages. If we take four- to seven-vowel systems, 90(l7b

(157/174) of the sample languages fall into this group. In other words, the more

frequent types cluster around the five-vowel systems. Fourteen of the four-vowel

systems are from Nahuan dialects; if we limit their representation to that of one

typical dialect, we reduce the number of four-voWel systems to 8, 4 of which are

Zapotecan dialects.

   Table 22 presents the vowel classification in terms of the symmetry vs. asym-

metry Qf the systems. 15(t7b of the data show asymmetry. About 39(l7b (22/57) of
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the languages having nasalized vowels show asymmetry, while asymmetry is present

in only 4(17b (3/71) of the languages having long vowels. We can conclude from this

that languages having nasalized vowels show more asymmetry than languages with

long vowels. The table below further indicates that 24.7{l7b of the languages have

normal length oral vowels only.

Table 22. Symmetrical and asymrnetrical systems

Subtotal

Normal length oral Symmetrical systems Asymmetrical systems
 vowels only (V) V+L V+N V+L+N V+L+EL V+L V+N V+L+N T+LX

   43 68 31 4 2 3 20 21   43(24.7%) 105(60.3%) 26(15.0%)

Total

174

2.3.2. TyPological Survey

   I will survey vowel systems by dividing them according to the number of

qualities, which ranges from three to nine. Some vowel systems have lengthened

and/or nasalized vowels, with some being symmetrical and others asymmetrical.

2.3.2.1. Three"VowelSystems

   Three-vowel systems in Middle American languages show only one pattern. It

is a high-low triangular system; two high vowels and one low vowel, with added

length.

   1 U 1: U:
      a a:
   This system is seen in Kiliwa2, Cocopa2, Totonac (Papantla), Tepehua

(Huehuetla), Miskitu, Sumu, and Rama.

2.3.2.2. Four-Vowel Systems

   Four-vowel systems show a positional aysmmetry. The system with normal
length oral vowels only is limited to one pattern, as is the system with nasal vowels.

The systems having length contrasts show two patterns, /i ea o/ and /i ea u/.

Tetelcingo Nahuatl has a comparatively rare vowel system; four tense (/i ie o u/)

and four lax (/i ea o/). Language samples and vowel positional schema of each

pattern are as follows:

      4V: Zapotec (Zoogocho, Cajonos, Yatee)'
      4V+4L: Nahuan (12 dialects), Pipil, Serii, Zapotec (Lachixio)

      4T&4LX: Nahuatl(Tetelcingo)

      4V+4N: Huautla Mazatec
      4V+4N+L: Tlacoyalco Popoloc

   1 1 1: 1U l: U: 1 I   eo eo e: o: e e: e oe P      a a a: a a: a -a   4V system 4V+4L 4V+4L 4V+4N
                              Zapotec (Lachixio)
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2.3.2.3. Five-VowelSystems

   Five-vowel systems without length and/or nasalization contrasts show three

patterns. Zapotec vowel systems may be glottalized or laryngealized.

   1U1 1･1   e o･ eoo e o      a･a a              Zapotec (YatzachD Zapotec (Villa Alta)

   The languages with the leftmost pattern are: Tarahumarai,2, P6maro Nahual,

Zapotec (Juarez, Ixtlan, Yalalag, Guevea, Isthmusi), Tequistlatec Chontali･2,

Chorti, Tzotzili, Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Chuj, Jacaltec, Kanjobal, and Boruca.

    Plain vowels may have. correspong.ing lengthe.ned or nasglized counterparts.

IUeo   a
  5V+5L
5V+5L:

5V+5G:
5V+5N' :

These are the most common patterns, but others occur w

length or nasalization.

1: U: 1 U 11 UU.1 ,U 1 P
e: o: e o ee oo e o e p
   a: a aa a a            5V+5G 5V+5N
Pochutec, Paipai2, Totonac (Xicotepec), Tepehua (Teachichilco), Huamelultec Chon-

tal, Huastec (Veracruz, Potosi), Yucatec2, Acateci,2, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec,

Ixi1i･2･3, Kekchi, Pocomchii･2, Pocomam, Uspantec, Quiche2,3, Sacapultec,

Sipacapefio, Tzutujili･2, Guatuso, Cuna

Yaqui', Mayo

Ixcatec, Western Popoloci, Eastern Popoloc, Chocho, Mazatec (Soyaltepec), Mixtec

(Acatlan, Mixtepec, Alacatlazala, Molinos, Ocotepec2, Jiealtepec), Cuicatec2,

Garifuna

                                   here there is a contrast in

1lU 11 H UU
    o' oo
  a aaPapago,

Northern Tepehuani

11 1: 1:
e o e: o:  a' a:

i

e

i

e

e

a

a

iu ii i'i' uu
     ee
        aa
  Huicholi

o

'

e

e

a

p

        Huave Central Pame
The following languages have asymmetrical sets.

5V+4L:

  i u i: '
  e o e: o:
    a a: Nahuatl (Zongolica)

5V+3N:

  iuiv  e' o

    aa Chatino (Tataltepeci)

i

i

.e

ee a

iu

a

u

o

 11 H UU
 ee

   aa
Corai

'

pe a

Mazatec (Jalapa)

v

Q
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 5V+4N:

   IU 1 IU I ,V 1 Ul V   eoeQ eoe eo (e)
     aa a -a aa     Mixtec Mixtec Mixtec (Ayutla2)
     (Huahuapan) (Silacayoapan)
Tlapanec! has both length and nasalization contrasts.

 5V+5N+20L:

   1 U 1: U: l V 1: V;
   e o, e: o: e Q e: Q:
      a a a･ a:Copala Trique has five long and three short vowels,

   .verslons.

 5L+3S+8N:

   1: U: . I: P:
    e: o: e o e: P: e Q
      a: a a:, a

iuipeoeQ  a
  chatino

  (Yaitepec)

with corresponding nasalized

2.3.2.4. Six-Vowel Systems

   The leftmost pattern below represents the most common one for six-vowel

systems, but /o/ or /A/ may replace a central vowel. The sixth vowel may be /i'/ in-

stead of a central vowel, as is attested in Ayoquesco Zapotec. When only one cen-

tral vowel occurs, it is frequently diMcult to decide which symbol is most ap-

propriate to represent it. The sound fiuctuates between [i] and [A], so that it is the

feature of centrality that becomes important here.

   11 U 1l U 1: l: U: 1 ,1 UllV
    e o e oe: o: e Oe Q
      a a a: aa      6V 6V+6L 6V+6N
   6V: Cuitlateci, Tarascoi･2, Zapotec (Tlacochahuaya, Guelaviai, Chichicapan), Zoque (Co-

          painala, Le6n, Chimalapa), Choli, Chontal, Cakchiquel', Xinca2, Tol

   6V+6L: Sierra Popoluca, Sayula Popoluca, Oluta Popoluca, Lacand6n, Mopan

   6V+6N: South Pame, Mixtec (Diuxi2, Pefioles, Jamiltepec, Colorado, Chayuco)

Somewhat difiierent systems are also observed:

     1.U IU 11U     eo eo ,e o     ea ･eea - a   Zapotec (Choapan) Zapotec (Mitla2, Quioquitani) Zapotec (Ayoquesco)

In Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso) extra. Iong vowels are reported.

      6S+6L+6EL: Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso)

    Other patterns appear where there is contrasting length or nasalization:
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i

a

i' u ii

eo
aa

i'i uu

ee oo

i

e

ee

o

a

u ii

  ee
  ee-

  ee
    Southeastern Tepehuani Cora2

   i . i' u i 1' v

   e og- Q
      aa   Mixtec (Atatlahuca)

Asymmetrical patterns are as follows:

   6V+5L:
   iiu i: u:
   e o e: o:
      a ' a:
    Izta2

   6V+5N:

1 1Ul IV
e o p  aaMixtec (El Grande)

6V+4N:

ii uiiv
eo  aaMixtec (Chalcatongo)

  uu
ee oo

aa

11 Ul lV
e oe
  aaMixtec (Coatzospan)

i

e

u

o

'

e

v
ip

ee a pe a
Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan)

Lealao Chinantec has both length and nasalization contrasts.

both simple and nasalized vowels.

   6V+6N+12L:

   1 IU l IV
   e oe Q      aa       Lealao Chinantec

Length is added to

2.3.2.5. Seven-VowelSystems

   Seven-vowel systems with no contrast are attested in Matlatzinca and two

Zapotecan languages. However, closely related Ocuiltec has a contrast in length.

   7V:

   llU 1 1U IU U   eAo eo eo      a eea ea   Matlatzinca Zapotec (Rinc6n) Zapotec (Albarradas)

   Seven-vowel systems with length are attested in only two languages.
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   7V+7L:

   1.I U 1:･l: U:･ 1 U 1:' U:
   eAo e: A: o: eAo e: A: o:
      a a: ao a: o:        Ocuiltec Tlahuitoltepec Mixe
   Seven-vowel systems with nasalization are of three subtypes: those with 5, 6, or

7 nasalized vowels. In the Bocota set, the seven nasaiized voweis correspond to the

oral ones, constituting the one symmetrical set of this type.

   7V+5N:

IUeoe Qe/ze o e/pe p

   aaAmuzgo (San Pedroi, ,

Xochistlahuaca)

7V+6N:

llU llP
eAo e P
  aaTrique (Chicahuaxtla)

7V+7N:

1U ･UIU V
e oe Q
ee a pea

Chichimeci

   Cakchiquel

7V+5L:
  short: i e a
  long: i: e: a:

i

e

1

I

e

a

   ul
   U

   oe
 a 'a'
Cabecar, Bribrii

r

e

u

o

l

e

a

'

e

v

Q

v

Q

        Chinantec (Palantla,
        Tepetotutla, Tlacoa- ,
        tzintepec, Sochiapan)

(Comalapa) has the following

ou
o: u:

ie uo

i

e

e

a

1

I

e

u

o
o

Bocota

a

system,

u

U
O

l

e

Terraba

1

e

e
a

v

o

p

which is

a

v

p

regarded as

2.3.2.6. Eight-Vowel Systems

   The languages with 8 oral vowels are classified into two separate types: 8 vowels

with nasalization, and 8 vowels with both length and nasalization.

   Eight-vowel systems with nasalized vowels are of two types,･ one symmetrical

and the other asymmetrical.

   8V+8N:

   1U･1 P
   IUIV   eoeQ      ao ap
        Teribe
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   8V+7N:

   1 IU 1 IV
   eeoe P      ab ap
          Guaymi
   The languages having 8

Chinantecan.

   8V+7N+L:

   1 1U ,1: i':
   e eo e: e:
   ae ac:
      a a:   Chinantec (Comaltepec)

   8V+8N+L:

   IU IU 1: U:
   e' eo e:
        a a:       Chinantec (Quiotepec)

vowels

u:

o:

i':

e:

u:

o:

with

･

I･

e

c

a

both

)' v

  Q

nasalization

1:

e:

e:

a:

,and

l: p:

  Q:

length are both

Note that /ee/ becomes higher when nasalized.

lv
e

a

l

e

p

p

l: v:

e:

a:

I:

e:

p:

Q:

2.3.2.7. Nine-Vowel Systems

    The languages with 9 oral vowels are classified into three types: 9 vowels with

length and 9 vowels with nasalization.

   A nine-vowel system with length is attested only in Totontepec Mixei. Long

Vowels have corresponding oral vowels.

   9V+9L:

   1 l U 1: l: U:
   e o/A o e: o:/A:o:
   ee a o ee: a: o:
   Mixe (Totontepeci)

   Nine-vowel systems with nasalization can be divided into three subtypes. They

form asymmetrical sets.

   9V+3N:

   10U I P
   eo
      aa   Otomi (Temoayan)

   9V+4N:

   iiu ip ii'uiv ･･   eoo eAoe   eeao pea .e o
                             aa
   Otomi (Tenango, Sierra) Otomi (Mezquitali)
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9V+6N:

11U l
eoo e
eo  a
    Mazahua

  p

eQ
a

2.3.3. ToneSystems

   So far I have discussed segmental phonemes. With regard to vowel systems,

consideration of suprasegmental phonemes also contributes to an areal-typological

study. There are,many tone languages in Middle America, but they occur in

geographically restricted areas, being concentrated in the Otomanguean and Chib-

chan groups. Although phonemic tone is also observed in other language groups

and regions in addition to these two, it is distributed sporadically.

   Tone languages are geperally divided into two major types, register (level)

systems and contour (glide) systems [PiKE 1948]. Most Middle American tone

systems are of the register type, but normally have some combination of tones in ad-

dition to level ones. I cannot be sure, however, whether or.not all the languages

with register systems do in fact have tone combinations; in Tlapanec, for example, I

found only three tone levels registered in the inventory, but some combinations oc-

cur in the examples [SuAREz 1983a] . Such cases may also occur in other languages,

since I utilized some data that lacked exhaustive examples. ,Moreover, in
Alacatlazala Mixtec, for example, there are three tone contrasts, but different tones

sometimes fall on syllable final vowel clusters. Such languages, which are in-

terpereted as having geminate vowels with tones, are classified as level-tone

languages. On the other hand, some other Mixtec dialects are analyzed as having

one syllable with tone combinations. A difference in analysis can affect typological

conclusions.

    Although tone systems have not been adequately described for all languages, I

present all the data available in the survey below, in which the value "1" represents

the highest tone in a system. Languages having geminate vowels with tones are

marked by an asterisk *. This means that a given language can be identified as hav-

ing both tones and their combinations.

Two tones:
   1, 2: 'Northern Tepehuani, Cuitlatec', Chichimeci, Boruca, Cabecar, Terraba (accent), Teribe,

       Guaymi, Bocota
   1, glide: Ocuiltec

Two tones plus combinations:

   1, 2, 12: Kiliwa2, Central Pame, South Pame, Mazahua, Mixtec (Coatzospan), Zapotec (Cajonos,

         Tlacochahuaya)
   1, 2, 21: Otomi (Mezquitali,Temoayan, Tenango), Zapotec (Guevea, Isthmusi)

   1, 2, 12, 21: Otomi (Sierra), Bribri'

Three tones:

   1,2,3:*Ixcatec, Mixtec (*Acatlan, *Huajuapan, 'Silacayoapan, 'Alacatlazala, 'Ayutla2,
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         *Ocotepec2, *Molinos, *El Grande, *Chalcatongo, *Pefioles, *Jamiltepec, *Colorado,

         *Chayuco, *Jicaltepec), *Cuicatec2

Three tones plus combinations:

   1, 2, 3, 13: Mixtec (*Diuxi2, 12, 13, 21, 23, 32, 31 on vowel geminates)

   1, 2, 3, 23: Zapotec (Yalalag)

   1, 2, 3, 23, ?: Mazatec (Jalapa)

   1, 2, 3, 13, 31 : Zapotec (Yatee, Juarez: rising, falling)

   1, 2, 3, 12, 21, 23, 31, ?: Zapotec (Choapan)

   1, 2, 3, 12, 21, 32: Chocho (high-falling, mid-rising, low-rising)

   1, 2, 3, 13, 21, 32: Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca)

   1, 2, 3, 13, 31, 32: Chinantec (Palantla)

   1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 32, 31: Chinantec (Comaltepec) '

   1, 2, 3, 23, 21, 31, 32+accent: Chinantec (Quiotepec)

   1, 2, 3, 13, 23, 31, 32: Mixtec (Mixtepec)

   1, 2, 3, 13, 21, 23, 32: Chinantec (Sochiapan)

   1, 2, 3, 12, 21, 23, 31, 32: Chinantec (Tepetotutla)

   1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 21, 23, 31, 32, 323: Tlapanec'

   1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 21, 31, 32, 132, 312, 323 ?: *Western Popoloc'

Cocopa2, whose system is described as high, medium, and emphatic low stress, can

be included here.

Four tones plus combinations:

   1, 2, 3, 4, 42, 43: Chinantec (Lealao)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 21, 23, 32, 34, 43: Chatino (Yaitepec)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 21, 23, 24, 31, 32, 34, 41, 42, 43: Mazatec (Soyaltepec)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 21, 23, 24, 32, 34, 43, 42, 424, 423: Mazatec (Huautla)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 14, 21, 24, 31, 34, 41, 42, 214, 314, 414, 42,4: Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 14, 21, 23, 24, 31, 32, 34, 41, 42, 43, 412, 142, 313, 442: Eastern Popoloc,

                                                             Tlacoyalco Popoloc
   1, 2, 3, 4, some tone sequences: Mixtec (Atatlahuca)

   1, 2, 3, 4,' various glides: Zapotec (Lachixio)

Five tones.plus combinations:

   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 21: Zapotec (Ayoquesco)

   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 21, 23, 32, 34, 35, 43, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 343, 354: Trique (Chicahuaxtla)

    The following languages may be considered to have either contour systems or

mixed systems. Irepresent such syste.ms in terms of sequences of levels, butI am

not sure whether or not it is appropriate to decompose contour systems into se-

quences of levels.

   1, 3, 21, 32: Zapotec (Quioquitani)

   (high, low, mid-rising, low-rising) ,
   21, 23, 2: Zapotec (Albarradas)

   (rising, falling, low)

   2, 3, 21, 32, 34: Zapotec (Chichicapan)

   (high, low, high-rising, low-rising, low-falling, high-falling)

   2, 4, 21, 32, 43, 23, 45: Chatino (Tataltepeci)

   3, 4, 5, 21, 32, 34, 35, 53: Trique (Copala)

   1, 3, 5, 12, 34, 35, 31, 53: Amuzgo (San Pedroi)

    The following languages maY be considered two-tone systems.
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   Stress: Tarahumarai, Tol

   Accent: Guatuso
   Tone: Corai, Cuitlateci, Yucatec2, Huave (only a few words)

Languages other than the ones reported here which have two-tone systems are Tzo-

tzil of San Barto16 and Uspantec [SuAREz 1983b:51].

   As can be seen from the survey above, the number of tones ranges from two to

five. Except for two- and three-tone systems, tones can occur in combinations.

However, even two- and three-tone systems without tone combinations per se may

have vowel geminates on which two different tones fall. These systems are marked

by an asterisk in the survey above. They can be analyzed as having level tones plus

some combination of them, so that all three tone systems can be said to have tone

combinations. Only Guelavia2 Zapotec may be the exception, although there is not

enough data to rule out its having tone combinations. On the other hand, if com-

binations of tones are interpreted as vowel geminates plus tones, it becomes un-

necessary to admit the combinations.

   To conclude, I want to mention some other characteristics of tone systems.

South Pame (Jiliapan) has three tones: high, low and falling,' but one and only one

of these is found per word.

  kudfi "devil" kudU "stone"
  tiki' "arrow" tiki "rubber" [MANRiQuEC. 1967: 334]
   The Chatino tone system also iS contrastive only in the last syllable, which,

moreover, carries the stress accent. In addition, tone is closely related to stress in

some other languages such' as the Chinantecan group. Note that in the examples

above it is the stressed syllable which carries contrastive tone. In contrast, every

syllable in Huautla Mazatec carries contrastive tone, as in v?e2Skoi- "to gather,"

v?e2Skoi'3 "you (sing.) gather" [PiKE 1949: 161]. Forms differentiated only by

tones are very rare in some languages, such as Yucatec and Huave; in these systems

tones are restricted in function.

   Tone sandhi or perturbation, that is, changes in tones when morphemes

and/or words are combined, is reported in Northern Tepehuan, Huave, Soyaltepec

Mazatec, and notably, Mixtecan and Zapotecan languages [SuAREz 1983b: 53].

The following examples are from Jicaltepec Mixtec [BRADLEy 1970: 27-36] , in which

it can be seen that the basic high-high tones of iniwii " people" change according to

the tone patterns of preceding words.

   fiiiwii "people"
   d63wa2 fii2wii "The people are falling."

   de3ku2 fii3wi2 "The people are sitting."

   Two Mixtecan languages have been reported to have terraced-tone systems.

The downstepping terraced system with two levels occurs in Coatzospan Mixtec

[Pike and Small 1974] , and upstepped terracing with three leyels in Acatlan Mixtec

[Pike and Wistrand 1974]. In both languages the terracing is restricted to the

sentence or clause.
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2.4. Summary

    In this chapter I discuss the phonological systems of Middle American

languages from primarily a typological point of view.

    The number of data sets surveyed is 174 (which includes many dialects as well

as several different analyses of the same language in some cases), although I

presented a total of 233 languages in Database 1. The statistical survey shows that

the number of consonants ranges from 11 to 35, clustering between 14 and 27.

(The variations of phonemes are shown in Appendix 1). Middle American
languages form their phonological systems within this range. The individual

phoneme inventories may vary from language to language, but we can identify some

general trends, since Middle American languages seem to share a common core of

structural phonological units. The preferred set of consonants is as follows:

      p t c 6 k ?
         sgh
      mn
         lr

      wy   Many of the languages have other phonological units in addition to the oneS

listed above. For example, the Mixtecan languages add prenasal stops, while

Zapotecan ones have a fortis-lenis contrast. Glottalized consonants are seen in

Mayan, Huehuetla Tepehua, Oaxaca Chontal, Xinca, and Tol. Aspirated con-

sonants are reported in Tarasco, Tol, T6rraba and Teribe. The most aberrant.

system is that of Oaxaca Chontal. Seri is particularly rich in fricative series.

   With regard to vowel systems, there are 18 different phonemes encountered in

the data. The number of basic vowel qualities in a single system ranges from 3 to

9. The maximum numbers for height and front-back distinctions are 4 and 3,

respectively. The vowels miy be lengthened and/or nasalized. Most languages

have symmetrical systems but about 20(Vb of the data show a lack of parallelism be-

tween the oral and the nasal set, or between the oral and the long set. The number

of lengthened or nasalized vowels is never greater than the number of oral vowels.

   Tone languages are generally divided into two major types, register (level)

systems and contour (glide) systems [Pike 1948]. Most Middle American tone

systems are of the register type, but typically also have some combination of tones

in addition to level ones. The number oftones ranges from 2to 5. With the excep-

tion of two- and three-tone systems, tones can occur in combinations.



Chapter 3

Areal Features and Linguistic Universals

   In the previous chapter I surveyed the phonological systems of Native Middle

American languages from a typological standpoint. In this chapter I discuss areal

features and linguistic universals, utilizing the data obtained in the previous

chapter.

3.1. Areal Features o' f Phonological Systems

    There is considerable phonological diversity among Native Middle American

languages. However, some phonological units have only a limited geographical

distribution. For example, glottalized consonants are restricted to the Mayan

languages, Tepehua, Xinca, Tol, and Oaxaca Chontal. Traits which are relatively

rare cross-linguistically, such as glottalized stops, are useful in the determination of

linguistic areas, whereas the geographical delimination of extremely common traits

rarely leads to interesting results. However, the lack of common traits may also

prove useful in defining areal features. For example, /p/ is lacking in several

Otomanguean languages. Accordingly, I will discuss areal features in terms of two

factors, the possession of rare traits and the lack of common traits. Not all of these

traits are areally restricted, and only some traits contribute to areal linguistics.

Although many traits show sporadic distribution, they are nevertheless useful･ for

the investigation of the features of Middle American languages.

3.1.1. Possession of Rare Traits

3.1.1.1. Glottalized Consonants

    Glottalized consonants are recorded as phonemic in Mayan, Huehuetla
Tepehua, Oaxaca Chontal, Xinca2, and Tol. They are observed primarily in the

stop series, but Tequistlatec Chontal has glottalized fricatives in addition, while

Huamelultec Chontal adds glottalized laterals and nasals. Campbell notes that

most Otomanguean languages have glottalized consonants [CAMpBELL 1979: 956],

but they are interpreted as consonant clusters (Map 4).

3.1.1.2. Aspirated Consonants

   There are many languages (mostly Otomanguean) with clusters of individual

consonants plus /h/, but they are considered consonant clusters rather than

aspirated stops. A typical case is that of Tlapanec, where one analysis records

aspirated stops, while the other interprets aspirated stops as consonant clusters.

                                                                59
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   Aspirated consonant phonemes are reported in Tarascan, Tol, Terraba and

Teribe. All aspirated phonemes attested in the sample languages are presented in

                                                                   'the following: ' '
/ph th ch eh kh/: Tarascani (Ichupio)

/ph th kh kwh/: Tarascan2 (San Jer6nimo)

/ph th ch kh/: Tol

/th kh/: Terraba lacks /ph/

/ph th kh/:. Teribe

3.1.1.3. Prenasalized Stops

    Prenasalized stops are characteristic of Mixtecan languages. Although they

are not recorded for Molinos Mixtec, this is due to differing analyses rather than

their actual absence. Other than Mixtec, Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo and Lachixio

Zapotec also have phonemic prenasalized stops (Map 4).

3.1.1.4. Fortis vs. Lenis Consonants

   Fortis vs. Ienis contrasts in consonant systems are observed in Chichimeci,

Trique- (Chicahuaxtla), and Zapote.can'. Chichimeci has this contrast only in the

nasal series. The domain in which fortis vs. Ienis is contrastive depends on the in-

dividual language, but the general tendency is for stops and fricatives to have a for-

tis vs. Ienis contrast fairly frequently, but for glides to have it only rarely. Nasal

and liquid series are in the intermediate frequency range (See Appendix 3 and Map

4).

3.1.1.5. Veiced Fricatives

   Voiced fricatives are rare except in Otomanguean. As is stated in 2.3.2 and

Table 5, 30% (52/174) of all the languages surveyed have voiced fricatives and 20 of

these have a fortis vs. Ienis contrast. Fifty-seven of these are Otomanguean

languages. Languages other than Otomanguean ones having one or more voiced

fricatives number only 16, 6 of which have only /v/ or /6/, as refiexes of /w/. /B

6y/ of Cuitlateci and /6/ of Guaymi are fricativized stops. If these 2 languages

are eliminated, only 7 languages (Tarahumarai, Cora2, Huicholi, Paipai2, Huastec

(Veracruz), Terraba and Teribe) can be said to have fricative(s), but they are limited

to only one or two. Therefore, we can conclude that Native Middle American

languages, with the exception of the Otomanguean group, do not develop a voiced

fricative series.

3.1.1.6. Postvelar or Uvular Stop /q/

   /q/ is attested in Paipai2, Kiliwa2, Cocopa2, Totonac, Tepehua, Central Pame,

and Highland Mayan. Cocopa2 has in addition a labialized uvular /qW/, and

Huehuetla Tepehua and Highland Mayan have a glottalized counterpart /q'/

(Map 5).
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3.1.1.7. Retrofiexed Consonants

   Retroflexion is found in both sibilants and affricates.

$ : Seri', Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan), Mixtec (Mixtepec), Sayula Popoluca

$ Z : Zapotec (Yatee, Albaradas, Chichicapan, Ayoquesco, Yalalag, Zoogocho, Yatzachi, Cajonos,

   Gue14viai, Juarez)

s : Cocopa2, Papago, Xinca2

z : Huicholt

e : Mazatec (Soyaltepec)

e $ : Eastern Popoloc, Tlacoyalco Popoloc, MazateC (Huautla)

e $ 2 : Western Popoloc', Chocho, Trique(Copala)

e e' $ ; Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Acateci･2, Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec, Ixi1i･3

e e' e es $: Ixi12 (chajul)

   Retroflexed alveopalatal fricative /$/ is found in two regions, Oaxaca-Puebla

an,d western Highland Guatemala. Only Seri is isolated from the two diffusion

centers. In the Oaxaca-Puebla region /$/ is most concentrated in northern

Zapotec, whence it seems to have emanated toward the south and northwest.

Retroflexed alveopalatal affricate /e/ is found in northwestern Oaxaca-southern

Puebla and western Highland Guatemala. Not only /$/ but also /e/ occur in both

areas and thus these two constitute a regional feature. /s/ is an areal feature of

Californian languages and is found in Cocopa2, and Papago, which are contiguous

to California. Other than languages in California, /$/ is reported only in Xinca2.

Retroflexed affiricate /e/ is considerably rarer than /$/ (Map 5).

3.1.1.8. Interdental Sibilant /e/

   Otomi (Mezquital), Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Chocho, Mixtec (Chayuco), Zapotec (Ixtlan, Juarez),

   Chinantec (Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec), Huastec (Veracruz,･ PotosD

/e/ is found in two contiguous areas: the northern Oaxaca-southern Puebla and

Otomi-Huastec regions.

3.1.1.9. /f/ or /¢/

   /f/ and /¢/ never co-occur and have areally interesting distributions.

/fl: Nahuatl (Zongolica), Otomi,(Mezquitali), Zapotec (Mitla2, Lachixio), Chinantec (Lealao,

   Tepetotutla, Quiotepec), Huamelultec, Tequistlateci･2, Terraba

/¢1: Seri', Otomi (Tenango), Tlapaneci, Tlacoyalco Popoloc, Chocho, Ixcatec, Mixtec (Pefioles),

   Chinantec (Palantla, Sochiapan), Guatuso

Although at first blush /f/ and /¢/ seem to be found in a random geographical
distribution, clpser analysis reveals that Chinantec is probably one of the diffusion

centers.

3.1.1.10. Velar Fricative '/x/ Contrasting with Glottal Fricative /h/

                             '   Otomi (Mezquital', Tenango), Mayan (Jacaltec, Kanjobal, Chuj, Kekchi, Pocomchii,2, Pocomam,

                                   '   Quiche2) , ,The contrast of /x/ vs. /h/ is found in two Otomian languages and in northern
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Highland Guatemalan languages.

3.1.1.11. Uvular Fricative /x/ ･
IX/ Zapotec (Rinc6n)

IX X/ Zapotec (Cajonos, Zoogocho)

/X XW/ Seri', Zapotec (Yalalag, Yatzachi)

Uvular fricative /X/ is distributed throughout northern Zapotecan and is found in

Seri.

3.1.1.12.

  /PL/ is

 Lateral Affricate /X/:

found in Nahuatl languages, Totonac, and Tequistlatec.

3.1.1.13. Voiceless Sonorants

3.1.1.13.1. Voiceless Lateral /}/

   'Nahuatl (Zongolica), Paipai2, Cocopa2,

   Tequistlateci･2, Huamelultec, Xinca2

Serii, Cuitlateci, Totonac, Tepehua (Huehuetla),

3.1.1.13.2. Voiceless Nasal /N/

   Tequistlatec, Mixtec (Atatlahuca)

3.1.1.13.3. Voiceless Glides

/w/: Nahuatl (Huautla), Tequistlatec, Seri'

/w y/: P6maro Nahual

3.1.1.14. Velar Nasal /n/ and Palatalized Nasal /fi/(/nY/)

    The following is the list of languages having /n/ and/or /fi/.

/o/: Central Pame, Zapotec (Isthmus2), Chinantec (Comaltepec, Lealao, Tepetotutla, Palantla,

    Sochiapan, Tlacoatzintepec), Tequistlatec2, Zoque (Le6n, Chimalapa), Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso,

    Totontepeci), Chuj, Jacaltec, Sacapultec, Tol, Miskitu, Sumu, Rama, Cabecar, Guatuso

/fi/: Papago, Northern Tepehuani, Corai, Pochutec, Paipai2, Kiliwa2, Cocopa2, Otomi (Temoayan,

    Mezquitali), Mazahua, Ixcatec, Tla,coyalco Popoloc, Western Popoloci, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan,

    Diaz, Huautla, Soyaltepec), Amuzgo (San Pedro', Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec (Acatlan, Huajuapan,

    Silacayoapan, Mixtepec, Alacatlazala, Ayutla2, Ocotepec2, Atatlahuca, El Grande, Chalcatongo,

    Diuxi2, Pefioles, Coatzospan, Jamiltepec, Colorado, Chayuco, Jicaltepec), Zapotec (Quioquitani,

    Lachixio, Chichicapan, Isthmusi･2), Chatino (Tataltepeci), Huamelultec Chontal, Choli (Tila)

/fi o/: Mixtec (Molinos), Chinantec (Quiotepec), Tequistlatec', Zoque (Copainala), Sierra Popoluca,

     Boruca, Terraba, Teribe, Guaymi

    /n/ extends eastward centering around Chinante.can, whereas /fi/ seems to

spread northward, focusing on Otomanguean.

3.1.1.15. Palatalized Consonants

    Below I list all the palatalized consonants with the languages having them･
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/tY/: Northern Tepehuani, Corai, Ixcatec, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan), Amuzgo (San Pedroi,

     Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec (Ayutla2, Jamiltepec, Jicaltepec, Chayuco, Colorado), Zapotec

     (Chichicapan), Chatino (Tataltepeci), Chinantec (Quiotepec), Huamelultec, Sierra Popoluca,

     Zoque (Copainala), Choli

/dY/: Northern Tepehuan', Ixcatec, Amuzgo (San Pedro'), Zapotec (Chichicapan), Chatino

     (Tataltepeci), Chinantec (Quiotepec), Zoque (Copainala), Sierra Popoluca

        '/ndy/: Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca; nty), Mixtec (Ayutla?, Jamiltepec, Colorado, Chayuco, Jicaltepec)

/ey/: Cora (Jestis Maria) '
lky/: Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca), Mixtec (Ayutla2), Zapotec (Lachixio), Tectitec, Mam, Aguacatec,

    Sacapultec, Sipacapefio

lsY/: Mixtec (Ayutla2)

/hY/: Chatino (Tataltepeci)

/6Y/: Mixtec (Coatzospan)

/ly/: Cocopa2, Central Pame, Chatino (Tataltepeci), Huamelultec

/l/: Cocopa2, Huamelultec

/ny/: Corai, Paipai2, Cocopa2, Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca), Chatino (Tataltepec')

/ty/ appears to be an areal feature of two district regions. One is southern Oaxaca,

including Chatino, Mixtec, Amuzgo, and perhaps Huamelultec Chontal; Chatino,

with its palatalized series /t d n 1 h/, seems to be the center of diffUsion here. The

other region where /tY/ crosses a genetic boundary is Chiapas, which includes

Zoque and Chol. /dy/ is /tY/'s voiced cognate here. /ndy/ may turn out to be an

areal feature of southwestern Oaxaca. /kY/ is found to be an areal feature in

languages of western Highland Guatemala.

3.1.1.16. Labialized Consonants
                                       '    The following comprises a list of labialized consonants with the languages

which have them. '' ' ,
/pw/: Cora2, Ixi12

/bwl: Mayo, Nahua (Jalupa)

/kw/: Cocopa2, Serii, Cora2, Huicholi, Nahua (all except Pajapan, Jalupa and Pochutec), Cuitlateci,

    Tarasco2, Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Otomi (Temoayan), Mazahua, Mazatec (Jalapa), Mixtec (all),

    Amuzgo (Xochistlahuaca), Zapotec (Juarez, Ixtlan, Yatzachi, Yalalag, Albarradas, Mitla2,

 . Tlacochahuaya, Chichicapan, Quioquitani, Ayoquesco, Lachixio), Chatino (Tataltepeci),

    Huastec, Ixi13, Cuna

/gw/: Mazatec (Jalapa de Diaz), Zapotec (Juarez, Ixtlan,'  Yatzachi, Yalalag, Mitla2, Tlacochahuaya,

    Chichicapan, Quioquitani, AyOquesco), Chatino (Tataltepeci)

/ngwl: Mixtec (Ayutla2, Pefioles, Coatzospan)

/qw/: Cocopa2

lhw/: Kiliwa2, Chatino (Tataltepec')

/xwl: Cocopa2, Mixtec (Diuxi2)

IXw/: Serii, Zapotec (Yatzachi, Yalalag)

/kw/ occurs in most Uto-Aztecan and Otomanguean languages. Huastec and
Tarasco may have acquired it froM neighboring languages. /gw/ is /kW/'s voiced
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cognate.

3.1.1.17. Coarticulation

   A coarticulation phoneme is

phoneme is depto-velar stop /tk/.

reported only for Cabecar and Bribri. The

3.1.1.18. Tones

   Tone contrasts are reported in many languages as indicated below, and are

characteristic of the Otomanguean group in general.

   Northern Tepehuani, Tarahumarai,2, Corai, Cuitlateci,2, Cocopa2, Kiliwa2, All' Otomanguean,

   Huave, Yucatec, Uspantec, Tzotzil (San Barto16), Boruca, Guatuso, Cabecar, Bribri, Terraba,

   Teribe, Guaymi, Bocota

3.1.1.19. Nasalized Vowels

  'Otomanguean except Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Zapotecan

   Chibchan (Cabecar, Bribri, Terraba, Teribe, Guaymi Movere, Bocota)

3.1.2. Lack of Common Traits

3.1.2.1. No Bilabial Stop /p/

   The lack of bilabial consonants is characteristic of Otomanguean languages as

a whole, but some db have /p/, which is supposed to have developed from /kw/

[CAMpBELL 1979: 914]. The following languages are reported to have no bilabial

stop .

   Ixcatec, Popoloc, Mazatec (Chiquihuitlan, Jalapa), Amuzgo (San Pedro', rare), Mixtec (Hua-

   juapan, Alacatlazala, Chalcatongo, Diuxi2, Pefioles), Cuicateci

Boruca has no bilabial stop /p/, but does have /b/.

3.1.2.2. No Affricates ' '   The following languages have no affricates in their consonant inventories;

athicates do exist phonetically, however, and are interpreted as consonant clusters.

   Southern Tepehuani, Seri', Mixtec (Ayutla2, Chayuco), Chatino (Yaitepec), Chinantec (Quiotepec),

   Terraba, Teribe

In addition, Miskitu, Sumu, and Rama seem to have no affricates either phoneticql-

ly or in their inventories.

3.1.2.3. No Glottal Stop /?/

   Glottal stop /?/ is a common phoneme, but the following languages lack it:

   Nahuan (Tetelcingo, Amilcingo, Zongolica, Matlapa, Coscatlan, Cuamelco, Zacapoaxtla, Pajapan,

   Jalupa, Pipil, Pochutec), Tarascoi･2, Huave, Garifuna, Miskitu, Sumu, Rama, Guatuso, Terraba,

   Teribe, Guaymi, Bocota, Cuna

Tarasco, Huave and Garifuna are the only languages other than the Nahuan and

Chibchan groups in which the absence of /?/ is attested.
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3.1.2.4. No Velar, Uvular, or Glottal Fricatives: /x/ or /x/ or /h/

   Some languages have a contrast between /x/ and /h/ (cf.3. 1 . 1 . 10), but they are

the exceptions. The following languages have no velar, uvular, or glottal fricatives:

   Nahuatl (Classical, Tlaxpanaloya), Mixtec (Huajuapan, Coqtzospan, Pefioles, Mixtepec, Jicaltepec,

   Chayuco), Zapotec (Juarez, Yatee, Albarrada, Guelaviai, Chichicapan, Ayoquesco, Choapan,

   Tlacochahuaya, Guevea, Isthmusi), Rama, Cuna

3.1.2.5. No Nasals

   Bribrii, Bocota

3.1.2.6. No Labial Nasal /m/

   Zapotec (Rinc6,n, Yatee), Cabecar

3.1.2.7. No Liquids

   Zoque (Le6n), Mixe (Coatlan, Paraiso, Totontepeci)

3.1.2.8. No Glides /w y/

   Zapotec (Choapan), Chinantec (Comaltepec), Guatuso, Cabecar, Bribri', Terraba, Guaymi, Bocota

3.2. Linguistic Universals

   Students of linguistic typology tend to succumb to the temptation of attempt-

ing to generalize their findings. Although my research here has been･limited to the

phonological systems of a geographically restricted set of languages, those of Mid-

dle America, I want to extrapolate the results of my investi'gation to a broader con-

text, and thereby to contribute to linguistic universals. However, my data are so

areally biased as to prove inadequate for the purpose of deriving a set of linguistic

universals. It is, however, possible to correlate linguistic universals with the

generalizations from Native Middle American languages proposed so far. The

universals or probablistic statements are based on sampled languages of the world

and are of course tentative. As a result, it will be revealing to apply them to my

data as a means of finding out whether or not my data support them. This correla-

tion of my findings with linguistic universals may uncover counterexamples to the

latter, which will constitute areal or genetic features. In this way this section ties in-

to the previous one on areal features.

3.2.1. Stops and Frica,tives

   Many generalizations concerning phonological systems have been proposed to

date. For my data, I will concentrate on the statements proposed by Nartey and by

Maddieson for consonants and by Crothers for vowels.

   Nartey set up 22 universals concerning fricatives and stops [NARTEy 1979].

Almost all his statements are valid for my data. I will discuss 16 generalizations in

all, referring in part to the summation by Lass [1984], whose remarks are based on
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Nartey. The corresponding number of Nartey's statement is parenthesized after

each statement.

3.2.1.1. Languages usually have at leas"hree simple oral stops, most likely /p t k/

       (Nartey 12, 13).

   My data reveal that Middle American languages have from 3 to 9 voiceless

stops, thus validating the first part of the statement above. However, my data do

not support the second part of the statement, since /p/ is absent from some

Otomanguean and Chibchan languages (treated in 3.1.2.1).

3.2.1.2. If a language has an affricate, it most likely also has at least three plain

       stops (Nartey 14).

   Eastern and Western Popoloc constitute the single exception to this statement

(here I regard Eastern and Western Popoloc as a single language for the sake of con-

venience). Western Popoloci has 3 affricates but only 2 stops. Its system is /t c 6 e

k ?/. Eastern Popoloc is considered to have the same system, although it does have

/p/, albeit rarely.

   The voiceless stop series of Guaymi and Bocota is /t 6 k/, but both languages

also have a voiced series. Guaymi has /b 6 j g/ and Bocota has /b d j g/.

3.2.1.3. If there is only one affticate, it is most likely /6/ (Nartey'15).

   According to Nartey, 55 languages have /6/ as their only athicate, while 20

have only /c/. The probability of encountering a language having /c/ is about

27% (20/75). My data reveal that 12 languages are restricted to /c/, whereas 15

languages have only /6/; these numbers do not seem to support Narty's statement.

3.2.1.4. The number of voiceless stops is usually greater than the number of voiced,

       or equal to it (Nartey 16).

   There are three exceptions to this statement:

Papago pt6k// bddjg
Chinantec (Lealo) p t k // b d j g

Bocota tek // bdjg
3.2.1.5. The presence of a voiced primary oral stop in a language is highly likely to

       imply the presence of its voiceless equivalent (Nartey 17).

   Exceptions to this statement are Boruca, Guaymi and Bocota, which have /b/

but lack its voiceless equivalent /p/.

3.2.1.6. The number of affricates is less than the number of plain stops (Nartey 18).

   There is one exception. As is noted in generalization 3.2.1.2, Popoloc has 3

affiricates but only 2 stops. Boruca's voiceless series is /t c 6 k/ (excluding /?/), so

that it has the same number of stops and affricates. However, since its voiced series

is /b d j g/, the statement does roughly hold true.
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3.2.1.7. The preferred number of primary oral stops is between four and eight

       (Nartey 19).

   The correlation of the number of oral stops with the number of languages

surveyed is shown in Table 23. Table 23 reveals that the preferred number of oral

stops is between 4 and 12, when secondary (labialized, palatalized, aspirated,

prenasalized, and glottalized) stops are included; the preferred number of primary

oral stops is between 3 and 10. However, if we eliminate numbers under 10 for･the

number of languages with primary stops in Table 23, the preferred number of

primary oral stops will range from 4 to 8, a result which supports Nartey's state-

ment.

Table 23. Number of oral stops and number of languages

Number of phonemes

Number of languages

Number of languages
with primary stops

3

o

8

4 ･5 6789
7 11 32 16 18 17

19 41 44 19 27 7

10 11 12 13 14
25 12 22 3 5

80 1 oo

16,

5

o

17

1

o

3.2.1.8. A language is highly unlikely "to have secondary stops (i.e. Iabialized,

       palatalized, nasalized, aspirated, glottalized, etc.) unless it has primary

       plain stops (Nartey 20).

   This conforms to my data, since all languages surveyed do indeed have plain

stops.

3.2.1.9. The number of secondary oral stops in a given language is not likely to be

       greater than that of primary oral stops (Nartey 21).

   There are several exceptions to this statement. Xinca2 has 3 plain, but 4 glot-

talized stops. In some Mixtegan languages the number of secondary stops is greater

than that of primary stops or is equal to it, as shown below.

Mixtecan languages

Acatlan

Silacayoapan

Mixtepec

Ayutla2

Atatlahuca

El Grande

Pefioles

Chayuco

Primary stops

4 (excluding /kw/)

4 (excluding /kw/)

5

3 (excluding /ty ky kw/)

4 (excluding /kw/)

4 (excluding /kw/)

3 (excluding kw/)

3 (excluding /ty kw/)

Prenasalized stops

5

4

5 (excluding /ngw/)

3 (excluding /ndy ngw/)

4

4

4 (excluding /ngw/)

3 (excluding /ndy/)

3.2.1.10. A language is highly likely to have at least one primary fricative

        (Nartey 1).

   /h/ is not included in Nartey's primary fricatives. Native Middle American
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languages have from 1 to 6 voiced and voiceless fricatives if we exclude /h/.

3.2.1.11. If a language has only one fricative, it is most likely /s/, next most likely

        /f/ (Nartey 2, 3).

   /s/ is the most frequently occurring phoneme in my data, with /g/ the second

most frequent. The frequency of /f/ is less than one-fifth that of /s/, and this may

prove to be an areal feature of Middle America.

3.2.1.12. The number of voiceless fricatives is likely to be greater than that of

        voiced; and there is likely to be -an implicational relation between a

        voiced fricative and its voiceless cognate. The second statement is more

        weakly predictive than the first, and truer for fricatives than for stops

        (Nartey 4, 5).

   There are 3 exceptions to the first statement.

Cuitlatec' 6 h // B 6 r
Mixtec (Huajuapan) s g // B 2
Mixtec(Coatzospan) s g // B 6 6Y
The second statement appears to be valid, since all the languages in my survey have

voiceless fricatives.

3.2.1.13. The number of primary fricatives is unlikely to be greater than that of

        stops (Nartey 7).

   Seri is an exception to this statement, since it has 8 fricatives (/ fp W s l $ x x xW/,

in which /xW/ may be regarded as a secondary fricative) but only 5 stops /P t k kw ?/.

3.2.1.14. The preferred number of primary fricatives is two (Nartey 6).

   The following table presents the correlation of the number of fricatives with

the number oflanguages surveyed. Since /h/ is excluded fromNartey's primary fric-

atives, I provide figures both with and without /h/ for the sake of comparability.
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            Table 24. Number of fricatives and number of languages

69

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 1 1 15 1 16

2 18 18 51 3 54

3 55 6 61 19 (1) 15 34 (1)

4 17(4) 27 "(4) 10 (2) 25 35 (2)

5 3(2) 19(2) 22<4) o (2) 14(2) 14 (4)

6 1 8 9 o (1) 5 5 (1)

7 3(2) 3(2) 1 (3) 1(3)-

8 2(1) 2(1) 1 1

9 O(1) O(1) O(1) o (1)

10 1 1

11 1 1 o o

12 1 1 1 1

Notes: Column (1) indicates the number of fricatives. Columns (2) to (4) indicate the

number of languages with /h/ counted; columns (5) to (7) the number with /h/ excluded.

Columns (2) and (5) indicate the number of languages with voiceless fricatives and columns

(3) and (6) the, number of languages having voiceless and voiced fricatives. Columns (4) and

(7) indicate the total number of languages with /h/ counted and excluded, respectively. In

parentheses is the number of languages which have secondary (labialized, palatalized,

prenasalized and glottalized) fricatives.

    The table shows that the preferred number of fricatives is two, when /h/ is not

considered.

3.2.1.15. No language has secondary fricatives unless it has primary; and primary

        normally Outnumber secondary (Nartey 8,9).

    This statement is valid according to my data.

3.2.1.16. A language is very unlikely to have /h/ unless it also has a primary

        fricative (Nartey 11).

    This statement is confirmed by my data.

3.2.2. Nasals

    As in the previous analyses of stops and fricatives, I will also utilize the observa-

tions proposed by Nattey [1979] in my treatment of nasals.

3.3.2.1. There is a very highly significant tendency for languages to have at least

       one primary nasal consonant (Nartey 24).

    Two languages, Bribri and Bocota, lack phonemic nasal stops. Both have

1
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nasal vowels, however.

3.2.2.2. If a language has only one primary nasal consonant, its primary allophone

       is most likely to be /n/ (Nartey 25).

   There are two languages with only one nasal consonant. Rinc6n Zapotec has

/n/ while Cabecar has /p/, since its Im n fi] are interpreted phonetically as nasal

variants of /b d g/ before nasal vowels. It should be noted that a closely related

language, Bribri, is reported to have no nasals. Both Cabecar and Bribri, however,

have nasalized vowels.

3.2.2.3. The preferred number of primary nasal consonants in a language is be-

       tween two and four (Nartey 26).

   This statement holds true, as Table 25 demonstrates. It should be noted that

                                     'secondary nasals are included in the figures. '･

Table 25. Number of nasals and number of languages

Number of nasals

Number of languages

o

2 123452 83 64 19 2
6

2

(

3.2.2.4. A language is highly unlikely to have secondary nasal consonants unless it

also has one or more primary nasal consonants (Nartey 27).

3.2.2.5. In a given language the number of secondary nasal consonants is unlikely

       to be greater than the number of primary nasal consonants (Nartey 28).

   As is demonstrated in section 2.4, these two statements hold true for the

languages examined here.

3.2.3. Liquids .

   I discuss Maddieson's generalizations concerning liquids [1980al, with
reference also to Lass [1984].

3.2.3.1. Languages with two or more liquids are likely to have at least one lateral

       (228/ 231==99% of Maddieson's data), and a lateral/non-lateral contrast

       (198/231 =86%) (Maddieson 1,2).

   The Tarascan group proves to be this study's exception to the statement above,

having /r r/ but lacking a lateral. The statement is confirmed by 99% of my data･
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3.2.3.2. A language with one or more laterals has a voiced lateral approximant

       (233/243=96%) (Maddieson 3).

   Ninety-eight percent of my data support this statement with only three

languages lacking a voiced lateral approximant: Papago has only lateral flap /J/,

Seri' /l/, and Zongolica NahuatJ /l X/.

3.2.3.3. Languages with two or more laterals may contrast them either in place or

       in manner and voicing, but not both (96/97=99%), that is, a language will

       not have a voiced lateral flap vs. voiceless approximant (Maddieson 4).

    In my data 27,of 174 samples have two or more laterals. It is diMcult to

specify their exact places of articulation, but almost all of them seem to be pro-

duced in the dental-alveolar region. If this interpretation is correct, languages in

my data with two or more laterals distinguish them with contrasts in manner and

voicing, while place of articulation stays the same.

3.2.3.4. Languages with two or more r-types are unlikely to restrict the contraS"o

       place alone (unlike laterals) (Maddieson 5).

   Tarascan, with both flap and retroflexed r-sounds, might at first seem an excep-

tion to this statement, but since these sounds are regarded as being produced in

distinct places, the statement does in fact hold true for my data.

3.2.3.5. A liquid with both lateral and r-sound a)lophones is the likeliest candidate

       for the single liquid in a system (Maddieson 6).

   My data are ambiguous as regards this claim. See Section 2.5.

3.2.3.6. A language most often has two liquids (one lateral and one r-sound) (Mad-

       dieson 7). '   In Maddieson's data 35% of languaggs examined (111/321) support this state-

meRt, while in my data 47% (83/174) support it.

3.2.4. Vowels

    Crothers set up 15 statements and Nartey proposed 9 universals concerning

vowel systems. Crothers' first 7 statements concern specific vowel qua- lities, such as

"all languages have /i a u/" or "all languages with four or more vowels have /i/ or

/e/." Because vowel qualities are relative within an individual language's system,

they seem ill-suited to cross-linguistic generalization. Suppose that a system has /i

ea o/. /e/ can be /e/. What is needed in the system is front- and mid-ness

represented by /e/, which distinguishes /e/ from other phonemes such as /i7 or

/a/. Crothers analyzed 9 Native Middle American languages which also happen to

be in the database here. If we compare his analysis with mine, we see how different

the two' are, although both of us used the same sources.

           Crothers [1978] This study

Mazatec ieao ' ieao
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        '                                                      '                             tt                                                              ' '

           i pap [Pike& Pike 1947] i e a Q [Pike 1967] '
Tzeltal i E a o u [Kau fman 197 1] i e a.o u [Kau fman 197 1]
           i e a o u E [WoNDERLy 1951] i E A o u A'[Wonderly 1951]Zoque

           Ie ee ao o'u io ･ ie ac aoouo 'iOtomi ･
                              '
           i aca v ! aca v            [BLIGHT&PIKE 1976] [BuGHT&PIKE 1976] -
      'The lack of agreement between Crothers' and my analYses of the same source

materials underlies the inhere.nt diMculties･that surface in trying to derive linguistic

universals from vowel qualities. Nevertheless, it' is revealing to correlate the

number of vowels and their qualities with the number of languages which have

therp, as follows:

Languages with three vowels: 7

/i a u/

Languages with four vowels: 21

/i e a/ + lo/ or /u/

Languages with five vowels: 78

li eao u/

/i e a ol + central /i/ or /o/ or lul

/i ea o/ + back /i/

/i ea o/ + front /Ul or /el '
/i ea u/ + central /il or /o/

li ea u/ + back /i'/

/i ao u/ + central li/

li .a o u/ + front 1ee1

Languages with six vowels: 40

/i eao u/ + central /i/ or /e/

li eao u/ + back /il

li eao u/ + front le/ or /ee1

li ao u/ + back /r e/ or front /e ze1

li ea u/ + /ee ol

Languages ,with seven vovyels: 18

li eao u/ + central li/ + IA/ or lo/

/i eao u/ + back /i' e/

/i eao u/ + front 1if ac/

/i eao u/ + front /e/ or 1ee/ or /il+ back /o/ or /u/

li eao ul + central /Al + back /o/

li eao ul +. /i Al or /i u/

Languages with eight vowels: 4

/i eao u/ + front /ee/ or /Ul + back li e/

li eao ul + front /i/ + back /o u/

li eao u/ + back li' e o/

Languages with nine vowels: 6
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/i eao ul

 + front /e/ or /ac1 + central /i ol or li A/ or /o A/ + back lo/

 + front /e/ or /ae/ + central /o/ or IA/ + back 1ib/

Based on the summation above we can state the following:

1) All languages in my data with 3 vowels have /i a u/.

2) All languages with 4 or more vowels have /o/ or /u/.

3) Languages with 8 or more vowels have /e/ and /o/.

   Now let us have a look at Crothers' remaining statements. '- ,

4) A contrast among five basic vowel qualities is the norm for human language, and

  in general, the most common systems aice those with close to this number of basic

  vowels (Crothers 8).

   My data are presented in Table 26, where it can be seen that they support

Crothers' claim, since 45% (78/174) of languages surveyed have 5 normal length

vowels, and 80% have4to6vowels. '
Table 26. Number of normal length vowels and number of languages

Number of vowels

Number of languages 34567897 21 .78 40 18 4 6

5). The number of height distinctions in a'system is typically equal ,to or greater than

  the number of backness distinctions (Crothers 9).

   This claim is confirmed by my data.

6) Languages with two or more interior' vowels always have a high one (Crothers･

  10). '' '' ;   There is one ･exception to this statement. Temoayan Otomi has two central

vowels, but bOth these two are mid /o A/.

7) The number of vowels in a column of interior vowels cannot exceed the number

  in the front or back columns (Crothers 11).

   By definition interior vowels include back unrounded', front rounded and non-

low central or centralized vowels. The maximum number of interior vowels in my

data is three (Quiotepec Chinantec with /o e a o u U i' 6/). Southeastern Tepehuan

has /i a o u i' e/, making it too an exception to this generalization.

8) The number of height distinctions in ･front vowels is equal to or greater than the

  number in back vowels (Crothers 12).

   Although /a/ can be included either in the back or the central series, it is regard-

ed here as central, with 5 resulting'counterexamples to this claim, as follows:
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Papago and Northern Tepehuan with /i a o u i/

Southern Tepehuan with /i a o u i' e/.

Tlahuitoltepec Mixe with /i e a o o u A/

Guaymi with /i eao o ui e/

Front Back

  12
  12
 2･ 3.

 23
9) There is a tendency for high and low vowels of a short vowel system to be more

  central than the corresponding long vowels (Crothers 13).

   I do not hesitate to accept this as a valid,tendency but my own data do not ac-

tually reflect it. Seventy-one languages surveyed here have a length contrast, and

among these 67 have a sYmmetrical set of short and long vowels. In 5 languageS,

moreover, the short vowel system is larger than the long vowel system. These are as

follows:

Ahuacatlan Nahuatl (4S: 3L)

Zongolica Nahuatl (5S: 4L)

Itza2, Sacapultec (6S: 5L)

Comalapa Cakchiquel (7S: 5L)

In Tetelcingo Nahuatl, a tense and lax system is reported.

10) The number of vowels in a nasal vowel system is equal to or less than the

   number in the corresponding oral vowel system (Crothers 14).

   This statement is confirmed by my data. In 20 languages there are fewer

vowels in the nasal vpwel systems than in the oral systems. In 31 languages the

vowels of the two systems are equivalent in number and arrangement. Further-

more, of the 6 languages which have both length and nasalization contrasts, 4 have

symmetrical systems and 2 asymmetrical systems; in the latter, the number of nasal

vowels is also smaller than that of the oral ones.

   Nasalized and lengthened vowels typically have oral counterparts, even if there

are fewer of them than of the corresponding oral vowels; however, Silacayoapan

Mixtec is an exception to this tendency since it has a nasalized vowel diflierent from

the oral counterpart.

   Silacayoapan Mixtec iea o u // ie a p

11) If a nasal vowel system 'is smaller than the corresponding'basic vowel system, it

   is most often a mid vowel that is missing from the nasal system (Crothers 15).

   My data offer some exceptions to this claim. In Chatino (Yaitepec) /a/ is miss-

ing rather than mid /e Q/. In Trique (Copala) and Amuzgo (San Pedro',
Xochistlahuaca) it is high /i p/ that are missing. Mixtec (El Grande) lacks /e/, hav-

ing /p/ instead, whereas Mixtec (Coatzospan) lacks/Q/, but has /e/･

   I suggest one additional generalization based on my own data.

12) There is a tendency for languages having nasalized vowels to show more asym-
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   metry than languages having long vowels.

    Thirty-nine percent of the languages having nasalized vowels show asymmetry,

while only 8% of the languages having long vowels show asymmetry (See Section 3,

Chapter 2).

    In this section I have discussed the phonological systems of Native Middle

American languages from the point of view of linguistic universals.

3.3 Summary

    This chapter has been concerned with detailing the areal features of

phonological systems of Native Middle American languages and with the correla-

tion of claims from research on linguistic universals with findings from my data.

    Some phonemes have been found to have a peculiar geographical distribu-

tion. For example, retroflexed affricates and sibilants are restricted to two areas:

roughly, western Highland Guatemala and Oaxaca. Moreover, these two areas

yield additional phonemes particular to them.

    From an areal point of view, both the vowel and the consonant systems of Mid-

dle American languages show interesting patterns.

    Almost 90% of the languages in Middle America have from four- to seven-

vowel systems; these languages are distributed all over Middle America. Three-

vowel systems are attested in Yuman, Totonacan and Chibchan. In Mesoamerica

only Totonacan languages have three-vowel systems. Fourteen of the 21 four-

vowel systems belong to Nahuan languages, 4 to Zapotecan ones, and the remaining

3 to Serii, Huautla Mazatec and Tlacoyalco Popoloc. Eight-vowel systems are

found in Teribe and Guaymi as well as in 2 Chinantec languages. Nine-vowel

systems are attested in Otomian and Totontepec Mixe (Map 2).

    Turning to diversity at the genetic level, the Uto-Aztecan languages have five-

vowel systems, with the exception of most Nahuan varieties, which have four-vowel

systems, while Southeastern Tepehuan and Cora2 have six-vowel systems. The Mix-

tec languages manifest either 5 or 6 oral vowel contrasts. Roughly speaking, five-

vowel systems are distributed through the southern part of Western Oaxaca,

whereas six-vowel systems, which are supposed to refiect proto systems [JossERAND

1983: 268-448], are found in the northern part. The Zapotecan languages have

vowel qualities ranging from 4 to 7. Roughly speaking, five-vowel systems are

distributed through the northern and eastern part of Oaxaca, while six-vowel

systems occupy the central part. Four- and seven-vowel systems are minor

systems. Four-vowel systems are minor systems. Four-vowel systems are attested

in Zoogocho, Cajonos, Yatee, and Lachixio, and seven-vowel systems in Rinc6n

and Albarradas. Chinantec languages also show internal diversity. Their vowel

systems vary from 5 to 8 vowels. Mayan languages can be divided geographically

in terms of length contrasts and the number of vowels. Cholan and Tzeltal-Tzotzil

have no length contrast. Most Mayan languages have a five-vowel system, while six-

vowel systems are restricted geographically. The latter are seen in Lacand6n, Itza,
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Mopan, Chol, and Chontal; among these, Itza forms an asymmetrical set with only

              '                                                               '5 IQng vowels. ･ These languages occupy the northern and central part of the Maya

                               'region (Maps 2, 3). . ･ , ' '
   With regard to consonant system universals, I have discussed 16 claims about

stops and fricatives, 5 about pasals and 6 about liquids, utilizing statements pro-

posed by Nartey [1979] and Maddieson [1980a, 1984]. Turning to vowel system

universals, I have evaluated 12 of Crothers' claims [1978].



Chapter 4

Numeral Systems

    In Mesoamerica numerals were usually written with bars and dots, with the

dots representing one, and the bars five. Stela 2 of Chiapa de Corzo, for example,

which records the oldest date ever discovered, is inscribed with a vertical series of

three dots, two dots, three dots and two bars, and below them one dot and one

bar. This is a part of the calendar called the "Long Count," and consists of five

orders. The system is vigesimal except for the third rank, and the values of the posi-

tions increase from bottom to top in vertical columns. Thus Stela 2 of Chiapa de

Corzo records (7). (16).3.2.13 6 Ben (16 Xul), since the calendar can be regarded as

having the same system as the Mayan system (36 12/6 B.C.). Here the parenthe-

sized numbers are reconstructed. The numerical values of the five orders are as

follows:

   The fifth rank: 7× 20 × 20 × 20 × 18= 7× 20 × 20 ×360

   The fourth rank: 16×20× 20× 18 =. 16× 20×360

   The third rank: 3× 20 × 18 = 3× 360

   The second rank: 2× 20

   The first rank: 13
As is indicated above, the system is vigesimal except

for the third rank, which is obtained by multiplying

the value of the second r'ank by eighteen rather than

by twenty. The Long Count system was inherited by

the Maya (A.D. 292) and was used until A.D. 909.

This particular system was used almost exclusively

for recording dates. On the other hand, the
vigesimal system was used and is still used in many

languages of Middle America. However, not every

language has the same structure. Some languages
have quinary-vigesitnal (five-twenty) systems, that is,

o

ooe
 oo
oooC= =1

fl

Fig. 1. Stela 2, Chiapa

      de Corzo.
  [Coe 1976: 113, fig.'3]

quinary under twenty, so that the numbers 6 to 9 are formed by addition from 5,

and the number 10 is represented by two-five or an independent word, for exam-'

ple. Some have decimal-vigesimal (ten-twenty) systems, that is, decimal under 20;

some have quinary-decimal-vigesimal (five-ten-twenty) systems. There are also

many variations in the order in which individual number words are combined. Fif-

teen, for ,example, is found in such forms as five-and-ten (5+10), ten-and-five

(10+5), and three-five (3 × 5). In this chapter I will discuss the various indigenous

systems, which show interesting typological variety and areal distribution. At

                                                                77
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times the formation of the number words differs from language to language even

within the same family. This leads us to suppose that the difference may be a result

of language borrowing through contact, which I will discuss after analyzing the

numeral systems themselves.

   Very few studies have been undertaken on numeral systems of Middle
American languages as a whole, although the numeral systems of individual
languages are Usually described in their grammars or dictionaries. The most exten-

sive work to date is "Ntzmeral 5tystems ofMexico and CentralAmerica" by Thomas

[1897-8] , with Dixon and Kroeber's "Ntzmeral Stvstems of the Languages of Calijbr-

nia" [1907] being another helpful reference on this subject. These sources are

useful but not recent. With regard to surveys of numeral systems in general, the

works of Menninger [1966], Corstius [1968], Hurford [1975], and Flegg [1983] are

counted among the most important; one of the most insightful works for
typological studies is that of Greenberg [1978].

   With regard to numeralsi I refer to ordinal numbers and numeral classifiers in

addition to the cardinals. As is observed in the Zapotec and Mixtec languages, the

diffetence between the cardinal and ordinal is represented by their order relative to

the noun, that is, number-noun and noun-number, respectively. This formation is

very interesting from a typological standpoint. Numeral classifiers, on the other

hand, are related to the semantic domain, although the order relative to the noun is

typologically interesting. In this chapter, however, I limit my discussion to the

most unmarked of these three subsystems of the numerals, the cardinals.

4.1. Some Problems in the Description of Counting Methods

   The treatment of numeral systems is fraught with problems. Take for example

the term "vigesimal." "Vigesimal" is not used in any pure sense. For a vigesimal

system to be pure would require 19 different number words. However, no Middle

American language has such a system and there may be no purely vigesimal system

in the world. Most of the numeral systems in Middle America are claimed to be

vigesimal, but numbers up to 20 are not counted by a purely vigesimal system,

which,, as stated above, would give 19 different number words, but rather are typical-

ly counted by the quinary or decimal method. Beyond 20 the languages have words

for the ranks of 20, 400, 8000 and so on. Instead of 19 different unit designations,

gradations of 5 or 10 are used up to' 20, and above 20 gradations of 20 are used, with

further gradations of5or 10between 20 and 40 and so on. Such terms as quinary,

decimal and vigesimal have often been applied to the entire system. As is shown

above, however, there are different principles at work governing the structure of the

whole number sequence. Therefore, I will apply the terms of gradations of 5, 10 or

20, that is, quinary, decimal, or vigesimal to the corresponding parts of the systems

as a whole.

   Numeral words are generally formed by the combinations of additions and

multiplications of a Iimited number of units. Japanese and English numbers pro-
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vide an illustrative example of this procesS. In Japanese, the difference between 13

and 30 is expressed by the position of the multiplicative word or additional word

san (3) relative to the rank or base word juu (10), that is, sanv'uu (30)/ juu-san

(13). In En'glish, the morphemes -t)2 and -teen express the difference between 13

and 30, with the morpheme thir- designating the unit 3 occuring before either -ty or -teen,

that is, thir-ty/thir-teen. The formation of numeral words in Japanese and English,

then, is by way of the position of a unit relative to the base or by means of some

modifications to the morpheme itself. I have given above the 2 combinations of 3

and 10 as an example. Now let us consider the number 33. Both Japanese and

English have the same structure, unit(3)xbase(10)+unit(3). In German,

however, 33 is expressed in terms of unit+unit × base, di,ei-und-drei-6ig (3 +3 × 10).

    The two terms unit and base used above are important to a description of

numerals. The unit (or digit) is one of the succession of abstract numbers, for ex-

ample, 1,2,3,...,9 in the decimal system. The number for 18 is formed from the

rank level of 10 plus the unit 8. The ranks represent the higher levels specified in

terms of powers of the base number. They may be expressed by exponentiation of

the base (B), for example, 10 (B'), 100 (B2), 1000 (B3) in the decimal and 20 (B`), 400

(B2), 8000 (B3) in the vigesimal system. Bi is of course equivalent to the fundamen-

tal base number.

    The class of numerical expressions in any given language is theoretically almost

infinite, but not every number word is unique. A small set of a language's

vocabulary is combined on the basis of a few rules, 'with the result that we are able

to count without unduly burdening our memories. The basic num,bers for the for-

mation of number words are units and bases. We call a numeral system decimal or

vigesimal, based on the principles governing the combinations of units qnd bases in

the number sequence. When powers of the base number are multiples of ten, we

call the system decimal; when powers of the base number are multiples of twenty,

we term it vigesimal. Since such designations are useful for discussing numeral

systems, we' use them, bearing in mind their limitations, namely, that these terms

cannot always be appropriately applied to the systems as a whole.

    Now let us return to the formation of the number words themselves. Suppose

that several people without a knowledge of the language in question are shown the

following number.

    kan-lahun

    kan = 4, lahun =10
Some may regard kanlahun as fourteen and others as forty. The fact that kanlahun

is fourteen is due only to a rule of that language. Numbers are typically formed by

the addition or multiplication of a unit (U) and a base number (B). The possible

combinations are as follows:

      1>U×B+U
     2) B×U+U
     3) U+U×B
     4) U+B×U
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The different combinations of the formations may be described as unit-preposi-

tional or unit-postpositional, and coeMcient-prepositional or coeMcient-postposi-

tional. English has the first type, that is, a coeMcient-prepositional, unit-postposi-

tional system.

   There are various methods for forming number words. Let us take a look at

the ways in which 38 is formed.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

 20

.1.......

1.

1.

30 35 38..L･
   1-.

..1..l.
         I

   ).1
         1
         1-
     ' Ii

40

 1. ..

'

1) is a decimal or 10-count method. 2) is a quinary method, and 3) is a vigesimal

one. These are adding methods, which place the units upon the lower rank level;

adding m.ethods in general are said to count from the lower level, or undercount.

4) and 5) are examples of counting from the upper rank level. In the case of 4), 38

is expressed by the subtraction of 2 from 40. The method of example 5) is 18

toward 40. 4) is called back-counting and 5) overcounting [MENNiNGER 1969: 74-

77]. The method of counting backward shown in 4) is often used in the formation

of 9, "1 from 10" or "1 step down," or the like. In addition to these methods, it is

also necessary for a full accounting of number systems to include minor Qnes such

as half-counting and double-counting. The former can be considered a form of

overcounting, and is seen, for example, in the number word 50, which may be ex-

pressed as half of 100. The latter is a form of multiplication and is found, for exam-

ple, where 4 is expressed by two-double and 8 by four-double. These methods are

,typically applied to only a limited part of the numeral system. In addition to these

minor number formation methods, it is also essential to include not only r6und

numbers, namely 20, 30 in the decimal system and 20, 40 in the vigesimal one, but

also the interval numbers, for example, from 21 to 29 in the decimal system and

from 21 to 39 jn the vigesimal.

    We can actually construct a numeral system from a representative but limited

set of numeral words such as dictionaries normally provide. Based on a list which

includes a finite set of vocabulary, we can count high numbers almost to infinity,

which indicates that the numeral system is generated by the combination of a small

set ofvocabulary items' with some rules by which to operate it; in other words, it has

a recursive mechanism. To understand the numeral system, therefore, it is

necessary to describe both the basic words and the rules governing their combina-

tion. There may be many ways of describing the numeral system [HuRFoRD 1975],

but this is also true of descriptions of grammatical systems. It seems irnpossible to

create a complete grammar now, and this state of affairs shows no signs of change
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for the future. Grammars of numeral systems are written in accordance with cur-

rent theory, just as other grammars are.

4.2. Materials and Their Analysis

   Here I will present the materials necessary to discuss the numeral systems. The

order of presentation is the same as that of my classification (See Table 1 in Chapter "

1).

   As is shown above, difiierent principles govern the structure of the whOle

number sequence, so that the numeral systems must be considered separately: (i)

below 10, @ from 10 to 20, @ from 20 to the next higher order, @ above the next

higher order. I will analyze these individual ranks after presenting the numeral

system of each language together with an apalysis of each numerical expression.

   The purpose of this chapter is to investigate both the principles regulating the

numeral systems, that is, whether counting is done by fives, tens, twenties or mixed

counting within the number sequences, and also the formation of the numbers

themselves, that is, whether the unit (digit) precedes the base or the reverse order ob-

tains, etcetera. In addition, the purpose here is to discuss the typological variety

and areal distribution of the number systems in general. My aim is not to in-

vestigate the numerals linguistically by providing etymologies of the numetal words

or word correspondences within a family. Limiting the object of study in this way

is analogous to abbreviating the rules that describe morphological changes and in-

cluding them in a derivative vocabulary.

   The principles of forming numeral words may be formulated in terms of

mathematical symbols. However, judging from my own personal experience, ifthe

symbols seem too-abstract, we will have to reconsider them in more concrete

terms. I have come to doubt that abstract symbols have advantages over more con-

crete instantiations. It may well be the case that such abstract formulae are only

the expressions of self-satisfaction in achieving superficial simplicity for the descrip-

tion, except when they are actually useful in interpreting new phenomena. Accor-

dingly, I will present the structure of the numeral systems as concretely as possible.

Nevertheless, it is true that numeral systems are full of repetition. We can at least

contrive useful expressions to understand their characteristics; these expressions, in

turn, must'have the following rules set up for them:

i) The analysis is given from the smallest unit to larger units.

  (i) the first rank, @ the rank level of 10,

  @ the rank level of 20, @ higher rank level(s).

ii) Each base number is represented by Bn and the numbers of the minimal rank by

  U. For example, the decimal system is expressed by the following:

  U= {1...9}, Bi={10}, B2={100}
iii) Component.numbers are enclosed in braces { }, lik.e ,{1,2,3,4}.

iv) Basic vocabulary is not expressed by morphemes but by Arabic figures.
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v) Since the nurnerals are in strict ascending order, intervening numbers are omit-

  ted.
  Example: {1...7} = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}

vi) A number is expressed by the selection of an element of the numbers in braces.

   The selection of the elements is expressed by {,}.

vii) The numerical expression of a base is presented in parentheses O.

   Example: 10 (baivugtyama)

viii) The expressed numbers are Nm-n. For example, the numbers from one to

    nine are Ni-g.

    Example: Ni.g= {1...9}

ix) Addition is expressed by the symbol /+/.

   Example: 18= 1O+8
x) Multiplication is expressed by / × /.

  Example: 40 =2× 20 '
xi) To give an example, the number 12 is expressed by the base number in the rank

   level of 10 and 2 in the rank level of 1. The larger numbers are formed by the

   combination of the base number and the units. To express the recursive

   mechanism, I use the following symbols.

   Example: Nio.ig= Bi ± {Ni.g}

   This formula may be written as Nioig= Bi+ {No.g}, which introduces the sym-

bol No. However, since No could be mis-interpreted as O, I use the symbol / +/ to

avoid creating such a misunderstanding. In this case the symbol /-/ signifies that

the numbers or vocabulary following the symbol /-/ do not exist. Thus the for-

mula above of "Nio.ig= Bi ± {Ni-g}" is the same as "Nio= Bi, N-ig= Bi+{Ni.g}."

However, when the concrete number word is nonexistent, I use the symbol /#/.

   Example :{#,2,3,4} ×B2 ={B2, 2×B2, 3 ×B2, 4 ×B2}
xii) Back-counting is in use where, for example, 9 is expressed as "one from 10."

   This is written as follows:

   The base number occurs before one: /10-1/,

   The base number occurs after one: /-1+10/.

xiii) When two or more elements are juxtaposed by means of a conjunction such as

    "and " or "with" or the like, the morpheme is given.

    Example: 10,(baivugtYama)+ dan+{Ni-g}
xiv) When double-counting is expressed by the two methods of either reduplication

    of the first syllable or by multiplying two, the former is expressed by /"/ and

    the latter by /2 ×/.
    Example: 4" == 8 (4 = gi'ik, 8 = gigi'ik),

   2×4=8 (2=w6i, 4 =naiki, 8=w6naiki)
xv) When the base number of the next higher level is different from the basic rank

   number, it is expressed as /'/.

   Example: In the number sequence 1=ce, 2= ome, 5=macuilli, 6=chicuace,

   7 = chicome, it is clear that the numbers from 6 are formed from chic-(5) plus

   the numbers of 1, 2. The base number from 6 up is chic-, which is different
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   from the base number 5, macuilli. In this case 6 is analyzed as 5'+1.

xvi) Overcounting is expressed as />/. For example, 21 is expressed,as "1 toward

    the next level 40 (2×20)." This is analyzed as 1>2×20.

    See Database 2.

4.3. Discussion

  ' In the preceding section, I analyzed the principles of the number sequences and

the formation of number words. The number sequences were separately con-
sidered: 1) below 10, 2) from 10 to 20, and 3) above 20. The geographical distribu-

tion of the various methods of counting is shown in Maps 6, 7, and 8.

   In Mesoamerica, which occupies roughly the central portion of Middle
America, vigesimal systems predominate. The numerals above 20･are formed accor-

ding to the vigesimal method, but below 20 there exist a variety of methods. Some

languages show a decimal system throughout; some show a quinary system; some

have 12 different roots up to 12 after which the numerals are formed on the decimal

method; some have a quinary-decimal system. Above 20 the majority of the

Mayan family have a system different from that of the other languages, namely, an

overcounting method which counts from the upper level. We also find many

differences regarding the formation of number words. In some languages, for ex-

ample, the baseword 10 occurs before a unit, and in others after it. In accounting

for such variety in its numeral systems, we will first refer to some distinctive features

of Middle America as a whole, utilizing the accompanying maps, and then discuss

the differences in methQds used by each language group both in their number se-

quences and in the formation of their number words.

   In the northern portion of Middle America that extends beyond Mesoamerica,

the vigesimal system is seen only in some few Uto-Aztecan languages and in the

languages directly bordering Mesoamerica; since the decimal system prevails further

north, it is assumed that these languages were infiuenced ･by neighboring

Mesoamerican languages having the vigesimal system. In the southern part of Mid-

dle America, the vigesimal system is found in such language groups as Misumalpan

and Chibchan, but their vigesimal system is different from that of Mesoamerica.

CoeMcients (or multipliers) are postfixed to 20, for example, 20×2 for 40, while

coeMcients are prefixed to 20 in Mesoamerica, for example, 2×20 for 40.
Although vigesimal systems prevail in Mesoamerica, the systems also include over-

counting and undercounting, with the result that interval nUmbers are counted

difierently. Overcounting is used in Lowland Mayan languages and spreads as far

as some Highland Mayan ones.

   Number formation from 1 to 10 is by either the quinary or decimal method. In

some cases, however, the double-counting or duplicative method for the formation

of 4 and 8 is also found, as well as back-counting for 9. The quinary method is

observed in the northern group of Otomanguean, Mixe-Zoquean, Tarasco and

Nahuan, and is found in the northern part of Middle America beyond
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Mesoamerica, in Huichol, Cora and Tepecano. In the south, Sumu, Rama and

Cabecar = Chiripo also have the quinary system, and Tol used it in the eqrly 20th

Century. Other languages are decimal.

   Number formation from 10 to 20 is somewhat complicated. There are two

possible interpretations of the number words from 10 up in languages which have

the quinary method up to 10. When numbers from 1 to 9 are added to the base

number 10, we may regard the system either as quinary, since the formation of

numbers up to 10 is quinarY, or as,decimal,,since the numbers from 1 to 9 are added

to 1 0. Difiierent interpretations result in entirely different maps . If we regard these

languages as the extension of the quinary system, roughly speakjng, the western half

of Mesoamerica turns out to be characterized by the use of the quinary method, and

the eastern half by the use of the decimal system. To be precise, however, in addi-

tion to the languages which have the quinary system up to 10, we must also account

for the languages which are quinary from 10 up, for example, the･southern

Otomanguean ones. Huastec, Totonac and Tepehua in northwest Mesoamerica
are decimal.

   According to the second interpretation above, even where a system is quinary

up to 10, it must be regarded,as decimal if its numbers from 10 up are formed from

the base 10 plus the numbers from 1 to 9. To regard the system as quinary from 10

up, the third level rank 15 would have to be a new base number. In this study the

map is figured based on this second interpretation, with the consequence that

Otomi, Mazahua and Tarasco are regarded as decimal from 10 up. In
Otomanguean, the northern group is quinary up to 10, while the southern group

becomes quinary from 10 up.

   The base number from 20 up is 100. There are two methods in use; one utilizes

a Spanish word for 100, and the other retains the indigenous word. To use 100 as a

base is contrary to the ptinciple of the vigesimal system, but almost all languages

utilize the word for 100 as a base. In these systems coeMcients (or multipliers) are

indigenous words and the intervals between 100 and 200 or 200 and 300 and so on

are vigesimal. Thus the system is regarded as being in the transition of changing

from the ･indigenous system to the Spanish decimal system. (Map 9)

   Half-counting is observed in a few langauges. In Chichimec 50 is expressed-as

half･100, and in Quichean 50 is expressed either as 2×20+10 or half･100. The
numbers from 50 to 59 in modern Quiche may be expressed by half･100 + {1...9}.

Yatzachi Zapotec also has the expression of half･ 1OO in addition to an overcounting

method (10>60) for 50. Sierra Otomi shows half-counting as well as the expres-

'sion .2×20+10. 0ther languages with this･special form of 50 are 'Palantla
Chinantec and Mazatec. Half-counting is also observed in numbers above 50, for

example in Mitla Zapotec, where 350 is analyzed as 3×5×20+half, and in
Tarahumara, where 150 is repr' esented as 1 × 100+half.

    So far we have referred but briefiy to the formation of the numeral systems. If

we discuss their formation in detail, we will discover more interesting phenomena.

Therefore, we will now treat them in closer detail, separating the Middle American
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languages into the following groups: 1) Uto-Aztecan, 2) Otomanguean, 3) Mayan,

4) Mixe-Zoquean, 5) Other languages.

4.3.1. Uto-Aztecan

    Northern and southern Uto-Aztecan differ iri their formation of the numerals

above 20. Ih northern Uto-Aztecan it is the decimal system which predominates,

while in southern Uto-Aztecan it is the vigesimal system. However, languages lying

between the northern boundary of Mesoamerica and the Mexico-US border show

either decimal or vigesimal systems. Tarahumara, for example, has the decimal

system, while Mayo, Yaqui, Cora, and Huichol have the vigesimal system. Some

languages show various other systems for the numbers below 10; the quinary

method is seen in Cora and Huichol, the duplicative method in the formation of 8

and 10 in Yaqui and Mayo and so on. Languages in the United States further to

the north have the duplicative method in the formation of 4 and 6 as well as of 8 and

10, By way of explicating these duplicative methods, I present the northern Uto-

Aztecan numeral systems in Table 27.

    In Table 27, we observe duplicative methods used in the formation of the

numerals 4, 6, 8, and 10. The most clearest example is found in the formation of 6,

where two distinct methods are seen. One is the prefixation method in which na- is

prefixed to the root pahi (3), and the other is the reduplicative method by which

papai is formed from pa-, the first syllable ofpai (3), plus the root pai. na- is a

reciprocal prefix according to Snapp and Anderson [SNApp and PDiDERsoN 1982:

50]. Since this prefix is also found in the words of 4 and 8, it may be taken as

equivalent to "multiplying by 2." In the words for 8, we find the reduplication

method in Kitanemuk and Fernandefio, while Northern Paiute has the prefixation

method (2 × 4); the latter is also seen in Serrano and Cupan words for 10 (2 × 5).

sim-manoi in Northern Paiute seems to be analyzed as 1 × 10 and since the word for

9 also contains the morpheme simi (1), the formation of the word 9 seems to be

done by back-counting. In Cahuilla, the quinary method is observed, kwanama-

supli and kwanama-wi being analyzed as 5+ 1 and 5+2, respectively. This method

seems to apply also to 9, if da is taken as an allomorph of 5, but not to 8. Although

this has been only a brief overview of the northern Uto-Aztecan numerals from 1 to

10, it is suMcient to show the various methods in use in their formation.

    The data from 10 up are scarce. As Table 28 shows, the numeral system is

decimal (Table 28).

    If the numbers below 10 and the base number 10 are represented as Ni.6 and Bi

respectively, then the numbers can be expressed by means of the following formula.

    {N,-g}× Bi + {N ,-g}

    The ensuing analysis of the Uto-Aztecan 1'anguages in Middle America includes

the northern Uto-Aztecan languages just discussed. To begin with 5, it is derived

from the root for the word "hand" in almost all the Ianguages except the following:
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Table 28. Numeral systems in Northern Uto-Aztecan

TUbatulabal [VoEGELiN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Serrano [KRoEBER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Cahuilla [KRoEBER

 1

 2
 3
 4
 5
 6
 7
 8
 9
 10

 11

 12

 16

20

21

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

1OO

           1935:178-179]

6i:6 11wo: 20pa:i 70na:na:u

ma:haijioa

napa:1 ･nomnjl'n ･

na:bunjioa

la:gi:h

amhaiJ'ioa

       1909:254]

haukup 11wor/ wur 12
pahi 15wa6a 20mahar6 30pavahai 40wa6'kuvik

wa'wu6

ma'kuvik

war-mahare /waha-marhae

       1906-7:71; 1909:237]

supli

Wi'

pa'

wieu

namu-qwan-afi 1 namakwanon

qwan-supli / kwanama-supli

qon-wi' / kwanama-wi
qon-pa' /pitaba
qon-wieu(qon-wi6iwh) / dawi6u .

                  1 nami6umi

peta-supli

peta-wi'

peta-qwan-supli

wis nami6umi

wis nami6umi peta-supli

pas nami6umi

wi6ius nami6umi

namuqwanafies namieumi

kwansuplis nami6umi

qonwis nami6umi

qonpas nami6umi

qonwieius namieumi

supli pisetiwenit

amhaijin ti 6i:6

wo:m amhaijjpa

nomnjinarn amhaiji'oa

pu'pa haupk

  )--pu pa wor

pu'pa mahar6

w6h6 wOrmaha6

pahi wdrmaha6

wa6a wOrmaha6

5+1
5+2
5+3

5+4

10+1

2× 10

7× 10

10+1

10+2

10+5

2× 10

 3× 10

4× 10

10+1

10+2

10+5+1
2× 10

2×10+11 (This should be 31.)

 3× 10

4× 10

5× 10

6× 10

7× 10

 8× 10

9× 10

 1× 100

87
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Table 28-continued.

Hopi [KALEcTAcA 1978:173]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

suukya'

IOby6m

paayom
naa16y6m ･

CIVOt

navay
cape'

nanalt

pevt

pakwt

20

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39,

40

50

60

70

80

90

1OO

sunat

payiv pakwt

payiv pakwt (niikyalj) suk siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyan) 10qmuy siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyag) paykomuy siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyau) naa16qmuy siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyap) civot siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyan) navay siikya'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyan) caee' siikya'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyap) nanalt siikYa'ta

payiv pakwt (niikyao) pevt siikYa'ta

naal6v pakwt

civot-sikiv pakwt

navay-sikiv pakwt

cape'-sikiv pakwt

nanal-sikiv pakwt

peve'-sikiv pakwt

pakot-sikiv pakwt '

3× 10 and 1･ additional

    Hopi: civot
    Papago: ' hitasp
    Pima Bajo: , utaspo
    NorthernTepehuan: taama

    Tepecano: i'g-tuma:M
    Seven is formed from 1 and 6 in Eudeve. A similar method is found in Yaqui

and Mayo, but the formation does not agree with the calculation. Seven seems to

be analyzed as 2･6.

    Eudeve: seniovusani ' 1+6
    Yaqui,'Mayo: w6-busani 2･6
    In the formation of 8, two different methods are observed, reduplication of the

first syllable, and the multiplication method.

    Papago: gigi:k 4"
    Pima Bajo: guiguico 4"
    NorthernTepehuan: maamakova 4"

    Tarahumara: 'osa-naw6 2×4
    Eudeve: gos-navoi 2×4
    Yaqui, Mayo: w6-naiki 2×4
Nine seems to be analyzed as /-1+10/ ,in languages near TarahUmara.

    Pima Bajo: tum-bustamama
    NorthernTepehuan: tu-vugtyama

    Tarahumara: , ki-mak6i
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    Eudeve: ves-mac6i
Ten is denoted by 2×5 only in Yaqui and Mayo.

    Yaqui, Mayo: woh-mamni 2×5
The quinary system is found in southern Uto-Aztecan.

    Tepecano: 5' (giv-)+{1,2,3,4}
    Cora: 5' (ara-)+{1',2,3,4}
    Huichol: 5' (ata-)+{1,2,3,4}
    Nahuan: 5' (6ik(W)-)+{1,2,3,4}
    The numbers from 10 to 19 are formed from the base 10 plus the numbers from

1 to 9 in Cora and Huichol, but a new base 15 was introduced in Classical Nahuatl,

a language which had a perfectly quinary system.

    In modern languages 100 becomes a base number for the next higher level from

20 and counting from 100 up is thus a mixed vigesimal and decimal system. The

word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish in Papago, Northern Tepehuan,
Tarahumara, and Sierra Nahuat, but the coeMcients prefixed to 100 are in-

digenous. In Yaqui, Mayo and Cora, on the other hand, 100 is expressed as 5 × 20,

based on the vigesimal principle (Map 9).

   As is seen above, some characteristics observed in the northern branch of Uto-

Aztecan languages are also found in the southern ones. In some cases'there is no

clear correspondence in the words themselves, but the structure of formation is' iden-

tical. In synthesizing these observations, we can draw the dividing line for number

formation up to 20 between Cora-Huichol-Tepecano and MayorNorthern
Tepehuan. Above 20 the lin,e moves further north, since the vigesimal system ,is

also used in Pima Bajo and Eudeve. However, unlike its neighbors, Tarahumara

uses the decimal method and so is situated among languages which have vigesimal

systems. The materials for Pima Bajo and Eudeve date back-to the 18th century,

and we can safely say that there exist no modern language data now. Therefore we

may suppose that Tarahumara would have had the vigesimal system up until that

point. If this assessment is accurate, the peculiarity of Tarahuma'ra having a

decimal system while situated among vigesimal systems can be ascribed to influence

from the north. But if Tarahumara was always decimal, we must assume that the

vigesimal system spread, but avoided Tarahumara entirely. Classification in terms

of the principles of numeral formation is distinct from the linguistic classification of

Uto-Aztecan languages. However, languages having thg same counting methods

do tend to cluster geographically. The dividing line between decimal and vigesimal

systems may be a result of the degree of influence from Mesoamerican languages.

   Many languages show identical formation principles, although they have

different constituents, that is, numerical expressions. Languages having'similar

constructions are closely associated, geographically at least. Taking this

phenomenon into consideration,. we may 'assume that a numeral system is bor-

rowed. In theory,･ there are three possibilitie' s:

  1) a system borrows both vocabulary and principles of number word formation;

  2) a system borrows vocabulary only while conserving its own principles for the
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    formation of number words;

  3) a system borrows only the foreign formation method but retains its native

    number words.
   Borrowing may occur in a whole system or in only a part of the,system. The

three possibilities listed above allow for the replacement of part of the system.

Take for example the word for 100. In some cases native words and aborrowed

word are combined. In Tzutujil, a Mayan language, 100 and 200 are xun-sye:nta,

and ka'i-sye:nta. The base is Spanish (sye:nta<ciento= 100), but both the

coeMcients are indigenous. In this case, a major numeral term is a foreign word

and a minor numeral term is indigenous. Such borrowing is quite common and

thus we may subdivide 1).

  1-1) When a language borrows words and principles of number formation in part

     of its numeral system, the borrowing affects major terms before minor terms.

In many cases the minor terms are conserved, whereas the major terms are readily

borrowed. As a result, the system eventually becomes a mixed one.

   Many languages in Middle America currently use the Spanish numeral system.

They are in Ca$e 1). As for language contact or influence, we must consider not on-

ly SpaniSh influence but also native indigenous influence, that is, the influence of

neighboring languages. Languages such as this may be considered to be in Case 3),

and will be discussed later.

   If we suppose that there was only one proto Uto-Aztecan numeral system, it

had to have been either decimal or vigesimal above 20. If the proto system had

been decimal, Uto-Aztecan people moving from north to south must have come to

Mesoamerica where the vigesimal system prevailed and replaced their system with

the dominant vigesimal one. This analysis is based on the fact that decimal systems

prevail in the US, while in Mesoamerica all languages use the vigesimal method.

We can of course propose the reverse hypothesis and argue that the proto system

was vigesimal; if we assume that North American languages overwhelmingly had

the decimal system [KRoEBER 1906-7: 671], then Uto-Aztecan, under pressure from

the dominant system, must have changed its vigesimal system for the decimal one.

Hypotheses are never diMcult to come by. Observing the different counting

methods, decimal and vigesimal, in Uto-Aztecan as well as its various methods up

to 20, such as quinary, duplicative (2×3 for 6 and 2×4 for 8 and so on), make

reconstructing a single system for Uto-Aztecan quite diMcult. Is the proto

language's numeral system reconstructible on the basis of the comparison of the

number words? Although we lack the space here to compare them in detail, it is

readily apparent that the numerals from 1 to 5 are cognate but that the numerals

above 5 are not, so that it becomes diMcult to set up common forms. This means

that proto Uto-Aztec might have had only 4 or 5 number words. It is, however,

also possible to suppose' that the numerals above 5 disappeared or that some Uto-

Aztecan languages conserve the proto system. Therefore we cannot definitively say

that proto Uto-Aztecan had only 4 or 5 numerals, but simply that we can
reconstruct only the numbers up to 4 or 5.
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    As a consequence, only the pattern of distribution of numeral sYstems is uncon-

troversially known, for example, that decimal characterizes the north and vigesiMal

the south, or that quinary is found in Nahuan, Cora, Huichol, and that the

duplicative method such as 2 × 3 for 6 and 2 × 4 for 8 in the north has spread as far

as Yaqui and Mayo, among others. However, these assorted different formations

are no doubt due to language contact, since similar formations are found in

neighboring languages, although it is dithcult to pinpoint their precise origin. It is

possible to investigate language contacts once they have occurred with evidence

from the numeral systems themselves. '
    That the shared'words are confined to the ones for the numbers up to 4 or 5 is

quite suggestive, because the modern languages, whose numeral systems are bor-

rowed from Spanish, also conserve their indigenous numerals only up to 4 or 5. Even

within the Mayan family, whose elaboration of the numerals is robust, many

languages conserve their native numerals only up to 4 or 5. For example, Yucatec,

a direct descendant of the Ancient Mayas, has retained its native numerals only up

to 3 [BLAiR and VERMoNT-SALAs 1967: 611. Mopan and Lacand6n also retain the in-

digenous numerals only up to 3. Chontal and Chorti use their indigenous numerals

up to 5, with subsequent numbers borrowed from Spanish. In general, when
languages come into contact, the culturally prestigious language tends to influence

other less prestigious ones. In Middle America Spanish, as the prestige language,

has affected the indigenous languages, with the result that their higher numerals are

readily replaced by Spanish ones, whereas their native number words up to 4 or 5

are retained. Taking this fact into consideration, we may say that the numerals up

to 4 or 5 are basic and resist change. They are not affected even in situations of in-

tense cultural contact, whereas the higher numbers are eminently borrowable.

    In Middle America we can observe not only languages whose indigenous

numeral systems are totally replaced by the Spanish one, but also languages in

which it is not the numerals themselves but the formation principles that are bor-

rowed. For example, the numeral words of Huastec, a Mayan language, are common

to its family, although Huastec is geographically separated from the other Mayan

languages. However, the formation of Huastec numerals from 10 up is 10+U,

which is different from the formation U+ 10 found in its Mayan relatives. This for-

mation is the same as that of neighboring languages such as Otomi and Totonac.

Since Huastec's numeral words are Mayan but the formation of those words is more

like that of neighboring languages, we are led to attribute Huastec's formation

techniques to borrowing in a language contact situation.

   The Mayan languages Huastec and Chicomuceltec are separated geographical-

ly, but are very close linguistically, being grouped together for classification pur-

poses. However, the formation of number words up to 15 in Chicomuceltec is the

same as that of Highland Maya, that is, U+10. 0n the other hand, the Huastec .

formation method is 10+U, which is the same as that of the neighboring languages

and must be due to language contact. The formation from 15 up in Chicomuceltec

is rather' peculiar. Sixteen is 5+10+1 and 17 is 5+10+2 and the like; this forma-
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tion is unknown in other Mayan languages. If we regard 5+10 as a base 15, then

16 is 15+1, and 17 is 15+2. Chicomuceltec's formation of those numbers follows

the same system as Mixe-Zoquean and Otomanguean. One hypothesis is that
Chicomuceltec conserves some ancient method, but this cannot be supported by the

data available. Rather, Chicomuceltec appears to be borrowing from a neighbpr-

ing language, Chiapane.c, whose fdrmation from 10 up is quinary, for the following

reasons: 1) other Mayan languages do not have such forms, 2) neighboring
Chiapahec and Zoque both have a method similar to 15 + 1 for 16, 3) the formation

above 20 is undercounting, and 4) the numbers from 100 up are fOrmed from the

base 100. It is revealing, furthermore, to make mention of Chicomuceltec's two

distinct formations for the numbers between 11 to 15 and 16 to 19. The numbers

from 11 to 15 are U+B, for example, ju'niloju, 1+ 10, for 11, while the numbers

from 16 to 19 are B+U, for example, o la teeu namjun, 5+10+1,･for 16. The

former method is the same as the Mayan one; the latter is the same as southern

Otomanguean whose numbers from 15 up are formed from the base 15 plus the

units (B+U). Chicomuceltec has obviously borrowed foreign formation principles

for its numbers from 16 to 19.

   In Otomanguean we also observe borrowing of formation principles.
Southern Otomanguean languages are decimal up to 10 and then quinary from 10 to

20. However, each numeral word in these languages is too difurent from those in

related languages for correspondences to be identified.

   An interesting ,example of neighboring language influence is provided by

Tlapanec and Subtiaba. Tlapanec is spoken in Guerrero, Mexico, and Subtiaba,

now extinct, was spoken in Nicaragua. Both languages are geographically
separated but show very close similarity linguistically. If the numeral systems of

both languages are compared, the numerals from 1 to 6 and 10 correspond very

well. However, 16 and 17 are 10+6 and 10+7 in Subtiaba, but in Tlapanec 17 is

10+5+2 and 19 is 10+5+4. The latter formation is similar to that of Tlapanec's

neighbors such as Mixtec and Zapotec. Since the morpheme for 6 is the same in

both languages, Tlapanec might have had the same construction as Subtiaba up to

20. Conversely, it is possible 'that Subtiaba replaced its system with the decimal

one. Since data on these languages are scarce, the issue is diMcult to resolve, but it

is more economical to suppose that Tlapanec changed its system under the influence

of neighboring languages, because the. situation here is the same as is seen in

Chicomuceltec.

   As is shown above, there is conclusive evidence that the fQrmation principle or

syntax of number words has been borrowed in many instances in Uto-Aztecan,

while native number morphemes have been retained., The conformity of number

word formation observed in Uto-Aztecan may also be analyzed as being the result

                                 'ofborrowing. - ' '･
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4.3.2. 0tomanguean

    We begin with a look at the formation of the numbers up to 10. In Chichimec

and Otopamean, 9 is expressed by back-counting. Chichimec ndnt'd pdmof (9)

means " one more" according to Angulo [ANGuLo 1932]. The morphemes compos-

'ing the word for 9 are of interest-. Suppose the morphemes for 1 and 10 are

represented by 1 and 10 and an unidentified morpheme is symbolized as X. Nine is

then represented as follows: ,
    1 ･X : Chichimec, Pame, Ocuiltec

    X･ 10: Matlatzinca, Tlapanec

    Since 9 is formed as 1 ･X or X･ 10, the meaning seems to be something like "one

short of 10" or "one more until 10." In Database 2 all these types of forms are

analyzed as /-1+10/. However, the expression /-1+10/ also includes different

formations, as is seen in Database 2. Chichimec and Pame have the sam,e
/- 1 + 10/ formation. They are close not only linguistically but also geographical-

ly. However, Pame's Acapulco dialect word for 9, tenspnta, cannot be analyzed as

/-1+ 10/. In Ocuiltec 1 is mbla, 9 is mbta-tylaht'a, and 10 is mbtaht'a; 9 has been

analyzed as /1･X/ since it probably has the meaning "one short of 10."

    Some northern Otomanguean languages have quinary systems. When the
Otomi and Mazahua words from 1 to 5 are compared with the ones from 6 to 10,

the relatedness of the two groups becomes apparent. The morphemes from 1 to 5

also appear in the coeMcients attached to 20.

Otomi:

 1 n'da
 2 yoho
 3 hyn
 4 goho
 5 ki-t'a
Mazahua:

 1 daha
 2 yehe
 3 efihij

 4 zioho
 5 zi-cha

6

7

8

9

10

6

7

8

9

10

`da-to

yo-to

hya-to

gi-to

`dee-t'a

1×20 `do-te

2×20 yo-te

3×20 hya-te

4×20 goho-'do-te

na-n-tto 1×20

ye-n-cho 2×20

fii-n-cho 3×20

zi-n-cho 4×20

de-cha 5×20

 yho-tte

 yhe-che

 fihi-che

' zhi-che

 zhichi-che

From the coeMcients prefixed to 20 and the formation of numbers from 6 up we can

deduce that the latter are formed from to, tto/cho representing 5 affixed to the

numbers from 1 to 4; the formation method, of course, is consistent with a quinary

system.

   Based on this analysis, we can extract tho, do, which seem to be of the same

origin as to, tto/cho, from the data on Matlatzinca and Ocuiltec.
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Matlatzinca:

 1 huera-hui/n-da-wi

 2 no-hui/te-no-wi

 3 in-yuu/rogu

 4 cunno-hui/rokulho-wi

 5 in-cu-tha/roku-t'a

Ocuiltec:

 l mbla 6
2mno 7
 3 phyu 8
 4 gunhno 9
 5 kwi-t'a 10

6

7

8

9

10

mbla-n-do-ho

mnyeh-n-do-ho

mnyeh-n-guhno

mbla-ty-lah-t'a

mblah-t'a

daha-tho-hui/n-da-to-wi

ne-tho-hui/ne-to-wi

nen-cuno-hui/nen-kunho-wi

muratan-daha-tha/murata-n-da-t'a

daha-tha/n-da-t'a

 1+5
 2+5
 2×4
=1+10
  1･10

 1+5
 2+5
 2×4

-1+10
  1･10

However, tho and do are found only in 6,7and 10. The formations for8 and9are

different. Eight is formed by multiplication and 9 is counted backward from 10,

methods reminiscent of those of Tarahumara and Eudeve. Since Matlatzinca and

Ocuiltec 10 is regarded as /1･10/, the word for 5, which has the same morpheme

(tha/t'a) found in 10, would seem to have the meaning, "half of 10."

   These languages are regarded as quinary and the numerals from 6 to 9 are ex-

pressed by the formula {Ni-4} + Bi (5'). Structurally, the unjts precede the base

(U+B), but Pame has the reverse order, base before units (B+U).

Pame:
1

2

3

4

5

'na/nada
til'

hniv'

pye
guthpnt

6

7

8

9

10

tik'-yent

tik-ti

tig-nyiu

na-vhwe

sthU

 5+1
 5+2
 5+3
-1+10

tig- in 8 seems to be a voiced form of the terminal k of tik-, resulting from the in-

fluence of the following n. yent and nyi'u found in 6 and 8 are different from the mor-

phemes for 1 and 3, but ti'postfixed to tik- for 7 is the same as 2. We may conclude,

then, that tik represents 5. Classical Nahuatl offers a typical example of the mor-

pheme for 5 differing from the affixed morpheme for 5 in the composed numbers

from 6 up. Its affixed morpheme is 6ildW)-, which probably has the same origin tik

has.

   It is difficult to identify the morpheme for 5 in other dialects of Pame. Based

on the number formation observed in Pame, however, it seems likely that
Chichimec has ta-/tsa- or sa- for 5 with its formation being identical to that of

Pame.
   As indicated above, there is ample evidence that the northern Otomanguean

languages are quinary. However, they are divided into two subsystems in terms of

their structural order, base(5)-unit or unit-base. Pame has the order base-unit. Its
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system is very similar to that of Nahuatl; moreover, its base seems to have the same

origin.

   Although we have labelled northerri Otomanguan languages as quinary, we are

able to make this determination only through in-depth analysis of their number

systems as a whole; it is very likely, however, that speakers of these languages actual-

ly regard their systems as decimal. In Otomi, for example, the numeral words from

10 up are formed from the base 10 ('dzeV and the numbers from 1 to 9 by means of

a conjunction, ma. The formation ofthe numbers from 16 to 19 is the same as that

from 11 to 15. 0n the other hand, the numbers from 6 to 9 can be analyzed as

5+1, 5+2, 5+3, 5+4, and in none of these does the conjunction ma occur, since

the morphemes are so tightly fused. Mazahua and Ocuiltec, on the contrary, use a

conjunction -n- even in their numbers from 6 to 9; it may well be the same mor-

pheme as the -en- which occurs in the numbers from 10 to 19 in Mazahua. Thus, it

can be said that Mazahua conserves the quinary system more clearly; however, its

numbers from 10 up are formed from repetitions of 1 to 9 in addition to the base 10,

leading us to conclude that speakers seem to believe that they are using the decimal,

rather than the quinary, system.

    Languages below Ixcatec in my classification table display no vestiges of the

quinary system in their numbers up to 10 (See Table 1 in Chapter '1); numbers from

10 up, however, do show signs of the quinary system. Moreover, 15 is not a com-

bination of 10 and 5 in these languages but is instead a unique term. This is a

remarkable difference between northern and southern Otomanguean, since in the

northern languages 15 is composed of'10 and 5, and the numbers from 15 up are

formed by adding 1, 2, etc., to that base (10+5), while in the southern languages

the numbers from 15 up are formed from the new base 15. 0tomanguean can be

divided into northern and southern sections, then, on the basis of numeral forma-

tion. The typological study of word order undertaken in the next chapter also sup-

ports dividing Otomanguean languages into two major northern and southern

subgroups. However, Chinantec has no vestige of the quinary system; its numeral

system is decimal below 20. Chinantec therefore seeMs to occupy an independent

position within the southern group. It is interesting to note that Subtiaba, situated

far south in Nicaragua, is also decimal below 20. 0n the other hand, Chiapanec,

geographically separated from the Oaxacan southern group to which it belongs, has

the same 'system as its linguistic athliate, namely quinary between 10 and 20,

although the numeral words are not close genetically speaking.

    The northern Otomanguean languages are quinary up to 20, but 15 and 16 are

expressed as 10+5 and 10+5+1. The digits from 11 to 19 are the same as those

from 1 to 9 and should therefore be regarded as decimal. The dialects of Pame

show no evidence of a quinary system up to 9, perhaps as a consequence of

phonological change. As phonological change progresses, the words become
unanalyzable' and eventually the system may begin to look decimal. Once words

which were formerly compound become shortened due to phonological change, it is

diMcult ･to observe evidence of the quinary system, so that eventually we may come
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to regard the system as a decimal oBe. If we assume that Chinantec underwent the

same process as Pame did, its peculiarity would be accounted for, and we may say

that the Otomanguean languages were almost all quinary. Nevertheless, it would

be premature to deny the possibility that the decimal system became quinary be-

tween 10 and 20 due to linguistic innovation, as is seen in Tlapanec. With this

assumption it could be said that only Chinantec had not undergone the innovation

shared by its Otomanguean reatives.

   Looking at Otomanguean's numeral formation above 20, we note that it is fun-

damentally vigesimal. Representing the base 20 as B (20), the numerals are ex-

pressed as follows:

  {N,.,,} × B (20) + {N,.,g}

   CoeMcients occur before the base and smaller units after the base. However,

Amuzgo forms the interval numbers from 20 up according to the quinary method.

Assuming that frequency in the use of numerals up to 10 is different from the fre-

quency of the ones above 20, and that words in heavy use tend to be worn down by

phonological changes while those in light use tend to be conserved, we might hope

to see that Amuzgo has retained the quinary system in its numerals above 20.

When we examine the numbers from 6 to 9, theY appear to be composite words and

hence are good candidates for having been formed by the quinary method. Since

we cannot obtain data on the interval numbers from 20 up in Trique, Chatino and

other relevant languages, we cannot conclusively determine whether or not there are

other languages having the quinary system; however, it is quite probable that

southern Otomanguean had a quinary systgm up to 20, judging from the Amuzgo

data.

   The Otomanguean numerals from 20 up follow the vigesimal system; most Mid-

dle American languages, however, do not strictly adhere to it until after the base for

                                                      '400, since they use 100 as the base up to 4oo instead. Three cases are observed, as

       '

  1) CoeMcient × base: (Native words are retained but the base number is 100

    rather than 400.) ,    Ur'i Chichimec
    te'e Pame
    5×20 Zapotec,Chinantec
  2) Native words × borrowed words (The borrowed Spanish word for 100 such as
    syeinto3, sizento, syeintui, siento, etc. is used as the base and is combined with

    a natlve coeMcient)

    Otomi, Tlapanec, Ixcatec, Mixtec, Cuicatec, Trique, Chatino

  3) Native systems are retained up to 400:

    Classical Mazahua, Subtiaba, Classical Zapotec

   As can be seen above, all modern Otomanguean languages use 100 as the base

after 100, and many borrow the word for 100 (ciento) from Spanish, with native

words used as coeMcients. Some languages which use 5 × 20 as a base express 100,

200, and 300 by adding their native words 1, 2, and3to that base. The former case
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is an example of the borrowing of the formation principles and the high-base

numbers, with the retention of the basic low numbers. In the latter case only the

formation principles are borrowed from Spanish.

   Strict adherence to vigesimal system up to 400 is observed only in 'the classical

languages. As is demonstrated in the previous section (Database 2), a purely

vigesimal system is found only in Classical Mazahua. In Classical Zapotec the next

base after 20 is not 400 but 100; then 200 and 300 become the bases. This system

does not continue until 1000, since 400 is the next base and 500 and 600 are expressed

by adding 100 and 200 to the base 400. Subtiaba seems to be vigesimal, although

suMcient data to demonstrate this conclusively are lacking. Subtiaba's word for

1000 is expressed as 10 ×5× 20 and 100 is translated as "great ten," so that it ap-

pears to be decimal, or rather to have a mixed system in which 100 is a base.

   As the numerals between 20 and 40 show, Classical Zapotec has three distinct

methods for forming the 5 numbers before the next rank-level. Two of them are

the same as the quinary method in use between 10 and 20. Although technically

classified as quinary, the formations are in fact very rare. In one method 35 is ex-

pressed as 40-5 which then functions as a base to which 1, 2, 3, and 4 are added.

The other method is overcounting: 36, 37, 38, and 39 are expressed by subtracting 4,

3, 2, and 1, respectively, from 40. The third method is decimal counting, according

to which 37 is not 20+15+2, but 20+10+7, for example. The.numerals above 40

are formed by overcounting only.･

   Some interesting formations are observed in dialects of Zapotec. Yatzachi

Zapotec utilizes back-counting for 19 and overcounting for the numbers between 20

and 60; after 60 undercounting is used. Juarez Zapotec seems to be decimal be-

tween 10 and 20; for example, 16 is 10+6 and 18 is 10+8. Seventeen and 19,
however, are unanalyzable. As is noted above, several difllerent methods are in use,

but it is not yet understood how they are derived. For the moment there are no

data to account for the various methods in use in a single system, but it might be

revealing to examine the Zapotec dialects for clues.

.

4.3.3. Mayan

   The Mayan languages resemble one another quite closely in respect to their

numeral systems as well as in their other systems (for example, phonologically), and

it is evident, moreover, that their numerical words are derived from common

roots. However, if we compare the formation principles of their number words,

we immediately notice that it varies from group to group. On the basis of the

numerals from l1 to 19, for example, we can divide the family into three groups.

Huastec has the formation 10+U, whereas the Highland Mayan languages have the

reverse order, U+10. The Lowland Mayan languages have special forms for 11

and 12, contrary to expectation, while the numerals from 13 on pattern after their

Highland Mayan counterparts. These differences are shown in Map 10.

   ,The word for 11 in Lowland Mayan languages is reconstructed as *buluk.
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However, three languages do not conform to the reconstruction, Tojolabal with

hulub, Chuj with huSlu6 and Chol with hunluhun. The Tojolabal and Chuj words

are very similar to buluk (in the porthern dialects) or bulub (in the southern

dialects), but since b corresponds not to h but to b, we cannot relate hulub or huSlub

directly to bulub. It is conceivable that hutub is a special form of bulub resulting

from a process somewhat different from a common change, but it is also possible

that hun-luhun and bulub merged, giving a new word, hulub, since 11 is hunluhun

in Chol. The different formation structure observed in Huastec may be due to the

influence of neighboring languages such as Otomi and Totonac, which have the

same 10+U order. Chicomuceltec numerals support this analysis, as is shown in

Section 4.3.1.

    Let us now go on to consider the formations for numbers above 20. There are

two distinct types of counting methods, undercounting where 38, for example, is ex-

pressed as "20+18," and overcounting where 38 is analyzed as "18 toward 40."

These methods are shown in Map 11.

   Overcounting is observed in every Lowland Mayan language having numerals

above 20, and is also found in some Highland Mayan languages. What is most in-

teresting is that Classical Quiche and Classical Cakchiquel had an overcounting

method, while modern Quiche and Cakchiquel have an undercounting method;

moreover, the Classical Quiche and Cakchiquel numerals from 40 up are formed by

overcounting. In Ixil and Classical Mam the numerals from 40 up are also formed

by overcounting. We may suppose that the old method was retained in the com-

paratively less used forms, in this case, the higher numbers; or, to put it another

way, the last words to be affected are the less frequently used ones. It is likely that

overcounting was in use from ancient times. In fact, we observe overcounting in

use during the Classic perjod when the ancient Maya were developing their writing

system to full extent. For example, the so-called Giant Ahau Glyph altars found in

Caracol, Belize, record the preceding 20 years in terms of the terminal day, the

Ahau, of the 20 year period Katun. In other words, the 20-year Katun period is

referred to in terms of its final day, the Ahau. This can be considered a kind of

overcounting. The earliest known monument is Altar 4, which marks the date

9.3.0.0.0 (495 A.D.) [BEETz and SATTERTHwAiTE 1981]. A method like this was in

frequent use in the later period; it is called "Short Count" in the literature, and is

also found in the books called Chilam Balam written in the Colonial period.

Therefore a counting method much like overcounting came into use by at least the

5th century A.D. Cakchiquel replaced overcounting with undercounting after the

grammars which Brinton cites were written in 1692 and 1753 fBRiNToN 1894]. It is

certain that Quiche replaced its old system with a new one in comparatively recent

times, that is, after Brasseur de Bourbourg wrote his 1862 grammar. Moreover,

Yucatec also replaced its overcounting method with undercounting. Overcounting

was used in Beltran's time (1746), but in the 20th century it seems to have gone out

of use; L6pez Otero [1914] only cited Beltran's numerals without adding his own

observations, and Alfred Tozzer's grammar (1921) shows numerals forrned by
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undercounting only. The replacement must have occurred after the end of the 18th

century.

    The words for 20 are divided into 4 types, winaq, k'a4 tab, and may, respective-

ly (Map 12).

    The distribution of these 4 types almost completely overlaps with differences in

the number words between 21 and 40, with a few notable exceptions. Kekchi

replaces may with k'al beyond 21. Tzeltal and Tzotzil use the tab type word for

twenty, after which winik is used. In Tojolabal 20 is expressed by tahab, winik and

tak'in; from 21 up only does winik serve as the base. The most unusual case is Seen

in Jacaltec, where 20 is k'al and then up to 40 winax is used; upward from 40 k'al is

again used up to until 60, winex appears up to 80 and finally k'al reappears up to

99. Thus k'al and winex alternate. Either the k'al or winaq type is typically used

after 21, but in Pocomchi k'al and winaq are used alternately in every 20th interval

as in Jacaltec (Maps 13, 14, 15, and 16).

   The word for 80 is mub' or mue' in Mam, Ixil and the Quiche group. In-

terestingly, mub' or mue' is used differently depending on whether the language in

question uses undercounting or overcounting. In Mam and Ixil mue' becomes the

base between 61 and 80 (overcounting), whereas in the Quiche group mub' is used as

the base between 80 and 99 (undercounting). In Classical Quiche and Cakchiquel

mub' was also used from 61 to 80 (overcounting), while in modern Quiche and

Cakchiquel mub' is used for the numerals from 80 to 99 (undercounting). It is

clear, then, that the formation principle of the number words is more revealing than

the individual words themSelves and this is the reason we have analyzed numeral for-

mations rather than numeral words per se.

   We have noted above that undercounting began to come into use after the 19th

century. Since Tzutujil is closely related to Quiche and Cakchiquel, it is probable

that Tzutujil also originally had the overcounting method. We can surmise that the

innovation replacing overcounting with undercounting may have emanated from

Mam or Ixil.

   mub' was used for 400, which was referred to as 5 × mub' in Classical Quiche

and Cakchiquel. k'al and tuk were also used for the numbers multiplied by 5 as is

shown below.

o-k'al = 5 × 20 = 100

o-tuk =5×40=200
o-mu6' = 5 × 80 = 400

Classical Mam

o-kal

o-chuk

o-mucx
[THoMAs 1897-8: 903]

Classical Quiche

o-qal

o-tuk

o-much
[THoMAs: 896-898]

Classical Cakchiquel

oqal (o-k'al)

o-tuc

'omuqh (o-much')

[BRiNToN 1884: 408]

However, tuk was not itself used as the number 40; it served only as the multipli-

cand of 5 in certain formations. tuk is also used in Kekchi as part of the numbers

for 600 and 1000. Forty shows up as a base in non-Mayan Lenca and Paya as well.
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4.3.4. ･ Mixe-Zoquean

   The Mixe-Zoquean numeral system is quinary as far as 20, but in many Mixe-

Zoquean languages the numbers from 6 to 9 seem to be formed on the base 6.

Copainala Zoque:

   1-5 6-10 (-a'y)
l tumi tuht-a'y
2 meca ku'y-a'y
3 tuk-a'y tuku-tuht-a'y
4 mak-g-ku'y mak-s-tuht-a'y

5 mohs-a'y mahk-a'y '

Totontepec Mixe:

    1-5 6-10
l to'k toht-ik
2 .mehck vug-toht-ik
3 to:hk to-doht-ik
4 mak-ta:gk taS-toht-ik

5 mug-o:s'k mahk

11-15 (-a'y)

mak-tum-a'y

mak-wis-tihk-a'y

mak-tuk-a'y '

mak-mak-tasku'y

mak-yiht-a'y

11-15

mak-to'k
mak-mehck'

mak-to:hk

mak-mahkc

mak-mokg

16-20 (yit-ko-)

yit-ko-tumi

yit-ko-meca

yit-ko-tuk-a'y

yit-ko-mak-g-ku'y

ips

16-20

mak-toht

mak-ug-toht

mak-to-doht

mak-tag-t'oht

i:'pg

21-1OO (-ips)

wis-tihk-

tuk-

mak-tahs-

mohs-

21-1oo (-i:'pg)

vihg-tk-

to:g-

mahk-t-

mok-

   In Copainala Zoque 8 and 9 are 3 +6 and 4+6. The same formation is observed

in Totontepec Mixe, but it begins with 7, that is, 2+6. The math involved in these

formations does not agree with the sums. However, Colonial･ Mixe and
Tlahuitoltepec Mixe have the following structure.- If tuuc/tuhk is regarded as 5',

the formation is in conformity with the math involved.

   ColonialMixe Tlahuitoltepec'Mixe

6 tu-duuc tu-tuhk
7 huex-tuuc wAg-tuhk
8' tuc-tuuc tuk-tuhk

9 tax-tuuc tog-tuhk

Forms like these seem to be original, and,it is probable that due to some heretofore

undetected reasons the numbers from 7 to 9 came to be formed on the base 6. The

rare phenomenon of the intrusion of the morpheme for 6 into the constituents of

the numbers from 7 to 9 is observed not only in Zoque and Totontepec Mixe, but

also in Sayula Popoluca. The Oluta numerals from 6 to 9 demonstrate additional

restructuring: 6 (tuhtuhko) = 1 +5 (tu'k-tuhko), 7 (hugtukuhtuhko) = 2+3 +5 (hug-

tukuh-tuhko), 8 (tukutuhko)= 3+5 (tuku-tuhko), 9 (ta:stutuhko)=4+1+5 (ta:s-

tu-tuhko). As is seen above, the number words in many languages do not add up,

so to speak, and this phenomenon may have arisen before the languages split into

the various groups. However, if it occurred in the common Mixe-Zoquean
Ianguage, the forms of Colonial Mixe and Tlahuiltoltepec Mixe are impossible to in-
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terpret. If, on the other hand, the change occurred after the split of Mixean and

Zoquean, it is diMcult to explain how it came to appear in geographically separated

languages. Six becomes a base for the numbers from 7 up found in Miskitu, but

the formation is in the reverse order, 7=6+1, 8=6+2. Yaqui and Mayo are other

languages in which simple calculation does not apply to the formation, but in their

case this happens only with 7. Although it is not impossible for such a

phenomenon to occur independently many times, it is diMcult to discover the

motivations fOr it.

   The Mixe-Zoquean numerals above 20 are vigesimal, but this holds true only as

far as 99. The numerals above 100 are formed. from a new base, 100. This in-

novated formation, however, is a relatively recent occurrence, since Colonial Mixe

retained its vigesimal system. Although all the numerals above 100 are formed on

the base 100, there are a variety of distinct formations found in the individual

languages. In Zoque, 100, 200 and 300 are expressed as 5×20,'10×20, and

15×20, respectively, and the interval, numbers are formed according to the
vigesimal method. The vigesimal counting method is not strictly followed, so that

forms such as 6× 20, 7× 20, and so forth do not exist. Instead, only the multiples

of 100, such as 5×20, 10×20 and 15×20, conServe the vigesimal method. A new
word is introduced for 400, the next base after 20 in the vigesim'al system. The
Popolucan group, recently renamed Veracruz Mixe and Veracruz Zoque, uses the

word mun for 100 instead of 400. Mixe, on the other hand, expresses 100 as 5×20

and uses it as a base for the numbers above 100. These terms are borrowed from

the Spanish numeral system, but only the principle of formation has been bor-

rowed, with the native number words retained. Moreover, the degree of borrowing

varies from language to language.

4.3.5. 0ther Languages

   Data on Cuitlatec are contradictory; Leon [1903] describes its system as

decimal while Escalante [1962] claims it is vigesimal. Since it is unclear which

source is the more reliable, I shall omit Cuitlatec from this study.

   Seri is decimal but the constituents of 7 and 8 contain 2 and 3, respectively,

followed by the same morpheme, wkwi, (presumably meaning 5), so that they seem

to be analyzable as 2+5 and 3+5, respectively. Nine is evidently formed by back-

counting, since the morpheme k'dn+ designating 10 is attached. The smaller units

(addends) follow the larger units and the coeMcients (multipliers) also occur after

the base. This order is rare for Middle America, but is seen in some southern

languages, such as Chibchan,and Misumalpan.

   In Tarascan we find vestiges of the quinary system in the numbers 7, 8, and 9,

but the numerals up to 20 are decimal, with those above 20 again vigesimal. The

data available indicate that the smaller addend Precedes the larger one beyond 20 in

numerals, making this a rare formation. In Classical Tarasco, however, the larger

addend precedes the smaller, the standard order for Middle America.
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   Totonac and Tepehua are decimal up to 20, and from 20 up become

vigesimal. The numerals above 100 are formed on a new base, 5×20, so that the

vigesimal system is not retained throughout. Among the Totonacan languages,

Xicotepec Totonac uses cien, a borrowing from Spanish, for 100 [REiD and BisHop

1974: 415]. The treatment obviously varies from dialect to dialect.

   In Huave the forms of the number words from 1 to 3 change according to the

classes of the nouns they modify. The nouns are classified intb 6 types, rectangular

objects, round or square objects, long and slender objects, times, years, and days'.

But from 4 on, the forms ofthe numbers do not change. The numbers up to 20 are

essentially decimal and from 20 to 99 vigesimal. The numbers from 100 up are

formed on a new base, 100, which is expressed as 5 × 20.

   0axaca Chontal is decimal below 20, but the forms of the numbers from 2 to 7

in Lowland Chontal (Huamelultec) and from 2 to 5 in Highland Chontal (Te-

quistlatec) change slightly according to whether they are used with animate or

measure nouns. The numerals from 20 to 99 are formed by the vigesimal method,

but the numbers above 100 are formed either on the new base of 100 or from the

vigesimal form 5 × 20. As a result, it is not clear whether the intervals are counted

according to the vigesimal method or whether the next base is 10 × 20.

    Xinca seems to be decimal up to 20 but its method above 20 is not clear due to

lack of data. The structure is base 10 + U.

    Lenca is vigesimal up to 20 and the numerals from 20 to 40 are formed on base

20. Forty becomes the next base for the numbers after 40. A similar formation is

found in Paya, but this language seems to be decimal, because 20 and 30 are 2? × 10

and 3 × ?, respectively (the morphemes for 2 and for 10 are questionable).

    In old documents of Tol we observe the quinary method for the numbers from

6 to 9, but no vestiges of it are apparent in von Hagen's modern data [1941]. The

numerals above 20 are vigesimal, with a B×U order. A genetic relationship be--

tween Oaxaca Chontal and Tol has been claimed, but is not supported on the basis

of their two distinct numeral formatjons, since Oaxaca Chontal has the order

U×B, while Tol has B×U, the more common order in the southern languages.･
    Miskitu is fundamentally vigesimal, but interesting methods are observed in its

formation of the numbers up to 10. Four is formed by double-counting. Seven, 8,

and 9 are formed by adding 1, 2, and 3 to 6, respectively. According to Conzemius,

'matlatkahbi for the number 6 is composed of mata "hand," lal "head" and kahbaya

"lay upon" [CoNzEMius 1929: 81]. One hundred is expressed either as 5×20 or as

andat, a word probably derived from the EngliSh word "hundred." Above 100 the

base word is borrowed, but the coeMcients are indigenous, being postposed to the

base in typical Miskitu formation.

    Sumu is vigesimal too, but the numbers from 6 up are formed according to the

quinary system, by adding 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the base 5. The numerals above 100 are

formed from andat, probably from the English "hundred" as in Miskitu.

    Rama is quinary up to 20, but the formation is somewhat peculiar. The bases

10 and 15 are expressed as 5'×2 and 5'×3, respectively. Data on the numbers
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from 20 up are scanty, but it seems likely that the order is B × U+U, as is attested in

other neighboring languages.

   Guaymi is decimal up to 20 and then becomes vigesimal. Teribe and Bribri are

decimal, but Chirip6 and Cuna are vigesimal. The order of the formation is base-

coeMcient (B × U).

4.4. Summary

   Numeral systems of native Middle AmeriCan languages show an enormous
variety ofways of forming number words. But the fundamental methods ofcount-

ing are limited to quinary, decimal and vigesimal. However, it is possible that there

is no language in existence which has a purely vigesimal system requiring nineteen

different numerals. So-called vigesimal systems generally use the decimal method

below 20, and very few languages possess only one system throughout. Therefore,

terms such as quinary and decimal should be limited to the numbers below 20 and

vigesimal applied only to those above 20. As a result, I separately discussed the

numeral systems below 10, from 10 to 20, and above 20. In this chapter I have

focused on the analysis of structural features, although the comparison of number

word vocabulary would also make an interesting study.

   As a rule, numeral words are formed from combinations of U and B, such as

U × B+U, B × U+U, U+U× B, ,and U+B × U with the symbols U and B denoting
the numerals thqt correspond to the unit- or digit-numbers and the base or rank

words, respectively. For example, the number 33 is written as 3×10+3; both
tokens of 3 are U and 10 is B.

   For the numbers below 10, there are two systems in use, quinary and decimal.

Quinary systems are seen in southern Uto-Aztecan, Tarascan, northern
Otomanguean, Mixe-Zoquean, Sumu, Rama, and Cabecar (Map 6). Miskitu has a

rare system based on 6 for the numbers from 6 to 9, with a numeral formation

similar to that of the Mixe-Zoquean languages, whose formation from 7 to 9 is ir-

regular (with the 'exception of Tlahuitoltepec and Colonial Mixe). Miskitu's

seemingly irregular system may be based on the quinary system, since the Mixe-

Zoquean group is claimed to have originally had a quinary system and Miskitu's

relative, Sumu, also has a quinary system. Additional means for forming numbers

below 10 are subtraction, used in the formation of 9, and the multiplicative or

duplicative method, used for 4 and 8 in the northern part of Middle America.

   For the numerals from 10 to 20, additive constructions with a base of 10 are

common, but both orders, U+B and B+U, are attested. The former is seen in

Mayan, and the latter in other languages. However, Huastec, a Mayan language,

has B+U order (Map 10), which must have been borrowed from its neighboring

languages, such as Totonacan or Otomian. The difference in formation of the

number words 11 and 12 divides the Mayan languages into the Lowland and

Highland subgroupings. Numeral systems of the southern Otomanguean
languages are purely decimal below 10, but follow the quinary method from 10 to
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20 and proceed by twenties from 20 tO 100. Some northern Otomanguean
languages, however, display traees of the quinary method in their numbers below

10. The Tlapanec number sequence from 11 through 19 follows the southern

Otomanguean pattern, although genetically related Subtiaba has the decimal

method below 20. Therefore, we might conclude that the mixed quinary-decimal

system in Tlapanec might have been the result of borrowing from neighboring

languages (Map 7).

   Turning to the numbers from 20 up, we find pure decimal systems in Seri, north-

ern Uto-Aztecan languages, and some Chibchan languages. Other languages have

vigesimal systems, in which additive constructions with a preceding rank (under-

counting) are common, while additive constructions with a succeeding rank (over-

counting) are confined to the Mayan group (excluding some Highland Mayan

languages which have undercounting methods) and Yatzachi Zapotec (Map 8).

The Mayan languages display an interesting variety of formations; undercounting

and overcounting are distinguished geographically (Map 11). Mam, Ixil, Classical

Quiche and Classical Cakchiquel form their numerals from 20 to 39 by undercount-

ing and thereafter shift to overcounting. However, modern Cakchiquel and Tzutu-

jil have restructured their system so that they have undercounting throughout.

Such a mixed system of undercounting and overcounting is also seen in the Chol '

data given by Merrifield, but the first half of the interval (from 21 to 29) is counted

by undercounting and the second half (from 30 to 39) by overcounting, the reverse

'order of Mam, Ixi1, Classical Quiche and Classical Cakchiquel. The other sources

on Chol also list overcounting. Overcounting-is common to all the Mayan
languages, except Tojolabal, Tzutujil, and modern Cakchiquel. Classical Cakchi-

quel, however, had overcounting. As a result, it seems safe to conclude that over-

counting is one of the characteristics of Mayan numeral systems but that some of

the Mayan languages have replaced it with undercounting. In this light, Chol may

be regarded as being･at a transitional stage in the substitution of overcounting with

undercounting. The variety of base words in Mayan is also interesting. Base

words for twenties, such as 'k'al, 'winaq, 'tah- or 'may are used differently (Maps

12-16). For example, Jacaltec k'al and winax are used alternately in the sequence

from 20 to 99, so that 20 is k'al but up to 40 winex is used as the base; from 41 to 60

k'al appears again, but is replaced by winex up to 80, with k'al in use again up to

99. It is also interesting to note that Classical Zapotec uses a subtractive method

for the 5 numbers below the next rank level. Although the vigesimal system

predominates throughout Middle America, its center is Mesoamerica, whose
numeral systems show a coefficient-base order, while 'the system of the languages

south of Mesoamerica is different in that their coeMcients follow the base (B × U)･

   As shown above in the case of Huastec, borrowings may provide excellent

witness as to past contacts and relationships between or among various languages.

At some point after Spanish contact, almost all the indigeno,us languages began to

utilize the Spanish word for 100 as a base, combining the different systems adeptly.

Spanish borrowings show regional traits (Map 9): some languages borrow only the
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foreign principle of numeral formation; some have borrowed the word for 100 from

Spanish, but have managed to conserve their native words for the coeMcients, such

as Tzutujil xun-sye:nta (1･100). In some languages the word for 100 is formed

from 5 × 20 as a new base but the native interval numbers between the hundreds are

conserved, so that only the counting method by hundreds is borrowed. Obviously,

this phenomenon demonstrates that the borrowing of formation principles does not

necessarily entail the borrowing ,of lexical items.

   The modern Cakchiquel numeral sequence follows undercounting for the

numbers from 20 up, while Classical Cakchiquel conserves an overcounting

system. Some Highland Mayan languages have a special word, mub' or mue' for

80. It shows up in the numbers from 80 to 99 in modern Cakchiquel, but for the

numbers from 61 to 80 in Classical Cakchiquel, as indicated below:

60

61

80

90

Modern Cakchiquel

og-k'al

og-k'al

     Y)xu-muc
xu-mu6'laxux

Classical Cakchiquel

og-k'al

xun ru-xu-mu6'

xu-mu6'

   This phenomenon provides another excellent example of the borrowing of sole-

ly the principle of word formation. In other words, basic structure alone, without

its surface manifestation, can be borrowed; structural or formal borrowing does oc-

cur.

   The accompanying maps clearly show both diverse and shared traits of Middle

American numeral systems. On the one hand, the diversity can be attributed to the

various methods in use, such as decimal-vigesimal, quinary-vigesimal, decimal-

quinary-vigesimal, and pure decimal. On the other hand, shared counting methods

that extend beyond genetic boundaries are the result of borrowing, as detailed

above.

.





Chapter 5

VVord Order Typology

    Since Greenberg's pioneering work was published [GREENBERG 1966], more

than 1,OOO languages have been examined from a typological standpoint
[MATsuMoTo 1987], but thorough typological studies of Native Middle American

languages have not yet appeared despite the fact that typological data on many of

the languages and some families in Middle America were already in existence.

Therefore, this chapter focuses on the typology of Middle American languages,

specifically word order. Word orders under discussion here have the following

seven parameters; (1) word order of the subject (actor), the object (patient), and the

verb in declarative transitive sentences; (2) word order of adpositions relative to the

head noun, that is, prepositional (Pr) or postpositional (Po) orders; (3) word order

of genitives (G) relative to the head noun (N), that is, G-N/N-G; (4) word order of

adjectives (A) relative to the head noun, that is, A-N/N-A; (5) word order of per-

sonal pronouns or pronominal affixes/clitics (P) relative to the head noun, that is,

P-N/N-P; (6) word order of determiners or demonstratives (D) relative to the head

noun, that is, D-N/N-D; (7) word order of numerals or quantitatives (Q) relative to

the head noun, that is, Q-N/N-Q.

5.1. Linguistic Materials and Their Analysis

   The materials from each language are described according to the order of the

classification presented in Chapter 1 (Table 1). Since the available materials are

relatively limited compared with the phonological systems, data from all the

languages and varieties are not given. In some data sets not every entry is available.

    In the selection of examples, every effort was made to use the unmarked text

style, that is, simpler examples such as sentences or phrases exemplified in a gram-

mar or dictionary (especially in sections specifically treating typological

characteristics, where available); examples from texts were avoided as involving

pragmatic functions such as topic, focus, and new information. The word order

analyzed here can thus be considered the neutral or basic one for the language in

question. However, as Brody demonstrates, basic word order sentences have

different functions in different languages and therefore the notion of basic word

order is not a crosslinguistically uniform concept [BRoDy 1984:711}. Although the

definition of basic S/O/V word order is problematic, some criteria for selecting ex-

amples have been suggested. Durbin arid Ojeda list six such criteria, which'limit ex-

arnples to the following: (1) simple sentences, (2) sentences which are transitive

where both subject and object are marked either by the presence of nouns or in-
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dependent pronouns, (3) sentences whose verbs and nouns are least morphological-'

ly marked for syntactic features such as mood, voice, aspect for verbs, and specifici-

ty and plurality for nouns, (4) sentences which provide a statement or an explana-

tion of an event but are not semantically marked for a specific context such as

topicalization, focus or emphasis, (5) sentences which are not ambiguous outside

their context, or which do not require additional information in order to be disam-

biguated, (6) sentences containing nouns which can reciprocaiiy affect each other,

e.g. Men kill joguars; Jaguars kill men, but not Men bay beans [DuRBiN and
OJEDA 1978: 69]. Brody also provides six selectional criteria; (1) simplicity, (2) least

markedness, (3) reciprocally affecting verb, (4) disambiguation, (5) full nouns for

nominal constituents, and (6) frequency [BRoDy 1984]. In her critical review ofthe

previous studies, England proposes 11 criteria to select example sentences for

establishing basic word order in Mayan languages: (1) the sentence must have a tran-

sitive verb and a subject and object, both expressed as nouns, (2) the sentence is sim-

ple rather than complex, (3) the verb must be indicative, aMrmative, and active, (4)

the sentence should have an interchangeable subject and object, (5) sentences

should not be ambiguous in interpretation of subject and object (this criterion is

questionable, because basic word orders seem in fact to produce some ambiguous

sentences that a different order might be called on to disambiguate), (6) no consti-

tuent is focused, topicalized, or otherwise highlighted, (7) the subject noun is

definite, (8) the subject noun is animate, (9) frequency of natural ocdurrence is not a

requirement for basic word order,,(10) morphological marking may provide
evidence for basic word order, (1 1) elicitation is necessary in addition to analysis of

texts to arrive at conclusions regarding basic word order [ENGLAND 1991]. These

criteria overlap w.ith Durbin and Ojeda's criteria, but there are some notable

diffk:rences. It is important to note that frequency of natural occurrence is not a re-

quirement for basic word order according to England. I utilized typological

descriptions of individual languages where available, but in their absence I attempt-

ed to select examples based on the above criteria.･ However, it should be noted that

in'some cases I had to choose examples which do not meet all the above re-

quirements because ofthe lack of suitable materiais. There was sometimes a dearth

of sentences which have an animate subject but an inanimate object; these sentences

are probably ,most neutral semantically. To compensate for the lack of suitable

materials on certain languages, I took into eonsideration the word order of other

members of their language group as well as other orders such as Po/Pr and GN/NG

jn an effort to establish basic word order. In some languages where both SVO and

VOS are permissible, for example, it is diMcult to decide which is more relevant for

basic word order. When it is not clear whether or not both orders are basically

equivalent as regards function and form, or in cases where both orders are claimed

to be basically equivalent, I adopt both orders for the purpose of analysis. With

regard to basic word order, the animacy hierarchy may be an important factor in

word order, but its precise role is not clearly defined in the materials, except for

such languages as Huastec, Tenejapa Tzeltal and Tlapanec. The hierarchy is
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presumably irrelevant to other languages, since only for Yucatec is it explicitly

reported that marking for tense, number, person, animate, inanimate, or human

does not seem to affect basic word order [DuRBiN and OJEDA 1978: 71].
(See Database 3)

5.2. Language Types and Language Classification

   I･summarize the materials given in the previous section (Database 3) in Table

29, in which certain trends are readily identifiable, for example, that S/O/V order is

divergent even in the same family, while, other word order patterns are relatively

stable. Based on prepositions and postpositions, for example, we may call the Uto-

Aztecan and Mixe-Zoquean postpositional languages, and the Mayan and
Otomanguean prepositional languages. I will discuss here language classification

from a typological point of view.

   Proto-Uto-Aztecan seems to have had the word order patterns SOV, Po, GN,

AN, DN, and QN. Languages conserving these orders are Pima Bajo,
Tarahumara, Yaqui and Mayo. With the change of S/O/V order, the order GN

changed to NG in Nahuan. In conformity with the change from GN to NG, AN

became NA in the Central Mexican Highlands, while the languages in other regions

retained the AN order. Some scholars claim that the Uto-Aztecan languages in

Middle America belong to the southern Uto-Aztecan group [cf. MiLLER 1984], but

Table 29 suggests that they should inst'ead be classified into two groups, Sonoran

and Aztecan. Among the Sonoran languages, Cora and Huichol are genetically

close, but their orders of S/O/V, GN/NG, and AN/NA are different. Cora has

VSO, GN/N-ra G, while Huichol has SVO, GN-ya, NA. Yaqui and Mayo share
the same type and thus may be grouped into a single subgroup.

   Cuitlatec is extinct, with limited descriptive materials. Based on the data

available, Cuitlatec has SVO, Pr, NG, AN, NP, and DN. The only head-modifier

order is NP.

   Tarascan is a postpositional language. It has SVO, NA, DN, and QN, but

other categories permit both possibilities, GN & NG, PN & NP. I propose that

proto-Tarascan was a modifier-head language having such orders as GN and PN,

but it now,allows both orders, perhaps under the influence of Otomanguean

languages.

   Totonac is a prepositional, SVO language, and has AN, PN, DN, and QN;

however, the order in genitive constructions is NG, the most common one among

Middle Am'erican languages.

   Oaxaca Chontal (Tequistlatec and Huamelultec, spoken in southeastern

Oaxaca), Tol (also called Jicaque, spoken in Honduras), Tlapanec (spoken in

Guerrero), Subtiaba (formerly spoken in Nicaragua), and Seri (spoken in Sonora)

have been classified together as Hokan, although they are geographically

separated. Opinions regarding this controversial classification abound, so at this

point I would like briefly to review its history and also to address the grouping in

light of the findings of my own typological study [cf. OLTRoGGE 1977].
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Table 29. Distribution of word order types

s/o/v Pr/Po GN/NG AN/NA PN/NP DNIND QNINQ
 [2] Papago

 [3] Pima Bajo

 [4] Northern Tepehuan

 [5] Southern Tepehuan

 [6] Tarahumara

 [8] Yaqui

 [9] Mayo

[10] Cora

[11] Huichol

[121 Classical Nahuatl

[12] Tezcoco Nahuatl

[12] Tetelcingo Nahuatl

[12I

[12] Huasteca Nahuatl

[13] Michoacan Nahual

[14] Istrno Nahuat

[15] Pipil

D7 Cuitlatec

[20] Seri

[21] Tarasco

[22] Totonac

[241 Chichimec

[25] Pame

[26] Matlatzinca

[27] Ocuiltec

(281 Otomi

[29] Maxahua

[30] Tlapanec

[31] Ixcatec

E32] Popoloc

[33] Chocho

[34] Maxatec'

[35] Amuzgo

[36] Mixtec

[37] Cuicatec

[38] Trique

[39] Zapotec

[40] Chatino

[411 Chinantec

[42] 'Huave

[43] Huamelultec Chontal

[44] Copainala Zoque

(vso)

sov'

vso
･vso

sov
sov
sov
vso
svo
svo/vos
svo
svo

North Puebla Nahuatl SVO/VOS

vso
svo
svo
vos
svo
sov
svo
svo
sov
SVOISOV
vos
svo
vos
vos/svo
vos/vso
vso
vso
svo
svo
vso
vso
svo
vso
vso
vso
vso
svo
vos
vos

[44] Francisco Le6n Zoque SVO

[45] Sierra Popoluca SVO

Po/Pr GN/N-j G

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

GN
GN
GN
GN-la

G-ta N

G-･ta N

GN/N-ra G

GN-ya

Po/Pr GN/NG
Po/Pr NG/N de G

PolPr NG

Po/Pr NG

Po/Pr NG

Po/Pr GN/N de G

.PolPr NG

Po/Pr NG
Pr

Po

Po
Pr

Po

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Po

Po

AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
PN
NA
AN/NA

        NA
        NA
        AN
        AN
        NA
        NA
        AN

NG ANGN NANG-ri/G-ri N NA

NGIN gla G AN

GN NANA DNNG ' AN
        AN
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
G-is N

G-is N

Po/Pr GNING

AN
AN
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
AN
AN
AN
AN/NA
AN

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
DN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
.PN,

NP
PN
PNINP
PN
DN
QN
PN
PN
PN
PNP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
･NP

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
QN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
ND
DN
DN
QN

DN
DN
DN
DN

ND
ND
DND
DND
DND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
(D)ND

DND
DN
DN
DN
'DN

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN

QN
QN

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN

NQ
QN
QN

QN/NQ
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN/NQ
QN
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Table 29-continued.

[46] Sayula Popoluca

I46] Oluta Popoluca

[47] Colonial Mixe

(47] Coatlan Mixe

[47] SJ Paraiso Mixe

[47]

[48] Huastec

[49] Yucatec

[50] Lacand6n

[51] 'Itza

[52] Mopan

[53] Chol

[54] Chontal

[55] Chorti

[56] Tzotzil

[57] Tzeltal

[58] Tojolabal

[59] Chuj

[60] Jacaltec

[62] Acatec

[65] Tectitec

[66] Mam
[67] Aguacatec

[68] Ixi1

[69] Kekchi

[70] Pocomchi

[71] Pocomam
[72] Uspantec
[73] - Nahuala Quiche

[73]

[76] Cakchiquel

[77] Tzutujil

[78] Xinca

[79] Garifuna

D14 Lenca
[80] Tol

[81] Miskitu

[82] Sumu(Ulwa)

[84] Rama

[85] Guatuso

[86] Boruca

[87] Cabecar

[88] Bribri

[89] Terraba

[90] Guaymi

[91] Bocota

[92] Cuna

Tlahuitoltepec Mixe

Totonicapan Quiche

s/o/v Pr/Po GN/NG

Free

svo
vo
vso

vso
vos/vso
ves/svo
vos/svo'

vos/svo
vos
vos
svo
svo
vos
vos/vso
vos
VQS
vso
vos
vos
vso
vso
vso
vos
vos
vos
svo
VOSISVO
vso/svo
svo
vos
vos
vso
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov

Po/Pr GN/NG
Po/Pr GN
Po/Pr GN
Po/Pr GN
Po/Pr GN
Po/Pr GN
Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr･

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr'

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr
Pr,

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po

PolPr NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
N6
NG
NG
NG
･NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
･NG

GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN/NG
GN
GN
GN/G3N

111

AN/NA PN/NP DNIND QN/NQ

AN/NA
AN'

AN
AN/NA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN/NA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN/NA
AN
AN
AN/XNA
AN
AN
AN
AN/NA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN/NA
NA/AN
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA/AN
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN･
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
,PN

PN
NP
PN
PN
PN
NPII
NP/I

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN(D)
DN .
DN(D)

DN
DN
DN(D)
DN(D)

DN
.DN(D)

DN(D)
DN(D)

DN
ND
DN
DN
DN(D)

DN
DN(D)
DN(D)

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN(D)

ND
ND

ND
ND/DN
ND
DN
DN
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
DN

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN-
QN
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
QN
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
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      Daniel G. Brinton proposed a close relationship among Yuman, Seri and

  Oaxaca Chontal in 1892; then Alfred L. Kroeber [1915] proposed a Hokan
  hypothesis which held that these languages belong to one and the same stock. For

 , decades the hypothesis 'was accepted without serious discussion [CAMpBELL 1979:

  918]; however, since the 1950s it has been under debate again, with more views be-

  ing expressed than ever before. For example, Greenberg and Swadesh [1953] claimed

  that Tol, which had been considered to be related to Paya or Chibchan, belongs

  to Hokan. This hypQthesis was readily accepted, despite the fact that it was based

   on the comparison of a mere 68 words. Oltrogge [1977] proposed a genetic relation-

   ship for Tol and Oaxaca Chontal, whiCh he suggested are related to Subtiaba

   besides, so that all three of them appear to belong to Otomanguean.

      On the other hand, TIapanec, spoken in Guerrero, Mexico, and Subtiaba, once

   spoken in Nicaraguq until the beginning of the present century, were claimed to be

   Hokan. This hypothesis has been accepted since the 1920s [LEHMANN 1920; SApiR

   1925]. However, Tlapanec has such Otomanguean characteristics as tones,

   nasalization, and affix constructions, and therefore the opposing opinion, that

   Tlapanec is related to Otomanguean, has become the dominant one [RENscH
   1977]. Subtiaba and Tlapanec have an undeniably close genetic relationship, but it

   i.s still an open question whether or not these two comprise the Supanec family, can

   be included in the OtQmanguean group, or belong to the problematic Hokan stock.

      Seri, located in northern Mexico, is also supposed to belong to the Hokan

   stock, but the more widely held view is that Seri and Oaxaca Chontal are not

   genetically related [TuRNER 1967]. Wjthout consensus for defining the Hokan stock

   in the first place, it is diMcult to judge whether Seri should be classified as such br

   not. If Seri is Hokan, then Tequistlatec is not, and vice versa [TuRNER 1967: 235].

' We might first examine the validity of the Tequistlatecan grouping, which until

   recently included Oaxaca Chontal and Tol. It is doubtful that Tol belongs to the

   Hokan stock, but the claim that Tol and Oaxaca Chontal are genetically related is

   generally accepted; as evidence for it, Campbell and Oltrogge f1980] compare over

   fifty words. However, their correspondences are loose, and the list of words being

   compared is .rather short'to begin with.5) . Accordingly, there is little conclusive

   evidence that Tol and Oaxaca Chontal have a genetic relationship.

      If we broaden our horizons to include grammatical structures, it becomes more

   diMcult to see any relationship between Oaxaca Chontal and Tol. For example, let

   us compare independent 'and possessive pronouns and plural formations. No cor-

   respondences are apparent.

Independent pronouns:

1 sg.

2 sg.

3 sg.

1 pl.

Huamelultec

   iya'

   ima'
   ity6wa

  - iyank'

,Tol

naph

hiph

huph

kuph
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2 pl.

3 pl.

Possessives:

1 sg.

2 sg.

3 sg.

1 pl.

2 pl.

3' pl.

   imank'
   i+tyuwa'

[WATERHousE 1962, 1967]

Huamelultec
   a(y)- ･.

   o-
   i"

   al-

   o+-
   i+-

[WATERHousE 1962, 1967]

Plural formations:

"woman"
"man"
"grandSon"

"brother"

Huamelultec

Singular Plural
akan'6? aka+n'6?
akwe? akU+we?
k6n'i? k6+n'i?

[WATERHousE･ 1962, 1967]

Tol

nun
YUph

[RoycE de DENNis 1982]

Tol

NA-
-y-lhE-

-w-/hU-･

khis

±nun±nu.±-w-/his
his

fDENNis and FLEMiNG 1975]

Singular

kep

yom

Plural

nekep

neyom

tham na-thampan ("my brother,s")
[RoycE de DENNis 1982]

Furthermore, Oaxaca Chontal and Tol are almost each other's
typologically, so that they appear nearly as different as they can be.

   Tequistlatec

       svo
       Pr
       NG
       AN
       PN
       DN
       QN
   UItimately,

however,

Huamelultec

   vos
   Pr
   NG
   AN
   PN
   DN
   QN
data must

Tol

sov
Po

GN
NA
PN
ND
NQ

mirror image

             more be examined if we are to resolve this issue;
        the analysis above makes a proposed genetic relationship between Tol and

Oaxaca Chontal hard to accept. It seems less controversial to separate Tol from

Oaxaca Chontal for the time being.

   Seri is a postpositional, SOV language. GN and PN are head-modifier order,

while NA, ND, and NQ are modifier-head. Typologically Seri is identical to Tol.

We would profit from the comparison of these two languages, but this has not yet

been done. At least we can say that they are very difiierent phonologically.

   Typologically Tlapanec shows Otomanguean characteristics and if we take the

comparative study of words into consideration [RENscH 1977], it should be

classified as Otomanguean. Thus I place Tlapanec between Otopamean and
Popolocan in the classification presented in Table 1 (Chapter 1).

   Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Otomi and Mazahua are typologically different from the

other Otomanguean languages, with NG, AN, PN, DN, QN, and for the most part
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VOS orders (except for SVO in Ocuiltec; Ocuiltec also differs in having both orders

for Q-N). Brinton [1891] was the first to suggest the Otopamean subgrouping,

which is claimed to include Chichimec. However, Chichimec differs from the other

Otomanguean languages in that it is verb-final and postpositional; accordingly, it

must be separated from the Otopamean subgrouping. Nouns in Central Pame are

inflected for number of the noun, number of the possessor, and person of the

possessor, like those in Chichimec [GiBsoN and BARTHoLoMEw 1979], and therefore

it is diMcult to determine basic word order. The Pame described by Manrique

[1967] is South Pame and P/N order seems to be PN, but it is not clear whether

Pame noun inflection is different from that of Chichimec. Both Chichimec and

Pame have NA.
   The languages from Ixcatec to Chinantec in Table 29 show the same pattern of

Pr, NG, NA, NP, ND, and QN, except for some languages which have DND.
Therefore, based on the analysis here, I classify Otomanguean into three major

groups, Chichimec, Otopamean (northern group) and others (southern group).

VSO may be basic, although SVO is reported for. Chocho, Mazatec, and Cuicatec.

   Some scholars classify Huave as Otomanguean ([SwADEsH 1967, RENscH
1973]; cf. [CAMpBELL 1979: 964]), but Huave should be separated from Otoman-

guean on the basis of the comparison of word lists and grammatical structures. Its

separation is also supported from a typological point of view. Huave has SVO, Pr,

NG, AN, PN, DND, and QN, patterns distinctly foreign to Otomanguean.

    In Mixe-Zoquean languages which are postpositional the verb-final word order

is not the basic one. Both Po and Pr are found except in the Zoquean subgroup.

In Zoquean languages genitive-noun constructions are "G-is 3 (the third person

possessive)-N"; the ergative marker -is,is suMxed to the genitive noun. GN

predominates in Mixe-Zoquean on the whole, but both GN and NG are attested for

Sierra Popoluca and Sayula Popoluca. The form 3-NG is a common pattern

amongst Native Middle American languages. Francisco Le6n Zoque, Sayula

Popoluca and Coatlan Mixe have both AN and NA, although one example of NA

for Sayula Popoluca in which a numeral occurs appears to be questionable. When

adjectives occur with numerals, the A/N order may change, as it does in Mam and

Jacaltec, whose adjectives follow the noun when numerals precede it, the reverse of

the order used in the absence of numerals. At any rate, care must be exercised in

the treatment of non-basic sentences.

   The Mayan family almost all shares the same orders, except for S/O/V order.

These are Pr, NG, AN, PN, DN, and QN. The languages having VSO order are

distributed in the western Guatemalan Highlands. All the Mayan languages have

AN, but Itza, Jacaltec, Mam and Pocomchi also have NA. At least the following

languages have double marking in D-N constructions, represented as DN(D) in

Table 29: Yucatec, Itza, Chontal, Chorti, Tzeltal, Tojolabal, Chuj, Aguacatec,

Kekchi, Pocomchi. The first D includes definite articles and the second D
demonstratives or adverb-like particles, such as "here" or "there."

   Xinca is a prepositional language and has a pattern similar to the Mayan one,
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although the languages do not seem to be genetically related. Xinca has NP, in con-

trast to PN in Mayan.

   Garifuna (Black Carib), an Arawakan language, is a VSO language.
Arawakan languages are postpositional, but Garifuna also has a few prepositions

derived from relational nouns. This is a well-known pathway for grammaticaliza-

tion in Middle American･linguistics. Garifuna has the noun orders NG, PN, ND,

and QN. As for A/N, both AN and NA occur. We observe both head-modifier
and modifier-head orders. Irregularity in the positions of rrlodifiers relative to the

noun seems to be a result of Mayan'influence.

   Lenca has SOV, Po, GN, NA, PN, ND, and NQ orders; just as Misumalpan

and Chibchan do. However, Miskitu and Sumu have NP, contrary to PN, and

Guatuso, Boruca and Cuna have DN. Boruca also has the reverse order in Q-N.

Competing word orders are observed in Guatuso (NA/AN), Sumu (ND/DN) and

Terraba (GN/NG).

5.3. Discussion

   In this section I discuss each word order parameter and its interaction with the

other orders.

5.3.1. S/O/V Order

   Subject/verb/object order is less stable than the other word orders. The

reason may be that S and O are not obligatory constituents. That is, the V in many

Middle American languages is not a simple verb but rather verbal complex, with

aMxes marking pronominal subject, object, and other forms, and these in turn

cross-reference the nominal constitutents of S, O, and other forms. In other

words, constituents other than the verb phrase appear non-obligatorily, and this

may account for the comparatively free word order.

   Let us call here the verb with aMxes representing subject, object and other

categories the sentence nucleus (SN). Although it may be technically classified as a

verb, it can function as a sentence in and of itself and is an obligatory, central ele-

ment in a given se'ntenc,e, hence, the sentence nucleus.

   Generally speaking, there are minimally a speaker and hearer(s) in a given

speech act and thus first and second person appear with overwhelming frequency.

In Middle American languages, first and second person are typically expressed as

aMxes or clitics on the verb; accordingly, this sentence nucleus can function as a

sentence. Of course the subject and object may be expressed by the independent

pronouns, but in this cas'e, they are the redundant elements which serve to add em-

phatic meaning. Third person, on the other hand, is needed only in cases where the

speaker refers to a non-second person. S and O can then be expressed overtly in

such a sentence. However, S and O in some languages are obligatorily expressed as

athxes or clitics which, moreover, can be abbreviated if the participants have a con-

textual understanding. The order of S/O/V is germane only in sentences where S

and O are expressed independently. Although mine may seem at first blush to be a
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 somewhat extreme position, I contend that we need to discuss word order from a

 comprehensive or holistic viewpoint, taking into consideration the first, second and

 third persons. Yet the analysis of S/O/V order can be revealing, as long as it is

 limited to sentences where S and O are expressed as full nouns. As is stated in the

 introduction to this chapter, full nouns for,S and O are required to determine basic

 word order, and even where this is the case, S and O must be cross-referenced by the

 verbal affixes. In investigating the word order'of incorporating iangUages, we must

 also consider the sentence riucleus, that is, the order within the verb; the sentence

 nucleus, after all, is an obligatory element and in fact is in itself an interesting ob-

 ject of comparativecstudy. Moreover, the order of S/O/V is typically different

 from that of the sentence nucleus.

    It has been pointed out that S/O/V order is closely correlated with other

 orders. In fact, SOV order in Middle American languages implies Po. But the

 reverse is not the case; if a language is postpositional, its basic order is not necessari-

 ly OV. SOV languages may have AN or NA, and VSO languages may have Po or

 Pr, with various other combinations observed. Thus, I now consider whether affix

 order within the sentence nucleus bears a closer relation with the other orders.

 Here we symbolize s, o and v for the pronominal subject, pronominal object and

 verb within the sentence nucleus, respectively, and use square brackets [ ] to repre-

 sent the internal structure of the sentence nucleus. The following should be seen as

, a preliminary analysis, as I am not attempting a detailed comparison at this time.

 Still, Classical Nahuatl, whose basic order is claimed to be SVO/VOS, is readily

 seen to have the order [sovl, while its other orders are Po/Pr, NG/GN, NA/AN,

 PN, DN, and QN. Although the genitive and adjective can occur on either side of

 the noun, the original order seems to have been modifier-head, if evidence from

 genetically related languages is taken into consideration. Since the head of [sov] ･is

 considered v, all the orders can be described as modifier-head. And I suppose that

 through linguistic innovation, the modifier-head order began to be replaced by

 head-modifier. The coexistence sets Po/Pr, NG/GN, and NA/AN presumably
 refiect the transition from one historical stage to another, that is, Po-GN-AN to Pr-

 NG-NA. On the other hand, in the southern Otomanguean group, the order is [vs]

 since the verb in declarative transitive sentences is placed first, and the modifiers

 follow the head. In fact, all the orders are head-modifier. However, the northern

 Otomanguean group displays the reverse orders, AN and DN. If it is conceded that

 the difference in orders between the two Otomanguean groups is due to their respec-

 tive orders of [s/v/o], we may further suppose that the order within the sentence

 nucleus has closer relations with other orders. Overall, then, the order of the

 sentence nucleus seems to be more relevant to other orders than does S/O/V. In

 other words, the order of S/O/V undergoes change more readily than that of

 [s/o/v] .

     The analysis of Nahuan and Otomanguean leads to the following supposition.

If a language has modifier-head order, all items such as adjectives, personal pro-
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nouns, etc. precede the noun. If a language has head-modifier order, all the

items follow the noun. If some order violates this rule, it serves as impetus for

other parts to change into the opposite structure. If the orders continue to

undergo change, the language develops the opposite structure.

If this supposition is correct, we may say that some Native Middle American

languages are at a transitional stage; in other words, they are in the process of

change. The Mayan languages provide an illustration of this transitional stage;

hence, I now discuss-the relationship between a transitive sentence nucleus and

S/O/V, using them as my example.

   I have already examined Mayan sentence nuclei (SN) [YAsuGi 1980]. The
orders of s/o/v and S/O/V are djsplayed in Table 30. In column A the order of the

elements s, o, v within the SN are inserted after V. However, in Mayan languages

the object afiix for the third person singular is zero, that is, the third person singular

is not obligatorily expressed as an object aMx in the SN. Furthermore, o may be ab-

breviated when the third person singular is expressed; this option is represented by

column B. All the various SNs become a simple type [sv]. From column B, we

notice that if .the SN is [sv], the order of the elements outside the SN is VS

(VOS/VSO) or SV[sv]O, putting V between S and O.

Table 30. Connection between s/v/o and S/V/O

A
V[svo]OS : Yucatec,,Mopan, Itza, Lacand6n, Chol, Tzotzil, Tojolabal

V[osv]OS : Kekchi, Pocomchi, Quiche, Tzutujil

V[osvo]OS: Huistan Tzotzil

SV[svo]O: Chontal, Chorti

V[osv]SO: Jacaltec, Mam, Aguacatec

V[svo]SO: Ixi1

V[osv]OSIV[osv]SO: Huastec

V[svo]OS/V[svo]SO: Tenejapa Tzeltal

B

v[sv]os

v[sv]os

v[sv]os

sv[sv]o

v[sv]so

v[sv]so

v[sv]os

v[svlos

   SVO is frequently an optional order in VOS languages, although only VOS is

presented in Table 30. ThiS phenomenon may be related to topicalization. It is

possible that, if topicalization of S occurs frequently and the SVO order begins to

dominate, it may proceed to become the basic order. In fact, SVO occurs more fre-

quently than VOS in the Yucatecan subgroup, and may do so in Chontal and
Chorti. SVO seems to be regarded as a basic order due to its high frequency, and

with that presumption we can narrow down S/O/V order to VSO and VOS. As is

seen in Table 30, if the order is [sv], then the order outside the SN is VS. The no-

tion that if V occurs before O/S, v in the SN follows O/S and the order becomes its

own mirror image is a superficially appealing one; however, it turns out to be

specious, because Otomanguean languages have V[vs]SO and the positions of V

andvare thus identical. ,
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   If the position of O in relation to V is important [LEHMANN 1978], the

languages examined above can be classified as VO. In this case the order within the

SN is [sv], which makes the order within the SN irrelevant to the order VSO or

vos.
   Now let us turn tQ the relationship of s/o/v and S/O/V for first and second per-

son. Among these same VOS order languages, o either precedes or follows v so

that the order within the SN may be either [osv] or [svo]. o, then, has a Position op-

posite that of v, either preceding or following v. Both SVO and VSO languages

also permit [osv] and [svo]. Consequently, the orders within the SN and outside it

cannot be said to have any relationship.

   A close relationship between V and O has been claimed [ToMLiN 1986:73-101].

However, if we examine the position of s/o/v within the SN, s always precedes v
and therefore s would seerri･to have a rather closer relation with v than o has. In-

cidentally, the aMxes are ergative and are the same as the possessive aMxes. This

phenomenon may be due to the close connection between ergative and possessive

discussed in Chapter 6.

   We must conclude that the variation of VSO, SVO, and VOS is not relevant to

the distribution of s/o/v order within the SN, because there tUrns out to be no 'cor-

relation between the distribution of S/O/V and that of s/o/v. What then is the

cause of the variation, which seems to elude specification? Since it is clearly not the

result of language structure, we must look instead to factors outside the language;

such language-external factors, might include, for example, the tendency to place

the topic first, or word order changes induced by language contact, and so forth.

The role of psychological factors should not be downplayed; that S precedes V pro-

vides an illustration of their role. However, we must now turn to a discussion of

the various orders within the languages, aided by Map 17.

   As Map 17 reveals, the regions of VSO, SVO, and VOS are clearly divided.

This particular geographical distribution is most likely the result of linguistic

diffusion originating in one language or area not yet identified.

   The order in the Mayan languages is overwhelmingly VOS and therefore that

order seems to be the bqsic one. If this is true, why then did VOS change into VSO

in some languages? Judging from the geographical distribution of these two types,

it seems possible that the innovating VSO originated in the Mam-Ixil area, since the

surrounding languages have VOS, while some dialects between them have both

VOS and VSO. It is reported that some dialects of Chuj and Cakchiquel have VSO

in addition to VOS [DAyLEy 1980:64] and these languages are interpreted as

demonstrating an intermediate stage of the change from VOS to VSO. It might

then be a$ked why this change occured in Mam or Ixil in the first place. Mam and

Ixil have a few peculiarities when compared with other Mayan languages. For ex-

ample, Mam has auxiliary verbs on which can be marked a contrast of a dependent

and independent state or mood; in other words, the verb takes affixes in a different

mode from other Mayan languages. Ixi1, on the other hand, has a similar system to

Mam and Aguacatec phonologically, but the SN is similar to that of Lowland
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Mayan. We assume that one of the several innovations peculiar to the Mam group

might have induced the VSO order.

   0nly one example of a transitive sentence in Mam was presented in section 1

(Database 3); in it the verb takes a singular object and the order is V[sv]SO. Here I

give another example in which the object is plural.

ma 6i kub'
REC OBJ DIR(down)
  "Juan hit the men."

t-b'iyo'n

SUBJ-hit

gwa:n

Juan

gi:naq

man

[ENGLAND 1983: 141]

I have already mentioned that the order within the SN does not correlate with that

outside the SN. It is possible, however, that the order within the SN triggered the

change of S/O/V order. As is indicated in the example above, the order is

V[osv]SO, and the order of the SN is the reverse to that outside the SN. It seems

clear that when the subject and object are repeated in the SN as aMxes, the mirror

image relation is more stable than it is when both the SN and the sentence have the

same constituent order. If we assume this was true of Mam, its VSO order would

be readily explicable. However, there may exist additional possibilities. Mam

directionals (auxiliary verbs) are almost obligatory and occur between the object

prefix and the verb in the SN. This structure may necessitate the subject nominal's

preceding the object nominal; it i's also conceivable that the subject nominal's posi-

tion is due to the simplification of the subject affixes (the first, second, and third per-

sons are n-/w-, t-, t-, as opposed to 'in-/"inw-, 'a-/'aw-, "s-/'r-). These are only

subtle differences from other Mayan languages, and in fact there is no hard evidence

to support the suppositions above. At any rate, it is diMcult, perhaps impossible,

to determine the precise impetus for the change frQm VOS to VSO in some Mayan

languages.

   It should be noted that when linguists speak of word order they generally mean

the unmarked order of S/O/V in a transitive sentence. However, the presence of

two thitd persons in a Mayan sentence makes that sentence ambiguous, because,

since the object aMx is zero, it can be diMcult to distinguish the subject from the ob-

ject. In general, there are three methods used to disambiguate this subject-object

relation: markers on the nouns representing the subject and object, markers on the

verb, and 'word order. As is shown in Database 3, word order is not fixed as in

English. Consequently the other two methods maY be used in tandem with
modifications in word order.

   The first example is from Itza; a .topicalization suffix is attached to the noun to

disambiguate the sentences.

k-u-kins-ik balum winik
HAB-SUBJ-kill-INCOMP jaguar man
  "Man kills jaguars," or "Jaguars kill man." [HoFLING 1984: 42]
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   k-u-kins-ik a' balum he'lo' a' winik
   HAB-SUBJ-kill-INCOMP ART jaguar DIS ART man
     "The man kills that jaguar,"･ or "That jaguar kills the man."

                                            IHoFLING 1984: 42]
The topicalization marker on the agent noun serves to disambiguate the sentences.

   k-u-kins-ik (a') winik a' balum-eh
   HAB-SUBJ-kill-INCOMP ART man ART jaguar-TP
     "The jaguar kills (the) man." [HoFLiNG 1984: 40]
It is reported that the next sentence is unacceptable, because the first NP is specified

and the second is not.

   "k-u-kins-ik a' balum-eh (a') winik (-eh)
   HAB-SUBJ-kill-INCOMP ART jaguar-TP ART man
                                            [HoFLING 1984: 42]
The following examples show verb markers used for disambiguation. Quiche
changes voice to disambiguate the subject-object relationship.

   g-#-u:-kuna-x ri: a6ih ri: igoq
   COMP-OBJ-SUBJ-cure-ACT ART man ART woman
     "The woman cured the man," or "The man cured the woman."

                                          [MoNDLocH 1978b: 5]

   g-#-kuna-g ri: aeih r-umal ri: igoq
   COMP-SUBJ-cure-PASS ART man her-by ART woman
     "The man was cured by the woman." [MoNDLocH 1978b: 11]

.5.3.2. The Relative Order of S/O/V and Pr/Po

   As a means of examining the relationship between the relative order of S/O/V

and other orders, I will give the sorted data, based on the types .of S/O/V (Table

31).

Table 31. Distribution of word order types by type

SIOIV Pr/Po GN/NG AN/NA PN/NP DNIND QN/NQ
 [3]

 [61

 {8]

 [9]

[20]

[24]

D14
[80]

[81]

[82]

[841

[85]

Pima Bajo

Tarahumara

Yaqui

Mayo
Seri

Chichimec

Lenca

Tol

Miskitu

Sumu(Ulwa)

Rama
Guatuso

sov
sov,

sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
SOV
SQV
sov
sov

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

GN
GN-la

G-ta N

G-ta N

GN
'GN

GN
GN
GN
GN
GN
GN

AN
AN
AN
AN
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA/AN

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
DN
PN
PN
NP/I

NP/I

PN
PN

DN
DN
DN
DN
ND
QN
ND
NQ
ND
ND/DN
ND
DN

QN
QN
QN
QN
NQ

-NQ

NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
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Table 31-continued,

121

S/O/V Pr/Po GN/NG AN/NA PN/NP DN/ND QNINQ
[86] Boruca

[87] Cabecar

[88] Bribri

[89] Terraba

[90] Guaymi

f91] Bocota

[92] Cuna

[44] Francisco Le6n Zoque

[11] Huichol.

[21] Tarasco

[46] Oluta Popoluca

[13] Michoacan Nahual

[45] Sierra Popoluca

[12] Tetelcingo Nahuatl

[14] Istmo Nahuat

[12] Tezcoco Nahuatl

[27] Ocuiltec

D7 Cuitlatec

[33] Chbcho

[34] Mazatec

[37] Cuicatec

[42] Huave

[54] Chontal

[55] Chorti

[72] Uspantec

[76] Cakchiquel

[22] Totonac

[25] Pame

[12] Classical Nahuatl

[12] North Puebla Nahuatl

[44] Copainala Zoque

[15] Pipil

[26] Matlatzinca

[28] Otomi

[43] Huamelultec Chontal

[521 Mopan

[53] Chol

[56] Tzotzil

I58] Tojolabal

[59] Chuj

[62] Acatec

[65] Tectitec

[69] Kekchi

sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
svo
svo
svQ
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo
svo

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po

Po/Pr

Po/Pr

Po/Pr

Po/Pr

Po/Pr

Po/Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr,

Pr

Pr

svo/sov
svo/vos po/pr

svolvos po/pr

vos po
vOs po/pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos pr

GN
GN
GN
GNING
GN
GN ,
GN/G3N
G-is N

GN-ya NA
NG-ri/G-ri N NA

GN ANGN/N deG NA
GN/NG ･ AN

NG NANG NANG/NdeG NA
        AN

NG ANNG NANG NANG NANG ANNG ANNG ANNG ANNG ･        AN
NGIN glaG AN

NA
GN/NG
NG
Gny-is N

NG
.NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
AN/NA

DN

AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN

AN/NA.

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN!NP
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
NP
NP
NP
NP
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
QN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN

DN
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN ,

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DND
DND
ND
DND
DN(D)

DN(D)

DN
DN
DN

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN(D)

DN(D)

ND
DN
DN(D)

QN
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
NQ
QNINQ
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QNINQ

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN

QN
QN
QN
QN

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
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Table 31-continued.

[70] Pocomchi

.[71] Pocomam

[77] Tzutujil

[781 Xinca

[291 Mazahua

[65] Tectitec

[69] Kekchi

[70] Pocomchi

[71] Pocomam
[771 Tzutujil

[78] Xinca

[291 Mazahua

[30] Tlapanec

[48] Huastec

[49] Yucatec

[50] Lacand6n

[51] Itza

[57] Tzeltal

[73] Nahuala Quiche

 (4] Northern Tepehuan

 [51 Southern Tepehuan

[10] Cora

 [2] Papago

[12] Huasteca Nahuatl

[47] Coatlan Mixe

[47] Tlahuitoltepec Mixe

[79] Garifuna

[31] Ixcatec

[32] Popoloc

[35] Amuzgo

[36] Mixtec

[38] Trique

[39] Zapotec

[40] Chatino

[41] Chinantec

[60] Jacaltec

[66] Mam

[67] Aguacatec

[68],Ixil

[73] Totonicapan Quiche

[47] SJ Paraiso Mixe

[47] Colonial Mixe

[46] Sayula Popoluca

Native Middle American Languages

S/OIV PrlPo GN/NG AN/NA PN/NP DN/ND QN/NQ

vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos p.r
voslsvo pr

Vos pr
vos pr
vos pr
vos Pr
'vos pr
vos pr
vos/svo pr

vos/vso pr

voslvso pr
. vos/svo pr

voslsvo pr

voslsvo pr

vos/vso pr

vos/svo pr

vso
vso
vso
(vso)

vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso
vso

PolPr

vo
Free

Po

Po.

Po

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG･

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
GN
GN
GN/N-ra G

PolPr GNIN-j G

PolPr

Po/Pr

PolPr

Po/Pr

vso/svo pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

GN
Po/Pr

Po/Pr

NG
GN
GN'
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
AN
GN
GN/NG

AN/NA PN

AN PN
AN PN
ANINA NP

AN PNP
AN' PN
AN PN,
ANINA PN

AN PN
AN PN
AN/NA NP

AN PNP
NA NP
AN PN
AN PN
AN PN
AN/NA PN

AN PN
AN PN
AN PN
AN PN
PN DN
AN PN
AN PN
AN/NA PN

AN PN
NAIAN PN

NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
NA NP
AN/NA PN
ANIXNA PN

AN PN
AN PNAN pN
PN･ DN
AN PN
ANINA PN

DN(D)

DN
DN
DN(D)

DN
DN
DN(D)

DN(D)

DN
DN
DN(D)

DN
ND
DN
DN(D)

DN
DN(D)

DN(D)
DN .,

DN
DN
QN
DN
DN
DN
D.N

ND
ND
DND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

DN
DN

DN
DN
QN
DN
DN

(D)ND

DN(D)

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN

QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN
QN

QN
QN
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We may sum up the relations between S/O/V and Pr/Po as follows:

svo･ vso vos SOVSVO/VOSVOSISVOVOS!VSOVSO/SVO
Pr

Po
PolPr

11

36

12
3'5

15

11 19

2

47

26

14'

20 20 17 1925' 87

    Glancing at the world's languages, we observe that there are languages having

SOV and Pr, but that there is no language exhibiting this pattern in Middle

America, where all the languages with SOV have Po, while prepositional languages

never have SOV.
   Greenberg did not find languages having both VSO and Po, and so he declared

the following universal: Languages with dominant VSO order are always preposi-

tional {GREENBERG 1966: Universal 3]. But since then such languages have been

reported [DERBysHiRE and PuLLuM 1986; ToMLiN 1986; HAwKiNs 1983: 22]. Co-,

occurrence of VSO and Po is seen in Papago, Northern Tepehuan, Southern

Tepehuan, Co,ra, Huasteca Nahuatl, Tlahuitoltepec Mixe and Garifuna. That

these must have been postpositional, SOV languages becomes apparent when they

are compared to other genetically related languages. Papago, Huasteca Nahuatl,

Tlahuitoltepec Mixe and Garifuna have Po as well as Pr. Hence these are regarded

as showing a transitional stage from Po to Pr.

5.3.3. Coexistence of Po and Pr

   Closer examination may reveal more examples of the coexistence of Po and Pr,

and Table 29 may not be said to reflect the situation precisely. But at least the data

in Table 29 are attested. ' '

svo vso vos svo/vos

PolPr 6 5 1･ 2 14

Although languages having both Po and Pr exhibit four types of S/O/V, they are

restricted to Uto-Aztecan, Mixe-Zoquean and Garifuna. All languages genetically

related to them have Po only.

   From Table 31 I extract the data on Pr/Po and GN/NG as follows:
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Pr Po Po/Pr

NG 46 7 53

GN 23 5 28

GN/NG 3 ･5 8

46 26 17 89
,

Ifa language has Pr, it has NG, and ifa language has Po, it has GN, that is, two

language types, Pr & NG and Po & GN predominate. However, languages with Po

may have GN/NG and the languages with both Po and Pr show three distinct pat-

terhs.

   In most Middle American languages, so-called relational nouns function as

prepositions. Most relational nouns turn out to be body part nouns. When they

function as prepositions, the possessor nouns follow them and the possessive prefix,

which agrees with the possessor noun, is affixed to the relational noun. Interesting-

ly, the structure of relational noun constructions is the same as that of genitive con-

structions. In both constructions the possessive prefix, which agrees with the

possessor, is affixed to the possessed nouns. Below are examples from Classical

                      '                     '

Postposition / Preposition

no-yaka-pan / i-pan no-yak

       . 7.my-nose-m lts-m my nose
              -
      tt- - lr       m my nose

Possessive construction

i-peX -siXi
her-mat grandmother

"grandmother's mat"

   A look at postpositional and verb-final languages of the world reveals that the

GN pattern is dominant in SOV and Po languages. In Middle America, as is stated

above, languages with both Po and Pr have the NG, GN and GN & NG patterns and

are restricted tQ Uto-Aztecan, Mixe-Zoquean and Garifuna. It is assumed that the

languages with both Po and Pr were formerly typical Po-SOV languages that came

to have Pr as a result of the structural similarity of prepositional constructions to

genitive constructions. We can also postulate that a change from SOV word order

to other verb-medial or verb-first positions could have triggered Pr constructions.

Which structural change occurred first is more or less a case of the chicken vs. the

egg. The fact that these languages are no longer verb･-final must also be considered

as well as possible influence from Spanish. In many languages Spanish preposi-

tions have been borrowed, and this gives additional impetus to the use of preposi-

tions as opposed to postpositions.

   Uto-Aztecan languages exhibit a number of variant word orders, but we can

readily deduce from Table 29 SOV, Po, GN, AN, PN, DN and QN orders for
proto-Uto-Aztecan, an assessment which agrees with the reconstruction proposed
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by most Uto-Aztecanists [e.g, LANGAcKER 1977]. If we presume that the coex-
.istence of variant orders reflects one stage of linguistic change, that is, one word

order is being displaced by the other, we might also presume that the process of

change began with a change in G-N order or A-N order. Ifthe genitive was the first

to change its order, process (1) may be postulated. On the other hand, process (2)

may have been the scenario if instead it was the adjective that first changed its order.

(1) Po GN/NG AN.Po/Pr GN/NG AN- Po/Pr NG AN
                                - Po/Pr GN/NG AN/NA ---> Po/Pr NG NA

(2) *Po GN AN/NA.Po GN NA -> Po/Pr GN/NG NA /

All sets except the set with an asterisk are attested, in Table 29.

    In Mixe-Zoquean, whose proto-language also seems to have been postposi-

tional and yerb-final, however, a different process is postulated, that is, the adposi-

tion order was the first to change. Since the change in Sierra Popoluca is the same

as the first stage of (1), we can say that this process is restricted to the Mixean group.

(3) Po/Pr GN AN . Po/Pr GN AN/NA -> Po/Pr GN/NG AN/NA.

5.3.4. GN/NG .

   As for genitive-noun relations, lapguages with GN tend to be postpositional,

but postpositional languages do not always have GN. Some languages in Middle

America have NG alongside GN. Most languages with Po & Pr have GN or both

GN and NG, but some have only NG. It is interesting to note that Classical

Nahuatl, which refiects an old form chronologically, as well as Michoacan Nahual

and Tarasco, which are situated at the border of Mesoamerica, that is, in "transi-

tional" areas, all have both orders GN & NG. Other Nahuan languages in the

"core" area, Mesoamerica, have already made the transition from GN to NG.
Therefore we may say that NG languages in Mesoamerica exercised a strong in-

fluence on the ,languages of Middle America at some time in the past.

    Garifuna has NG, but genetically related Arawakan languages have GN. We

assume that Garifuna may have changed GN to NG under the infiuence of Mayan

languages.

Garifuna : tebenari luban wagu6i

         its-door his-house our-father

Arawak : oathinathi ba(h)isibo

        our-father house-door [TAyLoR 1977:57]

    Spanish has NG. Texcoco Nahuatl has N de(n) G alongside NG, while
Michoacan Nahual has N de G together with GN. It is clear that the Spanish con-

struction has affected both Texcoco Nahuatl and Michoacan Nahual.

    The suffix -is attached to the noun in Zoque marks the ergative; it is suffixed to
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the possessive noun as well as to the transitive verb (See [44]-(1) in Database 3). In

Mayan also the ergative aMxes are attached not only to the transitive verb as subject

but also to the noun as possessive. It is important to note that ergative affixes mark

possesslon.

   With regard to genitive expressions, I have only given GN/NG constructions,

but there are various other expressions in use, such as Gri N and N Sta G. Note

that only Tarasco has genitive case per se, but the suffix -ta in Yaqui and Mayo may

also be included in the list of case suflixes. No other languages have a case system.

Therefore genitive G and modified noun N should properly be symbolized as

separate terms such as Ni and N2. However, these representations do not permit us

to distinguish the modifier noun from the modified noun, and therefore we use G

and N here for modifier and modified nouns, respectively. The most common form

of modifying relation for nouns is 3-NG, in which 3 represents the third person

cross-referencing the modifier noun. There are various constructions in use besides

3-NG. For example, in Kekchi the following forms are reported: NG, 3-N P-G, P-

NG, P-3-NG, 3-N-il G, 3-N-il P-G, 3-N-al G, 3-N-al P-G [STEwART 1980: 96-108].

In possessive expressions alienable nouns are typically distinguished from in-

alienable nouns, and temporary possession-may be distinguished from permanent

possession. A genitive construction may also be used to expres' s material composi-

tion. These constructions may be ostensibly the same or similar, but they are never-

                                                         'theless worth studying in detail. '

5.3.5. AN/NA

- There is some ambiguity in determining AN vs. NA
languages lack so-called "be" verbs altogether, making it

distinguiSh modifier adjectives from predicate adjectives.

   Co-occurrences with AN/NA are given as follows:

order, because Many

 diMcult at times to

svo vso vos sov SVOIVOS VOSISVO vos/vso vso/svo SYOISOV

NA 9 8 14 1 1 33

AN 11 7 14 4 1 4 2 1 44
.

NA/AN 1 1 2

AN/NA 1 3 2 1 1 8

21 19 16 19 2 5 3 1 l 87

Pr Po Po/Pr

NA 12 16 4 32

AN 30 7 9 46

NA/AN 1 1 2

AN/NA. 5 1 3 9

47 25- 17 89

NG GN GN/NG'

NA 15 14 3 32

AN 32 11 2 45

NAIAN 1 1 2'

ANINA 5 2 2 9

53 28 7 88
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Beyond observing that the languages with VOS have not NA but AN, it is diMcult

to deduce generalizations from the tables above. Accordingly, I shall utilize

Greenberg's implicational universals concerning A/N order, listed below.

   Universal 5: If a language has dominant SOV order and the genitive fQllows

              the governing noun, then the adjective likewise follows the noun.

   Universal 17:With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages

              with dominant order VSO have the adjective after the noun.

   Universal18:When the descriptive adjective precedes the noun, the
              demonstrative and the numeral, with overwhelmingly more than

              chance frequency, do likewise.

These universals are formulated as follows:

   (1) (SOV&NG) D NA = AND-- (SOV&GN)
   (2) VSO D NA = AND-- VSO
   (3)ANDDN =ND)NA
   (4)ANDQN =NQ)NA
Since there is no language with SOV & NG in Middle America, (1) may be restated

as follows:

   Hawkins Universal 1: If a language has SOV word order, then if the adjective

                     precedes the noun, the genitive precedes the noun;

                     i.e., SQV) (AN )GN). [HAwKiNs 1983:64]
Since Seri, Chichimec and Central American languages have SOV & GN & NA, the

following reverse order is false.

   If a language has SOV, then if the genitive precedes the noun, the adjective

   precedes the noun.

   With regard to (2), the following combinations are attested in Middle America:

                                               'VSO languages : NA & NG '' : 8

             AN/NA & NG:3
             AN/NA & GN:1
             AN & NG: 3
             AN & GN: 3
             NA & GN: O
CIearly, my findings do not support the universal. (2) is restated by Hawkins:

   If a language has VSO word order, then if the adjective follows the noun, the

   genitive follows the noun;

   i.e., VSO) (NA DNG).
   The following tables are based on Table 29. Since no language in Middle
Ametica has either AN & ND or AN & NQ, (3) and (4) do not apply here.
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DN ND DNDDN/ND
NA
AN
AN/NA

10

45'
10

18

1
311

32

46

11

65 19 4,-1 89

QN NQ QN/NQ

NA
AN
ANINA

21

43

10'

12

1

1

33

"11

74 13 1 88

    Each language family is relatively stable in regard to A/N order, except for

Otomanguean and Uto-Aztecan. Otomanguean languages have both AN and
NA. The former is found in Matlatzinca, Ocuiltec, Otomi, and Mazahua, the lat-

ter in other languages, which are clustered geographically. In Uto-Aatecan, both

AN and NA are observed, but NA is restricted to Huichol and some Nahuan
languages. This phenomenon seems to be due to language contact, the result of in-

fluence from languages having NA. The only Nahuan languages conserving AN

are North Puebla Nahuatl, Huastec Nahuatl and Pipil, which can be presumed to

have been under the influence of Totonac and Huastec, both AN languages.

    Seri and Tol probably conserve their original orders, NA, ND, and NQ. NQ

order is rather rare, although Misumalpan and Chibchan in Central America also

    It seems evident that Mixe-Zoquean originally had Po, GN, and AN, but some

languages within the group have alternative orders. For example, Sayula Popoluca

has Po &' Pr, GN & NG, AN & NA, and Sierra Popoluca has Po & Pr and GN &

NG. These are interpreted as various stages along the transition from Po-GN-AN

to Po/Pr-NG-NA.
    Some languages appeared to lack simple adjective-noun phrases. In their

stead I cited noun phrases with numerals or demonstratives. As Mam and Jacaltec

demonstrate, it is completely possible that the order of adjective-noun is affected by

other elements such as numerals and demonstratives. Accordingly, we must also

take note of the order when other elements appear in the noun phrase. In some

cases the lack of data prevented investigation of the interactions of noun phrase

elements. That their order may change through the addition of other elements in-

dicates that modifier-head relationships are not as tight as is sometimes claimed.

Or we may prefer to consider that modifier-modified,relationships are somewhat

clarified by separating the modifiers and placing them before or after the noun. If a

reverse order results from the addition of modifiers and subsequently becomes

fixed, then it is possible that the impetus for word order change may arise through

the addition of modifiers.

5e3･6e PN/NP

   The majority of Otomanguean languages have NP, but there are a few within

the group which have PN. Languages other than Otomanguean which have NP are

Cuitlatec, Xinca, Miskitu, and Sumu. Tarascan has both PN and NP. Other
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languages have PN. In many Otomanguean languages, pronominals are expressed

in terms of tones or nqsalization, making it diMcult to separate out the morphemes

for pronominals. Chichimec and Pame pronominals conjugate and so it is especial-

ly diMcult to extract the root for these languages. In northern Uto-Aztecan, pro-

nominals are prefixes, but the third person singular is suffixed. The descriptions

vary from Ianguage to language and are confused. As is seen in Huichol, however,

third person is typically unmarked, so that a genitive marker appears to function as

the third person.

5.3.7. DN/ND

   D refers to definite articles or demonstratives which may not be unambiguously

distinguished. In the languages which do distinguish definite articles from

demonstratives, the latter tend to follow the.noun while the former precede it; the

noun thus occurs fianked by the demonstrative and the definite article. This situa-

tion is represented as DND in Table 29, but it has not yet been examined

thoroughly. As a result, the number of languages having DND may increase with

further investigation.

   DN is dominant except in Otomanguean, Misumalpan and Chibchan
languages. However, the northern group of Otomanguean languages has DN, and

among Chibchan languages, Guatuso, Boruca and Cuna have this order. In
northern Middle America only Seri has ND.

5.3.8. QN/NQ

   Q represents numerals or quantitatives. We should first consider numerals

separately from the quantitatives, but these occur before the'noun in all languages

except Seri and the Central American languages, and as a result their investigation

can lead to only trivial findings. Therefore, I have limited my investigation to quan-

titatives in this study. However, such quantitatives as "all" and "many" frequently

exhibit the same behavior as the numerals, so numerals were used in some cases

where good example sentences with quantitatives were lacking. However, in some

cases it is dithcult to decide whether quantitatives function as adverbs or as noun

modifiers, as shpwn by the following.

nank'u nimal mape kUmba
my-road animal many I-saw
  "I saw many animals on the road."

ikag nt'a sima'an tUkhar

I one dog Ihave
  "I have a dog."

[LAsTRA DE SualitEz 1984: 40]

[LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 38]

In the first example the English translation is "many animals." If we judge the

word order based on the English translation, the order is NQ. However, in the

second example the numeral precedes the noun, providing evidence that mape' in the
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first example may actually be an adverb. The relationship between the quantitative

and its associated noun is fraught with such interesting problems, and is as a result

well worth studying. In such a case the numeral and noun is to be preferred as an

                                    'example of Q/N order. '･ ･
    All the languages in Middle America having NQ order are verb-final and

postpositional: Seri, Lenca, Tol, Misumalpan, and Chibchan. In the Chibchan

group only Boruca has QN. However, in some Otomanguean ianguages such as

Zapotec and Mixtec, ordinal numerals occur after the noun. Generally the posi-

tions of D and Q relative to the noun are the same, but the Otomanguean languages,

with the exception of Otomi, Mazahua and Pame, take the reverse orders, ND and

QN. The ND & QN pair is also found in Acatec and Garifuna, and the mirror-

image pair, DN & NQ, in Guatuso and Cuna. Ocuiltec and Francisco Le6n Zoque

have both QN/NQ.

5.4. Summary

    This chapter sets out typological data on 91 Middle American languages (in-

cluding some dialects). The study focused on: (1) the order of S (subject)/O (ob-

ject)/V (verb); (2) adposition order, i.e., the existence of Pr (prepositions) vs. Po

(postpositions); (3) G (genitive) and N (noun) order; (4) A (adjective) and N order;

(5) P (personal pronoun or pronominal affix) and N order; (6) D (definite article or

demonstrative) and N order; (7) Q (numeral or quantitative) and N order. The data

are summarized in Table 29.

    I first discussed language classification from a typological standpoint.' The ma-

jor difference from previous classifications is the position of Tol. It is diMcult to

discover regular correspondences between Tol and Tequistlatec by comparing basic

words (Note 5). The typological data also support separating Tol from the Te-

quistlatec complex, since it is typologically a mirror image to Tequistlatec. In-

terestingly, Seri has the same word order type as Tol, and therefore the two are

worth comparing. Tlapanec is classified as Otomanguean, but Huave appears to be

an isolate. The phonology, morphology, syntax and lexicon of Huave are too

different from those of the Otomanguean languages to establish genetic cor-

respondences. Huave is also typologically diffk)rent from the Otomanguean

languages, which are typical VSO languages having head-modifier word orders.

However, Chichimec is an SOV language, and Otomi and Mazahua are VOS. If we

classifiy Chichimec as Otomanguean, we must divide the Otomanguean family into

three major sub-branches, that is, Chichimec, Northern Otomanguean (Otomi,

Mazahua) and Southern Otomanguean (others). The Mayan languages are VOS

with Pr, NG, AN, PN, DN, and QN, but the western Highland sub-branches are

VSO, which order is supposed to have spread from Mam-Ixil. Although the Uto-

Aztecan and Mixe-Zoquean groups consist of postpositional languages, the S/O/V

order varies amongst them. It is possible that they all might have been SOV

languages at one time but subsequently changed their word order under the in-

fluence of other languages in the culturally defined area of Mesoamerica.
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    Greenberg set up a total of 45 language universals, one of which states that

languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional. ' He also recognized

three basic positions of the verb: VSO, SVO, and SOV. VSO-Po languages have

been found since then, but it is worth noting again that VSO-Po !anguages are not

unknown in Middle America, for example, Northern Tepehuan, Southern
Tepehuan, Cora, Huasteca Nahuatl, Coatlan Mixe, Tlahuitoltepec Mixe and

Garifuna; furthermore, VOS languages abound in Mesoamerica.

   After the discussion of language classification, I examined word order diversi-

ty, basing my investigation on both genetic classifications and the languages? areal

distribution. Almost all indigenous Middle American languages are so-called incor-

porating languages. The sentence nucleus (SN), which consists of verb stem [v] and

obligatory affixes or clitics indicating subject [s], object [o], and other categories, is

a kind of micro-sentence, serving as the larger construction in miniature. In order

to investigate the factors contributing to the diversity of S/O/V order, I compared

s/o/v order within the SN with S/O/V order. s/o/v order within the SN was

found to be irrelevant to changes in S/O/V order, and seems to be more closely

related to the other word orders than to S/O/V order. Further study in this area

should prove rewarding.

   Mesoamerican languages share a number of linguistic features that may have

resulted from diffusion or mutual interaction. Examination of the areal distribu-

tion of word order types reveals that the languages which have variant orders are

bordered by languages characterized by word order types different from the type

dominant in area of the former, demonstrating the importance of contact borrow-

ing to language change. In Mesoamerica there are no SOV languages, although the

area itself is sandwiched between areas rife with SOV languages. The central part

of Mesoamerica is occupied by the southern Otomanguean subgroup, consisting of

VSO, head-modifier languages surrounded by SVO or VOS, modifier-head
languages. Some word order changes presumably resulted from interaction be-

tween these two groups. For example, the change of GN-AN to NG-NA is ob-

served in Nahuan, and Classical Nahuatl has Po & Pr, GN & NG and AN & NA. These

coexistence sets are assumed to reflect the transition from one historical stage, i.e.,

Po-GN-AN, to another, Pr-NG-NA, under the influence of head-modifier
languages. The Otomanguean languages have exerted only a weak infiuence on

their P/N and D/N orders, whereas they have had a dramatic effect on their G/N

and A/N orders. The word orders S/O/V, Po/Pr, N/A and N/G seem to be more

sensitive to diffUsion than are P/N, D/N, and Q/N.

   The southern Otomanguean subgroup is made up of head-modifier languages,

but these have QN order. In the Zapotecan writing system of Monte Alban I to IV,

from ca.500 B.C. to A.D.900, glyphs precede the numerals, and this order may

reflect the ancient Zapotec NQ order. If so, it is possible that the southern

Otomanguean languages followed strict head-modifier order. The coexistence of

Po & Pr, GN & NG and AN & NA is supposed to have occurred in Classical
Nahuatl between the 14th and early 16th centuries, judging from the ethnohistorical -
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data, and this coexistence is claimed to have subsequently been restricted to NG-NA

order. These conclusions may seem to be mere guesswork, but there is no doubt

that typological studies of Middle American languages can contribute important

findings not only to general linguistics (including areal linguistics, language change,

and so forth), but also to an understanding of Mesoamerican history as a whole.
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Chapter 6

Toward a

Syntactic

New Typology of Language: Typology of the

Relations of Cross-Referencing Pronominals

   In the previous chapters, I have analyzed Native Middle American languages

from an areal-typological point of view. This chapter will be an attempt at pro-

viding a new typology based mainly on the syntactic relations of cross-referencing

pronominals of Native Middle American languages.

   Among the syntactic relations between the noun phrase (NP) and the verb (the

case-relations), ergativity has recently received the most attention. In general, the

single participant of an intransitive sentence is indicated by the symbol S, and two

participants of a transitive sentence are referred to with the symbols A and O.

   S == intransitive subject

   A = transitive subject

   O = transitive object 6)

   Any grouping of S with O in contrast to A is described as an "absolutive-
ergative" or simply "ergative" system, and any grouping of S with A in contrast to

O is referred to as a "nominative･-accusative" or simply "accusative" system. The

following chart depicts an ergative and an accusative system, respectively:

NOMINATIvE (''g, ERGATIVE

ACCUSATIvE otABSOLUTIvE

   Although ergativity has been discussed on the levels of morphology, syntax,

and discourse, morphological ergativity has been the most extensively studied.

Morphological ergativity generally refers to, a nominal case-marking system, but

cross-referencing pronominals may also show ergativity. In most of the Middle

American languages, person markers of intransitive and transitive sentences are

obligatorily expressed by pronominal clitics or affixes. In other words, the syntac-

tic relations are indicated by the internal structure of the verbal cross-referencing

system instead of by overt case marking on NPs, except in such groups as Tarascan

and Chibchan. As a result, analyses of the syntactic relations of A, O, and S in

Middle American languages naturally focus on their pronominal systems.

However, some sources equate A and G (possessive or genitive); accordingly, I will

include G in my discussion of the syntactic relations of A, S, and O.

133
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6.1. PersonMarkingSystem

   Dixon notes that the syntactic function of an NP in a simple sentence may be

shown by any (or a combination) of the following: 1) a case marker on the noun; 2)

particles, i.e. prepositions or postpositions; 3) pronominal cross-referencing on the

main verb or on an auxiliary' verb; 4) word order [DixoN 1987: 3]. Although the

presence of one strategy for marking syntactic function normally excludes the

others, combinations of them are not unheard of. For example, Zoque, a Mixe-

Zoquean language of Mexico, has a double marking system in which the A is ex-

pressed by a cross-referencing pronominal and also marked directly on NPs with

the suMx -'is. The absolutive S or O, on the other hand, is left unmarked. In (1) the

subject yomo is cross-referenced by the third person marker y in the verb complex.

On the other hand, the object marker O in (1) and the subject marker S in (2) are #

(zero morph). That is, A is treated in a manner that makes it contrast with S and

O. y also indicates the possessor une- in (3). Note that the suffix -'is functions not

only as an ergative marker but also as a genitive marker.

(1) yomo-'is t-y-ipvitu'-yah-pa , ane
  woman-ERG 3sg. (y)-turn over (tinvitu')-PL-INCOMP tortilla

  "The women turn over the tortillas,"[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 3441

(2) tihki-yah pin [ENGEL&BARTHoLomaw 1987: 341]
  entered-PL man
  "The men entered."

(3) une-'is k-y-i' , [ENGEL&BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 342]
  childGEN his-hand (<y-ki')
  "a child's hand"

   According tb the head-marking and dependent-marking grammar proposed by

Nichols, case marking systems and particles constitute dependent marking, while

cross-referencing systems are considered head marking [NicHoLs 1986]. These two,

then, are opposite methods for indicating the syntactic relations of the NPs in a

sentence. In addition to these two major patterns, Nichols identifies two further

types: 1) the complete absence of formal marking, and 2) the double marking type,

where both head and dependents have formal markers. The former corresponds to

a word order strategy, and the latter is illustrated by the Zoque examples just above.

   Pronominal clitics or affixes on the verb cross-reference three basic nominal

phrases, A, O, and S; in other words, pronominal markers are obligatorily ex-

pressed as separate aMxes or clitics. In case marking systems, on the other hand,

the absolUtive NP is normally left unmarked while the ergative NP usually carries

an overt marker.

   Pronominal systems normally consist of person and number; the components

of the concept of person in particular do not function equally. For example, the

personal pronouns Iandyou are fundamentally different from the third person pro-
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nouns he, she, it, they. The referents Iand ptou are inherently mutable, depending

as they do on who is the speaker and who is the addressee, while the third person

pronouns function as more or less discourse-constant substitutes for nouns to refer

tonon-participants. (Ofcourse,the'thirdpersoncanrefertoaparticipant. Forex-

ample, one can say, "fle is nry brothe4 " while indicating him.) The third person

may additionally be split by gender and animacy, categories which only infrequent-

ly apply to first or second person.

    It is quite common in Middle American languages for person markers, par-

ticularly those of subject and object, to be expressed as clitics or affixes on the

.verb. Independent personal pronouns for first and second persons are generally

omitted, although they can be included for emphasis. The different status of per-

sonal pronouns is also reflected in the fact that while all languages have overt mor-

phemes for first and second persons, many have a zero morpheme for the third. A

hierarchy of inherent salience in the system of person has been set up as follows

[SiLvERsTEiN 1976; FoLEy and VAN VALiN 1985: 2881:

      Speaker/addressee > 3rd person pronouns > human proper nouns >
      human common nouns > other animate nouns > inanimate nouns
    It is important to bear these differences in status in mind; we will consider each

person and number separately as necessary. ･ ･

6.2. PronominalSquare

    Mayan languages have two distinct sets of person markers. The ergative

markers, often called Set A by Mayanists, function to indicate the subjects (A) of

, transitive verbs, and the possessors (G) of nouns. The absolutive set, referred to as

Set B, indicates the subjects (S) of intransitives and stative or equational predicates,

and the objects (O) of transitive verbs. To illustrate this relationship, some ex-

amples are given from Tzutujil, a Mayan language of Guatemala.

The Ergative Person Markers (Set A)

       Preconsonantal Prevocalic
   lsg. nu:-/ (n-)/in-/ (#-) w-/inw- nw-

   2sg. a:-/ (a-) a:w-/ (aw-)
   3sg. ru:-/ (r-)/u:-/ (#-) r-

   lpl. qa:-/ (qa-) q-
   2pl. e:-/ (e-) e:w-/ (ew-)
   3pl. ke:-/(ki-) k-
The Absolutive Person Markers (Set B)

   lsg. in-

   2sg. at-

   3sg. #-
   lpl. oq-
   2pl. ig-

   3pl. e:-/e'-
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(4) g-in-r-a:xo'

   "He loved me."

(5) in-r-alk'wa:1

   "I am his child."

(6) g-in-wari

   COMP-I (IABS)-sleep
   "I slept."

(7) in-winaq

   I (IABS)-man
   "I am a man."

[DAyLEy 1985: 9Sl

COMP-me (IABS)-he (3ERG)-love

[DAyLEy 1985: 151]

I (IABS)-his (3ERG)-child

[DAyLEy !985: 87]

[DAyLEy 1985: 151]

The Structure of the transitive (4) and the equational (5) sentences is almost iden-

                                               '                                                  '
  (4) tense/aspect-Set B (absolutive)-Set A (ergatve)ny･transitive stem

  (5) Set B (absolutive)-set A (ergative)-noun stem

The structure of the intransitive (6) and the equational (7) sentences is also almost

identical:

  (6) tense/aspect-Set B (absolutive)-intransitive stem

  (7) Set B (absolutive)-noun stem

The one difference is that an aspect marker appears in (4) .and (6).

    The close relationship between verbal and nominal sentences (the latter is a

sentence lacking an overt predicate, one of whose nominal roots functions as a

predicate) is more clearly demonstrated in Sierra Popoluca, a Mixe-Zoquean

language of Veracruz, Mexico, whose first and second person are expressed by the

portmanteau morpheme man-, readily analyzed as mi- (Set B: second singular ab-

solutive) + an- (Set A: first singular ergative).

(8) man-t6y-pa

  I = you-love-INCOMP
  "I love you."

(9) man-ha:tup

  you = my-father

  "You are my father."

(10) mi-mifi-pa

   you-come-INCOMP
   "You come."
(11) an-tAk

   my-house
   "my house"
(12) mi-y6:ya

   you-plg
   "You are a pig."

[ELsoN 1960: 48]

[ELsoN 1960: 32]

[ELsoN 1960: 31]

[ELsoN 1960: 32]

[ELsoN 1960: 30]
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   In these languages four categories, A, O, S, and G, are marked in terms of Set

A or Set B affixes as core constituents of the syntax. G is integrated into the NP,

whereas A, O, and S are integrated into the VP. Therefore, G would appear to

have no similarity to A, O, and S. As is shown above, however, G is formally the

same as A. Consequently, G must also be taken into consideration along with A,

O, and S, although so far only A, O and S have been discussed. Interestingly

enough, the syntactic relations of A, O, S, and G can be nicely illustrated by a

square divided into four parts, each of which contains either A, O, S, or G. The

pairs consisting of A and S and of G and O are arranged 'horizontally, while the

pairs consisting ofA and G and of S and O form a vertical pattern. On the other

hand, A and O are arranged diagonally, as are S and G. An A-O diagonal line

represents a sentence with two arguments, while an S-G line represents a sentence

with one argument. The two elements in the horizontal or vertical relation can be

linked by taking away the border line, whereas the two elements in the diagonal rela-

                                         'tion cannot be linked directly, indicating that A should differ from O, and likewise

Sshould differ from G. '

A S

'G
o

Fig. 2

   However, A and O may be expressed by the same morpheme, and S and G may

take the same form as well. If one intends to link A with O or S with G by erasing

the lines, one cannot draw them in the square except under the following condi-

tions:

  a) If A and O are the same, then either S or G is identical to A and O, or both S

    and G are identical to A and O.

  b) If S and G are the same, then either A or O is identical to S and G, or both A

    and O are identical to S and G.

This may represent a kind of implicational universal. The syntactic relations A, O,

S and G can be illustrated in the square, which irt turn indicates that the relations

can be described as a two-dimensional structure.

6.3. TypesofPronominalSquare

   In this section I present various patterns of the square, utilizing pronominal

aMxes or clitics from Middle American languages. Some languages, however, have

case marking systems, which are also discussed' here. Personal pronouns
themselves, including pronominal clitics or affixes, will be treated in detail in a

separate paper.

   Mayan languages have two sets of person markers, the ergative (Set A) and the
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absolutive (Set B) as shown above for Tzutujil. Set B affixes typically take the same

form, although they are subdivided into Set Bl (preposed) and Set B2 (postposed)

in some Highland Guatemalan !anguages. A and G are marked by Set A affixes,

while S and O are marked by the Set B ones, producing the square below.

[al,ljrr
Fig. 3

This square may be considered a typical ergative pattern fQr Middle America.

   Some Mayan languages, however, have split ergativity. How then is split

ergativity to be represented? Split case marking is triggered by the following three

factors: 1) the category of person as in Mocho only, where third person is marked

on an ergative basis, and non-third person on an accusative basis, 2) tense/aspect as

in Yucatecan and Cholan, where in the incompletive aspect al1 subjects are marked

with Set A, and all objects with Set B, or 3) the distinction between main and subor-

dinate clauses as in Jacaltec [LARsEN and NoRMAN 1979]. In these splits S is treated

in the same way as A and G, while O remain's unchanged. This situation can be il-

                                                     '                                 'lustrated as follows: ' '

AS
G o

Fig. 4

   In contrast to the Mayan languages, Uto-Aztecan languages show accusative

patterns. For example, Classical Nahuatl has three different sets ofperson rnarkers

as listed below [SuLuvAN 1976]:

Classical Nahuatl

lsg.

2sg.

3sg.

Ipl.

2pl.

3pl.

Subject (A = S)

ni-

ti-

#-
ti'

an-

#-

Object (O)

ne6-

mic-

k-/ki-

tee-

ame6-

kin-

Possessive (G)

no-

mo-
it

to-

amo-

m-
These different sets produce the fellowing figure.
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     A S･

     GO
   Fig. 5

    This pattern seems to be a common one for accusative languages; notoriously

accusative Indo-European languages such as English also follow it. However, in

Northern Tepehuan, for example, G is the same as O except in the third person.

 AS
 GO
Fig.6a: Non-third persons

A s

G o

Northern Tepehuan

        Subject (S)

        I
    lsg. n=/an=,ifi=

    2sg. p=/pi=

    3sg. v=/#=
    lpl. tit=/ti=

    2pl. m=/mi=
    3pl. v=1#=

before vowels,

and Set III occur･with

II

=ni,

=pi

=timi

=pimi

III

an-

ap-

ti"'

?

Fig.6b: Third person

IV
=ifi

=pi

=ir

=m

Object (O)

(g)ifi-

(g)i-

#-
(g)ir-

(g)in-

#-
   Notes: Set I occurs as proclitics to WH-words and conjunctions

           and an= series before consonants (inN = before a palatalized consonant)

                  verbs. Set IV occurs as enclitics to the
preceding auxiliary verbs, ' and as proclitics to the auxiliary verb when the AUX BASE is not

present [BAscoN 1982: 347-350].

    If we compare Fig. 6a with Fig. 3, we notice that Fig. 6a is a 90-degree rotated

image of Fig. 3. Since this is an interesting pattern, I give below another example

from Papago. In Papago, the subject is expressed as AUX (auxiliary) which is

obligatorily present and always occurs in second position [ZEpEDA 1983]. Indepen-

dent pronouns function not only as subjects but also as objects; however, these are

optionally present.

Papago
      Auxiliary (A = S)

        Imperfective Perfective
         Long form Short form Long form Short form

    lsg. 'afi fi 'ant nt
    2sg. 'ap p- 'apt pt
    3sg. 'o ,'o. 'at t

Possessive (G)

(g)ifi-

(g)i-

-di

(g)ir-

(g)in-

-di

  . The n= series occurs

             . Set H
 AUX (auxiliary) BASE
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lpl.

2pl.

3pl.

'ac

Pam
'o

c

m
'o

'att

'amt

'at

tt

mt
t

lsg.

2sg.

3sg.

1pl.

2pl.

3pl.

Object (O)

fi--

m-
 #-
t-

'em-

ha-

ap

Possessive(G) Independent

             Long form
fi.

m-
'(i)j

}.

farp'

(13) s-hottam ' cipkan

   quickly AUXwork
   "Yoti were working quickly."

(14) hegai 'uwi 'o cipkan

   that woman AUX work
   "That woman is/was working."

(15) ceoj 'o ('a:fii) fi-ceggia
   boy AUX INDEP PRON lsg.O-fight
   "The boy is/was fighting me."

(16) fi-je'e /m-'o:gi /kotofi-ij
   my-rnother /your-father /shirt-his

   "my mother"/"your father"/"his shirt"

'a: fii

'a:pi

hegai

'a:cim

'a:pim

hegam
[ZEPEDA:

   Pronouns
  Short form
    'a: fi

    'a:p

    heg
    'a:c

    'a:p

    heg
1983: 19] .

[ZEPEDA: 1983: 8]

[ZEpEDA; 1983: 35]

[ZEPEDA: 1983: 76]

    The syntactic relations A, S, O, and G are the same as those of Northern

Tepehuan. If Fig.3 represents a typical ergative pattern, then it may be said that

Fig. 6a is a typical accusative pattern. However, the differences between Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6a should rather be attributed to the different principles of dependent- vs.

head-marked languages. ･In dependent-marked languages G and O happen to be

marked on the same NP, and thus the genitive marker naturally tends to differ from

the accusative marker. On the other hand, jn head-marked languages G is marked

on the NP, whereas O is marked on the verb, obviating the need to distinguish G

from O as a matter of economy. These facts he}p explain how it is that Northern

Tepehuan and Papago ,take a different pattern in the third person. Since the third

person object in these languages is a zero form, the situation becomes the same as in

dependent-marked languages.

    Totonac, a member pf the Totonacan family, shows a similar pattern, but a

split line divides first from non-first persons. Since. the subject markers cannot

always be separated from the aspect markers, I present only representatjve forms

from the Papantla dialect which are merged with aspect markers. The third person

is morphologically a zero form. This means that the third person subject and ob-

ject are not marked on the verb, and the distinction between them is made on the

basis of word order instead [AscHMANN and WoNDERLy 1952; HERNANDEz GARciA
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     A,S AS
                     t tt             '                       '
   Fig.7a: First, person Fig.7b: Non-first persons

                                              '
                                                '         Possessive markers Object markers

    sgg:- :'l.f,kthgh- ki-/ki"' -.,,-.

         ig-/i6- - IF    3sg.

    Ipl. ki-/kin- ...-k'an ki-/kin-+PL... -n/-w

    2pl. mi-/min- ...-k'an +PL... -ni/-p
    3pl. ig-li6- ...-k'an +PL... -#

         Subjeet Markers for CVC-V/CVCC-V roots

         Incompletive Completive Continuative
    lsg. k-... -V k-... -+ k-... -ma -.
                            -#-    2sg.              -V-ya                                          -p'a:t
                                '
    3sg. -V -+ M .ma    lpl. -V-ya -u -ma:nmaw
    2pl. -V-ya:tit -tit -p'a:nantit
    3pl. ta-... -V ta-... -+ ta-... -ma:na
                                                       '
    The same split line is observed in Cora, a Uto-Aztecan language, except in first

plural, but the pattern is different from that of Totonac.

     AS

     GO                      '
                         '
   Fig.8a: Personal clitics and non-first person affixes

                                        '                                     '                         '
        '

     GO 'GO                                                  '                           .t   Fig.8b: First person athx Fig.8c: First plur,al affix

        '                 ' '
                                          '

   - Subject(A=S) Object(O) ' Posses$ive(G)

    lsg. nya-/nu= 'na- - nya- ･
    2sg. '' pa-/pa= mwa- a-
                                '
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3sg.

Ipl.

2pl.

3pl.

#-/pu=
ta-/tu=

sa-, ga-/ gu=

ma-/mu=

y-/ # -/ra-h-

ta-

hamW-
wa'-

-ra'an

ta-

ha'anmwa-
wa'a- [CAsAD 1984: 297]

    In Yaqui and Mayo the pattern exhibited by the pronominals is different from

that of the NPs, so i aiso listthe NP pat"Lerri. In t,hen latter, on!y G and O are. marked

by -ta. But the third person singular and first and second person plural follow the

same pattern as that demonstrated by NPs.

AS
G o

A s

G o
Fig.9a: Pronominals Fig.9b: NPs

Yaqui

lsg.

2sg.

3sg.

1pl.

2pl.

3pl.

Subject (A = S)

mepo, nee

empo
aapo
ltepo, te

eme ('e)

bempo

Object (O)

nee
en6i

a (a)

itom

en6im

am

Possessive (G)

in

em
a

itom

en6im

bem

(17)inepoem misi-ta bi6a-k

   I your cat-DEP see-REALIZED
   "I saw your cat."

(18) itom pare-ta kari

   our priest-DEPhouse
   "Our priest's house"

[LINDENFELD 1973: 53]

[LINDENFELD 1973: 56]

    As shown in these examples, Yaqui and Mayo display dependent marking pat-

terns; they are the only Uto-Aztecan languages among those in the Mexican ter-

ritory which have this type of marking. Also in contrast to the majority of Uto-

Aztecan languages, they have SOV order with postpositions, and exhibit, consistent

modifier-head order throughout their grammars. Nichols suggests that in the event

that we have two clearly related languages with clearly cognate morphology; one of

them strongly head-marking and one strongly dependent-marking, we should
reconstruct the dependent-marking type [NicHoLs 1986: 89j. Ifwe apply her sugges-

tion to Uto-Aztecan historical linguistics, we can say that Yaqui and Mayo are the

most conservative languages, at least as regards syntactic relations at the clause

level.

    Zoque shows a pattern opposite to that of Yaqui in the case marking of NPs, as
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is shown in Fig. 10. A and G are marked by the same suffix, -'is. Person markers

on the verb (i.e. A, S, and O) and on the noun (i.e. G) take the same pattern as that

of case markers, that is, A and G are the same, as are S and O.

A

G

s

o

Fig.1O

    Zapotecan and Mixtecan languages in Oaxaca do not
among A, S, O and G. The pattern is drawn as follows:

formally distinguish

AS
GO

Fig.11

Isthmus Zapotec

(19) ma be'eda be

   hascome he
   "He has come."

(20) ma bi'ni ne ni

   has done he it
   "He has done it."

(21) ike be

   head he
   "his head7

[PICKETT 1960: 55]

[PICKETT

[PICKETT

1960: 55]

1960: 37]

    However, the treatment of Pronominals varies from dialect to dialect. In

general, there are two distinct sets of pronouns in use, independent and bound, and

the object is typically distinguished from the subject by means of independent pro-

nouns or particles. ' '
Atatlahuca Mixtec

(22) hini de fia

   know he she
   "He knows her."

(23) hini de safia

   knowhel (independent)
   "He knows me."

[N.ExANDER 1980: 64]

[atEXANDER 1980: 64]
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Jamiltepec Mixtec

(24) kafii sutu ra 6i ra
   hit-COM father he OBJ he
   "His father hit him."

[JoHNsoN .1988: 21]

    Huave uses different sets of person markers depending on whether a clause is in-

dicative or subordinate, to use,Stairs and Hollenbach's {1981] termino!ogy. Be!ow.

is presented a partial description ofthe pronominal system. (For a full description,

see ISTAms and HoLLENBAcH 1981]).

Huave
  Dependent personal pronouns

    Subject (A =S)

    Setl Present Future Past

    lsg. sa- -na- -as, -iis,-ias, -os

    2sg. i- -me- -e-
    3sg. a- -ma- -a-
    Set2 Present Future Past Set3 Present Future Past

    lsg. gi- -ni- ･･as lsg. si- -ni- -iis
    2sg. er- ' --me(r)- -e(r)- 2sg. i(r)- -mi(r)- -ir-,-e-

    3sg. i- -mi -i 3sg. i- -mi -i-
Note: Set 1 occurs with 98 percent of all H' uave verb roots [STAiRs and HoLLENBAcH 1969:

"] ･

  Possessive (G)

    lsg. sa- gi- gi- ga-, ge-

    2sg. i- er- i- mi-
    3sg. a- i--o- mi-
  Dependent -personal pronouns for subordinate verbs

         Subject (A) of transitives Subject (S) of intransitives:

    lsg. na- ni- ni- ne-
    2sg. me- me- me- mer-
    3sg. ma- mi- mi- me-
Note: Roughly speaking, these forms are used under the following conditions:

                                                                '  (a) when the verb occurs with tenses such as future, present progressive, continuous, and re-

                   '

centpast, ' -  (b) when the verb occurs after such adverbs as aliin "yet," gno"no," netam "necessarily,"

(25) ngo ma-rang nahiit [STAiRs and HoLLENBAcH 1981: 323]
   no he-do work'
    "He does not work."

  (c) when the verb occurs after sugh verbs as al "be," ambic'"finish," ndom "can,"

(26) ambi6 ma-ngal tigem [STAiRs and HoLLENBAcH 1981: 323}
   finish he-buy shrimps -

    "He finished buying shrimps."

  (d) when the verb occurs in subordinate clauses.

The object seems to be expressed by the independent personal pronoun.
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Independent personal pronouns

       Subject Object
lsg. gike

2sg. ike
1,2sg. ikora

3sg. neh
lpl. gikona
2pl. ikona
1,2pl. ikooca

3pl. nehiw

gik

ik

'ikor

neh

gikon

ikon

ikooc

nehiw

(27) ngo na-kiib ik.

   no I-bringyou
   "I cannot bring you." [STAiRs and STAiRs 1981: 94]

AS
G o

Fig.12a: Present indicative Set 1 and Set 2

AS
G o

A s･

G o

Fig.12b: Past and future indicative Fig.12c: Subordinate

    Languages treated so far are almost all located in Mesoamerica, except for a

few Uto-Aztecan languages. South of Mesoamerica are languages genetically

related to South American groups. These exhibit a dependent-marking pattern, in

contrast to the languages already treated, in addition to sonie'other noteworthy pat-

                                                             '
   Bribri and Cabecar, languages of the Chib,chan family in Costa Rica, are so-

called ergative languages. They have only a single set of person markers, but when

these function as agents of transitive verbs, they take the postposed ergative particle

ti in Cabecar, dor in Bribri. The third person object and possessive marker is i,

which may be a contracted form of hig/ ihel ie'. Although Bribri and Cabecar are

often called ergative, they seem' to have started out as non-ergative languages, judg-

ing from the patterns shown in Fig. 13.

Cabecar

    lsg.

   2sg.
   3sg.
    1p1.excl.

jis

ba
hie/ihe/ie

sa
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    lpl.incl. se

    2pl. bas
    3pl. hi6wa

(28) jis ksa ･hir

   I sangtoday
   "I sang today."

(29) J'is ti di je'

   I ERG chicha drink
   "I drink chicha."

(30) jis ti i svwa

   I ERG it saw.
   "We saw it."

(31) hie ti jis ppa kal hula wa

   he ERG I hit tree arm with
   "He hit me with a stick."

(32) jis mina

   I mother
   "my mother"
(33)i tabeli

   he machete
   "his machete"

(MARGERy 1989: LXXIII

[MARGERy 1989: LXXI]

IMARGERy 1989: 79]

[MARGERy 1989: LX]

[MARGERy 1989: XLI]

[MARGERy 1989: XLII]

 AS
 GO
Fig.13a: Non-third persons

A s

                                 GO

                                Fig.13b: Third perso4

    Guaymi, a Chibchan language of Panama and Costa Rica, exhibits a different

pattern. The case marking system is so complex that space considerations permit

only a rough outline of it. G is marked with -gwe/-we on NPs, but pronominals

cannot carry the same marking. A, S, and O are not marked at all in non-perfect

(present) tense, while A and S are both marked with -gwe/-we in the perfect (non-

present, non-durative). '
Guaymi
    lsg.

    2sg.

    3sg.

    Ipl.

    2pl.

    3pl.

ti /tiwe
mo /mowe
niara lniarawe, iwe, kwe

num /numwen
mim lmunwen
niaratre /niaratrewe, iwetre, kwetre [ALpHoNsE 1956: 4]
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(34) ti toro-e

   I book-POSSD
   "my book"
(35) ti blite

   I speak
   "I speak."

(36) ti-we blitaba

   I-NOM spoke
   "I spoke."

(37)ti-we niaramiti

   I-NOMhe struck
   "I struck him."

(38) niara ti toen

   he' I see
   "He sees'me."

(39) toma-gwe hu

   Tom-G house
   "Tom's house"
(40) Juan toro-e

   'Ju'an book-POSS

   "Juan's book"

(41)6o-we tata fiokoni
   Cho-NOM father cursed
   "Cho cursed father."

     AS

     GO
   Fig.14a: Pronominals in non-perfect

     AS

     GO
   Fig. 14c: NPs in non-perfect

[idli,pHoNsE 1956: 81

[alPHoNsE 1956: 26]

[idli.pHoNsE 1956: 26]

[1li,PHONSE 1956: 51]

[alPHONsE 1956: 57]

[2dll.pHoNsE 1956: 49]

[ALpHoNsE 1956: 50]

(ieli,pHoNsE 1956: 7]

 AS
 GO
Fig.14b: Pronominals in perfect

 AS

147

G o

                                Fig. 14d: NPs in perfect

                                     '    I have presented above representative samples of Middle American languages

which show diffk:rent patterns. In the next section these patterns will be summa-

6.4. Discussion

    So far I have focussed primarily on the syntactic relations of cross-referencing

pronominals, using the pronominal square as an illustrative device, but since case

                                       '

Y
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marking systems are utilized in Yaqui, Mayo and the Chibchan languages, I have ap-

plied the square to them as well. The square is readily applicable to other systems

such as the non-cross-referencing personal pronQuns of English.

   Theoretically there are four diflierent patterns: non-partite, di-partite, tri-par-

                     'tite, and quadri-partite. - '
I) Non-partite'

AS
GO

II) Di-partite

A

G

s

o
AS
GO

       a
III) Tri-partite

b

AS
G o

ee
       a
IV) Quadri-partite

b

[Ig]

c d

A s

G o

   Every patterp is attested in the Middle American languages except for III-c and

III-d. Outside Middle America, the III-c pattetn is observed, for example, in

nominal case infiections in almost all Australian languages [DixoN 19801. It is

possible that the III-d pattern, heretofore unattested, may eventually be found in

languages from parts of the world other than Middle America.

   I) Non-partite: Zapotec, Mixtec, Cuna

   II) Di-partite: a) Mayan,-Zoque

       . b) Papago, Northern Tepehuan, Tepecano
   III) Tri-partite: a) Yaqui, Mayo, Seri, Tarascan

                b) Cabecar third person

                c) (Chinook, Australian languages)

                d) ?
    IV) Quadri-partite: Huave dependent clauses

    III-a may represent an accusative type, and III-b an ergative type in the depen-
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dent-marking languages of Middle America. Since A, O, S, and G are marked on

NPs, G is naturally different from A, S or O. III-c and III--d might conceivably oc-

cur under special circumstances.

   Although II-a and II-b are the norm amongst the di-partite patterns, there exist

additional derivative patterns as indicated in the following diagrams.

II) Di-Partite

'

A s AS AS A s

     GO               GO                          GO                                    GO

       c d e "fThese patterns ar'e found in the formally marked cases of Chibchan languages.

One-marked languages:

 c) A-marked: Cabecar, Bribri

 d) G-marked: Guaymi non-perfective '
Three-marked:

 e) ASGmarked: Guaymi perfective
Only II-f is unattested. Some of these patterns are observed even in well-known

languages. For example, II-d is found in the second person ofthe English pronoun

system and II-e in the second person of the Spanish pronoun system.

   All the types encountered in natural language may be illustrated by the

square. However, there do exist two exceptional cases which the square cannot

represent. In one case portmanteau morphemes consisting of subject and object

are used. Since the morphemes do not easily break down into their constituent

elements of A, S, O and G, these cannnot be plotted on the square. In the other

case, encountered in Mixean languages, only one participant is expressed in a

sentence.' 'The principal participant of a clause is determined in part by hierarchical

ranking of importance and in part by relative importance. The ranking of impor-

tance is first person over second person, and second person over third person.

Among third persons, rank is determined by relative importance. For example, if a

first person is involved in the action of a clause, then the verb is inflected to indicate

only the role of the first person whether it is subject of intransitive action, subject of

transitive action, or object oftransitive action [HooGsHAGEN 1984: 7-8]. Since only

one participant is expressed in a sentence, the square cannot be drawn to reflect this

situation. .,
   Several types of nominal hierarchy have been proposed up to now. One of the

best known is Silverstein's lexical hierarchy [SiLvERsTEiN 1976]; Keenan and Com-

rie's noun phrase accessibility hierarchy for relativization is alsO well known

IKEENAN and CoMRiE 1977]. In these hierarchies･each element is related in a linear

fashion. However, the pronominal square proposed here is not linear, i.e., one'

dimensional, but square, i.e., two dimensional. The figure is square, but A, S, O,

G are related to each other cyclically. One may suppose that A, S, O, and G can be
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placed linearly, as is shown below:

A s o G

This iinear pattern can account for the fact that (1) S and G are not treated alike,

and.that (2) A and O are not treated alike, but cannot account for the fact that A

and G are treated alike in such languages as Mayan and Zoque.

   There are several other points to consider. It may asked why only A, S, O, and

G are taken into consideration and other categories such as Indirect Object (IO) and

Oblique are not. Empirically we know that IO and Oblique are not as essential to

the clause as the four categories dealt with here, and this evidence is further sup-

ported by the fact that Middle American pronominal systems generally lack any

special morpheme for IO or Oblique. If the investigation had been limited to case

marking systems, G would not have been shown to play the important role it often

does. On the other hand, the analysis of pronominal systems has revealed that A,

O, S, and G are the essential categories in syntactic relations.

    Using the square we have found that:

  a) S and G are not treated alike; in other words, S and G do not form a natural

    class.

  b) A and O are not treated alike; in other words, A and O do not form a natural

    class.

These findings may correspond to empirical claims, but from the square we have fur-

ther identified the restrietions which are described by the implicational laws:

  c) If A and O are the same, then either S or G is identical to A and O, or both S

    and G are identical to A and O.
                                                             '  d) If S and G are the same, then either A or O is identical to S and G, or both A

                                     '    andOare identical toSand G. ' '
    It should also be pointed out that the ergative case is overwhelmingly identified

with the genitive in Middle American languages, although in many case-marking

languages it is identical to some other case, most often the genitive or instrumental,

but occasionally the locative or dative [TRAsK 1979: 385]. If we take Fig. 3 as an ex-

ample of a typical ergative pattern, then the ergative system reported for Cabecar

and Bribri turns out not to be ergative, although it does seem ergative in ap-

pearance. If the assumption here is correct, the square will prove useful in

distinguishing a pseudo-ergative system from a true one.

    Finally, a connection between A and G has already been demonstrated [for ex-

ample, 2ell,LEN 1964], which leads us to conclude that at the very least the connection

of G to A, O, and S is worth more serious attention.
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6.5. Summary

    Of the syntactic relations between the NP and the verb, the relations among A,

S and O have been subjected to intensive study. When A is marked in the same way

as S, the system is called accusative, and when S is marked in the same way as O,

ergative. However, the pronominal systems of Middle American languages have
led us to an investigation of not only the syntactic relations ofA, S, and O, but also

of G, since in Mayan languages, for example, G is treated in the same way as A. As

a means to account for all the dataI have proposed the pronominal square, in

which A and O are diagonally opposed as are S and G. This square can be used to

shed some light on the syntactic relations among A, S, O, and G, as presented in the

findings be!ow:

  la) S and G are not treated alike, in other words, S and G do not form a natural

     class.

  Ib) A and O are not treated alike, in other words, A and O do not form a natural

     class.

  2a) IfA and O are the same, then either S or G is identical to A and O, or both S

     and G are identical to A and O.

  2b) If S and G are the same, then either A or O is identical to S and G, or both A

     and O are identical to S and G.
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Conclusions

    The phoneme is generally regarded as a minimal unit of sound capable of

distinguishing words of different meanings [Hyman 1975: Ch.3]. To distinguish

one word from another, by definition, phonemes must be constant. Nevertheless,

it is ironic that no language has an inventory identical to that of any other
'language. There is not a single language with a phonemic inventory agreed upon by

all the sources on that language. Even the same author may report different inven-

tories over time; moreoyer, different investigators may come up with different inven-

tories even when analyzing the same language of the same informant. See

Northern Tepehuan, Tlapanec, Amuzgo, and other inventories in Chapter 2.1

(Database 1).

    My typological comparison of the phonological sYstems of Native Middle

American languages presented me with many problems such as those described

above, to the extent that I began to think that it was impossible to discuss the

phonological systems on a typological basis. Objects of comparison must be on the

same level of description, yet phonemes are not objective but rather subjective con-

structs. In other words, phonemes are language-particular and constitute abstract

systems. The same phonological data are likely to be interpreted in different ways.

Despite the many inherent diMculties already pointed out, I ventured to compare

phonological systems typologically, because an understanding of its phonemes is

essential to the understanding of a given language; it is perhaps fair to say that the

latter can come about only through the former.

   Although phonemic inventories allow of various interpretations, the com-

parison of them can lead to many insights on the phonological traits of Native Mid-

dle American languages. The size of the sample in this study is 174 languages (in-

cluding many dialects and different interpretation of the same language). The

statistical survey shows that the number of consonants ranges from 1 1 to 35, cluster-

ing between 14 and 27, and the number of vowels from 3 to 9, and these may be

lengthened or nasalized or both. The variation of phonemes is shown in Appendix

1. Native Middle American languages form their phonological systems within

these limits. The phonemic inventories may vary from language to language but

nevertheless reveal general trends. Native Middle American languages seem to

share a common core of structural phonological units; the preferred set of con-

sonants appears to be as follows:

153
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p t c 6
        v  ss
mn
  lr
W y

k ?

h

   Many of the languages have additional phonological units. Some add voiced

series, others glottalized series, and so on. The most aberrant system is that of

Oaxaca Chontal. Seri is particularly rich in the fricative series.

   Some units exhibit a peculiar geographical distribution. For example,

retrofiexed affricates and sibilants are restricted to two areas: western Highland

Guatemala and Oaxaca; as it happens, these two areas yield other peculiar

phonemes as well.

   It is diMcult to'conceive a time perspective on the cultural-linguistic history of

Middle America without consideration of proto-systems, because the phonemes

treated in this monograph are in and of themselves independent, meaningless units

separated from "the word." Phonological change can be investigated only through

the intermediary of positionally defined allophones within the framework of the

word as the basic linguistic unit. On the other hand, the numeral systems and word

order typology discussed in the subsequent two chapters do provide relevant infor-

mation for the investigation of cultural-linguistic history, especially in light of the

evidence they offer of sustained and intimate contact. Numeral systems and word

order typology, unlike phonological systems, are meaningful sequences displaying

various combinations of elements (morphemes and words) and are therefore of

greater usefulness for the understanding of cultural-linguistic history.

   Numeral systems were chosen for areal-typological study at the morphological

level. The typical numeral system consists not of a single principle, but of a com-

bination, so that it in fact comprises a mixed system; for example, a quinary system

may be combined with a decimal one for the numbers under 20 while from 20 up a

vigesimal system is used alongside a decimal one, and so forth. Numeral words are

formed from combinations of U (unit or digit numbers) and B (base words). The

principle of formation of the number words in Middle America is overwhelmingly

UxB+U. However, the languages to the south, genetically related to South

American groups, have the order B × U+U. The formation is different from that
of the Middle American languages, although in both formations 1arger units follow

smaller units. Among the northern languages only Seri has the same formation.

   We have seen that there are many variations in the formation of the number

words. There are quinary methods, decimal-vigesimal methods, multiplicative

methods, and subtractive methods, among others. These methods are geographical-

ly restricted in their distribution. For example, quinary methods are observed in

the formation of the numbers from 10 to 19 in the southern Otomanguean
languages. Central American languages to the sduth have the common feature of

B × U order, regardless of whether they are decimal or vigesimal.
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    The comparison of the formations of numeral words of Middle American
languages reveals that not only the words but also the principles of formation are

subject to borrowing. Cakchiquel provides a typical example of this
phenomenon. Classical and modern Cakchiquel use almost the same vocabulary in

the numbers from 61 to 99, but the formation pattern of these numbers is

different. Classical Cakchiquel used the overcounting method for the numbers

from 61 to 80, and the base mub', meaning 80, was utilized for the numbers from 61

to 80. 0n the other hand, modern Cakchiquel uses mub' from 80 to 99, obviously

with the undercounting method.' Here we can see that only the formation principle

is borrowed, whereas the vocabulary is identical. Is the borrowing of formation

principles peculiar to the numeral systems? Or can such borrowing be observed in

other systems? Thus far, lexical borrowing has received a great deal of attention,

but borrowing of principles has not been seriously examined up to novy. Word

order can be considered a formation principle and borrowing can be shown to have

occurred even here. In other words, structural or formal borrowing does occur.

Therefore, we suppose that there are other examples of such cases where only prin-

ciples of formation are borrowed. Numeral systems offer only one example of this

phenomenon.
    As is stated in the introduction to Chapter 4, numbers were first wirtten about

500 B.C. in the Oaxaca Valley. The symbols involved comprise a system of dots

and bars. Thirteen, for example, is expressed by two bars and three dots, which

may be regarded as vigesimal from the standpoint of formation principle. This

system, however, was used exclusively for the 260-day and 365-day almanacs. The

highest number expressed is 19 and the numbers do not exceed 20. Around the

beginning of the Christian era, the so-called Long Count was created. This system

is composed of 5 bases: Baktun, Katun, Tun, Uinal, and Kin in Maya. Each order

does not go beyond 20 and is normally lined up vertically from the largest to the

smallest. The higher numbers are represented by their relative position. ,Here the

vigesimal system can be unequivocally identified. For the moment, let us consider

the relationship between such ancient systems and language data from after the 16th

,century.

    We find good examples in Mayan writing that indicate that the symbols corre

spond directly to words. The head forms for 11 and 12 do not have ajaw bone

representing 10, while the glyphs for the number 13 and above have one. The terms

used for the numbers from 10 up in Yucatec Maya are lahun, buluk lahka, oS-

lahun, kan-lahun, ho-lahun and so on. The numbers from 13 above are3+10,

4+10, 5+10, and the like, while 11 and 12 are different. They do not have the mor-

pheme lahun representing 10, and thus correspond more closely to the glyph forma-

tions. As is seen in these examples, glyphs generally reflect the system pf the

language. The bar and dot system no doubt indicates the use of a quinary system,

since a bar and a dot represent five and one, respectively. This fact leads to the ob-

vious conclusion that the Maya developed the calendrical systems but did not invent

the bar and dot n,umeral system, since it does not conform to the numeral system of
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the Mayan languages. In fact, the bar and dot system was not adopted by the Maya

until 700 years after it was invented.

   The languages which conserve quinary systems are Mixe-Zoquean and
Nahuan. Nahuan quinary systems conform to the bar and dot system, but it is in-

teresting to note that only dots were used to express the numbers in the Postclassic

pericd when the Nahua-n- group first entered Mesoamerica. The bar and dot system

is seen in codices and inscriptions of Mixtec and Mixtec-Puebla style. It seems to

have been accepted by the Nahuas, who apparently overlooked the discrepancy be-

tween the numerical system and its written form. The dots of the numerical expres-

sions may reflect the system of Mixtecan languages, which have ten different stems

up to 10.

   In such southern Otomanguean languages as Zapotecan and Mixtecan, the

numeral words up to 10 are expressed a's different morphemes and the numbers

from 10 to 19 are formed according to the quinary method. Otomi and Mazahua

show, however, that there are languages which seem to have been quinary up to 10;

further, Amuzgo and Mazatec show the quinary method from 20 up. Therefore, it

may be reasonable to assume that the people who invented the' bar and dot system in

the first place were Otomanguean. It is natural for the number words up to 20 to

have undergone changes during 2500 years. As an aside, it is interesting to note

here that Otomanguean languages have tone systems, and these might have emerged

with the increasing loss of phones in words.

    In Monte Alban, Oaxaca, where the bar and dot numeral expression was first

recorded, the numerals occur under the glyph, expressing, perhaps, the order noun-

numeral. Ih Mesoamerican languages the order followed is numeral-noun, bUt in

languages near Monte Alban such as Zapotec and Mixtec the order for ordinals is

noun-numeral. (Ordinals are expressed by the change of word order from

numeral-noun to noun-numeral.) Moreover, the typological study of
Otomanguean word order reveals that numeral-noun is the irregular order while

noun-nUmeral is the consistent one, since Otomanguean languages such as Zapotec

and Mixtec follow head-modifier order in other areas of their grammars.

    Otomanguean languages are almost purely head-modifier; only in the sequence

noun-numeral (Q/N) is the order reversed, that is, QN. Assuming that the head-

modifier order principle were consistently applied, the Otomanguean languages

might have had NQ at some time in the past. This assumption is supported by the

fact that glyphs precede the numerals, represented as bars and dots, in the inscrip-

tions of Monte Alban, Oaxaca from about 500 B.C. to A.D. 900. Typologically

this is NQ. Nevertheless, if we integrate textual and typological data with the head-

modifier order principle, we can readily interpret these phenomena. As is stated

above, Otomanguean numerals typically precede the noun, but in some southern

Otomanguean forms the reverse order obtains when a numeral is, used as an ordinal

number, as is shown below. Here X symbolizes the definitive morpheme(s).
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Language
Mazatec

Atatlahuca Mixtec

Silacayoapan Mixtec

Jicaltepec Mixtec

Jamilteptec Mixtec

San Juan Colorado Mixtec

Cuicatec

Juares Zapotec

Yatzachi Zapotec

Mitla Zapotec

Classical Zapotec

Valle Zapotec (18c.)

Chatino

Chinantec

Ordinal formation

noun-numeral (for 1),

noun X-numeral (for 2 on)

noun-numeral

noun-numeral

noun-numeral

noun X-nume.ral

noun-numeral (for 1),

X-numeral-noun (for 2 on)

noun-numeral (for 1,2),

X-numeral-noun (for 3 on)

noun Xrnumeral

noun X-numeral

X-numeral-noun

X-numeral-noun?

X-numeral-noun?

noun-X-numeral

noun-X-numeral [YAsuGi 1990b]

   If we postulate that in ancient times the language had noun-numeral order, we

arrive at the following schema.

In ancient times After A.D. 900 In modern times

noun-cardinal

noun-ordinal

cardinal-noun

noun-ordinal

a) cardinal;noun, X-ordinal-noun

b) cardinal-noun, noun-X-ordinal

c) cardinal-noun, noun-ordinal

   The noun-numeral order matches the glyph-numeral order oftextual data from

Monte Alban I-IV (500 B.C.-A.D. 900). After Monte Alban IV, speakers may well

have begun to distinguish cardinals from ordinals by placing the numerals before

the noun when they were used with cardinal meaning. However, in some of these

languages, even the ordinal came to precede the noun through a process which

might have been motivated by the systematization of word order. If this inference

is correct, Mixtec languages such as Atatlahuca and Silacayoapan Mixtec might be

regarded as the most conservative, while the noun-X-numeral word otder in

Jamiltepec Mixtec and X-numeral noun in San Juan Colorado Mixtec seem to pro-

vide typical examples of linguistic innovation from a noun-ordinal to an ordinal-

noun order.

   Taking these points into consideration, we must conclude that the notation

recorded in Monte Alban probably reflected the OtoManguean number system.

However, it is also possible that Mixe-Zoquean was the language in which the bar

and dot notation originated. The numeral systems of Mixe-Zoquean languages are
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quinary, and in Francisco Le6n Zoque numerals can occur before or after the noun,

as is shown'below:

tuyi meckuy/
dog two
"two dogs"

meckuy tuyi

two dog
[ENGEL and BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 3541

We cannot say with complete certainty that these expressions have existed since an-

cient times. However, if the numeral expressions of Francisco Le6n Zoque turn

out to be conservative forms, one or more of the Mixe-Zoquean languages are likely

candidates for being the language which produced the bar and dot notation. Sup-

posing that the bar and dot notation existed prior to the Monte Alban period, which

was contemporaneous with the Olmec period, we can infer that the language of the

Olmec almost certainly derived from the Mixe-Zoquean group, because the distribu-

tion of Mixe-Zoquean languages overlaps with signs of Olmec and Epi-Olmec life as

seen in the latter's monuments, and beCause the Mixe-Zoquean languages in general

have the quinary method. The glyphs in Monte Alban are claimed to be
Zapotecan, but it is nevertheless conceivable that the language which produced the

glyphs was Mixe-Zoquean. Even if this supposition turns out not to be true, the

considerable influence exercised by Lowland languages on Zapotec cannot be

denied, evidenced by the fact that jaguars and snakes, which live only in the

Lowlands, are expressed as Zapotecan glyphs. Taking all these facts into considera-

tion, it is clear that the Zapotecan glyphs must be investigated from a wider view-

point that includes the Mixe-Zoquean Ianguages; it is only by taking this wider

perspective that the glyphs can be fully understood.

   At the syntactic level, I have discussed seven word orders. Since a detailed

typological study of Middle American languages has riot yet been done and the data

are dithcult to check, I have given examples for each word order by consulting the

original references, and have supplied the literature referred to (Database 3).

Although a more thorough study of word order may reveal the existence of other

vyord orders (for example, a language may have both Po and Pr), at least the word

orders listed in Table 29 are definitely attested. Basing my analysis on that table, I

now discuss historical implications involving the languages in Mesoamerica, an area

where high civilizations once developed.

   The central part of Middle America is known as Mesoamerica, a cultural area

as defined by Kirchhoff [KiRcHHoFF 1943]. Defining the area according to linguistic

criteria, the northern border is seen to run from the north of Huastec through the

sduth of Chichimec and then between Cora/Huichol and Mayo/Yaqui. The

southern border lies between the Mayan languages and Tol/Lenca. Typologically,

Mesoamerica is an area sandwiched by SOV-postpositional languages. However,

there may once have been SOV languages within Mesoamerica; good candidates are

Mixe-Zoquean and Nahuan. Yet these are not currently SOV-postpositional

languages. Therefore Mesoamerica completely lacks SOV languages at present.
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As for the order of GN/NG, NG is overwhelmingly predominant, with the Mixe-

Zoquean group conserving GN order. Sierra Popoluca and Sayula Popoluca,

however, have both GN and NG orders. With regard to AN/NA, PN/NP, and

DN/ND, all languages have AN-PN-DN, except southern Otomanguean ones,
which have NA-NP-ND. As for QN/NQ, all Mesoamerican langUages have QN.

    Table 29 and Map 17 indicate that the majority of Otomanguean languages

distributed in the center of Mesoamerica have NA, NP and ND, whereas other

Ianguages such as Otomi and Mazahua have the reverse orders, i.e., AN, PN, and

DN. It is clear from the table and map that languages of the head-modifier order

and modifier-head order came into contact. P/N, D/N and Q/N orders are rather

stable; in other words, Otomanguean infiuence is weak. 'However, Otomanguean

languages have had considerable effect on the A/N order of many Nahuan
languages, no doubt as a result of interrelationships between the two groups. The

shift from AN to NA does not 'occur in the geographical!y marginal languages.

North Puebla Nahuatl, Huasteca Nahuatl and Pipil have AN order, and Huastec,

Otomi and Mazahua, which neighbor the last two languages, may have influenced

them to retain that order, because they themselves have AN order and are

geographically close.

   It is evident that the shift from AN to NA order is related to the shift from GN

to NG, because in Classical Nahuatl the coexistences of GN & NG and AN & NA

can be observed, and in Cora, too, GN co-occurs with NG. Huichol, moreover,

has GN but NA. Similar phenomena can be seen in the Mixe-Zoquean languages,

which must have been formerly postpositional. Many of them have GN and AN,

but in Francisco Le6n Zoque, Sayula Popoluca, and Coatlan Mixe both orders, AN

and NA, are permitted. These coexistence sets are eloquent of the transition from

one stage to another.

   Word order change can occur gradually. For example, a language may change

from AN to NA order by going through a stage in which both AN and NA orders

are grammatically acceptable alternatives. In fact, in some cases, we can observe

not only AN and NA orders but also GN and NG orders in a single language.

   We can deduce from Table 29 that A/N and G/N orders are less stable than

P/N, D/N and Q/N orders. This tendency may be a function of the relative prox-

imity of modifiers to the head, with the latter orders more closely associated with

their respective heads than are the former to theirs.

   Viewing the prehistory of Mesoame'rica in terms of Po/Pr order, both the

Nahuan group, which immigrated from the north, as well as the Mixe-Zoquean

group, which may have been living in its present location from ancient times, are

postpositional, while the rest are prepositional. Prepositional languages,

predominate and postpositional languages have been becoming prepositional ones

for some time. This process is currently well under way and as a result of it many

postpositional languages have both Po and Pr. The coexistence of the two orders

may be related to the use of relational nouns, which function as prepositions.

    I have mentioned the structural parallels between the relational-noun/govern-
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ing-noun order and NG constructions. Both of these,refiect head-modifier order.

Otomanguean languages have this order, that is, Pr and NG, since they have head-

modifier order in general. However, Mayan and Totonac, both of whose basic

order is modifier-head, also have NG. It is diMcult to unravel whether the Mayan

languages had NG originally, or whether they changed GN into NG under the in-

fluence of NG languages. However, for the third person, the genitive construction

is third person pronominal aMx-N-G (which is transcribed as 3-NG in 5. 1), where G

and the third person pronominal are cross-referenced, whereas for the first and sec-

ond persons, the structure is P-relational noun, which makes the structure modifier-

head. In light of these facts, 3-NG seems unnatural and may be an innovative

form. However, all the Mayan languages have NG and Pr, and there is no evidence

to suggest that they ever had GN and Po, a fact which serves as a warning not to app-

ly the head-modifier principle to all languages indiscriminately. At any rate, taking

into consideration the Nahuan and Mixe-Zoquean groups'in which the transition

from GN, Po to NG, Pr is observed, it is clear that GN/NG and Pr/Po are more

easily affected than other orders such as AIN, P/N, and Q/N.

   The cross-linguistic comparison of word orders can lead to the identification of

linguistic change at work, and if we consider this change together with ar-

chaeological and historical evidence, we arrive at even more interesting insights.

For example, Classical Nahuatl has GN & NG and AN & NA, whereas modern

Nahuan languages have NG-NA. We deduce from these phenomena that the
Nahuan languages show various stages in the change from GN-AN to NG-NA. If

we couple this deduction with the documented fact that the Aztecs, speaking

Classical Nahuatl, migrated to the central Mexican valley in the early 14th century,

we may then assume that the coexistences of GN & NG and AN & NA occured be-

tween the 14th and 16th centuries and subsequently became restricted to NG-NA.

    Since there are only so many ways in which the elements of'word order can be

combined, it is diMcult to get more interesting insights than the word order univer-

sals first proposed by Greenberg [1966]. Howeyer this present study reveals that

VSO-Po languages do exist, a fact which was not known at the time Greenberg

wrote his pioneering work; moreover, there exist many VOS languages, formerly

considered rare. Taking into consideration the distribution map of the languages

and the language classification derived from comparative linguistics, it is shown

that at least to some extent linguistic typdlogy can contribute not only to typological

studies and language classification, but to the understanding of linguistic change in

general. The comparison of more items and the analysis of the coexistence of

different word orders within a single given language can both contribute to solutions

to problems of language contact and change and further the understanding of

Mesoamerican history.

    Chapter 6 differs in terms of focus from the previous chapters; the latter have

as their primary aim the discussion of Middle American languages from an areal-

typological point of view, while Chapter 6 represents my attempt to propose a new

typology based mainly on the syntactic relations of cross-referencing pronominals
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of Native Middle American languages. Cross-referencing pronominals in the ver-

bal systems of Middle American languages are restrigted to A, O, and S. In such

languages as Mayan and Zoquean, however, A and G are treated alike, indicating

that G is related to A in some respect. Therefore I took G into consideration as

well, along with A, O, and S. These four categories can be plotted in a square as

shown below.

A s

G o

   Erasing lines allows us to type the Native Middle American languages. For ex-

ample, Mayan languages are figured as follows:

A

G

s

o
AS
G o

Ergative pattern ' Split ergative pattern

   A and O cannot be linked directly by means of erasing'lines. This fact adds

support to the empirical claim that A generally differs from O. HoWever, A and O

may be treated alike. In this case, either S or G is identical to A and O, or both S

and G are identical to A and O. Otherwise, A and O cannot be linked in the

square. Thesquare,then,constitutesakindofimplicationaluniversal. Similarly,
we can deduce from the square that S and G are not treated alike, in other words, S

and G do not form a natUral class, and if S and G are the same, then either A or O is

identical to S and G, or both A and O are identical to S and G.

   I have proposed a new typology of the syntactic relations of cross-referencing

pronominals, and in the process identified a kind of implicational universal which is

based mainly on cross-referencing pronominals; however, the principles of plotting

syntactic relations of A, O, S, and G in a square is readily applied to other areas as

well, such as case marking systems and personal pronouns which function as A, O,

S and G.
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Papago (21

[SAxToN 1963, 1982] (18C, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt 6k? ii      b d j g

         ssh a      mn fi
         Jd
      W
A/ is an apico-'alveolar lateral fiap. /d/ is an

restricted in occurrenee to medial position.

is a fricative preceding i/a.

Ioans. Vowels occur stressed or unstressed.

Iength is interpreted as geminate vowels,

long vowels, Diphthongs registered by Zepeda are ai,

Northern Tepehuan [4]

Northern Tepehuan' [BAscoM 1982] (19C, 5V+G)

   ,Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ty 6k? ii
      bd dy g
      vsig x. a
      mn fi
         lr
Vowel length is interpreted as geminate clusters.

is non-contrastive. /6/ is found in relatively few words.

[5] or '[tY] or both. Bascom does not recognize the

u

o

ii li uu

     oo
aa

                apico-alveolar retroflexed lax stop and is

            /s/ is an apico-domal retroflexed sibilant. /w/

/lj/ and /y/ acquire phonemic status in speech through Spanish

             Allgeminatesequencesarepermitted. Vowel

          but Hale [1965] and Zepeda [1983] interpret it as

                     el, ol, ul.

u

o

ii li uu

     oo
aa

                                      There are two tones, high and low. Stress

                                            In most of these /6/ fluctuates with

                                          glides /w y/, but I give beloW for
reference another analysis where the same author, in an earlier work, does recognize /w y/.

)8(Northern Tepehuan2 [BAscoM 1959]

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt tY 6k? iu ii uu
      bd dY g. eAo ee AA oo
      vsg x a aa      mn fi
         lr R
      wy

167
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Southern Tepehuan (5]

Southeastern Tepehuan' [WiLLETT 1982; WiLLETT 1988] (14C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p t (6) k ? ii'u i: i': u:
      bd (J') g .eo e: o:
      vs (g) h a a:      m n (fi)
     (?m) (?n) (?fi) (?n)

           i (IY)

                y
Parentheses enclose allophones. /d t s n i/ are palatalized contiguous to /i/ as [d2 tg g

fi g}]. 'The voiced stops and the palatal aff)ricate have preglottalized nasals [?rri

?n ?fi ?o] at the same point of articulation as variants in syllable coda position. /e/ is

replaced by /A/ in Willett [1988], who notes that seven different diphthongs occur; /ui i'i oi

ai io ia ua/. I give below another analysis by the same author for reference.

XSoutheastern Tepehuan2 [WiLLETT 1978]

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p 'k? iiu
      m

t

d

s

n
r

c

j

g

fi

ly

y

Tarahumara (6]

Western Tarahumarai [BuRGEss 1970, 1984] (15C, 5V)

   Consonants: ,' Vowels:

      pt6k? iu
         sh a      mn
         Ir

      Wy
Burgess [1984] notes that /b g/ are typically fricatives, although they have voiced lenis stop

allophones which occur phrase initially and /g/ has a voiced stop allophone when following

/n/; I substitute /P TI for them. /l/ is a voiced alveolar retrofiexed lateral. /r/ is an

alveolar retrofiexed vibrant and has both trilled and forward-flapped allophones. The

syllable types are C, CV, CCV. Stress is phonemic.
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Norogachi Tarahumara2 [LioNNET 1966I (16C, 5V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt6k? i      brg e         sx a      mn
         IR

      w y･

u

o

/r/ is considered a voiced stop corresponding to the voiceless t. There is no phonetic inter-

pretation of /R/ (versalita), which occurs in medial position in roots or in initial position of

nominalizing suMxes. It may correspond to /;/ in Western Tarahumara.

}*{Varohio (Sonora) [71 . .
[JoHNsoN and JoHNsoN 1947] (14V, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt 6k? iu ii･ uu
      bd (g) eo ee, oo
         s x' a .aa      mn
         r

      wy
/b/ is a stop after a nasal but in other positions it is a voiced fricative. /g/ is probably a posi-

tional variant of /w/ or /k/. Accent is phonemic. The following vowel diphthongs are

observed; /au ai ae ao ei ia io iu oi oa oe ua ui/.

}*{Guarljio (Chihuahua) I71

[ESCAi,ANTE 1967] (17C, 5V)

Consonants:

  pt e
  b
      sg
   mn
      11
      r

   wy

k?
g

x

Vowels:

  iu
   eo
     a
 Accent / 7

/l/ is a voiced retroflexed lateral. /x/ is interpreted as a velar fricative but is symbolized as

/h/ and positioned under/?/ in the phonemic inventory in the original source. /r/ is･ a

vibrant. The syllable types are V, CV, CVC.
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Yaqui I8I

Yaquii [LINDENFELD

   Consonants:

      p t6
      b bw

            s

      mn
            1

            r

      wy/d f fi/ appear only

1973] (16C, 5V+5G)

k

g

?

h

Vowels:

   iu
   eo
     a

ii

ee

aa

uu

oo

                                                       t
                  in Spanish borrowings. Lindenfeld indicates consonant and vowel

length by clusters of identical segments as in /lottila/ "tired" or /goo?ol "mosquito." The

main stress falls most often upon the second syllable.

)8(Yaqui2 [JoHNsoN 1962] (14C, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptek? iu ii uu      b e'o ee oo         sh a aa      mn
         l

         r

      wy
/f/ and /d/ appear in Spanish loans. /b/ is a weak fricative in positions other than after

nasal. /r/isavibrant. Accent/'/isphonemic.

}*{Arizona Yaqui3 [FRAENKEL 1959] (16C, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt6k kW? iu ii uu
      bw. eo ee oo         sh a aa      p

      mn
         l

         (r)

      WY aHistorically speaking, the fricatives /f 6 T/ occu,r only in Spanish loans. /r/ occurs only in

a single instance in an affix, the suffix -reo/-leo. Since Fraenkel writes that there is only one

stop series but /pW/ is always voiced, /bW/ is set up instead of lpw/. Stress is phonemic,

The syllable types are CV, CVV, CVVCVC, CVCV, CVCVC, CVCCV, CVCVCV.
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Mayo [91

[CoLLARD and CoLLARD

   Consonants:

                vp

b

m

W

bw

t

s

n
1

r

c

y

1979] (15C, 5V+5G)

k ?

h

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

ii

ee

aa

uu

oo

The Mayo phonemic system is not clear in the source cited but the above system may be a

reasonable approximation. /bW/ may be a phoneme as is in Yaqui, because bu+V clusters

exist in the dictionary. /w/ is written gu before a and o or hu before i and e.

Cora [10]

Jestis Maria (El Nayar) Corai

   Consonants:

                   vvpt
   s

mn   1

W

ty

nY

r

c cy

Tone is phonemic.

Ixcatgn Cora2 [McMAHoN

   Consonants:

      p pwtc6
      p

            s

      m mWn
         lr

      wy/P/ has a stdp

c
si

y

[CAsAD 19841

k ?

h

(18C, 5V+5L)

 Vowels:

    11U
    e

      a

1967] (18C, 6V+6G)

k kw ?

      h

     Vowels:

'i        eo
        ee a

u

i: i: u:

e:

a:

11 UU
ee oo

zeee aa

            allophone after nasal and fricative allophones elsewhere. /r/ has a dental

allophone before /ac/ and elsewhere is a retroflexed flap. /s/ has three alloPhones; dental

[S] before /ze/, alveolar [s] before /i e/ and alveopalatal retroflexed [$] before /a u o/.
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Huichol (11I

Huichol' (GRiMEs l955, 1959, 1964] (13C, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptck kW? i
            zh e
      mn. a         r

      wy
/i'/ is a high back unrounded vowel. .

high or low in tone, short (CV, CVC) or long (CVV,

)8(Huicho12 IMclNTosH 1945] (15C, 5V+5G)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6k kw? ii
            zhe
         lr

      wy

i' u ii

ee

aa

/z/ is a voiced retroflex sibilant.

             CVVC) in length.

u ii i'i

ee

aa

uU

66

i'i' uu

Syllables are either

/z/ is a voiced backed alveolar grooved spirant, somewhat retroflexed. /1/ is a voiced lateral

with alveolar apical articulation. /r/ is a voiced retrofl'ex alveolar flap. /i/ is a high central

close unrounded vowel. This is written as /A/ by Mclntosh. Stress is phonemic. The se-

quence of identical vowels is analyzed as two syllables VV in which the second V is stressed.

   The system given for.Huichol by Palafox Vargas [1978} seems to be as follows:

      ptck? iiu i: i: u:
      P z h - eA e: A:
      mn ･ a a:         Jf

      wy

Nahllatl [12]

Classical Nahuatl [PllgDREws

   Consonants:

      pt Kc6k
               s5

      mn
         1

      wy

1975] (15C, 4V+4L)

kw ?

Vowels:

   i

   eo
     a

i:

e:

a:

o:



'
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San Jer6nimo Amanalco (Mexico) [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1980a] (16C

Consonants:

  ptx

  mn
      1

cek kw
sg

        vowels:

? i i:h eo e:             a a:

      wy
Tetelcipgo (MQrelos> [TuGGy 1979] (15C, 4TV+4LV)

COnsonants:

  pt Xc6k
            sg

  mn
      1

        ･ Vowels:Tense

'kw iu    h ieo

      W y./b d g f r/ occur predominantly in Spanish loan words

                              '                       '                                          '      '                        'Amilcingo (Morelos) [DAKiN 1979] (16C, 4V+4L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptXc6k kw i
                     g eo
               sgha
      mn
         1

      wy

.

i:

e:

}*{San Augustin Guapa (Guerrero) [DAKiN 1979] (15C,4V+4L)

Consonants:

  ptX

  mn
      1

c6ks. g

kw

        Vowels:

' i i: h eo e:              a

      wv y
XIxcatepec (Guerrero) [McQuowN 1940] (16C, 4V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p ,t PL c6k kW? i
               sS h' e
      mn
         1

      WyMcQuown's analysis of vowel length is dubious, if

dialects.

o

a

a:

a:

, 4V+4L)

I

e

o:

Lax

o:

o:

o

a

                                   Ixcatepec is compared with other
He notes that long vowels exist although he does not register them as phonemes.

1

1
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)KAhuacatlAn (North Puebla)

   Consonants:

      pt Xc .6 k
                sg

      mn
         1

      wy
Tlaxpanaloya (North Puebla)

   Consonants:

      ptXc6k
                sg

      mn
          1

      wW y

[DAKiN 1979]

kw ?

[BROcKwAy

kw ?

(15C, 4V+3L)

 Vowels: 4 short and 3 long vowels

    1 1:
    e o e:? o:?
      a a:

1963]  (16C, 4V+4L)
Vowels:

   1. 1:
   e o e:
     a a:

o:

Brockway does not register long vowels in 1979, saying that vowel length is quite erratic, vary-

ing among speakers. He does not admit /W/ in this later study either.

Zongolica (Orizaba, Veracruz) [GoLLER et al. 19741 (17C, 5V+4L)

Consonants:

  ptx
f

mn   1

  (i)

W

c6

sg

y

k kw
g

h

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

i:

e:

a:

o:

/f/ occurs only infrequently. Alveolar fiap /f/ has been found in only one word, bigiran

"rooster." /b/ occurs only in Spanish loan words. /u/ occurs primarily in Spanish loan

words but also in a few words of native origin.

Matlapa (San Luis PotosD [CRoFT 1951] (15C, 4V+4L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt Xc6k kW i i:
                sg h e o' e: o:
         1

      Wy
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Coscatlgn (San Luis PotosD [DAKiN 1979] (17C, 4V+4L)

Consonants:

  pt Xc
  b

mn   1

   r

W

s

6

g

y

k kw

h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

})8(Cuamelco (Hidalgo) [DAKiN 1979] (15C, 4V+4L)

Consonants:

  ptx

mn   1

W

c

s

6

s

y

k 'kw

h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

i:

e:

i:

e:

a:

a:

o:

o:

Acaxochitlin (Hidalgo) [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1980b] (17C,

Consonants:

  ptX

mn   1

   r

W

c

s

6

g

y

k kw ?
      h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

4V+4L)

i:

e:

a:

o:

}*{Huazalinguillo, Huautla (Hidalgo) [KiMBALL 1990] (17C, 4V+4L)

Consonants:

  ptX

mn   1

   r

w

c

s

6

s

y

k kw ?
      h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

i:

e:

a:

o:
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Cuatenahuat}, Huautla (Hidalgo) [BELLER and BELLER 1979] (18C, 4V+4L)

Consonants:

  ptXc

mn    1

wW
Nahual (13]

6

sg

y

k kw ?･

g

h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

P6maro (Michoacan) [SiscHo 19791 (17C, 5V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6 ,k kW? i u
            sg h eo
         1

      wW yY
Nahuat [14]

}*{Nauzontla (North Puebla) [McQuowN 1942] (15C, 4V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptcek kw? io
            sg h ea
      mn
         1

      w ' y
See Ixcatepec (Guerrero).

Zacapoaxtla (Puebla) [DAKiN 1979] (15C, 4V+4L)

Consonants:

  p t c

mn   1

W

6

sg

y

k kw
g

h

Vowels:

  i

  eo
     a

i:

e:

i:

e:

a:

a:

o:

o:
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}*{Xalacapgn (Sierra Nahuat, Puebla) [KEy and KEy 1953]

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6k kw i
                   g -eo
            sg h a
      mn
         1

      wy
MecayapAn (Veracruz) [WoLGEMuTH 1981] (17C, 4V+4L)

   Cpnsonants: Vowels:
      ptc .6 k kw? i
         dg eo            sg h a
      mn
         1

      wy/b fr v z 11/ occur in Spanish loans.

Pajapan (Veracruz) [GARciA DE LE6N 1976] (15C, 4V+4L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k i
            sgh a
      mn
         1

      wy/d f fi r f/ occur in Spanish loans.

Jalupa (Tabasco) [GARciA DE LE6N

   Consonants:

      pt c6k
      bw sg h
      mn
         1

      wy

1967] (14C, 4V+4L)

   Vowels:

     i

     eo
        a

(15C,

i:

e:

i:

e:

i:

e:,

i:

e:

4V+4L)

a:

a:

a:

a:

o:

o:

o:

o:

Pipil (El Salvador) [15]

[CAMpBELL 1985] (14C, 4V+4L)

   Consonants:

      p t c e k kw
            sg h
      mn
         1

      wy

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

o

i:

e:

a:

o:
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Pochutec (Oaxaca) [D6]

[BoAs 1917] (17C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants:

      pt c6k
      bd g
            sg

      mn fi
         1

      wy
Cuitlatec . [D7]

Cuitlateci [EscALANTE

   Consonants:

      pt6
      P6
            g

      mn
         11

       w .y
High tone ('

Spanish loans.

k

T

1962]

kw ?

.h

h

(17C, 6V)

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

Vowels:

   ii
   e

     a
 Tones:

u

o

u

o

i:

e:

' (high)

a:

u:

o:

) is only found in the ultimate or penultimate syllable. /s f r ff / are found in

})8(Cuitlatec2 [McQuowN

Consonants:

  p t 6
  bd
         g

  mn
      ll

  wy

k

g

1940al (18C,

kw ?

gW

h

8V)

Vowels:

   iiu

  eo
     A

   ee O
 Tones: ' (high)

/s r f/ are found in Spanish loans. Since McQuown uses /?/ as high, central, and /a/ as

low, front, these are replaced here by /i/ and /ee/ respectively. /l/ is a voiceless fricative

                                                  'lateral. ' ･ .Notes:

   According to Escalante, IP 6 T/ are voiced fricatives, although he writes them as /b d g/. He

does not admit the /gW o A ol presented by McQuQwn. Later authors such as Campbell [19791, Suarez

[1983b] and Valifias et al. (1984] follow Escalante's inventory.
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Paipai [16]

)KPaipai' [RoBLEs and BRucE 1975] (24V, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:               '      p t ty 6･ k ky kw ? i i'
                             '      bbY g e             s gx h a
      m mYn nY
             llr

      wy
Paipai2 [LANGDoN 1971, 1976] (18C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt (c) 6kq? i
      vs gx e      mn nY a         ll r

      W'y
/c/ is found in only one morpheme. /i a

)8{Cochimi [17]

{RoBLEs and BRucE 1975] (21C, 5V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt th ek kw? , i

      b, 'e         s Sx hhw a
      mn
         11
         rr

      Wy
Kiliwa [18]

}*{Ki]iwai [RoBLEs and BRucE 1975] (22C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p pht tw '6 k kw? ii

      b 'e            s gx hhw a
      m mYn nY
            lr

      Wy

u

o

u

o

i:

e:

i:

e:

i:

a:

a:

u:

o:

u:

o:

u/ appear to be much more common than /e o/.

u

o

u

o

i:

e:

i

a:,

u:

o:
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Kiliwa2 [Mixco 1985]

   Consonants:

      pt 6k
     (v) s (ss) x

      mn fi
         l

         r (rr)

      w y'

(18C, 3V+3L)

kW q ?
xw (hw) h

Vowels:

   i

     a
 Pitch:

u
i:

high, low,

  u:
a:

falling

The consonants given in parentheses are extremely rare. Most often /ss/ represents the rare

palatal -s. Occasionally, however, it has been used for the even rarer gemination of the

fricative /s/ [Mixco 1985:xil. I have eliminated the parenthesized phonemes for my

analysis.

Cocopa [19} "
)*{Cocopai [RoBLEs and BRucE

   Consonants:

      pt ty 6
      b

         sg
      mn nY
         1 lr

      w 'y
Cocopa2 [CRAwFORD

   Consonants:

pt
   s

mn   1

   1

   r

W

t

S

c

g

nY

ly

ly

y

k

x

?

h

1975]

hw

(20C, 6V+6L)

      Vowels:

         1. I

         e

           a

1989] (24C, 3V+3L)

k kW q qw ?
X xw

u

o

Vowels:

   iu
     a
 Stress:

i:

･a:

i: i:

e:

u:

high, medium,

a:

u:

o:

emphatic low

/t/ is a dental stop and /t/ is an alveolar stop. /t/ is'rare in native words in normal speech,

but common in affective speech and in Spanish loan words. /f v e 6 d g lj e o/ occur in

Spanish loan words.

Seri [201

Seri' [MARLETT 1984,

   Consonants:

      pt
      ¢ Wsl
      mn

1988] (16C, 4V+4L)

   kkw ?
$x X xw
y

Vowels:

   i

ac a

o

i:

ee: a:

o:
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/i/ occurs in loanwords. /$/ represents a voiceless retroflexed alveopalatal fricative, /W/ a

voiceless spirantized [W], and /X/ a voiceless uvular fricative. The rounded consonants

/kw/, rw/, and /Xw/ have an extremely limited distribution due to some fairly transparent

historical developments. /ee/ is a low front vowel, which is represented by /e/ in Marlett

[1984, 1988]. Stress generally occurs on the first syllable of the root.

XSeri2 [MosER and MosER 1965] (18C, 4V+4L)

   Consonants:

      Pt kkw ?     <l) Ws l $ x X'xw

      mn p            ly
/i/ is a fiap and occurs only in Spanish loans.

Vowels:

  i

   eo
     a v, vv, vvv

                                    Since Moser and Moser note that /e/ is a mid
open front vowel which has a phonetic quality varying between [e] and [ac], /e/ is replaced by

/e/ in the above chart . Stress / '/ is phonemic. Moser and Moser do not admit long vowels

but describe sequences of two and three identical vowels. In the latter case the first vowel of

three identical vowels seems to be simply a stressed vowel. Thus I treat the sequence of two

identical vowels as a long vowel, though this interpretation is different from that' df Moser

and Moser. Nasalization occurs but it is restricted to vowel nuclei preceded by /kW/. (The

,only exceptions are ii "yes" and crnyiki "a nickname.")

Tarasco [21]

Ichupio and Tarerio Tarasco' [FosTER 1969, 1971] (19C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k iiu      ph th ch 6h kh .e o
            sgx ･a
      mn ' '         r;

      wy/b d g f1 fi/ occur in Spanish loans.

San Jer6nimo Purench6cuaro Tarasco2 [NANsEN DiAs 1985] (19C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6k kW iiu      ph th kh kwh e o
            sSx a
      mn
         rr

      Wy

-
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Totonac [22]

Xicotepec [REil) 1991] (17C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6kq? i u i: u:
            sg h eo e:.o:
         l} ;)L CV?
      wy
)*{Zapotitlan [AscHMANN 1946, 1983] (17C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6 kq? i u i: u:
            sg -h ' a a:
      mn CV?         11X

      wy/X/ is added in Aschmann's Dictionary [1983].

Papantla [AscHMANN 1973; HERNANDEz GARciA 1982; LEvy 1987](17C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptcekq? iu i: u:
            sg h a a:     ･ 1 l X C?V      m 'n

      w. y-
/r/ is registered by Levy [1987] but it is a marginal phoneme. Levy reports laringealized

                         'vowels and describes C?V as CV.

})KCoatepec [LEvy 1987 (from McQuowN 1940, 1983)] (23C, 3V+3L)

ConsonantS:

  p t c
   fs
  mn
      ll
      r'

   W

6k kwq?
g x xw

pc,

y

    Vowels:

       iu
h hW a

McQwown added lf/ and /xW/ to his 1983 edition

i:

a:

u:

. /b g e o/ appear in Spanish loans.
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}*{Ahuacatlgn [LEvy 1987 (from EspiNozA 1978)] (14+3C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc 6.k q? i u i: u:
         11X
      w ,y
/s g h/ are not found in Levy's inventory, and this omission must be due to a quotation er-

ror.

Tepehua [23]

Teachichilco [WATTERs 1980] (15C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt･c6kq? iu i: u:
             sg h eo e: o:

          1(f) C?V
      Wy/f/ is attested only in Spanish loan words and in a few onomatopoetic words. [l] occurs in

syllable-final position or before a consonant.

Huehuetla (BowER 1948; BowER and ERicKsoN 1967] (22C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt cekq? i u i: u:
      p' t' c' 6' k' q' a a:
             sg h
      mn
         11

      wy
/e e: o o:/ contrast with'/i i: u' u:/ only in Spanish loans.

Notes:

   The glottal stop presentsssome peculiarities for the Totonacan languages. It follows the vowel in

some dialects, precedes the vowel in others, and in some towns･ "it actualizes as a laryngealization of the

syllabic nucleus without any full glottal stop present" [AscHMANN 1946: 42]. In Huehuetla a series of

glottalized stops is reported. These variations are described as follows:

                   }s   C'v-vC?V-vCV?-vCV (V represents a laryngealized vowel.) .
                  'Even in the same dialect different treatments are observed. See Papantla Totonac, in which Levy

registers glottal stop plus vowel as a laryngealized vowel, while Aschmann and Hernandez Garcia treat

the sequence as C?V. '
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Chichimec [24)

Chichimec' [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984] (20C, 7V+7N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptcek? iu      bd jg e            sh eea
            z
Fortis m n

Lenis m n
         lr
      W
/d j/ occur only after /n/. /1/ occurs in very few words.

u

o
;p v
eQpe a

                                              There is no description of tone

but judging from the transcription there is a tone contrast, high and low.

XChichimec2 [RoMERo CAsTiLLo 1960] (17C, 7V+5N)

   Consonants:. Voweis:
      ptc6k? iU u･ iV v                                                     '            '      bd 'g . e .o.e
            sh aca a            z Tones: high, low
      mn
         lr
      W

'

Pame (25]

Central Pame (Santa Maria Acapulco) [GiBsoN

Consonants:

  p t c
  bd
         s

  mn
      1 IY

  w

6

g

r

y

kq?
g

o

h

/f/ occurs in Spanish loanwords.

South Pame (Jiliapan) [MANRiQuE C.

Consonants:

  p t c
  bdj
         s

  mn
      r

  w

6 k ?
jg
g･ h

y

 1956] (21C, 5V+5N)

Vowels:

  11  ee   eo eQ
     aa ToneS: high, low, falling glide

1967] (19C, 6V+6N)

     Vowels:

        llU liP
        eo eP
           aa
       Tones: high, low, glide
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Matlatzinca [261

[SCHuMANN 1975] (16C, 7V)

   Consonants: ･ Vowels:
      p t,c 6k kW? iiu
         sg h eAo
      P, 'a         1

      mn

      wySchumann describes both Matlatzinca and Ocuiltec phonemes. His Ocuiltec inventory

differs from Muntzel's analysis displayed below in the following points:

1) /d z fi/ occur in Schumann's inventory, while Muntzel does not register them.

2) Schumann does not admit the long vowels which Muntzel sets up.

3) Muntzel analyzes /e o/ as more open 'mid vowels.

Ocuiltec I27]

[MuNTzEL 1982, 1985] (17C, 7V+7L)

   Consonants:

      ptc6k kw?
        (s) g h
      p

         1 (r)

      mn

      wy/f f/ are found in,Spanish loans.

ditioned by nasals.

Vowels:

  iiU 1: l:
   eAO e: A:
     a .a:
 Tones: high, glide

/s/ and /r/ are rare phonemes.

u:

o:

Nasal vowels are con-

Otomi [28]

Mezquitali [SiNcLAiR and PiKE

Consonants:

  p t c
  bd
  ies
         z

  mn
      lr

  W

6

g

fi

y

k?
g

xh

1948; HEss 1968] (23C, 9V+4N)

      Vowels:

        1 IU l"
        e.･A o･ e
         ea o a
       Tones: high, low, rising
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}*{Mezquita12 [BERNARD

   Consonants:

pt
¢, e

P6
mn

W

c

s

z

r

g

T

fi

y

1973]

k

x

?

h

(21C, 9V)

Vowels:

   i i'

   eA
   ze a

 Tones:

u

o

o

high, low, rising

/6 2 1/ are phonemic only in recent Spanish loans. Phonemic nasalization has apparently

declined in modern times and may be in the process of becoming a strictly phonetic feature.

Nasalized /a/ rnay persist as phonemic, but it appeqrs as nasal /o/ in the speecij of many

Otomies.

Temoayan [ANDREwS

   Consonants:

      p t c 6
      bd
            (s) g

            z (2)

      mn fi
         (1) i

      wy/s 2

Tenango

   Consonants:

      p t ' k
      bd g
      ¢ s'g x
              '         z

      mn
             i

      wy

1949]

k

g

1/ are rare phonemes.

   [BnGHT and PiKE

?

h

(23C, 9V+3N)

kw ?

gW

h

1976] (18C,

Vowels:

   i

   eo
   eA
     a
 Tones:

9V+4N)
    Vowels:

       i

       eo
       ee a.

      Tones:

u

o

o

high,

i

   a
low,

v

rising

IU 1
  o

  o .pe
high, Iow,

u

a

rising

A voiced lateral /1/ and a voiceless alveopalatal affricate /6/ occur in Spanish loan words.

Sierra (San Gregorio and San Antonio el Grande) [EcHEGoyEN GLEAsoN 19791 (16C,

9V+4N)
Consonants:

   pt ck
   bdjg
         g

   mn
         r

   wy

?

h

Vowels:

   i

   eo
   ee a.

 Tones:

iu l
  o

  ope
high, low,

v

a
falling, rismg
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Mazah"a I29)
[SpoTTs 1953, 19561 (23C,

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 k

      bd g
            sg
            z2

      mn fi
         lr

      w 'y
Tlapanec (30]

Tlapaneci [SuAREz 1983a]

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 k
      bd jg
      ¢ sg
      mn
         lr

      wy
XTIapanec2 [TiTo MoRihg

   Consonants : '

      pt .6 k
      bd jg
      ph th kh
      ¢ sg
      mn fi
         lr

      wy

9V+6N)

kw ?

gW

h

(20C,

?

h

1988]

?

h

Vowels:

   i 'i

   eo
   e

     a
 Tones:

5V+5N+1OL)

(23C,

u

o

o

1' v･
e e p

a

high, low, falling

Vowels:

   - ,- - -   1 U 1: U: l IJ I:
   e o e: o: e 9 e:
     a a: a Tones: 1 (high), 2 (mid), 3 (low)

        12, 13, 21, 23, 32, 31, 323

                          [SUA,REZ

 5V+5N+1OL)
VowelS:

   i u, i: , u: i v i:
   e o e: o: e Q 'e:
     .a .a: . a
 Tones: high, rnid, low

a:

u:

Q:

1983b]

a:

p:

p:

The two inventories above are from the same dialect (Malinaltepec), but the differences are

observed in /c fi/ and the aspirated stops. [c], [fi] and the aspirated stops exist but are inter-

preted as consonant clusters, that is, ts in Tito Moran and ph, th, kh, ny in Suarez, due to

differences of analYsis.
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[FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1959, 1961] (23C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
         tty cek? iuiv
      b d dY J' g e o e p
      ¢s Sh aa      mn fi Tones: high, mid, low
         li fr

      wy/pl occurs in loanwords. Since voiced stops occur only after hasals, they may be analyzed as

voiced allophones of voiceless stops or prenasalized consonants /nb nd ndy nj ng/.

Popoloc I32]

Western Popoloc' (Otlaltepec) [WiuiAMs and PiKE 1968] (21C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Yowels:
         tceek? iuiv            sg$ h 'eoep
           (z) (2) (Z)T a a
      mn fi ,Tones: high, mid, low
        (1) -f

      wy/p/ is found only in loan words. /f/ is found in loan words ' except in one native word. /1/

is a rare phoneme. Except for /r/, the voiced fricatives are rare. /z/ occurs in only four

morphemes. 72/ occurs in only two. A sequence of two vowels is not analyzed as a long

                        '

}*{VVestern Popoloc2 (Otlaltepec) {PiERsoN 1953] (20C, 5V+5N)

Consonants:

      tc
      dj
         s

      v

  mn
      1. I

6

j

g

y

e k' ?

$

x

/p/ occurs only in loan words.

h

Vowels:

  i

  e
     a
 Tones:

/v/ varies freely to [w

UIVoeQ       4
high, mid, low

12, 13, 21, 23, 31,

131, 121, 213, 312,

] in all positions.

32,

313



'
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Eastern Popoloc (Atzingo) [KALsTRoM and PiKE 1968] (18C,' 5Y+5N)

   Consonants: . Vowels:
     (p)tc6ek ?･ i u ･i v
            sgS '･h' eo e-Q                          '             '        (6) a'a      mn . Tones:1(high), 2, 3,4(low)
                               '         l r ･ ' 12, 13, 21, 23, 31, 32,
      w y 131, 121, 213, 312, 313
lp/ and /6/ are found in only two morphemes each.

                             tt               '                    '
Tlacoyalco Popoloc [STARK and MAcHiN 1977} (24C, 4V+4N+8L)

 ' Consonants: .                              Vowels:
                                  '     (p) tc6ek? i i i: i:
     ¢es g$ h e o e Q e: o: e: Q:
      P6z 2T a a a: a:                 '     m n fi , Tones: 1(high), 2, 3,4(lpw)

           lif ･
                  y,(11Ili/eASnroatreprPehc2dni9nMge/SO/U.nd in feW nativg words･ /e tcee k{ are voiced foiiowing /n/

                                                                 '                                       '       '                                             '                                                           '                                                          '

[MocK 1977] (24C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants:' Vowels:
                       '

     ptc6ek? iu i'v     Qesg$x 'e oeg      P6z 2'2T ･ a ･a                               '     m n - ' Tones: 1(high), 2,3(low), 12, 21, 32

        lrf ･ ''                           '                                                          'Accent generally falls on the penultimate sYllable. 76 Tl are pronounced [d g] after nasals.

                              '
Mazatec l34]
                     '
Chiquihuitlan [JAMiEsoN 1977a, 1977b; JAMiEsoN 1982, 1988] (15C, 6V+6N)

                     '   Consonants: Vowels:
        tty c6k? iuiv                                     '        s $h' eo ep     mn fi . aca pea        l Tones:1(high), 2, 3,4(low), 14, 24,
      P . y 34, 21, 31, 41, 42, 214, 314,
                          '                  ･ . 414 424 11                                        s)
/p 6T f/ are found in Spanish loans. '
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Jalapa de Diaz [ScHRAM and PiKE 1978] (21C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants:                                   Vowels:
                         '                                               '                                    '         tcek kw? iuiv
         dj J'ggW o Q         sg h aca pea
      mn ･ fi Tones: high, mid, low
         lr

      w･ ''y
Huautla de Jimenez [PiKE 1967] (17C, 4V+4N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6ek? ' i i
         s $h 'e o 'e Q                         '           '                             '      mn fi -- a                                                  a
         1 (i) Tones: 1(high), 2, 3,4(low), 13, 14,
      v y 23, 24, 34, 43, 42, 32, 21, 424,
                                       423
/b d g i/ occur in Spanish loans. ' /i/ is a rare phoneme.

Soyaltepec [PiKE 1956] (18C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6ek? iuiv         sS h. eo eQ
      mn fi aa         1 i f Tones:1(high),'2, 3,4(low), 12, 21,

      w y 23, 24, 31, 32, 34, 41, 42, 43

Amuzgo [35I

San Pedro Amuzgoi [SMiTH-STARK and TApiA GARciA 1984] (ZIC, 7V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
     (p)t ty c6k? i u
      b dY g' eoep         s gh eao eap      m n fi Tones: 1(high), 3,5(low),
        (1) r (f) . 12, 34, 35, 31, 53
                          '           '
                        '
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XSan Pedro Amuzgo2 [CuEvAs SuAREz (TApLA GARciA) 1985] (16C, 7V+5N)

                               ･ Vdwels:   Consonants:

         t ty c6k kW? i u i u
                                  '        -s g h. eoeQ      p '.ea'o a                         '      m n . Tones: 1(high), 2,3(low),
         1･                                       21, 13, 31

Although the informant for both Amuzgo charts is the same person, the invent

different.

                              '
Xochistlahuaca [BAuERNscHMiDT 1965] (25C, 7V+.5N)

                       ' ' vowels:   Consonants:
                                  '
     (p) t c ty 6 k ky kw ? i u
                     nk .･ eo ep     (mP) nt nty

     (p)s g                               h                                      ac ao pe ap
      m n ny Tones:1(high),2(mid),3(low),
         1 .' 13 32 21                   , se         r(r") ･
      wyn and mb are syllabic consonants. Parenthesized phonemes are extremely rare.

           '                               'Mixtec I361

AcatlAn [PiKE and WisTRAND 1974] (24C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:               '      pt 6k kW? ' i u i' v
      mb nd nj nj, ng e o i P
         sS (h) a' -a      v6 ･ Tones: high, mid, low
                            '        '                                  '      mn fi .                                   '         li f

     (w) y ･/w h/ are rare. /i f/ are rare and found mostly in loan words.

191

orles are
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Huajuapan [PiKE and CowAN

Consonants:

      t6
      nd

      sg

   P62
  mn fi
      1

  (W)

k kw ?
(ng)

1967] (17C, 5V+4N)
  Vowels:

     i ii

    .e

       a
   Tones:

     i

oeQ       a
high, mid, low

/ng w/ are rare phonemes. /p Mb ¢ h T r f/ occur in Spanish loan words.
     'Notice that there is no /y/, nor are there any palatal glusters described.

                                         '                                '                                          '                                        '
Silacayoapan [NoRTH and SHiELDs 1977] (20C, 5V+4N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt6k kw? iu iv     (mb) nd (nj) (ng) e o e
      Psg2 h, a a      m n fi Tones:1(high),2(mid),3(low)
          1

             y
                       '                                                   '/mb nj ng/ are rare. /i/ occurs in Spanish loans with a few exceptions.

Mixtepec [PiKE and IBAcH 1978] (22C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
     (p)tc6k kW? i u･i v
     (mb) nd nj nj ng (ngW) e o e P
                                              '         ,v                                                '          s･s                 . aa      m n fi Tones:1(high),2(mid),3(low)
         1i 13, 23, 31, 32
      v ,y.
/p mb ngw/ are rare. /Ql occurs only in one morpheme, -Q "we exclusive."

/v/ varies from labiodental to bilabial.
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Alacatlazala [ZyLsTRA 1980] (17C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants:

         t6k kw?
         nd (ng)

      psg (h)
      mn fi
         li

            y
/p mb/ occur only in loan words.

Vowels:

  i

  e
     a
 Tones:

u l. P

oeQ       a
high, mid, low

                           /ng/ occurs only in one morpheme, /inga/ "other."'

phoneme /P/ has an allophone [w] before the vowel /al and is realized as' [P] elsewhere.

is a rare phoneme. Zylstra [1991]'s inventory is as follows:

/t 6k kw bd mb nd sSxvm n fi 1ry?ieaouiaQ v/ (19C, 5V+4N)
/p g f/ occur in Spanish loans.

}*{Ayutla' [PANKRATz and PiKE 1967] (23C, 5V+4N)

Consonants:

  (p) t ty
  (mb) nd ndy

      s'

   mn
      lr
   p
mb ng ngw h

6

g

fi.

y

k kw
(ng) (ngW)

   (h)

?

(hw)

/p hw e/ are rare phonemes.
bilabial continuant and varies from slight friction to frictionless.

Ayut]a2 [HiLLs 1990] (23C+?, 5V+3N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
     (p) t ty (ky)k kw i u i v i?
     (rrtb) nd'ndy (ng) (ngw) e 'o e?
         s (sy)g (x) a a'
     (m) n nY fi Tones: high, mid, low
         li

      v y･
/p ky mb ng ngW sY x･ m/ are rare.

The

/h/

 Vowels:

   1,U l V
   e o (e)
      a 'a
  Tones: high, mid, low

/r/ is a vibrant. The' semiconsonant /P/ is a

a?

u?

o?

i?

a?

v?
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)*{Ocotepeci [MAK

   Consonants:

     (p) t 6 k
         sg
         z2
      P6
      mn fi
         1

            y
/P ?/ are rare. /mb

Ocotepec2

   Consonants:

     (p) t 6
         nd (nj)

          sg
      v (6)

     (m) n fi
         (1)

             y
/p nj ng 6 m

1958] (18C,

kw (?)

   h

         nd

[ALEXANDER

k

(ng)

x

5V+5N)
Vowels:

   i

   e

     a
 Tones:

u

o

high,

lvep   a
mid, !ow･

nj ng/ are treated as clusters /mp nt n6 nk/.

1988] (19C, 5V+5N)

                 Vowels:

 kw? i,                    e

                       a
                   Tones

            1/ are rare. /Mb f g r f

    'Molinos [MERRiFiELD and STouDT 1967]
         '                               ''

   Consonants: '
      ptek kw ?
         d

         sg･ h
      v2
      mn fi n
         lr
/nd/ is jnterpreted as /nd/.

Atatlahuca {MAK 1953] (23C, 6V+6N)

   Consonants:

      pt 6 k kw ?
      Mb nd nj ng

          sgh
      P62
      m nN fi
         Ir
             (y)

/N/ is a voiceless alveolar nasal.

cluster. Alexander [1980]

uivO99       a
high, mid, low

/ have been introduced through Spanish loanwords.

 (18C, 5V+5N)

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a
 Tones:

u

o

high,

Vowels:

   i i'
   e

     a
 Tones: 1

u

o

Jveg  a
mid, low

,2, 3, 4

'

e

a

1. v

  p

      /y/ is rare and occurs as second member of a consonant

reports Atatlahuca has a three tone system /1, 2, 3/･
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San Miguel El Grande [MAK 1950] (21C, 6V+5N)

   Consonants: , Vowels:
      p t 6 k kW ? i i'
      mb nd nj ng e
         sgh a      P62 Tones:      mn fi
         lr

u

o

i

a

high, mid, low

'i u

  p

195

/P/ is slightly voiced except after glottal stop or between /i'/ vowels, when it becomes [w].

Pike notes that /P/ varies freely from a stop especially in morphene-initial position, to a flat

fricative, in the same position, to a [w], especially morpheme medially [PiKE 1939: 115].

/2/ is [y] after /1/ or /g/, [2] or [y] elsewhere.

Chalcatongo [MAcAuLAy 1987] (17C, 6V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
         t6k kw? iiu iip
      bnd eo         s5 h' aa            Z Tones: high, rriid, low
      mn fi
         lr

      W

}*{Diuxi' [PiKE and ORAM 1976] (18C, 6V+6N)

Consonants:

      tek kw
      d

      sg
   P 6 2
  mn fi
      li

?

h hw

Vowels:

  ii
  e
     a
 Tones:

u ;tv
oeP       a
high, low

/nd/ is interpreted as /nd/, that is, /d/ occurs only after ln/.

Diuxi2 [KuipER and ORAM 1991] (19C, 6V+6N)

Consonantsi:

      t6
      nd

      sg

   P62
  m n,,fi
      lr

k kw ?
ng

X xw

Vowels:

  i i'

  e
     a
 Tones:

u Itvo (e)' p
       a
high, mid, low,

high downglide

Since it is reported that d and g occur only after n, they are symbolized as /"d

is transcribed by .y in the source. /p b gW f/ occur in loanwords.

ng/here; /2/
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Pefioles fDALy 1973; DALy and DALy

   Consonants:

         t6k kw?
      mb nd nj ng ngw

         sg

      ¢62
      rn n fi
         li
/p f h f/ are found in Spanish loans.

Cbatzospan [PiKE and SMALL l974;

   Consonants:

     (p) t c 6 k kw ?
      mb nd nj nJ' ng ngw

         s' g

      P 6 6Y
      mn fi
         li
/p/ is rare. /f x g y

1977]

        Native Middle American Languages

(20C, 6V+6N)

 Vovyelfi: . .

    IIU 1.! V
    eo eP
      a a.
   Tones: high, mid, low

                                               1
                             SMALL 1979, 1990] (23C, 6V+6N)
                                     VoWels:

                                        iiu iiu

                                        e' o e

                                          aa
                                      Tones: high, low, high-low glide

                                                          [SMALL

                  w/ have entered the language through Spanish loanwords.

ing to Pike and Small [1974], tone system is high, low, high-low, low-high.

Jamiltepec [JoHNsoN 1988] (21C, 6V+6N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
     (p)t ty 6k kw? iiu iip
     (mb) nd ndy ng e o e 9
      vs gx aq      mn fi Tones: high, mid, low
         lr
                y

/p Mb/ are rare. J
San Juan Colorado [STARK, JpHNsoN and LoRENzo 1986] (20C, 6V+6N)

   Consonants:                                     Vowels:

      pt･ty ck kw? ･. iiu'iiv
      mb nd ndy eoeQ
         sgx aa      mn. fi Tones: high,mid,low
              '         lr ' '
      v y .,

1990]

 Accord-
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                                   '                            ttChayuco [PENsiNGER and LyMAN 1975] (20C, 6V+6N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ty kkw? iiu iip ･
      mb nd ndy. ng .. e o e･ Q
                                '      ve'sg '･ a a･      mn fi Tones: high, mid, low
         lf
               y
                                               tt/q/ poSsibly is /kw/, although it is noted that /q/ represents [ky].

                                    '                              'Jicaltepec [BRADLEy 1970] (20C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: ' Vowels:               '          tt
      pt ty 6k kw? i u i v                                  '      mb nd ndy ng e, o e p
         s･s aa      mn fi Tones: high, mid, low
         ll

      wy                    '/th sy x/ are found only in Spanish loans. /i/ is a postdental flap.

            '
Cuicatec I37]

                                ')8(Concepci6n Pipaloi [NEEDHAM and DAvis 1946] (14C, 6V+6N)

                                                   .                                                .t                           '   Consonants: ' Vowels:
         t6k kw? iuiv
         sx 'eo ep
        (1) Tones: high, mid, low
        (r)

            y
/1 r/ are rare phonemes. /f/ occurs in Spanish loans. ' Davis ahd Walker change the
analysis of /e, e/, uniting them in one phoneme /e/; IQng vowels are treated as vowel clusters

VV [DAvis and WALKER 1955].

Concepci6n Pgpalo2 [BRADLEy 1991] (15C, 5V+5N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt.6k kw? iuiv
         sx eo ep      v6 ･. aa      mn Tones: high, mid, low
         lr
             y
/f/ occurs in Spanish loanwords.
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}*{Santa Maria Psipalo [ANDERsoN and CoNcEpci6N RoQuE 1983]

   Vowels:

      -;      IUIV
      eo ep
        aoa
   Tones:'1 (high), 2, 3, 4 (low), 14, 24, 243, 32, 43

I cannot confidently extract phonemes ･from Anderson's Dictionary, but the vowel system in-

dicated above seems fairly accurate; it is different from that of Concepci6n Papalo, although

their consonant systems seem to be identical.

Trique [381

San Andres Chicahuaxtla [LoNGAcRE 1952, 1959; HoLLENBAcH 1977](25C, 7V+6N)

   Consonants:

     Fortis pt ksg mn1 y w
     Lenis b d g z 2 g! u1 y ly
               c 6 r ? h

Vowels:

   ii

   eA
     a
Tones:

u

o

1 l ･v

.e Q
         a
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

12, 13, 21, 23, 32, 34, 35, 43,

343, 354

4S, 51, 52, 53, 54,

/e/ occurs but /2/ does not in Good's inventory [19791.
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San Juan Copali [HoLLENBAcH 1977] (22C, 5LV+3SV)

   Consonants:

     Fortis pt ks g $
     Lenis bdgzir
     A{fricates c 6'6

     Resonants m n 1 w y
     Laryngeals ? h
Bilabial stops are a recent innovation, found in Spanish loanwords and a few onomatopoeic

Vowels:

    There are eight vowels: five long vowels and three short vo"vels. They can be nasalized.

The long vowels constitu.te the simple, unmarked case, contrary to a traditional analysis.

The short vowels consist of a simple vowel checked by an abstract laryngeal t, which has the

phonetic characteristics of a ballistic accent' [HoLLENBAcH 1985: 456].

                                              '   Longiu Short' ･          eo e! o!
            a a!
There are eight tones.

   21, 32, 3, 34, 35, 4, 5, 53

The tone system is analyzed as a contour system rather than as a register system, the more･

commonly reported system for other Middle American languages.

Notes:

   Trique and Zapotecan have fortis and lenis consonant contrasts. The fortis consOnants are more

tense and generally longer than the corresponding lenis cosonants. Lenis consonants are more lax, with

stops tending towards a fricative articulation [LoNGAcRE 1952: 63; JoNEs and KNuDsoN 1977: 163].

Zapotec [39]

   Although the most famous characteristic of Zapotec is the contrast of fortis and lenis,

some sources do not describe this contrast. There are two types of description of vowel

clusters. One is the separation of vowel clusters; simple, glottalized, laryngealized and

aspirated. The other is no-separation, that is, the vowel clusters are regarded as vowel plus

consonant. The glottal stop /?/ is normally considered consonantal but in Zapotecan it is

consiqered part of the vocalic nucleus, creating a contrast between plain and checked vowels

                                                                '[JossERAND 1983:177]. -
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}*{Sierra Zapotec (Atepec) [NELus 1947] (23C, 5V+3N)

   Consonants:

                ptc6k kw?
                s g f e x
                zZv6T
                mn1 ri w
   Vowels: i e a o u

          '-i av .T   Tones: high, mid, low
There is no interpretation of phonemes. Juarez Zapotec presented below is the same dialect,

but the description is different.

       '                     '
Jugrez Zapotec (Eastern IxtlAn=Atepec) [BARTHoLoMEw 1983] (35C, 5V)

Consonants:
                                                    '
      pp bb tt cc 66 kk kkw ee s $$ mn1ry
                         '      p b t d.c 6 k g kW gw e $ Z mn1ry
                                                     -----                                            '          W?- ' 'Vowels: i eaou
Vowels can be nasalized.

    simple: V

    glottalized (cortada): V?

    laryngealized (quebrada): V?V

Tones: high, mid, low, rising, falling
/f x 11 fi/ occur only in Spanish loans. Diphthongs are /ia iu ie ua ue ui/.

Western IxtlAn [THiEssEN 19871 (24C, 5V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt t: c 6 k kWs g n1 r

  Lenis bd ggW 2nlr  Non-contrast e x iri ?

Vowels: i e a o u
    simple: V

    laryngealized (interrupted): V?V

Rinc6n (Villa Alta district) [EARL 1968] (21C, 7V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt ce ks g
  Lenis bdj jgz2
  Non-contrast 1 n r w y ? X

Vowels: i- e a o u i' ee
/X/ varies between uvular trill and [h]. /m fi f/ are borrowed from Spanish･
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Zoogocho [BuTLER 1985; LoNG 1985] (25C, 4V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt6ksg$ mn1
  Lenis bdj gz2Z mn1
  Non-contrast i w K X ?

Vowels: i e a o
/b f x fi f y(11) u/ occur in Spanish loans.

Yatzachi [BuTLER 1976, 1980] (26C, 5V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt6k kw sg$n1
  Lenis bdjg gW z22n1
  Non-contrast m4iXXw? ,Vowels: ･ i e a o o
/f x xW y f fi/ occur in Spanish loans. /4/ is a voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative.

}*{Villa Alta (Yatzachi) [LEAL 195e; Pike 1948] (25C, 5V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt6k kwsg$n1
  Lenis bdjg gwz22n1
  Non-contrast m y X Xw ?

Vowels: i e a o i' (high back unround)
Tones: 1(high), 2(mid), 3(low), 12, 13, 21, 23, 32

/f xw x r f/ occur in borrowed words.

Cajonos [NEms and HoLLENBAcH 1980] (26C+?, 4V)

COnsonants:

  Fortis pt c6ks$ mn1rX
  Lenis b dj j g z 2 mn1 r X(uvular fricative)
  Non-contrast w y

Vowels: ie ao
   simple:, V
   chccked (glottalized): V?

   laryngealized: VV
Tones: high, low, downglide
/f x/ are found -only Spanish loan words.

Yalalag [NEwBERG 1987] (25C,･5V)

Consonants:
              '                                  '
  Fortis pt6k kws gn1                                .           '         '  Lenis bdjg gwz22n 1.
  Non-contrast m r X Xwy ?

Vowels: ie'a ou ' -  Syllable nuclei: V and V?

Tones: high, mid, low, mid-falling
.
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                                                        '                                                                      '            '                                              'Yatee [JAEGER and VAN VALiN 1982] (19C+?, 4V) '

Consonants:

  Fortis pt6ks$n1
  Lenis bdj gz2 n1
  Non-contract T w y

Vowels: i e a o
                i? e? a? o?

                i?i e?e a?ao?o

Zr/isavoiced uvular fricative. .
Tones: high, low, low-to-high rising, high-to-low falling

/m m.r/ are phonemic only in loanwords. ' ･
             '
Choapan [LyMAN and LyMAN 1977] (19C, 6V)

Consonants:

                          vY  Fortis pt cc ks
  Lenis. ,b dj j g z
  Non-contrast m n 1 r ?

Vowels: ieeaou
   simple: V
   laryngealized: V?V

   checked: V?
Tones: high, mid, low

Albarradas [KREiKEBAuM 1987] (22C+?,

Consonants:

                pt 6 k kws  Fortis

  Lenis bd J' g (gw)z
  Non--contrast m w y (fi (x)

Vowels: ieaoue
    simple: V
   laryngealized: V?V

   interrupteded: V?

    aspirated: Vh

Tones: rising, falling, low

symbols, e' and ti. The former is

therefore is transcribed as e.

specify.

s

2

7V)

  $

  2

  u

n

n

(i?)

1

1

r

r

Parenthesized phonemes occur in Spanish loans. There are two non-standard orthographic

                            interpreted as an unrounded mid-open front vowel and

                        Since the latter is given no interpretation, it is impossible to
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)8(Mitla' [BRiGGs 1961] (26C, 6V)

.Consonants:

  Fortis ptk kws .g mn1
  Lenis b dg gW z Z !I! g!
  Non-contrast f x i r"' h ? w y
  Vowels: i e ee a o u
                high, low, high-falling, low-risingTones:

Consonant clusters consist of two, three or four consonants. /f

Mit]a2 [STuBBLEFiELD and HoLLENBAcH 1991] (29C, 6V)

                                               'Consonants: ･  Fortis ptc6k kWsSmn1
  Lenis bdjjg gWz2mn1  Non-contrast f 'h w y ?

Vowels: i e ae a o u
    checked (glottalized): V?

    laryngealized: VV

    aspirated: Vh
Tlacochahuaya [RENDoN 1970] (21C, 6V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt 6 k kwsg n
  Lenis bd J' g gwz2n
  Non-contrast m1 r y ?
Vowels: ,i e a o ui
Tones: high, low, rising

Guelavia' [JoNEs and CHuRcH 1985] (22C+?, 6V)

Consonants: ,
  Fortis ptceks S.mn1                                    .

  Lenis ' bdjJgz2mn1             'wy (?) '' -T-  Non-contrast

Vowels: ieaoui '                     '    simple: V
   laryngealized: V?V

   checked: V?

203

m/ are rare in native words.

r

r
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            '                        '                    '                  '                                      '                                             ')KGuelavia2 [JoNEs and KNuDsoN 1977] (26C+?, 6V) ,･ ' '
                         'Consonants:
                                                 '               pt c6e ks -g $ mn1' Fortis

  Lenis bdjj gz2Z ni n1 Non-contrast iwy (?) ･T--
                                              'Vowels: ieaoui '   plain: V
   laryngealized: V?V

   checked: V?
Tones: high, mid, low
Eleven different syllable patterns occur: V, VC, CV, CVC, CVCC, CVCCC, CCV, CCVC,

CCVCC, CCCV, and CCCVC.

Chichicapan [BENToN 1987] (27C, 6V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt tY 6 k kws S mn fi l
  Lenis bd dY jg gw z2 mn fi 1
                      ?･  Non-contrast               wy

Vowels: i eaou +
   simple: V
   glottalization: V?

   high-intensity: Vh

   low-intensity: VV

Tones: high, low, high-rising, low-rising, low-falling, high-falling

/+/ is written as i, wi, or yi in the text. Since there is no interpretation, it is impossible to

specify.

Quioquitani [WARD 1987] (24C+?, 6V) '

Consonants:

  Fortis ptc6k kwsg
  Lenis b d j.j g gY z 2
  Non-contrast mn fi 1 r h w y

Vowels: ie ae aou
   simple: V
   laryngealized: V?V

Tones: high, low, low-rising, mid-rising
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               pt cc kY k
               mb nd nz ng

               fs gh
               P6 2
               mn fi1i wy
Vowels: i e a u
   lengthened:' VV

   checked: V?
   interrupted: V?V

Tones: 1(high), 2, 3,4 (low)

Guevea de Humboldt [MARKs 1980] (26C, 5V)

Consonants:

  Fortis ptc ･e ksg
  Lenis b d,jjgz2
  Non-contrast r ?

Vowels: i'e a o u
   simple: V
   glottal interruption: V?

   aspiration: Vh
Tones: high, low, rising
/f x n r/ occur in Spanish loans.

Ayoquesco [MAcLAuRy 1989] (20C+?, 6V)

Consonants:

  Fortis pt e. k kws$
  Lenis bdjg gWz2
  Non-contrast m n 1 r w y
Vowels: i e a o u i' (highbackunrounded)

simple: V
   laryngealized: V? (creaky)'

   glottalized-released:V?V (checked plus echo)

Tones: 1 (extra high),2 (high),3 (mid),4 (low),5 (extra low),

/fxf/ occur in Spanish loanwords. ･
Lachixio [PERsoNs 1979] (25C+?, 4V)

COnsonants:

                                     kw

mn1
mn1

wy
rv z

12, 21

205
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Isthmus' [MARLETT and PicKETT 19871 (23C, 5V)

Consonants:

 Fortis

 Lenis

 Non.contrast

Vowels:

   simple:

   checked:

 Fortis

 Lenis

 Non-contrast

Vowels:

   simple:

   rearticulated

   checked:

Tones:

 pt ek
 b d J' g
 m r' w y,
 i e a o u
v
v?

sgn fi 1
z2n fi 1
?

   laryngealized: VV

Tones: high, low rising, low
/f f h/ occur in loanwords or interjections.

XIsthmus2, (PicKETT 1967] (23C, 5V)

Consonants:

                      vv p,t c
 bdj
 mnO i e a o
V
vv
v?
 high, low,

k

g

1

u

s

z

i

rising

s

2

f w y f h ?

The phonetically long resonants have previously been analyzed as fortis consonants as is

shown below, but the description is somewhat simplified by considering them to be ciusters

of like consonants. Vowel phonemes are of two types; simple and rearticulated. Rear-

ticulated vowels freely vary from rearticulation with np glottal closure to weak glottal closure

in normal speech and heavy glottal closure in special emphatic style. There are four com-

mon syllable patterns: CV, CVV, CCCV, and CVC.

}*{Isthmus3 [PicKETT 1953, 1955] (20C, 5V)

Consonants:

  Fortis, pt ksg n1 w
  Lenis bdgz2 n1 w
  Non-contrast m l h Y

Vowels: ieaou
Tones: high, low
/f/ occurs in Spanish loans. /f/ is rare and found in only three native-origin words but is

now being introduced in borrowed words. /B/ is a bilabial voiced trill found in only one

word.
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Chatino [401

Yaitepec [PRIDE

   Consonants:

      pt
      bd
         sS

      mn
         lr

      w .y

1963; UpsoN 1960,

k?
g

h

1968] (16C,

  Vowels:

     i

     e
        a
    Tones:

5V+4N)

u

o

'

e

p

p

1 (high), 2, 3, 4 (low),

12, 23, 34, 43, 32, 21

/c/ and /e/ are analyzed as /t/ plus the spirants /s/ and /g/. In McKaughan's ,inventory

nasalized stops /B D G/ are added [McKAuGHAN 1954]. If this analysis is true, it is very

interesting typologically because the contrast of voiceless vs. voiced vs. nasalized ig very

rare. But later references deny it.

Tataltepeci [PRiDE 1984] (25C, 5V+3N)

Consonants:

  pt tY c
      d dy

      s

  mn nY
      1 ly r

  'w y

6

s

k kw ?

g gW
h hy hw

XTata]tepec2 [UpsoN and LoNGAcRE 1965]

Consonants:

     t ty c
           s

  mn nY
     1 ･ly

  wy

6k kw?
g. h hw

Vowels:

  i

  e
     a
 Tones:

u

o

i

2, 4, 21

 (18C, 5V+4N+9L)
Vowels:

  1UlV  eoeQ     a

v

 a
,32, 43, 23, 45

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

;:

e:

v:

p:

Only segmental phonemes are presented and there is no description ofthe tonal system. /w

y/ are not mentioned in the inventory but they exist in the word list, and so are added to the

above inventory.

)*{Zenzontepec [UpsoN and LoNGAcRE 1965] (19C, 5V+5N+10L)

Consonants:

     t ty

mn
   1

W

nY

ly

y

c6k kw?
sg hhy hw

Vowels:

  iu
  eo
    a

'

e

a

v

p

i:

e:･

a:

u:

o:

1:

e:

a:

v:

p:

Only segmental phonemes are presented and there is no description of the tonal ' system.
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Chinantec [41]

Lealao [Rupp 1989,

Consonants:

  pt
  bdj
   fs
  v

  mnn
      1

      r

1990] (17C, 6V+6N+12L)

k?
g

h

Vowels:

  i i'

  e
    a
 Tones:

 Stress:

 u 1 lv 1: 1':･u:

 o e Q e: o:
        a a:
1 (high), 2, 3, 4 (low), 43, 42

controlled, ballistic

)8(Lalana [RENscH 1968] (20C, 8V+N+L)

   Consonants:

      pt k?
      b d j. g

         sS h
         z

      mn fi D
         1

         r

      wy
I am not sure whether /j/ represents /j/ or /2/

follows:

     sg se
     ZJ ZJ   in Lalana in Ozumacin

Vowels:

  i

   e6
      a
 Tones:'

lu
oo
1 (high), Z,

31, 232

.

1:

e:

a:

)': v:

  Q.:

3 (low), 23, 32,

, because Rensch gives the position df /j/ as

I take /J'/ at face value and regard it as a voiced affricate. Consonant clusters are /hm hn

hfi hn hw hl hy ?m ?n ?fi ?p ?w ?1 ?y/.

Comaltepec [idDgDERsoN 1989; ANDERsoN, MARTiNEz and PAcE 19901

         (16C, 8V+7N+15L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt6k? i i'u i 'iv i: 'i': u: i: )': v:
      bdjg e, eo e Q e: i': o: e: Q:                                                      '            '         '         s h･ 'ara pea ze: a:                                                         pe: a:
                                                                  '      m n p Tones: 1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 32, 31
         1

         r
/r/ is a retroflexed palatal that varies between a spirant [2] and a trill [f] . /ee/ is in near com-

plementary distribution with the sequence /ia/, only contrasting after laryngeals /h ?/. /e/

is least common of the vowels and is the only one which never occurs with nasalization.
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)8({Yolox [RENscH 1968] (19C, 8V+N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt k? iUiu      bdg eoo      fsgh a         z
      m n (fi) O
         1

         r･

      wy
Consonant clusters are /ky kw gy gw/ and /hm hn (hfi) hD hl ?m ?n (?fi) ?n ?1 ?w

?y/. Optional nasalization is a feattire of syllable finals along with contrastive pitch, and op-

tional length is reported, but the details are not clear.

}>8({Temextitlan [RENscH 1968] (11C, 6V+N)

   ,Consonants: Vowels:
         t k? iiu
      fs h a         z
         n fi
         1
Consonant clusters are /gy gw/ and /hn hl ?m/. The system presented above is very in-

teresting but it is noted to be provisional due to lack of data. Therefore I do not adopt it for

this study.
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Quiotepec [RoBBiNs 1961,

   Consonants:

      pt ty k?
      bd dyg
      fsS h
      w6yT
      mn fip
          1

          f
   Syllable types: short free

               long free

               extended free

   Tones: 1, 2, 3, 32, 31, 23, 21

Consonant clusters are /kw ts ds/

followed by /w/ or /y/.

is as follows:

   syllable types:

1968] (23C, 8V+8N)

V
Vh
Vh-

Vowels:

  iu
  e

a

'i u

-e o

short checked

long checked

extended checked

lv
.e

V'

Vh'

Vh-'

a

'

e

l3

Q'

        ; /?/ or /h/ followed by any nasal, /1/ or /g/;'or /?/

Another analysis of syllable types by Gardner and Merrifield [1990]

               short ballistic checked

               short -ballistic open

               short controlled checked

               long controlled open

               long ballistic open

}*{Ozumacin [RENscH 1968] (19C, 7V+N)

   Consonants:

      p t 6 k ?
      b jg
         sh
         z

      mn fi n
         1 ly

      w (y)
Consonant clusters are /ky kw gy gw/ and

?y/ . /y/ seems to occur only in clusters .

trastive. Length is possibly contrastive.

cv!?

Cv!

cv?
cv:
cv!: .

Vowels:

  i iu
   e6 o

a

   /hm hn hfi hn hw hl ?m ?n ?fi ?w ?l ?IY

Optional nasalization and obligatory tone are con-
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)8(Valle Nacional [RENscH 1968] (15C, 7V+N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ck? iiu
      bg eoo                  h ' a.
         z' Tone and nasalization are noted to exist.
                              '                                                          '                     '                                        tt      mn lj
         1

      w (y)
Consonant clusters are /ky kw gy gw/, /ty zy ly cy ny/ and possibly /ny/; also /hm hn

hp hoy hw hl (hly) hy ?m ?n ?o ?w ?1 ?ly ?y/ and possibly /hny ?ny/.

Palantla [MERRiFiELD 1968] (19C, 7V+7N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p t c k ? i i' u i )' v
      bdjg ･ e eo e eQ
      ¢srh a a      mn n Tones: 1, 2, 3, 32, 31, 13
         1 Stress: ballistic, controlled
      wy
Tepetotutla [WEsTLEy 1971, 1991] (19C, 7V+7N)

   Consonants: Vowels:'
      p t c k ? i i' u i )' p
      bdjg eeo eeg      mn p a, 'a      f s r h Tones: 1, 2, 3, 21, 32, 31, 12, 23
         1

      wy
/r/ is a lightly voiced lamino-domal spirant. Formerly /m n lj/ were interpreted as

/mb nd ng/ [WEsTLEy 1971].
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Sochiapan [FoRis

   Consonants:

pt
B6
¢e

mn   1

c

s

r

1973] (17C, 7V+7N)

k

T

p

?

h

Vowels:

  'i

   e

     a
 Tones:

 Stress:

/e/ is mid front retracted, occurring only after laryngeals and only m certain ideolects. /r/

is retroflexed and slightly voiced, phonetically [2]. Semivowels are expressed by /u/ and

/i/. /i/ occurs in Spanish loans. /:r/ occurs post-vocalically, following /a/ in the absence

of nasalization, and following /ai/ in the presence of nasalization. It is a lenis velar spirant

in the absence of nasalization, and a velar nasal [p] in its presence. Foris [1978] analyzes

vowels as follows:

                        11 U
                        e eo
                           a

IU l IV
eo e eQ
          a
1, 2, 3, 21, 32, 13, 23

baliistic, co.ntrolled

}*{Usila [RENscH 1968]

   Consonants:

      pt tY c k
      bd dY g
      fs

      mn fi O
         lr

(19C,

?

h

5V+N)

Consonant clusters are /hm hn nfi ho

tionally nasalized and checked by /?/.

     Vowels:

        iu
        .e o
          a
       Tones: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

             23, 34, 43, 32

hl hdy ?m ?n ?fi ?o ?1 ?dY/. Vowels may be op-

Tlacoatzintepec

   Consonants:

      pt
e

6

[THELiN 1980] (17C, 7V+7N)

s

ck
   g

?

h

Vowels:

   i i'

   ee
     a
 'Tones:-1

u

o

'

e

a

12,

lv
eQ

                                              ,2, 3, 4, 34, 42

      m n lj
            lr

      wy
/r/ is a retroflexed alveopalatal grooved affricate in a stressed syllable; in unstressed syllables

it is an alveolar flap. /t c e 1 s n p k g h/ may bepalatalized through the addition ofthe

semivowel /y/. /p n g k h/ may be labialized through the addition of the semivowel

/w/. Five vowel sequences, /ei ai ai au ou/, occur. /b f/ are only found in Spanish loan-

words.
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}*{Ojitlan [RENscH 1968]

   Consonants:

      pt c6k
         s

      m ri fi o
         lr

      Wy

(16C, 7V+N)

?

h

Vowels:

   ii

   eo
     a
 Tones:

u
o

                                             1, 2, 3, 4,

                                             13, 23, 32, 31

Consonant clusters are /ky kw syl and /hm hn nfi hl hw hy ?m ?n ?fi ?p ?1 ?w ?y/.

Vowels may be nasalized and/or checked by /?/･

}*{Chiltepec [RENscH 1968] (17C, 7V+N)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ck? iiu         d･g 'e oo
      es h a      mn p
         lr

      wySyllable finals may be nasalized and/or checked by /?/ and bear contrastive tone. /d g/ are

rare.

Notes:

   In Amuzgo and Chinantec there are two kinds of word stress, ballistic and controlled.

A ballistic syllable is characterized by a surge and rapid decay of intensity, with fortis articula-

tion of its consonantal onset and tendency to loss of voicing and breathy release of final

segments. A controlled syllable displays a more constant level of intensity throughout its

duration. [GARDNER and MERRmELD 1990: 92]

   The primary feature which distinguishes ballistic syllables versus controlled syllbales in

all environments is that the ballistic syllables ends in a crescendo or an extra pulse, whereas

the controlled s'yllable has a decrescendo or at least lack of crescendo. Some secondary

features of the ballistic syllable are: 1) a CV syllable may be slightly longer than a CV

syllable, 2) a CV? syllable is always shorter than a CV? syllable, 3) a CV m.ay have an upglide,

but usually does not, 4) the final glottal in closed syllables is very clearly marked (fortis) in

ballistic syllables, whereas it is lenis in controlled syllables [THELiN 1980: 5].

Huave [42] (18C,5V+5L)

San Mateo del Mar [STAiRs and HoLLENBAcH

Consonants:

   p t c 6
   bd
         sg

   mn
      1 i f

   Wy

k

g

   h

1969, 1981;

Vowels:

   ii

   eo
     a

STAIRS and STAIRS

i: i:

e: o:
a:

1983]
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/f/ contrasts with /i/ only in intervocalic position. /l/ in word initial position occurs only

in Spanish loans. There are high and low tones but only a few words are differentiated by

contrasts in tone. Accent falls on the last syllable in the consonant-final word, but there are

a few words ending with a vowel whose accent falls on the penultimate syllable. /u/ appears

only.in Spanish loans.

Oaxaca Chontal (431

Hilamelultec [WATERHousE 1962, 1967] (35C, 5V+5L)

Consonants:

   Voiceless Central Lateral
     Obstruent p t c ty 6 k
     Continuaht f s gx l ly
     Glottalic f' c' 6' k' ? l'
   Voiced

     Obstruent -b dr g
     Continuant mnf fi yw 1 IY
     GIottalic m' n' fi' w' P
   Vowels

     short ieaou
     long i: e: a: o: u:
/1'/ is a lightly glottalized affticate [tl'] and is the same as /L'/(X') described by Waterhouse

and Morrison [1950], who additionally list /N y w/, which are not considered phonemes

                                                                  '                                '

Tequistlateci [WATERHousE 1980] (27C, 5V)

Consonants:

   Voiceless

     Obstruent p t c k
     Cont'inuant f s N g wh+ 1
     Glottalic f' c' 6' k' ?
   Voiced

     Obstruent b d g
     Continuant mr n fi ypw 1
   Vowels: i e a o u
Tequistlated2 [TuRNER 1967; TuRNER and TuRNER 1971] (27C, 5V)

Cdnsonants:

   Voiceless Central Lateral
     Obstruent p t c 6 k
     Continuant fs Ng wh l
     Glottalic f' c' e' k' ? X'
   Voiced

     Obstruent b' d g
     Continuant mn ypw 1
    Vowels: i e a o u
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The sequence tl', a voiceless glottalized alveolar lateral affricate, is written as /X'/.. /l/ is a

voiceless alveolar' fricative and frictionless lateral. /N/ is a voiceless nasal. /w/ is a

voiceless non-syllabic high, close, back, slightly rounded vocoid. /6 r f P/ occur in words

of Spanish origin. Syllable consonant-vowel patterns that occur are: CV, CVC, CVCC,

CCV, CCVC, CCVCC, CCCV, and CCCVC.
   Comparing both sources' systems, the difference is seen in /fi/, /X'/ and /r/. /X'/ is in-

terpreted as /l2/ by Waterhouse. /fi/ seems to occur in Spanish loans. Waterhouse gives an

example /gel 'ora/ "el sol (the sun)" for the phoneme /r/. Turner does not admit /r/ but

galhora is found in his dictionary for the entry "sol (sun)." Since hora seems tQ be Spanish,

it seems safer to say that the /r/ occurs only in Spanish loans.

   Huamelultec has more phonemic contrasts than Tequistlatec. Huamelultec has three

alveopalatals /ty IY IY/, and three glottalized nasals /m' n' fi'/, plus a glottalized vocoid

/w7', while Tequistlatec has a phoneme /lj/.

Zoque I441

)8(OstucAn [ENGEL and LoNGAcRE 1963] (22C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt tY c6k? iiu
      bd dY jg eo
         sgh a      mn fi n
         1

      w- y/f r f/ may appear in Spanish loans. Since /A/ in the original is described as a high, central,

unrounded vowel, it is replaced by /i/.

}*{Ray6n [HARRisoN et al. 1984] (22C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt tY c6k? iiu
      bd dYj g eo         s･g h･ a
      mn' fi p
         1

      wySince it is noted that /A/ is pronounced just like /u/ but with unrounded lips, /A/ must be

high, central /i/.
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CopainalA [WoNDERLy 1951; HARRisoN et al. 1981] (22C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ty c6k? iu
      bd dy jg' eAo
         sgh a      mn fin
         i

      w-･ y/f r r""/ appear in Spanish loans. /A/ is unround, tense, usually nasalized, varying from mid

back to high back position. This phoneme is analyzed as /o/ in Wonderly [1946].

          t t. t lt         ttFrancisco Le6n [ENGEL and BARTHoLoymw 1987] (12C, 6V).

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt ck? iiu
         sh eo
      wy
/b dg6dzfgfi1r/ are the secondary phonemes which either result from mor-

phophonemic processes or appear in Spanish loans.

Chimalapa [KNuDsoN 1980] (14C, 6V)

   Consonants:

     p t c k ?
         sh
     mn O
         1' r

     wy
Veracruz Zoque/Popoluca Zoque [45]

Sierra Popoluca [ELsoN 1960,

   Consonants:

      pt tY c. 6 k ?

      bd dy ,g
         s gh
                  '      mn . fi p
           '        '         lr'

      wy

Vowels:

   ii
   e

     a

1967] (22C, 6V+6L)

            Vowels:

              i

              eA
                 a

u

o

u

o

i:

e: A:

a:

u:

o:
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Veraeruz Mixe/Mixe Popoluca [46I

Sayula Popoluca [CLARK 1959] (18C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      p t c 6 k ? i
      bd g eA            sgh a
      mn

         lf "'
      wy/th P 6 r/ appear in Spanish loans.

Oluta Popoluca (CLARK 1981] (14C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt cek? ii
         sgh e,
      mn･ ･.+ a         1

      wy/b d g fr f/ appear in Spanish loans.

u

o

u

o

i:

e: ･A:.

a:

i: i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

u:

o:

Mixe [47]

CoatlAn [HooGsHAGEN 1984) (15C, 6V+6L+6EL)

/f s

Consonants:

  p t c k ?
  bd g
         g 'h

  mn p
  wy 1 f/ appear in Spanish loans.

Vowels: Short

      ii
      e
         a

u

o

San Jos6 El Paraiso [vAN HAiTsMA and vAN HAiTsMA 1976]

                (12C, 6V+6L+6EL)

   Consonants: Vowels: S' hort

      pt ck? iiu            gh eo
      mno a      w .y
/b d gj

phonemes /p tk c g/.

voiceless ones.

Long
i' i'

e.

  a.

Long
i' i'

e.

  a･

u.

o.

u.

o.

Extra long

 1: 1: U:

 e: o:
   a:

Extra long

 1: l: U:

 e: o:
   a:

j/ are the secondary phonemes, which are the voiced counterparts of the primary

           The voiced obstruents are in compl.ementary distribution with the

     /z/ is the voiced counterpart of the marginal phoneme /s/,
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i

Tlahuitoltepec [LyoN 1980] (14C, 7V+7L)

   Consonants:

      p t c
         sg

      mn
         i･r

      wy
Totontepeci

k?
   h

Vowels:

   iu
   eAo
     ao

i: u:
e: A: o:

  a: o:

          [ScHoENHALs and ScHoENHALs 1982; ScHoENHALs 19791

         (16C, 9V+9L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
     p.tcek ? iiu i: i: u:
         d g eoo e: o: o:
     vs 'g h ee ao ee: a: o:
     mn fi
               y
/b f 1 11 r/ appear in Spanish loans. /e/ is not included in Schoenhals (1979]

XTotontepec2 [CRAwFoRD 1963] (15C, 9V+9L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptck? iiu i: i: u:
         d g eAu e: A: u:
      vsg h . ee ao ee: a: o:
            2

      tn n

            y
/v/ varies toward a bilabial [P] and even to a vocoid approximant [wl.

Huastec [48]

Veraeruz (Xiloxtichil) [OcHoA PERALTA 1984] (21C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: , Vowels:
      pt cek kw i u i: u:
         t' c' 6' k' kW'? e o e: o:

         eg h
      mn
         1

      wy/d g f s r rN/ are introduced through Spanish borrowings, although /r

              .some onomatopoelas.

rN/ can be found in
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San Luis Potosi [McQuowN 1984] (22C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k k" i u i: u:
      b t' c' 6' k' kW'? e o e: o:

         esg h a a:      mn
         lr

      w' y
All vowels may be nasalized in a limited number of onomatopoetic forms.

/pw bw dg gw f fXv x xw hw mw nw fi lw rw f r-w/ are found in Spanish loans.

/s/ is found only in Spanish loans.

Yucatec I491

}*{Yucateci [BLAiR 1964] (21C, 5V)

   Consonants: ' Vowels:
      pt cek iu      p' t' c' e' k'? e'o

             sg h
      mn
         1

         r

      Wy/b d g f f/ occur in Spanish loan words. Vowels may combine with'either of the accents

/'/ (high) and /'/ (low), or may occur without accents.

Yucatec2 [BARRERA VAsQuEz 1946; Po'oT YAH and BRicKER 1981] (20C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6k iu i: u:      p' t' c' e' k'? e o e: o:

      b' a. a:'            sg h
      mn
         1

      wyThere are two tones, /'/ high or rising and /'/ low or falling [Po'oT YAH and BRicKER

                            '
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Lacand6n [50]

[BRucE 1968] (20C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants:

      pt cek
      p' t' c' 6' k' ?

      b

            sg h
      mn
         1

      wy
Itza I511

XItzSi [ScHuMANN 1971I (21C, 6V+5L)

   Consonants:

      p t c e k
      p' t' c' 6' k' ?

      b

            s'S h
      mn
         1

         r

      wy
ItzA2 [HoFLING 1990] (20C, 6V+5L)

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 k
      p' t' c' e' k' ?

      b'

             sg h
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/d g f v r r' n"'/ occur in Spanish Ioans.

it further. Judging from his chart, /a/

transcribe it as /i/.

Vowels:

  'i

   eo
     a

Native Middle American Languages

u

o

Vowels:

   iiu
   eo
     a

Vowels:

   iiu
   eo
     a

i: u:
e: o: o:

  a:

i:

e:

i:

e:

a:

a:

u:

o:

u:

o:

Hofiing describes /i/ as /a/ but does not interpret

seems to,be,a central, high-lower vowel, but I
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Mopan I52]
fULRicH and ULRicH 1982, 1986] (21C, 6V+6L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k ii      p' t' c' U k'? e

      bd 'a            sg h
      mn
         1

        (i)

      wy/i/ occurs rarely, mostly in onomatopoetic words.

in the word tiki:ntic "following."

u

o

i: G:･) u:

e: o:
a:

/i:/ has been encountered only in Belize

Tila' [WARKENTiN and ScoTT 1980] (23C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels: , ,      pt' ty c6k iu
      p' t' ty' c' 6' k' ? ,eoo

               sg h
      mn fi
         1

      wy/d g f r rny/ appear in Spanish loans. Since /A/ in the original is interpreted as a mid, cen-

tral vowel, it may be better to replace it with /o/. /t t'/ are found only in a few words,,while

/tY tY'/ occur with normal frequency.

)*(Tila2 [ScHuMANN 19731 (22C, 6V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k iiu      p' t' c' 6' k'? e o

            sg h
      mn fi
         1

         r

      w .y
/d g/ appear in Spanish loans. /t t' ( are represented as [tY tY']. Tbey occur in onlya few

words.

i
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Chontal I54]

(KNowLEs 1984] (21C, 6V)

   Consonarits: Vowels:
      ptc6k ii u'      p' t' c' U k'? e o

         s g' h
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/d g f/ are most commonly found in Spanish loan ,words, but occur in a few native Chontal

words in restricted environments. /f fi/ are ohly found in Spanish loan words.

           '                                               '                                                 '                                       'Chorti (JocotAn) [55] '' .
[LuBEcK 1989] (20C, 5V)

   Cgnsonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k iu      b' t' c'.e' k'? e o
    ) sgh a      mn
         1

         r

      w, y                                      'g is registered in the orthography but does not seem to be a phoneme. In Kaufman [1976] g

does not appear. ' '
Tzotzil [56]

Tzotzili (ZinacantAn) (AlssEN 1987; Haviland 1981] (21C, 5V)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6k iu      p' t' c' e' k'? e o

            sg h
      mn
         1

         r

      vy/d g f w/ occur only in recent loans. /r/ occurs in a few words. /b/ is represented as [b],

[?bl, [?ml and I?M] in Weathers [1947].
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}*{Tzotzi12 (ChalchihuitSn) [HopKiNs 1967a]

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 k
      b' t' c' 6' k' ?

            sg h
      mn
         1

         i

      wy
Tzeltal [571

Aguacatenango [KAuFMAN 1971], Tenejapa

   Consonants:

      pt .c ek
      p' t' c' U k' ?
      b

            sg h
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/d g f r/ occur only in Spanish loans.

Tojolabal [581

[FuRBEE-LosEE 1976] (20C, 5V)

   Consonants:

      pt cbk
      b' t' c' 6' k' ?

            sS h
      mn
         1

         r,

      wy/b d g/ appear only in Spanish loan words.

(20C, 5V)

 Vowels:

    i

    e

      a

u

o

[BERLiN 1963]

 Vowels:

    iu
    eo
       a

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

(21C, 5V)

223
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                                        tt                         '             '                                   t ttt                                                         ･ . -±･ ,

                                                                         '[HopKiNs 1967bl (22C, 5V) .
                                                      '

   Consonants: Vowels: ' ,
      ptc6 k' iut '                                      '
      b' t' c' 6' k'? '- e o
  '

            sgxh 'a .                                  '

         1･
                                                       '                                                                 '         r
                                                  '                            '                                                               '

/b dg f/ occur only in non-native roots. ' '. '

Jacaltec (60] . . . . ,(DAy 1973] (26C, 5V) '.

   Consonants: ' ' Vowels: . '''
   N      g' i' i' ii l' :' s'z 2,g .' ･'

                   .                                                             '

      mn O                                                 '
                                                             '             '         r
kbandjogb/Wa?i6fiO]Und OYniY M SPamsh ioans /f/ occurs m oniy two fiative roots

[KAUFhtLAN 1976] (26C, 5V) .

 -Consonants: . Vowels:
      ptceekq iu      b' t' c' 6' e' k' q'? e o
            sg$ x. h- a
              '      mn
                         '         1
        '                                    '         r

                                               '      W y'
/h-/ occurs only in some prefixes and some pronominals. '

                                               '
          '
              '
        '                            tt                                            '                                          '                                                         J                              '
       '
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Acatec [62]

[DAKiN 1976; PEftALosA 19871 (23C, 5V+5L), (25C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6ek (q) ･ i u
      b' t' c' 6' e' k' (q')? e o

            sgg x･ a
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/b d g f/ occur in loanwords frdm Spanish.

La Independencia and San Miguel Acatan are as follows:

   Acatec' (San Rafael) /q/ /q'/
   Acatec2 (San Miguel) /k/ /?/
This means the San Miguel dialect has no /q q'/.

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

Phonological differences between San Rafael

Tectitec [65)

[STEvENsoN 1987] (26C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants:

      pt c6e ky kq
      b' t' c' e' e' ky' k' q' ?

            sgg .x
      mn
         1

      wy/b g f/ occur only in Spanish loans. /d

relation to the native phonemic system, that is

/r/ is found in some onomatopoetic words.

Vowels:

   i

   e

'a

u

o

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

r/ also occur in Spanish loans,

   , /d/ appears only in tidi'

and are marginal in

"･what, thing," and

Mam (66]
[ENGLAND 1983] (26C, 5V+SL)

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 e ky
      b' t' c' 6' e' ky'

            sg$
      mn
         1

      Wy/b' q'/areimplosives. /b d

sound imitative words.

kq
k' q' ?

   x

Vowels:

   i

   e.

     a

u

o

g/ are found in Spanish loans.

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

[i] occurs mostly in loans and
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Aguacatec I67]

(McARTHuR and McARTHuR

   Consonants:

      ptc6e ky
      b' t' c' e' e' ky'

            s g $

      mn
         1

         r

      wy

1956] (27C,

kq
k' q' ?

   x

5V+5L)

   Vowels:

1

e

a

u

o

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

Ixil I681

Ixil` (Nebaj) (AyREs 1980] (25C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants:

      pt c6ekq
      b' t' c' e' e' k' q' ?

                vv         s ss x
      mn
         1

         r.

      wy/d g/ occur in Spanish loans.

Ixil2 (Chajul) [AyREs 1980] (28C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 6 e k q
      b' t' c' e e' e' k' q' ?

         s sgg h
      mn
         1

         r

      Wy/d g/ occur in Spanish loans.

16 e' g/ are lamino-alveolo-palatals.

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

/r/ varies between [f]

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

and

u

o

[l]
.

i:

e:

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

/b'/ is implosive f6I.

a:

u:

o:

In Chajul dialect apico-alveolo-palatals /6 6'

     /b'/ is implosive /6/.

S/ are added.
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Ixil'3 (Cotzal) [TowNsEND 1986] (27C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptc6ekq i u i: u: i? u?
      b' t' c' 6' e' k' q'? e o e: o: e? o?

      pw kw a a: a?         s g$ h
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/b'/ is implosive [6]. Words are generally stressed on the penult or, if the vowel in the final

syllable is either long or laryngealized, on the ultima.

Kekchi (69]

[STEwART 1980; Cuc CAAL 19881 (23C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptcekq iu i: u:      b' t' c' 6' k' q' ? ' e o e: o:

            sg xh a a:                                           '                       '                                         '
                     '                                                '
         l

      wy/d g f v/ occur in Spanish loans.

Pocomchi [70]

Pocomchi' [BRowN 1979] (24C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants:

      pt c6kq
      p' t' c' 6' k' q' ?
      b'

            sS xh
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/d g/ occur in Spanish loans.

voiced semi-vowel Iw'

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

        /b'/ is a'preglottalized resonant which is manifested as a

1 syllable-initially and a voiceless nasal [m'] syllable-finally.
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   Pocomchi2 [RAMiREz and RAMiREz 1983] (23C, 5V+5L)'

      Consonants: Vowels:
         pt cekq iu         b' t' c' 6' k' q' ? e o
               sg xh a
         mn
            1

            r

･ W y   /b d g/ occur in Spanish loans.

   Pocoinam [711

   [McARTHuR and McARTHuR 1983] (23C, 5V+5L)

      Consonants: ･ Vowels:
         ptcekq i -u         b' t' c' U k' q' ? e o
               sg xh a
         mn
            1

            r

         wy
   /w/is [gW]. /b'/->['w]/#-

                 ->('m]/-ff

   Uspantec [72]

   (KAuFMAN' 1976] (22C, 5V+5L)

      Consonants: Vowels:
         pt c6kq iu         b' t' c' 6' k' q'? e o,
               sgx a
         mn
            1

            r

         w. y

i:

e:

i:

e:

i:

e:

a:'

a:

a:

u:

o:

u:'

o:

u:

o:

Long vowels are not registered in Cartilla Uspanteca (ANoNyMous 1980].
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Quiche I731

})8(Quichei (TotonicapAn) [Fox 19731 (22C, 6V)

   ,Consonants: ,' Vowels:
      pt cekq iu      b' t' c' 6' k' q'? eeo
            sgx a
          mn
             1

             r

      wy
Quiche2 (Zuni1) [PyE 1983]

   (Momostenango, Santa Catarina Ixtahuacan) [Suy TuM 1988] (23C, 5V+5L)

   Consonan.ts: Vowels:.
      ptcekq .i u i: u:      b' t' c' U k' q' ? . e o e: o:
                      '            s･g xh' a 'a:
      m?

         r

      Wy/h/ occurs only in word-final position.

Quiche3 (Nahuali) [MoNDLocH 1978] (22C, ･5V+5L)

   Consonants: ･ Vowels:
      p t c 6 k q ' i
      b' t' c' 6' k' q'? e
            s'g x.･ a
      mn
         1

         r

      wy

u

o

1:

e:

a:

u:

o:

/b'/ is implosive before a vowel but ejective before a consonant or in word-final position.

Devoicing of /1 r w y/ occurs before consonants or at ihe end of utterances.
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Sacapultec I741

[DuBois 1981] (25C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6 kY kq i u i: u:
      b' t' c' 6' kY' k' q'? e o e: o:

            sg x a a:
   'mn O         1

         r

      wy/p/ occurs only in word-final position.

Sipacapefio I75]

[KAuFMAN 1976; HoiLAND and SbogcHEz 1980] (24C, 5V+5L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt c6 kY kq i u i: u:
      b' t' c' 6' kY' k' q'? e o e: o:

            sg x a a:
      m7

         r

      wyHoiland and Sanchez analyze vowels as five standard vowels each having a contrasting short

vowel counterpart. -' ' ･
Cakchiquel [76}

Cakchiqueli (Patzicia) [BLA!R et al. 1981] (22C, 6V)

   Consonants: ･ Vowels:
      pt c6kq iu      b' t' c' U ki q'? eoo
             sgx a      m'n
         1

         r

      vy/r 1 v y/ are devoiced in word-final position.
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Cakchique12 (Comalapa) [CHAcAcH CuTzAL

Consonants:

   p t c
  b' t' c'

         s

   mn
      1

      r

  W.

6

U
g

y

k･ q
k' q' ?

   x

1990] (22C, 5TV+4LV)

 Vowels: Tense Lax

        iUI
        eoe
          a

U
o

Tzutujil I771

Tzutujil' (Santiago) [DAyLEy 1985] (22C, 5V+5L+2)

   Consonants: Vowels: Short

      pt cekq iu      b' t' c' 6' k' q' ? e o
            sSx a
      mn
         1

         r

      wy/b d g/ occur in Spanish loans.

Tzutujil2 (San Pedro La Laguna) [BuTLER and BuTLER 1977]

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptcekq i, u      b' d' c' U k' q' ? e o
            sS' x. ' a
      mn
         1

         l

      wy/b' d' q'/ are implosive. /b dg

Long
i:

e:

  a:

(22C,

'i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

Broken Long

ie

5V+5L)

u:

o:

uo

                            v/ occur in Spanish loans. The contrast between long

and short vowels occurs only in final (stressed) syllables of nouns and particles.
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Xihca I78]

XXincai [ScHuMANN

   Consonants:

      p t c 6
      b

      f

         ssg
      mn
         11
         r

      wy

1966]

k

g

(20C, 6V)

?

h

/s/ is a voiceless alveolar retrofiexed fricative

  Xinca2 [CmeBELL 1972] (17C,

     Consonants:

        pt k
        p' t' c' k' ?

               sh
        mn
           ll

           r

a W Y  16/ occurs only in loanwords.'

6V)

)KXinca3 [MAyERs 1966: 3091 (22C, 6V+'4L)

   Consonants:

      pt c6 k'?
            c' 'k'

      b (d) ..g
      ph th

         sgh
      mn n
         1 ir

      wy
/1/ is manifested as [1]･in initial and medial

manifested as fi] in initial

other two systems above,

Vowels:

   iiu
   eo
     a

. Stres'sisphonemic.

Vowels:

   iiu
   eo
     a

Vowels:

   iiu
   eo
     a

(i:)

e:

a:

u:

o:

                position, [X] or [ll in final position. /r/ is

 and medial position, [r"] in final position. Compared with the

this is less systematic as it is noted that the analysis is preliminary.
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Garifuna (Black Carib)

[TAyLoR 1955, 1977] (16C,

   Consonants:

      ptck
      bd g
      f s' h
      mn
         1

         r

      Wy

(791

5V+5N)

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a

u

o

l

e

a

v

Q

Tol [80]

[FLEMiNG and DENNis 1977] (22C, 6V)

   Consonants:

      pt ck
      ph th ch kh

      p' t' c' k' ?

      Psh
      mn n
         1

      .i y
Stress is phonemic.

phonetically nonsyllabic.

(CAMpBELL and OLTRoGGE 1980: 211.

Vowels:

   ii
   e

     a

u

o

/i/ occurs only as an infix and is interpreted as a semivowel because it is

     /P/ is eliminated by Campbell, who unites lw/ and /P/ as /w/

Miskitu [81)

[,ADioNyMous 1986] (15C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptk . i      bdg a         sh
      mnO
         1

         r

      Wy
Heath [1950] notes that there are 5 vowels (}*{Miskitui)

u
i:

a:

u:

                                            , but /e/ and /o/ scarcely exist at all

and it would seem that originally only the three fundamental vowels, a, i u, were present in

the language [HEATH 1913: 55].
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Sum" (UIwa) I82] .
[ANoNyMous 1989] (15C, 3V+3L)

                '                  '   Consonants: 'Vowels:
      p-tk iu i:      bdg ' a         sh
      mnp
         1

         r

      wy
Voiceless nasals and liquids are expressed as /mh nh ljh lh rh/.

Rama [84]

[CRA,iG 1986] (14C, 3V+3L)

   Consonants: Vowels:
      ptk i
         s･ g

      mn lj
         1

         r

      w'y +
/e o/ occur only in loanwords.

Guatuso (851

fSANcHEz C. 1984] (15C, 5V+5L) . .
                            '                               '   Consonants: Vowels:
      pt6k' i            j' e
      ¢sx a         ll
         r' f

      mn n
A strong accent is phonemic.

cur before or after a vowel, they are described as [ u ]

u

u

o

i:

i:

e:

a:

a:

a:

Sanchez does not admit /w/ and /y/,

                    and [i1･

u:-

u:

u:

o:

but when /u/ and /i/ oc-
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Boruca I86]

[2eiliiARcA GoNzALEz 1988]

   Consonants:

         -t c6k
      bd jg
         s g- x
         r

      mn fi n
      Wy
Cabecar I87]

IMARGERy 1982, 19891

   Consonants:

      pt c6 tk
      bd j
         s'g

(19C, 5V)

?

(15C,

k

7V+5N)

?

                         h

                      lj

            r
/r/ is a retroflexed trill.

nasalized /b d j/. [w] and [y]

low. AccordingtoConstenlaUmafia,

falling and low [CoNsTENLA UMabA

Bribn' (88I

Bribrii [CoNsTENLA UMAfiA 1990] (14C,

   Consonants:

      p't c 6 tk k ?
      bd j
         sg h
         i
[m n fi] are nasalized /b d j/.

rising and falling in [CoNsTENLA UMANA

XBribri2 [ScHLABACH

   Consonants:

      p t c 6 tk k ?
      hp ht hc h6 hk

      bd J'
         sg
         J

      Wy
A/ isalateral vibrant. /hp ht hk hc

ized and manifested as [m n fi

Vowels:

   i

   e

     a
 Tones:

Vowels:

   i

   i

   .e.

     a
 Tones:

u

o

high, low

/tk/ is a dento-velar stop. [m

      are not phonemes, either.

          /r/ is lateral fiap A/ and there are three tones, rising,

         19811.

7V+5N)
    Vowels:

       i

       i

       e

         a

UIVU

oeQ        a
high, low

 n fi] are not phonemes, but rather

    There are two tones, high and

u

U

o

i

c

a

v

p

/i/ is lateral flap n/ and /h/ is /x/; tonemes are high

               19811.

1974] (20C, 7V+5N)

                  Vowels:

                     i

                     i

                     e

                        a

U l .V
U

oeQ        a

, low,

      h6/ are preaspirated obstruents. /b d j/ are nasal-

l before a nasalized vowel or before a voiced obstruent.
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})8(Bribri3 [WiLsoN 1974] (16C, 7V+5N)

   Consonants:

      p t 6 k ?
      bdj
         sS h
         rfr
      wy
Nasalized /b d j/ are manifested as [m

tion.

Vowels:

  i

  i

  e
     a

u

U
o

i

e

a'

v

9

                          n fi] before a nasalized vowel or in word-final posi-

There are two tone contrasts plus combinations of them. '

T6rraba I891

[PORTILLA CHAvEs 1986,

Consonants:

  pt
  bd
      th

  ¢ s g
      z2
   mn fi
      1

      ir

k

g

kh

p

h

1989] (21C, 7V+5N)

           Vowels:

              i

              i

              e

                a

u

U
O

i

e

a

v

?

There is an accent phoneme 1'/. Semivowels w and y are interpreted as /u/ and /i/ in the
no'n-syllabic nucleus. /r/ is a lateral 'fiap Zl/ in [CoNsTENLA UMANA 1981].

Teribe [89]

[PORTILLA CHAVES

   Consonants:

      ptk
      bdg
      ph th kh

         sg
         z'2

      mn fi O
         1

         ir

      wy

1986,

h

1989] (23C, 8V+8N)

                Vowels:

There 'are two tone contrasts.

does not admit /1/.

i

I

e

a

u

U
o

o

i

l

e

a

Portilla Chaves (1986] registers /kw

v

v
p

p

gw ?/ as phonemes, but
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Guaymi Movere [90]

[!liiARcA GoNzALEz 1985] (15C, 8V+7N)

   Consonants:

         .t e k

      b6jg
         sx
      mn fi p
         lr
There are two tone contrasts.

Vowels:

  i i'

  ee
  a

u

o

o

i l'

e

a

v

p

p

N

Bocota [91]

[MARGERy 1988] (11C, 7V+7N)

   Consonants:

         t 6 k

      bdjg
         sh
         1

         r

Vowels:

  i

   e

   e

     a

u

o

o

I

e

e

a

v

p

p

[m n fi nl are interpreted as nasalized /b d J' g/. [wl and [y] are written as [u] and Ii] and

are not recognized as phonemes. This interpretation may be related to the fact that /j/ is

written as y. There are two tone contrasts.

Cuna [91]

[HoLMER 1946,

   Consonants:

      p't 6
         s

      mn
         lf

      wy

1947; SHERzER 19831 (12C, 5V+5L)

k kw
Vowels:

  i

  e
     a

u

o

i:

e:

a:

u:

o:

All consonants, except /w/, can occur either long or short. The longsis pronounced [6].

Short /p t k kW/ are pronounced as the corresponding voiced sounds [SHERzER 1983: 36].
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Papago

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

･15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

29

30

31

40

99

1oo

110

1ooO

I21

fSAXToN 1982: 198]

himako

gook

waik

gi'ik

hitasp

6uudp

wiwa'ak /wiwkam
gigi'ik

humukt /humjkam

wlstmaam

[ZEpEDA 1983: 117-119]

himako

gook

waik

gi'ik

h itasp

6uudp

wiwa'ak
gigi'ik

humuk
wlstmaam
gamai-himako

gamai-gook

gamai-waik

gamai-gi'ik

gamaid･hitasp

gamai-6uudp

gamai-wiwa'ak

gamai-gigi'ik

gamai-humuk
gokko-wistmaan

gokko-himako

gokko-gook

gokko-waik

gokko-gi'ik

gokko-humuk
waikko-wistmaan

waikko-himako

girikko-wistmaan

humukko-humuk
siant

himako-siant wistmaan

miil

4"

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9
2× 10

20+1

3× 10

4× 10

1× 100+ 10

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...7, 9, 10} ･  B' ={10' (gamai)11.0 (wistmaan)}, B2={100 (siant)}, B3= {1000 (miil)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  {2'...9'} = {gokko, waikko, gi'ikko ... humukko}

(D From 1 to 10 the formation of number words is decimal, but 8 (gi-gi'ik) is formed as a

multiple of 4 (gi'ik), that is, by reduplication of the first syllable, which means 4. This

method is expressed in this study as /4"/.

Ni-io={1...7, 4," 9, lo}

@ ･Numeral words from 11 to 19 are formed from gamai- .and morphemes

from 1 to 9. gamai is regarded as an allomorph of 10 wistmaam.

Nii.ig == B' (gamai-)+ {Ni-g}

@ Decimal system above 20.
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N2o.gg = {N2,.g,} X Bi (wistmaan)/ round numbers

     ={N2･.g･}+{Ni.g}/ interval numbers . .
@ 1oo and 1000 are Spanish loan words, to which Papago numeral words are

          'attached.. 'Nioo-ggg = {Ni.g} × 100 ± {Ni-gg}

Ni(x}o. ={Ni-g}×1ooO±{Ni-ggg}

Pima Bajo {3]

[PENNINGToN 1979}

(The original was written in the 18th century. The transcription follows the original.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

15

20

,30

co

60

70

80

maco/ maddo

go .c

valco

guicol macoba

utaspo

tutpo

bubacama
guiguico

tumbustamarna

bustamama gamai maco

macobai/ bustamama gamai goco

bust'mama vaico

valco utaspo

maco opa
maco opa. ovai gamai bust'ma

goc obpai

vaico opa lobbac

gamui vustama

gulco opa

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...7, 9, 10}

  Bi = {10 (bustamama)}, B2= {20 (opa)}.

Derivative vocabulary:

  2' =goco, 20' = obpai.

<D Decimal, but 8 (gui-guico) is formed

(guico).

/-1+10/.
Ni.io={1...7, 4," -1+lo}

@ Beyondeleven,
in '13 gamai i's omitted.

@ Vigesimalabove20.
N2o.so = {Ni4} × B2 (opa) + {Ni-g}

Northern Tepehuan {4]

IBAscoN 1982: 3341

1 im6ko
2 go6ka

4"

10+1
10+2
10+3
3×5

1× 20

1×20+10
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

                             by the reduplication of the first syllable of 4

Since the morpheme for 10 is found in the number 9, the formation of 9 seems to be

1, 2... are added to bustamama connected by the word gamai.

    The composition of 15 is 3×5. '

However,
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

39

40

60

80

1OO

    Numeral Systems

vaika

maak6va
taama

naadami

kUvarahami

maamakova
tuvuStyama

baivugtyama

baivugtyama dan im6ko

baivugtyama dan tuvugtyama

im6 k6bai

im6 k6bai dan baivugtyama dan tuvugtydma

g66 k6bai

vaik k6bai

maak6 k6bai
im6 sie'nto

4"

-1+10

10+1

10+9
l× 20

20+10+9
2× 20

3× 20

4×20

1×100

243

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...7}

  Bi = {10 (baivugtyama)}, B2= {20 (k6bai)}, B3 = {100 (sie'nto)}

Aconnective: {dan} -(l) Eight (maamakova) is formed by the reduplication of the first syllable of 4 (maak6va).

Nine is tu-vuStYdma and 10 is bai-vuStYdma. Since both consist of the same morpheme

-vuStYa'ma, the meaning of 9 is to be taken as "one toward 10" or "one subtracted from 10" or ,

"near 10." Here this is expressed as /-1+10/,

Ni.g ={1...7, 4," -1+10}
                      '@ From 11 to 19, the numeral words are baivuStYa'ma(10) plus 1, 2, ...9 with the connective

                                                                         '

Nio.ig = Bi -(b aivugtyama) ± dan ± {Ni.g}

@ Vigesimal above 20. Interval words are formed from rank words, a conjunction dan

and the numbers from 1 tb 19.

N2o-gg={1...4}' × B2 (k6bai)±dan±Bi±d, an±{Ni.g}

@ 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

Tepecano (Dl}

(MAsoN 1916: 377] '
(c in the original is changed togand･is to :. Eight in the original is civ･a'ik which may be

                       '

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

h6'maD/ h6'ma:i

go:k

va:' ik

ma'kov
(i) gtuma:M

givh6'maD
givgo:'k

giva:'ik

givma'kov

ma'mvOc

5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4
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Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...5}

  Bi=: {s' (giv)}, B2 ={lo (ma'mv6c)}

(!) Quinary. From 6 up, 5' (giv)+ {1...4}.

Tarahumara I6)

(MERRIFiELD 1968a: 96-98]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

22

33

45

56

60

70

1oo

227

880

9999

bire

okua
bikiya

naw6
mari

usani

ki6ao

o-sa naw6

ki-mak6i

mak6i wamina bir6

mak6i wamina kimak6i

o-sa mak6i

o-sa mak6i wamina okua

bai-sa mak6i wamina bikiya '
naw6-sa mak6i wamina mari

mari-sa mak6i wamind usani

usan-sa mak6i

ki6ao-sa mak6i

bire siento

okua siento wamina o-sa mak6i wamina ki6ao

o-sa naw6 siento wamina,o-sa naw6-sa mak6i

2×4

-1+10?

10 farther 1

10 farther 9

2× 10

2× 10 farther 2

3 × 10 farther 3

4 × 10 farther 5

5× 10 farther 6

6× 10

7× 10

1 × 1oo

2× 100 +2× 10 +7

2×4× 100 +2×4× 20

kimak6i mili wamina kimak6i siento wamina kimak6i-sa mak6i wamina kimak6i

                                    9 ×. 1ooO farther 9 × 1oo farther 9 × 10 farther 9

q

VVestern

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

20

30

40

50

 Tarahumara IBuRGEss 1984: 86-87]

bile

oka
baikia lbakia

na6
m.arigi

usani

gi6ao

o-sa n6 ' 2×4gi-makoe -1+10makoe

mak6 bile 10+1
bile elia/o-sa makoe 2× 10

bai-sa makoe 3× 10
oka elia l na6-sa makoe 4× 10

marigi-sa mako6 5× 10 ,
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60

70

80

90

1oo

150

969

usani-sa makoe

gi6ao-sa makoe

o-sa n6-sa makoe

gi-mak6-sa makoe

bile sientolmak6-sa makoe

bile siento amina nasipa

gi-makoe siento mina usani-sa

makoe mina gi-makoe

6× 10

7× 10

2×4×.10

9× 10

1 × 1oo/10 × 10

1 × 1oo and half

9× 100+6× 10+9

Basic vocabulary:

  B' == {10 (mak6i)}, B2 = {100 '(siento)}, B3 = {1000 (mili)}

Connectives: {-sa, wamina}

(l) Eight is a combination of 2 and 4, which is expressed in this study as /2×4/. Nine is

/-1+10/. To describe the form exactly, we would have to set up a rnorphophonological

rule such as okua . o/-sa, but such a minute rule is omitted, because we are primarily in-

terested in the formation, that is, /2 × 4/.

Ni.g={1...7, 2×4, -1+10}

@@ From 11 to 19, the numbers1to9are added to 10 connected by wamind. The
numbers from 20 up are decimal.

Nio.gg={#,2...9}-sa×U' (makoi) ±wamina±{N i,g}

@ The next rank is 100 and the third rank is 1000. These words are borrowed from

Spanish.

Nioo.= {l...9} × B2± {N i.gg}

Eudeve (Heve, Eudeva, Dohema) (D41
(PENNiNGToN 1981] (original transcription)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

20

30

40

80

1OO
 .

sel

godUm
veidUm

navoi

marqui
visani

seniOvusani

gos navoi

vesmacoi

macoi

macoi se beguam

macoita goc beguam

macoita naguoc beguam

sei d6hme

sei d6hme macoita beguam

goc d6hme

navoi d6hme

marqui d6hme

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1..:6}, Bi = {.10 (macoi)}, B2 ==

Derivative Vocabulary:

1+6
(2×4)

("casi diez")

10+1 above

sl }) one person

2× 20

･4 × 20

5× 20

{20 (d6hme)}
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  2' = goc, 4' = naguoc

Connectives: {-ta}, {beguam}

O Seven appears to be 1+ 6. Eight is 2× 4. Nine is analyzed as /-1+ 10/,

but the meaning seems to be "almost 10."

Ni.g={1...6, 1+6, 2×4, -1+10}
@ From 11 up the numerals are formed by adding 1...9 to 10 and beguam occurs after

that. The meaning i's "one above 10, two above !O, etc.", -ta is not suMxed to ma'coi. In-

･stead of godu'm and ndvoi, goc and naguoc are used for the 2 and 4 of 12 and 14.

Nio.ig=Bi (mAcoi) ±ta±{Ni-g} ± beguam

@ From 20 up the system is vigesimal and the coethcients occur before the base 20. The

coeMcient 2 is 2' (goc).

N2o. == {Ni.g} × B2 (d6hme) ±{Ni-ig}

Yaqui [81

[Jom,lsoN 1962: 30-31]

1

2

3

4
'5

6

7

8

9

10

11

20

21

100

seenu / seenu

w6i

bahi

naiki

  r-mamnl
bUsani '

w6busani

w6hnaiki

batani

wohmamni
wohmamni 'ama wepulai
senu taka

senu taka 'ama wepulai

mamni taka

.

2･6
2×4

2×5

10+1

20+1
5×20

Mayo I9]

ICOLLARD & CoLLARD 1962: 216-7]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

[Lionnet 1977: 27]

seenu 'guooyi

bahi

naiki

mamni 'bUsani

guoibUsani

guohnaiki

batani ･
guohmamni
guohmamnama huepu'ulai

guohmamnarna guooyi

guohmamnama bahi
guohmamnama naiki

guohmamnama mamni

    se6nu

    wo6yi

    bahi

    naiki

    mamni
    b6sani

    woib"sani

    wohnaiki-

   batani

. wohmamni

2･6
2×4

2×5

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5 '

-
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16

17

18

19

20

21

30

40

60

80

1OO

   : Numeral Systems

guohmamnama b"sani

guohmamnama guoibUsani

guohmamnamq guohnaiki

guohmamnama batani
senU taka

senif taka ama huepu'ulai

senti taka ama guohmamni

guoi taka

baih taka

naiki taka

mamni taka

senU taka

w6i taka

10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9

20+1
20+10
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

247

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...6, 9}

  B' = {10 (wohman)}, B2 = {20 (taka)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  1 ' = wepulai

A connective: {ama}

(D The form ation of 7 is uncommon. Seven is wo-busani=2･ 6. Eight is 2×4 and 10 is

2 × 5, both of which are formed by double counting.

Ni-io= {1･･･6, 2-6, 2×4, 9, 2×5}

@ Eleven is formed from 10 and ama wopulai, and is different from 1 (seenu). From 12 up

the same morphemes as the numbers from 2 to 9 are added to 10 through a connective -ama.

Nii-ig=B' (wohman)-ama +{1', 2...9}

@ Vigesimalbeyond20.
N2o- = {Ni-} × B2 (taka) ±ama± {Ni.ig}

Cora IIO]

(CAsAD 1984: 267-269]

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

15

16

20

25

35

40

50

60.

80

1OO

saitl

wa'apwa

wAika

mwakwa
angivi

arahsevi (ha-ra "in the face of/ there outside-facing frontwards"+ 1)

araawa'apWa ha-ra+2araawaiika ha-ra+3aramwak"a ha-ra+4tamWaamWata'a
tamwaamwata'a hapwan anSivi'

 -10 above5tamwaam wata'a hapwan harahsevi 10 abovg 5+1

seity6 'wa'apwa hece 2heceseitye hapwan tamwaamwata'a hapwan anSivi 20+10+5

wa' apWatYe 2× 20mwakwa hece . ･ 4hece
waikatye ' 3× 20mwakwatye ' 4× 20  vr

ansitYe 5×20
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1000 sei-vi'ira'a ' 1×1000
2ooO wa'apWa-vi'ira'a 2×1000
Basic vocabulary:

  Bi = {5' (ara)}, B2= {10 (tamWaamWata'a)}, B3 = {20 (tye)},{hece},

  B4 == {1000 (vi'ira'a)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  1 ' = sevi

A connective: {hapwan}

@ The numbers from 6 to 9 are quinary, being formed from 5' (ara) and {1'...4}.

N,-s = {1...5}

N6.g=B' (ara)+ .{1'...4}

@ The numerals from 10 to 19 are formed from 10 plus the numbers from 1 to 9 by means

of a connective, hmpwa'n.

Nnig =B2 (tamWaamWata'a) ±hapWan±{Ni-g}
@ Vigesimal above 20, but 25 and 50 follow a different formation.

N2o- == {1...4} × B2 (tye) ±hapWan± {Ni.lg}

N2s =2× hece, Nso =4× hece

@ From 1000 up, the base is vi"ira'a.

Niooo- = {1...} × B4 (vi'ira'a) ±hapWan± {Ni.ggg}

Huichol [11]

       [GRiMEs 1964: 39, 41]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

71

399

                            [PALAFox VARGAs 1978: 41-42]

zewil zei - zebi
huuta hutahaika haikanauka . naukaauzfiwi auzubi                  'ataa+zewi ' ata zebi
ataa+hUuta ata huta
ataa+haika ata haika
ataa+nauka ata nauka
tamamata taamamata
                            taamamata zebi

tamamata heimana hUuta taamamata huta
                            taamamata haika

                            taamamata nauka
                            taamamata auzubi

                            taamamata ata zebi

                            taamamata ata huta

                            taamamata ata haika

                            taamamata ata nauka

tewi+yari (person-one) rei tebiyari
haika tewiyari heimana tamamata heimana zewi

haika sientU yaari heimana nauka t6wi yari heimana tamamata

5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5

10+5+1
10+5+2
10+5+3
10+5+4

3×20+10+1

3×100+4×20+10+5+4
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Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...5}

  Bi= {5' (ata)}, B2={10 (tamamata)}, B3= {20 (tewiyari)}

A connective: {heimana}

(!) The numerals from 6 to 9 are quinary.

Ni-s == {1...5},

N6-g= B' (ata)+{1...4}

@ The numbers from 11 to 19 are formed from 10 plus the numbers from1to9by means

of a connective, heimana, but in some cases the connective is not necessary.

Nio.ig=B2 (tamamata) ±heimana±{Ni-g}

@ Vigesimalabove20.
N2o.= {1?/ 2...} × B3 (tewiyari) ±heimana± {Ni-ig}

Nahuatl
Classical

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

l3

14

15

16

17

18

!9

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

I12]

Nahuat] [SULLIvAN 1983: 189-195] (original.transcription)

ce

ome
ei/ yei

nahui'

macuilli

chicuace

chicome

chicuei

chiconahui

matlactli

matlactli once

matlactli omome

matlactli omei

matlactli onnahui

caxtolli i
caxtolli once

caxtolli omome
caxtolli 'omei
caxtolli onnahui

cempoalli

cempoalli once

cempoalli omome

cempoalli omei

cempoalli onnahui

Cempoalli omrriacuilli

cempoalli onchicuace

cempoalli onchicome

cempoalli onchicuei

cempoalli onehiconahui

cempoalli ommatlactli ･

cempoalli ommatlactli once

cempoalli ommatlactli omome
cempoalli ommatlactli omei '

cempoalli ommatlactli onnahui

5+1.

5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1
15+2･

15+3
15+4
1× 20

1× 20 +1

1× 20 +2

1× 20 +3

1× 20 +4

1× 20 +5

1×20+5+1
1× 20 +5+2'

1+20+5+3
1× 20 +5+4 .

1+20+1O
1×20+10+1
1×20+10+2
1×20+10+3
1×20+10+4

,
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35

36

37

38

39

40

60

80

1OO

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

300

320 ･

340

360

380

400

500

6oo

700

800

1200

1600

2000

4000 '

"oo
7600

8000

16000

･ 40000

8oooo

136000

160000

3200000

640000oo

cempoalli oncaxtolli

cempoalli oncaxtolli once

cempoalli oncaxtolli omome

cempoalli oncaxtolli omei

cempoalli oncaxtolli onnahui ,

ompoalli

eipoalli

nauhpoalli

macuilpoalli

chicuacempoalli

chicompoalli

chicuepoalli

chiconahupoalli

matlacpoalli

matlactli oncempoalli

matlactli omompoalli

matlactli omeipoalli

matlactli onnauhpoalli

caxtolpoalli

caxtolli oncemPoalli

caxtolli omompoalli '
caxtolli omeipoalli

caxtolli onnauhpoalli

centzontli

centzontli ipan macuilpoalli

centzontli ipan matlacPoalli

centzontli ipan caxtolpoalli

ontzontli

etzontli

nauhtzontli '

macuiltzontli

matlactzontli

matlactli oncentzontli

caxtolli onnauhtzontli

cenxiquipilli

onxiquipilli

macuilxiquipilli

matlacxiquipilli

caxtolli omome xiquipilli

cempoalxiquipilli

centazonxiquipilli

cempoaltzonxiquipilli

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...5}

  B' = {5' (chicu-)}, B2 =

  B`= {20 (poalli)}, B5=

Connectives: {on/ om}

(S) Quinary from 6 to 9.

  N,-s = {1...5},

{10 (matlactli)}

{400 (tzontli)},

1×20+15

1×20+IS+1
1×20+15+2
1×20+15+3
1×20+15+4
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

6× 20

7× 20

8× 20 ･.
9× 2o

10×20

11 × 20

12×20

13 × 20

14 × 20

15×20

16 × 20

17 × 20

18×20

19×20

1× 400

400 +5× 20

400 + 10 × 20

400+15×20
2× 400

3× 400

4× 400

5× 400

1O× 400

11 × 400

19 ×' 400

1× 8000

2 × 8000

5× 8000

1O × 8000

17 × 8000

20 × 8000

400 × 8ooO

20 × 400 × 8ooO

, B3={15 (caxtolli)},

B6 = {8000 (xiquipilli)}
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  N6-g = Bi (chicu-)+ {Ni.}

@ Quinary from 11 to 19.

  Nio-i4=B2 (matlactli) ±on/om±{{Ni.4}

  Nis-ig== B3 (caxtolli) ±on/om±{Ni4}

@ Vigesimal from 20 up.

 N2o.3so = {N i-ig} × B` (poalli) + {Ni-ig}

@ New words for 400, 8000 are introduced.

Modern Nahuan I12-141
Tetelcingo Nahuatl {TuGGy 1979: 72]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7,

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

40

sie/ sente

ume/ unte

yeyl/yete

nowl
nokwili

eikwasie

6ikume
6ikwieyi

elknowl

mahXakXi

mahZakZi wansie

mahXakZi wanume
mahXakXi wa yeyt

mahZakZi wa nowi
kaStuli

kagtuli wansie

kagtuli wanume

kaStuli wa yeyi

kagtuli wa nowi

sempoali

uhpoali

Usually Spanish loans are used above 10.

5+1
5+2
5+3.

5+4

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
15

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4
1× 20

2× 20

North Puebla Nahuatl [BRocKwAy 1979: 1651

       t1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

seya

ome
YIYI

nawe
makwili

eikwasin

eikom'e

eikweyi

6iknawe

ma'XakXi

ma'XakZi wan seya

ma'ZakXi wan ome

ma'ZakZi wan yiyi

ma'XakXi wan nawe

5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
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  15

  16
  17
  18

  19
  20
  21

  25

  30
  33

- 37

  40
  60
  80

kagtoli

kagtoli wan seya
kagtoii wan ome

kagtoli wan yiyi

kagtoli wan nawe

sempowali

sempowali wan seya

sempowali wan makwili

sempowali wan ma'XakZi

sempowali wan ma'XakXi wan yiyi

sempowali wan kagtoli wan ome

ompowali

yepowali

nawpowali

15

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4
'1×20

1× 20 +1

1× 20 +5

1×20+10
1× 20+ 10+3

1×20+15+2
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

Huasteca Nahuatl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

15

16

20

[BELLER and BELLER 1979: 252]

se '

ome
eyi

nawi
makwili

6ikwaseh

6ikome

6ikweyi

eiknawi

mahXakXi

mahXakZi wan seh
kagtoli

kagtoli wan seh

sempwali

.

5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1
15

15+1
1×20

Michoacan (P6maro)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

se

ome
ye

nawi

makwili

6ikwase

6ikpme

eikwe

eiknawi

mahlakli

Nahual [SIscHo 1979: 3461

5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4

Sierra Nahuat

1. se:
2 ome
3 e:yi
4 nawi
5 ma:kwil

[RoBiNsoN 1966: 159]
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

25

30

35

40

60

80

1OO

153

Mecayapan

i

2

3

4

Spanish numerals are used above 5.

Modern Nahuan [12-14]
    The formation is fundamentally the

some variatlons. For example, from 5

words, and from

Cuitlatec (D71

       [EscALANTE 1962]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9'
10

11

6ikwase: 5+16ikome 5+26ikwe:yi 5+36iknawi 5+4mahtakti

mahtaktionse: - 10+1
mahtaktiorbome 10+2
mahtaktiome:yi 10+3
mahtaktionnawi 10+4
kagtol '15kagtolonse: 15+1
kagtolomome 15+2
kagtolome:yi 15+3
kagtolonnawi 15+4
sempowal 1×20sempowal wan se: 1×20+1
sempowal wan ma:kWil 1×20+5
sempowalwanmahtakti ' 1×20+10
sempowal wan kagtol 1×20+15

omepowal 2×20
e:yipowal 3×20
nawipowal 4× 20   .
se: siento 1× 100se: siento wan ome powal wan mahtaktiome:yi

    Nahuat (WoLGEMuTH 1981: 60]

se:

o:me
  .e:yt

    .na:wl

1oo +2× 20+ 10+3

                     same as that of Classical Nahuatl, but there are

                    or 10 up Nahuan words are replaced by Spanish
100 up, the Spanish word ciento, for lOO becomes,a rank word. '

ti'i lti'wili

ka+il kala

kalili/ ka'li+a

pala

puwali/ puwa+a

daSila

wigili/ wigila

puhtalifa (<puwa li+ihta +i=5+mitad)
nili/ nili

gi+i/ ciii

pili

[LEoN 1903] (original transcription)'

tahuaj

caxla

cali J

paxla

puaxla

daschi

huischi

pujta lijpUxla

noxia

tchonsla

aguiltqhua 10+1
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12

20

30

co

50

60

70

80

co

1OO

1OOO

meli

ki+me+i (< gi+i +me+i = 1o+ 2o)

puhme (<puwa ti+me+i = 5 × 20)

  Native Middle American Languages

aguilcaxta 10+2tahuelme

calichonli 3× 10
paxlachonli 4× 10
puaxlachonli 5× 10
daschichonli 6× 10
huistlaichonli , 7× 10
puj lalij puxlachonii 8× 10

noxtachonli 9× 10puajchonli

chonslapuajchonii

[McQuowN 1940]

1 tAwAl
100 tAwAl puhme

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...1O}
  B`={10' (aguil)}, {10" (chonli)}

O From 1 to 10 the formation of number words is decimal. -la and -fi are both suMxes

but the difference in their meanings is not clear. The word for 10 given by Escalante is

different from Leon's 10.

Ni-io= {1...10}

@ From the data given by Leon the words from 11 to 19 are formed from aguil- and mor-

phemes from 1to 9. The word for 11 is different.

Nii.ig=10' (aguil)+{1...9}

@ The formation above 20 seems to be vigesimal from the data given by Escalante, while

Leon's data is clearly decimal from 30 up.

N3o. ={3...9}×10" (chonli) .@ 100 and 1000 may be decimal.

Notes: The contrasts t.' l and tch"ch inpt<1'ta lijipuxla (8) andptu7almpuxla-chonli (80), noxla

(9) and noxta-chonli (90), tchonsta (10) and chonsla-puayZchonli (100) seem to be typographi-

cal errors.

Seri I201

[TuRNER 1967: 238]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

20

21

taso/ t6ohoD

k6okh /kahkolj

kapxa lpxaa'on

kg6ogkwl s6xkoo

k6iton /xwaiton

isnaapkagoh/ n6pgkh

toqkohkkwil'/ kaowkwi

kg6xoo+kalj1 pxaowkwi

ksoik'an+1 ks6ox'an+

k'an+1 x6'nal

t'an} tago kkwii'

i'ant k6okh
i'an+ tokh tago kkwii'

-1+10

10+1

10×2

10×2+1



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

21

22

23

30

1OO

mu
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so i'an+ k6itoD 10xs
loo i'anl k'an+ loxlo
looo i'anl i'ant k'an+ loxloxlo
Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1....1O}

  Bi = {lo' ･(t'an+)}, B2 = {10o}

A connective: {tago} ･'

@ Decimal. However, since the morphemes representing 2 and 3 are found in the second

alternatives for 7 and 8, and the same morpheme wk"i follows them, the formation seems to

be 2+5, 3+5, respectively. The word for 9 has k'dn+, which represents 10, so 9 seems to be

formed by back-counting.

  Ni-g={1...6, 2'+5', 3'+5', -1'+10, 10} .
@ The numbers from 11 to 19 are formed from t'dn+ (10) and 1...9 through the connective

N,,-,g=Bi (t'anl) +tago+{Ni-g} .
                              '@ The numbers from 20 up are also decimal. The coeMcients follow the base.

N2o-gg == 10" (i'an+) ×{ Ni-g}+tago+{N,.g} '

Tarasco [211

       [FosTER 1969: IS7] [NANsEN DiAz 1985]
        fma

ci-ma = ni

tanl = mu

tha = mu

yu=mu
khwi = mu

yu = mu cl-ma = nl

yu =mu tanl =mu

yu=mu tha =mu
te = mpe-nl

tempeni ka ma
tempeni ka yliniu thamu

e-kwa = ce

ma e-kwa = ce

ci-ma = ni e-kWa = ce

tani == mu e-kwa = ce

te == mpe-ni e-kwa == ce

      edge," and ce is

cima

  ttammu
t hamu

yUmu

ylim cimanina

yUm tanimu
ytim thamu

 rtemplnl

           ytim ekwaci

"down, ground."

5+2
5+3
5+4

10+5+4

1+20
2+20
3+20
1O+20
5× 20

   is "mouth,

Classical Tarasco

IBAsALENQuE 1886 (1714): XXXI-XXXII] [GILBERTI 1898 (1558): 283-285]

1 ma' ma -ma-ro2 tziman tzim-an tzim-oro
3 tanimu tani-rnu tani-poro
4 tamu tha-mu tha-poro
5 yumU ' yu-mu yu-poro
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

30

40

80

1OO

400

8000

  .CUIMU
     .yun-tzlman

yun-tanlmu

yun-thamu

temben

temben-ma

temben-ca-tinimu

ma-ekuatze

ma-equatze-ca-temben

 .tzlman-equatze

tham-equatze

yum-ekuatze

ma-urepeta

maxkuqtze irepeta

  .CUI-MU
     .yun-tzlm-an

yun-tanl-mu

yun-tha-mu

temben

tembe-ma
temben-tzim-an

temben-tani-mu

temben-tha-mu

tembe-yu-mu

temben cui-mu

tembe-yun-tzim-an

tembe-yun-tani-mu

tembe-yun-tha-mu

ma-equatze/ ma-catari

ma-yrepe/ ma-yrepeta

cul-poro

     ･yun-tzlm-oro

yun-tam-poro
yun-tha-poro

temb-oro

temb-oro-ma-ro
teirib-oro-tzim-oro

temb-oro-tani-poro

temb-oro-tha-poro

temb-oro-yu-poro

temb-oro-cui-poro

temb-oro-yun-tzim-oro

temb-oro-yun-tani-poro

temb-oro-yun-tha-poro

       ･ma･-catarl

5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1.

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+5+2
10+5+3
10+5+4

20+10
2× 20

4× 20

5× 20

1 × 4oo

20 × 400

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1".6}

  B' = {5' (yun)}, B2 = {10 (tembe/temben)}, B3 == {20 (ekwace)}

O Quinary except 6.
  Ni.6 = {1...6}

  N7.g=Bi+{2, 3, 4}

@ Decimal.

  Nio.ig=B2 (tembe/temben) (±ka) ±{1...9} ,
@ The numbers above 20 seem to be vigesimal, but smaller units precede the base. If this

is true, the formation is very rare for Middle America.

  N2o-=±{1･･.}+{#, 2...} × B3 (ekwace)

However, in Classical Tarasco, the base precedes smaller units. This formation is common

in Middle America.

  N2o.={1,..}×20 (ekwace) ±ca±{Ni-ig}

Notes: Numeral classifiers are used in Classical Tarasco as cited by Gilberti.

Totoriac (221

[HERNANDEz GARciA 1982:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

tam
t'uy

t'utu'

t'at'i

kicis

6aSan

tuhUn ,

cayan

nahaca

112-3]
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21'

30

40

60

80

1OO

1OOO

kaw
kawitu'

kut'uy

kut'ut'u

kut'at'i

kukicis

ku6agan

kutuhUn

kucayan

kunahaca

p'u5am

p'ugamatUm

p'uSamakaw
tip'ugam

tutump'ugam
t'at'ip'ugam

kicisp'ugam

kawkicisp'ugam

Tepehua I231

[BowsR 1948]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

tam
t'uy

t'utu

t'a:t'i:

ki:s

6a:gan

tuhun

cahin

naha:c

ka:w

ka:wtam
ka:wt'uy

ka:wt'ut'u

ka:wt'a:t'i:

ka:wki:s

ka:wea:San

ka:wtuhun

ka:wcahin

ka:wnaha:c

p'uSam

p'ugamtam

p'ugamt'uy

p'ugamt'utu

p'ugamt'a:t'i:

p'ugamki:s

p'ugamea:gan

p'ugamtuhun

p'ugamcahin

p'uSamnaha:c

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5

10+6 .
1Q+7
10+8
10+9

20+1
20+10
2× 20

3× 20

4×20

5× 20

10×5×20

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9

257

.
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30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

50

60

80

1OO

400

500

1OOO

p'ugamka:w

p'ugamka:wtam

p'ugamka:wt'uy

p'uSamka:wt'ut'u

p'ugamka:wt'a:t'i:

p'ugamka:wki:s

p'ugamka:wea:gan

p'ugamka:wtuhun

p'ugamka:wcahin

p'uSamka:wnaha:c

t'up'ugam

t'up'ugamka:w

t'utump'ugam

t'a:t'i:p'ugam

ki:sp'ugam

t'a:t'i:ki:sp'ugam

ki:ski:sp'ugam

ka:w si:yentus

20+10
20+10+1
20+1O+2
20+1O+3
20+10+4
20+1O+5
20+10+6
20+10+7
20+1O+8.
20+1O+9
2× 20

2×20+10
3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

4×5× 20

S×5×20

10 × 100

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...9}

  Bi={10 (ka:w)}, B2= {20 (p'ugam)}, B3={100 =5×20}

In Totonac some morphophonemic changes such as ka:w->ku, kaw'-i-tu'

are observed. '
O@@ Decimal up to 20 and vigesimal above 20.

  Ni-gg= ±{#, 2, 3, 4} × B2±Bi±u

@ Decimalabove'100.
  Nioo- = { #, 2...9} × B3± {Ni.op}

andp'uSam-a-tu'm,

Chichimec I24]

(tditgGuLo 1932: 183-184] (Original transcription) [RoMERo C.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

nant'a

tan'en

tinhtin

tipan

sangwarb

takUn
tsaktis

tsandzev

nant'a pamef "one more"

ratsord

ratsor6 nant'a entints

ratsorb tan'en enUntses

ratsor6 tinhUn egats

ratsorb tipan egats

ratsorb sangwarb egats

          1966: 530-531]

nant'a

tanehen'es

tin'uhun

tipan

     ,sangwaro
taku'un

sak'Hsp

 rsanzep

nant'a pamep

rac'oro

rac'oro nant'a enac'

rac'oro tanehen'es enac'es

rac'oro tin'uhun egac'

rac'oro tipan egac'

rac'oro taku'un egac'

rac'oro sak'usp egac'

rac'oro sanzep egac'

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
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19

20

21

22

23

30

31

40

50

60

70'

80

90

1OO

110

200

300

nant'a tipin

nant'a tipin nant'a 6ninnts

nant'ti Upin tan'en entintses

nant'a tipin ratsorb egats

nant'a Upin ratsorb nant'a enUnts

tan'en tipines

nixhyUUr'i

tinhtin Upin

tinhtin Upin ratsorb egats

  rsl1

tlpan upm

nant'a nr'i

1OOO

Basic vocabulary:

  U == {1...9}

  B' = {10 (rac'aro)}, B2=

Connectives: {enUc'/ enac'es/ egac'}

O Decimal up to 20. However,

may be /-1+10/. '
  Ni-g={1...9}

@ To the words from 11 to

tan'en 6r'i

tinhtin tir'i.

nant' a Uv6

gac'oro nant'a pamgp egac'

nant'a up'in

nant'a up'in nant'a enUc'

nant'a up'in tanehen'es enac'es

nant'a up'in tin'uhun egac'

nant'a up'in rac'oro egac'

nant'a up'in rac'oro nant'a enrtc'

tanehen'es up'in'es

nihH Ur'ihi

tinluhun up'in

tin'uhun up'in rac'oro egac'

tipan up'in

tipan up'in rac'oro egac'

nant'a Ur'ihi

nant'a 6r'ihi rac'oro egac'

10+9
1×20

1×20+1
1× 20+2

1× 20 +3

1×20+10

1×20+10+1
2× 20

half 100

3× 20

3×20+10
4×20

4×20+10
1X100

1×100+10
2× 100

3× 100

"one world"

                       {20 (up'in)}, B3={100 (ar'i/ Ur'ihi)}, B4 ={1000 (av6)} ･

                              since the word for 9 contains ndnt'a (1), the formation

                  Angulo gives the meaning as "one more."

                          19 are added enu'c', enu'c'es, and e'g'ac'. These are singular,

dual and plural forms of enu'c', respectively. (nunc means "to add:")

  Nio-ig = Bi ± {Ni-g} ± enUc'/ enUc'es/ egac'

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99. However, 50 is expressed by half-counting, that is, half-100.

  N2o.gg = {1･･･4} × B2+ {Ni-ig}

@ From 100 up, 100 and 1000 become the bases. ･

  N,cogg, = {1...9} × B3+ {N,-,,},

Pame [251

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Jiliapan Jiliapan
               (South)

[Manrique C. 1967: 342}

'na/ nada nna

tii tihnip' /niya
pye tipiya
guthvnt gp6tfint
tikyent tikiyen
tikti tekiti
tignyiu .temlyun
navhwe nahwen
sthti stut'u
sthutna

Tilaco S. M. Acapulco
(South) (Central)
[Soustelle 1937: 367]

nna
tlYOI

tinyan

tylpya

sputun

taken

tikiydi

ky6dinfin

nabe
gtusu

nda

nUwi
renhfi'

kinyui

kit'ye

telya

telinytihin

densaw

tenspnta

seskay

Alaquines
 (North)

gOnta/ nda

nuyi/ -e

nfi

ginyui

gyi6'ay/ gik'yay

telya

tlnyuyn

tinyhfin

10+1
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15 sthutegthvnt ･ 10+520 'nade. nade nade delyet 1×20

40 tide 2× 20100 'nante'e

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {i...9}

  B'= {5' (tik)}, B2 == {10 (sthu)}, B3 == {20 (de)}, B`={100 (nte'e)}

Derivative vocabulary: , '
  1'=yent, 3' == nyiu

A connective:{-t-}

O The structure is rather hard to analyze, but in Jiliapan the words from 6 to 8 are formed

from tik- plus the numbers from 1 to 3, giving the appearance of a quinary method. Since

the first morpheme of the word for 9 is na- (1), the formation may possibly be /- 1+10/,

which is similar to that of Chichimec. On the other hand, it is dithcult to discover signs of

the quinary system in the other dialects, because of severe phonological changes they have

undergone. Nevertheless, vestiges of the quinary system are apparent when all dialects are

compared. As is seen above, it is possible that there are languages which look decimal

because ofphonological change, but which were actually once quinary. For example, in the

souther･n Otomanguean languages, a quinary method appears above 10 but there is no

evidence of the quinary systern up to 10. This may have resulted from phonological change.

  U == {1...5},

  N6-s =Bi+{1'i 2, 3'}, Ng={9}

@ The words from 1 1 to 19 are formed from 10 and the numbers from 1 to 9 with a connec-

tive t(V)-.

  Nio.ig = B2±t± {Ni-g}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

    N2o.gg = {1･･･4} X B3± {Ni-ig}

@ .100 is a new base.

    Nioo. == {1...} × B4 ±

Matlatzinca [26)

(original transcription)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

[Basalenque 1642]

huera-hui

no-hui

inyuul ni

cunno-hui

incutha

daha-tho-hui

ne-tho-hui

nen-cuno-hUf

muratan-dahatha

dahata

dahatha-mus-dahui

dahatha-mus-rohui

[Soustelle 1937:

325)･

yndahhuy '
ynahuy

ynynhu

yncunohuy

yncuthaa

yndahtohuy

ynethohuy '

ynencunoul
ymurahtadahata

yndahatta

        10+1
        10+2

Mexicalzingo

[Soustelle: 325]

indawi

hinowi ,

higu

inkhunuwi

inkhuda

indathowi

netowl

inenkhunowi

inmaratandaha

indara

San Francisco

[Soustelle: 325]

indahwi

tenowp
gogu

rokuntrowO

rokut'a

ndatQwO

netowO

nengu/ nowO
ratandat'a

dat'a

Oztotilpan

[Schumann 1975:

535]

ndawi

tenowl

rogu

rokulhowi

rokut'a

ndatowi

netowl

nenkunhowi
murata-ndat'a

ndat'a

i
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13

14

15

30

40

60

1OO

1OOO

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1...5}
  Bi= {5' (tho)}, B2= {10}, B3

Derivative vocabulary:

  1' =daha"vdohon,
A connective: {mus-vmutz}'
(s)

regarded as /5'/,

tion is quinary,

respectively.

  Ni:g == {1...5, 1'+5,, 2,+5,,

@
to lack of data from 15 up.

dahatha-mu-cuthatha

dahatha-muz-cunohui

indata-muz-cutha

dohon-tha-mutz-dahatha

nehenta

nintha

incuthatha

nenutha mutz dahathatha

10+4
10+5
20+1O
2× 20

3× 20

5× 20

2×400+10×20

= {20 (tha)}

2' = ne"vnenevnehen,

, B4 = {400}

3' = thatha--nin

Six and 7 are analyzed as /1+5/, /2+5/. Eight is /2×4/ and 9 is /-1+10/. tho is
           which seems to' have the same origin as to in Otomi. Therefore the forma-

          but 8 and 9 are formed by the multiplicative and back-counting methods,

                          2'×4, -1'+10}
    From 10 up the forms seem to be described as 10+mus+ {U}, but this is not clear, due

                    , Since closely related Ocuiltec forms the numerals likewise,
                                                    'Matlatzinca may turn out to have the same formation. '
  Nlo.lg = B2 ±mus± {Nl.g}

Ocuilteco [27] (original transcription)

       [Schumann 1975: 535]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

mbla

,mno
phyn

gunhno
kwit'a

mblandoho

mnyehndoho
mnyehnguhno
mbla-tylaht'a

mblaht'a

mblaht'a muci-la

mblaht'a muci-no

mblaht'a muci-hyu

mblaht'a muci-gunhno

mblaht'a muci-kwit'a

mblaht'a muci-mblandoho

mblaht'a muci-mnyehndoho

mblaht'a muci-mnyennguhno
mblaht'a muci-mblatyUlaht'a

mblohnda

[Soustelle 1937: 327]

bla

mnO
phyu

gunl ho

kwit'a

blandoho

nyendoho

mnyegunho
mblatilat'a

mblat'a

1+5?
2+5?
2×4?

-1+ 10?

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+1+5
10+2+5
10+2×4
10-1+10

s

Basic vocabulary:
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  U={1...5}, B' == {5' (n-doho)}, B2={10}, B3= {20}

A connective: {muci}

(l) Six and 7 are /1+5/ and /2+5/. Eight is /2×4/ and 9 is /-1+10/.

  Ni-g={1."5, 1+5', 2'+5', 2' ×4, -1+lo,}

@ The formation above 1O is 1O+muci+{1...9}.

  Nlo.lg = B2 ± muci ± {Ni.g}

@ The method of counting above 20 may be vigesimal, but no data is available. .

    Notes: The words for 10 and 20 contain mbla or mbl- (1). If mbla and mbl- are sub-
             'tracted, (a)ht'a and ohnda are obtained as the roots, but t'a and da seem to be more proper

forms, if Ocuilteeo is compared with the neighboring languages, Otomi and Mazahua.

Otomi [28]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

30

40

50

60

70

74

80

co

99

Sierra Otomi

[EcHEGOYEN GLEASON
1979: 72-76]

n'da

yoho

hyu

goho
kit'a

'dato

yoto

hyato

gito

'deet'a

'dee'mada

'dee'mayoho

'dee'mahyu

'dee'magoho

'dee'makit'a

'dee'ma'dato

'dac'mayoto

'dze'mahyato

'dac'magito

'dote

'dote' ma 'da

'dote ma yoho

'dote ma hyu

'dote ma goho
'' dote ma kit'a

'dote ma 'dact'a '

yote

yote ma 'deet'a

hyate

hyate ma 'd eet'a

goho'dote

goho'dote ma 'deet'a'

goho'dote ma 'deemagito

Mezquital Otomi

[HEss 1968: 63, 74-76]

'na

y6ho
hfiif

goh6
k6t'a

'rato

yot6

hfiato

got6

'ret'a

'ret'a ma y6ho

'ret'a ma hfiU

'nate

  Jtyo rate

yo'rate ma 'ret'al ndeneebe

hfiu'rate ･

hfiu'rate ma 'ret'a ma goh6

goh6'rate

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4'

10+5
10+6
IO+7
10+8
10+9

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+1O
2×te

2 × 20+ 10/ half 1oo

3×te

3×20+10

3×20+10+4
4×20

4×20+10
4×20+10'+9
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1OO

102

111

128

140

155

200

300

400

411

500

1OOO

1OO1

4490

"5OOO"

"1OOOO"

'n'da sieento 'na neebe
n'da sieento nee yoho

n'da sieento nee 'dee'mada

n'da sieento nee 'dote ma hyato

n'da sieento nac yote

n'da sieento nac yote ma 'dee'makit'a

yo sleento

hyu siacnto

goho sieento

                       goh6 neebe ne 'r6t'a ma 'ra
kit'a sieento

n'da mahuahi 'na 'm6
                          pv vrv                       '                        na mo ne na
                       goh6 'm6 ne goh6 neebe ne goh6

'deet'a mahuahi

k5t'a 'm6

1× 100

1× 100 +2

1×100+11

1×100+20+8
1× 100 +2× 20

1×100+2×20+10+5
2× 100

3×100

4× 1OO

4× 100+ 10+1
5 × 100

1 × 10oo

1 × 1000 +1

'rate ma 'ret'a

4×1000+4×100+4X
20+IQ

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1."5} ･  Bi = {5' (to)}, B2= {10 ('dee')}, B3 = {20 (te)}, B`= {100 (sieento)}, B5= {1000 (mahuahi)}

Derivative vocabulary:
  {1', 2', 3', 4'} = {'da/'do, yo, hya, gi}

Connectives:{ma, nac}

(l) Quinary.
  Ni-s ={1...5}

  N6-g={1'...4,}+ Bi
@ Since 15 is 10+5, it cannot be called quinary. It is better to think that the words from

10 to 19 are foriped from 10 plus the numbers from 1 to 9.

  Nii-ig=B2+ma+{Ni.g}
@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2i.gg = {1'...4'} × B3+ma+ {Ni-ig}

@ The numbers above 100 are formed from anew base 100, but.the interval numbers

follow the vigesimal method. '  Nico- =･{U'} × B4±

  Niooo-= {U'} × B5±

Mazahua [29]
[NAGERA YANGuAs 1637: 6-8, 33] (Original transcription)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

daha

yehe
efihij

zioho

zicha

nantto

yencho

fiincho

zincho

deeha

1+5
2+5
3+5･

4+5
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

30

40

50

60

70,

80

90

1OO

110

120

140

160

180

200

210

220

230

240

250

'260

270

280

290

300

320

340

360

380

4oo

410

420

430

"o
450

460

470

480

490
 500

600

dechedaha

dechEyehe

dechenfihij

dechequioho

dechenquicha

dechenantto

decheyencho

dechefiincho

dechequincho

yhotte

yhottendecha

yheche

yhechendecha

fihiche

fihichendecha

zhiche

zhichendecha

zhichiche

zhichichendecha
fianttiche

yhenchiche

fihinchiche '

zhinchiche

dechiche

dechichen decha

dechen daha enche

dechen daha enche quiziyecha

dechen yehe enche

dechen yehe enche quiziyecha

dechen fihijenche

dechen fihijenche quiziyecha

dechen quioho enche

dechen quioho enche quizjyecha

dechen quicha enche

dechen nantto enche

dechen yhencho enche

dechen fihincho enche
dechen' quincho enche

damo
damo decha

 damo dotte

 damo dotten decha

damo yheche

 damo yhechen decha

 damo fihiche

 damo fihichen decha

 damo quiche

 darno quichen decha

 damo quicheche

 damo dechiche

Native Middle American Languages

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+' 8

10+9

20+10
2× che

2×20+10
3× che

3×20+10.
4×20

4×20+10
5× 20

5×20+10･
6× 20

7× 20

8× 20

9× 20

10 × 20

10×20+10
11×20

11×20+10
12 × 20

12×20+10
13 × 20

13×20+10
14 × 20･

14×20+10
15 × 20

16 × 20

17 × 20

18×20

19 × 20

4oo+1O
400 + 20

4oo+20+1O
400+2×20

400+2×20+1O
400+3 × 20

400+3×20+1O
400+4×20

400+4×20+1O
400+5 × 20

400+ 10 × 20
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700 damo dechen quicha enche 400+15×20 '

8oo yemo ' ' 2× 4oo900 yemo quichiche 2×400+5×20
1000 yemo dechighe 2×4oo+10×20
Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...5}

  B' = {5' (to/ cho)}, B2 == {10 (decha)}, B3= {20 (te/ che)}, B`= {400 (mo)}

Derivative vocabulary:

{1', 2', 3', 4', 5'} = {nant, yen, fiin, zin, cho}, {20'} = {che}

{1", 2", 3", 4", 5"...} = {yho, yhe, fihi, zhi, zhichi...}

Connectives:{en, i}

(!) Quinary. The numbers from 6 to 9 are { 1'...4'}+ 5'. The base for 5' is to/cho. As

for the alternatioh of to/cho, vvhen the preceding vowel is high arid anterior, to changes to

palatalized cho. ･ '  Ni.s = {1...5}･

  N6.g = {1'...4'}+5,

                                                    '@ The words from 11 to 19 are formed from 10 plus with the numbers {1...9} by means of

aconnectlve, en. ･  Nn-ig=B2+en+{Ni-g}
@ Vigesimal above 20.

  N2i.3gg = {Ni･･.ig･･} × B3 (-te/-i-che/-en-che)± {Ni.ig}

@ Since 400 is da-mo and 800 is ye-mo, they are analyzed as {D'}×mo.

Tlapanec [30]

[SuAREz 1983a]

1

2

3

4

s

7

9

10

15

17

20

35

40

59

"1OO"

Basic vocabularY:

  U - {1...9}

  Bi={10}, B?=

   mbai

   a3hma3

   a2cui

   a2kho3

   wi2cu2

   hu2wa2

   mi2hnai gu3wa'3 (mi 2hhgi'2 ="cerca")

   gu3wa'3

   gu3wa'3 ni icu2 '

   gu3wa'3 niicu2 e3hma3

   mba2 skiiyp!

   mba2 ski iypi gu 3wa'3 niicu2

   a3hma3 skiiypi

   a3hma3 skiiypi gu3wa'3 niicu2 e 3kho3

(According to Suarez, the numeral just above is 55,

59.)

   mba2 syeito3

{15}, B3= {20} , B4 == {100}

10+5

10+5+2

          1×20+10+5

   ･ 2× 20
          2× 20+10+5+4
but judging from its composition, it must be

          1× 100
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   -- -Der!vative vocabulary: .  2'=e3hma 3, 4' == e3kho3 (perhaps a--) e- / # a-)

  5'=n+wi2cu2 > niicu2

A connective: {-n-} The numbers 11 through 19 in Subtiaba and 15 in Tlapanec provide

evidence that a connective -n- likely follows the morpheme for 10 in Tlapanec also.

(D The numbers below 10 are decimal, but 9 appears to be /-1+10/. According to
Suarez, milhnai is derived from m..i'2.h..n.gi'2, "rnear."

  Ni-g = {1...9}

@ The data for 11 through 19 .are scanty, but the numbers above 15 are undoubtedly

  .qulnary.

  Nls.lg= B2±{1,...4,}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to .99.

  N2o-gg = {1･･･4} × B3±Ni-ig

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

  Nioo. =U x B4±

Subtiaba [D8]

[LEHMANN 1920:'926, 931, 960-961]

   (original transcription with some abbreviation)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

30

31

32

33

40

50

imba

apu

asu

acu
huisu/ hiusu

mahu
nlqulnu

nuha

melnu

guha! gua

gua-n-imba

gua-n-apu

gua-n-asu

gua-n-acu

gua-n-lsu

gua-n-mahu

gua-n-quinu

gua-(n)-nuha

gua-n-melnu

imba

apu

assu

asku

uissu

dino (difio)/imba difio/'ba difio

'ba-difio-imba-nu

'ba-difio-apu-nu

'ba-difio-asu-nu ･

'ba-difio-guha-nu

'ba-difio-gua-n-imba-nu

'ba-difio-gua-n-apu-nu

'ba-difio-gua-n-asu-nu

apu-difio

apu-difio-guha-nu

imba

apu

asu

axku
uisu

maxu
kinu

nua

mecnu
gua/ guha/ guxa

gua-n-imba

gua-n-apu

gua-n-asu

gua-n-axku

gua-n-lsu

gua-n-maxu
gua-n-kinu

gua-n-nua

gua-n-macnu
imba-difio/dado xda

imba-difio-imba-nu

imba-difio-apu-nu

imba-difio-guha-nu

apu-difio

apu-difio-guha-nu

10+1
10+2
.10+3

10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9

1×20+1

1×20+2

1×20+3
1× 20+ 10

1×20+11

1×20+12

1×20+13
2× 20

2×20+10
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60

70

80

90

1OO

200

400

1OOO

2ooO

4000

asu-difio

asu-difio-guha-nu

acu-difio

acu-difio-guha-nu

huisu-difio/guha-mba

guaha-difio '

difio-amba

guha-isu-difio

huisu-difio-amba

guha-difio-amba

asu-difio

guha-mbo
guaha-difio

difio-axrnba

guha-isu-difio

isu-difio-axmba

gua-difio-axmba

Basic Vocabulary:

  U- {1...9}

  Bi = {10}, B2 = {20}, B3 = {400}

Derivative vocabulary:

  1'='ba, 5'=isu
Connectives: {-n-} {-nu}

(!)@ The words from 1 to 19 follow the decimal method. A

between lO and {1...9}. '
  Ni-ig=±Bi±n±u ,
@ The numbers above 20 are vigesimal, but 1000 is 10×5×20.

  N2o.3gg =Ni-ig × B2±(Ni-ig+nu)

Ixcatec [311

[FERNANDEz de MiRANDA 1961]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

15

17

19

20

29

30

39

50

60

1OO

400

hngu2

yuihu2

ni'he2

fipihvi/ fipi

g,pi

ghQ3

ya2tu2

hnii

ni2he2

u2te3

u2te3 hngu2

u2te3 niihe2

6i''v3

eii'v2 yuihu2

6ii'p2 fip'hvi

gkai

gkai ni2he2

gkai u2te 3

gkai u2te3 ni2he2

yaiaiska2 u2te3

yeieiska2

syeintui

fipihui sye intui

10+1
10±3

15

15+2
15+4
20

20+9
20+10
20+1O+9
2×20+10
3× 20

4× 1OO

3× 20

3×20+10
4× 20

4× 20+ 10

5 × 20/great ten.

!O × 20

great twenty

10×5×20

5× 400

10 × 400

connective -n- is inserted

The formation is decimal.
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Basic vocabulary:

  U = {1...9}

  Bi={10 (u2te3)}, B2={15 (6ii'v3)}, B3={20 (gkai)}, B4={100}

Derivative vocabulary:

  {2'} = ya`a`,- {3'} = ye'ei

O Decimalbelow10.
  N,.g = {i...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nio-i4 =B'±{1...4}

  Nis-ig=B2±{1...4}

@ Vigesimal from 2Q to 99.

  N2o-gg={#, 2', 3', 4'}×B3±{N i.ig}

@ The word for 100 isaSpanish loan.

  Nloo.=U×B4+

Chocho [33]

[MocK 1977]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

,

ngu2

2ui2

nie12

niu21

2u2vi

gp2

2a3du3

gii

na3

te3

tQl

rxa3.

Se2ei

rxQ3

rxpi?
rxQ') ku2

rxpi? 2ui2

rxpl? nie12

rxpi? niu2i

kai

kai ku2

kal iui2

kqi niei2

kai niu2i

kai 2u2ui

kai gu2

kai 2a3du3

kai gji

kai na3

kai tei

ka' tpi

15

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4

2Q+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+10
20+1.1
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

50

55

56

60

61

70

75

76

80

81

90

95

1OO

kai rxa3

kai ge2ei

kai rxp3

kai rxQi?

kai rxQi? ku2

kai rxpi? 2ui2

kai rxpi? niei2

kai rxQi? niu2i

2a2ika2

2a2ik a2ku2

2a2ik a22ui2

2a2ik a2te3

2a2ik a2rxQi?

2a2ik a2rxpi?ku2

niei2ka2

niei2ka2ku2

niei2ka2tei

niei2ka2rxpi?

niei2ka2rxpi?ku2

niu2ika2

niu2ika2ku2

niu2ika2te3

niu2ika2rxpi?

ngu2 sie2intu2?

20+12
20+13
20+14
20+15･

20+15+1
20+15+2
20+15+3
20+15+4
2× 20

2×20+1

2×20+2
2×20+10
2×20+15

2×20+15+1
3× 20

3× 20 +1

3×20+IQ
3×20+15

3×20+15+1
4× 2o

4× 20+1

4×20+10
･4×20+15
1 × 1oo ,

Basic vocabulary:

  U = {1...15}

  B'={15 (rxQ'?), B 2={20 (ka2)}, B3= {1oo (sie2'ntu2? )}

(l)@ The numbers1through 15 are fused and it is diMcult to decompose the words.

words from 16 to 19 are formed by adding the numbers 1 through 4 to a new base 15.

  Ni-i4= {1...14}

  Nis-ig=B'+{1...4}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o-gg == {#, 2', 3', 4'} × B2±{N i-ig}

@ The word for 100 isaSpanish loan.

  Nioo- =U × B3 +

The

Mazatec (34]

Chiquihuitlsin Mazatec (a =p, a=a)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

[JAMIEsoN 1988: 67-68]

ngu
ho

hya

fivhv

'fip

hyp

yatu

hyi

fiaha

[THoMAs 1897-8: 888-890]

gu
ho

ha
fii-hu

p
hv
yi-tu

hi･-i

fii-ha
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

46

50

51

55

56

60

61

66

70

71

76

80

90

95

96

1OO

110

200

to

te-ngu

te-ho

te-hya

te-fivhv

tyhp'v

tyhp'v-ngu

tyhv'p-ho

tyhu'v-hya

tyhv'v-Qphv

ka

ka-ngu

ka-ho

ka-hya

ka-fivhv

ka-'fiu

ka-to

ka-tyhv'p

ka-tyhp'v-ngu

ya-6a

ya-6a-te

ya-6a-tyhp'p

hya-ea

hya-6a-to

fivhv-6a

fiphp-6a-tyhu'p-ngu

ngu slentu

'ho sientu

Native Middle American Languages

te

te-n-gu

te-n-ho

te-n-ha

te-ni-hu

te-u

te-v-n-gu -
te-v-n-no

te-u-n-ha

te-v-fii-hu

ka

ka-n-gu

ka-n-ho

ka-n-ha

ka-fii-hu

k4-u

ka-hu (ka-u-n-gu)

ka-yitu (ka-p-n-ho)

ka-hii (ka-p-n-ha)

ka-fiiha (ka-v-fii-hu)

ka-te

ka-te-n-gu

ka-te-n-ho

karte-n-ha

ka-te-fii-hu

ka-te-v

ka-te-hv (kate-p-n-gu)

ka-te-yitu (kate-v-n-ho)

ka-te-hii (kate-p-n-ha)

ka-te-fiiha (kate-V-fii-hu)

yi-cha

yicha-ngu

yicha-hp (yicha-p-ngu)

yichite (or ichite)

ichite-ngu

ichite-hv (ichite-v-ngu)

ichite-ko-te

ichite-ko-te-ngu

ichite-ko-te-hp (ichite-kote-ngu)

ichite-koho-ka

ichite-koho-ka-ngu

ichite'-koho-ka-hv

ichite-koho-ka-te

ichite-koho-yicha

ichite-koho-yicha-u

v-cha

v-cha-te

ho-v-cha

10+1

10+2
10+3

10+4
15 (10+5)

15+1 (10+5+1)
15+2 (10+5+2)
15+3 (10+5+3)
15+4 (10+'5+4)

20

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+5+1
20+5+2
20+5+3
20+5+4
20+1O
20+10+1"
20+1O+2
20+1O+3
20+1O+4
20+10+5 '
20+10+5+1
20+1O+5+2
20+1O+5+3
20+1O+5+4
2×20.

2× 20 +1

2×20+5+1
2×20+10

2×20+10+1
2×20+15
2× 20 + 1O+5+1

3 × 20 (2 × 20+ 10+ 10)

2×20+10+10+1
2×20+10+10+5+1
3×20+1O (50+20)

50+20+1
50+20+5+1
4× 20 (50+20+1O)

50+40
50+40+5
4×20+15+1
1× 100 (5 × 20)

5×20+10
2× 100 (2 × 5 × 20)
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245

300

1OOO

2000

1OOOO

20000

30000

1OOOOO

11OOOO

130000

ho sientu koho ya-6a'fiu

ha-v-cha

te-v-cha

ho-mi (ho-te-u-cha)

te-mi

ka-mi

kate-mi

v-cha-te-v-cha

u-cha-te-te-v-cha

"-cha-kate-te-"-cha

2×100+2×20+5
3×5× 20

10 ×5× 20

2 × 1000 (10× 100).

10 × 1000

20 × 1000

(20+ 10) × 1000

100 × 10 × 100

(100+10) × 10 × 100

(1oo+30) × 10× 1oo

Protp Mazatec [KiRK 1985}

1 'hnku3i
2 'hau2
3 'gha2
4 "fip3hu2
5 "fiav2
6 ''Shap`3
7 'fia3tu43
8 'ghi2i
9 "fia3ha43
10 'te3
15 'tYhau3'v2 .20 'ka43
50 'fia46a2te3
100 "fiav36a3
400 'yuwa
Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1".10}

  Bi ={10' (te)}, B2={15 (tyhv'v)}, B3={20 (ka)}, B`={100 (sientu/ vcha)}

(D The numbers1through 10 are decimal.
  N,.g -- {1...9}

@ The numbers 10 through 19 are quinary.

  Nio-i4=B' ('te3)±{1...4}

  Nis.ig=B2 (*tYhau3'v2 <10+5) ±{1...4}

Thomas's data cited from Francisco Belmar [1905: 91-92] show more clearly than Jamieson's

that 15 is 10+5.

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o-gg={#, 2', 3', 4'} × B3±{Ni-ig}

In Jalapa de Diaz two current alternative systems exist for counting 26 through 29. 0ne of

these is formed by using 20+5+{1...4}. The numbers from 50 to 99,are 50 ±{1...49}.

@ There are two methods for forming the numbers from 100 up. A new base 100 (B4) is ex-

pressed either by 5 × 20 or by the Spanish loan word for 100.

  Nioo. == {#, 2...9} ×B` (*'fiav36a3/ vcha) ±{N i.gg}

l
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Amuzgo [35]

[ANoNyMous 1954]

1 kwi
2 we
3 nde
4 nekie
5 'aum
6 ･, nfiam
         '7 ntkie'
8 nne9 -L-"h-he --'"

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100.

ki

ka-n6o-'kwi'

ka-n6o-we

ka-n6o-'nde

ka-n6o-nekie

ki-n-'aum

ki-n-'aum n6o-'kwi

ki-n-'aum n6o-we

ki-n-'aum n6o-nde

ki-n-'aum neo-nekie

ntkyu

ntkyu neo-'kwi

ntkyu n6o-we

ntkyu n6o-nde

ntkyu neo-nekie

ntkyu neo-'aum

ntkyu neo-'aum n6o-'kwi

ntkyu n6o-'aum n6o-we

ntkyu n6o-'aum n6o-nde

ntkyu neo-'aum neo-nekie

ntkyu n6oTki

   'we-n a
we-n'a n6o-ki

nde-n'a

nde-n'a n6o-ki

nekie-n'a

nekieLn'a n6o-ki

kwi siento

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...10}

  B' ={5 ('aum)}, B2= {10 (ki)/10'

Connectives: {-n6o-, -n-}

O Decimalunder10.
  Ni.g == {1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nii-i4=B2 (ka)±n6o+{N i.4}

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4.
10+5
10+5+1
10+5+2
10+5+3
10+5+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+5+1
20+5+2
20+5+3
20+5+4
20+10.

2× 20

2×20+10
3× 20

4×20+10
4× 20

4×20+10
1 × 100

(ka)}, B3 = {20 (n'a)/20'

"

(ntkyu), B4 = {100 (siento)}
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  Nis-ig = B2 (ki) ±'n±B' ±p6o± {N i-4} ,

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o-24 = B3 (ntkyu)±n6o± {Ni4}

  N2s.2g = B3 (ntkyu) ±n6o ± Bi ±n6o ± {Ni4}

  N4o-gg = {2, 3, 4} × B3 (n'a) ±

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

  Nico = {U} × B4±

Mixtec [36]

Atatlahuca Mixtec [ALExANDER 1980: 73-75] (Mixteca Alta)

1

2･

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

30

35

38

40

50

60

70

80

90

99

1OO

400

5000

Silacayoapan Mixtec

1

2

3

i2i2

u2u3

p2ni3

kp2p3

v2'p3

i2fiv3

u2ga3

p3na3

i2i3

u2gi3

u2gi3 j2i2 10tl
u2si3 u2u3 10+2
u2gi3 v2ni3- 10+3
u2gi3 kp2p3 10+4Sa2'vi

ga2'v3 i2i2 15+1
ga2'v3 u2u3 .15+2
ga2'p3 p2ni3 15+3
ga2'v3 kp2p3 15+4,
o2ko3

o2ko3 i2i2 20+1
o2ko3 u2gi3 20+10
o2ko3 ga2'v3 20+15
o2ko3 5a2'v3 v2ni3 20+15+3

u2u3 gi2ko3 2× 20
u2u3 gi2ko3 u2Si3 2×20+10
v2ni3 gi2ko3 3×20
v2ni3 gi2ko3 u2gi3 3× 20+10
kp2v3 gi2ko3 4× 20
kv2p3 gi2ko3 u2gi3 4× 20+10
kv2v3 gi2koS ga2'p3 kv2v3 4×20+15+4
sien (to)

kp2p3 siento 4× 1oo
p2'v3 mil 5×1000
             [NoRTH and SHiELDs 1978: 19-22] (Mixteca Baja)

i2

i3vi3

p3ni3

273
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

35

36

40

41

45

50

51.

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

1OO

1000

kQ3mi3

v3'v3

i3fiv3

u3sa3

v3na3

i3

u3gu3

"ar..a :7
u'tiu" I-

u3gu3 i3vi3

u3gu3 v3ni3

u3Su3 kp3mi3

sa3'v3

sa3'u3 i2

sa3'p3 i3vi3

sa3'p3 p3ni3

sa3'v3 kp3mi3

o3ko3

o3ko3 i2

o3ko3 i3vi3

o3ko3 p3ni,3

o3ko3 kp3mi3

o3ko3 u3'p3

o3ko3 i3fip3

o3ko3 u3sa3

o3ko3 p3na3

o3ko3 i3

o3ko3 u3gu3

o3ko3 u3gu3 i2

o3ko3 u3gu3 i3vi3

o3ko3 sa3'p3

o3ko3 sa3'p3 i2

i3vi3 hi2ko2

i3vi3 hi2ko2 i2

i3vi3 hi2ko2 v3'p3

i3vi3 hi2ko2 u3gu3

i3vi3 hi2ko2 u3gu3 i2

i3vi3 hi2ko2 sa3'v3

v3ni3 ･hi2ko2

v3ni3 hi2ko2 p3'u3

v3ni3 hi 2ko2 u3gu3

p3ni3 hi2ko2 sa3'v3

kQ3mi3 hi2ko2

kQ3mi3 hi2ko2 v3'p3

kp3mi3 hi2ko2 u3gu3

kp3mi3 hi2ko2 sa3'v3

i2 siento

i2 mil

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1

15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
.20+5

20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+10
20+10+1
20+10+2
20+15

20+15+2
2× 20

2x 20 +1

2× 20 +5

2 ･× 20+ 1O

2×20+10+1
2× 20.+ 15

3× 20

3×20+5

3×20+10

3×20+15
4×20

4×20+5

4×20+10

4×20+15

San Juan Colorado Mixtec

1 iilitp'v

[STARK et al. 1986: 200-201] (Mixteca Costa)
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

1OO'

UVI

vfii

kvmi
v'v

ifip

uca

pna
ti

uci

uci ii

UCI UVI

ucl vnl

uci kvmi

ca'P

ca'v ii

  s.ca v uvl

  p ny.ca u unl

ca'p kpmi

oko
oko ii

oko uvi･

oko ufii

oko kvmi

oko p'p

oko ifiv

oko uca

oko pna
oko ii

oko uci

oko ca'v

uvi giko

uvi giko v'u

uvi Siko uci

uvi giko ca'v

vni giko

uni Siko u'v

vfii giko uci

vfii giko ca'p

kvmi Siko

kvmi giko v'v

kvmi Siko uci

kvmi giko ca'p

sientu

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+10
20+15
2× 20

2×20+5
2×20+10

2×20+15
3× 20

3× 20 +5

3×20+10

3×20+15
4x 20

4× 20+5

.4 × 20+ 10

4×20+15

Jicaltepec Mixtec

1 i3i3
2 uiwii
3 uinii
4 kuimii
5 pi'ui

[BRADLEy 1970: 51)

,
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6

7

8

9

10

15

20

ilfiul

ui6ai

uinai

iili

ui6ii

6ai'vi

oikoi

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1...9}
  Bi = {1O}, B2 = {15}, B3 = {20 (okof-giko)}, B4 =

Derivative vocabulary:

  2o' :giko

O Decimal below 10.
  Ni-g= {1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nio-i4=Bi±{1...4}

  Nis-ig =B2±{1...4}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o.3g=B3±{Ni-ig} '
  Nco-gg= {2, 3, 4} × 20' (giko)±{Ni-ig}

.@ 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

  Nioo. = {U} × B4± {Ni-gg}

Cuicatec (371

[PDqDERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11'

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

40

50

70

80

a2ma2
u`li,ri4

i`nu`

ku4

gu3'v3

ga4

nda46a4

ni3ni2

np32

ndi36i2

ndi36a2ma2

ndi36u2vi2

ndi36i2 kvM

ndi3t'i3yv3

ndi3t'i3yv3 a2ma2

ndi3t'i3yv3 u3vi3

ndi3t'i3yv3 i3nu2

ndi3t'i3yv3 kv3R

ndi3ku2

u4vi4 ga3ku3

u`vi4 ga3ku3 ndi36i2

i4nu` ga3ku3 ndi36i2

kp4 ga4kui

10+1
10+2
10+4

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4

2×20

2×20+10
3×20+10
4× 20

{1OO}
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90 kp` ga"ku' ndi36i2 4×20+10
100 siento

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  B' = {10}, B2 = {15}, B3 = {20 (ndi3ku3t-ga3ku3)}, B` == {100 (siento)}

Derivativevocabulary: '

  20' = ga3ku3

(D Decimalbelow10.
  Ni.g={1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nioi4= Bi±{1...4}

  Nis-ig =B2±{1...4}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o.3g =B3±{Ni-ig} '
      .  N4o.gg= {2, 3, 4} × 20' (ga3ku3)± {Ni-ig}

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

  Nioo. = {U} X B`± {Ni-gg} '

Trique I381

[GooD 1979]

1

2

3

4

5

6･

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

30

40

60

80

1oo

'ngo53/'ngoh43

Wui53 .
         'wa'5ni3

ga'5a3

V'Sv3

wata'3

6ih4

tih4

'i4

6i,4

2a5

iuwih4

2a'Snih3

2iga'5ah3

2inp'3

2inp'3 yg4

2inv'3 wui53

Zinv'3 wa'5ni3

2inv'3 ga'Sa3

ko4

ko4 ya4

ko4 6i'4

wuihS 2ia3

wa'nih5 iia3

ga'5ah3 2ia3

sientu3

Basic vocabulary:

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1

15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1 ･

20+1O
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

,

277
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   U= {1...9}

. B'= {10 (2i)}, B2 ={15 ( 2inv'), B3 = {20 (ko･-･2ia)}, B4 ={100 (sientu3)}

(D Decimalbelow10.
   Ni-g = {1...9}

 @ Quipary from 10 to 19. It is not diMcult to detect the morphemes for 1,2, 3, and 4 in the

 numbers, 11 to 14.

 11= 2i'+ya> z'a; 12=2i+wui> iuwih; 13= Zi+wa'ni> 2anih; 14=2i+gaa> 2igaah

   Nio-i4=B'±{1...4}

   Nis-ig=B2±{1...4}

 @ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

   N2o.3g = B3 ± {Ni-ig}

   N4o-gg = {2, 3, 4} × 20' (2ia) ± {Ni.ig}

 @ The word for 100 is borrowed frorn Spanish.

   Nioo- = {U} × B`± {Ni-gg}

 Zapotec [39]

     I have given data from two classical Zapotec and three modern Zapotec languages. It is

 clear that the numerals below 10 have a common origin, although some phonological changes

 have taken place. However, the numerals above 10 vary, while numerals above 20 vary even

 more than thOse below 20.

Classical

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

  Zapotec [C6RDovA 1578] (Original transcription)

tobi/ chaga

topa/ cato

chona/ cayo

tapa/ taa

caayo

xopa
ca.ache

xoono
caa / gaa

chij

chij-bi-tobi

chij-bi-topa/ chij-bi-cato

chijfio/ chij-bi･-chona

chij-taa

chinol ce-caayo-quizaha-calle

chino-bi-tobi

chino-bi-topa/ chino-bi-catol ce-chona-quizaha-calle

chino-bi-chonal ce-topa-calle/ ce-topa-quizaha-calle

chino-bi-tapal ce-tobi-calle/ ce-tobi-quizaha-calle

calle

calle-bi-tobi

calle-bi-topa/ calle-bi-cato

calle-bi-chonal calle-bi-cayo

calle-bi-tapa/ calle-bi-taa

calle-bi-caayo

calle-bi-xopa

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
15/-5+20
15+1

15+2/-3+20
15+3/-2+20
15+4/-1+20

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6

t

:
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27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

calle-bi-caache 20+7
calle-bi-xono 20+8calle-bi-gaa 20+9calle-bi-chij 20+10calle-bi-chij-bi--tobi 20+10+1
calle-bi-chij-bi-topa 20+10+2
galle-bi-chijfio/ calle-bic-hij-bi-chona 20+10+3
calle-bi-chij-taal calle-bi-chij-･bi-tapa 20+10+4
calle-bi-chinol ce-caa-toua/ ce-caayo-toua/ 20+15/-5+40
cegaago-quizaha-chaa-toua

calle-bi-･chij-bi-xopa /ce-caayo-toua-bi-tobil 20+10+6/-5+40+11

ce-tapa-caca-quizaha-chaa-toua r4+40
calle-bi-chij-bi-cachel ce-caayo-tOua-bi･-topal 20+10+71-5+40+21

ce-chona-caca-quizaha-chaa-toua -3+40
calle-bi-chij,-bi-xono/ ce-caayo-toua-bi-chona/ 20+10+81`5+40+3/

ce-topa-caca-quizaha-chaa-toua -2+40
calle-bi-chij-bi-caa 1 ce-caa (caayo)-toua-bi-tapa/ 20+10+91-5+40+4/

ce-tobi-caca-quizaha-chaa-toua -1+40

toua 2× 20toua-bi-tobi . 2×20+1
toua-bi-topa 2×20+2toua-bi-chona/ toua-bi-cayo 2×20+3

toua-bi-tapa 2×20+4toua-bi-caayo 2×20+5
toua-bi-xopa 2× 20 +6 ･toua-bi-caache - . 2×20+7
toua-bi-xono ' 2×20+8
toua-bi-gaa 2×20+9toua-bi-chij 2×20+10toua-bi-chij-bi-tobi 2×20+10+1
toua-bi-chij-bi-topa 2×20+10+2
toua-bi-chij-bi-chona 2×20+10+3
toua-bi-chij-bi-tapal toua-bi-chij-bi-taa 2×20+10+4
ce-caa (caayo)-quiona (cayona)/ ce-caayo-zaa-quizaha-chaa-caca-cayona -5+3 × 20

ce-caayo-quiona-bi-tobi/ ' ce-tapa-caca-quizaha-chaa-cayona -5+3 × 20+ 1/-4+3 × 20
ce-caa (gaayo)-qu.iona-bi-topa/ ce-chona-caca-quizaha-chaa-cayona

                                                -5+3×20+21-3+3×20
ce-caa (gaayo)-quiona-bi-chonal ce-topa-caca-quizahq-chaa-cayona

                                                -5+3×20+3/-2+3×20
ce-gaayo (caa)-quiona-bi-topa/ ce-tobi-caca-quizaha-chaa-cayona -5+60+4/- 1 +3 × 20

cayona-bi-tobi 3×20+1
cayona-bi-topa 3×20+2cayona-bi-chij , 3×20+10
cayona-bi-chij-bi-tobi 3×20+10+1
cayona-bi･-chij-bi-topa 3×20+10+2
cayona-bi-chij -bi-chij fiol cayona-bi-chij-bi-chona 3 × 20 + 10+3
cayona-bi-chij-bi-ta'

pa/ cayona-bi-chij-taa 3×20+10+4
ce-caa (caayo)-taa/ ce-caayo-caca-quezaha (quizaha)-chaa-taa 5>4×20

ce-gaa (caayo)-taa-bi-tobi/ ce-tapa-quizaha-chaa-caca-taa
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77

78

79

80

81

82

90

91

95

96

97

98

99

･1OO

 101

 110

 115

 120

 140

 160

 180

200

220

240

260

280

300

320

340

 360

 380

4oo

 5oo

600

700

 800

 1OOO

 1200

 16oo･

2000

 3000

4ooO

 6ooO

' 8000

 16000

 240oo

ce-caa (gaayo)-taa-bi-topal ce-chona-caca-quezaha-chaa-taa

ce-caa (caayo)-taa-bi-chona/ ce-topa-caca-chaa-quezaha (quizaha)-taa

ce-gaa (caayo)-taa-bi-tapal ce-tobi-caca-quezaha (quizaha)-chaa-taa

taa

taa-bi-tobi 4× 20+1taa-bi-topa 4× 20+2taa-bi-chij ' 4× 20+10taa-bj-chij-bi-tobi 4×20+10+1
ce-caa (caayo)-quioa/ ce-caayo-caca-quezaha (quizaha)-chaa-cayoa -5+5 × 20

ce-gaa(caayo)-quioa-bi-tbbi/-ce-tapa-caca-quizaha-chaa-cayoa -5+5×20+11-4+5×20

ce-caa (gaayo)-quioa-bi-topa/ ce-chona-caca-chaa-quezaha-cayoa -5+5 × 20+2/-3+5 × 20

ce-caa (gaayo)-quiyoa-bi-chonal ce-topa-caca-quizaha-chaa-cayoa - 5 + 5 × 20 + 3/ - 2 + 5 × 20

ce-caa (gaayo)-quioa-bi-tapa/ ce-tobi-caca-chaa-quezaha (quizaha)-cayoa

                                                -5+5×20+41-1+5×20

cayoa 5×20cayoa-bi-tobi 5×20+1cayoa-bi-chij ･ 5×20+10ce-caa (gaa)-yoxopallel ce-caayo-caca-quizaha-chaa-xopalalle -5+6×20

xopa-lalle 6× 20caache-lalle . 7×20xoono-lalle ' 8× 20
caa-lalle . 9×20 i
chija-calle 10×20+20chija-toua ' 10×20+2×20
chija-cayona 10×20+3×20
chija-taa ,10×20+4×20
chinoua . 15×20chinoua-calle ' 15×20+20chinoua-toua - ' 15 × 20 + 2 × 20
chinoua-cayona' 15×20+3×20
chinoua-taa . .15×20+4×20
tobi-ela/ chaga-ella 1×400
tobi-elacayoa .' 400+5×20
tobi-ela chija 4oo+10×20
chaga-ela chinoua ･ 400+15×20
topa-el/ cato-ela 2×400
cato-ella chija 2×400+10×20
･chona-ela/ cayo-ela 3×400
tapa-ela ' 4×400caayo-elal gaayo-ela 5×400
caache-ela chibachija ' 7× 400+10×20

chij-ela 10×400chino-ela ISx400chaga-zoti/ tobi-zoti/ calle-ela 1×8000120×4oo

topa (cato)-zoti 2× 8000
chona (cayo)zoti 3×8000 iBasic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}
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  Bi={10 (chij)}, B2={15 (chino)}, B3= {20 (calle)}, B`= {400 (ela)}, B5={8000 (zoti)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  20'=ua, na, a, lalle; 400' =el, ella

Connectives: {bi, ce, quizaha}

(!) Decimalbelow10.

  Ni.g={1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nio-i4=B'±{1...4}

  Nis-ig=B2±{1･･.4} or Nis-ig=c±{5...1}+quizaha+B3
@ The formation above 20 is fundamentally vigesimal. L

  N2o-34= B3±{Ni-i4}

  N3s=B3+B2 or ce+5+B3

  N364o=B3+bi+Bi+bi+{1...4}, or ce+5+2×B3+{1...4}, or
        ce+{4...1}+caca quizaha chaa+2× B3
  N,,-gg = {2, 3, 4} × 20'± {Ni-ig}

Three or four numbers before the ranks (20, 2 × 20, 3 × 20...) are expressed by three alter-

native methods. Thirty-five, for example: the numbers above 35 do not follow the same

method as the numbers from 16 to 19. 0ne method is decimal, like 20+10+5, 20+10+6,

etc, Or 35 can be expressed by the subtraction of5 from 40 and then 1, 2, 3, and4 are added

to form the numbers 36 to 39. The third method is a kind of subtraction, or more precisely

backward counting, for example, 4 from 40, 3 from 40, etc. This is the only example of

counting back as far as 4. The 5 numbers before the ranks above 40 are not formed on the

decimal method but on the other two methods described above.

@@ The words above 100 seem to have been vigesimal.

  N2o.3gg = {Ni.ig} × 20± {Ni-ig}

  N4oo.7ggg = {Ni.ig} × 400± {Ni.lg}

However, C6rdova's examples actually show us a mixed system, where 200 and 300 become

new bases and the intervals follow the vigesimal system. The numerals above 400 are also

mixed.

Valle Zapotec

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

      1823

toobi

tioopa/ choopa

choona

taapa

gaayo

xoopa
caache

xoono
gaa

chy

chy-bi-toobi'

chy-tioopa

chi-fioo

chy-taa

chy-no

chynoo-bi-tobi

(PENAFiEL 1981: 60-61] (Original transcription)

10+1
10+2.

10+4

15+1
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 17
 '18

 19

 20

 21

 22

 23

 24

 25

 26 '
 27

 28

 29

 30
 31

 32
 33

 34

 35

 36

 37
 38

 39

 40
 41

 50
 51

 60
･ 70

 80
 90
 1OO

 2oo

 300

 400

 500

 600

 700

 8oo

 900

 1ooO

 2000

 3ooO

 4000
 5ooO

 6000
 7ooO

 8000

chynoo-bi-tioopa

chinoo-bi-choona

chynoo-bi-taapa

calle

calle-bi-toobi

calle-bi-tioopa

calle-bi-choona

calle-bi-taapa

calle-bi-gaallo

calle-bi-xoopa

calle-bi-gaache

calle-bi-xoono

calle-bi-gaa

calle-bi-chy

calle-bi-chy-toobi

calle-bi-chy-tioopa

calle-bi-chy-choona

calle-bi-chy-taapa

calle-bi-chy-gaayo

calle-bi-chy-xoopa

calle-bi-chy-gaache

calle-bi-chy-xoono

calle-bi-chy-gaa

tu-al tihual chua

tu-a-bi-toobi

tu-a-bi-chy

tu-a-bi-chy-toobi

cayoo-na
cayoo-na-bi-chy

ta-a

taa-bi-chy

cayoo-a
chy-a

chyn6-a

toobi-eela

toobi･-eela cayoo-a

toobi-eela chy･-a

caaga-eela chyno

tioopa-eela

tioopa-beela cayoo-a

caato-eela chy-a

caayo-eela

Caache-eela chya

chy;eela

chy･-bi-tioopa-eela

chynoo-eela
caache-eela

calle-eela

Native Middle American Languages

15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+10
20+10+1
20+1O+2
20+10+3
20+10+4
20+10+5
20+ 10+6 .

20+10+7
20+10+8
･20+10+9
3× 20

3×20+1
3×20+10

3×20+10+1
3× 20

3×20+10
4× 20

4×20+10
5× 20

10×20

15×20

1×4oo

1× 400 +5× 20

1×400+10×20

1×400+15×20
2× 400

2× 400 +5× 20

1×4oo+10×20
5× 400

7×400+10×20
10 × 400

1O+2.400
15 × 400

7.4oo

20 × 400.
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           '
Mitla Zapotec EBRiGGs 1961: 86-89]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

40

41

50

60

70

80

90

1OO

200

300

350

1OOO

tehb

tyo'p

e6n

tahp

gal

go'p

gahdz

guhn

ga

cti

cubiteb

cubity6'p

cU'n

cifdah

can

cunbiteb

cinnbity6'p

cinnbi66n

cinnbitap

gahl

galbiteb

galbity6'p

galbie6n

galbitap

galbigai

galbig6'p

galbigadz

galbigUn

galbigaa

galbictiu

galbicabitep

galbictibity6'p

ty(iu

tyubiteb

tyubicti

gayohn
faahYOnbica

tabiCti

Ategayu

tyop-gaya

con-gayfi

con-gaya gar61

temTl

      .

10+1
10+2

10+4

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+10
20+1O+1
20+1O+2

40+1
40+1O

60+10

80+1O
1×5× 20

2×5× 20

3×5× 20

3×5×20+half

283
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Juarez Zapotec

          A.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

30

31

35

40

41

59

60

61

62

70
80 .

81

99

1OO

IOI

200

300

400

[NELLis and NELLis 1983: 469-471]

Yatzachi Zapotec

1

2

3

4

B

ttu2bii . ttu2bii
6u2ppai 6u2ppai
cu2nnai cu2nnai
ta2ppa2 ta2ppa2
ga3yu3' ga3yu3'
$u3ppa3 $u3ppa3
ga2cii ga2ciigu2nui gu2nui
'ci3i2･ - ci3i2
ci2nia2 ci2nia2
ci'2nu2 ･ ･ci'2nu2
ci2nu2ce3' ci2nu2ce3'
ci2ta2 ci2ta2ci3nu3' ci3nu3'ci3i22u3ppa3 ci3i22u3ppa3
ci2ni2 ci2ni2ci3i2iuiu2nu2' ci3i22uiu2nu2'
6e3nni3a3 6e3nni3a3
ga211iiai ga211iiai
ttu2 e2ruiai'

eu2ppai e2ruiai'

ci3i2 e2ruiai' ci3i2
ci2nia2 e2ruiai' ci3i2
ci3nu3' e2ruiai' ci3i2

6u3a3' eu3a3'ttu2 ofyo3o2na2' ttu2
6e3nni3a3 e2yo3o2na2'

ga2yu2nal' 22ga2yu2nai' ttu2bii

ga2yu2nai' 6u2ppai

ga2yu2nai' ci3i2

ta2' ta2'ta2' ttu2bii . ta2'ttu2b
ta2' 6e3nni3a3 ta2' ci3ii
(ttu) ga2yu3a3' 2
ga2yu3a3 ttu2bii ttu2 2
6u2ppai ga2yu3a3 6u2ppai
cu2nnai ga2yu3a3

ta2ppa2 ga2yu3a3

             [BuTLER 1980: 211-2131

  to
  eopo
  gone

  tap

ttu2 e2ruiai'

6u2ppai e2ruiai'

   e2ruiai'

   e2ruiai'yu2'ui ttu2

   e2ruiai' yu'u ga3yu3

   e2yo3o2na2'

ci3e2yo3o2na2' yu'u ga3

       1)ga yu na
ga2yu2nai' yu2'ui ttu2

ga2yu2nai' yu2'ui 6u2ppai

ga2yu2nai' yu2'ui ci3i2

      ii

       yu2'ul ga3

(ttu ) ga2yu3a3'

   ga yu3a3 yu2'ui ttu2

      ga2yu3a3

cu2nnai ga2yu3a3

ta2ppa2 ga2yu3a3

t

10+1
10+2

10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+
10+8

1>40 (2×20)

2>40
1O>40
11>40/ 30+1
15>40/ 30+5
2× 20

1>60 (3×20)

19>6Q
3×20･

3× 20 +1

3×20+2
3×20+10
4× 20

4× 20+1

4× 20+19/ 4× 20+1O+9
5× 20

5× 20 +1

2×5× 20

3×5× 20

4×5× 20
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27･

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

 gWeYO'

 $op

 ga2o

 $on'1 $o'on

 ga
 gi

 gneX
 gi2in/ ge2in

' gi'in

 2da'

 gino'1 gino'o

 gi'ipto

 gi'in6opo

 gi'ingono

 tgwalX

 galXo

 tojoa

 6opoJ'oa

 gonoJ'oa

 tapejoa

 gweyo'ojoa

 v 'v sopeJoa
 ga2ajoa

 Sone'ejoa

  ;gaJoa
Sijoa

 gneXejoa

Si2inejoa/ ge2ineJ'oa

gi'inejoa

ida'ajoa

gino'ojoa'

gi'intoJ'oa

gi'in6opoJ'oa'

gi'ingonojoa

tgwalXejoa

6oa

toyog
eopoyon

gonoyon

tapeyon

gweyo'eyOn

$opeyon

  v-gazoyon
$one'eyon/ $o'onyon

gayop
giyon/ gagXo gweyoa

gneXeyon/ gneXyon

gi2ineyop/ gi2inyop

gi'ineyon/ gi'inyon

2da'ayon

15+1

15+2
15+3
-1+ 20

1>40
2>40
3>40
4>40
5>40
6>40
7>40
8>40
9>40
1O>40
11>40
l2>40
13>40
14>40
15>40

16>40

17>40
18>'40

19>40
2× 20

1>60
2>60
3>60
4>60
5>60
6>60
7>60
8>60
9>60
10>60 /"half 1oo"

11>60

12>60
13>60
14>60

285
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55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

.77

78

79

80

81

99

1oo

101

120

130

.200

1ooO

2000

gino'oyon

gi'intoyon

gi'ineopayon/ gi'in6opyo

gi'ingonayon

tguWIXeyon/ tgWalXyon

gyo!
gyonto
  -vgyoncopo
  -vgyonsona

gyontap

gyongWey o'

  -Ygyonsop
   -ygyongazo
  -vgyonson

gyonga
   -y-
gyonsl

gyongneX
gyongiZin/ gyongeZin

gyongi'in

gyon2da'

gyongino'1 gyongino'o

gyongi'into

gyongi'in6opo

gyongi'ingono

gyontgWalX

taplalX

taplalXto

taplalXtgwalX

to gweyoal gweyo'olalX

to gWeyoa to

to gweyoa galX?/ $oplalX

to gweyoa gijoa

6opo gweyoa

tmi!

eopo mil

15>60
16>60
17>60
18>60

19>60

60+1
60+2
60+3
60+4
60+5
60+6
60+7
60+8
60+9
60+.10

60+11
60+12
60+13
60+14
60+15

60+15+1
60+15+2
60+15+3
60+19

80+1
80+19

1×5×20

.1×5x20+1
1×5× 20+20/ 6× 20

1×5×20+10>40
2×5× 20

Isthmus Zapotec

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

1OO

tobi

6upa

6ona･

tapa.

    'gaayu
goopa'

gaje'

gon6-

 ;ga
eii

gande

tl gayuaa

[PICKETT 1979: 160-161]
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Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...9}

  Bi={10}, B2={15}, B3 == {20}, B4 ={100}

Derivative vocabulary:

  20'=a, na; 60'=yon, yoona'; 80'=ta', taplalX, etc.

O Decimal below 10.
  Ni.g = {1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nio-i4=B'±{1...4}

  Nis-ig=B2±{1...4}

Hovyever, it is diMcult in Juarez Zapotec to extract the morphemes for 1, 2, and 3 except in

14. Sixteen is 10+6, and 18 is 10+8. The formation used seems to be decimal, but 17 and

19 do not seem to be analyzed as 10+7 and 10+9. The numbers under 20 show such

different forms that we may say they are decimal. In Yatzachi Zapotec the words for 11, 12,

and 13 areunanalyzable. Only 14 can be analyzed as 2da'< Si+tal 10+4. Nineteen seems

to be back-count, /- 1 +20/. In Mitla Zapotec, where a quinary method is clearly in use, 13

is very different from the geperal rule, being expressed by a peculiar form in all data. Where

the numerals as far as 13 are different serves to remind us that there are only 13 numerals in

the 260-day calendar. Nineteen in Yatzachi ZaPotec is tgwaLX (< to-gaZXoj, which may be

a conserved form of the subtractive method. The word for 50 may be expressed by the half-

count, half of 100.

@ The formation above 20 is fundamentally vigesimal, but it varies from dialect to dialect.

  N2o.2g = B3 ± {Ni.g}

  N3o.3g = B3 + Bi ± {Ni.g}

  Nro.gg = {2,3,4} × 20' ±Bi± {Ni-g}

In the source on Valle Zapotec, published in 1823, the numbers above 20 follow the

vigesimal-decimal mixed method. Yatzachi and Juarez Zapotec use overcounting as far as

60, placing {1...19} on the next rank. Forexample,21 is expressed as1and 40. The forma-

tion of the numbers frorn 60 up is done by undercounting.

  N2i-sg= {Ni.ig} + {2, 3} × 20,

  Noo.gg = {3, 4} × 20'+ {Ni.ig}

@@ 100 is expressed as 5×20, which becomes a new base.

  Nioo- = {U} × B`± {Ni.gg}

Yatzachi has two alternates for 120. 0ne is 1×5×20+20, and the other is 6×20.

Chatino I40]

[PRiDE and PRiDE 1970]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

caka

tukwa

sna

hakwa

ka'yu

skwa

kati

sn"'

kaa
tii
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

25

30

31

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

1OO

101

150

500

1OOO

2000

tibaka

tityukwa

tigna

tihlyakwa

tifip

tifiv 6aka

tifiv tyukw4

tifiv gna

tifip hlyakwa

kala

kala ndukwa caka

kala nga'yu

kala tyii

kala tyii ndukwa caka

kala tyii nga'yu/ kala ndi'fip

tu'ba

tu'ba nga'yu

tu'ba tyii

tu'ba tYii nga'yu

sna yala

sna yala nga'yu

sna yala tyii

sna yala tYii nga'yu

hakwa yala

hakWa yala nga'yu

hakwa yala tYii

hakwa yala tYii nga'yu

ska siento

ska siento ndukwa caka

ska siento kla'be

ka'yu siento

tll slento

kala siento

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1

15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+5
20+10
20+10+1
20+10+5 120+15

40+5
40+1O
40+10+5
3×20

3×20+5
3×20+10

3×20+10+5
4×20

4×20+5
4×20+10

4×20+10+5
1 × 1oo

1×1oo+1
1 × 100+half

5× 100

10 × 100

20 × 1OO

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  Bi={10 (ti)}, B2 ={15 (tifiu)}, B3={20}, B4={100}

Derivative vocabulary: '
  20' = yala, 40 i= tu'ba (tu'ba> tukWa+yala)

Connectives: {y}{ndukWa}{n}

O Decimal below 10.
  Ni.g={1...9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19. Ifaconnective v- is postulated to be in

palatalizations that occur in the words are readily explicable.

  Nio-i4=B'±y±{1...4}

  Nis-ig=B2±y±{1...4}

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o-3g -- kala± {Ni.ig}

  Nca-sg == tu'ba± {Ni-ig}

use, the various
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  Noo.gg = {3, 4} × 20' (yala)± {Ni-ig}

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish.

1OO.

  Nioo- = {1...}'× B4± {Ni.gg}

Chinantec [41]

San Juan Lealao Chinantec [Rupp 1980: 125]

      lnanlmate anlmate
1 ka:3. . hay3
2 tv4 a:y43 ni3 a: y34 kYv3 kyvy35 fia3 fiey36' hfiU:3 hfiU: u3
      gya:4 gye: yi7

      hfia4 ･ hfief8

9 fiti4 fiUy4
10 gya4 gyeyi      gya4kya: 3 gya4k ya:y311

      gyaftyu3 ' gyaftypy312

                    '20 gya:3 gya: y3
      gya:3zi32ka:3 gye: y3zi32hay321

      gya4gya3 gya4gyey3 ･30

40 ta41a:3 tv41a: y3
50 ･ tp`na4gya3 tp4na4gyey3
      ka:3fiala:3 ka:3fial a:y31OO

      ka:3mil ka:3mil1ooO,

   '
Quiotepec Chinantec [RoBBiNs 1968': 51, 76-77]

      lnanlmate anlmate
1 kQh23 haih23
2 'tp2 gai32      7n'i3 , gaih233

        .      tyV2 , tyuih24

5 'fia2 'fieih2
6 hfiUh2 hfivih2
7 dyia32 dyai32
.8 hfia2 hfiei32
9 fiti2 fipi32
10 dya2 dyei32
12 dya3tp3 dya3tvih3
14 dya3tyU3 dya3typih3
15 'dya3'fia2

18 dya3hfia3 dya3hfieih3
19 dya3fiU3 dya3fivih3
20 dyiah2 dyaih2
      dyiah2tv3 dyiah2tvih322

      dyiah2tyU3 ･ dyiah2tyvih324

2s dyiah2hfia3 dyiah2hfieih3'

                             289

It forms a new base for the words above

10+1
10+2

20+1 .
20+ 10

10+2
10+4
10+5
10+8
10+9

20+2
20+4
20+8

.
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29

30

32

34

38

39

40

42

"
47

48

49

dyiah2fiv3

dya2dya3

dya2dya3 tU2

dya2dya3 tyu2

dya2dya3 hfia2

dya2dya3 fiv2

tu31632

tv31632 tU2

tv31632 ty62

tp31632 dyia32

tp31632 hfia2

tp31632 fiu2

Palantla Chinalltec

     mammate
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11･

15

20

22

30

31

35

40

50

65

1OO

225

1OOO

2056

dYiah2fipjh3

dya2dyaih3

tp31ai32

[MERRIFIELD 1968: 67-68]

kew2

tQ3

' n'iw32 '

ky"2

'Oyi2

hnyew2

gyo3

hnyi3

nyu3

gyi3

gyi3 kew3

gyi3'oyl'2

gyew2

gyew2 tQ3

gYew2gyi3

gyew2gyi2 rPzP kew2

gyew2gyi3 rPzP 'rgyi2

tQ31aw3

tQ31uw2gyi2

(abstract)

ku2

ta'2

'nay,3

tQ31uvv2gyi2 ri2z{2 gyi3' Dyi2

pyi21ew2

tQ3 pyi21ew2 ri2zr2 gyew2 oyi2

mey31 etQ3 mey3i rPz'i`2 tp3!uw2gyi2 rPzP hoyew2

20+9,

30+2
30+4
30+8
30+9

40+2
40+4
40+7
40+8
40+9

anlmate

ha2

Ow3

Uw2
kyQ2

'oya2

hoy62.

gyow3

hoya3

ljY03

gya3

gy"w2

gYew2gya2

tp31Uw3

tQ31uw2 gya2

nyi21Uw2

Mey31

10+1

10+S

20+2
20+1O
30+1
30+S
2× 20

2×-20+10

50+10+5
5× 20

2×1OO+20+5

2× 1000+50+6
The word forms differ depending on whether they are combined with animate or inanimate

nouns. Although some morphemic changes are observed in the above dialects, the basic

structure is described as follows:

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1...9}

  Bi={10}, B2={20}

O@ Decimalbelow20.
 Ni.ig=±Bi+{1...g}
@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

 N2o-3g = B2 ± {Ni-ig}
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  N,,.,g= {2, 3, 4} × 20'±{Ni-,g}

In Palantla and Lealao Chinantec the following connectives are used except in 10.

  Connectives: {ri'2zfl}{zi3}

The structure of 30 is well demonstrated in Palantla. In Quiotepec, on the other hand,'

diMcult to analyze it due to assimilation.

Chiapanec (D9]

                                           .[LEHMANN 1920: 848, 876, 894, 896,

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

l7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

40

50

60

61

70

80

90

1 tike

2 ,ju-miji

3 ja-･miji

     -v-Jua-mlpl
ja6-miji

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
15

15+1
15+2
15+3
15+4

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
20+9
20+1O
20+10+1
2× 20

2×20+10
3× 20

3× 20 +1

3×20+10
4× 20

4×20+10

tiqhe, ticao

hao,homo,

hohmi hohmime
     '
haui, hehmi,

hehmime

haha

hao,haomo,himo

hambana
hendi

haho
heli-me

henda, menda

hue

898] (Original transcription)

tiche

hU-mihi

he-mihi

ahua-mihi

hau-mihi

hamba-mihi

hendi-mihi

hahu-mihi

heli-mihi

henda

henda-mu-ndiche

ahue

          '
ahe-mu-nda

tique, tiqhe,

tiqui, ndique, ticao

hao, hu-mihi

haui, hie-mihi

aha-mihi, hua-mihi

ao-･mihi

amba-mihi

hendi-mihi

mahu-mihi
heli-mihi

henda

henda-mu-ndique
henda-cu-c-a6

henda-mu-y

henda-m-ahua

hendamu
hendamu-mu-ndique

hendamu-cu-cao

hendamu-m-ahua

hendamu-hua-mibi

ahua, hahua, haue, hahuy

(h)ahua-mu-ndique

ahua-mu-nhume

ahua-m-ahue

ahua-mihi

ahua-m-a6

ahua-m-amba
ahua-m-indi

ahua-(m)-mahu

ahua-[m]-heli-mihi

ahua-mu-nda

ahua-mu-nda-cu-tique

humu-hu
huhume-mu-nda
himu-he

himuhe-cu-tique

hamuhe??

291 "

it is

tiche

trt-misi'

tihe-misi'

taa-misi'

tahu-mrsi'

tamba-misi

tindl-misi

-- --'asu-mlsl
tihili-mrsi

tenda

tenda-ma-ndiche

tenda-ca-c-aha

ahstic [ahsae]

ahsae-mn-nda

tehrt-mti-suc [sue]

ta-in6-se-ma-nda

tihi-mu-soc[sae]

tihi-ma-se-mu-nda

ta-mu-se

ta-mn-se-ma-nda
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1oo 5×20 haomohue haumu-he hau-mu-he taha-ma-se
Basic Vocabulary:

  U={1."9}
  Bi = {10}, B2 = {15}, B3 = {20}

Derivative vocabulary:

  {1', 2', 3', 4'}= {ndique, cu-cao, y/ahua, ahua}, 20'=hu/he

O Decimal beiow 10. 'The numerqis from 2 up are suflixed by -ini'hi'.

  N,.g={1･･･9}

@ Quinary from 10 to 19.

  Nio-i4= Bi±{1'...4'}

  Nls.ig=B2±{1,...4,}

@ Vigesimal from 20 up.

  N2o.3g == B3± {Ni-ig}

  N4o- == {2'...} × 20 (hu/ he)±{Ni-ig}

Mangue [DIO]
[LEamN 1920: 845, 848] (Original transcription)

1 teka ? tike2 nah hausmi .jami
3 ho jamij haj mi4 hahome -･ nbjoth haeme
5 haunsmij jagusmiThe source lists the numbers only up to 5. The numerals correspond to those of Chiapanec.

Huave [42]

[STAiRs and STAiRs 1981: 395-399]

In Huave the numerals take 6 different forms depending on the modified noun, but this

variability is restricted to the numbers from 1 to 3.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

rectangular / round, square !long, thin

  nop /noik /noc
  ihpiw /ihkiaw lihciw/
  arohpiw /areh /arohciw
  pikiw

  akokiaw

  anaiw

  ayaiw

  ohpeakiw

  ohkiyeh

  gahpowiw/ gahpawiw

  gahpanoik/ gahpanop/ gahpanoc

  gahpik/ pahplip/ gahpiic

  gahpar

  gahpopeik

  gahpokoik

  gahponiy

  gahpoyay

/time,turn /year lday

'/nomb lnomb /noik
/ihmbiw liim /ik
/ arohmbiw / aroomb / er

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
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18

19

20

21

30

31

40

41

50

60

70

80

90

1OO

101

110
   1
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

300

4oo

500

gahpopeak

gahpokiy

MMIOW
nimiow noik

nimiow gahpowiw

nimiow gahpanoik

ik miow

ik miow noik

ik miow gahpowiw

er mlow
er miow gahpowiw

peik miow

peik miow gahpowiw

koik miow

koik miow noik

koik miow gahpowiw

koik miow nimiow

koik miow nimiow gahpowiw

koik miow ik miow

koik miow ik miow gahpowiw

koik miow er miow

koik miow er miow gahpowiw

koik miow peik miow

koik miow peik miow gahpowiw

ihkiaw akoik miow/ gahpow miow

areh akoik miow ,
pikiw akoik miow

akokiaw akoik miow

10+8
10+9

20+1
20+1O
20+10+1
2× 20

2×20+1

2×20+10
3× 20

3×20+10
4× 20

4×20+10
5× 20

5× 20 +1

5×20+10

5×20+20

5×20+20+10
5×20+2×20

5×20+2×20+10
5× 20 +3× 20

5×20+3×20+10
5×20+4×20

5×20+4×20+IQ
2×5×20 110×20

3×5× 20

4×5× 20

5×5× 20

Basic vocabulary: ･       '  U- {1...9}

  Bi = {10' (gahpa---gahpo-)}, B2 = {20 (miow)}, B3 = {5 × 20}

Derivative vocabulary:

  U' ={1'...9'}, 1"= (ni), 3"= (er)

O@ Decimal below 20. The first digits below 20 correspond to U{1...9}, as is

below, although some differences are obser"ed. The first 3 numbers take different

which seem to result from a combination of the number and classifier.

         --
"1"

"2"

"3"

"4"

"5"

"6"

"7"

"8"

"9"

Nl-g =

Nio-ig=Bi±u

Digits

noik/ nop/ nbc

ihkiaw/' ihpiw/ ihciw

ar-

pikiw

a-kokiaw

    ta-nalw
    ,a-yalw
oh-peak-iw

oh-kiy-eh

U
      '

The first digits in the 10'.

-noik/ -nop/ -noc

-ik/ -iip/ -iic

-ar

-peik

-koik

-niy

rYay

-peak

-kiy

shown
forms
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@@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99. The numerals above 100 are formed from a new base,

5 × 20.

  N2agg == {1",2',3?',4'} × B2± {Ni-ig}

  Nioo- = {# ,2...} × B3 + {N,.gg}

Oaxaca Chontal [43]

High!and Chon-tal (Tequistlatec)

The numbers from 2 to 5 in Turner's data are distinguished according to their classification as

animate or inanimate. The animate forms are apparently formed by adding the morpheme

-Si or -ci.

       [WATERHousE 1980: 148-149] [TuRNER & TuRNER 1971: 360-3611

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22･

23

24

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

anuli

oke'

afane'

amalpu'

amake'

akamc'us

akayci

apayko
apella

imbama'

imbamah nuli

imbamah koke'

imbamah fane'

imbamah malpu'

imbamah make'

iMbamah ka.mc'us

imbamah kayci

imbamah payko
imbamah pella

anugans

anugans make'

anugans kimbama'

anugans kimbama' make'

okeh nugans

okeh nugans make'

okeh nugans kimbama'

okeh nugans kimbamah make'

afaneh nugans

afaneh nugans make'

afaneh nuSans kimbama'

afaneh nuSans kimbamah make'

amalpuh nugans

amalpuh nugans make'

amalpuh nugans kimbama'

anuli

oge'1 ogegi

afane'/ afanci

amalbu'/ amaluhgi

amage'/ amahgi

     7ragamc us
agayci

abaygo

abella

imbama'

imbamah nuli

imbamah goge'

imbamah fane'

imbamah malbu
imbamah mage'

imbamah gamc'Us
im.bamah gayci

imbamah baygo
imbamah bella

anugans

anugans nuli

anugans goge'

anugans fane'

'anugans malbu

anugans mage'

anugans gimbama'

oge'nuganS

oge'nugans gimbama'

afane'nugans

afane'nugans gimbarna'

amalbuh nuSans

amalbuh nugans gimbama'

L

10+1
10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9
20

20+1
20+2

20 +3 '
20+4
20+5
20+1O
20+1O+5
2× 20

2× 20 +5

2×20+10
2× 20+ 10+5

3× 20

3× 20 +5

3×20+10

3×20+1O+5
4× 20

4× 20+5 ･
4×20+10
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95･

1OO

2oo

300

4oo

5oo

6oo

7oo

8oo

9oo

1ooO

2ooO

3ooO

4ooO

5000

6ooO

7000

8ooO.

9000

1OOoo

amalpuh nugans kimbamah make' 4×20+10+5
amagnu' anulihmagnu/amage'nugans 1×1oo15×20
                           oge'magnul imbamah nugans 2 × 1001 10 × 20
                           afaneh magnul imbamah mage'nugans

                                                      3 × 1001(10+5) × 20
                           amalbuh mdsnu! anugans anugans

                                                      4 × 100/20 × 20
                           amageh magnul anugans mage'nugans

                                                      5 × 1001(20+5) × 20
                           agamc'Us magnul anugans gimbama'anuSans

                                                      6 × 1OO/(20 + 1O) × 20
                           agayci magnul anugans gimbamah mage'anugans

                                                      7 × 1001(20+ 1O+ 5) × 20
                           abaygoh.magnul oge'nugans anugans

                                                      8 × 10012 × 20 × 20
                           abellah magnul oge' nugans mage'anugans

                                                      9× 1001(2 × 20+5) × 20

afane' nusans gimbamah rnagnu

amalbuh nuSans magnu'

amalbuh nugans gimbamah magnu

                           (4 × 20+10) × 1oo

amage' nugans magnu 5×20×1oo

imbamah magnu
anugans magnu

anugans gimbamah magnu

oge'nu5ans maSnu

oge'nugans gimbamah magnu

afane' nugans magnu

       v

10 × 100

20 × 100

(20 + 10) × 100･

2×20×1oo

(2×20+10)×1oo

3×20×1oo

(3 × 20 + 10) × 1oo

4×20×1oo

Lovvland Chontal (Huamelultec)[WATERHousE 1985: 237-240]

The numbers from 2 to 7 take 2 forms, animate and inanimate.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19.

fiulyi

ukwe'1 kwesi' (apimate)

fane'1 faii6i' (animate)

malpu'1 mofsi' (animate)

mage' (<ma(ne) ge "hand this") / mahsi' (animate)

kafi6'ug 1 kam'masi' (animate)

kote' / kai'isi' (animate)

malfa < 5+3?
penla

mbama'

mbamah fiulyi 10+1
mbamah ukwe' 10+2
mbamah fane' 10+3
mbarnah malpu' 10+4
mbamah mage' 10+5
.mbamah kafi6'uS 10+6
mbamahkote' . 10+7
mbamah malfa 10+8
mbamah penla 10+9
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20

21

30

40

60

80

1oo

5oo

1ooO

fiugans < 'nu(li)
fiugans fiulyi'

fiugans kimbama'

ukweh fiugans

faneh fiugans

malpuh fiugans

masnu
mageh masfiu.

mbamah masfiu

*v"sans one person

2e+1
20+10
2×20

3× 20

4× 20

1OO

5×1oo
10 × 100

st

Native Middle American Languages

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...9}
  Bi = {10} , B2 =='{20}, B3 = {100}

O@ Decimal below 20. The numbers from 2 to 5 in Tequistlatec and from 2 to 7 in

Huamelultec have both animate and inanimate forms. The animate forms may be derived

from the inanimate ones by suffixation.

  Nl-lg=Bl+u
@ Vigesimal from 20 through 99.

  N2o-gg = {#, 2, 3, 4} × B2± {Ni.ig}

@ The numerals frdm 100 up are formed'on a new base, 100.

  Nioo.={#/1,."}+B3±
However, they may also be formed on the base 20.

  Nioo. == {5...} × B2±

        '    '
Zoque i44)
Copainala Zoque [HARRisoN and GAR6iA H. 1981: 473-474]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

tUMI

meca
tuka'y

makSku'y

mohsa'y

tuhta'y

ku'ya'y

tukutuhta'y

makstuhta'y

mahka'y

maktuma'y
makwistihka'y

maktuka'y

makmaktasku'y
yihta'y

yit-ko-tumi

yit-ko--meca

yit-ko-tuka'y

yit-ko-makgku'y

ips

ips-ko-tumi

ips-ko-meca

ips-ko-tuka'y

3+6
4+6

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

15+1
'15+2

15+3 ･

15+4

20+1
.20+2

20+3
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

50

60

.70

80

90

1OO

101

1･20

140

150

200

250

300

320

400

500

'550

555

556

600

7oo

800

900

1OOO

1100

1200

1600

2000

8000

ips-ko-makgku'y

ips-･ko-mos

ips-ko･-tuhta'y

ips-ko-ku'ya'y

ips-ko-tukutuhta'y

ips-ko-makstuhta'y

ips-ko-mak

ips-ko-maktuma'y

ips-ko-makwistihka'y

ips-ko-maktuka'y
ips-ko-makmaktaskuly

ips-ko-yih

ips-ko-yit-ko-tumi

ips-ko-yit-ko-meca

ips-ko-yit-ko-tuka'y

ips-ko-yit-ko-makgku'y

wistihki's

wistihki's-ko-tumi

wistihki's-ko-mak

tuki's

tuki's-ko-mak

maktahsi's

maktahsi's-ko-mak

mohsi's

mohsi'sd-ko-tumi

mohsi's-ko-ips

mohsi's-ko-wistihki's

mohsi's-ko-wistihki's-ko-mak

mahki's

mahki's-ko-wistihki's-ko-mak

yihti's

yihti's-ko-ips

tumi mone'

tumi mone'-ko-mohsi's

tumi mone'-ko-mahki's

tumi mone'-ko-yihti's

         'meca mone
meca mone'-ko-mohsi's

meca mone'-ko-mahki's

meca mone'-･ko-yihti's

tuka' mone'

makSku' mone'

mohsq' mone'

ips mone'

Ray6n Zoque

i

20+4
20+5
20+6
20+7
20+8
2Q+9
20+1O
20+10+1
20+10+2
20+1O+3
20+1O+4
20+15
20+15+1･

20+15+2
20+15+3
20+15+4
2× 20

2×20+1

2×20+10
3× 20

3×20+10
4×20

4× 20+10

5× 20

5×20+1

5×20+20
5× 20 +2× 20

5×20+2×20+10
10 × 20

10×20+2×20+10
15 × 20

15 × 20+20

1× 400

1×400+5×20
tumi mone'-ko-mohsi's-ko-wistihki's-ko-mak

tumi mone'-ko-mohsi's-ko-wistihki's-ko-yit

tumi mone'-ko-mohsi's-ko--wistihki's-ko-yit-ko-tumi

                            1× 400+ 1O× 20

                            1×400+15×20
                            2× 400
                            2× 4oo +5 × 20

                            2×4oo+10×20
                            2×400+1S×2o

                            3× 400

                            4×4oo

                            5×4oo
                            20 × 400

       [HARRIsoN and HARRIsoN 1984]

tumi

297

1× 4oo +5× 20 +2× 20+ 10

1×400+5×20+2×20+15
1×4oo+5×20+'2×20+15+1
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  '
                                                                             '
2       meca
       tuka'3

4 makgku'
5 mosa'
6 tuhta'
7 ku'ya'
8 tukuduhta' , 3+6
9 makStuhta' -4+6
10 mahka'
       maktumi 10+111

                            '       makwistihka' - 10+2'12

13 maktuka' 10+3
14 mahkmaktasku' 10+4
15 yihta'

16 yit-ko-tumi 15+1
17 yit-ko-meca 15+2
18 yit-ko-tuka' 15+3
19 ytt-ko-makgku' 15+4
20 lps
24 ips-ko-makgku' 20+4
30 ips-ko-mahka' 20+10 '
40 wistihkips 2× 20
50 wistihkips-ko-mahk 2×20+10

60 tukips 3×2070 tukips-ko-mahk 3×20+10
1oo mohsips 5×204oo mone'/ tumi mone'

Francisco Le6n Zoque [ENGEL and ENGEL 1987: 355]

1 tumi
2 meckuy
3 tu'kay
       maksykuy4

5       mosay
       tuhtay6

       ku'yay -7

       tukutuhtay 3+68

9 makstuhtay 4+6
       mahkay ･10 .

The numerals from 11 up are Spanish.

                   '                      'Basic vocabulary:

  B'= {10 (mak)}, B2= {15 (yit)}, B3= {20 (ips)}, B4 ={400 (mone')}

Derivative vocabulary: ･ -
  2' =.wis, 2" =wistihk, 3' =tuku, 4' =makstuht, 4" =maktask, 4"' =maktahs

Aconnective: {ko} .
(!) The numbers from 1to 9 seem to have been quinary, but the forms for8 and 9are ana-

lyzed as 3+6 and 4+6, respectively. -aly ･'v-uly must be a suffix.
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  Ni-io={1･･.7, 3+6, 4+6, lo}

@ It becomes clearer that the numerals from 11 up are quinary.

  Nio-i4 =B'±{1', 2," 3, 4"}±-a'y/-u'y

  Nis-ig=B2±ko±{1, 2, 3, 4}±-a'y/-u'y
@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are formed on a vigesimal basis.

  N2o-gg= {#, 2," 3, 4"'} × B3±ko±{Ni-ig}

@ From 100 through 399, 100 serves as the base on which the interval numerals are formed

on a vigesimal basis. 100, 200 and 300 are expressed as 5×20, 10×20, and i5×20, respec-

tively.

  N,oo-3gg = {5, 10, 15} × B3±ko± {N,.ig}

From 400 up, a new base 400 is introduced, but 100 continues to serve as a base, as in

500 = 400+5 × 20, 600= 400+1O × 20.

  N4oo-7ggg = {1 . . .20} × B4± ko ± {N,.3gg}

Veracruz Zoque I45]

      Texistepec Popoluca ' Sierra Popoluca
        [LEHMANN 1920: 779] [ELsoN 1960: 98, 1967: 282]
        (Original transcription)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

20

30

40

1OO

tum
huisna ･

tuguna

bacsna

bosna

tujna

hues-tujna

tug-tujna

bacs-tujuna

'bacna

bac-tumna

bac'-huisna

ipx-fia

IPX-COMOC
vuusk-iPK

box

tu:m-
wis-

tuku-

maktas

sipkoh

Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...9}

 ,Bi = {10 (bak)}, B3 = {20 (ipg)}, B4 = {1oo (bog)}

(!) The numerals from 1 to 9 seem to have been quinary, but the word forms can be ana-

lyzed as 7=2+6, 8 =3+6, 9==4+6.
  Ni-io={1･..6, 2+6, 3+6, 4+6, 10}

@ Due to lack of data, forms from 11 up are not clear, but it is possible that the numerals

are formed from those below 10 added to the wbrd for 10 (bac). Judging from other

dialects, the numerals from 15 up are likely formed on a quinary basis.

@ The numerals from 20 through 99 seem to be vigesimal. A new word is introduced for

100. In Sierra Popoluca the numerals from 5 up are replaced by Spanish numerals. The

word for.2 is wis. In Mixe and Zoque this morpheme appears only in derivative words such

as 12 in Zoque and 7 in Mixe.
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Veracruz Mixe [46]

(Lehmann's transcription is reserved.)

  Sayula Popoluca

    [CLARK & CuaK 1974][LEHMANN
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

20

30

40

1OO

5oo

tu'k

meek
 rtu:gup

maktagp

m6gogp
tUhtup

tu'k mun

Basic vocabulary:

  U== {1...9}

  Bi= {10 (mak)}

o

        1920: 779]

tuc

   t t 'mecnKl
(tuguec?)

mactax

mogoxp
tujtup

gux-tuJtup

tugu--tuJtup

tax-tUJtUP

macp
macpimuj-tup

macpimuj-mechki

lpx.

Ipx-lmucmap
mech-ipx

tuc-mun

Oluta Popoluca

  [LEHMANN 1920: 779]

tuc

meshi1 meski

tugupl tugeuk (tuhuek)

mactax

moxox-ko ,
tujtuj-ko

gux-tuku-tujtup

tucujtujko

tax-tujtujko

maco

maco-muetmetz'ko

[CLARK 1981]

tu'k

mpqkA4"VL-"v
tuvi'k

maktasko

mokogko
tuhtuhko '

huStukuhtuhko

tukutuhko

ta:stutuhko

maku

i:pgi

aukuptuki

igkihpu:t kama

               , B3 = {20 (ips)}, B`= {100 (mun)}

    The numerals from 1to 9seem to have been quinary, but the actual forms for 7, 8, and9

in Sayula are 2+6, 3+6, and 4+6, respectively. In Oluta, the numerals from 6 through 9

are analyzed as 1+5, 2+3+6/2+3+5, 3+5, and 4+1+5.
  Ni-io={1...6, 2+6, 3+6, 4+6, 10}

@ Due to lack of data the formation from 11 up is not clear. Since 11 is 10 (mac)-imtu'-1,

and 12 is 10 (mac)-imtof-2, the formation is base-unit.

@ The numerals from 20 up seem to be vigesimal and a new word is introduced for the

word for lOO. '

Totontepec [ScHoENHALs & ScHoENHALs 1982]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

to'k

mehck
to:hk

makta:gk

mugo:gk

tohtik

vuStohtik

todohtik

tagtohtik

mahk
makto'k

maktmehck
10+1
10+2

Tlahuitoltepec (LyoN 1980:

tu'uk

mahck
tAkA:k

maktogk

makogk
tutuhk

wAgtuhk

tuktuhk

togtuhk

mohk

132]
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

30

35

40

50

60

70

80

90

4oo

5oo

7oo

makto:hk

makmahkc
makmokg
maktoht

makugtoht

maktodoht

maktagtoht

i:'pg

i:'pg to'k

i:'pg mahk

i:'pS makniokg

vihStkupg

vihgtkupgikmahk

to:gupg

to:gupgikmahk

mahktupg

mahktupgikmahk

makta:skmokupg

mugogkmokupg
vugtohtikmokupg

10+3
10+4.
1'

O+5

20+1
20+1O
20+15
2× 20

2 '× 20+ 10

3× 20

3×20+10
4× 20

4×20+10
4×5× 20

5×5× 20

7×5×20

Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...4}

  Bi= {5' (tohtik/ tuhk), B2= {1O' (mak)}, B3= {20' (upS)}, B` ={100 (mokupg=5×20)}

Derivatiye vocabulary:

  1,=tohl tu, 2,=vug/ wAg, 3'=to/ tuk, 4' ==tag/ tog,

  2" = vihgtk, 3" = to :g, 4" = mak, 5" = mok

(D The numerals from 1 to 9 seem to have been quinary. The quinary system is retained in

Tlahuitoltepec, but in Totpntepec the words from 7 up are analyzed as follows: 7= 2+6,

8= 3+6, and 9=4+6.
  Ni-s = {1...5}

  Nsg ={1',2', 3, 4'}+B' (Tlahuitoltepec)

  N6g={#, 2', 3, 4'}+B' (Totontepec)

@ It is better to regard the numerals from 10 to 19 as being based on the decimal system.

  Nioig= B2+{Ni-g}

@ The numerals from 20 up are vigesimal.

  N2oop= {#, 2･"･･} × B3± {Ni.ig}

@ 100 is a･new base.

  Nioo. = {#, 2...} × B`±

Colonial Mixe (Traditional transcription is adopted.)

  [QulNTANA 1890 (1730): 139-142, YAsuGi 1991 :451-452] [DE LA GRAssERIE 1898: 377]

4 mactoxc- mactacxk5 mocoxc ･ mokoxk'6 tuduuc ' 1+5
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7

8

9

io

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

･30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

50

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

2oo

3oo

400

500

6oo

7oo

800

9oo

Native Middle American Langtiages

huextuuc

tuctuuc

taxtuuc

mahc
mahc-tuuc

mahc-metzc

mahc-tucbc

mahc-mactz

mahc-mocx
mahc-tuduuc/ mahc-mocx-tuuc

mahc-huextuucl mahc-mocx-metzc

mahc-tuctuucl mahc-mocx-tucoc

mahc-taxtuuc/ atuuc ca ypx

ypx
ypx-tuuc

ypx-metzc

ypx-tucdc

ypx-mactaxc

ypx-mocoxc
ypx-tuduuc

ypx-huextuuc

ypx-tuctuuc

ypx-taxtuuclatuuc ca ypx-mahc

ypx-mahc

ypx-mahctuuc

ypx-mahc-metzc

ypx-mahc-tucbc

ypx-mahc-mactz

ypx-mahc-mocx

2+5
3+5
4+5

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4

10+5
10+1+S/ 15+1
10+2+S/15+2
10+3+S/15+3
10+4+51-1+20

20+1
20+2
20+3
20+4
20+5
20+1+5
20+2+5
20+3+5
20+4+5/-1+20+1O
20+1O
20+10+1
20+1O+2
20+1O+･3

20+10+4
20+1O+5i

ypx-mahc-tuduuc/ ypx-mahc-mocx-tuuc

ypx-mahc-huextuuclypx-mahc-mocx-metzc

ypx-mahc-tuctuuclypx-mahc-mocx-tucbc

ypx-mahc-taxtuuc/atuuc ca huixticx

huixticx 2×20huixticx-mahc ' 2× 20+10

tucopx 3× 20mohctapx 4× 20
mocopx 5× 20tuduupx . . 6×20
huextuut 7×20
tuctuut 8×20taxtuut 9×20maiquipx . 10×20
yucmpcx . 15×20
tuucmoifi 1×4ootuucmoifi co mocopx 1×4oo+5×20
tuucmoifi co maiquipx 1×400+10×20
tuucmoifi co yucmocx 1×4oo+10×20
metzc moifi 2×4oo+10×20
metzc moifi co mocpx 2×4oo+10×20

mahk
mohktuuk
Mahkmetz
mahtuk6k

rnahkmatktz

ipx

ipx-ttiUk

.

Ipx-metz

ipx-tukok

ipx-mahk

ipx-mahkmetz

20+1O+6/20+1O+5+1
20+1O+7120+1O+5+2
20+1O+8/20+1O+5+3
20+1O+91-1+40
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'

1ooO metzc moifi co maiquipx 2×4oo+10×20

Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...5}

  B' = {5'(tuuc), B2 == {10 (mahc)}, B3 = {15 (mahc-mocx}, B`= {20 (ypx)}, B5 = {400 (moifi)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  1'=tu, 2' =huex, 3'=tuc, 4' ==tax, 5'=mocx, 4" = mactz

  2"=huix, 4"= mahc, 5"=moc, 20' == ticx, bpx, tapx, upx, tuut...

(l) Quinarybelow10.
  Ni.s = {1...5}

  N6-g={1', 2', 3, 4,} + Bi

@ There are two ways to form the numerals from 10 to 19. 0ne is decimal and the other is

quinary. The decimal system is based on the quinary method from 1 to 9. Therefore, the

numbers from 1 through 9 may be regarded as based on the quinary system. The other

quinary method is purer, but the base 15 is not an independent word but a compound of 10

and 5'. Nineteen is expressed by back-counting.

  Nio-i4=B2+{#, 1, 2, 3, 4"}

  Nis-ig=B2+{5', Nsg}
                                                                  '  Nis-is=B3+{1, 2, 3}, Nig=a+1+ca+B4
@ The numerals from 20 up are vigesimal.

  N2o.3co = {#, 2'..･} × B4± {N i.ig}

The coeMcients attached to B4 are slightly different from {2...}. The base zpx also changes

morphologically. ,@ 400 is a new base.

  N4oo. = {1...} ×BS±{Ni.3gg}

Huastec [48]

   [OCHOA PERALTA 1984: 92-93]
1

2

3

4

5.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

hu:n

6a:b

o:S

ee:'

bo:'

akak

bu:k.

wagik

bele:hu

la:hu

la:hu-hu:n

la:hu-ea:b

la:hu-o:g

la:hu-ee:'

la:hu-bo:'

la:hu-akak

la:hu-bu:k

la;hu-wagik

la:hu-bele:hu

hu:n inik / la:hu la:hu

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5

10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9
1 × 20110+ 10
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               '     '

     hu:n inik hu:n 1×20+121

     hu:ri inik la:hu ' 1×20+1030

40 ea:b mik -. 2×20
     hu:n bo:' inik 1×5×201oo

     la:hu inik ' ･ 10×20'200

3oo o:g bo:' inik 3×5× 20
4oo ee:'bo:'inik 4×5×20
looo hu:n gi' 1×looo

Classical Huastec (Original transcription)

1

2.

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11･

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

30

40

50

60

･70

80

90

1OO

2oo

3oo

400

[TApl]R ZENTENo 1767: 18]

hun
tzab

ox
tze

bo

acac

buc

huaxic

belleuh

1aju

1ooO

2000

3000

Basic vocabulary

U- {1

Bl=

 laju-bucllaju-cal-bucllaju-tin-cal-buc

 jun-inic

 hum-inic-laju

 tzab-inic

 tzab-inic-laju

 ox-inic

 ox-inic-al-laju

 tze-inic

 tze-inic-laju

 bo-inic

 tzab-bo-inic

 ox-bo-inic

 hun-xi

 tzab-xi

 ox-xi

          :
 ...9}

{10 (lahu)}, B2 = {20 (inik)}, B3 =

Native Middle American Languages

[SAppER 1910: 315-316]

･- Jun .
 tzab

 Qx
 tze
   ' bo
 akak
 buk
 Vuaxik

 belleuj

 lajU
laj uj tin

lajutzab

laju6x

lajutze

1ajub6

lajuakak

lajubuc

lajujuaxik

laju belleuj

juminik

tzabinik

ox inik

tze inik

bo inik

tze bo inik

xi junxi

10+1

10+2
10+3
10+4
10+5
10+6
10+7
10+8
10+9
1× 20

1×20+10
2× 20

2×20+10
3× 20

3×20+10
4× 20

4× 2o+lo

5× 20

2×5× 20

3×5×20

4×5× 20

{100 (bo-inik)}, B4= {looo (gi')}

.
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(l)@ Decimalbelow20.

  Nl.lg == ±Bl±u

@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2o-gg = {1･･･4} × B2 ± {Ni.ig}

@ The base from 100 up is 5×20. The interval is formed according to the vigesimal
method. Ochoa Peralta, however, gives la:hu inik, 10×20, for 200.

  Nioo-opg = {1･･･9} × B3± {Ni-gg}

  Niooo-= {1...} × B`±

    Notes: Thete are two dialects in Huastec, San Luis Potosi and Veracruz. The

phonological correspondence between these two dialects and Chicomuceltec is as follows;

   SanLuisPotosi : Veracruz : Chicomuceltec

         c ': 6: 6
         6 :c: t' "    According to this correspondence, we understand that Ochoa Peralta's data is from

Veracruz and the data of Sapper and Tapia Zenteno is from San Luis Potosi.

                                    '                                                    '
Chicomuceltec [D12]

  [SAppER 1910: 315-316] (Original transcription)

   ,1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

40

60

80

1oo

120

200

3oo

400

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  Bi ={10 (lau)}, B2=

jun
cha te e"

     'ox te eu

che te eu

vo te eU

kak te eu

kk te eu
vuaxak te '

eu
vuele te eu

lau te eu

jun i laj u

cha i lahu

ox i lahu

che i lau

o la te eu

o la teeu nam jun

o la teeu nan chateeu

jun inik

jun inik nam jUn

chaU inik

ox inik

che nek

hoo inik

hoo inik nam jun mik
cha te ta hoo inik

ox te ta hoo inik

che te ta hoo inik

1+10
2+ 10

3+10
4+ 10

5+10
5+10+1
5+10+2

1× 20 +1

2×20

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

5×20+20
2×5× 20

3×5× 20

4×5× 20

{15 (ola)}', B3= {20 (inik)},

x
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Derivative vocabulary:

  5'= {hoo}, 20' = {nek}

Connectives: {i}{nam}

@ Decimal below 10. A sufiix te eu may be a numeral classifier. kk for 7 may be a

misprint. The word for 7 shduld be buk or uk.

  Ni.g =D±te eu
@ Quinary fromti 10 to 19.

  Nio=Bi+te eu
  Nn-i4 = {1...4} +i+Bi

  Nis-ig=B2+te eu±nam±{1...4}
@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are vigesimal. Number words in the interval are formed from

the numbers 1 to 19 with nam added to the base.

  N2o.gg = {1...4} × B3 ±nam ± {Ni.ig}

@ 100 is expressed as 5×20. The system follows the decimal and vigesimal methods.

  Nioo-= {#, 2...}-te ta × B4±nam± {Ni.gg}

Yucatec [49)

Transcription is based on Yucatec traditional orthography.

   [BELTRAN 17'46] [TozzER 1921: 99-103]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22,

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

hun

ca

ox

can

ho

uac

uuc

uaxac
bolon

lahun

buluc

lahca

ox-lahun

can-lahun

ho-lhun

uac-lahun

uuc-lahun

uaxac-lahun

bolon-lahun

hun-kal

hun t-u-kal

ca t-u-kal

ox tTu-kal

can t-u-kal

ho t-u-kal

uac t-u-kal

uuc t-u-kal

uaxac t-u-kal

bolon t-u-kal

･ 1>2×20
  2>2× 20

  3>2× 20

  4>2× 20

  5>2×20
  6>2×20
  7>2×20
  8>2×20
  9>2× 20

hun

ca

ox

can

ho

uac

uuc

uaxac
bolon

la hun

buluc

la ca

la ox

'la can

la ho

la uac

la uuc

la uaxac

la bolon

hun kal

hun kal yete hun

hun kal yete ca
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30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50,

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

65

70

75

80

90

95

1oo

180

181

190

195

2oo

210

215

220

230

240

250

255

lqhu ca-kal

buluc t-u-kal

lahca t-u-kal

ox-lahu t-u-kal

can-lahu t-u-kal

ho-lhu ca-kal

uac-lahun t-u-kal

uuc-lahu t-u-kal

uaxac-lahu t-u-kal

bolon-lahu t-u-kal

ca-kal '

hun t-u-y-ox-kal

ka t-u-y-ox-kal

ox t-u-y-ox-kal

can t-u-y-ox-kal

ho t-u-y-ox-kal

uac t-u-y-ox-kal

u.uc t-u-y-ox-kal

uaxac t-u-y-oxkal

boion t-u-y-ox-kal

lahu y-ox-kal

buluc t-u-y-ox-kal

lahca t-u-y-ox-kal

ox-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

can-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

ho-lhu y-ox-kal

uac-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

uuc-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

uaxac-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

bolon-lahu t-u-y-ox-kal

ox-kal

ho t-u-can-kal

lahu can-kal

ho-lhu can-kal

can-kal

lahu y-o-kal

ho-lhu y-o-kal

ho-kal

bolon-kal

hun t-u-lahun-kal

lahu t-u-lahun-kal

ho-lhu t-u-lahun-kal

lahun-kal

lahu t-u-buluc-kal

ho-lhu t-u-buluc-kal

buluc-kal

lahu t-u-lahca-kal

Iahca-kal

lahu t-u-y-ox-lahun-kal

ho-lhu t-uy-ox-lahun-kal

10>2×20

11>2×20
12>2× 20

13>2×20

14>2×20
15>220

16>2×20
17>2 × 20

18>2 × 20

19>2×20
3× 20

1>3× 20

2>3×20
3>3×20

4>3×20
5>3×20
6>3× 20

7>3×20
8>3×20
9>3×20
10>3 × 20

11>3×20
12>3 × 20

13>3×20
14>3 × 20

15>3×20
16>3 × 20

17>3×20
18>3 × 20

19>3 × 20

3× 20

hun kal yete la hun

hun kal yete buluc

hun kal yete la ca

ca kal

ca kal yete hun

ca kal yete la hun

ox kal

ox kal yete la hun

can ka,1

can kal yete la hup

hQ kal

bolon kal

la･ hun kal

buluc kal

Ia ca kal

307
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260

270

275

370

380

381

385

390

395

mo
5oo

6oo

7oo

8oo

9oo

ox-lahu-kal

lahu t-u-can-lahu-kal

ho-lhu t-u-can-lahu-kal

lahu bolon-lahu-kal

bolon-iahu-kal

hun t-u-hun-bak

ho t-u-hun-bak

lahu hun-bak

ho-lhu t-u-hun-bak

'hun-bak

ho t-u-bak

' lahu t-u-bak

ho-lhu t-u-bak

ca-bak

ho t-u-y-ox-bak

lahu-y-ox-bak/ hun-pic

ca-pic

la ox kal

ia bolon kal

hun bak

1ooO

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {lm9, 11, 12}

  Bi = {10 (lahun)}, B2= {20 (kal)}, B3 = {400 (bak)}

(D@ The numerals below 20 are fundamentally decimal, but 11 and 12 are special mor-

phemes. It is probable that the words from 12 through 19 given by Tozzer are systematized

on the analogy of the formation la ca.

  Ni-ig.{1...9}±B', except for {11, 12}={buluc, lahca}

The numeral system given by Tozzer is as follows:

  Ni.ig= ±U'+{1...9}, except for 11 =.{buluc}

@ The basic formation above 20 is vigesimal. The units are added to the next 20-step.

For example, 41 is expressed as 1 toward 60. This method is called overcounting by
Menninger [1966]. t(<tD is apreposition and can'be translated as "to" in English. u is the

third person possessive and changes into u:y- before a vowel. ,-･Therefore 41 may be

translated as the first number on the third ZO-step. Conforming to the rule, the base from 20

to 39 should be ca-kal, but it is understandable even when ca is omitted, and thus ca-kal may

be replaced by kal.

  N2o.3gg = ± {Ni.ig} ±ti±u(y)+ {N2.,g} × B2

    Tozzer's numeration is different from the above. The method is turmed undercounting

by Menninger. yete (<pteteD is a conjunction, corrsponding to "and."

  N2e-3gg = {Ni.ig} × B2+yete± {Ni.ig}

    Some irregularity is observed in the numerals given by Beltran. Five and 10 before the

next level do not have tu. 30 is not lahu tu ca-kal but lah ca-kal, while 35 is not holhu tu ca-

kal but holhu ca-kat. The irregularity continues as far as 175, and then from 190 on tu ap-

pears. In 370 tu disappears and in 375 it appears again. tu is not used in 390 but does ap-

pear in 395. It is diMcult to explaih this irregularity. It may be dueto carelessness, or it may

reflect a quinary method in use, although the numbers in the interval are formed on a decimal

method.
@ From 400 up the formation is based on 400, but this terminates at 1000, and thereafter

1000 becomes the new base. pic Originally meant 8000 but shifted to mean 1000 under

Spanish influence.
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   The rank numbers above 400 are shown below.

 bak          20 × 20

 pic 20×20×20
 calab 20×20×20×20
 kinchil 20 × 20 × 20 × 20 × 20

 alau 20×20×20×20×20×20
   The numerals above 400 are a mixed system of overcounting and undercounting. The

following 2 numbers are given by Barrera Vasquez [BARRERA VAsQuEz 1946: 247]. (The

transcription is changed into Classical Yucatec orthography and uuckat is changed to

uuclahunkal.) ･a) 18733 = ca-pic catac uac-bak catac oxlahun,tu uuc-lahun-kal

  160oo = ca-pic

   2400 = uac-bak

    333 == 13>340= oxlahun tu uuc-lahun-kal '

b)18733=uac(-bak)tuy-ox-pic catac oxiahun tu uuclahunkal

       =6×400>3×8000 + 13' > 17×20
         ---w-- , --.---
             184oo 333
Lacand6n [50]

   [BRucE 1968: 70]

1 hun-
2 ka'-

3 og-

   The numerals higher than 4 are not used. The Lacandons point to fingers and toes when

they want to signify higher numbers {TozzER 1921: 98].

   Bruce describes the following terms for the numbers above 4.

4 loh-t-a-nup' "all your fingers"
5 hup-bu-k'o' "onehand"
6 taharn-u-na'-k'o' "the next thumb"･

10 ka'-bu-k'e' "twohands"
15 hum-buh-ok "one foot"
20 hun-tul-winik "oneman"
1oo hum-bu-k'o' wmik "five men"

Chol [531

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

[WARKENTiN and ScoT"r 1980:107-108]

hum-p'eh

6a'-p'eh

ug-p'eh

6im-p'eh

ho'-p'eh +wik-p'eh

wuk-p'eh

wagik-p'eh

bolom-p'eh

luhum-p'eh

[MERRreLD 1968: 98･-99]

h"m-p'ehl

ea'-p'ehl

ds-p'ehl

6im-p'ehl

h6'-p'ehl

wik-p'ehl

wtik-p'ehl

wagik-p'ehl

bo16m-p'ehl

luhUm-p'ehl
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  11

  12･

  13

  14

  15

  16

  17

  18

  19

  20
  21

  22

  23

  24
  2S

  26

  27

  28

  29

  30
  31

  32
  33

  34

  35

  36

  37

  38
  39'

  co
  41

  42

  43

  "
  45
  4.6

  47
  os

  49
  50
  51

  52

  53

  54
  55

  56
- S7

  58
  59

  60

hun-luhum-p'eh

1'ah-6im-p'eh

ug-luhum-p'eh

6in-luhum-p'eh

ho'-luhum-p'eh

wik-luhum-p'eh

wuk-luhum-p'eh

wagik-luhum-p'eh

bolon-luhum-p'eh

hun-k'al

hum-p'eh i ea'k'al

ea'-p'eh i 6a'k'al

ug-p'eh i ea'k'al

eim-p'eh i .c'a'k'al

ho'-p'eh i ea'k'al

wik-p'eh i ea'k'al

wuk-p'eh i 6a'k'al

wagik-p'eh i ea'k'al

bolom-p'eh i 6a'k'al

luhum-p'eh i 6a'k'al

hun-luhum-p'eh i ea'k'al

1ah-eim-p'eh i 6a'k'al

ug-luhum-p'eh i ea'k'al

6in-luhum-p'eh i ea'k'al

ho'-luhum-p'eh i 6a'k'al

wik-luhum-p'eh i ea'k'al

wuk-luhum-p'eh i 6a'k'al

wagik-luhum-p'ehl i ea'k'al

bolon-luhum-p'ehl i 6a'k'al

ea' k'al

hum-p'eh i yug-k'al

luhum-p'eh i yuS k'al

ug k'al

1+10

3+ 10

4+ 10

5+ 10

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ IQ

1>2×2Q

2>2× 20

3>2×20

4>2×20･

5>2× 20

6>2×20

7>2× 20

8>2×20

9>2×20

10>2×20

11>2×20

12>2×20

13>2×20

14>2×20

15>2×20

16>2×20

17>2×20

18>2×20

19>2×20

2×20

1>3×20

10>3×20

3× 20

Native Middle American Languages

hUn luhtim-p'ehl

lah eim-p'ehl

"g luhifm-p'ehl

6in fuh"m-p'ehl

h6' luhUm-p'ehl

wik luhtim-p'ehl

w6k luh"m-p'ehl

waiik luhUm-p'ehl '

bo16n luham-p'ehl

hUn k'al

hifn k'al yik'6t hUm-p'ehl

h"n k'al yik'6t 6a'-p'ehl

hUn k'al yik'6t ds-p'ehl

hifn k'al yik'6t eim-p'ehl

h6'-p'ehl i ea, k,al

htin k'al yik'6t wik-p'ehl

hfin k'al yik'6t wtik-p'ehl

h"n k'al yik'6t waiik-p'ehl

h"n k'al yik'6t bo16m-p'ehl

luhiim-p'ehliea' k'al

htin luhUm-p'ehl i 6a' k'al

1ah eim-p'ehliea' k'al

ug luh6m-p'ehli6a' k'al

6in luhtim-p'eh!i6a' k'al

h6' luhUm-p'ehlida' k'al

wik luhtim-p'ehli da' k'al

wuk luhtim-p'ehl i ea' k'al

wagik luhifm-p'ehli6a' k'al

bo16n luhtm-p'ehl i ea' k'al

ea' k'al

da' k'al yik'6t h6m-p'ehl

da' k'al yik'6t ea'-p'ehl

da' k'al yik'6tng-p'ehl

da' k'Al yik'6t eim-p'ehl

h6'-p'ehl iy"5 k'al

6a' k'al yik'6t wik-p'ehl'

6a' k'al yik'6t w"k-p'ehl'

ea' k'al yik'6t wafik-p'ehl

ea' k'al yik'6t bo16m-p'ehl

luhthm-p'ehl iy"g k'al

htin luhUm-p'ehl iyUg k'al

lah 6im-p'ehl iydg k'al

US luhtim-p'ehl iydS k'al

6in luham-p'ehl iytig k'al

h6' luham-p'ehl iyiig k'al

wik luhUm-p'ehl iyTig k'al

wtik luhtim-p'ehl iytig k'al

wagik luhum-p'ehl iyag k'al

bo16n luhUm-p'ehl iyiig k'al

ag k,al

-

1+10

3+10
4+ 10

5+10 ,

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

20+1

20+2

20+3

20+4

5>2×20

20+6

20+7
20+8'

20+9

10>2×20

11>2× 20

12>2×20

13>2×20

14>2× 20

15>2× 20

16>2× 20

17>2× 20

18>2× 20

19>2× 20

2×20

2×20+1

2×20+2

2×20+3

2×20+4

5>3×20

2×20+6

2×20+7

2×20+8

2×2Q+9

10>3×20

11>3×20

12>3×20

13>3×20

14>3×20

15>3×20

16>3×20

17>3×20

18>3×20

l9>3×20

3× 20
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61 hum-p'ehiein-k'al

70 luhum-p'ehi6in-k'al

80 ein-k'al

81 hum-p'ehiho'-k'al

so luhum-p'ehiho'-k'al

100 ho'-k'al

110 luhum-p'ehiwik-k'al

120 wik-k'al

130 luhum-p'ehiwuk-k'al

140 wuk-k'al

150 luhum-p'ehiwagik-k'al

160 wagik-k'al

170 luhum-p'ehibolon-k'al

180 bolon-k'al

190 luhum-p'ehiluhun-k'al

200 luhun-k'al

220 hunluhun-k'al

225

240 lahein-k'al

246

260 ugluhun-k'al

280 6in-k'al

300 ho'-luhun-k'al '

320 wik-luhun-k'al

340 wuk-luhun-k'al

360 wagik-luhun-k'al

379

380 'bolon-luhun-k'al

383

385

389

395

399

400 hum-bahk'

401

405

420

425

500 hum-bahk'yik'otho-k'al

600 luhun-k'aliea-bahk'

700 ho'luhun-k'ali6a-bahk'

800 6a-bahk'

goO ho'-k'aliyug-bahk'

10oo luhun-k'aliyug-bahk'

2000 ho'-bahk'

Basic vocabulary:

  U ={1...9, 12}

  B' = {10 (luhun)}, B2 ==

A connective: {yik'ot}

Numeral Systems

1>4× 20

1O>4×20

4× 20

1>5× 20

iO>S×20

5× 20

1O>6×20

6× 20

'10>7×20

7× 20

1O>8×20

8× 20

10>9× 20

9×20

10>10×20

10×20

11×20

12×20

13 × 20

14×20

15×20

16×20

17×20

18×20

19×20

1×400

1 ×'400+5 × 20

1O×20>2×4oo

15×20>2×400

2× 40

S×20>3×4oo

1O×20>3×400

5 × 400

h"n luhUn k'al

h6'-p'ehl ilah 6in k'al

lah ein k'al yik'6t wik-p'ehl

bo16n luhUm-p'ehl ibo16n luhtin k'al

bol6n luhUn k'al yik'6t 6g-p'ehl

bo16n luhtin k'al yik'6t h6'-p'ehl

bo16n luhan k'al yik'6t bol6m-p'ehl

bo16n luhtin k'al yik'6t h6' luham-p'ehl

bol6n luh"n k'al yik'6t bo16n luh"m-p'ehl

him bahk'

htim bahk' yik'6t htim-p'ehl

hUm bahk' yik'6t h6'-p'ehl

hifm bahk' yik'6t han k'al

hUm bahk' yik'6t h6'-p'ehl i 6a' k'al

h6' k'al i 6a' bahk'

{20 (k'al)}, B3= {400 foahk')}

11×20

5>12×20

12×20+6

311

19>19×20

19×20+3

19×20+5
19×2o+g

19×20+5+10

19×20+9+10,
1 × 400

1× 400 +1

1×400+5

1×400+1×20

1×400+5>2×20

5×20>2×400
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(D@ Decimal below 20, except for 12. The word for 12may havebeen tah6a-p'ehl, but ba-

                                                                       'is replaced by bim, which signifies 4. p'ehl is one of the numeral classifiers. ' ･

  Ni-ig=U±Bi+p'ehl
@ The numerals from 20 to 399 are vigesimal and the method is overcounting. i (y) is the

third person possessive.

  N2i.3gg = ± {Ni-ig} ±i(y)+ {N2.ig} × B2

@ 400 funct;oms as a base from 400 up.

  Ncoi. = ± {Ni.ig} × B2±i(y) + {N2-ig} × B3

    However, 500 is humbak' yik'ot ho'k'al, whose formula is expressed as

  Ni × B3 + yik'ot+Ns × B2

    From 20 up the numeral system given by Merrifield is different from the formulae

above. As is shown in the 20s, the first half of the interval is counted by undercounting,

whereas the second half is done by overcounting. Moreover, 5 in the first half of the interval

is formed by overcounting. What method is in use is not clear for the numbers from 60 to

220, but 246 is formed by undercounting and 379 by overcounting, and undercounting occurs

thereafter. Five and 10 in each interval seem to retain the original system.

Chontal [54]

Chontal [KELLER 1955]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

15

50

un-1 um-1 u-

6a'-/ 6a-

ug-1 yuS-

6on-/ 6om-/ 6o-

ho'-/ ho-

wok-1 woh-

Modern Chontal uses its numerals up to 6,

Chontal the numerals above 20 are counted by overcounting.

Classical Chontal (1610-1612) [SMAiLus 1975: 214]

   hun
   cha

   ux
   chan
   ho
   vac
   vuc
   lahun
   holahun

   lahun ynxkal 10>3×20
               and thereafter Spanish numerals. In Classical

Tzotzil I56]

San Andres Tzotzil

[HuRLEy and Ruiz SANcHEz 1978: 458-4S91

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

hUn
6ib

o5ib

6anib

ho'ob

vakib

hukub
vaSakib

baluneb

lahuneb

bulubib

lah6aeb

oglahuneb

Zinacantan Tzotzil

[HAviLAND 1981: 165-175]

hun
6ib

ogib

..6anib

vo'ob

vakib

vukub
vagakib

baluneb

lahuneb

bulu6ib

la6aeb/ laheeb

oSlahuneb 3+10
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

30

40

42

50

60

80

1oo

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

300

320

340

360

380

400

500

600

7oo

800

eanlahuneb

ho'lahuneb

vaklahuneb

huklahuneb

vagaklahuneb

balunlahuneb

htob

hun s6a'vinik

'6ib sea'vinik

lahuneb s6a'vinik

6a'vinik

og vinik

6an vinik

ho' vinik

vak vinik

huk vinik
vagak' vinik

balun vinik

lahup vinikl 6ib siento

bulue vinik

lah6a' vinik

oglahun vinik

6anlahun vmik

ho'lahun vinik/ ogib siento

vaklahun vinik

huklahun vinik

vagaklahun vinik

balunlahun vinik

h bok'/ 6anib siento

ho'Qb siento

vakib siento

hukub siento

6a' bok'! vagakib siento

eanlahuneb

vo'lahuneb

vaklahuneb

vuklahuneb

vagaklahuneb

balunlahuneb

htob

hun gea'vinik

6ib g6a'vinik

lahuneb gea'vinik

6a'vinik

6ib yog vinik

lahuneb yog vinik

og vinik

6an vinik

lahun vinik

vo'lahun vinik

h bok'

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...9, 11, 12}

  B' = {10 (lahun)}, B2= {20 (vinik)}, B3= {400 (bok')}

Derivative vocabulary:

  1'= {h}, 20'= {tob}, 2=6ib> 6a-ib

A suMx: {-eb"--ib---ob･v-ub}

O@ Decimal below 20, except for 11 and 12.

  Nl.lg=U+Bl
@ Vigesimal above 20.

  N2i-3so = + {Ni:ig} +y/ g+ {N2.ig} × B2

@ The numbers from 400 up ar,e formed on a new base, 400,

val numbers are expressed.

4+10
5+ 10

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1>2× 20

2>2×20
10>2 × 20

2× 20

2>3×20
10>3 × 20

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

6×20

7× 20

8× 20

9× 20

10× 20

11 × 20

12 × 20

13 × 20

14 × 20

15 × 20

16 × 20

17 × 20

18×20

19 × 20

1× 400/ 4× 100

5×1oo
6 × 100 '

7× 100

2× 400/ 8× 100

but it is not clear how 'the inter-
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Tzeltal (57]

[KAuFMAN 1971: 91-1O1]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

30

40

60

80

1OO

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

300

320

340

360

380

400

800

hun/ hun
6a'b/ 6e'b

og/ og-eb

6anl 6an-eb

ho'1 ho'-eb

wak/ wak-eb

huk/ huk-eb

waguk/ waguk-eb

balunl balun-eb

lahunl 1ahun-eb

bulu6/ bulu6-eb

lah61 lah 6-eb

og-lahunl og-lahun-eb

ean-lahun/ 6an-lahun-eb

hp'-lahun/ ho'-lahun-eb

wak-lahun/ wak-lahun-eb

huk-lahun/ huk-lahun-eb

waguk-lahunl waguk-lahun-eb

balun-lahun/ balun-lahun-eb

h tab

hun y 6a' winik

6eb y ea' winik

lahuneb y ea' winik

6a winik

og winjk

ean winik

ho' winik

wak winik

huk winik

waguk winik

balun winik

lahun winik

bulu6 winik

lahe winik

oglahun winik

eanlahun winik

ho'lahun winik '

waklahun winik

huklahun winik

waguklahun winik

'balunlahun winik

h bahk'

6a' bahk'

3+10
4+10
5+lo
6+10
7+10
8+ 10

9+ 10

1>2× 20

2>2× 20

1O>2×20
2× 20

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

6× 20

7× 20

8× 20

9×20

10 × 20

11×20
12 × 20

13×20

14 × 20

15 × 20

16×20

17 × 20

18 × 20

19 × 20

2×400

Basie vocabulary:

  U= {1...9,.11, 12}

  B' = {10 (lahun)}, B2= {20 (winik)}, B3= {400 (bahk')}
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Derivative vocabulary:

  1'= {h}, 20' = {tab}

A suMx: {-eb}

(!)@ Decimal below 20, except for 11 and 12.

  Nl.lg=U±Bl
@ Vigesimal above 20.

  N21.3gg == ± {Ni.ig} ±y + {N2.lg} × B2

@ 400 is a new base, but it is not clear how the interval numbers are formed.

Tojolabal I58]

[FuRBEE･-LosEE 1976:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

'14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

30

35

39

40

50

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

          117-123] b' == b

hun
6ahb/ 6ah

og･ean

ho'

wak
huk

wagak

balun

lahun

hulue

laheaw

og-lahun-e'

6an-lahun-e'

ho'-lahun-e'

wak-lahun-e'

huk-lahun-e'

wagak-lahun-e'

balun-lahun-e'

tahab /winik/ tak'in

hun-tahab-sok-hun-e'

hun-tahab-sok-6ahb-e'

hun-tahab-sok-lahup-e'

hun-tahab-sok-ho-lahun-e'

hun-tahab-sok-balun-lahun-e'

6ahb-tahab-e'

6ahb-tahab-sok-lahun-e'

og-tahab-e'

6an-tahab-e'

ho'-tahab-e'

wak-tahab-e'

huk-tahab-e'

wagak-tahab-e'

balun-tahab-e'

lahun-tahab-e'

hulu6-tahab-e'

lah6aw-tahab-e'

osi-lahun-tahab-e'

3+ 10

4+ 10

5+ 10

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

20+1
20+2
20+10

20+5+10
20+9+ 10
2× 20

2,×20+1O

3× 20

4× 20

5× 20

6× 20

7× 20

8× 20

9× 20

10 × 20

11×20

12 × 20

13 × 20
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280

300

320

340

360

380

mo
800

6an-lahun-tahab-e'

ho'-lahun-tahab-e'

wak-lahun-tahab-e'

huk-lahun-tahab-e'

wagak;lahun-tahab-e'

balun-lahun-tahabe'

hun-ga'n-e'

6ahb-ga'n-e'

14 × 20

15×20

16 × 20

17 × 20

18×20

19×20

2× 400

Basic vocabulary: '  U={1...9, 11, 12}

  B'= {10 (lahun)}, B2= {20 (tahab}, B3 = {400 (ga'n)}

A connective: {sok}

A suffix: {-e'}

(!)@ Decimal below 20, except for 11 and 12.

  Nl.lg=U±Bl
@ Vigesimalabove20.
  N21.3gg = {Ni.lg} × B2±sok± {Nl-lg}

@ From 400 up 400 is used as the base, but it is not clear how the intermediate numbers are

formed.

Chuj I59]

[HopKiNs･ 1967: 62-63,107･-110]

1

2

3'

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

 '11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18'

19

20

21

23

35

36

40

41

xun
6a'p'/ 6a'

og

6oD/ 6alj

hoyl ho'1 hop'

wak'/ wak

hukup'1 huk

waxgak'1 waxgak

p'alulj

1axuD

huglu6'/ huslue

lax6aw

og-1axuD

'eoo-laxup

ho'-1axup '

wak-1axuo

huk-1axuo

waxgak-laxup

p'alun-laxuo

xunak/ xunk', winak/ wiok'

xun s-ea-wink'/ winak

oge s-6a-winak

ho'laxune s-6a-winak

waklaxuoe s-6a-winak

6a'-winak

xun yog winak

3+10
4+ 10

5+ 10

6+10
7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1>2× 20

3>2×20
10>2×20.

11>2×20
2× 20

1>3× 20
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42

60

80

379

380

381

400

6a'p' yog winak

og-winak

6alj-winak

p'alun-laxune'-s-p'aluo-laxun-winak

p'alun laxuo-winak

xun-s-xunk'al

xunk'al (winak)

2>3×20
3× 20

4× 20

9+1O> (9+10)×20
(9+10) × 20

1>400

Basic vocqbulary:

  U={1...9, 11, 12}

  B'={10 (laxun)}, B2 :{20 (winak}, B3= {40o (k'al)} '

O@ Decimal below 20, except ll and 12. '
  Nl-lg= D±Bl
@ Vigesimalabove20.
  N21-3op = ± {Nl.lg} ±s-/y- + {N2-lg} × U2

@ From 400 up, 400 is used as a new base, but it is not clear how the interval numbers are

to be formed. 4oo is expressed either as xun k'ai or as xun k'al winak. Since k'al means 20

and winak also means 20 (originally "man"), 400 is analyzed as 1×20 or 1×20×20.

However, k'al is not used as 20, as it is in Jacaltec and Yucatec. It appears, therefore, that

k'al came to have the specific meaning of 400 in Chuj.

Jacaltec [60] ･

[DAy 1973: 57-59] b' =b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14-

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

30

31

32

hun
ka

oS

kap

ho

wax
hux

wagax

balup

lahuo

hun-laoeb

kab-laBeb

og-laneb

kao-laoeb

ho-laoeb

wax-laljeb

hux-laneb

wagax-laoeb

balup-laoeb

hunk'al

hune' s-ka-winax

kab s-ka-winax

ogeb s-ka-winax

lahuoeb s-ka-winax

hunlaoeb s-ka-winax

kablaoeb s-ka-winax

1+10
2+ 10

3+10
4+ 10

5+10
6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1>2× 20

2>2× 20

3>2× 20

10>2 × 20

11>2×20

12>2×20
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`IO

41

49

50

51

59

60

80

89

99

1OO

200

1

2

3,

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

ka-winax

hune' y-og-k'al

baluljeb y-og-k'al

lahupeb s-og-k'al

hunlaoeb sLog-k'al

balun-laoeb y-og-k'al

og-k'al

kao-winax

baluoeb s-o-k'al

balun-laneb s-o-k'al

siento

kab siento

2×20

1>3×20

9>3×20
10>3 × 20

11>3×20

19>3×20
3×20

4× 20

9>5× 20

19>5×20

Basic vocabulary:

  U == {1...9}

  B' = {10 (lahun)}, B2 = {20 (winax･-k'al}, B3 = {100 (siento)}

O@ Decimalbelow20.
  Nl-lg=D±Bl
@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

  N2i-gg = ± {Ni.ig} ±s-/y- + {N2.s} × B2

The word for 20 is hun-k'at, but winex is used as a base between 21 and 40, after which k'at

setves as a base.

                                  '@ The word for 100 is Spanish but its coeMcients are Jacaltec. It is not clear how the inter-

                                                               'val numbers are to be formed.

  Nioo.={#, 2...} × B3

Motocintlec [63]

[SAppER 1910: 315-3161 (Original transcription is retained.)

         rune
cabe

oxe

cane

hooe

ruajake

vuuke

vuajxake

balune

lajune

hunlajune

cablajune

oxlajune

canlajune

hoolajune

vuaklajune

juklajune

vuajxaklajune

balajune

jun k'ute

junk'ute (sic)

1+10
2+10
3+ 10

4+ 10

5+10
6+ 10

7+10
8+ 10

9+ 10
16 k 20
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40 cavuinake 2× 20
60 oxvuinake 3× 20
80 canvuinake . 4×20
100 june ciento 1× 100
200 cabe ciento 2× 100
Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...9}

Bi={10 (lajun)}, B2= {20 (uinak}, B3={100 (ciento)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  20'= {k'ut}

A suMxe:{-e}

(!)@ Decimalbelow20.

  Ni-ig =D±Bi+e
@ Vigesimal from 20 to 99.

In the 20s the base is k'ut and thereafter uinak is used as a base.

@ The word for 100 is Spanish but its coeMcients are Motocintlec.

interval numbers are formed.

Tectitec (651

[STEvENsoN 1987: 13]

1

2

3

4

5

6.
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

xun
ka:b'e'

og

kax

xweb'

(wa) qaq

wuq
   v'
waxsaq
b'eixux

laxux

xun-1axux
ka:b'e-laxuk

oge-laxux

kaxe-laxux

xweb'-laxux

qaq-1axux

wuq-la)cux

waxgaq-laxux

b'eixux-laxux

 --pwmql n

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1...9}

  B'={10 (1axux)}, B2=

Derivative vocabulary:

  3' = {oge}, 4' :{kaxe},

@@ Decimalbelow20.
  N1-lg =U±Bl

{20 (winqi'n)}

i+10

2+ 10

3+10
4+ 10

5+10
6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

319

It is not clear how the
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@ Today there are no speakers who know the numerals above 20.

Mam [66]

Ixtahuacan Mam.

[MALDNADo le£NDREs, et al.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

30

40

41

42

43

"
45

46

47

48

49

50

60

70

80

90

1oo

200

300

400

500

600

700

hu:n

kab

o:g

kya:x

xwe'

qaq

wu:q
waxgaq

belax

la:x

xun-la:x

kab-la:x

og-la:x

kyax-la:x

o-la:x

qaq-la:x

wu:q-la:x

wax5aq-la:x

belax-la:x

wl:nqan

･wl:nqan xu:n

wi:nqan kab

winaq la:x

kya'-wnaq

oS-k'a:1

xun-mue'

1986] b=b' [THoMAs 1897-8: 862

jun

cave

6xe

quiaje

j6vue

vuak

uk

vuacxak

belejUj

laj tij

hum-lahuh

kab-lahuh

ox-lahuh

kiah-lahuh

oo-lahuh

vuakrlahuh

vuk-lahuh

vuahxak-lahuh

belhuh-lahuh

vuinkim/ huing

vuinak-lahuh

ka-vuinak

hum-t-oxkal-im

kabe-t-oxkal-im

oxe-t-oxkal-im

kiah-t-oxkal-im

hoe-t-oxkal-im

vuakak-t-oxkal-im

vuk-t-oxkal-im

vuahxak-t-oxkal-im

velhuh-t-oxkal-im

lahuh-t-oxkal-im

, 903] (Original transcription)

lahuh-tu-hu-much-im

hum-mucx
lahuh-t-pokal-im

o-kal

o-chuk

oloh-kal

o-mucx
o-mucx-o-kal

o-mucx-o-chuh

o-mucx-oloh-kal

1+10
2+10
3+ 10

4+ 10

5+10
6+ 10

7+10
8+ 10

9+ 10

20+1
20+2
20+-1O

2× 20

1>3×20

2>3×20
3>3×20
4>3× 2Q
5>3× 20

6>3× 20

7>3× 20
  s/1

8>3×20
9>3× 20

10>3 × 20

3× 20

10>80

1O>5 .× 20

s× 20

5× 40

15 × 20

5× 80

5× 80 +5× 20

5× 80 +5× 40

5'× 80+15 × 20
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900 lahuhrtuki-okal ･
Basic vocabulary: '

  U-{1."9} .  B' = {10 (la:x)}, B2= {20 (winaq--k'a:1}

Derivative vocabulary: '
  1'= {xun, xu:n}, 20'= {wi:nqan-vwnaq}

(!)@ Decimalbelow20.

  Nl-lg=D±B1
@ The numerals above 20 are formed according to the vigesimal method, but they are no

longer used, having been replaced by Spanish npmerals.

  N21.37g = B2± {Nl.lg}

The old materials given by Thomas show that the numerals from 40 up follow the rnethod of

overcounting. chuk for 40 and muex for 80 serve as bases for their multiples.

Ixil (68]

[AyREs 1980: 137-9]

       Chajul Nebaj
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21･

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

40

41

60

in-wa'1

ka:-wa'1

o$-wa'1

kah-wa'1

o:-wa'1

wahqil

huq-wa'1

wah$aqil

bel-wal

lawal

xun-lawal

kab-lawal

o$-lawal

ka:-lawal

o'-lawal

waq-lawal

huq-lawal

wah$aq･-lawal

bele-lawal

wi:nqil

winaq xunul

winaq ka:bil

winaq o$ol

winaq kaal

winaq o'1

winaq wahqil

winaq Xuqul

winaq wah$aqil

ka'-wi:nqil

in-wa'1 t-og-k'al

o$-k'alal

u-ma'1

ka'-wa'1

o$-wa'1

kax-wa'1

o'-w'a'1

wa:xil

wux-wa'1

wa:$i:1/ wa:Saxil

belu-wal

la-wal

xun-lawal

kab-lawal

oS-lawal

ka:-lawal

o'-lawal

wax-lawal ''
wux-lawal

wa:$ax-lawall wa:$a-lawal

bele-lawal

wi:nqil

winax xunul/ winax w-ma'1

winax kabiV winax ka'-wa'1

winax o$oll winax oS-wa'l

winax kaal/ winax kax-wa'1

winax o'11 winax o'-wa'1

winax wa:xi1

winax wuxul/ winax wux-wa'1

winax wa:$i:1

ka'-wi:nqil

u-ma'1 t-oS-k'al

o$-k'alal

1+10
2+ 10

3+10
4+ 10

5+10
6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

 20+1
 20+2
 20+3
 20+4
 20+5
 20+6
 20+7
' 20+8

 2× 20

 1>3× 20

 3× 20
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61

80

81

1OO

101

120

140

160

180

2oo

220

400

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

40

60

70

80

90

1OO

in-wa'l i-mue' u-ma'l i-mu e'

mue'ul mue,ul
in-wa'l t-o'-k'al u-ma'l t-o'-k'al

o'-k'al o'-k'al
in-wa'l i-waq-k'al u-ma'l i-wax-k'al

waq-k'alal wax-k'alal
xuq-k'al wux-k'alal
wah$aq-k'alal wa: $ax-k'aiai
bele-k'alal bele-k'alal
lah-k'alal la:-k'alal
xunlah-k'alal xunla:-k'alal
wi:nqil-k'alal

[THoMAs 1897-8: 862, 904--9051

ting-vual

ca-vual

6x-vual

caj -vual

6-vual

vuajil

vUj-vual

vuaxajil

belU-vual

la-vual

hun-lavual ' 1+10
cab-lavual 2+10
ox-lavual 3+10ca-lavual 4+10o-laviral 5+10
vuah-lavual 6+'10
vuh-lavual 7+10
vuaxah-lavual 8+10
bele-lavual 9+ 10
vuinkill vuinquil

vuinah-unul 20+1
vuinah-cabil 20+2
vuinah-oxol 20+3
vuinah-caal 20+4
vuinah-ool 20+5
vuinah-vuahil 20+6
vuinah-vuhul 20+7
vuinah-vuaxahil 20+8
vuinah-behu-vual 20+9
vuinal-lavual 20+10
ca-vuinkil - 2×20
ox-･c'al-al ' 3×20.
Iavual-i-much-ul 10>80
ung-much-ul 1×80lavual-t-o-c'al ' 10>5× 20

o-c'al-al 5× 20

Native Middle American Languages

1>4× 20

1>5× 20

5× 20

1>6× 20

6× 20

7× 20

8× 20

9×20'

10×20
11 ×. 20

20 × 20
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101

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

380

400

420

440

780

800

o-c'alal-tuc-ungvual

lavual-i-vuah-e'al

vuah-c'alal

lavual-i-vuh-c'al

vuh-c'alal

lavual-i-vuaxah-c'al

vuaxah-c'alal ･

lavual-i-bele-c'al

bele-c'alal

belela-n-c'alal

vuinkil-an-c'alal

vuinah-unul-an-c'alal

vuinah-ca-vual-an-c'alal

vuinal-bele-lavual-an-c'alal

ca-vuinkil-an-c'alal

5×20+1
1O>6× 20

6× 20

10>7×20
7× 20

10>7 × 20

8× 20

1O>9×20
9× 20

19 × 20

20 × 20

(20+1)×20

(20+2) × 20

(20+9+ 1O) × 20

2×20×20

Basic vocabulary:

  U- {1...9}

  B'= {10 (la)}, B2= {20 (winaq--k'al},

Derivative vocabulary:

  1'= {xun}, 4' = {ka:}, 6' = {waq}, 20'= {wi:nq}

Suffixes: {-wa'1, -wal, -Vl}

(l)@ Decimalbelow20.

  Ni-ig=U±Bi+-wa'1/-wal/-il
@ The numerals above 20 are vigesimal. The method of counting from 20 to 39 is under-

counting, while the numerals above 40 are formed by overcounting.

  N2o,co={#, 2} ×20' (wi: nq)+il

  N2i-3g = B2 (winaq) + {Ni-ig} + Vl

  N4i-3op = ± {Ni.ig} ±i-lt-{3...} × B2 (k'al) (except for N6i.so)

  N6I.7g = {Ni.lg} +i + Mue'

  Nso = {mue'ul}

The word for 101 given by Thomas is o-c'alal-tuc-tingvual, 5 × 20+ 1, which is diffetent from

the formulae above. Other words from Thomas conform to the formulae, except for some

minor morphological changes.

@ 400 is wi:nqil k'alal, whose formation is 20×20. wi:nqil is derived from winaq "mah"

and a suffix -il.

Kekchi [69]

(EAcHus and CARLsoN 1980: 348-349]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

hun
kwib/ ka'ib

ogib

ka:ib

o:b

kwaqib

kuuqub

kwaqSaqib

bele:b
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16
1'-/'

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34.

35

36

37

38

39

40

'41

50

60

62

80

85

1oo

12Q

140

160

180'

200

400

500

6oo

1000

Basic vocabulary

  U= {1

laxe:b

xunlaxu

kablaxu

oglaxu

ka:-1axu

o'-laxu

kwaq-Iaxu

-kuuq-iaxu

kwaqgaq-laxu

bele･-laxu

xun-may
xun g-ka'-k'a:1

kwib S-ka'-k'a:1

ogib S-ka'-k'a:1

ka:ib g-ka'-k'a:1

o:b S-ka'-k'a:1

kwaqib g-ka'-k'a:1

kuuqub s'-ka'-k'a:1

kwaqgaqib g-ka'-k'a:1

bele:b g-ka'-k'a:1

Iaxe:b g-ka'-k'a:1

xUn-laxu g-ka'-k'a:1

kab-1axu g-ka':k'a:1

og-laxu g-ka'-k'a:1 '

ka:-laxu g-ka'-k'a:l

o'-laxu g-ka'-k'a:1

kwaq-laxu S-ka'-k'a:1

kuuq-1axu S-ka'-k'a:1

kwaqgaq laxu- g-ka'-k'a:1

bele-laxu Stka'-k'a:1

ka'-k'a:1

xun r-og-k'a:1

laxe:b r-og-k'a:1

og-k'a:1

ka'ib S-ka:-k'a:1

ka:-k'all

o:b r-o'-k'a:1

o'-k'a:1

kwaq-k'a:1

kuuq-k'a:1

kwaqgaq-k'a:1

bele-k'a:l

laxe-k'a:1

oq'ob

o-k'a:1 g-kab oq'ob

o-tuk g-kab oq'ob

o-tuk r-og oq'ob

       :
...9}

Native Middle American Languages

1+10･

2+10
3+10
4+10
5+10
6+10
ny 1 tAlTtU
8+10
9+10

1>2× 20

2>2×20
3>2× 20

4>2 × 20

5>2×20
6>2 × 20

7>2×20
8>2× 20

9>2× 20

1O>2×20

11>2×20
12>2× 20

13>2×20
14>2× 20

15>2×20

16>2×20

17>2×20

18>2×20

19>2×20
2×20

1>3× 20

10>3 × 20

3× 20

2>3×20
4×20

5>4×20
5×20

6×20

7× 20

8×20

9×20

10 × 20

5×20>2×400

5×40>2×400

5×40>3×4oo
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  B' = {10 (laxu)}, B2 = {20 (k'a:1}, B3 = {400 (oq'ob)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  10'=laxe:b >laxu-e:b
A suffix: {-Vl}

(!)@ Decimalbelow20.

  Nl-ig=U±B1±-Vl
@ Vigesimal from 20 to 399.

N2i-3gg = ± {Ni.ig} ±g-/r-+ {2...19} × u2

Although 200 in the list above is laxe-k'a:t (10 × 20), Thomas gives ho-tuc (5 × 40) [Thomas

1897-8: 902].

@ The numerals from 400 above are formed from 400, but as is seen in 600

(=200>2×400) and 1000 (=200>3×400), 200 is expressed as 5×40. The numerals
beyond 100 in the Kekchi system are being lost. The Kekchi 'formation is being replaced by

the Spanish word for 100. A mixed system has resulted. For example, 123 is expressed as

follows:

123 siento rik'in ogib g-ka'-k'a:1 100 and 3>2×20

Pocomchi [70]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

30

38

39

40

41

EBRowN 1979: 62-68]

Bound form

xun-
kab'-/ka7

og--

kax-

ho{-

waq-

wuq-
wahSaq-

b'elex-

lax-

xun-1ax

kab'-lax

og-lax

kax-lax

ho'-1ax

waq4ax
wuq-lax

wahgaq-lax

b'elex-lax

xun-maq
nax ri-ka'-winaq

ki:b' ri-ka'-winaq

gib' ri-ka'-winaq

Free form

xunax/nax
k-i:b' ･

g-i:b'

kix-eb'/ kex-eb'

ho'-o:b'

waq-i:b'

wuq-u:b'

wahgaq-i:b'

b'elex-e:b'

lax-e:b'

vVahgaq-lax ri-ka'-winaq

b'elex-lax ri-ka'-winaq

ka'-winaq

nax r-og-k'ahl

[THoMAs 1897-8: 862, 901]

jenaj

quiib

ixib

quijib

jo6b

vuakib

vukub
vuaxakib ,

beleje

lajeb

hun-lah

cab-lah

oX-lah

cah-lah

ho-lah

vuak-lah

vuk-lah

vuaxak-lah

beleh-lah

hun-inak

henah ru-ca-vuinak'

quib ru-ca-vuinak

laheb-ru-ca-vuinak

ca-vuinak

1+10
2+ 10

3+ 10

4+ 10

5+ 10

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1× 20

1>2×20

2>2×20
3>2×20

10>2×20

18>2×20
19>2× 20 ･

2× 20

1>3× 20
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50

60

61

70

80

81

1oo ･

101

102

2oo

og-k'ahl

nax ri-kax-winaq

kax-winaq

nax ri-ho'-k'ahl

ho'-k'ahl

ho'-k'ahl r-u:k' naA'

ho'-k'ahl r-u:k' ki:b'

In the above examples from modern Pokomchi two series, bound and free,

The bound form is followed by numeral classifiers.

of -V b, which corresponds with

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1".9},
  B' == {10 (1ax)}, B2= {20 (winaq--k'ahl}, B3= {1OO (ho'k'ahl=5× 20)}

Asuffix: {-V:b} . 'O@ Decimalbelow20.
  Nl.lg=U±Bl
@ Vigesimal from 20 up.

  N2iLgg = ± {Ni.ig} ±ri-/r-+ {2...5} × B2

@ The numerals above 100 are formed by undercounting, using 5 × 20 as the base.

a preposition and means "with."

  Nioo-=B3+ruk'+{Ni-ig} ,
Thomas gives ho-tuc or 5× 40 for 200.

Quiche [731

1

2

3

4･

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

[Fox 1973: 30,57]

xun
kieb'

ogib'

kiexeb'

xob'

waqib'

wuqub'
waxgaqib'

b'elexeb'

laxux

xu-laxux

kab'-laxux

og-laxux

kax-laxux

o-laxux

waq-1axux

wuq-1axux
w,axs' aq-laxux

b'elex-laxux

xu-wlnaq

        laheb-r-ox-k'al 10>3×20
        ox-c'al 3×20
                                  1>3× 20

        laheb-ru-cah-vuinak 10>4×20

        cah-vuinak 4× 20
                                  1>5×20

        ho-c'al ･ 5×20
                                  5× 20+1
                                  5× 20 +2

        ho-tuc 5×40                                      are presented.

                The free form results from the suffixing

-va or -Vb in other Mayan languages.

[BRAssEuR DE BouRBouRG 1961 (1862)

hun
cab/ caib

ox-ib

cahl cah-ib

oo/ oob'

vakakib (vakib?)

vuk-ub

vahxak-ib

belehl beleheb

lahuh ,hu-lahuh

cab-lahuh

ox-lahuh

cah-lahuh

o-lahuh

vak-lahuh

vuk-lahuh

vahxak-lahuh

beleh-lahuh

hu-vinak

: 167-172]

1+10
2+ 10

3+10
4+ 10

5+IQ
6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1× 20-

r-uk ' is
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21

22

30

40

41

42

43

50

60

61

62

63

70

80

81

82

83

90

1oo

101

102

103

120

121

122

123

140

141

142

143

160

161

180

181

2oo

201

220

221

240

241

260

261

280

281

3oo

301

320

321

340

341

xu-winaq laxux

ka-winaq

nik'iax siento

og-k'al

og-k'al. Iaxux

xu-mu6'

xu-mue' laxux

    .xun slento

hu-vinak-hun

hu-vinak-cab

ca-vinak

hun-r-ox-qal

cab-r-ox-qal

oxib-r-ox-qal

ox-qal

hun-ri-humuch

cab-ri-humuch

ox-ri-humuch

hu-much
hUn-;-o-qal

cab-r-o-qal

oxib-r-o-qal

o-qal

hun-ri-vak-qal

cab-ri-vak-qal

oxib-ri-vak-qal

vak-qal

hun-ri-vuk-qal

cab-ri-vuk-qal ･

oxib-ri-vuk-qal

vuk-qal

hun-ri-vahxak-qal

cab-ri-vahxak-qal

oxib-ri-vahxak-qal

vahxak-qal

hun-ri-beleh-qal

beleh-qal

hun-ri-o-tuk

o-tuk

hun-ri-hulah

hulahu-qal

hun-ri-cablah

cablahuh-qal

hun-r-pxiah

r-oxlah-qal

hun-ri-cahlahuhu-qal

cahlahuh-qal

hun-r-olahuh-qal

r-olahuh-qal

hun-ri-vaklahuh-qai

vaklahuh-qal

hun-r-vuklahuh-qal

vuklahuh-qal

hun-r-vahxaklahuh-qal

1× 20 +1

1× 20 +2

1×20+10
2× 20

1>3× 20

2>3× 20

3>3× 20
half 100

3× 20

1>1× 80

2>1× 80

2>1× 80

3×20+10
1× 80

1>5×20
2>5× 20

3>5×20
1×80+10
1 × 100

1>6× 20

2>6×20
3>6× 20

6× 20

1>7×20

2>7×20
3>7 ×.20

7× 20

1>8× 20

2>8× 20

3>8×20
8× 20

1>9× 20

9× 20

1>1×5×40
1×5× 40

1>11×20
1!×20

1>12×20
12 × 20

1>13×20
13 × 20

1>14×20
14×20

1>15×20
15 × 20

1>16×20
16×20

1>17×20
17×20

1>18×20

327
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360

361

380

381

400

401

500

600

7oo

720

780

781

782

80Q

801

840

860

880

9oo

920

940

960

980

1OOO

1200

l600

2000

2400

2800

3000

32oo

3600

4000

"oo
4800

5000

5200

5600

6000

6400

6800

7ooO

7200

7600

7601

7602

8000

16000

24000
80000

Native Middle American ' Languages

vahxaklahuh-qal

hun-ri-beleh-lahuh-qal

belehlahuh-qal

hun-ri-o-much

o-much

o-much-hun

o-much-o-qal

o-much-o-tuk

o-much-o-lahl o-much-o-lahuh-qal

o-much-vaklahuh-qal

o-much-belehlahuh-qal

hun-ri-ca-go

cab-ri-ca-go

ca-go

hun-r-oxo-go

cavinak-r-oxo-go

ox-qal-r-oxo-go

humuch-r-oxo-go

o-qal-r-oxo-go

vak-qal-r-oxo-go

vuk-qal-t-oxo-go

vahxak-qal-r-oxo-go

beleh-qal-r-oxo-go

o-tuk-r-oxo-go

r-oxo-go

cah-go

r-oo-go/ r-o-go

vaka-go

vuku-go ･o-tuk-vahxak-gb

vahxa-go

beieh-go

lahuh-go

hulahuh-go

cablahuh-go

o-tuk-oxiahuh-go

oxiahuh-go '
cahlahuh-go

r-oolahuh-go

vaklahuh-go

vuklahuh-go

o-tuk-vahxaklahuh-go

vahxaklahuh-go

belehlahuh-go

hun-ri-hu-chuvy

cab-ri-hu-chuvy･

hu-chuvy

ca-chuvy

ox-chuvy

lahuh-chuvy . -

18 × 20

1>19×20
19×20

1>5× 80

5× 80

5×80+1
5k80+5×20
5× 80+5 x 40

5×80+-15×20

5×80+16×20

5×80+19×20

1>2×400
2>2× 4oo

2× 400

1>3×4oo
2× 20 >3× 400

3× 20 >3× 400

80>3 × 400

5×20>3×400
6× 20 >3× 400

7× 20 >3× 400

8× 20 >3× 400

9×20>3×400
5× 40 >3× 400

3× 400

4× 400

5× 400

'6 × 400

7×400
5 × 40,> 8 × 400

8× 400

9× 400

10 × 400

11 × 400

12 × 400

5×40>13×400

13×400 ･
14× 400

15 × 4oo

16 × 400

17 × 400

5×40>18×400
18 × 400

19 × 400

1 > 8000

2 > 8000

1 × 8000

2× 8000

3× 8000 .
10 × 8000
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880oo hulahuh-chuvy 11×80oo
Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1."9}
  B' = {10 (laxux)}, B2 == {20 (winaq --k'al}, B3 = {100 (siento)}

A suMx: '{-V: b}

(!)@ Decimalbelow20.

  N1.lg=U±Bl
@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are basically vigesimal, but 50 is expressed as half of 100,

and 80 is mub'.

  N2o4g = {1,2} × B2 (winaq) + {Ni-ig}

  Nso=nik'ax siento

  Noo-7g ==3xB2 (k'al) ±{Ni.ig} '  Nso-gg = xumu6' ± {Nl.lg}

  Nso-sg may be formed by nik'ex siento+Ni.g or ka-winaq+Nio.ig, as is shown in Cakchi-

quel and Tzutujil.

@ The numerals above 100 may be formed on a new base, 100.

   In modern Quiche the numerals from 20 to 99 are formed by undercounting, whereas in

Classical Quich6 undercounting is applied only to the numerals from 20 to 39, and thereafter

overcounting is employed. The system is as follows:

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1...9}

  Bi={10 (lahuh)}, B2={20 (vinak--qal}, B2'={80 (hu-much)}, B2"={200 (o-tuk)},

  B3 = {400 (o-much =5 × 80)}, B` = {800 (ca-go =2 × 400)}, BS = {8000 (chuvy)}

Derivative vocabulaty:

  1'= {hu}, 2' = {cab}, 3' = {ox}...

  2" = {ca}, 3"= {oxo}...

A suMx: {-Vb}

(i)@ Decimalbelow20,

  Nl.lg=U±Bl
@ The numerals from 20 up are basically vigesimal, but the numerals from 20 to 39 are

formed by undercounting. From 40 up the formation follows overcounting, utilizing qai as

abase, except for 61 to 80, whose base is hu-Much, and 181-200, whose base is o-tuk.

  N2o.3g={1}×B2 (vinak) ± {Ni-ig}

  N4o-37g=+{Ni-ig}+r (i)+{3'...19} ×B2 (qal) , '
  N6i-so = + {Ni.ig} + ri +humuch (80)

  Nisi-2oo = + {Ni.ig} +r+otuk (80)

@ From 381 to 780,anew base, omuch, is introduced; and thereafte'r go becomesanew

base for the numefals from 781-7600. Fr6m 7601 up chuvy functions as a new base.

  N3si-3gg = ± {Ni.ig} + r- + B3 (omuch)

  N4oo.7so=B3 ± {Ni-3so}

  N7si-sco= ± {Ni.ig} +ri+ {2" (ca)} × B4 (go)

  Nsoi-76oo= ± {Ni.3gg} +r (i)+ {3."..} × B` (go)

  N7ooi-sooo= ± {Ni-3gg} + ri + 1 ' (hu) × B5 (chuvy)
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Cakchiquel [761

     Classical

     [BRINToN: 408]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12'

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2Q

21

30

40

41

42

50

51

60

61

80

90

100

101

120

121

140

151

160

180

200

3oo

400

500

xun
kay
ogi

kaxi

voo
    .vaqaql

vuqu
vaqgaqi

belexe

laxux

xu-laxux

kab-1axux

og-laxux

kax-1axux

voo-laxux

vaq-1axux

vuq-1axux

vaqSaq-1axux

belex-1axux

xu-vmaq

xu-vmaq xun

ka-vinaq

xun-r-og-k'al

kay-r-og-k'al

og-k'al

xun ru-xu-mu6'

xu-mue'

o-k'al

xup ru-vaq-k'al

vaq-k'al

xun ru-vuq-k'al

vuq-k'al

vaq5aq-k'al

belex-k'al

o-tuk

vo-1axux-k'al

o-mu6'

o-mu6' o-k'al

Native Middle American Languages

Modern
[HERBRuGER et al. 324-326][BLAiR et al. 478-479]

xun
kai''

ogi'

kaxi' ･

wo6' '
waqi'

wuqa'
waqgaqi'

belexe'

laxUx

xu(wi)-laxux

kabi-laxux

6g-laxUx

kax-laxux

wo6-1axux

waq-1axux

wuq-1axux

waqgaq-1axux

belex-1axuX

xu-winaq

xu-winaq xun

xu-winaq laxux

ka-winaq

ka-winaq xun

ka-winaq kai

ka-winaq laxux

nikax siento

nikax siento rik'i xun

ka-winaq xuwi-laXux

og-k'al

og-k'al xun

xu-mti6'

xu-mu'c" laxux

wo6-k'al

xun slento

xun siento rik'i xun

xun siento rik'i xu-winaq

xun
ka'i'

og!'

kaxi'

vo'o'

vaqi'

    'vuqu
vaqgaqi'

belexe'

laxux

xu-laxux

kab-laxux

og-laxux

kax-laxux

vo-laxux

vaq-1axux

vuq-laxux

vaqgaq-1axux

belex-laxux

xu-vlnoq

   .xu-vmoq xun
xu-vinoq laxux

ka-vinoq

ka-vinoq laxux

og-k'al･

     v)xu-muc
xu-mu6' laxux

vo-k'al

xun siento rik'i xu-winaq xun

xun siento rik'i ka-winaq

xun siento rik'i ka-winaq xuwi-laxux

xun siento-rik'i o g-k'al

xun siento rik'i xu-mUe'

kai siento

 vt eosl slento

kaxi' siento

wo6 siento

1+10 '

2+ 10

3+ 10

4+ 10

5+ 10

6+ 10

7+10
8+ 10

9+ 10

1× 20

1× 20 +1

1×20+10
2× 20

1>3× 20
2>3 ×'20

2×20+10
half 1oo

half 100 + 1

2×20+10+1
3× 20

1> 801 3× 20 +1

1× 80

1×80+10
5× 20

1oo

100+1

6×20/ 1OO+20

1>7×20/100+20+1
7×20/1oo+2×20

1oo+2×20+1+10
8× 20/ 1oo +3× 20

9×20/ 100+80
5× 40/ 2× 1oo

15 × 201 3× !OO

5× 80! 4× 100

5× 80 +5× 20/ 5× 1oo
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6oo o-mu6' b-tuk waqi siento 5× 80 +5× 40/ 6× 1oo
7oo o-mu6'vo-1axux-k'al wuqUsiento 5×80+15×20/7×100
800 ka-q'o waqgaqisiento 2×400/8×100
9oo *og-k'al r-og-oq'o belexe siento *3×20>3×400/ 9×1oo
1ooO o-tuk r-og-oq'b xun-mil ' 5×40>3×400/ 1ooO
8ooO xu-chuvi

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  Bi= {10 (laxux)}, B2= {20 (winaqn-k'al}, B3== {100 (siento)}

A connective: {rik'i}

A suthx: {-V:'}

(D@ Decimalbelow20.

  Nl-lg=U±Bl
@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are fundamentally vigesimal, but 50 may be expressed as

half of 100, and 80 is mub'.

  N2o.sg= {1, 2} × B2 (winaq)± {Ni.ig}

  Nso.sg=nik'ax siento±rik'i ±{Ni.g}

  N6o-7g= 3×B2 (k'al) ±{Ni-ig}

  Nso-gg = xumu6' ± {N-g}

The numbers from 50 to 59 are expressed by nik2zx siento+Ni.g or by ka-win,aq+Nio.ig.

In Classical Cakchiquel the numerals up to 40 are formed on the undercounting method, but

from 41 up overcounting is employed.

  N4i- == {Ni.ig} +ru-/r-{3...} × B2 (k'al)

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish, but the coethcients are Cakchiquel.

  Nioo-={1...9} ×B3 ±rik'i ±Ni.gg

Classical Cakchiquel follows the vigesimal system, but 200 is 5 × tuk, and 400 is 5 × mub'. It

appears that tuk means 40 and mub'means 80. The numerals from 400 up are formed by ad-

ding omub'to 100, 200, and 300. 800 is 2× (o) q'o and the'reafter the formation seems to be

overcounting. Although 800 is ka-q'o, the numerals from 900 up are formed from r-oS-

oq 'o, and moreover, the word for 400 in Kekchi is oq 'ob. Thus 4oo should be oq 'o, and 800

is analyzed as ka-oq'o > kaq'o. 900 should not be oS-k'al- but o-k'al-; this may be an error.

Tzutujil I77]

[DAyLEy 1985: 161--164]

       Bound form
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

xu (')-

kab'-/ka'-

og-

kax-

ho'-! hox-! o:'-

wa:q-

wuq-

waxsaq-
b'e(:)le(:)x-

lax-

xu(')-laxu:x

kab'-1axu;x

Free form

xu:n
ka'i'

og-i'

kixi'! kaxi'! kexi'

xo'-o:'

wa:q-i:'

wuq-u:'

waxgaq-i:'

b'elex-e:'

laxu:x

1+10
2+10
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13

14

15･

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27,

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38 -,

39

40

41

42'

43

50

51

S2

53

60

61

80

81

1OO

2oo

300

4oo

5oo

6oo

7oo

800

geo

1ooO

20oo

og;laxu:x

kax'-laxu:x

xo'-laxu:x

waq-1axu:x

wuq-laxu:x

waxgaq-laxu:x

b'e(:11ex-laxu:x
  NJ
xu-winaql xun-winaq

xu-wmaq xu:n
xu-winaq ka'i'

xu-winaq og-i' '
xu-winaq kaxi'

xu-winaq xo'-o:'

xu-winaq wa:q-i:'

xu-winaq wuq-u:'

xu-winaq waxgaq-i:'

xu-winaq b'elex-e:'

xu-winaq laxu:x

xu-winaq xu'-laxu:x

xu-winaq kab'-laxu:x

xu-winaq og-1axu:x

xu-winaq kax-laxu:x

xu-winaq xo'-laxu:x

xu-winaq waq-laxu:x

xu-winaq wuq-laxu:x

xu-winaq waxgaq-laxu:x

xu-winaq b'e:lex-laxu:x

ka'-winaq

ka'-winaq xu:n

ka'-winaq ka'i'

ka'-winaq ogi'

ka'-winaq laxu:x/ nik'ax sye:nta

ka'-winaq xu'-laxu:x/ nik'ax sye:nta xu:n

ka'-winaq kab'-laxu:x/ nik'ax sye:nta ka'i'

ka'-winaq og-1axu:x/ nik'ax sye:nta ogi'

oS-k'axi

og-k'ax1 xu:n

xumu6'

xumu6' xu:n

xun sye:nta

ka'i' sye:nta

og-i' sye:nta

kaxi' sye:nta

xo'-o:' sye:nta

wa:q-i:' sye:nta

wuq-u:' sye:nta

waxgaq-i:' sye:nta

b'elex-e:' sye:nta

xun mi:1

ka'i' mi:1

Native Middle American Languages

3+10
4+ 10

5+ 10

6+ 10

7+ 10

8+ 10

9+ 10

1× 20

20+1

20+2 .20+3
20+4
20+5
2o+6

20+7
20+8
20+9
20+1O
20+11
20+12
20+13
20+14
20+15
20+16
20+17
20+18
20+19
2× 20

2× 20 +1

'2×20+2
2× 20 +3

2 × 20+ 10/ half hundred

2× 20+111 half hundred+1

2 × 20+ 121 half hundred +2

2 × 20 + 13/ half hundred + 3

3×20

3×20+1

80+1
'1 × 100

2× 100

3× 100

4× 1oo

5× 100

6× 1OO

7× 100

8× 100

9 .× 100

1 × 1000

2 × 1000
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3ooo og-i' mi:1 . 3× looo
4ooo kaxi' mi:1 4× looo5000 xo'--o:' mi:1 5×1000
6000. wa:q-i:' mi:1 6× 1000
7000 wuq-u:' mi:1 7×1ooO8000 waxgaq-i:' mi:1 ' 8x lOOO
9000 b'elex-e:' mi:1 9×1000
Basic vocabulary:

  Bi={10 (laxu:x)}, B2={20 (winaq--k'axl}, B3={1oo (sienta)}

A suMx: {-V:'}

(D@ Decimalbelow20.

  N1-1g= U±B1
O@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are fundamentally vigesimal, but 50 may be formed by

half-counting, and 80 is mub'. ,
  N2o-sg= {1,2} × B2 (winaq)± {Ni.ig}

  Nso-sg=nik'ax sienta ±{Ni-g}

  Noo.,g=3×B2 (k'ax1) ±{Ni-ig}

  Nso.gg = xumu6' ± {N1.1g}

The numbers from 50 to 59 may be expressed by nik 'ex sienta±Ni.g or by ka-winaq±Nio-ig.

@ The word for 100 is borrowed from Spanish, but the multipliers (or coeMcients) are

Tzutujil. It is not clear how the interval numbers are formed.

  Nioo-={1...9} × B3±

Xinca [78]

[LEHMANN 1920: 67,734,747] (The original transcription is retained.) '

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

l5

16

17

18

Chiquimulilla

ical/ ical

pi-ar/ pi

hual-ar/ cvua

iri-arl iria

pUjl puj b

taca/ taca

puljna

jU6rte

Basic vocabulary.

  U=

 pakin-cai

 pakin-pi

 pakin-huial

 pakin-iriar

 pakin-pUj

 pakin-taca

 pakin-puljna

 pakin-jif6rte

         .
{1...9}

Sinacatan

ica

ti

uala

jiria

puj

tacal

pujua

tapoc/tapuc

uxtU
       rpakil

Yupiltepec

icall ical

piarl bial

(h)ualarl vUaalal

iriar/ iriahim

pUj/ pijar/ piji

taca/ tacal

puljarl pulja

apuj

pakil

Jutiapa

ical

piar

guarar
iriar .

pujar

tacalar

pulluar

apocar
   .,gerJsar

paquilar
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            '
  Bi -- {10 (pakin)}

O@ The system seems to be decimal.

  Nl.ig == ± Ui + {N,.g}

Lenca [D14}

[LEHMANN 1920; 670] (Original transcription)

       ([GUAJiQUERO 18S3]) ([SIMILATON])

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

20

21

30

4o

50

60

70

lta

naa; (pa)

lagua

aria

saiha

huie

huisca

teefca

kalapa

isis

isis-1-ita'

isis-la-pa

isis-lagua

guamasta
guamasta-l-'i'ta

guamasta-1-isis

cu-eta

eta

pe

lagua

eslea

say
guilli

guisc'a

tefca

calapa

isis

isis-la-ita

isis-la-pe

isis-lagua

guamasta
guamasta-la-ita

guamasta-la-isis

cu-eta

cu-eta-la-isis

cu-eta-guamasta

cu-eta-guamasta-lsls

Native Middle American Languages

10+1
10+2
10+3-

20+1
20+1O

40+1O
40 + 20

40+20+1O

Basic vocabulary:

  U-{1...9}
  Bi = {10 (isis)}, B2= {20 (guamasta)}, B3 == {40 (cueta)}

Connectives: {latN-1} '
O Decimal below 20.'

  Nl-ig = ±Bl +u

@ The numerals from 20 to 39 are formed on the base 20, and those from 40 up are formed

on 40.

  N2o.3g = U2 ± {Ni-ig}

  Nno.7g == U3 ± {Ni.3g}

Tol E801 .,
(The original transcription is retained.)

                                         '                                                '                        [voN HAGEN 1943: 94] [LEHMANN 1920: 67] ･     [CoNzEMIus 1921.3]

                                                                 'l pani . pani' . pani                                                                  pfani

2 mata mata matiaa                                                                  pmata

3 'kont kont contias                                                                  abrucua

4 yurupana urupan chiquitia urubana
5 komasopani komasopani cumas6pni peve-bane
6 kuspi comasampe-pani peve-dro.
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7 kus paniku6 comasampe-matiao asha-fa-ffani
8 kamayar6 coniasampe-contiac asha-fa-mata
9 comasampe-contiao asha-fa-abruch
10 komasp6 komasp6 comassopnas commeavU
11

20 tsenam pani tsenam pani
21

40 tsenam mata tsenam mata 20×2
60 tsenam contis 20×3
80 tsenam yuruPa 20×4
1oo tsenam komas 20×5The first column of Lehmann's list shows the material dated ･1788, and the formation is

quinary. The second cblumn is from the Palmar dialect given by Membrefio. The words

for 7, 8 and 9 in Palmar seem to contain the morpheme for 1, 2 and 3, respectively. It is im-

possible to regard the list given by von Hagen as a quinary system. The numerals from 20 up

are vigesimal, with coeMcients following the base.

Miskitu (811

[CoNzEMIus 1929: 81-82]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

17

20

21

30

40

50

80

99

1OO

200

1OOO

kumil kum
wal

yumpa

matsip/ matasip

matlalkahbi: lmatlalka:bi:

matlalkahbi: pu;ra kumi 6+1
matlalkahbi: pu:ra wal 6+2
matlalkahbi: pu:ra yumpa ' 6+3
matawalsiplmatwalsip

matawalsip pu:ra kumi 10+1
matawalsip pu:ra wal 10+2matawalsip pu:ra matlalkahbi: pu:ra kumi 10+6+1
ya:wanayska/ ya:wanayska kumi

ya:wanayska pu:ra kumi 20+1
ya:wanayska pu:ra matawa!sip 20+10
yaiwanayska wal 20×2ya:wanayska wal pu:ra matawalsip 20*2+10

ya:wanayska vvalwal ' 20×4ya:wanayska walwal pu:ra matawalsip pu:ra matlalkahbi: pu:ra yumpa

                                                      20 ×4+ 10-6+3

ya:wanayska matsip( andat/ andat kumi 20×5/ 100
andat wal

tawsin/ tawsin kumi

Basic vocabulary:

  U={1, 2, 3, 5}

  Bi = {6 (matlalkahbi:)}, B2=

  B4 = {1OO (andat)}

A connective: {pu:ra}

{10 (matawalsip)}, B3= {20 (ya:wanayska)},
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(D@ The numerals up to 20 are basically vigesimal, but the words for 4, and 6 to 10 are com-

pounds. They are analyzed into roots.

  6 = mat-lal-kahbi = hand+ head + lay upon, 10 = mata-wal-siP == 5 × 2 + sip

  Ni.s={1, 2, 3, 2," 5 }

  N6-g=B' ± pu:ra±{1,2,3}

  Nio-ig=B2±pu:ra±{N i.g} '
@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are vigesimal.

  N2o-gg=B3×{#, 2, 3, 4, 5}±{N i-ig}

@ The numerals from 100 up seem to be formed on a new base, andat, which seems to be

borrowed from English "hundred."

N,oo- = B4 × {1...} ±

Sumu [82I
[CoNzEbv(ius 1929: 81-82]

       Ulwa
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

17

20

21

30

40

50

80

99-

100

2oo

1000

asla/ as

bo

bas

aronka/ arunka

sipka

tin as kaw as

tip as kaw bo

tio as kaw bas

tip as kaw 'ropka

salap

salap takat as

salap takat,bo

salap taklat tio as kaw bo

moyh as loyh

moyh as loyh takat as

moyh as loyh takat salap

moyh as loyh bo7

moyh bo loyh

moyh bo loyh takat salap . '

moyh as loyh arooka/

moyh aroljka loyh

moyh as loyh aronka takat salap

takat tip as kaw 'rooka

moyh as loyh sioka/

andat asl andat' asla

andat bo

tawsin asl tawsin asla

Panarnaka, Twahaka
aslalas

bol bu

bas

aropka/ aruljka

sinka

tio aS kaw as/ tyas kaw as

tin as kaw bol tyas kaw bu

tilj as kaw bas/ tyas kaw bas

tie as kaw 'rooka/ tyas kaw runka

salap

salap minitkaw as

salap minitkaw bo

salap minitkaw tio as kaw bo

moyh as loyh as/ moy as loy (as)

moyh as loyh as minitkaw as

moyh as loyh minitkaw salap

moyh as loyh bo

moyh as loyh bo minitkaw salap

moyh as loyh aropka

moyh as loyh aroqka minitkaw salap

minitkaw tiD as kaw 'ropka

moyh as loyh siDka

andat bo/ andat bu

tawsin as/ tawsin asla

5t1
5+2
5+3
5+4

10+1
10+2
10+5+2

20+1
20+1O
20×2

20×2+10
.20 ×4

20 × 4+ 10+5+4

20 ×5

100 ×1

100x2
1OOO × 1

Basic vocabulary:

  U== {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

  B' = {5' (tin)}, B2= {10 (salap)}, B3g {20 (moyh-as-loyh)},

  B` = {1OO, (andat)}, B5 = {1ooO (tawsin}

Connectives: {kaw}{takat, minitkaw}{loyh}

(D@ The numerals below 20 are basically quinary, but it is better to regard Nio.ig as follow-
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ing the decimal system, because Ni.g qre added to the B2.

  Ni-s= {U}

  N6.g=B'+as+kaw+{1, 2, 3, 4}
  Nio.ig = B2 ± tak at ± {Ni-g}

siuka for 5 appears to be a Spanish loanword.

@ The numerals from 20 to 99 are vigesimal. ,
  N2o.gg=B3 x {#, 2, 3, 4, 5}±takat±{Ni.ig}

Since as and bo represent 1 and 2, respectively, mqyh-bo, 20×2, should follow moj,h-as,

20 × 1, but moyh-as-layh-bo is also used for 40. 0bvipusly mQyh-as-layh may be employed

as a base.

@ 100 is expressed either by 20×5 or by an English loan, andat.

  Nico- == B4 × {1...}

Cacabpera (D171

       (CA),ff)BELL 1975:

1 timisa
2 bufu
3 wasba
4 botafo
5

151] [BRINTON
tibas

burro

guadba
botarro

panacas.

1895: 408] (Original transcription)

           bas
           buyo
           guatba
           bota'jio

Paya [83]

[LEHMANN 1･920: 653,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

20

21

22

30

40

41

50

60

70

80

90

1OO

1ooO

651] (Original transcription)

as

poc
mai/ maig

caa/ ca

a"nqui/ aunqui

seral sera

tavua/ taoag

6va/ oguag

tax/ tais

"ca/ uca

uca-r-as

uca-ra-poc

vua-ucal wa-uca

vua-uca-r-as

vua-uca-ra-poc

  .ma!-tup
isca

isca-r-as

isca-r-uca

isca-r-vuauca

isca-r-maitup

iscar-tapac-poc

isca-poc-ar-uca

ispoc

arcaplss-as

. 10+1

 10+2'

 2? × 20

 3×

 ?×4

 40+1
 40+1O
 4o + 2e

 40+30
 40 ×2

 40×2+1O
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Basic vdcabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  Bi = {10 (uca)}, B2= {40 (isca)}

Derivative vocabulary:

  2'= vua, 10'= tup
A connective: {ra･N･r}

(l) The numerals up to 40 seem to be decimal.

  Ni-3g == ±{#, 2', 3} × B' (uca"vtup)±r(a)+ {u}

@ The numerals above 40 are formed on a base, 40.

100, but this is not clear due to lack of data.

  N4o. = B2 ×, { # , 2} ,± {Ni-3g}

A new base seems to be introduced at

Rama I84]

[RiGBy and ScHNEiDER 1989:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21'

179] (Original transcription)

saiming

pifksak/ pUkshak

pangsak

kankunbi

kwikwistar 'kwikwistar su saiming

kwikwistar su pUksak

kwikwistar su pangsak

kwikwistar su ktinkunbi

kwik p"ksak atkulin

kwik paksak atkulin su saiming

kwik pUksak atkulin su ptiksak .

kwik p6ksak atkulin su pangsak

kwik p"ksak atkulin su ktinkunbi

kwik pdngsak atkulin

kwik pangsak atkulin su saiming

kwik papgsak atkulin su ptfksak

kwik pangsak atkulin su pangsak

kwik paiigsak atkulin su k"nkunbi

mutkfili saiming

mutk61i saiming su saiming

       5+1

 ' 5+2
' 5+3
       5+4
       5×2 (two hands at an end)

       S×2+1

'. 5×2+2
       5×2+3
       5×2+4
       5×3 (three hand at an end)

       5×3+1
       5×3+2
       5×3+3
       5×3+4
       20 × 1 (one person)

       20 ×1+1

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

  Bi =, {5 (kwikwistar), B2= {5' (kwik)}, B3= {20 (mutkUli)}

Connectives: {su}{atkulin}

O@ The numerals up to 20 are quinary. The words for 10 and 15 are multiples of the base

5, 5'×2+atkulin for 10 and 5' ×3+atkulin for 15.

  Ni-s =U
  N6.g = Bi + su + {Nl.4}

  Nio.ig =B2× {2, 3}+atkulin± su±{Ni4}

@ The numerals from 20 up are vigesimal.

  N2o. = B3 × {1..;} ± su± {Ni.ig}
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Cab6car (871

fLEHMANN 1920: 245, 260-263,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11'

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

1oo

Cabecar

estaba

bocteba

mafialegui

quetovo

exquetegu

sehen

curo

dope

ynste

327-328] (Original transcription)

Cabecar

ecra

bur

mafi6r

queire

 pts qulnre

qui-ecra

qui-bur

qul-manor

  lt-qul-quelre

dobob

Estrella

ecta

bor

mfior

quir

s'quengr

terlu

cur

pagruJ

tenecnih

d'bom

Chirip6

£tki

b6tke

  vtmafiatk
tki'tk

sk£r

sk£r-ki-detka

skabr-ki-b6tke

sk£r-ki-m5fiitk

skfer-ki-tki'tk

s5ruli-b6b61e

s5rulti-b6b61e-£ki-£tkti

sake16-b6bel6/ sabS £gela

saUak-b6r-tektila-m6ska

  vtsautik-bor

sahak-mafi5r-£kali-m6ska
.satiik-mafiAr

saUik-ki'ri-abkalti-m6ska

  vV rsauak･-kiri

saU5k-skfe1-£kalti-m6ska

         esaUtik-skbele

The numerals from 6 to 9 are formed by adding 1 , 2, and 3 to 5, except for Estrella, where the

pattern is not clear. The numerals up to 5 in Chirip6 are very similar to those of Bribri, but

the formation of the numerals above 5 is ditferent. They are formed on the base 5, as 5+1,

5+2., etc. From 20 up a vigesimal method is employed. The interval numbers such as 30

and 50 seem to be formed by overcounting. moska means "half."

Bribri [88]

[LEHMANN 1920:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

20

30

40

50

60

70

      174, 260-262,

£tklabtk

b6tk /b6tk

mtifi6+/ mafi5+

k£+1 k£+

sk£ll sk£l

tdedti11 tabdUl

kUl/ kti1

pakti11 p5kti1

sunitol sarll"'t6

dab6p/ dad6p

     1 d'ab6p-ki-£tk

   ･rtdab6p-bodiUk

dab6p-k£ ditik

327-328] (Original transcription)

1 dab6p-b6-diuk

/ dab6p-mtifi5-diifk

/ dab6p-k£-ditik

/ dab6p-skaf-diifk

/ dab6p-d£r-diUk

/ dab6p-k6r-ditik

et

bur/ bul

m'not/mafior

queil/ queirel quenca

s'cang

terl/ teri

cugl/ cugu

paglel pai/ pa

sunito

d'bob

d'bob-bU-chuc 10×2

10×3

10×4

10 ×5

10×6

10×7
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so dab6p-p5r ditik /dab6p-p5r-diifk 10×8
go ･ /dab6p-sanfr-diifk . 10×91oo dab6p-diUk /dab6p-diuvk ･' . Iox lO
The formation is decimal, coeMcients following the base, 10.

           t tt         t.
Teribe (891

[LEHiviAN}-r 1920: !74,269] (Original transcription)

      Teribi

1 ･kra-ra
2 pag-da
3 mya-re
4 pkegn-de
5 shkegn-de
6 ter-de
7 k6gti-de
8 kw6gU-de -
9 shk6wti-de
10 dw6wU-de
11 kingshu-kra
20 dwowU-pUgda
40

80

1OO

Teribe and Terraba
classifiers.

 '

Guaymi (90]

[ALpHoNsE 1956: 13]

Terraba

kra-ra

kra-bu

kra-mia

kra-bUking

kra-shking

kra-ter

kra-k6k

kra-kw6ng

kra-shkap

kra-rawab

kingsho-krara

sag-p6k

The formation appears to be decimal.

                  numerals iS apparently

          The roots are in fact common to both languages.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

20

30

40

50

oo

80

100

tl

bu

mo
buko
rigie

ti

kugu .kuO

honkon
hoto

hoto biti ba-ti

hoto biti bo-bu

hoto biti bo-mo

gre

gre biti kro-hoto

gre kete-bu

gre kete-bu biti kuo-hoto

gre keta-mo

gre keta-buko

gre keta-rigie

/kra-ra ,
/kru-bU

lkro-mia ,
/kro-bkin

/krQ-gkin

/kro-terre

/kro-kok

lkro-kuong

lkro-Vskop

/kro-rub6b/ kra-rawab

lsak-puk

/sap-kin

lsak-kuong

/sak-debop

CoeMcients follow the base.

      great, but it is due

10+1
,10+2

10+3

20+ 10

20×2

20×2+10
20 ×3

20×4

20×5

       10×2

       10×4

       10×8

       10×10 '
The difference between

to the use'of numeral
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Numeral classifiers occur before the numerals.

between the forms, all of them are giveh below.

1

ba-ti

da-ti

i'ti

ka-ti

kra-ti

kuo-ti

kun-ti

menam
otoi-ti

ketei-ti

koboi-ti

kudei-ti

tai-ti

ungrai-ti

2

bo-bu

do-bu

ni-bu

ko-bu

kro-bu

ku-bu

kun-mun

mena-mu
oto-bu

kete-bu

kobo-bu

kude-bu

ta-bu

ungra-bu

3

bo-mon
do-mon

m-mon
ko-mon
kro-mon

ko-tnom

kun-mon

mena-mo
ota-mon
keta-mon

kobo-mon
kude-mon

ta-mon

ungra-mon

4

b6-boko

d6-boko

ni-buko

k6-boko

kro-bogo

k6-bogwo

kum-buk6

menam-buko
ota-buko

keta-buko ..

kobo-boko

kude-buko

ta-buku

ungra-buko

Since there is

5

bo-rigie

do-rigie

 ---tm-rlgle

ko-rigie

kro-rigie

kuo-rigie

kun-rigi6

mena-rigie

ota-rigie

keta-rigie

kobo-rigie

kude-rigie

ta-rigie

ungra-rigie

some morphological

341

change

". "tlmes

"plants or bunches like bananas"

" tepersons
"leaves"

"things that are long"

"things that are round"

"Js " moneys
"small coins"

"cloth"

"heaps"

"days"

"hands"

")7 spans
"fathoms"

Basic vocabulary:

  U= {1...9}

  Bi={10 (hoto)}, B2= {20 (gre)}

Connectives: {biti} {kete--keta}

@ The numerals below 20 are decimal. NUCL represents "numeral classifier."

  Ni.ig= ±Bi ±biti ±NUCL±U
@ The numerals above 20 are vigesimal.

  N2o-ioo = B2 × (kete) {# ,2...5}±biti±NUCL± {Ni.ig}

Cuna {92]

[LEHMANN I920: 175] (Original transcription) [Holmer 1946: 189]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

40

80

1oo

cu-enchique

p6cua

pagua

    'paguegua
.atale

nercual nericua

cublegue

pabaca ,
paquebague

ambegui

tulabuena

tula-pocua

tula-paquegua

tula-atale

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10'

KWena
po(o)

pa(a)

pakke
attale

nerkwd

kukle

paapakka

pakkepakka

ampeki

3+5'

4+5'

20×2

20 ×4

20 ×5

The numerals above 20 are vigesimal.
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Papago (21

(1) VSO
AIthough it is generally agreed that VSO order is the most neutral [LANGAcKER 1977: 24], the

order is free. However, the Aux(iliary) obligatorily occurs in second position in a sentence.

  huan'owakongmaagina / huan'ogmaaginawakon/ [ZEpEDA1983:130]
  wakon ,'o g maagina g huan / wakon 'o g huan g maagina 1

  maagina'owakonghuan / maagina 'o g huan wakon
                           car AUX ART Juan wash
  "John is/was washing the car."

(2) Po/Pr

  fi=wlihiJ'i'd 1 'ali wlihiji'd [ZEpEDA 1983: 37, 38]
  my=for / child for
  "for me" "for the child"

  am idag kii !am kii-6 ida
  LOC in ART house /LOC house-ABS in , [SAxToN 1982: 186]
  "in the house"

(3-i) GN-(ga)

  6ioj kotofi /husi jjwid-ga /husi wtinag [ZEpEDA 1983: 75, 78]
  boy .shirt / Jose land-POSS / Jose brother/sister
  "the boy's shirt" "Joe's land" "Joe's brother/sister"

The possessed noun may take the suMx -ga. However, inherently possessed nouns, such as

body parts and kinship terms, as well as noUns which are said to be inalienably possessed,

such as clothing and utensils, do not take the suMx,-ga.

(3-ii) N-(i)j G

NG may occur when a possessed noun is marked by the genitive -(iji

  g kii-j g huan [SAxToN 1982: 185]
  ART house-GEN ART Juan
  "the house of Juan"

  g kii-j g ooga-j g huan [SAxToN 1982: 185]
  ART house-GEN ART father-GEN ART Juan
  "the house of the father of Juan"

(4) AN

  gi'i hodai [SAxToN 1982: 201]  big stone ,
  "big stone"

(5) PN

  fi=jYi /kotofi-ij . [ZEpEDA 1983: 76]
  my=mother / shirt･-his (GEN)

  "my mother" "his (her) shirt"

(6) DN

  g MaagMa [ZEpEDA1983:130]                                                       '
  "the car"

(7) QN

  ha'i g gi'igid ei6oj' [SAxToN 1982: 199]

  some ART big men ,  "some' big inen"
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  346 ' Native Middle American Languages
                 '
                       '                              '
                                                                            '
                                                                         '  Nevome (Pima Bajo) I3)

  (1) SOV

    uburhi vusi hunu kupurhu'-t'-igi . 'suri [SHAuL 1982: 31]
    Vvind all corn'flat-PERF-IRREALIS do '
    "The wind flattened all the corn."

                                                            '    ikama saidukama bumatu ' [SHAuL 1982: 31]
                                                       '    these Spaniards with

    "with these Spaniards" ' '
  (3) GN (-di)

    Pedro honiga-di 1 Francisco gaga [SHAuL '1982: 47]
    Pedro wife-POSS 1 Francisco field

    "Pedro's wife" "Francisco's field"

  (4) AN

    pa-parh ' wipuidag-kama . .[SHAuL 1982: 17]
    bad (PL-DUPLICATION)' heart-one . '                                               '    "bad hearts"

  (5) PN

' ni-kuna ' [SHAuL 1982: 45]             '                                          '

    my-husband ' .    "my husband"

  (6) DN

    ika nuoki ' [SHAuL 1982: 24]    this speech/word
   , "this speechlword"

  (7)ikQaMa goko gagto [sHAuL lgs2: 47]
    these two bows
    "these two bows"

  Northern Tepehuan I4]

  (1) VSO

    takavo savili piidytiru limadu andiriSi mUi "koli aan im-vlitari

    yesterday bought Pedro with Andrew many orange me me-for ･
    gi-tumin'Vgi-ga-kidi ' [BAscoM 1982: 273]
                                      '    their-money-POSSD-with .
    "Yesterday Peter and Andrew bought many oranges for me with their own money."

                                                                  '
                                                                       '                                  '    vaaki ibigi / gifi-ibigi ･ [BAscoM 1982: 315, 318]
    house behind /.my behind
    "behind the house" "behind me"

  (3) GN-3

    duliansa kii-dyi-ri [BAscoM 1982: 282]
    Lencho house-his-at
    "at Lencho's house"

'



  '
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(4) AN

  kava vasoi ･  hard grass

  "hard grass" ' ･(5) PN; however, note that in the 3rd person singular the order is NP

  gifi-kii / dli-di
                                           '  myhouse / mother-his
  "myhouse" "hismother"

(6) DN

  go-to6gi -

  the'rabbit

  "the rabbit"

(7) QN

  m"idYu kuuk"dagi

  many lights
  "many lights"

Tarahumara I6]

(1) SOV

  huani hose 6a'pi-le

  Juan Jose grab-PAST ,
  "Juan grabbed Jose."

  gali-m6pa .
  house-on top

  "on top of the ho,use"

(3) GN-la

  alue kantelario upi-la

  that Candelario wife-POSS
  "Candelario's wife"

(4) AN

  u'ta ri6

  small man
  "small man"

(5) PN

  mue si'ptca-la

  you dress-POSS
  "your dress"

(6) DN

  alue ri6

  that man
  "that man"

(7) QN

  we'ka ri6

  many man t  "   many men

              347

[BAscoM 1982: 340]

    '

              '
fBAscoM 1982: 312]

   '

[BAscoM 1982: 279]

         '

[BAscoM 1982: 332]

 [BuRGEss 1984: 9]

           '

[BuRGEss 1984: 64]

[BuRGEss 1984: 61]

[BuR.GEss 1984: 54]

[BuRGEss 1984: 27]

      '
              .
 [Bu]R.GEss 1984: 9]

            '
[BuRGEss 1984: 85]
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Yaqui i81

(1) SOV .  inepo em misi-ta bi6a-k
  i"i saw YyOoUurr cg?.t.:DEP see-REALizED

(2) Po

  in usi-ta be6ibo
  ge,Z,C.h;`2-,E,X9 fOr

(3) G-ta N

  itom pare-ta kari
  our priest-DEP house
  "our priest's house"

(4) AN

pms:.;･u :gr,,

  "this big house" ,

(5) PN ･
  bem kari
  their house
  "their house"

(6) DN

  ini-me misi-m
  this-PL cat-PL
  "these cats"

(7) QN

  si'ime usi-m / naiki oow-im
  qll ehild-PL / four man-PL
  "all children" "four men"

                           '
Mayo [9]

(1) SOV ･
  Dios em 6ania
  God you help
(2)" pGoOd heip you."

  kanasta-po

  basket-in

  "in the basket"

(3) G-ta N

  huan-ta huubi
  Juan-of wife
  "Juan's wife"

Native Middle American Languages

                        '
           [LiNDENFEm 1973: 54]

                '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 55}

                         '
                        '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 56]

           '                          '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 66]

              '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 15]

             '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 48]

                       '

           [LINDENFELD 1973: 491

                    '           '
                          '
                         '             '                         '
               '
   [CoLLARD & CoLLARD 1979: 219]

     '
                      '
   [CoLLARD & CoLLARD 1979: 202}

   [COLLARD & CoLLA[RD 1979: 201]
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(4) AN

  sawali wikit.

  yellow bird
  "yellow bird"

' (5) PN

  in saayo

  my enemy

  ""   my enemy
(6) DN

  hika'a baihewa

  this mist
  "this mist"

(7) QN

  wohi-bahi palabra-m

  two-three word-PL
  "two or three words"

            '
Cora [10]

(1) VSO

  ra-a-he'ika i fidel i tSagka
  DISTR:SG-COMP-kill ART Fidel ART scorpion
  "Fidel killed the scorpion."

(2) Po

  kauhna-ri kime'e

  rope-ABS with t･
  "witharope" '(3) GN / N-(q)ra'an G / N-ra G

  saantos ipwah '/ hiina-ra-'ara'an i
  Santos chair 1 spindle-ABS-NONREFLPOSS ART
  ."Santo's chair" "Dionisia's spindle" . .

  1 nana-ra 1 parl  ART mother-NONREFLPOSS(his) ART boy
  "the boy's mother"

(4) AN

(5) PN

  nye-siiku'u / karii-ra'an

  my-shirt / bone-NONREFL POSS (its)
  "my shirt {' "its bone"

(6) DN

  i tyaakU
  ART toad
   "the toad"

(7) QN

  anSih,,nYinye'ira'a cahta'a

  five year within
   "within five years"

349

[CRUMRINE 1968: 27]

[CoLLARD & Collard 1979:

dioniisia

Dionisia

146]

[CRUMRINE 1968: 26]

[CRuMRINE 1968: 22]

[CAsAI) 1984: 170]

   [CASAD 1984: 2381

   [CASAD 1984: .225]

,[LANGAcKER 1977:･ 90]

[CAsAD 1984: 162-3]

[CASAD 1984: 183]

[CAsAD 1984: 268]

'
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                               '

                                      '
                                 '  Huichol [11]

  (1) SVO ,    ne tei pu ica hiayame [PALAFox VARGAs 1978: 64]
    my mother AUX weave band
    "My mother weaves bands."

  (2) Po

' ne ki-e heima fPALAFoxVARGAs1978:471
    my house on
    "on my house"

                                 '

                                                        '    ne macika hiayame-ya ' [PALAFoxVARGAs'1978:67]
    my brother band-GEN '
    "my brother's band"

                                           '                                                             '

    rupureru mihekwa {PALAFox VARGAs 1978: 37]
    hat new .                 '                                                     '    "new hat" ･
 (5) PN; note that in the 3rd singular'the order is either miki + N or'N-(e/i)ya.

    ne tUMi:ni /tUMi:ni-e-Ya [LANGAcKER 1977: 87]
    my money /money-GEN
    "mymoney" "hismoney"

    miki keta ' [PAi.AFoxVARGAs1978:38]
    his foot
                                               '                                                    '    "his foot"
                                                                    tt

 (6) DN '   .miki ciki ･ ･ [PALAFox VARGAs 1978: 36]
                            '
                                                                        '                                            '    "the dog" ･' , '                                                             '

            t-! - -   uume tumnnl . [GRIMEs 1960: 1631
   two bits' ･    "two bits (money)"

                      tt
 Classical Nahuatl I12]
                             '
                                                      ' (1) SVO -- VOS > VSO )}> SOV
 A transitive sentence may have VSO, VOS, SVO, or SOV word order, but the sentence types

 do not occur With equal frequency. Relative frequency is indicated above. The order SOV

 is very rare [STEELE Ig761. .
 (2) Po/Pr ･

   arpan lin aX i-itik ･ [STEELE 1976: 34, 37]
   water-in lthe water its-into .
    "in the water" "into the water" '
   :lgilY.a.k,a,Z.."n/l.Ig-?..n.nO,'-Y.a.k,, ,(suuivANig76:i3g]

    m my nose
                                                  '                '
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(3) 3-NG /G 3-N

   i-peX siXi / in i-teokal Xalok
   its-mat grandmother / the itstemple Tlaloc

   "grandmother's mat" "the Tlaloc temple"

   in siwaZ i-yomio /in tonatiw i-nan
   the woman her-bones / the sun his-mother
   "the woman's bone" , "the sun's mother"

(4) AN/NA
   kana:wak kwe:iZ / kwe:iX kana:wak

   thin skirt / skirt thin
   "thin skirts / skirts are thin"

(5) PN

  no-kal

  my-house
   "my house"

(6) DN

  inin siwaX -
                                            '

  this woman , '`fthis woman" ･
(7) QN

  na:w-giwiZ

  4-year
   "four years"

                                '                    '
Tezcoco Nahuatl (San Jer6nimo) [12]

(1) SVO

  n Swan oXacacakw n pwerta
' ART Juan shut ART door
   "Juan shut the door."

(2) Po/Pr

  mesa-pa l teei n te:pe
  tableon / in ART mountain
   "on the table" "in the mountain"

(3) 3-NG/ N de (n) G

  i-ten in komallilin kabayo den gwan
  hisedge ART comal /ART horse of Juan
   "the edge of the comal" "Juan's horse"

(4) NA ･   kwawti kwa'kWawtike

  tree tall
   "tall tree"

(5) PN

   no-kone-w '
   my-son-POSS

   " J) ･   my son

                 351

[SULLIvAN 1976: 52, 65]

     [STEELE 1976: 37]

 [2dDiDREws 1975: 2691

   [Sul,uvAN 1976: 461

   (SuLLIviug 1976: 651

 [2eDiDREws 1975: 185]

   [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1980: 99]

{LAsTRA DE SuAREz !980: 19, 30]

                      '
               '
           '

  [LAsTlta DE SuAREz 1980: 106]

   [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1980: 18]

                         '          '                         '
           '

   [LASTRA pE Suiin.Ez 1980: 13]
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       '

(6) DN

  n' teX
  ART stone
  "the stone"

(7) QN

･ miyake pipiltoton

  many children
  "many children"

Tetelcingo Nahuatl (12]

(1) SVO ･  sente ZokaX #-ki-piya-ya sente
  one man SUBJ-OBJ-have-IMPERF one
  "A man had a donkey."

(2) Po/Pr

  i-htek no-kgi / Zol-pa
  i.tiSn'inmS}dfeooP.Y-fOOt/9gnthihOenground"

(3) 3-NG .
  i･-n3mik mali
  his-husband Maria
  "Maria's husband"

(4) NA

  i-mo wohki
  his-hand dry
  "his withered hand"

(5) PN

  no-Xol

  my-land '
  "my land"

(6) DN -
  inu XokaX
  that man
  "that man"

(7) QN

  meyak hiente

  much people
  "lots of people"

North Puebla Nahuatl (Tlaxpanaloya) I12]

(1) SVO/VOS .  Entonses E. okikigti in sigaro
  then E. tookout 'the cigarette
  "Then E. took out a cigarette."

(2) Po/Pr

  mil-ten-ko / i-ten-Xa in aX
  field-edge-to / its-edge-at the water
  "border of field" "at the edge of the water"

puro
donkey

Native Middle American Languages

      [LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1980: 30]

        '       '             '
                          '

     [LASTRA, DE SuAREz 1980: 108]

             '                    t.
             '
     '
        '
            '

             '                      '
       '               iTuGGy 1979: 10]

         '

               '                         '
            [TuGGy 1979: 11, 64]

               '
               [TuGGy 1979: 11]

               [TuGGy 1979: 43]

                    '           '                            '
                     '               [TuGGy 1979: 51]

                '
               [TuGGy 1979: 11]

                 '

               [TuGGy 1979: 711

           [BRocKwAy 1979: 146]

              '
                   '
         '                          '
                                '
       [BRocKwAy 1979: 159, 160]
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               t
(3) 3-NG

  i-wik i-telpo6 in paneo
  his-hoe his-boy the Pancho
  "Pancho's boy's hoe"

(4)i.AN weyi kali

  the big house
  "the big house"

(5) PN

  no kal
  my house
  "my house"

(6) DN

  inon 6i6i

  that dog

  "that dog" ,(7) QN

  no6in in kafen
  all the coffee
. " all of the coffee"

Huasteca Nahuatl (Huautla) [12I

(1) VSO/SVO/VOS ･
  ki-ita-k yahaya i-ei6i
  it-see-PAST he his･-dog
  "he saw his own dog."

(2) Po!Pr

  i-pan no-mila l no-kal-teno
  its-place my-field / my-house-outside

  "in my field" "outside my house"
             '(3) 3-NG

  ne i-kone wan
  the his-child Juan

  "Juan's child"

(4)siFhN.eyi ma6ete

  one big machete
(s)"8nNebigmachete" .

  no slwa
  my wife
  "my wife"

(6) DN

  nopa amaZ
  that paper
  "that paper"

                         353

        '
        fBRocKwAy 1979: 159]

                        '

                     '

        [BRocKwAy 1979: 158]

                   '

        [BRocKwAy 1979: 158]

                         '

        [BRocKwAy 1979: 161]

                     '

                 '

        [BRocKwAy 1979: 164]

    [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 218]

       '
   '

[BELLER & BELLER 1979: 215, 245] ,

          '

    [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 234]

    [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 236]

    '

      '
    [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 237]

                '

    [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 2071
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(7) QN

  miak tomin

  much money
  "much money"

                  '
Nahual (P6maro, Michoacan) (131

.

a) svo ･
  tewal ti-k-cayana-s kwawil

  you you-it-split-FUT wood
  "You will split wood"

(2) Po/Pr

  gali-pan / pan kostales

  sand-on / in bags
  "on the sand" "in bags"

(3)G3-N/ 3N deG ･
  mo-tah-cin i-cocomahli
  your-father-HON his-clothes
  "your father's clothes"

  i-lahketili de rikarda

  her-loom of Ricarda

  "Ricarda's loom"

(4) NA

  se kali kwali wan kwahti-k
  a house good and tall-PERF
  "a good and tall house"

(5) PN

  i-siwa

  hjs-woman
  "his wife"

(6) DN

  in al
  the water
  "the water"

(7) QN

  miak al
  much water
              '
  "mucb water". .
Istmo Nahuat (Mecayapan/Pajapan) [14]

(1) SVO

  wa: neh nigitak ho:n gawah iyikpata tep'e:t

  andI saw that horse above mountarn
  "And I saw that horse on the mountain."

Native Middle American Languages

           '
                  '
  '

      [BELLER & BELLER 1979: 216]

       [SIscHo 1979: 3141

   [SiscHo 1979: 330, 366]

       [SIscHo 1979: 341]

       [SIscHo 1979: 341]

       [SIscHo 1979: 347]

         '

       [SIscHo 1979: 336]

       {SIscHo 1979: 323]

       [SIscHo 1979: 366]

[GARciA DE LE6N 1976: 741
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(2)Po/Pr ' ･
  i-pan mi:hli / no-tampa

  its-in milpa / my-below
  "in the milpa" "below me"

  i-te:no Sapot

  its-edge cave

  "the edge of the cave"

(3) 3-NG

  i-nagayo ho:n tahta:gat

  itsmeat those men
  "those men's meat"

(4) NA

  se taba:1 yekyekti

  a meal verygood
  "a very good meal"

(5) PN

  no-kal '
  my-house
  "my house"

(6) DN

  ini:n ilwi'

  this fiesta
  "this feast"

(7) QN

  miageh hente

  many people
  "many people"

Pipil (151

(1) V[sovlOS (SVo--vso)

  ki-ta:lih ne i-eaketah ne ta:ka-cin

  it-place the his-jacket the man･-DIMIN
  "The little man put down his jacket."

(2) Po/Pr

  nu-wan li-tan ne kWawit
  me-with / its-under the tree
  "with me" "under the tree"

(3) 3-NG

  i･-ihi:g ne siwa:pil

  her-eyes the girl'
  "the gitl's eyes"

(4) PN

  nu-pe:lu

  my-dog
  "my. dog"

                    355

[WoLGEMuTH 1981: 43, 131]

IGARCiA DE LE6N 1976: 85]

            '                     '

[GARciA DE LE6N 1976: 85]

             '

[GARciA DE LE6N 1976: 73]

                      '                 '        '

   [WOLGEMuTH 1981: 471

   [WOLGEMuTH 1981: 60]

    '

[GARciA DE LE6N 1976: 85]

     [CuaBELL 1985: 103]

              '
  [CAMpBELL 1985: 60, 61]

                '

    [CAMpBELL 1985: 117]

    [CAMpBELL 1985: 1171
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(5) AN

  ne 6ihei:ltik caput

  the red. zapOtes
  "the red zapotes"

(6) DN

  ne pe:lu
 'th"e dog
  "the dog"

(7) QN

  miyak tahta:kamet

  many men
  "many men"

'Cuitlatec [D7I

(1) SVO ･
  agkU-+a eUnwi-+i t6'li pa+i'i
  husband-her catch-CMP a jaguar
  "Her husband caught a jaguar."

(2) Pr . '  a'p-on6

  until theire '
  "until there"

(3) NG

  dudu-1-timi

  pot-of-water '
  "a pot of water"

  tat-ahSi'i ･  tree-plum

  "plum tree"

(4) AN

  eb6'li pike-la

  thick back
  "thick back"

(5) NP

  +a-yi

  house-my
 '  "my house"

(6) DN

  i-mihku

  the dog

  "the dog"

Seri {20]

(1)xS.OanV ki, 'axg kom i'yo:-kw

  Juan the dog the OBJ-MOOD-kill
  "Juan killed the dog."

     '
      '
           '

Native Middle American Languages

                             '

             [CAMpBELL 1985: 64]

                      '

            [CAMpBELL. 1985: 113]

             '                            '

            [CAMpBELL 1985: 112]
              .
                              '

                       '

            [EscALANTE 1962: 29]

            IEScALANTE 1962: 22]

                            '                             tt
            [EscALANTE 1962: 22]

            [EScALLArgTE '1962: 22]

                       '

            [EscALANTE 1962: 31]

                 '

            [EscALANTE 1962: 19]

                       '

            [EscALANTE 1962: 31]

            [MARLETT 1984b: 225]
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(2) Po

  'amen ak ano-
  house ART in
  "in the house"

(3) G 3-N

  ga:' ki' i:me ak
  sun ART itshouse ART
  "the sun's house"

(4) NA

  Xika kipXa
  thing that are little

  "little things"

(5) PN '
  'i-ta / mi-nail
  my-mother 1 your-skin
  "my mothgr" "your skin"
'(6) ND

  ktam ki'' '
  man ART

  "the man" '
(7) NQ
          '  ktam go

  man a
  ;i lt   a man

Tarasco (21]

                      '(1) SVO

  maria ka6Ukuska inte-ni kwhiripita

  Maria cut the-OBJ meat
  "Mary Fut the meat." '

(2) Po ,  kubiyu giihp6 -

  knife with
  "with a knife"

(3) G-ri N / N G-ri

  tatu 6iti-ri wic'u

  myfather-GEN dog
  "my father's dog"

  waci aeati-erl

  son man-GEN
  "the man's son"

(4)wll.I61(IL tharetit-iea

  dog old-PL
  "old dogs"

                    357

    [MARLETT 1984a: 274]

    [MARLETT 1984a: 273]

    [MARLETT 1984a: 273]

                 '

[MARLETT 1984b: 232, 227]

                   '
  '
                   '

    [MARLETT 1984b: 218]

    [MARLETT 1984c: 260]

                  '

  [NANsEN DiAz 1985: 611

  [NArgsEN DiAz 1985: 66] .

  [NANsEN DiAz 1985: 621

      [FosTER.1971: 109]

  [NANsEN DiAz 1985: 561
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(S) PN/NP
  guei tati 1 tati gu6i-ti

  -my papa 1 papa my
  "my father"

(6) DN

  -t       ,  mte cunsu
, this not
      .  "this pot" ' .

(7) QN

  thami6ukwa gkhUri6a

  three. Ieaves
  "three leaves"

Totonac [22]

(1) SVO

  hose maqnil IUwa'
  Jose killed snake
  "Jose killed the snake."

(2) Pr '

  nak 6ik'i

  in .house
  "in the house"

(3) 3-NG /N gla G

  ig puskat hose
  his woman Jose
  "Jose's wife"

  liqa+tawag'a gla

  book  "thebookof.3eSdgi',Pi.R,9NOUN

(4) AN

  st'iriki' taqnu'

  round hat
' " a round hat"

(5) PN

  kin 6i6i'

  my dog
- " my dog"

(6) DN

  he'e 6iwig

  this stone
  "this stone"

(7) QN

  hiwa' lakc'umahan

  many children
  "many children"

lik'"6'u

medicine

Native Middle American Languages

                               '

          [NANsEN DiAz 1985: 73}

          [NA,NsEN DiAz 1985: 701

              [FosTER 1971: 109]

                  '

                             '

     [HERNA,NDEz GARciA 1982: 36]

                        '

     [HERNANDEz GARciA 1982: 38]

                           '
    [HERNANDEz GARciA 1982: 129]

    [HERNANDEz GARciA 1982: 128]

                      '
    (HERNANDEz GARcin 1982: 119I

                           '                          '

                          '

     [HERNANDEz GARciA 1982: 65]

              '

     [HERNANDEz GARciA 1982: 75)

                      '

    [HERNANDEz GAIRctA 1982: 101]

    '                          '
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       '
Chichimec (241

               '(1) SOV

  pe16 inp enu'u
  Pedro he he-sees
  "Pedro sees him."

(2) Po
         '
  mapa sanga
  their-･fire edge

  "around th.e fire"

(3) GN

  cUce kanthe
  Jose hair
  "Jose's hair"

(4) NA

  narhe nande'

  knife big
  "big knife"

(5) Noun paradigm for inflection of possessive for

  Person Singlar Dual Plural
  lst ko'6s kot6s-um' (excl.) ko'os-hp' (excl.)

                 ko'6s-es (incl.) ko'os-in (incl.)

  2nd ut'6s                 ut'6s-es ut'6s-in
               '                             '  3rd ut'is ut'is-es ･ ur'6s

(6) DN ･                                   '                                 '  kini sima'an

  this dog
  "this dog"

(7) QN

  nt'a sima'an

  one dog
  "one dog"

Southern Pame [251

(1) SVO/SOV

  ka gtao' mugu
  I amcutting meat
  "I am cutting meat."

  ka nc'i kyo'a

  I pots make
  "I make pots."

(4) NA

  kudth Skand6a

  stone white
  "white stone"

"house"

                      359

               '

[LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 34]

         '

                '

[LASTRA, DE SuAREz 1984: 34]

                  '                     '

 '

[LASTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 35]

tt

                        t.

ILASTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 35]

[LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 23]

[LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 37] ,

[LAsTRA DE SuAREz 1984: 38]

            '
   [MANRiQuE C. 1967: 346]

   [MANRiQuE C. 1967: 347]

                     '

   [MANRiQuE C. 1967: 346]

           '
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(5) PN .

  nkU'a

  my pot
   "-         )p -   my pot
            '(6) DN

   kunu kudti

  that ･ stone
   "that stone"

(7) QN

  bidi kudti

   many stone
   "             J)   many stones

Matlatzinca [261

(1) VOS

   man-thi - in-teyu the･-tio

   COMP-bring the-lamp my-uncle
   "My uncle was bringing the lamp."

(2) Pr . ''                      '

    -yr .   pl-n-co-wewl

   in-?-ear-DUAL ･
   "in the ears"

(3)n?･,INpaGpa wetowa'a

   his-father . child

   '"the father of the child"

(4) AN

   ni-khana' 6h6wi ･
   ART-good mushrooih

   "goodmushrooms" ･

(5) PN

   the-tio

   my-uncle

   "my uncle"

(6) DN

  , in-teyu

   ART (SG)-lamp
   "the lamp"

Ocuiltec (27]

(1) SVO .
   mtaa wira ne-lithaa tyi-ca-hni ne-yog

   yesterday these PL-bird eat PL-worm
   "Yesterday these birds ate worms."

 (2) Pr

   pi skueela

   in school
   "in the school"

           '   '

 Native Middle Arnerican Languages ,

             '
          [MANIuQuE C. 1967: 347]

             '

               '
                        '
          [MANRIQuE C. 1967: 3461

                '
                   tt
          [MANRiQuE C. 1967: 346]

                         '
            '
                      '

          tt
[EscALANTE: personal communication]

         '
[EscALANTE: personal communication]

            '
      '
              '

[EscALANTE: personal communication]

[EscALANTE: personal communication]

'

                       '          '
[EscAi,ANTE: personal communication]

                     tt              '

              '
                           :[EscAI.ANTE: personal communicatlon]

              '
       '                    '

     '

[EscALANTE: personal communicationl

                             '
                      '

              [MuNTzEL 1985: 518]
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              '
(4) AN
                            '  nto t'uwa
  little chi!d

  "a little child"

(5) PN

  p-ku6ala / li-tumi

  my-spoon 1 your-money

  " "" r)   my spoon yo.ur money
(6) DN

  wira ne-lithaa

  these ･PL-bird

  "these birds"

   '-i v  wnnyA nmesa
  this ･ table
  "this table"

(7) QN/NQ
  mnoo Saalu ! kasuela mphiuu

  two jug lpot four
  "two jugs" "fdpr pots"

Otomi I28]

(1) VOS

  pb'ca 'na ra ngU nth'a
  he-has-it one the house that
  "That rich man has one house."

(2) Pr

  xa ra tai
                       '
  at the market
  "at the market"

                 '(3) 3-NG

  nU ,ra ngti ra gUwa
  that his house the Juan
  "Juan's house"

(4) AN

  'na ra danga do
  one the big stone
  "one big stQne"

(5) PN

  ma ngu
  my house
  "my house"

(6) DN

    t) v  nug ya ngu
  those the house
  "those houses"

ra

the

riko

rich-man

[ESCAI,ANTE:

[ESCALANTE:

                    361

'

                  '
personal eommunication]

                   '

             '
           ,
    [MuNTzEL 1985: 518]

         '             '
        '
personal communicqtion]

    [MuNTzEL 1985: 518]

    [MuNTzEL'1985: 5181

        [HEss 1968: 85]

                   '

        [HEss 1968: 47]

        [HEss 1968: 461

               '

        [HEss 1968: 49]

        IHEss 1968: 82]

        [HEss 1968: 46]

   tt t
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(7) QN

  ndifnei nxeya'

  many year

  " lt   manyyears ,

          tMazahua l29)

a) vos/svo
                           '  mi ne ndehe e pihomi
  PASTPROG want water ART pig
  [ThePinganWaaptednaWhaotedri" na bagi

  ART mother is-looking-for one broom
  "The mother is looking for a broom."

(2) Pr .  kha khinhni
  on metate (griding stone)

  "on the metate"

                   '(3) 3-NG

  o, baga e 'tinu
  her cow ART Tina
  "Tina's cow"

(4) AN

  t'og thp
  white corn
  "white corn"

(5) PNP

  i baga go /i baga gue
  PRON cow PRON /PRON cow 'PRON

  ti " it "   my cow your cow
(6) DN

  k'i e ngo'o
  that ART mouse
  "that .mouse"

(7) QN

  c'i'6a burru

  five donkey
  "five donkeys"

Tlapanec I301

(1) VOS/ VSO--SVO -
  na'3kho3 gu2wi2 jaima2(O=inanimate)

  eat meat boy
                       '  "The boy eats meat."

  ndi3yo:3 a2da3 a'3go3 (O=anipaate)

  saw child woman
  "The woman saw the child."

      Native Middle American LangUages

                        '                           '
                      [HEss 1968: 54]

                        '                               '

                   [AMADoR 1979: 661･

                   [AMADoR 1979: 661

                                 '                                  '

                [ANoNyMous 1958: 102]

                 [ANoNyMous 1958: 97]
          '

                                  '
                              '
                       '
                      (PiKE 1951: 40]

                      '                               ..

               '                       '
     '
/ nu nana [ANoNyMous 1958: 97]
  PRON mother
  "his mother"

                   [mooR 1979: 67]

                            '               .
                [ANoNyMous 1958: 105]

                       '
                  [SuAREz 1983a: 269]

                  [Sui"iEz 1983a: 269]

                         '
                   '
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                             '
                      '(2) Pr ･  na:i me3jo'3

 . to village
  "to the village"

(3) N-3G '
  gtilju:2 Sa3bo3 cu'lkho3

  hishat person that .
  "that person's hat" '

(4) NA

  gti:i? mi'2gai

  clothes white
  "white clothes"

(5) NP

. Stiiju'2 / gtiija:'2                   / gtiiju:2

  my hat / your hat / his hat
  "my hat" "your hat" "his hat"

(6) ND

  gwa2he e2riige'3 ･

  village this '
  "this village"

(7) QN

  mba'2a2 i2gtu2

  many basket
  "many baskets"

Ixcatec I31]

(1) VSO

  ciikai na2'miicye2e2 gku2 loinai

  seized grandfather point canvas
  "The grandfather seized the point of the canvas."

(2) Pr

  k'ai ya3a3

  among tree
  "among the trees"

(3) N-3 G

  Skei ya3a
             '  its-leaf tree

                            '  "the leaf of the tree"

(4) NA

  nja2 nda2di3i3

  house old
  "old house"

(5) NP

  njeiye3-fia2na3

  grandson-my
  "my grandson"

                           363

             [SuAREz 1983a: 279]

                        '

             [SuAREz 1983a: 300]

                    '

            '

             [SuAREz 1983a: 299]

                     '                           '

             [SuAREz 1983a: 101]

                          '                  '

            [SuAREz 1983a: 299]

               '

               '

            [SuAREz 1983a: 241]

                            '
[FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1961: 198]

                             '

                        '

[FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1961 65]

[FERNiij,IDEz DE MIR.ANDA 1961: 18]

            '
        '                     '

[FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1961: 17]

       '

              '

 [FERNANDEz DE MiRANDA 1961: 8]
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            '(6) ND
  mi26'a2-ra2a2

  woman-that
  "that woman"

(7) QN

  'uleal, gilka3

 'many grass

  ""   many grasses

              'Popoloc [32]

(1) VSO

  khoii6'ei2na2 sii ni4nko2

  built they church
  "They built the church."

(2) Pr

  ge2he2 ni`nko2

  inside church
  "inside the church"

(3) NG
  ghe4e2 valensio

  child Valencio
  "Valencio's child"

(4) NA
  'eo3hni2 hii2na2

  person good
  "a good person"

(5) NP

  ghe`of tha3

  child her
  "her child"

              '(6) DND

  tii' gha3 a3
  that children that

 ' "those children"

(7) QN -
  i3chei 6o3hni2

  many people
  "many people"

Chocho [33)

                             '(1) SVOIvso] '
  sai 2u3 ndoa3 ndui kuinii-ri3

  the NCL man ? killed-he
  "The man killed the dog."

  biikp2-a'-mi2

  saw-I-you
  "I saw yeu."

sai

the

U2

NCL

nia2'

dog

Native Middle American Languages
                 i

           '

 [FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1961: 90]

                            '                         '
                '

[FERNANDEz DE MIRANDA 1961: 178]

      IAusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 68]

                        '            '          '      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 71]

                     '
      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 66]

                       '

      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 73]

                     '

      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 62]

                          '

      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 88]

            '

      [AusTIN & PIcKETT 1974: 66]

             '            '

                             '                       '

               [MocK 1977: 1461

                         '

                [MocK 1977: 40]

                   '
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(2) Pr

  kp2 nea3 ･
  inside house
  "inside the house"
                      '(3)n5iu32-eG,, u2' ku2'xal

  meat-his NCL .armadillo
  "meat of the' armadillo"

(4) NA

  u2 nia2''tie2i mei2

  NCL dog black that
  "that black dog"

                  '(5) NP

  u2 nia2i nii / u2niai2 (<u2 nia2'-a2)

  NCL dog our(INC) / NCLdog-your
' "our dog" "your dog"
(6)saD,ND/nD6allg/NdDiai2 / sai ni2'ngu3 / nda$a dia'

  the house ･this / the church / basket that

  "this house" "the church" "that basket"

  niu2i niu3 1 ka2tia2 ,na3'$a3

  four tortilla / many sarape
  "four tortillas" "many woolen ponchos"

Mazatec [34]

                    '
(1) SVO

  eduardo ka2va3ce3 na4hno4

  Eduardo bought tobacco
  "Eduardo bought tobacco."

(2,) Pr .
                   '  ya43 ntia42

  in road
  "in the road"

(3) NG

  nt'ia3 la4hao4

  house stone
  "stone house"

(4) NA
           i  na3gol ni23

  flower red
  "red fiower"

(5) NP

  gkQa3 / gkpi3 l gkQ4
  my-eye 1 your-eye /'his-eye

  "my eye" "your eye" "his eye"

                  365

                  '
       [MocK 1977: 91]

                  '                   '          '

       [MocK 1977: 70]

            '
       '                '

      [MocK 1977: 150]

       tt

       [MocK 1977: 71]

          '
              '

[MocK 1977: 77, 92, 104]

  '
                '

      [MocK 1977: 101]

[GuDscHiNsKy 1959a: 84]

[GuDscHiNsKy 1959a: 84]

[GuDscHiNsKy 1959a: 83]

[GuDscHiNsKy 1959a: 83]

    '

             '
       [PiKE 1967: 328]

:
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(6) DND
  he2 gti34tvi4

  these children-here

  "these children"

(7) QN

  nkhi2 co3hmi23

  nrany thing
  "many things"

Amuzgo [351. .

                               '                  '(1) VSO

  ha4 hndeei4 ya3 cma3 chaim he3'
  ff?goSteoiitowntiosellCOctottOtgntnOoWwn."nOw

(2) Pr

                       '  se2" ,c'aim

  back tree
' "behind the tree"

(3) NG

  cua3 tai4na2mca3

  clump pineapple
(4)"lliXiUMP Of pineappies" .

  kaiso4 ehoi cma3i2'

  horse little your animate possession,

(s)"l[IOpUr iittie horse"

  kaiso4 cmac32'a3

  PlllrySehor?e¥, animate possession

(6) ND
                          '  n'a42m gko2 mai3 ,
  word new this '
                      '  "this new word" ･
(7) QN

  kwi2 w'aihnde4 6hoi

  one airplane little
  "a little airplane"

Mixtec (Atatlahuca) [36]

(1)giV/kSo02 fia,a2 ' v2 tiikwi3ti2 nuiu3 maestro

  sell woman the potato to teacher
  "The woman sells potatoes to the teacher."

Native Middle American Languages

               '

         [GuDscHiNsKy 1959a: 83]

        [GuDscHINsKy 1959b: 142]

                '

                [HART 1957: 143]

                [HART .1957: 149]

                [HART 1957: 151]

                     '

                [HART 1957: 155]

                [HART 1957: 150]

                [HART 1957: 151]

                [HART 1957: 1551

                '            [ALExANDER 1980: 561
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(2) Pr '
  i2ni2 ve'e2

  in house
  "in the house"

(3) NG

  leilui huan

  hat Juan
  "Juan's hat"

(4) NA '  yu2Nu2 kai)eu2 . .
  tree big
  "a big tree"

(5)tiN, P ki2ti2 yo'

  the animal our

  ""   our animal

(6) ND

  fia'a2 yuikwa2

  wornan that
  "that woman"
                 '

(7) QN ･  kwe2he3 ti2kwi3tii

  many potato '

  "". manypotatoes

                       '
Cuicatec [37]

                  '

(1) SVO ･  huani4 nei 6'i4n'u4 sa2 ku26ii

  Juan CONJ killed he pig
  "Juan killed his pig this morning."

(2) Pr

  ndu2ku4 pre3si3de2nte4

･ with president
  "with the president"

(3) NG (N ye`'e` G)

  tu24 ka4kai

  stone lime
  "limestone"

  mo31i2no4 ye4'e4 y'u2neM

  mill of wind
  "wind mill"

(4) NA

  ya24 .nd'a32
  villages good
  "good villages"

ye4'e4

of

sa2

he

                                  367

                             '

                  [idll,ExANDER 1980: 79]

                         '                             '                        '

                  [1li,ExANDER 1980: 52]'

                    '

                  [ALExANDER 1980: 69]

                             '                  '
                  '

             '                  f2dll,ExANDER 1980: 57]

                 '

                  [2dll.ExANDER 1980: 69]

                  [N.ExANDER 1980: 76]

[2dDgDERsolq & CoNcEpci6N RoQuE 1983: 250]

 mm'a3tia3

 in this morning

 '

[2dD(DERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983: 105]

                         '
                               '
                  '

[ANDERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983: 787]

[idDqDERsoN & CoNcEpci6N RoQuE 1983: 751]

   '                                    '                  '                                '

[ANDERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983: 785]
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(s)6gl,i 6i '
 ･my-mother (ea3ku3 = mother)

  "my mother"

(6) ND

  sa2'a4 1'ii k'u4

  chi!d little this

  "this boy"

(7) QN

  y'a3 'i4ya4

  many people
  "many people"
                   '

Trique (Chicahuaxtla) I38]

(1) VSO ･
  gida'a34 2uwe3 'ngo4 2ato3

  2qught dog one ra.bbit'

(2)

,i:t;dO.g,,C,a,"ght a rabbit.

  on wall
  "on the wall"

(3) NG

  kui ro'o'2 .
  bone our-hand
  "the bone of our hand"

(4) NA

  sa34 lih3

  thing little

  "little thing"

(5) NP

  dukua2 zo'5

  house your
  "yourhouse" '

(6) ND ･  nawi3 nah3

  hat this
  "this hat"

(7) QN

  ga'i5 2uh3 '

  many animal
  "many animals"

E

      Native Middle American Languages

[!lj"DERsoN･ & CoNcEpcl6N RioQuE 1983 259]

                         '
   '
[ANDERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983: 181]

               '
          '

[fSDgDERsoN & CoNcEpcl6N RoQuE 1983: 268]

                             '
                                   '

                      [GooD 1979: 56I

                        '
                                   '                       '

                      [GooD 1979: 75]

                         '
              . [GooD.1979: 103]

              J [GooD 1979: 39]

                      '
                     [GooD 1979: 112]

                                  d

                      [GooD 1979: 73]

                                    '

                      [GooD 1979: 21]



                           '                              '
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Zapotec (YatzachO [39]

(1) VSO

                      '  be'eX kabeyon' nis
  horse isdrinttng -water

  "The horse is drinking water."

(2) Pr

  len mget
  with machete
  "with the machete"

(3) NG

 '2a no'olon'
  clothes woman
  "woman's clothes"

(4) NA

  de'e kobo
  thing new
(s)"kepW `hing"

  yi6X-a'

  head-my
  "my head"

(6) ND

  yo'o-n(o')

  house the

  "the house" ･
(7) QN/(NQ)
  tag go'on 2 zan iibr
  {?oUiroxeOnX" / P.a"..Yybg.O.kk,"

Chatino l40] ･                                  '

(1) VSO ･  ndyata ngu" ki6i re kifia' ･
  plant people village this chilli
  "People of this village plant chilli."

(2) Pr

  loo mesa
  on table
  "on the table"

(3) NG

  ste' gtYa'a
  clothes hismother
  "his mother's clothes"

/

1

libr zan

book many

                  369

     EBuTLER 1980: 171]

               '

     [BuTLER 1980: 185]

     [BuTLER 1980: 198]

          '
                 '
     [BuTLER 1980: 211]

     [BuTLER 1980: 192]

       '

     [BUTLER 1980: 217]

                  '
 [BuTtER 1980: 213, 219]

        '
   '

[PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 961

  '

[PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 96}

          '
             '
         '            '
[PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 93]
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(4) NA

  ska ni'i tlyu
  one house big
' " a big house"

(5) NP

  ni'i 'nq
  hQuse mv
          v
  "my house"

(6) ND

  ni'i huq
  house that
  "t'hat house"

(7) QN

  tYp tYa'a na'ni

 ,various animal
  "various animals"

Chinantec [41}

(1) VSO ' '
  rvh'3i 'nti2 'm)"2 tyiah232

  wash you clothes mine
  "You wash my clothes."

(2) Pr

  kQh'3i paih2

  with Frank
  "with Frank"

(3) N-3G '  guih'232 tya'3 w61

  child his Juan
' " Juan'schild"

(4) NA

  ca2fiUh'3 ca2 feih'3

  man person big
  "a big man"
                         '(S) NP

  'fivh'3 na2 1 'fipih'3 hna2

  waist my 1waist my
        -J)  "   my walst
(6),i(,D)rl-[uDih232 no2 [RoBBiNs lg68: 1171

  the child there
  "that child"

(7) QN

  'laih2 nihi lii

  many kind flower
  "many kinds of flowers"

                        '      tt-

      Native Middle American Languages

                              '
                               '                        '                    '
               [PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 94]

                           '                              '

               [PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 27]

               [PRIDE & PRIDE 1970: 94]

                      '
                              '
                                .t

               [PRll)E & PRIDE 1970: 93]

    t. t                                 '
                    [RoBBINs 1968: 109]

                     [RoBBINs 1968: 55]

                             '
                     [RoBBINs 1968: 72]

                     [RoBBINs 1968: 57]

                     [RoBBINs 1968: 49]

  '

kawi la2 [MERRIELD 1968: 63]
rock this

"this rock" .

                    [RoBBINs 1968: .66]
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Huave [42]
                            '

(1) SVO ･ '  a:ga naSey kyim gowiy ambiy mintah neh

  the man there very beat woman his
(2)"pThrat Man beat his wife." .. .

  alig mes -  on table '
                                '  "on the table" ' '
(3) 3-NG

  a-pig mi-kwal maria
  his-clothes her-son Maria

  "the clothes of Maria's son"

(4) AN

  ahkiw nambYor pet kam
  these black dog here
  "these black dogs"

(5) PN

  ge-kwal

  my-son

  " r7   my son

(6)DND ･
  a:ga nen6 kyah
  the child there
  "that child"

(7) QN

  geyay nipilan

  many people
  "many people"

Oaxaca Chontal (Huamelultec) [431

(1) VOS .                            '
  tyexuy mango layw'a

  --  is-eating mangoes the-my-child

  "My child is eating mangoes."

                            '(2) Pr

  max-mexu+
  in-the-hammock

  "in the hammock"

(3) NG

  lyikwaana lakwe' ･ / lyityaata dAbid
  the-sickness the-mafi / the-father' David

  "the sickness of the man" "David's father"

                            371

        [STAIRS & STAIRs 1981: 31]

                  '

       [STAIRS & STAIRs 1981: 226]

   [STAIRs & HoLLENBAcH 1981: 293]

                      '                       '

  [STAIRS & HoLLENBAcH 1981: 310]

  [STAIRS & HOLLENBAcH 1981: 292]

                    '
'

  [STAIRs & HoLLENBAcH 1981: 310]

                      '
     '

       [STAIRS & STAms 1981 182]

              '

                '
         [WATERHousE 1967: 360]

           '                            '

         [WATERHousE 1967: 357]

         [WATERHousE 1967: 359]
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(4) AN '
  law'a awaata
  the-little girl

  "the little girl"

(5) PN

  l-ay･-milya

  the-my-dog

  "my dog"

(6) DN
  lan-mulyi'

  the-boys

  "the boys" .

(7) QN '  fi"lyi lakan'6' 1 kan6'"g mUul'a

  one woman /six Month
  "one woman" "six m6nths"
               '
Zoque (CopaillalA) [441

                              '(1) VOS
  li'Ui5,,,,., X'2k.,g ¥:･9,` g8.K,S,k"Y IS lllgia-Saig.-...

  "Yesterday my father made a pretty chair."

(2) Po

  tuwi-hi'o '
  dog-with ･
  "with the dog"

                     '                          '(3) G--'is 3-N

                               '  te' pi'n-is tyik
  the man-ERG hishoUse
  "the man's house"

(4) AN

  hometa'mbi pokskuy

  new chair
  "new chairs" .
(5) PN

  mis n-dik
  you your-house
  "yp,ur house"

(6) DN

  te' tuwi-ta'm

  the dog-PL
  "the dogs"

(7) QN

  sone pin
  varlous man

  "."   vanous men

               '
Native Middle American Languages

          [WATERHousE 1962: 30]

          [WATERHousE 1962: 63]

                       '

          [WATERHousE 1962: 94]

                          '                   '             '          '
        '
      [WATERHousE 1967: 358, 359]

                    '

    [HARRisoN & GARciA 1981: 402]

    [HARRisoN & GARciA 1981: 4el]

         '
    [HARRisoN & GARciA 1981: 408]

                 '
     t.

    [HARRIsoN & GARciA 1981: 404]

                             '
    '

                 '                          '
    [HARRIsoN & GARciA 1981. 405]

    [HARRIsoN & GARciA 1981: 404]

    [HARRIsoN & GARciA 1981: 404]
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          '

Zoque (Francisco Le6n) [441

(1) SVO

  yomo'is ' tyiovitu'yahpa ane

  woMan-ERG turn over toni11a
  "The women turn over tortillas"

(2) Po

  ndik-mi

  my house to

  "to my house"

(3) G-･'is 3-N

  une'-is kyi'
  child-ERG hishand
  "the child's hand"

(4) AN/NA
  vihpi kuy 1 kuy vihpi

  good tree / tree good
  "a good tree"

(5) PN

  ndik

  my house
  "my house"

(6) DN

  yip tuku
  this clothes

  "these clothes"

(7) QN/NQ

  vltl pln
  many people
  "many people"

  tuyi meckuy / meckuy tuyi

  dog two /two dog
  "two dogs"

Sierra Popoluca [45]

(1) SVO ･
  ifi-yo:mo i-me'c-pa kawah
  your-wife she-seek-INCOMP horse
  "Your wife is looking for the horse."

(2) Po/Pr ,
  ka:m-ho:m
  milpa-in

  "in the milpa"

  kon giwan
  with Juan

  "with Juan" ' '
  Note: kon may be derived from Spanish "

               '                          '                      '

con.
"

                           373

                       '
[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 344]

[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 356]

      '                    '

[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 342]

                      '

[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 353]

                   '
[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 343]

                     '

EENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 350]

                '

[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 3551

                        '

[ENGEL & BARTHoLoMEw 1987: 354]

    '

               '
                           t
           [MARI.ETT 1986: 379]

                   '
                           '                     '                     '
             '
               [ELsoN 1960: 39]

              [ELsoN 1967: 281]
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          '
(3) 3-NG/G 3-N

  i-kinki he'm widya:ya
  his-throat the oldman
  "the old man's throat"

  giwa'n i-kawah

  Juan his-horse
  '"Juari's horse"

(4) AN

  woy6 tik
  round house
  "a round house"

(5) PN ,
  an-tik

  my house
  "my house"

(6) DN

  yip kawah
  this horse

  "this horse"

(7) QN

  tun ko:pkoy
  one chair
  "one chair"

Sayula Popoluca I46I

(1) Free -
             '(2) Po/Pr .
  tin-tik-m ,
  my-house-at

  "at my house"

  mit tin-ci'hat

  with my-aunt
  "with my aunt"

(3) G 3-N 1 3-NG

  ki'6way i-te:t

  theboy his-father
  "the boy's father"

  i-'ahw aye koy6te
  his-mouth that coyote
  "that coyote's mouth"

(4) NA/AN
  tu'k tiendana' mih

  one store big
  "one big store"

  mahat kahau 1 mihway kahau

  big jaguar / big jaguar
  "big jaguar"

Native Middle American Languages

 '

             [MARLETT 1986: 375]

                    '
               [ELsoN 1967: 285]

                [ELsoN 1960: 24]

                [ELsoN 1960: 32]

             [MARLETT 1986: 380]

             [MARLETT 1986: 373]

  [CLARK 1962: 186]

  [CLAiR.K 1962: 186]

  [CLARK 1962: 188]

  [CLARK 1962: 188]

  [CLARK 1962: 188]

[CLARK 1961: 48, 49]
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(5) PN ･
   -t  tm-ma:m
  my"Mother
  "my mother"

(6) DN

  ayi:h t6'Say

  this woman
  "this wonian"

(7) QN

  may hayahwat
  many men

  ""   many men

Oluta Popoluca (461

(1) SVO ' ･
  hamah piyu itohvo'mi:pe i-avo'tik

  that hen is-pecking-at her-young-chick
  "That hen is pecking at her young chick."

(2) Po/Pr

  me:ga-pa'tpi '
  table-under

  "under the table"

  mi:t hamah pi:yi

  with that sugarcane
  "with that sugareane"

(3) G 3-N

  cu'6i i-e:me

  meat its-hide

  ･"the hide of the meat"

(4) AN

  po:po' pu,'i

  white sand
  "white sand"

(5) PN

  tin-tiki

  my-house

  "my house" .
(6) DN

  hamah kuyi
  that tree
  "that tree"

(7) QN

  seme ca6i
           '
  many fly
  "many fiies"

             375

       '
[CLARK 1962: 186]

    '

[CLARK 1962: 187]

'

[CLAiRK 1962: 187]

 [CLARK 1981: 11]

 [CLARK 1981: 171

 [CLARK 1981: 51]

              '

 [CI.ARK 1981: 10]

               '    '
' [CLARK 1981: 73]

[CLARK 1981: 144]

 [CLARK 1981: 59]

          '

 [CLARK 1981: 60]
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                             '                  '                                                            '                              '                                '
           '
                                             'Mixe (Coatlgn) {471 . . -. -                                                                     '
(1) VSO > SVO / SOV Cf. [CAMpBELL & KAuFMAN & SMITH-STARK 1986: 548]

  ypida:k 'ahkgy mo:kkam [HooGsHAGEN1984:17]
  planted they corn . ,  "They planted corn."

  tthee iUaPthdeerh:tY EiallePO'OY 'hYl.eljson l/gAe lt/;K {HobG.sF-A-a-EN･ igs4: i3]

  "The father gave his son the toy." ･ ･.

(2) Po/Pr ', .･  tu'u-ba'a ' [HooGsHAGEN 1984: 9]  road-the edge of
                                               '

  "roadsjde" '  mih:t he'ca:y /ma he tihk '' [HooGsHAGEN 1984:12]
  with the rope / at the house '

  "with the rope" "at the house" .. ' '

  he rey fii:g he'e - [HooGsHAGEN 1974: 35]
  the king his-daughter the ･ ''
                                                                              .                                                            '  "the king's daughter" '                                                                     '

(4) AN/NA - ･ '  mih tihk･ ' , - [HooGsHAGEN 1984: 9]                             t/                                 '  big house
  "big house"

  he koyote iyo:p ･ .' [HooGsHAGEN 1974: 35]

  the coyote poor ･                                                           '

  "the poor coyo!e" . ･(5) PN
                                              '

  m-yo'ok . [HooGsHAGEN1984:4]  your-mother-in-law

                                                         '  "your mother-in-law"

                                                             '(6) DN

                              '  he tihk ' [HooGsHAGEN 1984: 12]
  the house･ ･. -                                                                  '  "the house" . '
(7) QN

  'oy may ha'ay [HooGsHAGEN1984:9]
  very many people -
  "verymanypeople" ･ '                                                                    '

Mixe (San Jose EI Paraiso) [47]･ . ,                                                                      '
                   '                                                                              '
                                   '  tMagiSelPuan'aer [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMA 1976: so]
                                                   '  "under the table" ' ' '                                   '
  mi:d mi:da.g inga:by me:nY ' '
  :VllltihthfififfttyYcentavoCse,PtaVOS MOneY ' . [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMA1976:lo3]
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                                                         '           '

 . .
                     '                                         '  tu"g tYe:dy tYuht ' [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMA1976:741
  one his-father his-gun '

  "his father's gun" '
                         '    "  tug ma' po:b 'uk･ ' [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMtL1976:74]
  a big white dog
  "a big white dog"･

(5) PN

  n-bahk [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMA 1976: 6]
  my-bone ,                                                                           '                    '  "my bone" , .(6) DN , .  he map ' [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMA1976:74]
            '                                                   '(7) QN ' . ･  l:Xy :28Ypi, ' ,. ' [HAiTzMA&HAiTzMAig76:42]

  "many people" . '

                                                                'Mixe (T]ahuitoltepec) [471 ･
                                                                           '                                                        '
(1) VSO > SVO / SOV (a marked, non-basic order used with tA "already" [CAMpBELL &

   KAUFMAN & SMITH-STARK 1986: 547]) -
                                              '
  yik'awo:hc kwo:n, tAhk [LyoN 1980: 111]
  opened Juan ,house
  "Juan opened the house."

  yA ho:'y tA tyik'o:ky yA uk [LyoN1980:124]
  that person already killed that dog

  "That person already killed that dog." ' ･
                                                   '  tA Ac ho'ogy nyikho'oty ' [LyoN 1980: 110]
                                                         '  already I firewood brought
                               '  "I already brought firewood." .

(2) Po/Pr
                    '

  n-tAhk-hotpy [LyoN 1980: 59]                               '  my house in '                                    '  "in my house" .                                        '
  mA:t mah:o'y mane:r ･ [LyoN1980:60]                                               '  with Mr. Manuel

  "withMr.Manuel" ･ ･ '                                                      '                                                          '(3)G3-N ,
  wekgy po:' .. [LyoN 1980: 127]
  comal itsedge . '  "comal's edge"

  oy ho:'y ' {LyoN 1980: 77]                              '  good person

  "a good person" ' ' '
                                                     '
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(5) PN

   (mec) n-tAhk

   I my-house
   "my house"

 (6)yP,oNt tAhk

  '-this house
   "this house"

(7) QN

   namay yo'ot uno'hk

   many this child
   "these many children"

Huastec [481

(1) VSO (S=O)/VOS (S>O)

   in kwaea' an ugum an inik
   i.'UhBe'woh,V'.a,n..hiti./i:.emX,nOps'"a".,;h:ie.iia"

   SUBJ picked three the corn the
 (2)"FPe Man picked three ears of corn."

   tame:t an ata: ,                           '
   in'front of the house
   "in front of the house"

 (3) 3-NG

   in kw'e-e:1 i te'
   its branch the' tree
   "the branch of the tree"

 (4) AN

   at'ag ugum

   bad woman
   "a bad woman"

 (5) PN

   nu k'ima:

   my house
   "my house"

 (6) DN

   nuWa' te'
  '   that tree
   "that tree"

'(7) QN

   ya:n i pik'o
 '   many the dog
   "many dogs

inik

man

Native Middle American Languages

                '   '

     ･ [LyoN 1980: 55]
          '
                             '

                [LyoN 1980: 50]

                   '

                [LyoN 1980: 131]

                     '                        '

                  '
               [DAyLEy 1981: 54]

                '

       [OCHoA PERALTA 1984: 1021

              '
                             '        [OCHOA PERALTA 1984: 86]

                .tt
        [OCHOA PERAI.TA 1984: 971

              '

            '
        IOCHOA PERALTA 1984: 89]

                    '

       [OCHOA PERALTA 1984: 101]

                 '            '

                  '
        [OCHOA PERAI,TA 1984: 90]

'
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                                                                '                                                                        '

Yucatec [49] .
(1)leS.VOwinili9o'S k.u-kins-ik-# ' ' ' a,) hd6.k.6,.1-[grjl)IRBiN&O'ED"1978:71]

  the man-there HAB;SUBJ-kill-INCOMP-OBJ (the) MASC-jaguar-(there)

  k-u-kins-ik-# (le) h-6akmo'ol le winik-o'
  HAB-SUBJ-kill-INCOMP-OBJ (the) MASC-jaguar the man-the're
  "That man kills jaguqrs." ("That man kills that jaguar.")

  ti' SUM [BARRERA VAsQuEz 1946: 250]
  with rope
  "with a rope"

(3)u3'NpG
,o:k.il huan ' [BARRER-A VASQUEZ 1946: 236]

  his hat-POSS Juan ' ' '                          '  "Juan's hat"

  sak nok' [BARRERA VAsQuEz 1946lr 243]
  white clothes

  "white clothes"

(5) PN

  a suku'un [BARRERA VAsQuEz 1946: 2171
  your brother
  "your brother"

(6) DN (D) ,
  le winik-a' [BARRERA VA,sQuEz 1946: 221]
  the man-here
  "this man"

(7) QN

                                                  '  hae ya:b tunie ' ' [BARRERAVA,sQuEz1946:249]
  yery many stone .                    '  "lots of stones"

          '      '
Lacand6n [50]

(1) VOS / SVO

  t-u-kins-a balum k'ak' [BRucE S. 1974: 62]
  PAST-SUBJ-kill-COMP jaguar Kak

  "Kak killedajaguar" - '  haeakyum t-u-ment-ah ' ha6 winik [BRucES.1974:112]
  Hachakyum PAST-SUBJ-make-COMP true man
  "Hachakyum created Lacandohs (true men)."

  y-etel ten ' . [BRucE S. 1968: 54]
  its-with me ･  "withme" ･' ･ '                                                   '
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                                 '               '
                                    tt

                                           '  u lu'um nah . IU lu'um-in nah [BRucES.1968:66]
  its land house /its mud-REL house
(4)"Xhllilland O.f the hOUSe" "the mud house i the mud of the house" . .

  ti/E, ig.5':,O.Ek,, . - [BRucEs.ig6s:io4]
                                        .t.  "red clothes of mine" , ' .                                         '

                   '  :niy fiioMr:e. .. [BRucE S. 1968: 103]
                                                       '              '

  Iati' nuku6 balum ･ ･ [BRucE S. 1968: 105]
                     '  that big jaguar ･
  "that big jaguar"

(7) QN ･                                       '  pim winik 1hun-tul winik' [BRucE S. 1968: 471
  IIIillllhYy.M,a.n./9.n.eLN..U.C.L.man

         'kza I51}

                              '(1) SVO/VOS
                                                       '  a' winik-eti k-u-kins-ik (a') balum (-eh) [HoFLNG 1982: 41]
  the man-TP INCOMP-SUB-kill-INCOMP jaguar

  k-u-kins-ik balum a' winik-eh IHoFLiNG1982:43]
  INCOMP-SUB-kill-INCOMP jaguar the man-TP

  "The man kills (the) jaguar." . . '
(2) Pr ,  ti beh [HoFLiNG 1982: 119]  on road ･  "on the road" ' '

(3) 3-NG ･ ,                             '                                         '                                                        '  u hol a' nah ･ ' [HoFLiNG1982:1131
  its.door the house
                                          '                      '  "the door of the house"

  El,O,.6.-,e-:I" `,6".hi, Yh-ig-thO.C'.,, llhi.sc ?.".a."¥h, ' . [HoFLiNGigs2:ii4]

  "I arrived at Juan's house." '
(4) AN/NA
  ei6 ,",9,h06 W.i.n.ikCf,', ggk,' gl,hQ6 ' [HoFuNGigs2:64]

                                   '                                    '  "the big man" ･ "the big dog" ･

  u k'ek'en ' ･ [HoFuNG 1982: 113]
  his pig
                          '  "his pig" ･ ,
               '
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(6) DN/DND '
  a' winik / a' balum he'lo'
  the man / the jaguar there
  "the man" "that jaguar"

(7) QN

  hun-tul winik
  one-NUCL man

  ""   one man
                             '             tt

MopAn l52] .
(1) VOS

  u bit'-ah u kal a  suBJ choke-coMp his neck the Piokg' tahe sknaank'2-DEM

  "The snake choked the neck of the dog."

(2) Pr

                '  i6 konol
                                '  .. m store
                           '  "in the store"'

                '(3) 3-NG

  u kal a pek'
  his neck the dog
  "the neck of the dog"

(4) AN

  ah c'i' gidal
  MASC little child
  "the little child"
                 '
(5) PN

  u y-oto6

 . his-house

  "his hQuse"

(6)'DN.

  a. nah
  the house
  "the house"

(7) QN

  ya:b a nah
  many the house
  "many houses"

Chol [53]

(1) SVO
  ti' mifii igirh hini winik

  COMP buy corn the man
  "The man bought maize." '

(2) Pr

  y-ik'ot huan
  his･-with Juan

  "with Juan"

                      381

        '

      [HoniNG 1982: 50, 611

         {HoFLiNG 1982: 91]

                tt

   '

  [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 28]

                       '

  [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 26]

                        '                       '    '

  [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 28]

       '

  [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 10]

              '
      '

   {ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 8]

      '                  '

   [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 8]

           tttt
       '

   [ULRIcH & ULRIcH 1976: 9]

[WARKENTIN & ScoTT 1980: 33]

 '

[WARKENTIN & ScoTT 1980: 27]



                     '

   '
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                    '                                                                 '(3)lti/rcl'iZMI'"-.llii.L,,iilljiie.,i:.,,,.C/1:iY':.'lll,,lhi.s,A/,a2Bs.,,6,.. '[W"RKE"Tik&Sco"igsp:'si''

                      '

  ?A2" /L,a,.",. Ri., l.-L"..'lk . .･ [WARKEN"N&scoTTigso:sg]

  "the tall man" '
                                                         '

  t v-v  1 Clc [WARKENTIN&ScoTT1980:15]  his brother
  "his brother"

f6)p//l,i c,･g･, [WARKENTiN & SCOTT i980: 90]

  "that dog"

(7) QN

  kabil tYak'in [WARKENTiN&ScoTT1980:161
  much money
  "much money"

Chontal l54]

                                                            '(1) SVO

  ah fernando u-hic'e'-# ah･ yan, [KNowrEs1984:314]
  MASC Fernando he-hit-him MASC Juan
  "Fernando hits John."

                    '

  Pat OtOt [KNowLEs 1984: 306]  behind house
  "behjnd the house"

                        '                                           '(3) 3-NG - '  u buc'-i(1) k'ak' /u na ih mala'  itS SMOke'REL fire lher mother FEM Mary [KNOWLES:197,304]

  "the fire's smoke" "Mary's mother" ･ .
(4) AN

  pici igik-lop' [KNowLEs 1984: 258]
  pretty woman-PL
  "the pretty women"

  a PaP [K)iowLEs1984:194]
  "your father"
                                          '
(6) DND/DN/ND '
                                             '  PA:l. IL"Sk :g,,C?S, X25, IXI"Sk CRIIi"Ak Xg,, [KNowLEsigs4:2os-2ogi

  "that man" "the dear man" "this man". -
                                                                            '                                                           '
                                                                                '
                                                            '                                                                      '
                                                     nl
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(7) QN ･
  mih k'en wah
  very .much tortilla
  "lots of tortillas"

Chorti (55]

(1) SVO ･
  e winik u-k'uSi e pa'
  the man SUBJ-･eat the tortilla
  "The man eats the tortilla."

(2) Pr

  ta einam

  m town
  "in the town"

(3) 3-NG

  u we'r-ir e wakag
  his meat-POSS the cow
  "the c6w''s meat"

(4),AN 6(.¥.tls,em.pi,ha/izgsac.oiedi/.i.o6n.),

  the little cat / the cat little,
  "the young cat" "the little cat"

(5) PN

  iw-ih6'ok-tak

  your-daughter-PL
  "your daughters"

(6) DN/DND
                                ,  e winik-op /e winik-op yaha'
  the man-PL ･/ the man-PL there
  "the men" "those men"
(7) QN

  inte' winik / tuno'or hente

  gne man,･/all people
   one man "all people"

Tzotzil [56]

(1) VOS -
  i-s--pet lok'el anc ti t'ul-e
  CMP-he-carry away woman the rabbit-CL
  "The rabbit carried away the woman."

(2) Pr

  ta be .
 '
  on path
  "on the path"

(3) 3-NG

  s-tot li gun-e
  his-father the Xun-CL
  "Xun's father"

                 383

  [KNowl,Es 1984: 204]

   [OAKLEy 1966: 247]

               tt

   [OAKLEy 1966: 247]

        '

                  '
   [OAKLEy 1966: 245]

       '      '
   [OAKLEy 1966: 247]

     '

   [OAKLEy 1966: 245]

   [OAKLEy 1966: 2471

        tt
[FouGHT 1972: 52, 197]

                '
             '

           '

     [AIssEN 1987: 1]

    [PlissEN 1987: 12]

           '

     [AIssEN 1987: 4]
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(4) AN

  ?ggi9,h 5ZISgCba."OCIL, },l9,2 ,kse,E}i;'ziti'5Le ･ [AissENigs7:3]

  "an ignorapt person" "the little boy" '

  h-mo6 ' [/lissEN 1987: 41
  -"v         '  "my basket"
               '(6)tiDN

t.k,i. cidlisgEN igs7: s]
  the money
  "the money"

(7) QN ･ . '                                      '

  ep kremo-tik [AissEN 1987: 269]                                       '

  "many boys"

Tzeltal l57} (1)=Tenejapa, (2)･N･(7)=Bachaj6n ,

(1) VSO (S == O)/ VOS (S>O)

  la s-mil-# hpetul te hwan [DAyLEy1981:43]
  COMP SUBJ-kill-OBJ Pedro the Juan
  "Pedro killed Juan."

  la s-mil-#  coMp suBJ-kiii-oBJ Poa.ka lfie hpPeatr"oi--BEM

  "Pedro killed the cow."

                      '

  it's'e.lfarlllnt :guse ' .. [SLocuM&GERDEL Ig71: s4]

(3)"in.Nfr8nt of the house" .,
  y-ok'elan mut [SLocuM&GERDEL 1971: 29]
  his-song bird
                                                                            '  "the song of birds" ･                                                                          '

  CJahki.l:e(a IXtiall.lze [SLocuM&GERDEL ig7i: 6gl

  "white maize"
                                                             '(5) PN

  ;-ik.Ohlead [SLOCUM&GERDEL 1971: 27]

                                                                     '                                                                '                                     '

  te baka [DAyLEy1981:43] ha'me winik ine [SLocuM&GERDEL1971:139]
                                        man that  the cow                                  the
                      '  "the cow" ･ "that man"
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              '

(7) QN ,･  bayel tak'in ･
  much money
  "much money

Tojolabal .[58]

(1) VOS

  s-mak'a hwan manwel
  he-hit Juan Manuel
  "Manuel hit Juan."

(2) Pr

  b'a' s-nah,

  to his-house
  "to his house"

(3) 3-NG

  s-b'ak'(e)t-il ' eitam

  its-meat-REL pig

  "pork"

(4) AN

  tohol winik
  honest man
  "an honest man"

(5) PN

  h-nah

  my-house
  "my house"

(6) DND
  ha winik･-ih

  the man-here
  "this man"

(7)6?AIIII'-wane' winik

  two-NUCL man
  "          7!   two men
  hel ha ton-i
  many the stone-here
  "these many stones"

Chuj (591 "
(1) VOS

  iS-#-s-mak' wax gun
  COMP-OBJ-SUBJ-hit MASC Juan
  ･"Maria hit Juan."

                   '                             '(2) Pr

  t'ah piokah
  in/to/from plantations
  "in, to, or from the plantati6ns"

ig malin '
FEM Maria

                     385

    '

[SLOCuM & GERDEL 1971 77]

        '

  [FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 200]

                   '

             '

  (FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 145]

                     '
          '

   {FuR.BEE-LosEE 1976: 75]

       '

             '
   [FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 261'

              '

   [FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 74]

  '
                     '

  [FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 1oo]

         '

  [FuRBEE-LosEE 1976: 121]

    [LENKERDoRF 1979: 146]

        [DAyLEy 1981': 35]

                 '

       [HopKiNs 1967: 1531



                                    '
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                           '
                                      .-              '(3) 3-NG
                             '                                                     '  y-uk'tak s-mam wio [HopKiNs 1967: 1481
                                                          '  his-brother his-father MALEANIMATE '

   "his father's brother" '
                                        '  tul kamig' . [HopKiNs 1967: 104]'
  short shirt '' -                                                                           '   "short shirt" ･ .
                                          '                              '(5) PN

  llityn:hXeOAOdM . ' [HopKiNs ig67: i33]
                                                           '   "my head"

                                                   '(6) DN(D)

  l:LBnetiilere Cthhai l:Lnn tC'1'ere [HopKiNs ig67: is2, i62]

  AtehpelisM. an" "that Man th:.gre" 1 ha, xun' .io animah [HopKiNs 1967: 163]

  PL-FEMALEANIMATE woman 1the one man person
                                                                  '                                                     tt t   "the women" "a man" , '
  xantak animah . [HopKiNs1967:152]
  many people ･ '   "many people" - ･                                tt t tt
                                       'Jacaltec [60) '

                                     '(1) VSO ･
･ g-#-y-il naxs 6eh '- [DAy 1973: 65]
  COMP-it-he-see he his horse -

  "He saw his horse" ' ･
                                                                           '

  yul te' eah' . [CRAiG1977:9]                                                        '

  in the houSe ･ ･                              '                                                 '(3)"iEtrdGtthehouse" . , . .
  gis fieohrse :lte ':a"?hMei . . '' [DAY1973:67]

  "my father's horse" -
  hune' no' eeh sax'in /hune' te' niman saxla Sila ' [CRAiG1977:10]
  -one animal horse white /one the big white chair
  gone (a) white horse" "one (a) big white chair"

(5) PN

  ha melyu - ' [CRAiG 1977: 15]
  your money ･･  ""   your money .
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  te' hum [CRAiG1977:9]  the book
                                                                     '

(7) QN

  e'ihal no' 6eh (DAy 1973: 691  many animal horse

  "many horses" ･
Acatec {621

(1) VOS

  6i-#-s-ma' nax gunik nax luin [PENALosA1987:283]
  INCOMP-6BJ-SUBJ-hit NCL Juan NCL Pedro
  "Pedro hits Juan."

                               '

  y-ib'an eem [PENALosA 1987: 288]  its-on chair
                                                     '                                           .

  "on the chair" ･(3) 3-NG

  nax y-ugtax nax kuin [PENALosA 1987: 288]
  NCL his-brother NCL Pascual

  "Pascual"s brother" ' '                   '

  xeb' nax wae' maStol [PENALosA1987:288]
  PL NCL good teachcr
  "the good teachers"

(5)x8-lliulmin ･ [pEfiaiosa igs7: 2ssi
  your-money

  " 77   your money
(6) ND
  XoUne Yo)uaitssahMiritS' [X5t C'XoUn2 :IliiOneta :'is [PENALosAigs7:2s7,3os]

  "that shirt of yours" "this bus" ･
  "that shirt is yours"

(7) QN

   l/laaSanil g2n fuX/i-nc-aMtiS .I:'is [PEfialosa 1987: 287]

  "all these cats of mine"

Tectitec I65]

(1) VOS
  'tPhWeenS :iax,eiady ft-E#6,iEhaXifitilgoqiiee'-he-call Iehe i-iasitrb6ther-in.iaw lfi'aa"nZktilore

  "Then his mother-in-law called the other man." , [STEvENsoN 1987: 105]
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(2) Pr

  t-uky'i c'u:c'

  its-with hoe

  "with a hoe"

(3) 3-NG '
  $-e'o'e' a Su'x-el
  her-clay your w.ife-POSS
  "your wife's clay"

(4) AN ･  q'an ce:' .' ,
  yellow tree

  "yellow tree" '
(5) PN

  q-ta:t

  our-father

  "our father" .                       '

(6) DN '         '  te xa alagun-ni / te Sxal
  the this lake-REF 1the man
  "this lake" "the m4n"

(7) QN .  xun Sxal
       .                              '  one man
  " ss   one man

Mam [661 ･
(1) VSO

  ma #-cax t-cyu'n 6e:p 6'it
  REC OBJ-DIR(come) SUBJ-grab.Jose bird
  "Jose grabbed the bird" .

(2) Pr

  t-i:b' pwe:nt ･
  its-over bridge

  "above the bridge"

(3) 3-NG

  ky-wic 5xa:1
  his-head person
  "the people's heads"
                               tt
(4) AN / (XNA)

  q'ayna lo'x / xu:n e'ya:n q'aq

  rotten fruit 1 one dog black
  "rotten fruit" "one (a) black dog"

(5) PN

  n-xa:-ya

  my-house-CL
  "my house"

Native Middle Arnerican Languages

                     '
    '' [STEVENSoN 1987: 127]
    '

    tt

                             '

            [STEVENsoN 1987: 100]

               '

                            '                              '

            [STEVENsoN 1987: 108]

                     '

                        '                      '
            [STEvENsoN 1987: 100]

                           '
        [STEvENsoN 1987: 106, 118]

                      '

            [STEvENsoN 1987: 119]

               '                      '

               '

             {ENGLAND 1983: 212]

                        '
               '
                              '                '                    '
             [ENGLAND 1983: 155]

             '

             [ENGLAND 1983: 142]

          [ENGLAND 1983: 146-147]

              [ENGLAND 1983: 661
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                               '(6) DN
                         '

      v- .  ax sl:naq ' ' [ENGLAND 1983:150]  the man ' ' ･                                                                       '            '                  .t  "the man"
                                        '                                                '(7) QN

  naq xu:'nqa gxa:1 ' ･ IENGLAND1983:149]
  that al1 person

  "all those people" '                           '                                                                  '
                                                                      'Aguacatec (671 (a is shQrt) .
                                                      '

  xa #-$-e'ax $na'n b'u'y . [LARsEN 1981: 137]
  PROXPAST it-she-wash woman rag . .
  "The woman washed the rag."

                                '(2) Pr

  ta'x 6ex . [McARTHuR&McARTHuR1966:161]
  on horse '                                                                    '  "bn the horse"' ' '(3) 3-NG

  k-ias?dbe'gl.re git-rt.afhathe, [McARTHuR&McARTHuR igso: 63]

                                '  "the desire of our father"･ '
(s)Xo.l/.2N.ei/jY.,,lidWgOq' ', , ･･ [McARTHuR&McA..... ,?,, ,,,]

                                     '  it-aq'wil , [McARTHuR&McARTHuR 1966: 156]
  your (PL)-rope

  " s7In tYhOeUsrercOoPne
d person singular formal there is no prefix on the majority of cOnSOnant initial

iS.stesMtiil apnS.the PrOCIitiC -U' is added･ Although the resultant form is Np, the dominant form

                                             '                                                      '(6) DN(D) .
   --  ¥"e YpiiPrlta'-CDEMoNsTRATIvE ENcLITIc . [MCARTHUR & McARTHuR lg66: 162]

                                       tt  "the spirit"

  tk.:O.ob.'tSi12e2s,"s,ell7/gg,e,r,., ' ' [MC""'"UR&MC"R'"U"'966,'6']

Ixi1 [68]

                                         '

  kat te6b'u nax gun u le: , [AyREs1980:279]
  COMP eat man Juan the tortilla

  "Juan ate the tortilla." , ･ ..
                                                          '
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              '(2) Pr

  wi' u me:si'a

  on the table
  "on the table"

(3) 3-NG

  i-ya:b'il naq Sun (Chajul dialect)

  his-sick man Juan .
  "Juan's sick"

(4) AN ･ '
  ea'g kami'g
  green shirt
  "a green shirt"

(5) PN

  i ka:go
  his box
  "hisbox" '

(6) DN

  u 6'i'
  the dog
  "the dog"

  Iawal eo:

  ten animal
  "ten animals"

Kekchi [69]

(1) VOS

  g-#-(g)-sak' ' li c'i' li kwi:nq
  COMPOBJ-SUBJ-hit the dog the man
  "The man hit the dog."

(2) Pr .
  sa' be

  in path
  "in the path"

(3) 3-NG

  S-ninq'e 1-in ko'
  her-birthday the-my daughter
  "my daughter's birthday"

(4) AN
  g?g2/green :gok

  "a green book" '

(5) PN i
  in-･c'i'

  my-dog
  "my dog"

Native Middle American Languages

                             '  '

              [AyREs 1980: 176I

                         '

              [AyREs 1980: 156]

                '

                 '
              [AyREs 1980: 158]

                     '

              [AyREs 1980: 133]

              [AyREs 1980: 1541

                      '

              [AyREs 1980: 140]

            '             .t
           [PINKERToN 1978: 163]

      '
        '           '
    [EueHus & CARLsoN 1980: 129]

           '
                      '
    [EucHus & CArdsoN 1980: 229]

      [EucHus & CARLsoN 1980: 1]

         '
     [EucHus & CARI,soN 1980: 30]
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                                                                     '
                                                                   '             '(6) DN/DND

  li igq 1 1i hu a'in [EucHus&CARLsoN: 1980: 14, 118]
  the woman / the' book this
  "the woman" "this book"

                                                         '
  nabal li bi6 [EucHus&CARLsoN198P:177]
                                                 '  many the song ･ '  ""   many songs

Pocomchi I70]

(1) VOS

  g-#-i-ka6' i ax'ug i c'i' [BRowN 1979: 101]
  COMP-OBJ-SUB-bite the child the dog
  "The dog bit the child"

(2) Pr

  Wae Me:ga [BRowN 1979: 136]  on table
  ･"on the table"

                                                         '(3) 3-NG

  r-ehk'e:n la:s [BRowN 1979: 103]  his-wife Francisco
  "Francisco's wife"

(4) AN / (NA)

' nax moma' 6e:' /nax ni-we:g ak' [BRowN1979:105,107]
  a big 'tree /a my-pants new ..                                                                '  "a big tree" "my new pants" 'Although modifying adjectives normally precede the noun, there.are a few cases in which the

adjective follows the noun.

(5) PN .

                                   '  w-alaq ' [BRowN 1979: 136] '

  my-throat ･ ,' '
  "my throat"

(6) DN/DND ･  i yu:q'/re' pa:t wili [BRowN1979:102,107]
  the hill /DEF house DEM
  "the hill" "this house"

                                    '  k'ih taqe r-il'i:b' [BRowN 1979: 136]                                 '                                                          '  alot PL his-niece . .  "a lot of nieces" ' '

                                                                 '                                                          '(1) VOS (I could not find suitable examples. I chose the following example from "Los

idibmas mayas de Guatemala," edited by England, 1993, where Ppcomchi and Pocomam are

treated as Poqom, because they take the same forms.)

  g-#-u-to' ma' Nikte' la ma' Lolmay [ENGLAND1993:93]
  PAST-OBJ-SUBJ-help the Nikte ? the Lolmay

  "Lolmay helped Nikte." ' .
    '                        .             '
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(2) Pr

  reh ru-wa' nu-kiex
  for his-food my-animal

  "for my animal's food"

(3) 3-NG

  ru-6aq' ma' La5
  his-sister the Nicholas.

  "Nicholas' sister"

(4) AN

  ma' raS pak
  the green annona

  ""   green annonas

(5) PN .
      '  nu-so ,
  my-cloth

  "my cloth"

(6) DN

  ma' igoq

  the woman
  "the woman"

(7) QN

  igi'm q'aha' ahq

  three female pig ,
  "three female pigs"

Uspalltec (72]

(1) SVO

  xun xox g-tix ox
 . one raven COMP-eat avocado
  "A raven ate an avocado."

(2) Pr

  pach xun x-q'un
  with one his-brother
  "with his brother"

(3) 3-NG

  x-ka' Talin
  her-metatestone Catarina
(4)"XaNtarina'S metate (milling stone)"

  xun reg pera'x

  one green shawl .-
  "a green shawl"

(5) PN ' .
  x-tun
  hislher-cat

  "her cat"

Native Middle American Languages

                              .t

[McARTHuR & McARTHuR 1983: 17]

         '

[McARTmx & McARTHuR 1983: 131

           '

[McARTHuR & McARTHuR 1983: 17]

[McARTHuR & McARTHuR 1983: 14]

     '

[McARTHuR & McARTHuR 1983: 34]

               '

[McARTHuR & McARTHuR 1983: 33]

           [ieDloNyMous 1980: 45]

           (ANoNyMous 1980: 75]

                     '        ,

           IANoNyMous 1980: 67]

                  '                '
                        '                           '
            '
          [ittigoNyMous 1980: 119]

                           '

           [ANoNyMous･ 1980: 67]

                   '
                        '                          '                     '                tt
            '
                      '

                '
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(6) DN

  man kuk
  the squirrel
  "the squirrel"

(7) QN

  xun tun
  bne cat

  ""   one cat

  '

Quiche (Totonicapan) I73] ･ -
                                             '
                           '(1) SVO/VSO ･
  ri a6i g-u-loq' xun kamiga/g-u-loq' ri aei xun kamiga
  the man COMP-SUBJ-buy one shirt
                                               '  "The man bought a shirt."

(2) Pr .
  pa ri be
  on the road
  "on the road"

(3) 3-NG

  ki palat ri pamilia
  their dish the family
  "the dishes of the family

  saq ulew
  white land
  "white land"

(5) PN

  a tat
  your father
  "your father"

(6) DN

  ri kamiga
  the shirt

  "the shirt"

(7) QN
  xun kamiga '/ k'ia 'ri kamiSa

  one shirt / many the shirt
  "one shirt" "many shirts"

Quich6 (Nahuala-Ixtahuacan) [73]

(1) SVO / VOS (VSO)

  le: igoq g-#-r-esax le: ac'iaq
  the woman COMP-QBJ-SUBJ-takeout the clothes
  "The woman took out the cldthes."

  g-#-u::kunax ri: aei ri: igoq
  COMP-OBJ-SUBJ-cure the man the woman
  "The man cured the woman./The woman cured the man."

                393

              '
[ANoNyMous 1980: 851

(ANoNyMous 1980: 49]

[Fox 1973: 29]

[Fox 1973: 18]

[Fox 1973: 39]

       '

[Fox 1973: 29] '

[Fox 1973: 23]

[Fox 1973: 29]

          '

[Fox 1973: 27]

[MoNDLocH 1978a: 521

[MoNDLocH 1978b: 5]
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(2) Pr

  pa tinamit / r-uma:1 le: aei

  to town 1 his-by ･the man
  "to the town" "by the man",

(3) 3-NG

  u e'i' le:. ala

  his dog the boy
  "the boy's dog"

(4) AN

  saqa taq xa
  white PL house
  "white houses"

(5) PN

. ' a- c'i:'
  your dog
  "your dog"

(6) DN

 .le: xa
  that house
  "that house"

(7) QN

  r-onoxe:l winaq

  9VerY pe,r, son
 -, every person

Cakchiquel [761

(1) SVO ･  ri mcs g-#-u-tix ri
  the cat COMP-OBJ-SUBJ-eat the
(2)"FPe Cat ate the mouse."

  pa tinamit
  in/to town
  "to the'town"

(3) 3-NG

  ru-po't ri gtan
  her-huipil the girl

  "the girl's huipil"

(4) AN

  rl nlm xay
  the big house
  "the big house"

(5) PN .
  nu-c'i'

  my-dog
  "my dog"

6'oy

mouse

    Native Middle American Languages

                    '
                     '
            [MoNDLocH 1978a: 27, 301

               '

               [MoNDLocH 1978a: 24]

                              t                  '

               [MoNDLocH 1978a: 17]

               [MoNDLocH 1978a: 22]

               [MoNDLocH 1978a: 11]

                  '

               '
               fMoNDLocH 1978a: 50]

[IscAyA' TALA & CHoxiN YucuTE 1983: 55]

       '

         '      '                        '
 [IscAyA' Tala & CHoxiN YucuTF 1983: 5]

                          '                      '

[IscAyA' TALA & CHoxiN YucuTE 1983: 37]

               IBLAiR et al.1981: 447]

           '         '

       ･ [BLAiR et aL1981: 428]



       '
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                    '(6) DN
                      '  ri aq
  the pig
  "the pig"

(7) QN

  k'iy abax
  Many stone

  ""   many stones

Tzutujil [77]

(1) VOS

  g--#-u:-6'ey xun igoq xar a:6i
  COMP-OBJ-SUB-hit a woman the man
  "The man hit a woman."

(2) Pr

  r-ma:1 xar a:6i

  his-by the man
  "by the man" .

(3) 3-NG

  xun r-wa6 r-gahab' r-k'a:xo:1 n-b'esi:no
  9anestriiB-Sotfraiy/ieSigSggeor,shlSo'fi9snshoe.my'neighbor

(4) AN

  reg ki:naq / reS n-ki:naq
  green beans / green my-beans
  "green beans" "my green beans"

(5) PN

  nu:-c'i:'

  my-dog
  "my dog"

(6) DN .
  xar 1:soq

  the woMan
  "the woman"

(7) QN

  noxe:1 xa naqu:n
  all the thing
  "all the things"

Xinca [781

(1) VOS

  powoy ahuaru na pari

  shine all the sun
  "The sun shin6s on all."

  c'opohi nen nah urumuwi

  bit me the snake
  "The snake bit me."

                                395

   '

[IscAyA' TALA & CHoxiN YucuTE 1983: 5]

[IscAyA' TALA & CHoxiN YucuTE 1983: 5]

         '

                  [DAyLEy 1985: 305]

                  [DAyLEy 1985: 154]

                 [DAyLEy 1985: 286]

                             '

                 [DAyLEy 1985: 150]

                               '                              '

                 [DAyLEy 1985: 143]

                   '

                 [DAyLEy 1985: 153]

                 IDAyLEy 1985: 157]

                  '

                [LEHMANN 1920: 748]

                [LEHMANN 1920: 761]
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  ti･pu lra maku '･ [LEHMANN1920:746]
         '  with hand 1in house
  "with the hand" "in the house"

(3) NG

  uruh mihya [ScHuMANN1966:4S2] raha maku [LEHMANN1920:740]

  egg hen mouth house  "hen's egg" "the entrance of the house"
                                        '(4) AN/NA .

'ila uvui likal maku 6uruku ' [LEHMANN1920:750,766]
                                                    '  fresh meat 1 one house smal!
                                                                '  "fresh meat" asmall house" .
  pu' /puk /puh [ScHuMANN 1966: 454]
  my hand / your hand / his hand

  "myhand" "yourhand" "hishand"

(6) DN(D)

  nah mihya/nahna frak na [LEHMANN 1920:761,753]
  the hen /' the man this ' -                                '  "the hen" "this man" ･
                                                              '

  taha suyi [LEHMANN 1920: 766]                                   '

        -t  many tlmes
              '        t?1  "   many tlmes

Ganfuna (Black Carib) [79]

                 '(1) VSO

  1-ad6go-ba-v tdimari aba yamadi wap [TAyLoR 1956: 6]
  SUBJ-makeLINCOMP-OBJ her-husband a basket for-us
  "Her husband will make usabasket:" , ･ '
(2) Po / Pr

  6ma-da laba ugUnei h-abu muladunu {TAyLoR1977:57-58]
  roaq-in / one boat his-with mulattoes
  "in+the road" "a boat with (carrying) mulattoes"

(3)3-NG ･ .
  t-ebenari l-uba wagu6i (<wa-ugu6i) [TAyLoR 1977: 57]
  its-door his-house our-father

  "the door of our father's house"

(4) AN/NA .  is6ri uraei / aba aufuri uribatu ･ [TAyLoR 1977: 63-64]
  new king !one aunt bad
  "the new king" "a bad aunt"

(5) PN -  n-ar6na [TAyLoR 1977: 55]  my-arm '

  ""   my arm
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(6) ND

  katai lira / katav tUra
  thing that-MASC / thing that-FEM
  "that thing" "that thing"

(7) QN

  6rowa guriara ttira

  tree canoe that
  "those three canoes"

"Lenca [D14]

(1) SOV

  guagag ta kori-n-lana
  cattle milpa eat-PERF-they
  "The cattle ate the milpa."

(2)Po

  sela ap
  hammock in

  "in the hammock" '
(3) GN

  ke kural
  stone enclosure

  "stone's enclosure"

(4) NA
  'lh-,SebY,gS,h,,.i..1,. iPi,O,Itana

  "my little brother-in-law"

(5) PN

  u-familia

  my-family
  "my family"

(6) ND

  kin-ne

  road-the

  "the road"

(7)tuNm2･n huissiw i iagsu eta

  money much 1 cord one
  "much money" "one cord"

Tol (8Ql '
(1) SOV

  miste ve lyaha .
  cat tamal eat
  "The cat eats tamales."

                     397

        [TAyLoR 1977: 63]

        [TAyLoR 1977: 59]

      [LEHMANN 1920: 692]

      [LEHMANN 1920: 692] '

      [LEHMANN 1920: 688]

      '

                '

      [LEHMANN 1920: 687]

      [LEHMANN 1920: 686]

      [LEHMANN 1920: 687]

              '
               '        '

      [LEHMANN 1920: 6921

         '

             '

                      '
                    '

[RoycE DE DENNIs 1982: 15]
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       '(2) Po

  malana mpes

  pig for
  "for the pig"

(3) G 3-N

     ･  peplto popay
  Pepito his-papa
 ' "Pepito's father"

(4) NA

  malana pine

  pig big
  "a big pig"

(5) PN

  na-wa/mwa
  my-house
  "my house"

(7) NQ

  peso kont'e / 'anyomat'e

  peso three / year two
  "three pesos" "two years"

Miskitu [81]

(1) SOV

  waykna ba mayrin-ra

  man the woman-ACC
  "The man hit the woman."

(2) Po
         '  li:-ura

  water-in

  "in the water"

(3) GN

  waykna watla

  man house
  "the man's house"

(4) NA

  waykna yamni

  man good
  "a good man"

(5) NP/Infixed

  kwa:1-ki: 1 kwa:1-kam 1
  cloth-my･ / cloth-your /
  "my cloth" "your cloth"

  su-k-lu / su-m-lu

  "mydog" "yourdog"

(6) ND

  li:' kawhla ba
  water cold the
  "the cold'water"･

prtik-an

hit-PAST

ay-kwa:i-ka

his-cloth-his

"his cloth"

Native Middle American Languages

       [RoycE DE DENNIs 1982: 33]

                         '

                '

       [RoycE DE DENNIs 1982. 27]

                    '

       [RoycE DE DENNIs 1982: 33]

              '

     [DENNis and FLEMiNG 1975: 29]

                        '

    [RoycE DE DENNIs 1982: 65, 771

                [HEATH 1913: 58]

                         '
                     '                    '
                 '

            [CoNzEMIus 1929: 76]

            [CoNzEMIus 1929: 76]

                  '

                           '

            [CoNzEMIus 1929: 75]

             '

            [CoNzE}tuus 1929: 77]

            [CoNzEMIus 1929: 78]

                          '             '

            [CoNzEMIus 1929: 75]
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(7) NQ

  waykna wal

  man tW9

  ""   two men

Sumu [821

(1) SOV

  ma:mah ya baka-ka kau.
  mother the' child-her ACC(at)?
  "The mother whips her child."

(2) Po

  a:kusah karak

  needle with
  "with the needle"

                         '(3) G N-3

  kataramah tu:-ka butu-ka
  hen tongue-his point--his
  "the point of hen's tongue

  nawah u:-ka-tak
  Jaguar skin (u:tak)-his

  "the jaguar's skin"

(4) NA

  u: sikka as
  house big one
  "a big house"

(s),.N,,P./Lnfig.e,d.,,.,. ,,.,...-,d i

  dog dog-my /dog-your 1
          "my dog" "your dog"

  u: - u:-ki / u:-ma 1
  house house-my / house-your /
          "myhouse" "yourhouse"

(6) ND/DN

  yapu ya
  alligator the

  "the alligator"

  a:kaal-ka / yaka su:-ka-lu
  thisman-his / that dog-his

  "this man" "that dog"

(7) NQ

  u: ba:s
  house three
  "three houses"

wispai

whip

su:-ka-lu

dog-his

"his dog"

u:-ka

house-his

"his house"
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  [CoNzEMIus 1929: 75]

 [ANoNyMous 1989: 84]

  EPDqoNyMous 1989: 3]

 [PDIoNyMous 1980: 69]

 '

 [PDgoNyMous 1980: 75]

 [ANoNyMous 1989: 90]

[PDIoNyMous 1989: VII]

 [Pil-loNyMous 1989: 88]

               '

[ANoNyMous 1989: VII]

   '

 [PDgoNyMous 1980: 81]
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Rama [84]

                  '(1) SOV

  maio tu:tuo naig usuk kairis-u '
  your brother my child hit-COMP t'
  "Your brother hit my child."

(2) Po

  si:-ki: l nu:-aik
  water-in l house-to
  "in the water" "to the house"

(3) GN

  ku:ma: ain ou:

  woman her house
                   '  "woman's house"

    --  nalo pa:pa panl:s
  this manatee flippers
  "this manatee'e flippers"

(4) NA

  su:li tara
  animal big
  "a big animal"

(5) PN

  na:ID ta:ta

  My father
  "my father"

(6) ND

  ka:t ki

  tree the
  "the tree"

(7) NQ

  ka:t saimio

  tree one
  "one (a) tree"

             '
Guatuso [85] (Examples from Lehmann

             superscripts.)

(1) SOV '  ni arap6ao i-fi-t6ikitaikiD maxi6kaxuiso

  the child him-he-love teacher
  "The child loves the teacher."

  t6n ti i-laoeulje k6rakUru

,I ERG it-eat orange
  "I eat oranges."

(2) Po

  na ko / ni J'u

  ･me to /he with
  "tome" "withhim"

                                  '

        Native Middle American La'nguages

                    '

                    [CoNzEMIus 1927: 338]

                    [CoNzEMIus 1927: 3361

                                     '                      '

                    [CoNzEMIus 1927: 3381

                        [CRAiG 1986: 33]

                        [CRAiG 1986: 33]

                    [CoNzEmos 1927･ 338]

                    [CoNzEMIus 1927: 332]

                    [CoNzEmos 1927: 332]

are in original transcription without

                   [SANcHEz C. 1984: 157]

                   [SANcNz C. 1984: 160]

                            '                                     '
                  [S"incHEz C. 1984: 155]
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          '
(3) GN

  caju-curu / coqui-pu

  cacao-ear 1 tortoise-egg

  "cacao pod" "tortoise's egg"

(4) AN/NA .  tizaja kuejak 1 chocpa kuejak

  dry firewood / wet firewood
  "dry firewood" "wet firewood"

  ikasani u /'tiageaari u

  big house 1 1ittle house
  "a big house" ' "a little house"･

  cora puru ,/ yu                   ora
  tree big / road little
  "a big tree" "a little road"

(5) PN

  i-pU:ru l na-kUri

  his-body / my-wife

  "hisbody" "mywife"

(6) DN

  ni ju' /ni arap6ao
  the road / the child
  "the road" "the child"

(7) NQ

  plntoto ozogetene

  bird many
  "many birds"

Boruca I86]

(1) SOV

  ba j6'kua ki ba' wi'ra
  yo.ur friend AG you take
  "Your friend takes you."

(2) Po

  Uta
  house at
  "at the house"

(3) GN

  kuasrao i turi wa' r6xk
  Cuasran his bull son PL
  "the offspring of Cuasran's bull"

(4) NA

  ji kraD
  fire great

  "a big fire"

(5)b:N sasux

  your grandmother
   "your grandmother"

           '

                      401

   [LEHMANN･1920: 39S, 401]

        '

       [LEHMANN 1920: 393]

               '
       [LEHMANN 1920: 410]

   [LEHMANN 1920: 394, 3951

[SANcHEz C. 1984: 152,･ 153]

                      '     '

[SANcHEz C. 1984: 155, 157]

       [LEHMANN 1920: 393]

        '

[NiARcA GoNzALEz 1988: IQ8]

                      '

   [RoJAs CHAvEs 1988: 132]

      '
       '

[ABARcA GoNzALEz 1988: 114]

[ABARcA GoNzALEz 1988: 109}

             '     '

   [RoJAs CHAvEs 1988: 132]

                  '
           '
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(6) DN

  ja ei6a -
  that chichaliquor
  "that chicha"

(7) QN

  kuilj abi r6xk
  many person PL

  " s)   many persons

Cabecar l87)

                          '
(1) SOV

  J'is kaga ti tabeli blilwa
  my father ERG machete hid
  "My father hid the machete."

(2) Po

  kal hula wa
  tree 2irm with

  "with the branch"

(3) GN

  ba kaga duwa ･
                         '  your father brother-in-law

  "your father's brother-in-law"

(4) NA

  paiglu siuna

  shirt blue
  "blue shirt"

(5) PN

  glr :[:aher

  "our mother"

(6)' ND

  jaba hi
  child this

  "this child"

(7) NQ .  du maiiatku
  bird three
  "three birds"

            '
Bribri [88I

(1) SOV -
  Xuan tu uhku plkiwa
  Juan ERG door broke
  "Juan broke the door.l'

                            -                    '

Native Middle American Languages

                             '

         {RoJAs CHAvEs 1988: 132]

                     '

     [2ellIAIRcA GoNzALEz 1988: 108]

     '
                      '

        '

       [MARGERy PENA 1989a: LX]

                            '        '            '

       [MARGERy Pefia 1989a: LX]

     [MARGERy PENA 1989a: XLIII

                         '     '                      '

       [MARGERy PENA 1989a: LV]

                      '

       [MARGERy PENA 1989a: 237]

                        '

     [MARGERy PENA 1989a: XLIII]

                '              '
      '    '
   [MARGERy PENA 1989a: XLVIII]

      '
                          '
       [DICKEMAN DATz 1984: 117]



Database 3: Word Order Typology ･

(2) Po

  be' U a
  your ho'use in
  "in your house"

(3) GN

  u wak
  house owner
  "the owner of the hoUse"

(4) NA

  u tpt
  house big
  "a big house"

(5) PN

  be' ti
  your house
  "your house"

(6) ND

  kne e'
  work this
  "this work"

(7) NQ

  Xuana Urke bgkalo tavk et

  Juana went broom buy one
  "Juana went to buy a broom."

  J'e ki ala-r kiana-dak bul
  I EXP child-PL wanted-PL two
  "I wanted two children."

Terraba [89]

(1) SOV

  e boi inp
  he me saw
  "He saw me."

  tha boi u ik
  I my house see
  "I see my house."

(2)beo . gk,

  his house to
  "to his house"

(3) GN/NG
  kloi srio

  tree root
  "the root of tree"

  k5gs so .l mp zbu ldi druo'
  head tapir /mother god 1water salt
  "the head of tapir" "Virgin" "sea"

 [DicKEMAN DATz 1984:

 [DicKEMAN DATz 1983:

       '

 [DIcKEMAN DATz 1983:

               '

 [DIcKEMAN DATz 1984:

                '

    '

 [DicKEMAN DATz 1984:

 [DiCKEMAN DATz 1984:

 [DIcKEMAN DATz 1984:

[PoRTILLA CHA,vEs 1986:

[PoRTILLA CHA,vEs 1986:

               '

[PORTILLA CHA,vEs 1986:

               '

[PoRTILLA CHA,vEs 1986:

[PoRTnLA CntvEs 1986:

  403

121]

178]

174]

121]

120]

121]

116]

138]

138]

139]･

138]

138]
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(4) NA

  ¢iskuo soksie '

  cat black
  "a black cat"

(5) PN

  ba u
  his house
' " hishouse"

(6) ND

  giti hp

  dog this

  "this dog"

(7) NQ

  thi5o kra-la

  pot NUCL-one
         .1!  "   one pot

  khiUmro - ¢ra-ia

  cord NUCL-one
  "one cord"

Guaymi I90J

(1) SOV ･

  ngob6we ko dotebare 1

'God land made 1
  "God made the world."

(2) Po

  mo ben
  you with
  "with you"

(3) GN

  huan toro-e

  Juan book-POSSD
  "Juan's book"

(4) NA

  brare wenye
  man white
  "white man"

(5) PN

  ti toro･-e

  my book-POSSD
  "my book"

(6) ND

 . toro ne
  book this
  "this book"

tlwe mara mltl

I hi;n struck
"I struck him."

t Native Middle American Languages

                       '

        [PoRTILLA CHAvEs 1986: 136]

        [PoRTiLLA Chaves 1986: 139]

                            '

        IPoRTILLA CHAvEs 1986: 136]

        [PoRTILLA CH,sgvEs 1986: 152]

        [PoRTILLA CHAvEs 1986: 152]

                  '
                         '
             [P£LpHoNsE 1956: 7,51]

                         '
                            '
               [alpHoNsE 1956: 2]

                          '

               [Pll.pHoNsE 1956: 50]

                          '

               [Pll,pHONsE 1956: 2]

               [ALpHoNsE 1956: 8]

               [ALpHoNsE 1956: 7]
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(7) NQ

  ni kabre

  people many . , "manypeople"

             'BocotA [91]

(1) SOV

  ia XPG 'Y.,. g.U,d-aNb6eNREcENTpAsTpERF

  "I ate ynca."

(2) Po

            A  Francisco aliO

  Francisco for
  "for Francisco"

(3) GN

  6ube inva
  Chube father
  "Chube's father"

(4) NA

  nae lnlnwa
  world different

  "different world"

(5) PN

  ea ka
 '
  my name
  " 7r   my name
(6) ND

  oao hai
  world this
  "this world"

                '(7) NQ
  il.fi,/tili:ud,asi,)-Ld9onelijg,/1,Iillu:as?'Ldron,

          '
Cuna [92I ･
(1) SOY
           '  tule ome taysa
  man woman saw
  "The man saw the woman."

(2) Po

  neka se
  house to
  "to the house"

                        405

                      '
          [Pil,PHONsE 1956: 12]

     [JARA MuRiLLo 1989: 1221

                        '                     .           '

     [JARA MuRiLLo 1989: 113]

        '

   [MARGERy PENA 1989b: 1541

   [MARGERy PENA 1989b: 154]

     [JARA MuRiLLo 1989: 113]

   IMARGERy PENA 1989b: 154]

    '

                       '

[SoLiS HERNANDEz 1989: 149-150]

           [SHERzER 1983: 40]

                   tt
               tt

          [HoLMER 1946: 1961
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(3) GN/ G 3-N

  tule talakwa / tule e-taltakwa

  man eye l man his-eye
  "a man's eye" "a man's eye"

(4) NA

  akkwa-lele

  stone-sacreq

  "sacred stbne"

(5) PN

  an(i)-pap / pe-pap

  my-father / your-father
(6)"DMi fathel" "your father"

  itti tule 1 ati ome
  this man / that wdman

  "this man" "that woman"

(7) NQ

  tule war-kwena '
                          '  man NUCL-one
                        '  " tp   one man
                '               '

Native Middle American Languages

             '
            '
    ' [HoLMER 1946: 188]

              [HoLMER 1946: 189]

                         '

              [HoLMER 1946: 189]

             '
                           '

              [HoLMER 1946: 190]

                  '

              [HoLMER 1946: 190]

s

t



Notes

Note 1) If all

follows:

the data are counted, distribution in terms of number of consoriants is as

Number of phonemes
Number of languages

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
 1 3 1 11 20 15 23

18 19 20 21
17 13 20 18

22 23
20 23

Number of phonemes
Number of languages

24 25 26 27 28 29 35.

 711 87112
Total

 222

I examined the data on 222 or 233 languages for each entry in Table 2 to Table 22 and found

that the data are not markedly different from those of 174 languages; therefore, I eliminated

the data of 222 or 233 languages corresponding to each entry in Table 3 to Table 22. For

each individual enrry see appendices 2 and 3.

Note 2) I use the term "language(s)" loosely throughout

"language" in many cases includes dialects.
this paper. Actually the    .notlon

Note 3) If similar sets are put together, voiceless fricative series decrease to 17

fricative systems with both voiceless and voiced fricatives to 43 types.
types and

Note 4) The phonemes /i e a o/ are phonetically manifested as [i e A u] and the corresponding

long vowels are [i: ee: a: o:].

Note 5) The comparative word list of Tol and Tequistlatec Chontal is presented below.

diMcult to find cognate sets.

It is

 LI
 2. you

 3. we
 4. this

 5. that

 6. who
 7. what

 8. not

 9. all

10. many
11. one

12. two

13. big

14. small

15. Iong

16. woman
17. man
18. people

19. fish

20. bird

21. dog

Tol

[DENNIS, ROyCE DE DENNIS & FLEMING
1975]

naph
hiph

kuph

nina

nona
phakh

chan

' kuwalleo/ma
phi

pilik'

phani

mat'e
ping/pone (s)

chikh

kampa
kephlkeppan

yom/yomen.
tol/tolpan

khullkhulUn

cipyay

chiy61chiy6s

Tequistlatec

[WATERHOUSE

iya'

ima'

iyank'

i+ka'a

i+keya

nay
te

a'i

lili/haway
agpela'

anuli

oke'

akweka

itoki

+aka'no'

kal gans

lan ganuk'

+atu

+aka
kal ciki

1980]

407
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

"･
45.

46.

47.･

48.

49.

50,

51.

52.

53.

･54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

louse

tree

bark
leaf

toot

seed

'blood

meat
skin

bone

grease

egg

horn
tail

feather

hair

head

ear

eye

nose
mouth
tooth

tongue
claw

foot

kneei

hand
stomach
neck

breast

heart

liver

drink

eat

bite

see

hear

know
sleep

die
        2
kill

swim
fly

 walk

come
 lie down
 sit

 stand

 give

 say

 sun

Moon
 star

 water
 rain

tit'ltit'im

yo
pholok'11ototh

lo

c'il

setel

'as

pis/pwisis

p'iy

khele (s)lkhelo

pan
pehey

cheme
sok'

phisfiS

c'il/hic'il (your hair)

hey phukh (your head)

phac'lphyac' (your ear)

hin (your eye)

mikh/himikh (your nose)

lala/lyala (your mouth)

vis/hivis (your togth)

pelam/hepelam (your tongue)

pephlhepeph (your claw)

chamlchyam (your foot)

tik'lhitik' (your knee)

maslmyas (your hand)

kol/kyol (your stomach)

menlhemen (your neck)
has suna/hyas suna (your breast)

has/hyas (your heart)

komlkyom (your liver)

mis/mi' .(you drink) ,
lallahllyan (you eat)

la/lahllyan (you bite)

nuk/nyuk' (you see)

phak/pha'/phok (you hear)

sele/selen (you know)

halhyan (you sleep)

'ipi'i (you die)

'na/'inan (you kill)

phoytes (you swim)

hama (you fly)

win/law (you walk)

kuilkul/khil/hak'

pit'/pi'/path

haka/ha'ca/hatha

tooltook/hiltoh/lih

'yan/'aya

velen/vele

kokoy/loc'ak'/nac'ak'

mumuy
phul/phulakh .

'isi

hiwi

Native Middle American Languages

+aykwi
al 'ek

ligmik'ek

lipela

lime

+emes

+aWac'
ligik'

legmi

lekal
'al k'al'a

lapi'e

lipo

Iipimi

laWak
+iWak
lig'mas

+i'u

+i'nat

lik6

li'ay

lipa+

+a'na+uk
li'mic

feoone

+imane
liku'u

+ehok'

latuwe

+ungahma'
leta

tignay

tiSina

tikweka
isina'

tigmay

tima

tima'a'ma
tikafkay

tiyu

ti'wamma

tunouya
tikucway

tepi'i

tikwa

kal 'ora/kat'ayi'

kal mu+'a

kal gamna
laha'

fakwi
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 77.

 78.

 79.

 80.

 81.

 82.

 83.

 84.

 85.

 86.

 87.

 88.

 89.

 90.

 91,

 92.

 93.

 94.

 95.

 96.

97.

 98.

99.

1OO.

stone

sand

earth

cloud

smoke
fire

ash

burn

path

mountam
red

green
yellow

white

black

night

hot

cold

full

new
good
round
dry

name

Note 6) In the literature on ergativity

ject are treated as

present no major diMculties with respect to Middle American language data

utilizing them without

TsuNoDA 1985].

pe/pwen . +apik                'sus ･ ' kalkwiga'ama/ma/momas ･ +amac'
mol lummawaymus .' ikugic'awa +uoa'iphi/phi/phiphis +aapi'

pwen .. unaytahimikh lanehok'/neven

chu aSwoykalu ata'enka/umta'ephe afuhka'
piste lipuki'yawa inu'chohose agitapit' tema'ne (11enar)
syase ac'e'ikh!'isis

t'int'in 'pha/c'ic'e tihu+i (secar)
la/lya (you call) laftine
                , terms such as transitive,' intransitive, subject, and ob-

 "primitive" concepts [See, for example, DixoN 1972]. Since these terms

                                                 ,I start this study

      definition. Concerning this topic, see, for example, [Li 1975,



Appendices

1. Phoneme Charts
1

1.1. Consonant Symbols

Stops Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Voiceless

ppW t t tYtw c 6 6 e ky k kw qqw 2

Voiced bbw d d dy j j g gw
Glottalized p'b'6 t' ty' c' 6' 6' e' ky' k' kw, q'

Aspirated ph th Ch 6h kh kwh

Prenasalized mb nd ndY nj nj ng ngw

Notes: lt d e e'/ are retroflexed., ltkl appears in Cabecar and Bribri. 16y/ is reported in Jesas

Maria Cora. /6 6'/ are apico-alveolo-palatal affiricates reported only in Chajul Ixi1. -

Fricatives
Labio-Bilabialdental Inter-

dental
Lamino-
alveolar

Apico-
alveolar

Palato-
alveolar

Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Voiceless

Voiced

Glottalized

¢fBvf'

e66y ssY
z

ss
4

gs
22.

5 xy Xw XXw hhyhw

Nasals BilabialAlveolar Palatal Velar

Voiceless

Voiced

Glottalized mmWmYn
mSn'

fifi

o

Laterals
Alveolar.appro-mant Alveolar

fricative
Alveolar
affricate Retroflexed Flap

Voiceless

Voiced

Glottalized
1ly
1'

lly

y

xx

1 j

R-Sounds Non-specified Alveolartrill Nveolarfiap Retroflex

r. f i r･.
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Glides Labio-velar Palatal

Voiceless

Voiced

Lenis

ww)IY Yyy

iA

Fortis

Lenis
p t c 6 k kw e s g $ X m n fi 1 r w y
b d j i g gw Q z 2 Z 2S g! I! ll ! ! y! !

Note that Juarez Zapotec has a fortis vs. Ienis contrast in both voiceless and voiced consonants and

has voiced consonants in addition. See Chapter 2.2.

1.2. VowelSymbols

Front Central Back

Unround Round Unround Round Unround Round

High Highet i u i u
i'

u

Lower I (o) (i) (e) (i')

U

Mid Higher e 6 e o

Lower e'

oA

Low ee

(5)

a/a o

Parenthesized phonemes do not appear in Native Middle American languages.

N

2. Distribution of Number of Consonants in Native Middle American
    Languages

                                           '
    The number in each column indicates the number of phonemes. Glottal stop and

lateral athicate are marked directly by ? and X, respectively. The number of lenis con-

sonants is underlined. Some terms are abbreviated to save space. Below is a listing of

the abbreviations used in the table.

  A: aspirated

  G: glottalized

  PN: prenasalized

  VL: voiceless

 .VD: voiced

  }*{: languages omitted in this study
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[2] Papago
[4] NorthernTepehuani

[51 SoutheasternTepehuani

[6] Tarahumara'

    Tarahumara2

[7] XVarohio

     Guarijio

[8] Yaqu'i'

   XYaqui2

   )8(Yaqui3 Arizona

[91 Mayo
[101 Corai Jesus Maria

    Cora2 Ixcatan

[11] 'Huicholi

   XHuicho12

[12] NahUatl Classical

    Nahuatl San Jer6nimo

    Nahuatl Tetelcingo

    Nahuatl Amilcingo

   XNahuatl Guapa

   ,)KNahuatl Ixcatepec

   )KNahuatl Ahuacatlan

    Nahuatl Tlaxpanaloya

    Nahuatl Zongolica

    Nahuatl Matlapa

    Nahuatl Coscatlan

   XNahuatl Cuamelco

    Nahuatl Acaxochitlan'

   XNahuatl Huazalinguillo

    Nahuatl Huautla

[13] NahualP6maro
[14] XNahuat Nauzontla

    Nahuat Zacapoaxtla

   XNahuat Xalacapan

    Nahuat Mecayapan

    Nahuat Pajapan
    Nahuat Jalupa

[15] Pipil

D6 Pochutec
D7 Cuitlateci

   XCuitlatec2

[161 XPaipai'

     Paipai2

[17] XCochimi

[18] )KKiliwai

     kiliwa2

OBSTRUENTS
Stops

VL VD A G?

Fricatives

VL VD G

4

5

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

7

7

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

･6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

6

5

5

5

7

5

5

6

6

5

4

3

3

2

2

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

3

4
3

1

1

.1

1

23
23
22
22
22
22
23
22
22
22
22
?3
22
21
?1
?2
23
  3

  3
  3

23
22
22
  4
  3
  3

  3

?3
?3
2 3.

23
?3
  3

  3

?3
  3
  3

  3

  3

22
?2
24
23
25
25
?4

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

SONORANTS
Nasals Liquids

        lr
VD VL VDVL

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

4

3

2

4

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1･

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

  x
  x

  x

  x

  x

  x
  x

  x

IX
  x

  Xl
  x

  Xl
  Xl
  x

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1
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1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2･

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

18

19

14

15

16

14

17

16

14

16

15

18

18

13

15

15

16

15

16

15

16

15

15

17

15

17

15

17 z

17

18

･17

15

15

15

17

15

14

14

17

17

18

24

18

21

22

18
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OBSTRUENTS SONORANTS GlidesNUMBER
Stops Fricatives Nasals Liquids (Semivowels)OF

1 r wyPHONEMES
VLVDAG ? VLVDG VDVL VDVL VDVL

[191XCocopai 51
.2 5 3 11 1

220Cocopa2 8 2 5 3 22 1

224(20]Serii 4 2 6 2 1 1116i--.
[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]

(28]

[29]

[30]

[31]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

[361

XSeri2

 Tarascoi Ichupio

 Tarasco2 Purenchecuaro

 Totonac Xicotepec

XTotonac Zapotitlan

 Totonac Papantla

XTotonac Coatepec

XTotonac Ahuacatldn

 Tepehua Teachichilco

 Tepehua Huehuetla

  Chichimeci

XChichimec2

 Pame Central

 Pame South

 Matlatzinca

 Ocuiltec

 Otomi Mezquital'

XQtomi Mezquital2

 Otomi Temoayan

 Otomi Tenango

 Otomi ,Sierra

 Maxahua
 Tlapaneci

XTIapanec2

  Ixcatec

 Popoloc Westerni

XPopoloc Western2

 Popoloc Eastern

 Popoloc Tlacoyalco

 Chocho
 Maxatec Chiquihuitlan

 Mazatec Jalapa de Diaz

 Mazatec Huautla

 Maxatec Soyaltepec

 Amuzgo San Pedroi

XAmuzgo San Pedro2

 Amuzgo Xochistlahuaca

 Mixtec Acatlan

 Mixtec Huajuapan

 Mixtec Sjlacayoapan

 Mixtec Mixtepec

 Mixtec Alacatlazala

XMixtec Ayutlai

4

5

6

6

6

6

7

6

6

6

5

5

6

5

6

6

5

4

6

3

4

6

5

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

5

5

6

6

6

6

8

5

4

5

6

4

6

4

3

3

5

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

s

3

5

3

5

4

3

4(PN)

5(PN)

2(PN)

4(PN)

6(PN)

2(PN)

5(PN)

  26
     3

     3

  ?3
  ?3
  23
  ?7
  ? (3)

  23
623
  22
  22
  23
  23
  ?3
  ?3
  ?6
  26
  23
  ?. 5

  ?2
  23
  24
  ?4
  24
  2 4'

  ?4
  24
  26
  26
  23
  23
  23
  23
  23
  23
  23
  23
  22
  ?3
  22
  23
  24

1

1

1

1

1

4

2

1

2

4

2

1

5

6

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

22
2

3

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

-1

1

1･

1

1

x

x

x

x

x

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

l

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1 18.

19

19

17

17

17

23

17

'15

22

20

17

21

19

16

17

23

21

23

18

16

23

20

23

23

21

20

18

25

24

15

21

17

18

21

16

25

22

17

20

22

17

23



Appendices

     Mixtec Ayutla2

   XMixtec Ocotepeci

     Mixtec Ocotepec2

     Mixtec Moiinos

     Mixtec Atatlahuca

     Mixtec El Grande

  ･ Mixtec Chalcatongo

   XMixtec Diuxii

     Mixtec Diuxi2

     Mixtec Pefioles

     Mixtec Coatzospan

     Mixtec Jamiltepec

     Mixtec Colorado

     Mixtec Chayuco

     Mixtec Jicaltepec

[37] XCuicatec'

     Cuicatec2

[38] Trique Chicahuaxtla

     Trique Copala

[39] XZapotec Sierra

     Zapotec Juatez

     Zapotec Ixtlan

     Zapotec Rinc6n

     Zapotec Zoogocho

     Zapotec Yatzachi

   XZapotec Villa Alta

     Zapotec Cajonos

     Zapotec Yalalag

     Zapotec Yatee

     Zapotec Choapan

     Zapotec Albarradas

   XZapotec Mitlai

     Zapotec Mitla2

[40]

Zapotec Tlacochahuaya

 Zapotec Guelaviai

XZapotec Guelavia2

 Zapotec Chichicapan

 Zapotec Quioquitani

 Zapotec Ayoquesco

 Zapotec Lachixio

 Zapotec Guevea

 Zapotec Isthmusi '

XZapotec Isthmus2

 Chatino Yaitepec

  Chatino Tataltepeci

XChatino Tataltepec2
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6

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

6

6

6

5

6

4

5

5

6

6

6

7

5

4

5

5

5

5

4
5

5

4

6

5

5

6

6

6

5

7

5

4

4

3

7

6

1

g

5(PN)

3(PN)

1

4(PN)

4(PN)

1(PN)

1

2(PN)

5(PN)

6(PN)

4(PN)

3(PN)

4(PN)

4(PN)

3

3

1 1 3VD

!

g

l

E

E

E

E

e

g

s

s
fi

E

E

2

s

g

E
3(PN)

g

s

4
3

4

?

?

?

?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

?

2

2

2

?

?

2

2

?

?

?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

?

2

?

2

2

2

?

?

2

2

2

?

2

2

2

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

4

'5

3

4

3

5

6

5

3

4

2

2

2

5

4

2

2

3

2

3

2

4

2

2

4

3

5

4

1

1･

4

2

2

3

3

1

3

3

2

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

5

3

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

1(PN)

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

.2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

1

z

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11
1

1

11
11
1

11
11
11
11
11
11
1

11
11
11
1

11
11
11
1

1

1

11
･1 1

1

1

2

2

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1.

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

 1

12
 1

 2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

z

24

18

19

18

23

21

17

18

19

20

23

21

20

20

20

14

15

25

22

23

35

M
21

25

26

25

27

25

20

19

'23

26

29

21

23

27

27

25

21

26

26

23

23

16

25

18
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OBSTRUENTS SONORANTS Glides NUMBER
Stops Fricatives NaSals Liquids (Semivowgls) OF

1 r wy PHONEMES

VLVDAG ? VLVDG VDVL VDVL VDVL
XChatinoZozontepec 6 ?･ 5 3 2 2 19

[41]ChinantecLealao 34 2 31 3 1 1 17

XChinantecLalana 3.4 2 31 4 1 1 2 ･20

ChinantecComaltepec AA"" ? 2 3 1 1 16

   XChinantec Yolox

     Chinantec Quiotepec

   XChinantec Ozumacin

   }*(Chinantec Valle

     Chinantec Palantla

     Chinantec Tepetotutla

     Chinantec Sochiapan

   XChinantec Usila

     Chinantec Tlacoatzin

   XChinantec Ojitlan

   XChinantec Chiltepec

[42] Huave

[43] Chontal Huamelultec

     Chontal Tequistlateci

     Chontal Tequistlatec2

[44] XZoque Ostucdn

   XZoque Ray6n

     Zoque Copainala

     Zoque Le6n

     Zoque Chimalapa

[45] SierraPopoluca

[ca] SayulaPopoluca

     Oluta Popoluca

[47] MixeCoatlan

     Mixe Paraiso

     Mixe Tlahuitoltepec

     Mixe Totontepeci

   XMixe Totontepec2

[48] 'Huastec Veracruz

     Huastec Potosi

[49] XYucateci

     Yucatec2

[50] Lacand6n
[51] XItzai

     Itza2

[52] Mopan
[531 Choli

   XCho12

[54] Chontal

[55] Choni
[56] Tzotzili'

   XTzotzi12

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

6

4

5

6

6

6

4

4

6

5

5

4

4

4

s

4

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

5

5

5

5

5

3

4

3

2

4

4

4

1

2

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1･

1

1

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5･

5

6

5

5

5

5

5

?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

?

2

?

?

2

?

2

2

2

2

?

?

2

?

?

2

2

2

2

?

2

2

2

?

?

2

2

2

2

2

?

4

4

2

1

3

3

4

3

3

2

3･

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

1
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1

1

2

1

1

1

1･

1

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

3

4

3

2

3

4

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

2

2

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

22
1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

1
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1
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2

1
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2
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2

2
'2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

20

23

19

15

19

19

17

.19

17
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17
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35

27

27

22

22

22

12
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22

18
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12
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15.

21

23

21

20

20

21

20
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23
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[57] Tzeltal

[58] Tojolabal

E59] Chuj

[60] Jacaltec

[61] Kanjobal

[62] Acatec' San Rafael

     Acatec2 San Miguel

[65] Tectitec

[66] Mam
[67] Aguacatec

[68], Ixi1'Nebaj

     Ixi12 Chajul

     Ixi13 Cotzal

[69] Kekchi

[70] Pocomchii

     Pocomchi2

[711 Pocomam
{721 Uspantec

[73] XQuichei Totonicapan

     Quich(S2 Zunil

     Quiche3 Nahuala

[74] Sacapultec

[75] Sipacapefio

[761 Cakchiquel' Patzicia

     Cakchique12 Comalapa

[77] Tzutujili Santiago

     Tzutuji12 San Pedro

[78] XXincai

     Xinca2

I79] Garifuna

[80] Tol

[81] Miskitu

[82] Sumu(Ulwa)

[84] Rama

E85] Guatuso

{86] Boruca

[87] Cabecar

[88] Bribrii'

   }*{Bribri2

   )8{Bribri3

[89] Terraba

[89] Teribe

[90] Guaymi

f911. Bocota

[92] Cuna
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3. Vowel Inventories of Native Middle American Languages

   Where a given language has a contrast in the vowel system, it is presented as a set of

lines. The first line of each language (or dialect) data is for normal length oral vowels

or tense vowels (abbreviated as T). These are indicated by the phonemic symbols.

Note that normal length Oral vowels are normally short (S) , but as is noted in Chapter

2.3, San Juan Copala Trique long vowels constitute the simple, unmarked ones. The

second line is for long(L),geminate, nasalized(N),1ax(LX) vowels. Ifalanguage has

additional contrasts, they are given on the third line. (EL) means extra long vowels;

their presence in a language is marked by the plus sign(+). The number of vowel

phonemes is given in the right column. The rightmost number indicates the total

number ofphonemes. In Zapotecan phonology simple, checked(glottalized) , interrupt-

ed(laryngealized or low-intensity) and aspirated(high-intensity) vowels are distin-

guished. I have given only two examples in Cajonos and Lachixio, and the distinctions

for other dialects, if reported, are given in abbreviated forrns such as G(glottalized),

L(laryngealized) , A(aspirated) following the dialect name.

Vowels Numberof
. . -- -- --i-II ee ee 'ao ou UlOA u o u le phonemes

[2] Papago i a o u' i 5

(geminate) + + + ++ 510
[4] NorthernTepehuan i a o ui 5

(geminate) + + + ++ 510
[5] SoutheasternTepehuan i a o u i'e 6

(geminate) + + + + ++ 612
[6] Tarahumarai,2 i e a o u 5

[7] Varohio i e a o u 5

(geminate) + +- + + + 510
Guarijio i e a o' u 5

[8] Yaquii･2 i e a o u 5

(geminate) + + + + + 510
XArizonaYaqui i' e a o u 5

(geminate) + + + + + 510
[9] Mayo i e a o u 5

(geminate) + + + + + 510
[10] Corai i e a ui 5

(geminate) + + + ++ 510
Cora2 i e ac a uo 6

(geminate) + + + + ++ 612
[11] Huicholi i e a t u

i' 5

(geminate) + + + + + 510
XHuicho12 i e a ui 5

(geminate) + + + +･+ 510
[12] .NahuatlClassical 'i

e a o 4



,
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il ee ee ao
o'

u ui O･A 6 u ui e Number
phonemes

of

'NahuatlSanJer6nimo

(L) +i

+･

e

+a +o 8

(L) + +･ + + 4 8

NahuatlTetelcingo (T) i ie o u 4

(LX) I e a o 4 8

NahuatlAmilcingo i e q o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

)*{NahuatlGuapa i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

XNahuatlIxcatepec i e a o 4

XNahuatlAhuacatlan i e a o 4

(L) + ? + ? 3 7

NahuatlTlaxpanaloya i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

NahuatlZongolica i e a o u 5

(L) + + + + 4 9

NahuatlMatlapa i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

NahuatlCoscatlan i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

･)8(NahuatlCuamelco i e a o 4

(L) + +･ + 4 8

NahuatlAcaxochitlan 1 e a o 4

(L) + ･+ +･ + 4 8

)8(NahuatlHuazalonguillo i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

NahuatlHuautla i ,e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

[13]NahualP6maro i e a o u 5

E14]XNahuatNauzontla i e a o 4

NahtiatZacapoaxtla i e a' o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

XNahuatXalacapn i e a o 4

(L) + ± + + 4 8

NahuatMecayapan i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

NahuatPajapan i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

NahuatJalupa, i e a o 4

(L) + + + + 4 8

(15]Pipil i e a o 4

(L) + + + + ,4 8

419



420 Native Middle American Languages

il ee,zea O ou u i b A' 6 ti
u r e Numberof

phonemes

D6Pochutec i e a o u 5

(L) + + + + + 510t-
!

D7Cuitlatec' i e a o u 1 6
)8({Cuitlatec2 i eac o o u, i A 8

[16] XPaipai'

    Paipai2

[17] XCochimi

[18] XKiliwai

                    (L)

    KiliwaZ

                    (L)

[19] XCocopa'

                    (L)

    Cocopa2
                    (L)

[20] Seri' .
                    (L)

   XSeri2

[21] Tarasco'･2

[22] TotonacXicotepec

                    (L)

   XTotonac Zapotitlan

                    (L)

     Totonac Papantla

                    (L)

   XTotonac Coatepec

       . (L)
   XTotonac Ahuacatlan

   ' (L)[231 TepehuaTeachichilco

                    (L)

     Tepehua Huehuetla

      . . (L)
E24] Chichimec'

. ･ (N)   XChichimec2

                    (N)

[25] PameCentral

   .･ (N)     Pame South
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+
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6

5

5

6

3

6

3

4

4

6

5

3

3

3

3

5

3

7

7

5

6

6

5

6

3

6

3

4
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3
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3
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6
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----------II ee2eaoouutoAouH1e
Numberof
phonemes

(N) + +++ ++ 6 12

[261Matlatzinca i

eao .UlA .7 '

[27]Ocuiltec
,

i

eao .UlA 7

(L) + +++ ++･+ 7 14

[28]OtomiMezquitali i

eeaoo UA･･i' 9

(N) + ++ +- 4 .13

XOtomiMezquital2 i

eeeaoo .UlA 9

OtomiTemoayan i

eeaoo UOA -9
(N) + + + '3 ･12

OtomiTenango i eeeaoo uoi'･ 9

(N) + ++ + 4 13

OtomiSierra, i eeeaoo uoi' 9

(N) + ++ +･ 4 13

[29]Mazahua i

eeao.o .ule 9

(N) + +++ ++ 6 15

[30]Tlapaneci,2 i

eao u ,5

(N) + +++ + 5

(L) + +++ + S×220
[31]Ixcatec i

･eao u 5

(N) + +･++ + 5 10

[32]PopolocWesterni･2 i

eao u 5

(N) + +++ + 5 10

PopolocEastern i

eao u 5

(N) + +++ +･ 5 10

PopolocTlacoyalco i

eao
4

(N) + +++ 4.
(L) + +++ 4×216

[33]Chocho i

,eao u.･ 5

(N) + +･++ + 5 10

[34]MazatecChiquihuitlan, i

eacao 6

(N) + ++++ + 6 12

MazatecJalapa i

eeao u 5

(N) + +++ + 5 10

MazatecHuautla. i

ea,o 4

(N) + ･+++ 4 8

MazatecSoyaltepec i

eao u 5

(N) + +++ + 5 '10

[35]Amuzgo.SanPedroi i

eeaoo u ･7
(N) +++++ 5 12

XAmuzgoSanPedro2 i

eeaoo 7

(N) + +++ + 5 12

AmuzgoXochistlahuaca i e'eeaoo u 7 '



k･

422 Native Middle American Languages

. . ------ -t Numberof
,

1I. eezea OOUUtOA OUUI e phonemes

(N) + ++++ 512
[36]MixtecAcatlan' i e aou

5

(N) +･ + +++ 510
MixtecHuajuapan i e ao

if 5

(N) + + ++ 410
 Mixtec Silacayoapan

    (N) Mixtec Mixtepec

    (N) Mixtec Alacatlazala

    (N)XMixtec Ayutlai

    (N) Mixtec Ayutla2

    (N) Mixtec Ocotepeci,2

  - (N) Mixtec Molinos

    (N) Mixtec Atatlahuca

    (N)･ Mixtec EI Grande

    (N) Mixtec Chalcatongo

    (N)XMixtec Diuxii

    (N) Mixtec Diuxi2

    (N) Mixtec Pefioles

    (N) Mixtec Coatzospan

    (N) Mixteg Jamiltepec

    (N) ' Mixtec Colorado

    (N) Mixtec Chayuco

    (N) Mixtec Jicaltepec

    (N)[37] XCuicatec Concepci6ni

ie+･ +･
ie
++ie
++･ie+ (+)

ie.+
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++ie
++ie
++i e.
+
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++ie+ (+)
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++i ee
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+
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  5 5  5 5  4 '5
  3 5  5 5  5i' 6

+6'i 6
+･ 5
 64
 66
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 66
 6s
 66
 6 66
 s6
 65

9

10 '
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9

8
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9

12

11

10 .

12

'12'.

12
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12
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' . Numb'erof
II eeac ao ou Ul o A 6 u Hi' e

phonemes

(N)' + ++ ++ + 612XCuicatecConcepci6n2 i' e a o u 5
'

(N) + + + + + 510CuicatecSantaMaria i e ao o u 6

(N) + + + +- + 511[38] TriqueChicahuaxtla i e a o. ui A 7

(N) + + + + ++ 613TriqueCopala(L) i e a o u 5

(s) e a o 3

(N) + + + + + 5+316
[39] XZapotecSierra i e a o u 5

(N) + + + 38'

ZapotecJuarezGL i e a o u 5

ZapotecIxtlan i e a o u 5

ZapotecRinc6n i

eee a o u i 7
n"

ZapotecZoogocho i e a o 4

ZapotecYatzachi i e a o o 5

XZapotecVillaAlta i e a o'
i' 5

ZapotecCajonosGL i e a o 4

glottalized i' e' a' o'

laryngealized i'i e'e a'a o'o i

ZapotecYalalag i e a o u 5

ZapotecYateeGL i e a o 4 '

ZapotecChoapanGL i ee a o u 6

ZapotecAlbarradasGLA i ee a o u u 7.

ZapotecMitlai･2 i

eee a o u 6

ZapotecTlacochahuaya i e a o ui 6

ZapotecGuelaviai･2GL i e a o ui 6･

ZapotecChichicapanGA i e a o u+ 6

ZapotecQuioquitaniL i

eac a o u 6

ZapotecAyoquescoGL i e a o u
i' 6

ZapotecLachixio i e a u 4

lengthened ii
ee aa uu 48checked i' e' a' u'

interrupted i'i e'e a'a u'u

ZapotecGueveaGA i e a o u 5'

ZapotecIsthmusi･2GL i e a o u 5

[40] ChatinoYaitepec i e a o u 5

(N) +･ + +･ + t

49ChatinoTataltepeci 'i

e a o u 5

'

(N) + + + 38XChatinoTataltepec2 i e a o u 5



424 Native Middle American Languages

.

-------
-- Numberof

' II eeeea O ou UlOAOUHI e phonemes

(N) + + + + 4

(L) + + + + + 9×218
XChatinoZozontepec i e a o u 5

(L) + +- + + + 5

                   (N)

[41] ChinantecLealao

                   (L)

                   (N)
   )8(Chinantec Lalana

    Chinantec Comaltepec

                   (N)

                   (L)

   XChinantec Yolox

    ChinanteC Quiotepec

                   (N)

                   (L)

   XChinantec Ozumacin

   XChinantec Valle

    Chinahtec Palantla

                   (N)

    Chinantec Tepetotutla

                   (N)

    Chinantec Sochiapan

                   (N)

   XChinantec Usila

    Chinantec Tlacoatzin

                   (N)

   XChinantec Ojitlan

   XChinantec Chiltepec

[42] Huave

                   (L)
[43] Chontal Huamelultec

                   (L)
    Chontal Tequistlateci･2

[44] XZoque Ostucan

   XZoque Ray6n

    Zoque Copainala

    Zoque Le6n

    Zoque Chimalapa

[47] SierraPopoluca .
        '           '･ (L)
[48] SayulaPopoluca
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+
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  5×2
･6
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  6×2

8+N
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5+N
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----------1IeeeeaoouuloAouHle
Numberof
phonemes

(L) ++ ++･++ 6 12

OlutaPopoluca ie 6

(L) ++ ++･++ 6 12

[49)MixeCoatlan .'1e 6

(L) ++ 6

(EL) +･+ ++++ 6 18
.MixeParaisO le 6

t

(L) ++' ++++･ 6

(EL) ++ ++++ 6 18

MixeTlahuitoltepec ie' 7

(L) ++ ++++'+- 7 14

MixeTotontepeci ie
.eeaooula 9

(L) ++･ +++++++ 9. 18

XMixeTotontepec2 ie aea' oUuiA 9

(L) ++ '+++++++ 9 18

[48]HuastecVeracruz ie aou
5

(L) ++ +++ 5 10

HuastecPotosi ie･ aou
5

(L) ++ ++- + 5 10

(49]XYucatec' ie aou
5

Yucatec2 ie, 5

(L) ++ +++ 5. 10

[50]Lacand6n ie aouo
6

(L) +･+ ++++ 6 1･2

[51]Itzai･2 ie 6

(L) ++ +++ 5 10

[52]Mopan ie 6

(L) ++ ++++ 6 12

[53]Choli ie aouA
6

t

XCho12 ie 6･

{54]Chontal ie .aoul" 6

[55]Chorti ie ･aou 5

[56]Tzotzili･2 ie aou
5

[57]Tzeltal ie aou
5

[58]Tojolabal ie aou
5

'

[59]Chuj ie･ aou
5

[60]Jacaltec ie ao,u 5

[61]Kanjobal ie 5 '

[62]'Acateci･2 ie aou
5

(L) ++ +++ 5･ 10

[65]Tectitec ie '5

' (L) ++ +++ 5 ･10



426 Native Middle AMerican Languages

. .

------ ,-- Numberof
II eezea O ou Ul o A OUUI e phonemes

[66] Mam i e' a･ o u 5

(L) + + +･ + + 510
[67] Aguacatec i e a o u 5

(L) + +･ + + -+ 510
[68] Ixi1i,2,3

     (L)[69] Kekchi '

  ･･ (L)[70] Pocomchii･2

     (L)[71] Poconiam

     (L)[72] usbantec

     (L)[73] XQuichei .

 Quighe2t3

     (L)[74] Sacapultec

     (L)[75] Sipacapefio '

･ (L)[76] Cakchiquel' Patzicia

 Cakchique12 Comalapa (T)

    (LX)[77] Tzutujil'

 Tzutuji12

' [78] Xinca'･2

 XXinca3

[79] Garifuna

[80] Tol ･
[81] XMiskitui '

 ' Miskitu2 .

 '  ''[82] Sumu (Ulwa)

[84] Rama

(L)

(L)

(L)

(N)

(L)

(L)

(L)

(L)

ie ao++ ++ie ao++ + -+

ie ao++ ++ie ao+ +･ ++
ie ao++ ++ie aoie ao++ ++ie ao++ ++ie ao++ ++ie aoie aoIe ouie ao++ ++ie ao++ ++ie aoie ao(+) + + +
ie ao++ ++ie aoie ao++ ++i a･
i a･+･ +

u

+･-u

+
u

+

u-
+
u

+

uou,

+
u

+-u

+

u o.
u

u le UQ

+ -･

u'
+

.

Ul
 .uf
+

･ u'

+
 :Ul
u

･+

u

+
u

+
u
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5

5

5

5

5

6

5

5

5
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5
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5

6

6

5

6

5

3

3

3

510
5 10

5 10

5 10

5 10

5 10

5 10

5 10

49
5 ･ 12

5 . 10

5 11

5 10

5 10

36
36
3' 6
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e

･ NumberofII eeee ao ouui o A 6 u u 'ie phonemes

[85] Guatuso i e a ou 5

(L) + + + ++ 510[86] 'Boruca i e a ou 5

[871 Cabecar i.I e a ouu 7

(N) + + + ++ 512[88] Bribrii,2･3 il e a opu 7

(N) + + + ++ 512
[89] Terraba il e ao uu 7

(N) + + ++- + 512
[89] Teribe il e ao ouu 8

(N) ++ + ++ +++ 816
.[90] Guaymi 1 e 'ao ou i'e 8

(N) + -+ ++ ++ + 715
[91j Bocota i ee ao ou 7

(N) + ++ ++ ++ 714[92] Cuna i e a ou 5

(L) + + + ++ 510
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Language Index

This index contains names of languages and language groups that occur in the main text including tables,

but not those that occur in the database sections.

Acatec [Akateko] 9, 22-23, 30, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49,

  61 111 121 130
    fe            '
Aguacatec [Awakateko] 118, 122

Alliklik 6

Amuzgo 7, 40, 63, 96, 110, 122, 153, 156; San

  Pedro 22, 28, 32, 38, 42, 44, 52, 55, 62-64, 74;

  Xochistlahuaca 11, 17, 23-24, 28, 33, 37-38,

  42, 44, 52, 55, 60, 62-63, 74

Arawakan 3, 9, 115, 125

Aztecan 7, 109

Bannock 6

Bawihka 9

Black Carib . Garifuna

Bocota 9, 21, 23-24, 31, 36-37, 42, 45, 52, 54,

  64-66, 69, 111, 121

Boruca 9, 22-24, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49, 54, 62, 64,

  66, 103, 111, 115, 121, 129-130

Bribri 9, 21, 22, 32, 36-37, 42-43, 45, 52, 54,

  64-65, 69-70, 103, 111, 121, 145, 149, 150

Brunca 9

Cabecar 9, 22, 32, 36-37, 42-43, 45, 52, 54, 62,

  64-65, 70, 84, 103, 111, 121, 145, 148-150

Cacaopera 9

Cahitan 6

Cahuilla 6, 85-87

Cakchiquel [Kaqchikel] 9, 22, 29, 33, 36, 38,

  42-44, 50, 52, 74, 98-99, 104-105, 111, 118,

  121, 155; Classical 98-99, 104-10S, 155

California Shoshonean 6

Central Numic 6

Chaneabal 8

Chatino 8, 14, 56, 63, 96, 110, 122, 157;
  Tataltepec 23, 28, 32, 35, 37-38, 42, 44, 49, 55,

  6263; Yaitepec 21, 24, 27, 32, 37, 42, 44, 50,

  55, 64, 74; Zenzontepec 37

Chemehuevi 6, 86

Chiapanec 8, 92, 95

Chibchan 3, 9, 23, 36, 54, 64, 66, 75, 83, 101,

  104, 112, 115, 128-130, 133, 145-146, 148-149

Chichimec 7, 18, 22, 32, 38, 40, 42, 44, 52, 54, 60,

  84, 93-94, 97, 110, 114, 120, 127, 129-130, 158

Chicomuceltec 8, 91, 92, 98

Chilanga 9

Chinantec 75, 95-96, 110, 114, 122, 157; Co-

  maltepec 22, 24, 31, 38, 42, 45, 47, 53, 55, 62,

  65; Lealao 21, 24, 27, 28, 33, 35, 38, 42, 45, 51,

  55, 61-62, 66 ;Palantla 21, 24, 32, 35, 38, 42,

  44, 52, 55, 61-62, 84; Quiotepec 21, 24, 27, 34,

  35, 38, 42, 44, 53, S5, 61-64, 73; Sochiapan 21,

  27, 34-35, 38, 42, 45, 52, 55, 61-62;
  Tepetotutla 21, 24, 32, 35-36, 38, 42, 44, 52,

  55, 61; Tlacoatzintepec 21, 27, 33, 35, 38, 42,

  44, 52, 61-62

Chinantecan 8, 15, 40, 53, 56, 62

Chirip6 9, 84, 103

Chochoan 7
Chocho 7, 22, 28, 34-35, 37, 42, 45, 49, 55, 61,

  110, 114, 121

Chol 8, 22, 29, 32, 38, 42, 44, 50, 62-63, 76, 98,

  104, 111, 117, 121

Cholan 8, 75, 138

Cholti 8

Chontal; (Tabasco, Maya) 5, 8, 10, 22, 29, 32,

  38, 42, 44, 50, 76, 91, 111, 114, 117, 121

Chontal; Huamelultec 8, 18-19, 22, 26, 32, 35,

  37-38, 43, 45, 49, 59, 61-63, 102, 109-110,

  112-113 121
        '
Chontal; Oaxaca 5, 8, 10, 17, 18, 26, 29, 43, 57,

  59, 102, 105, 112-113, 154

Chontal; Tequistlatec 8, 19, 21, 22, 26, 29, 32,

  35, 37-38, 43, 45, 49, 59, 61-62, 102, 109,

  112-113, 130

Chorotega 8

Chorti [Ch'orti'] 8, 22, 29, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49, 91,

  111, 114, 117, 121

Chuj [Chuj] 9, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44, 49,

  61-62, 98, 111, 114, 118, 121

Cochimi 7

Cocopa 7, 18, 23, 27, 31-32, 35, 37-38, 42-44,

  48, 55, 60-64

Comanche 6
Corachol 6

Cora 6, 84-85, 89, 91, 109-110, 122-123, 131,

  141, 159; Jes6s Maria 23, 28, 31, 37-38, 42, 44,

  49, 56, 62-64; Ixcatan 23, 28, 32, 35-38, 42,

  44, 51, 60, 63, 75

Cucapa 7
Cuicatec 7, 22, 27, 33, 37, 42, 44, 49, 55, 64, 96,

                                   475
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  110, 114, 121, 157

Cuitlatec 7, 18, 22, 27, 33, 36-37, 42-44, 50, 54,

  56, 60, 62-64, 68, 101, 109--110, 121, 128

Cuna 9, 12-13, 21, 27, 31, 38, 42, 44, 49, 63-65,

  103, 111, 115, 121, 129-130, 148

Cupan 6, 85-86

Cupefio 6

Diria 8

Dohema 6
English 78-80, 102, 119, 129, 139, 148-149

Estrella 9

Eudeve 6, 88-89, 94

Fernandefio 6, 85-86

Fox 45

Gabrielefio 6, 86

Garifuna 3, 9, 21, 27, 38, 42, 44, 64, 111, 115,

  122-124, 130-131

German 79
Guarijio 6, 31, 41, 42, 44, 49

Guatuso 9, 19, 21, 32, 35, 38, 42-43, 45, 49, 56,

  61-62, 64-65, 111, 115, 120, 129-130

Guaymi 9, 21, 23-24, 32, 36, 38, 42, 45, 53-54,

  60, 62, 64-66, 73-75, 103, 111, 121, 146, 149

Guetar 9

Heve 6

Highland Chontal - Chontal

Hokan 109, 112

Honduran Lenca 9
Hopi 6, 86, 88

Huamelultec --> Chontal

Huastec 8, 29, 63, 84, 91, 97-98, 103-104, 108,

  lll, 117, 122, 128, 158-159; Potosi 22, 29, 32,

  35, 37, 42, 44, 49, 61; Veracruz 22, 29, 35, 36,

  37, 42, 44, 49, 60-61

Htiastecan 8

Huave 5, 8, 21, 28, 32, 37, 42, 44, 49, 56, 64, 102,

  110, 114, 121, 130, 144, 148

Huetar 9

Huichol 7, 22, 27-28, 30, 32, 35-37, 42, 44, 49,

  60-61, 63, 84-85, 89, 91, 109-110, 121,

  128-129, 159
Itza [Itzaj] 8, 22, 29, 32, 37, 42, 44, 74-76, 111,

  114, 117, 119, 122

Ixcatec 7, 22, 24, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44, 49, 54, 61-64,

  95-96, 110, 114, 122

Ixil 9, 23, 26, 30-32, 34-36, 38, 42, 44, 49, 61, 63,

  98-99, 104, 111, 117-118, 122, 130

Jacaltec [Jakalteko/ Popti'] 9, 22, 30, 32, 35, 38,

  42, 44, 49, 61-62, 99, 104, ill, 114, 117, 122,

  128, 138

Japanese 78-79

Jicaque 9

Jonaz 7

Native Middle American Languages

Jova 6

Juanefio 6, 86

Kanjobal [Q'anjob'al] 9, 23, 30, 32, 35, 38, 42,

  44, 49, 61

Kanjobalan 9

Kawaiisu 6, 86

Kekchi [Q'eqchi'] 9, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42-44, 49,

  61, 99, 111, 114, 117, 121, 126

Kiliwa 7, 22, 27, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44, 48, 54, 60,

  62-64

Kimiai 7

Kitanemuk 6, 85-86

Koso 6

Kukra 9

Kumyai 7
Lacand6n 8, 22, 29, 32, 37, 42, 44, 50, 75, 91,

  111, 117, 122

Lenca 9, 99, 102, 111, 115, 120, 130, 158

Lencan 3, 9

Lowland Chontal -> Chontal

Luisefio 6, 86

Malecu 9
Mam 9, 23, 25, 30, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44, 49, 61, 63,

  99, 104, 111, 114, 117-118, 122, 128, 130;

  Classical 98-99

Mamean 9
Mangue 8
Manguean 8
Maribio 7

Matagalpa 9

Matagalpan 9

Matlatzinca 93, 95, 110, 113, 121, 128

Matlatzincan 7, 22, 28, 33, 37, 42, 44-45, 51,

  63-64, 93-95, 110, 113

Mayan 3, 5, 8, 15-17, 23, 25-26, 29-31, 40, 43,

  57, 59-60, 75, 77, 83, 85, 91, 97-105, 108-109,

  114, 117-118, 126, 130, 135, 137-138, 148, 150,

  155, 156, 158, 161

Mayo 6, 22, 27, 31, 37, 42, 44, 49, 63, 85, 88-89,

  91, 101, 109-110, 120, 126, 142, 148

Mazahua 7, 22, 28, 33, 38, 42, 44, 54, 62-63, 84,

  93, 95, 110, 113, 122, 128, 130, 156, 159;

  Classical 96-97

Mazatec 7, 71, 84, 110, 114, 121, 156, 157; Chi-

  quihuitlan 22, 28, 33, 35, 38, 42, 44, 51, 55,

  61-64; Huautla 23, 28, 33, 35, 38, 42, 44, 48,

  55, 56, 61-62, 75; Jalapa de Diaz 22, 24, 32,

  38, 42, 44, 55, 62-64; Soyaltepec 23, 28, 32, 38,

  42, 44, 49, 55-56, 61-62

Mazatecan 15

Meco 7
Miskitu 9, 21, 24, 27, 31, 38, 42, 44, 48, 62, 64,

  102-103, 111, 115, 120, 128
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Misuluan 9

Misumalpan 3, 9, 83, 101, 115, 128-130

Mixe 8, 40, 101; Coatlan 21, 27, 31, 38, 42, 44,

  50, 62, 65, 111, 114, 122, 131, 159; Colonial

  100, 103, 111, 122; Paraiso 21, 27, 31, 38, 42,

  44, 50, 62, 65, 103, 111, 122; Popoluca 8;

  Tlahuitoltepec 21, 27, 32, 37, 42, 44, 52, 74,

  100, 103, 111, 122-123, 131; Totontepec 22,

  28, 33, 36, 38, 42, 44, 53, 62, 65, 75, 100;

  Veracruz 8, 101

Mixe-Zoquean 3, 5, 8, 12, 17, 83, 85, 92,
  100-101, 103, 109, 114, 123-125, 128, 130, l34,

  136, 156-160

Mixean 8, 101, 125

Mixtec 7, 21, 54, 60, 63, 75, 78, 92, 96-97, 110,

  122, 130, 148, 156; Acatlan 22, 25, 27, 33, 38,

  42, 44-45, 49, 54, 56, 62, 67; Alacatlazala 22,

  27, 33, 38, 42, 44, 49, 54, 62, 64; Atatlahuca

  22, 29, 33, 37, 38, 42, 44, 49, 55, 62, 67, 143,

  157; Ayutla 22, 27, 33, 37, 38, 42, 44, 50, 54,

  62-64, 67; Chalcatongo 17, 22, 25, 28, 33, 38,

  42, 44, 51, 55, 62, 64; Chayuco 22, 27, 33, 35,

  38, 42, 44, 50, 55, 61-65, 67; Coatzospan 22,

  25, 33, 38, 42, 45, 51, 54, 56, 62-63, 65, 68, 74;

  Colorado 22, 27, 33, 38, 42, 44, 50, 55, 62-63,

  157; Diuxi 22, 28, 34, 35, 38, 42, 45, 50, 55,

  62-64; El Grande 22, 29, 33, 38, 42, 45, 51, 55,

  62, 67, 74; Huajuapan 22, 28, 33, 38, 42, 44,

  50, 54, 62, 64-65, 68; Jamiltepec 22, 27, 33, 38,

  42, 44, 50, 55, 62-63, 143, 157; Jicaltepec 22,

  27, 31, 38, 42, 44, 49, 55, 56, 62-63, 65, 157;

  Mixtepec 22, 25, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44, 49, 55,

  61-62, 65, 67; Molinos 22, 28, 33, 38, 42, 45,

  49, 55, 60, 62; Ocotepec 22, 33, 38, 42, 44, 49,

  55, 62; Pefioles 22, 29, 33, 35, 38, 42, 45, 50,

  55, 61, 63-65, 67; Silacayoapan 22, 29, 33, 38,

  42, 44, 47, 50, 54, 62, 67, 74, 157

Mixtecan 7, 11, 14-15, 17, 24, 45, 56-57, 60, 67,

  143, 156

Moch6 9
Monachi 6

Mono 6, 86
Motocintlec 9

Mopan 8, 16, 22, 26, 29, 32, 37, 42, 44, 50, 76,

  91, 111, 117, 121

Nahual; P6maro (Michoacan) 7, 19, 22, 32, 42,

  45, 49, 62, 110, 121, 125

Nahuan 4, 7, 14-15, 23, 28, 37, 43-44, 47-48, 63,

  75, 83, 89, 91, 109, 116, 125, 128, 131, 156,

  158-160

Nahuat; Isthmus 7, 110, 121; Jalupa 21, 32, 42,

  64; Mecayapan 22, 32, 42; Pajapan 21, 32, 42,

  64; Zacapoaxtla 22, 32, 42, 64; Sierra 89
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Nahuatl 7, 43, 45, 46, 62; Acaxochitlan 22, 32,

  42; Ahuacatlan 71; Amilcingo 22, 31, 42, 64;

  Classical 15, 22, 31, 42, 65, 89, 94, 110, 116,

  121, 124-125, 131, 138, 159-160; Coscatlan 22,

  32, 42, 64; Cuamelco 64; Huasteca 122-123,

  128, 131, 159; Huautla 19, 22, 32, 42, 45, 62;

  Matlapa 22, 32, 42, 64; North Puebla 121, 128,

  159; Orizaba 46: San Jer6nimo (Tezcoco) 22,

  31, 42; Tetelcingo 22, 31, 42, 48, 64, 74, 110,

  121; Tlaxpanaloya 15, 22, 31, 42, 65;
  Zongolica 22, 32, 35, 41, 42-43, 49, 61-62, 64,

  71, 74

Nevome 6
Nicolefio 6

Nicoya 8

Northern Paiute 6, 82, 83

Northern Tepehuan 6, 22, 27, 33, 35-36, 38, 42,

  45, 49, 54, 56, 62, 63-64, 74, 88-89, 110,

  122-123, 131, 139-140, 148, 153

Numic6
Oaxaca Chontal -> Chontal

Ocuiltec 7, 22, 28, 33, 37, 42, 44-45, 51-52, 54,

  63-64, 93-95, 110, 113-114, 121, 128, 130

Odami/ Odame 6
Oluta Popoluca . Popoluca

Opata 6

Opatan 6

Oregonian 6

Oto-Pamean 7, 93, 113-114

Otomanguean 3, 5, 7, 11, 20, 23, 35-36, 40, 54,

  59-60, 62-64, 67, 83-85, 92-97, 103-104, 109,

  112-114, 116-117, 128-130, 154, 156-157, 159

Otomi 7, 14, 40, 72, 84, 91, 93, 95-97, 110, 113,

  121, 128, 130, 156, 159; Ixtenco 7; Mezquital 7,

  22, 28, 34, 35, 38, 42, 44, 53-54, 61-62; Sierra

  7, 21, 24, 29, 31, 37, 42, 44, 53-54; Temoayan

  22, 28, 33, 38, 42, 44, 46, 53-54, 62-63, 73;

  Tenango 21, 24, 27, 34, 35, 37, 42, 44, 46,

  53-54, 61

Otomian 7, 61, 75, 103

Paipai 7, 18, 22, 27, 33, 36, 38, 42-44, 49, 60,

  62-63

Pame 93-96, 110, 114, 121, 129-130; Central 7,

  22-23, 28, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49, 54, 60, 62-63,

  114; North 7; South 7, 22, 24, 32, 37, 42, 44,

  50, 54, 56, 114

Pamean 7
Panamaka 9
Panamint 6

Papabuco 8
Papago 6, 22, 24, 31, 35, 38, 42, 44, 49, 61-62,

  66, 71, 74, 88-89, 110, 122-123, 139-140, 148

Paviotso 6
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Paya 9, 99, 102, 112

Pech 9

Pima Alto 6

Pima Bajo 6, 88, 89, 109-110, 120

Piman 6
Pimic 6

Pipil 7, 22, 32, 35, 37, 42, 44, 48, 64, 110, 121,

  128, 159

Pirinda 7

Plateau Shoshonean 6

Pochutec 7, 21, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49, 62-64

Pocom 9
Pocomam [Pokomam] 9, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42,

  44, 49, 61, 111, 122

Pocomchi IPokomchi'] 9, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42,

  44, 49, 61, 99, 111, 114, 117, 122

Popoloc 5, 7, 10, 64, 66, 110, 122; Eastern 22, 28,

  34-35, 37, 42, 44, 49, 55, 61, 66; Tlacoyalco

  22, 28, 34-35, 38, 42, 44, 48, 55, 61-62, 75;

  Western 22, 28, 34-35, 38, 42, 44, 49, 55,

  61-62, 66

Popolocan 7, 23, 113

Popoluca 5; Oluta 8, 10, 37, 42, 44, 50, 100, 1l1,

  121; Sayula 8, 22, 28, 32, 35, 37, 42, 44, 50, 61,

  100, 111, 114, 122, 128, 159; Sierra 8, 10, 22,

  28, 32, 38, 42, 44, 50, 62---63, 110, 114, 121,

  125, 128, 136, 159; Texistepec 8, 10

Purepecha 7

Quichean 9, 84

Quiche [K'iche'] 9, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 40, 42, 43,

  44, 49, 61, 98-99, 111, 117, 120, 122; Classical

  98-99, 104

Rama 9, 22, 28, 32, 38, 42, 44, 48, 62, 64-65, 84,

  102-103, 111, 120

Raramuri 6

Sacapultec [Sakapulteko] 9, 23, 29, 32, 38, 42,

  44, 49, 62, 63, 74

Salvadoran Lenca 9

Sayula Popoluca --" Popoluca

Seri 7, 21, 27, 31, 35, 37, 41-43, 45, 48, 57,

  61-63, 68, 71, 75, 101, 104, 109-110, 112-113,

  120, 127-130, 154

Serranan 6, 86

Serrano 6, 85-87

Shoshone-Goshiute 6

Shoshonean 6
Sierra Popoluca --> Popoluca

Sipacapa [Sipakapefio] 9, 23, 29, 38, 42, 44, 49,

  63

Sonoran 6, 109

Southeastern Tepehuan 21, 27, 32, 51, 73, 75

Southern Numic 6, 86

Southern Paiute 6

      Native Middle American Languages

Southern Tepehuan 6, 18, 22, 27, 32, 35-37, 42,

  44, 64, 74, 110, 122-123, 131

Spanish 40, 84, 89, 90, 91, 96, 101-102, 104-105,

  124-125, 149

Subtiaba 7, 92, 95, 104, 109, 112

Sumu 9, 24, 38, 42, 44, 48, 62, 64, 84, 102-103,

  111, 115, 120, 128

Supanec 5, 7, 112

Takic 6

Tapachultec8 '
Taracahitic 6

Taracaitan 6

Tarahumara 6, 21, 24, 27, 31, 33, 35-37, 41-42,

  44, 49, 56, 60, 64, 84-85, 89, 94, 109-110, 120

Tarascan 7, 22, 27, 31, 60, 70-71, 101, 103, 109,

  128, 133

Tarasco 25, 32, 37, 42, 44, 50, 57, 63-64, 83-84,

  110, 121, 125; Classical 101

Tawahka 9
Teco [Teko]. Tectitec 9

Tectitec [Tektiteko] 9, 23, 30, 32, 35, 38, 42, 44,

  49, 61, 63, 111, 121

Teguima 6

Tepecano 6, 84, 88, 143

Tepehua 7, 17, 21-22, 25, 28-29, 43, 59--60, 84,

  102; Huehuetla 23, 37, 42, 44, 48, 57-60;

  Teachichilco 18, 22, 29, 32, 37, 42, 44, 49

Tepehuan 6

Tepiman 6
Tequistlatec -> Chontal

Teribe 9, 17, 21, 26, 27, 33, 36, 38, 42, 44, 52, 54,

  57, 59, 60, 61, 72, 103

Terraba 9, 17, 21, 26-27, 34-36, 38, 42, 45, 52,

  54, 57, 60-62, 64, 65, 111, 115, 121

Tlahuica 7

Tlapanec 7, 22, 28, 32, 35, 37, 42, 44, 50, 54-55,

  59, 61, 92, 96, 104, I08-110, 112-113, 122,

  130, 153

Tojolabal 8, 22, 29, 32, 38, 42, 44, 49, 98-99,

  104, 111, 114, 121

Tol 3, 5, 9, 17, 22, 32, 38, 42-43, 45, 50, 56-57,

  59-60, 62, 84, 102, 109, 111-113, 120, 128,

  130, 158

Totonac 7, 43, 60, 62, 84, 91, 97, 102, 109-110,

  121, 128, 140, 160; Papantla 18, 22, 28, 32, 37,

  43-44, 48, 140; Xicotepec 21, 26, 29, 31, 37,

  43-44, 49, 102

Totonacan 3, 7, 17-18, 22, 28, 32, 75, 102-103,

  140
Trique 7, 11, 17, 22, 28, 96, 110, 122; Chicahuax-
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areal feature(s) 11, 59, 61, 63, 68, 75
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case 126, 133-135, 137-138, 143, 146-148, 150
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  130-131 160
        '
clitic(s) 3, 107, 115, 131, 133-135, 137, 141

coarticulation 64
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consonant system(s) 4, 14-45, 75-76

consonants 139, 153; aspirated 15, 57; geminate

  13; glottalized 14, 16, 57, 59; labialized 13, 43,

  63; nasalized 13; palatalized 13, 27, 43, 62,

  139; prenasalized 11, 17; retroflexd; 61
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  160
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tone sandhi 56
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  11-12, 14, 36, 46-48, 51-52, 57, 64, 70, 74-75
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